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TREATY No.8 11 

STATEMENT of Indians paid Annuity and Gratuity, &c.-Crmcluded. 

He.d- Other C .. h - Chiefs. men. Indians. Paid each 
Band. 

FORT McMURRAY, 
$ cis. 

Creund Chipewy.n Banik-
"Haadmen ......................... , ............. ........ 2 . ....... 4400 
OtheFiIidia .................................. ; .. ........ ........ 180 1.56000 

WABIBCOW. 
CreaBand-

Ohlef ........................................... 1 ........ 3200 
Headmen ...................... , ... , ............ ........ 4 . ....... 88 00 
Other Indiana ................................... ........ ........ 191 2.292 00 

Total. ..... , ......... ,.,'" ...... , .. 7 23 2.187 ............ 

SUMMARY. 
7 Chiefs at 132 ... " .... ,''',.,'', ... ,.,.,.,'', .• ".".,', ... ,' ,$ 

23 Headmen aU22 ......................... , " ................ , 
2.187 Other Indiana at $12" .... , ............... " ........ ,' ,.,',., 

224 00 
50600 

26.224 00 

2.217" ....... " .... , ................ """ ... , .............. ,, .. ,,$ 26.97400 

Certified correct, 

DAVID LAIRD, 
J. H. ROSS, 
J. A. J. MoKENNA. 

Total 
Cash Paid. 

S cis. 

1.604 00 

2.412 00 

26.974 00 

Indian Treaty Commissioners, 

WINNIPEG, MAN" September 22, 1899, 

TREATY No, 8, 

ARTICLES OF A TREATY made and concluded at the several dates 
mentioned therein, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-nine, between Her most Gracious Majesty the 'Queen .of Great Britain 
and Ireland, by Her Commissioners the Honourable David Laird, of Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Indian Commissioner for the said Province and the Northwest 
Territories; James Andrew Joseph McKenna, of Ottawa, Ontario, Esquire, and 
the Honourable James Hamilton Ross, of Regina, in the Northwest Territories, 
of the one part; and the Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indians, inhabitants 
of the territory within the limits hereinafter defined and described, by their 
Chiefs and Headmen, hereunto subscribed, of the other part:-

WHEREAS, the Indians inhabiting the territory hereinafter defined have, 
pursuant to notice given by the Honourable Superintendant General of Indian 
Affairs in the year 1898, been convened to meet a Commission representing 
Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada at certain places in the 
said territory in this present year 1899, to deliberate upon certain matters of 
interest to Her Most Gracious Majesty, of the one part, and the said Indians 
of the other. 

AND WHEREAS, the said Indians have been notified and informed by Her 
Majesty's said Commission that it is Her desire to open for settlement, im
migration, trade, travel, mining, lumbering, and such other purposes as to Her 
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Majesty may seem meet, a tract of country bounded and described as herein
after mentioned, and to obtain the consent thereto of Her Indian subjects 
inhabiting the said tract, and to make a treaty, and arrange with them, so that 
there may be peace and good will between them and Her Majesty's other subjects, 
and that Her Indian people may know and be assured of what allowances they 
are to count upon and receive from Her Majesty's bounty and benevolence. 

AND WHEREAS, the Indians of the said tract, duly convened in council at 
the respective points named hereunder, and being requested by Her Majesty's 
Commissioners to name certain Chiefs and Headmen who should be authorized 
on their behalf to conduct such negotiations and sign any treaty to be founded 
thereon, and to become responsible to Her Majesty for the faithful performance 
by their respective bands of such obligations as shall be assumed by them, the 
said Indians have therefore acknowledged for that purpose the several Chiefs 
and Headmen who have subscribed hereto. . 

AND WHEREAS, the said Commissioners have proceeded to negotiate a treaty 
with the Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indians, inhabiting the district 
hereinafter defined and described, and the same has been agreed upon and con
cluded by the respective bands at the dates mentioned hereunder, the said 
Indians DO HEREBY CEDE, RELEASE, SURRENDER AND YIELD UP to the Government 
of the Dominion of Canada, for Her Majesty the Queen and Her successors for 
ever, all their rights, titles and privileges Whatsoever, to the lands included 
within the following limits, that is to say:-

Commencing at the source of the main branch of the Red Deer River in 
Alberta, thence due west to the central range of the Rocky Mountains, thence 
northwesterly along the said range to the point where it intersects the 60th 
parallel of north latitude, thence east along said parallel to the point where it 
intersects Hay River, thence northeasterly down said river to the south shore 
of Great Slave Lake, thence along the said shore northeasterly (and including 
such rights to the islands in said lakes as the Indians mentioned in the treaty 
may possess), and thence easterly and northeasterly along the south shores of 
Christie's Bay and McLeod's Bay to old Fort Reliance near the mouth of Lock
hart's River, thence southeasterly in a straight line to and including Black Lake, 
thence southwesterly up the stream from Cree Lake, thence including said lake 
southwesterly along the height of land between the Athabasca and Churchill 
Rivers to where it intersects the northern boundary of Treaty Six, and along 
the said boundary easterly, northerly and southwesterly, to the place of com
mencement. 

AND ALSO the said Indian rIghts, titles and privileges whatsoever to all 
other lands wherever situated in the Northwest Territories, British Columbia, 
or in any other portion of the Dominion of Canada. 

To HAVE AND TO HOLD the same to Her Majesty the Queen and Her succes
sors for ever. 

And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that 
they shall have right to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and 
fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore described, subject to such 
regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of the country, 
acting under the authority of Her Majesty, and saving and excepting such tracts 
as may be required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumber
ing, trading or other purposes. 

And Her Maiesty the Queen hereby agrees and undertakes to lay aside 
reserves for such bands as desire reserves, the same not to exceed in all one 
square mile for each family of five for such number of families as may elect to 
reside on reserves, or in that proportion for larger or smaller families; and for 
such families or individual Indians as may prefer to live apart from band reserves, 
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Her Majesty undertakes to provide land in severalty to the extent of 160 acres 
to each Indian, the land to be conveyed with a proviso as to non-alienation 
without the consent of the Governor General in Council of Canada, the selection 
of such reserves, and lands in severalty, to be made in the manner following, 
namely, the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs shall depute and send a 
suitable person to determine and set apart such reserves and lands, after con
sulting with the Indians concerned as to the locality which may be found suitable 
and open for selection. 

Provided, however, that Her Majesty reserves the right to deal with any 
settlers within the bounds of any lands reserved for any band as She may see 
fit j and also that the aforesaid reserves of land, or any interest therein, may be 
sold. 01' otherwise disposed of by Her Majesty's Government for· the use and 
benefit of the said Indians entitled thereto, with their consent first had and 
obtained. 

It is further agreed between Her Maj esty and Her said Indian aubj ects that 
such portions of the reserves and lands above indicated as may at any time be 
required for public works, buildings, railways, or roads of whatsoever nature may 
be appropriated for that purpose by Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion 
of Canada, due compensation being made to the Indians for the value of any 
improvements thereon, and an equivalent in land, money or other consideration 
for the area of the reserve so appropriated. 

And with a view to show the satisfaction of Her Majesty with the behaviour 
and good conduct of Her Indians, and in extinguishment of all their past claims, 
She hereby, through Her Commissioners, agrees to make each Chief a present 
of thirty-two dollars in cash, to each Headman twenty-two dollars, and to every 
other Indian of whatever age, of the families represented at the time and place 
of payment, twelve dollars. 

Her Majesty also agrees that next year, and annually afterwards for ever, 
She will cause to be paid to the said Indians in cash, at suitable places and dates, 
of which the said Indians shall be duly notified, to each Chief twenty-five dollars, 
each Headman, not to exceed four to a large Band and two to a small Band, 
fifteen dollars, and to every other Indian, of whatever age, five dollars, the same, 
unless there be some exceptional reason, to be paid only to heads of families 
for those belonging thereto. 

FURTHER, Her Majesty agrees that each Chief, after signing the treaty, 
shall receive a silver medal and a suitable flag, and next year, and every third 
year thereafter, each Chief and Headman shall receive a suitable suit of clothing. 

FURTHER, Her Majesty agrees to pay the salaries of such teacher's to instruct 
the children of said Indians as to Her Majesty's Government of Canada may 
seem advisable. . 

FURTHER, Her Majesty agrees to supply each Chief of a Band that selects 
a reserve, for the use of that Band, ten axes, five hand-saws, five augers, one 
grindstone, and the necessary files and whetstones. 

FURTHER, Her Majesty agrees that each Band that elects to take a reserve 
and cultivate the soil, shall, as soon as convenient after such reserve is set aside 
and settled upon, and the Band has signified its choice and is prepared to break 
up the soil, receive two hoes, one spade, one scythe and two hay forks for every 
family so settled, and for every three families one plough and one harrow, and 
to the Chief, for the use of his Band, two horses or a yoke of oxen, and fol' each 
Band potatoes, barley, oats and wheat (if such seed be suited to the locality of 
the reserve), to plant the land actually broken up, and provisions for one month 
in the spring for several years while planting such seeds j and to every family 
one cow, and every Chief one bull, and one mowing-machine and one reaper 
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for the use of his Band when it is ready for them; for such families as prefer to 
raise stock instead of cultivating the soil, every family of five persons, two cows, 
and every Chief two bulls and two mowing-machines when ready for their use, 
and a like proportion for smaller or larger families. The aforesaid articles, 
machines and cattle to be given one for all for the encouragement of agriculture 
and stock raising; and for such Bands as prefer to continue hunting and fishing, 
as much ammunition and twine for making nets annually as will amount in 
value to one dollar per head of the families so engaged in hunting and fishing. 

And the undersigned Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indian Chiefs 
and Headmen, on their own behalf and on behalf of all the Indians whom they 
represent, DO HEREBY SOLEMNLY PROMISE and engage to strictly observe this 
Treaty, and also to conduct and behave themselves as good and loyal subjects 
of Her Majesty the Queen. 

THEY PROMISE AND ENGAGE that they will, in all respects, obey and abide 
by the law; that they will maintain peace between each other, and between 
themselves and other tribes of Indians, and between themselves and others of 
Her Majesty's subjects, whether Indians, half-breeds or whites, this year in
habiting and hereafter to inhabit any part of the said ceded territory; and that 
they will not molest the person or property of any inhabitant of such ceded tract, 
or of any other district or country, or interfere with or trouble any person passing 
or travelling through the said tract or any part thereof, and that they will assist 
the officers of Her Majesty in bringing to justice and punishment any Indian 
offending against the stipUlations of this Treaty or infringing the law in force 
in the country so ceded. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF Her Majesty's said Commissioners and the Cree 
Chief and Headmen of Lesser Slave Lake and the adiacent territory, HAVE 
HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS at Lesser Slave Lake on the twenty-first day of 
June, in the year herein first above written. 

Signed by the parties hereto, in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses, the same having been first 
explained to the Indians by 
Albert Tate and Samuel Cun
ningham, Interpreters. 

Father A. LACOMBE, 
GEO. HOLMES, 
tEo GROUARD, O.M.I. 
W. G. WHITE, 
JAMES WALKER, 
J. ARTHUR COTE, 
A. E. SNYDER, Insp. N.W.M.P., 
H. B. ROUND, 
HARRISON S. YOUNG, 
J. F. PRUD'HOMME, 
J. W. MARTIN, 
C. MAIR, 
H. A. CONROY, 
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT, 
J. H. PICARD, 
RICHARD SECORD, 
M. MCCAULEY. 

DAVID LAIRD, Treaty Commissioner, 
J.A.J.McKENNA, TreatyCommi88ioner, 
J. H. Ross, Treaty Commissioner, 

his 
KEE NOO SHAY 00 x Chief, 

mark 
his 

MOOSTOOS x H eaaman, 
mark 

his 
FELIX GIROUX x Headman, 

mark 
his 

WEE CHEE WAY SIS x.Headman, 
mark 

his 
CHARLES NEE SUE TA SIS X Headman, 

mark 
his 

CAPTAIN x Headman, from Sturgeon 
mark Lake. 

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Commissioners and the 
Headman of the Indians of Peace River Landing and the adjacent territory, in 
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behalf of himself and the Indians whom he represents, have hereunto set their 
hands at the said Peace River Landing on the first day of JUly in the year of 
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine. 

Signed by the parties hereto, in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses, the same having been first 
explained to the Indians by 
Father A. Lacombe and John 
Boucher, interpreters. 

A. LACOMBE. 
tEo GROUARD, O.M.I., Ev. d'Ibora, 
GEO. HOLMES, 
HENRY MCCORRISTER, 
K. F. ANDERSON, Sgt., N.W.M.P. 
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT, 
H. A. CONROY, 
T. A. BRICK, 
HARRISON S. YOUNG, 
J. W. MARTIN, 
DAVID CURRY. 

DAVID LAIRD, Chairman of Indian 
Treaty Commissioners, 

his 
DUNCAN x TASTAOOSTS, Headman of 

mark Crees 

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Commissioners and the 
Chief and Headmen of the Beaver and Headman of the Crees and other Indians 
of Vermilion and the adjacent territory, in behalf of themselves and the Indians 
whom they represent, have hereunto set their hands at Vermilion on the eighth 
day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine. 

Signed by the parties hereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses, the same having been first 
explained to the Indians by 
Father A. Lacombe and John 
Bourassa, Interpreters. 

A. LACOMBE, 
tEo GROUARD, O.M.I., Ev. d'Ibora, 
MALCOLM SCOTT, 
F. D. WILSON, H. B. CO., 
H. A. CONROY, 
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT, 
HARRISON S. YOUNG, 
J. W. MARTIN, 
A. P. CLARKE, 
CHAS. H. STUART WADE, 
K. F. ANDERSON, Sgt., N.W.M.P. 

DAVID LAIRD, 
Chairman of Indian Treaty Coms., 

his 
AMBROSE x TETE NOIRE, Chief Beaver 

mark Indians. 
his 

PIERROT x FOURNIER, Headman Beaver 
mark Indians. 

his Headman 
K UIS KUIS KOW CA POOHOO x Gree 

mark Indians. 

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Treaty Commissioners 
and the Chief and Headman of the Chipewyan Indians of Fond du Lac (Lake 
Athabasca) and the adjacent territory, in behalf of themselves and the Indians 
whom they represent, have hereunto set their hands at the said Fond du Lac 
on the twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh days of July, in the year of Our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine. 
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Signed by the pal·ties hereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses, the same having been first 
explained to the Indians by 
Pierre Deschambeault, Reverend 
Father Douceur and Louis Robil
lard, Interpreters. 

DAVID LAIRD, 
Chairman of Indian Treaty Coms., 

his 
LAURENT x DZIEDDIN, Headman, 

mark 
his 

TOUSSAINT x Headman, 
mark 

(The number accepting treaty being larger than at first expected, a Chief 
was allowed, who signed the treaty on the 27th July before the same witnesses 
to signatures of the Commissioner and Headman on the 25th.) 

G. BREYNAT, O.M.I., 
HARRISON S. YOUNG, 
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT, 
WILLIAM HENRY BURKE, 
BATHURST F. COOPER, 
GERMAIN MERCREDI, 

his 
LOUIS x ROBILLARD, 

mark 
K. F. ANDERSON, Sgt., N. W.M.P. 

his 
MAURICE x PICHE, Chief of Band. 

mark 
Witness, H. S. YOUNG. 

. The Beaver Indians of Dunvegan having met on this sixth day of July, in 
this present year 1899, Her Majesty's Commissioners, the Honourable James 
Hamilton Ross and James Andrew Joseph McKenna, Esquire, and having had 
explained to then the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen 
of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country set their hands on 
the twenty-first day of June, in the year herein first above written, do join in 
the cession made by the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof 
in consideration of the undertakings made therein. 

In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Commissioners and the Headman of 
the said Beaver Indians have hereunto set their hands at Dunvegan on this 
sixth day of July, in the year herein first above written. 

Signed by the parties thereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses, after the same had been 
read and explained to the Indians 
by the Reverend Joseph Le Treste 
and Peter Gunn, Interpreters. 

A. E. SNYDER, Insp. N.W.M.P. 
J. LE TREST:E, 
P:ETER GUNN, 
F. J. FITZGERALD. 

J. H. Ross, } C .. 
J. A. J. McKENNA, omm2sswners, 

his 
NATOOSES x Headman, 

mark 

The Chipewyan Indians of Athabasca River, Birch River, Peace River, 
Slave River and Gull River, and the Cree Indians of Gull River and Deep Lake, 
having met at Fort Chipewyan on this thirteenth day of July, in this present 
year 1899, Her Majesty's Commissioners, the Honourable James Hamilton Ross 
and James Andrew Joseph McKenna, Esquire, and having had explained to 
them the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen of the Indians 
of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country set their hands on the twenty-first-
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day of June, in the year herein first above written, do join in the cession made 
by the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof in consideration of 
the undertakings made therein. 

In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Oommissioners and the Ohiefs and 
Headmen of the said Ohipewyan and Oree Indians have hereunto set their hands 
at Fort Ohipewyan on this thirteenth day of July, in the year herein first above 
written. 

Signed by the parties thereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses after the same had been 
read and explained to the Indians 
by Peter Mercredi, Ohipewyan 
Interpreter, and George Drever, 
Oree Interpreter. 

A. E. S}!YDER, Insp., N.W.M.P., 
P. MERCREDI, 
GEO. DREVER, 
L. M. LE DOUSSAL, 
A. DE OHAMBOUR, O.M.I. 
H. B. ROU}!D, 
GABRIEL BREY}!AT, O.M.I., 
OOLm FRASER, 
F. J. FITZGERALD, 
B. F. OOOPER, 
H. W. McLARE}!, 

J. H. Ross, } Treaty 
J. A. J. McKE}!}!A, Commissioners, 

his 
ALEX. x LAVIOLETTE, Chipewyan Chief, 

mark 
his 

JULIEN X RATFAT, 
mark 
his 

.SEPT. x HEEZELL, 
mark 

his 

) 
Chipewyan 

Headmen, 

JUSTIN x MARTIN, Cree Chief, 
mark 

his 
A}!T. x TACCAI<ROO, 

mark 
his 

THOMAS x GIBBOT, 
mark 

CI'ee Headmen. 

The Chipewyan Indians of Slave River and the country thereabouts having 
met at Smith's Landing on this seventeenth day of July, in this present year 
1899, Her Majesty's Oommissioners, the Honourable James Hamilton Ross and 
James Andrew Joseph McKenna, Esquire, and having had explained to them 
the terms of the Treaty unto which the Ohief and Headmen of the Indians of 
Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country, set their hands on the twenty-first day 
of June, in the year herein first above written, do join in the cession made by 
the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof in consideration of the 
undertakings made therein. 

In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Oommissioners and the Ohief and 
Headmen of the said Ohipewyan Indians have hereunto set their hands at 
Smith's Landing, on this seventeenth day of July, in the year herein first above 
written. 

Signed by the parties thereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses after the same had been 
road and explained to the Indians 
by John Trindle, Interpreter. 

A. E. SNYDER, Insp. N.W.M.P., 
H. B. Rou}!D, 
J. H. REID, 
JAS. HALY, 
JOHN TRmDLE, 
F. J. FITZGERALD, 
WM. MCOLELLA}!D, 
JOHN SUTHERLA}!D. 

J. H. Ross, } Treaty 
J. A. J. McKENNA, Commissioners, 

his 
PIERRE x SQUIRREL, Chief, 

mark 
his 

MICHAEL x MAMDRILLE, Headman, 
mark 
his 

WILLIAM x KISCORRAY, Headman, 
mark 
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The Chipewyan and Cree Indians of Fort McMurray and the country there
abouts, having met at Fort McMurray, on this fourth day of August, in this 
present year 1899, Her Majesty's Commissioner, James Andrew Joseph McKenna, 
Esquire, and having had explained to them the terms of the Treaty unto which 
the Chief and Headmen of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country 
set their hands on the twenty-first day of June, in the year herein first above 
written, do join in the cession made by the said Treaty and agree to adhere to 
the terms thereof in consideration of the undertakings made therein. 

In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Commissioner and the Headmen of 
the said Chipewyan and Cree Indians have hereunto set their hands at Fort 
McMurray, on this fourth day of August, in the year herein first above written. 

Signed by the parties thereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses after the same had been 
read and explained to the Indians 
by the Rev. Father Lacombe and 
T. M. Clarke, Interpreters 

A. LACOMBE, O.M.I., 
ARTHUR J. WARWICK, 
T. M. CLARKE, 
J. W. MARTH!, 
F. J. FITZGERALD, 
M. J. H. VERNON • 

J. A. J. McKENNA, Treaty Commis-
his [sioner, 

ADAM X BOUCHER, Chipewyan Head-
mark [man, 

his 
SEAPOTAKINUM x CREE, Cree Headman, 

mark 

. The Indians of Wapiscow and the country thereabouts having met at 
Wapiscow Lake on this fourteenth day of August, in this present year 1899, 
Her Majesty's Commissioner, the Honourable James Hamilton Ross, and having 
had explained to them the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Head
men of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country set their hands 
on the twenty-first day of June in the year herein first above written, do join 
in the cession made by the said Treaty and agree to adhere to the terms thereof 
in consideration of the undertakings made therein. 

In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Commissioner and the Chief and 
Headmen of the Indians have hereunto set their hands at Wapiscow Lake, on 
this fourteenth day of August, in the year herein first above written. 

Signed by th!l parties thereto in the 
presence of the undersigned wit
nesses after the same had been 
read and explained to the Indians 
by Alexander Kennedy. 

A. E. SNYDER, Insp. N.W.M.P., 
CHARLES RILEY WEAVER, 
J. B. HENRI GIROUX, O.M.I., P.M., 
MURDOCH JOHNSTON, 
C. FALHER, O.M.I., 
ALEX. KENNEDY, Interpreter, 
H. A. CONROY, 
(Signature in Cree character). 
JOHN McLEOD, 
M. R. JOHNSTON. 

J. H. Ross, Treaty Commissioner, 
his 

JOSEPH x KAPUSEKONEW, Chief, 
mark 

his 
JOSEPH x ANSEY, Headman, 

mark 
his 

WAPOOSE x Headman, 
mark 
his 

MICHAEL X ANSEY, Headman, 
mark 

his 
LOUISA x BEAVER, Headman, 

mark 



PART II 
RIGHTS OF 

THE 
ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLES OF 

CANADA 

Recognition of 35. 
existing aboriginal 
and treaty rights 

Definition of 
"aboriginal peoples 
of Call ada" 

Land claims 
agreements 

Aboriginal and 
treaty rights are 
guaranteed equally 
to both sexes 

Constitution Act, 1982 

(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal 
peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed. 

(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" includes the 
Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of Canada. 

(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" 
includes rights that now exist by way of land claims agreements 
or may be so acquired. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the 
aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in subsection (1) are 
guaranteed equally to male and female persons. iW 



Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 473 

Commission's duties 

5 (0.1) In this section, "minister" means the minister responsible for the administration of the 

Hydro and Power Authority Act. 

(I) On the request of the Lieutenant Govel1lor in Council, it is the duty of the commission to 

advise the Lieutenant Govel1lor in Council on any matter, whether or not it is a matter in respect 

of which the commission otherwise has jurisdiction. 

(2) If, under subsection (1), the Lieutenant Govel1lor in Council refers a matter to the 

commission, the Lieutenant Govel1lor in Council may specify terms of reference requiring and 

empowering the commission to inquire into the matter. 

(3) The commission may carry out a function or perform a duty delegated to it under an 

enactment of British Columbia or Canada. 

(4) The commission, in accordance with subsection (5), must conduct an inquiry to make 

determinations with respect to British Columbia's infrastructure and capacity needs for electricity 

transmission for the period ending 20 years after the day the inquiry begins or, if the terms of 

reference given under subsection (6) specify a different period, for that period. 

(5) An inquiry under subsection (4) must begin 

(a) by March 31,2009, and 

(b) at least once every 6 years after the conclusion of the previous inquiry, 

unless otherwise ordered by the Lieutenant Govel1lor in Council. 

(6) For an inquiry under subsection (4), the minister may specify, by order, terms of reference 

requiring and empowering the commission to inquire into the matter referred to in that 

subsection, including terms of reference regarding the manner in which and the time by which 

the commission must issue its determinations under subsection (4). 

(7) The minister may declare, by regulation, that the commission may not, during the period 

specified in the regulation, reconsider, vary or rescind a determination made under subsection 

(4). 

(8) Despite section 75, if a regulation is made for the purposes of subsection (7) of this section 

with respect to a determination, the commission is bound by that determination in any hearing or 

proceeding held during the period specified in the regulation. 

(9) The commission may order a public utility to submit an application under section 46, by the 

time specified in the order, in relation to a determination made under subsection (4). 
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Provincial hydro and power authority (BCH) decided to buy electricity from A Inc. which was surplus to A Inc.'s 
smelter requirements, in accordance with energy purchase agreement (EPA) made in 2007 -- BCH needed approval of 
provincial utilities commission for EPA to be enforceable pursuant to s. 71 of Utilities Commission Act (UCA) -
Tribal council (CSTC) sought to be heard in s. 71 proceeding on issue of whether Crown had fulfilled duty to consult 
and if necessary acconnnodate aboriginal interests before BCH entered into EPA -- Commission reconsidered issue of 
impact of water flows arising from EPA and dismissed CSTC's reconsideration motion by concluding that EPA had no 
impact on volume, timing or source of water released into rivers in question -- Commission determined that since 
there were no new physical impacts created by EPA, duty to consult was not triggered and therefore it did not have to 
address question as to whether BCH had duty to consult -- CSTC appealed -- Appeal allowed -- It could be inferred 
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from UCA that commission had authority to decide relevant questions of law including whether Crown had duty to 
consult and whether it had fulfilled duty -- Appropriate forum for enforcement of duty to consult is in first instance 
tribunal with jurisdiction over subject matter, and in this case that was commission in relation to EPA -- Also, 
commission had skill, expertise and resources to hear and decide consultation issue -- Furthermore, honour of Crown 
obliged commission to do so, since as body to which powers have been delegated by Crown, it must not deny CSTC 
timely access to decision-maker with authority over subject matter -- Fault of commission was in not entertaining 
issue of consultation within scope of full hearing when circumstances demanded inquiry -- Accordingly, proceeding 
was to be re-opened for sole purpose of detennining whether duty to consult, and if necessary, accommodate CSTC 
existed and if so, whether duty had been met in respect of filing of EPA. 

Public law --- Public authorities -- Provincial boards and commissions -- Miscellaneous 

Provincial hydro and power authority (BCH) decided to buy electricity from A Inc. which was surplus to A Inc.'s 
smelter requirements, in accordance with energy purchase agreement (EPA) made in 2007 -- BCH needed approval of 
provincial utilities commission for EPA to be enforceable pursuant to s. 71 of Utilities Commission Act (UCA)-
Tribal council (CSTC) sought to be heard in s. 71 proceeding on issue of whether Crown had fulfilled duty to consult 
and if necessary accommodate aboriginal interests before BCH entered into EPA -- Commission reconsidered issue of 
impact of water flows arising from EPA and dismissed CSTC's reconsideration motion by concluding that EPA had no 
impact on volume, timing or source of water released into rivers in question -- Commission determined that since 
there were no new physical impacts created by EPA, duty to consult was not triggered and therefore it did not have to 
address question as to whether BCH had duty to consuit -- CSTC appealed -- Appeal allowed -- It could be inferred 
from UCA that commission had authority to decide relevant questions of law including whether Crown had duty to 
consult and whether it had fulfilled duty -- Appropriate forum for enforcement of duty to consult is in first instance 
tribunal with jurisdiction over subject matter, and in this case that was commission in relation to EPA -- Also, 
commission had skill, expertise and resources to hear and decide consultation issue -- Furthennore, honour of Crown 
obliged commission to do so, since as body to which powers have been delegated by Crown, it must not deny CSTC 
timely access to decision-maker with authority over subject matter -- Fault of commission was in not entertaining 
issue of consultation within scope of full hearing when circumstances demanded inquiry -- Accordingly, proceeding 
was to be re-opened for sole purpose of determining whether duty to consult, and if necessary, accommodate CSTC 
existed and if so, whether duty had been met in respect of filing of EPA. 

Cases considered by Donald J.A.: 

ATCO Gas & Pipelines Ltd. v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board) (2006).263 D.L.R. (4th) 193,344 N.R. 
293,39 Admin. L.R. (4th) 159,380 A.R. 1, 363 WAC. 1, 2006 CarsweliAlta 139,2006 CarsweliAlta 140, 
2006 SCC 4, 54 Alta. L.R. (4th) 1, [2006] 5 W.W.R. 1, [20061 1 S.C.R. 140 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority, Re (November 29, 2007), Doc. L-95-07 (B.C. Utilities Comm.) 
-- referred to 

British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) (1996), 36 Admin. 
L.R. (2d) 249, 20 B.C.L.R. 13d) 106,71 B.C.A.C. 271, 117 W.A.C. 271, 1996 CarswellBC 352 (B.C. C.A.)-
considered 

British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (2006), 2006 CarswellBC 3694 (B.C. Utilities Comm.) -- referred 
to 

British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (March 5. 2008), Doc. L-6-08 (B.C. Utilities Comm.) -- referred to 
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Dene Tha' First Nation v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board) (2005), 2005 ABCA 68. 2005 Carswe11A1ta 
203,12 C.E.L.R. (3d) 19,363 A.R. 234, 343 W.A.C. 234, 45 Alta. L.R. (4th) 213 (Alta. c.A.) -- considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 195, 327 N.R. 53, 
[2004]3 S.C.R. 511, 36 B.C.L.R (4th) 282, 206 B.C.A.C. 52,338 W.A.C. 52, 11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 1, [2005]1 
C.N.L.R. 72, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 1, 2004 Carswe11BC 2656, 2004 Carswe11BC 2657, 2004 SCC 73, 245 D.L.R. 
(4th) 33, [2005]3 W.W.R. 419 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Kwikwetlem First Nation v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) (2009), 2009 BCCA 68, 2009 
Carswe11BC 341, 76 R.P.R. (4th) 213 (B.C. c.A.) -- referred to 

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) (2005), 2005 SCC 69, 2005 
CarswellNat 3756, 2005 CarswellNat 3757, [2006] 1 C.N.L.R. 78, 342 N.R. 82, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388, 21 
C.P.C. (6th) 205, 259 D.L.R. (4th) 610, 37 Admin. L.R (4th) 223 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

New Brunswick (Board of Management) v. Dunsmuir (2008), 372 N.R. 1, 69 Admin. L.R (4th) 1, 69 Imm. 
L.R C3d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuirv. New Brunswick) [20081 1 S.C.R 190,844 A.P.R. 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir 
v. New Brunswick) 2008 C.L.L.C. 220-020, D.T.E. 2008T-223, 329 N.B.R. (2d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. 
New Brunswick) 170 L.AC. (4th) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) 291 D.L.R. (4th) 577, 2008 
CarswellNB 124, 2008 CarswellNB 125,2008 SCC 9, 64 C.C.E.L. C3d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New 
Brunswick) 95 L.C.R. 65 (S.C.C.) -- followed 

Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. v. British Columbia (General Manager, Liquor Control & Licensing Branch) (2001), 
2001 SCC 52, 2001 CarswellBC 1877,2001 CarswellBC 1878, (sub nom. Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. v. Liquor 
Control & Licensing Branch (B.C,) 155 B.C.A.C. 193, (sub nom. OceanPort Hotel Ltd. v. Liquor Control & 
Licensing Branch (B.C.» 254 W.A.C. 193, [2001] 10 W.W.R. 1, 34 Admin. L.R. (3d) I, 204 D.L.R. (4th) 33, 
274 N.R 116,93 B.C.L.R (3d) 1, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 781 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Paul v. British Columbia (Forest Appeals Commission) (2003), 2003 Carswe11BC 2432, 2003 CarswellBC 
2433,2003 SCC 55,5 Admin. L.R. (4th) 161, 111 C.R.R. (2d) 292,18 B.C.L.R. (4th) 207, [2003]2 S.C.R 
585,231 D.L.R. (4th) 449, [2003]11 W.W.R. 1, [2003]4 C.N.L.R. 25, 3 C.E.L.R (3d) 161 (S.C.C.) -- fol
lowed 

Quebec (Attorney General) v. Canada (National Energy Board) (1994), {sub nom. Ouebec (Procureur ge
neral) v. Office national de l'energie) 163 N.R. 241, [19941 3 C.N.L.R 49, 1994 CarswellNat 8, 1994 
CarswellNat 1496, 112 D.L.R. (4th) 129, [1994]1 S.C.R. 159, 14 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) I, 20 Admin. L.R. (2d) 79 
(S.C.C.) -- considered 

Statutes considered: 

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), c. 11, reprinted R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 44 

Generally -- referred to 

PI. II -- referred to 
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s. 35 -- considered 

s. 35.1 [en. SII84-102]-- referred to 

Hydro and Power Authority Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 212 

s. 3 -- considered 

s. 4 -- considered 

s. 5 -- considered 

s. 12(1 )(m) -- considered 

Utilities Commission Act, S.B.C. 1980, c. 60 

Generally -- referred to 

Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 473 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 3 -- considered 

s. 5(0.1) "minister" [en. 2008, c. 13, s. 4(a)]-- considered 

s. 71 -- considered 

s. 71(2.1)(a) -- considered 

s. 79 -- considered 

s. 99 -- considered 

s. 101 -- considered 

s. 105 -- considered 
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APPEAL by tribal council from decision of British Columbia Utilities Commission dismissing council's reconsid
eration motion on issue as to whether Crown fulfilled its duty to consult before hydro and power authority entered into 
Energy Purchase Agreement. 

Donald J.A.: 

Introduction 
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I This is one of those cases foreseen by the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Min
ister afForests). 2004 SCC 73, [2004]3 S.C.R. 511 (S.C.C.), where the broad general principles ofthe Crown's duty 
to consult and, if necessary, accommodate Aboriginal interests are to be applied to a concrete set of circumstances. 

2 Consultation arises here in relation to the decision of British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (B.C. Hydro) 
to buy electricity from Rio Tinto Alcan Inc. (Alcan) which is surplus to its smelter requirements, in accordance with an 
Energy Purchase Agreement (EPA) made in 2007. 

3 For the EPA to be enforceable, B.C. Hydro needs the approval of the British Columbia Utilities Commission 
(Commission) under s. 71 of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c, 473. 

4 The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (the appellant) sought to be heard in the s. 71 proceeding before the Com
mission on the issue of whether the Crown fulfilled its duty to consult before B.C. Hydro entered into the EPA. 

5 The appellant's interest (asserted both in a pending action for Aboriginal title and within the treaty process) is in 
the water and related resources east of the discharge of the Nechako Reservoir created by Alcan in the early 1950s to 
drive its generators in Kemano for use at the Kitimat aluminum smelter. 

6 The appellant claims that the diversion of water fur Alcan's use is an infringement of its rights and title and that no 
consultation has ever taken place. 

7 The Commission considered the appellant's request as a reconsideration of its decision, made prior to the appel
lant's involvement, that consultation was not relevant and, thus, not within the scope of its proceeding and oral hearing 
(the Scoping Order). It was held not to be relevant then because the only First Nations groups involved at that point 
were the Haisla First Nation and the Haisla Hereditary Chiefs, who did not press the issue of consultation. 

8 The Commission addressed the reconsideration in two phases. At Phase I, the Commission "concluded that the 
CSTC [Carrier Sekani Tribal Council] established a prima facie case sufficient to warrant a reconsideration of the 
Scoping Order", and that the ground for reconsideration was "the impacts on the water flows arising from the 2007 
EPA": Reasons for Decision, "Impacts on Water Flows", [British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority, Re (November 
29, 2007), Doc. L-95-07 (B.C. Utilities Comm.)]. Within Phase I, the Commission conducted a fact-finding hearing 
into water flow impacts and concluded as follows: 

The Commission Panel accepts the submissions of counsel for BC Hydro regarding the determinations that 
should be made at this time in the proceeding. The Commission Panel concludes as a matter of fact that: 

a) the 2007 EPA will have no impact on the volume, timing or source of water flows into the Nechako 
River; 

b) the 2007 EPA will not change the volume of water to be released into the Kernano River; and 

c) the 2007 EPA may cause reservoir elevations to vary approximately one or two inches which will be 
an imperceptible change in the water levels of the Nechako Reservoir. This change to reservoir levels 
will not affect water flows other than the timing of releases to the Kernano River. 

9 Then, in Phase II, the Commission received argument based on, inter alia, the facts found as described above and 
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Assuming there has been a historical, continuing infringement of aboriginal title and rights and assuming 
there has been no consultation or accommodation with CSTC on either the historical, continuing infringe
ment or the 2007 EPA, would it be a jurisdictional error for the Commission to accept the 2007 EPA? 

lOOn December 17, 2007, the Commission dismissed the appellant's reconsideration motion for reasons given in 
the overall s. 71 decision, January 29,2008. 

II In brief, the Commission rejected the appellant's motion because it found as a fact that since there were no "new 
physical impacts" created by the EPA, the duty to consult was not triggered: 

... assuming a failure of the duty of consultation for the historical, continuing infringement and no consulta
tion on the 2007 EPA, the Commission Panel concludes that acceptance of the 2007 EPA is not a jurisdic
tional error because a duty to consult does not arise by acceptance of the 2007 EPA and because a failure of 
the duty of consultation on the historical, continuing infringement cannot be relevant to acceptance of the 
2007 EPA where there are no new physical impacts. 

12 Among other points taken in the appeal, the appellant says that the Commission was wrong in narrowing the 
inquiry to "new physical impacts" and ignoring other "non-physical impacts" affecting the appellant's interests. 

13 But of greater importance from my viewpoint as a reviewing judge is the Commission's decision not to decide 
whether B.C. Hydro had a duty to consult. It decided that it did not need to address that question because of its con
clusion on the triggering issue. As I will explain later, I consider that to be an unreasonable disposition for, amongst 
other reasons, the fact that B.C. Hydro, as a Crown corporation, was taking commercial advantage of an assumed 
infringement on a massive scale, without consultation. In my view, that is sufficient to put the Commission on inquiry 
whether the honour of the Crown was upheld in the making of the EPA. 

14 There is an institutional dimension to this errOf. The Commission has demonstrated in several cases an aversion 
to assessing the adequacy of consultation. In three other decisions, the Commission deferred the consultation question 
to the environmental assessment process: British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re [2006 CarswellBC 3694 (B.C. 
Utilities Comm.)], B.C.U.C. Decision, 7 July 2006, Commission Order No. C-4-06; British Columbia Hydro & Power 
Authority, Re, (July 12, 2007), Doc. C-8-07, (B.C. Utilities Comm.); British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (March 
5. 2008), Doc. L-6-08 (B.C. Utilities Comm.), First Nations Scoping Issue. (The appeal from the last decision 
(Kwikwetlem First Nation v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) [2009 CarswellBC 341 (B.C. C.A.)], 
CA035864) was heard together with the appeal in the present case.) 

15 The Commission is a quasi-judicial tribunal with authority to decide questions of law. As such, it has the juris
diction, and in my opinion the obligation, to decide the constitutional question of whether the duty to consult exists 
and, if so, whether it has been discharged: Paul v. British Columbia (Forest Appeals Commission). 2003 SCC 55. 
[2003] 2 S.C.R. 585 (S.C.C.). That obligation is not met by deciding, as a preliminary question, an adverse impact 
issue that properly belongs within an inquiry whether a duty is owed and has been fulfilled. 

16 B.C. Hydro may be able to defend the Crown's honour on a number of powerful grounds, including the impact 
question, but this should happen in a setting where the tribunal accepts the jurisdiction to make a decision on the duty 
to consult. 

Factual Background 
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17 I have said that the infringement, if such it is, associated with the A1canlKemano Power Project is on a massive 
scale. The project involved reversing the flow of a river and the creation of a watershed that discharges west into a long 
tunnel through a mountain down to sea level at Kemano where it drives the generators at the power station and then 
flows into the Kemano River. To the east the watershed discharges into the Nechako River which eventually joins the 
Fraser River at Prince George. The westerly diversion is manmade. The natural water flows into the Nechako River 
system were altered by the project with implications for fish and wildlife, especially salmon. Alcan holds a water 
licence in perpetuity for the reservoir. It is obliged by the licence and an agreement made in 1987 settling litigation 
involving the Provincial and Federal Governments to maintain water flows that meet specifications for migratory fish. 

18 At the outset of the project in the late 1940s, Alcan envisioned a smelter at Kitimat and power station at Kemano 
roughly twice their present size. The water licence and related pennits for the Nechako Reservoir were issued provi
sionally with the idea that when the plants were enlarged as planned, the licence would be made permanent. 

19 In the course of an expansion project, sometimes referred to as Kemano II, the Government of British Columbia 
changed its mind about allowing the full utilization of the reservoir. This shut down the project and prompted a law 
suit by A1can. The parties settled the dispute in 1997 on terms which included a power deal whereby the Province 
would supply A1can should it enlarge the smelter and need more electricity. The settlement also granted A1can the 
water licence on a pennanent basis. 

20 Alcan has been selling its excess power since the beginning of its operations, at first directly to neighbouring 
industries and communities, and later to those customers through the B.C. Hydro grid and to B.C. Hydro for general 
distribution, and to Powerex Corporation (B.C. Hydro's exporting affiliate). 

21 The Commission found as a fact in the decision under appeal that (I) Alcan can sell its electricity to anyone -
B.C. Hydro is not the only potential customer; and (2) water flows will not be influenced by the EPA. 

22 In written submissions on the motion for reconsideration, the appellant articulated a number of ways in addition 
to "new physical impacts" where the EPA might affect their interests: 

18. There are many aspects of the EPA which demonstrate that it is an important decision in relation to the 
infringements of the Intervenor's rights and title, within the context set out by recent caselaw. This decision: 

(a) Approves an EPA that will confirm and mandate extended electricity sales for a very long time -- to 
2034; 

(b) Approves the sale to BC Hydro of all electricity which is surplus to Alcan's power needs -- and 
therefore authorizes the sale of power resulting from diversions of water that are causing existing im
pacts and infringements; 

(c) Removes or affects the flexibility to release additional water, because that power is now the subject of 
an agreement with BC Hydro; 

(d) Changes the 'operator' -- by creating a "Joint Operating Conunittee" (sA.I3), by authorizing B.C. 
Hydro to ~ointly develop' the reservoir operating model (sA.17), and by requiring B.C. Hydro approval 
for any amendments to operating agreements "which constrain the availability of Kemano to generate 
electricity" (App.l, 70 "Operating Constraints"); 
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(e) Changes in objective -- this agreement confirms that power will now be devoted to long-term 'ca
pacity' for B.C. Hydro (Even if there had been a 'compelling social objective' to grant the water to Alcan 
(in 1950) for the production of aluminum, that objective is no longer operative under this agreement. A 
new 'objective' requires further consultation.); 

(f) Creates added incentives to maximize power sales (rather than release water for conservation); 

(g) Provides incentives to Alcan to 'optimize' efficiency of their operations (meaning additional power 
sales); 

(h) Encourages sales (i.e. diversion of water) through financial incentives in the most significant low 
water months (January to March); 

(i) Affects the complexity required for proper enviromnental management -- e.g. temperature, variable 
flows, timing, over-spills etc. -- in order to accOlmnodate BC Hydro sales; 

(j) Approves an agreement that contains no positive conditions protecting fish and First Nations rights 
and which will preclude (by financial disincentives) those conditions from being added later; 

(k) Fails to include First Nations in any way in management decisions. 

19. If, despite the jurisprudence pointing to the contrary, the BC Utilities Commission is not prepared to 
examine the impacts of existing operations, and instead views the EPA solely as a financial model, there are 
nevertheless clear impacts on the Intervenor's interests arising from this agreement: 

(a) Increases the cost of compensation to Alcan; 

(b) Any change to the 1987 Settlement Agreement flows will be more difficult to achieve; 

(c) Additional sales (and therefore diversions) may well occur (evidence of other purchasers -- under all 
conditions and at all times of the year -- is speculative). 

[Emphasis in original.] 

23 To the extent that the Commission addressed those points, it did so broadly by distinguishing between issues 
relating to the use of power and the production of power and by noting that its authority under s. 71 is limited: 

There may be steps contemplated by the Crown that have no new impacts that would nevertheless trigger the 
duty to consult because of a historical, continuing iufringement. However, a section 71 review does not ap
prove, transfer or change control of licenses or authorization and therefore where there are no new physical 
impacts acceptance of a section 71 filing would not be a jurisdictional error. That is, it is the combination of 
no new physical impacts together with the limited scope of a section 71 review that answers the principal 
question -- there is no jurisdictional error in this Decision. Alcan states: "The Crown's fiduciary duty arises in 
specific situations, in particular, when the Crown assumes discretionary control over specific Aboriginal 
interests" (Alcan Submission, para. 5.3). The decision to accept or declare unenforceable the 2007 EPA under 
section 71 of the Act does not affect underlying water resources or any CSTC aboriginal interests there may 
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be in that resource (Alcan Submissions, para. 5.5). 

The CSTC submits: 
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"The 2007 EPA will also constitute a significant change in use (from power produced for aluminum 
smelting purposes to power for general provincial consumption) which, if approved by the BCUC, will 
amount to approval by the Crown of that change in use -- without consultation" (CSTC Submission, 
para. A6). 

The 2007 EPA may change the use of power in the sense suggested by the CSTC. However, such change in 
the use ofthe power could be effected by Alcan without the 2007 EPA and by means that are beyond the 
authority of the Commission. Nevertheless, the important question is whether or not there is a change in 
water flows, not whether or not there is a change in use of power. And, as found by the Commission in Letter 
No. L-95-07, water flows will not change. 

Relevant Enactments 

24 The Commission's authority regarding energy supply contracts comes from s. 71 of the Utilities Commission 
Act, which, including amendments effective May 1, 2008, now reads: 

71.(1) Subject to subsection (1.1), a person who, after this section comes into force, enters into an energy 
supply contract must 

(a) file a copy of the contract with the commission under rules and within the time it specifies, and 

(b) provide to the commission any information it considers necessary to determine whether the contract 
is in the public interest. 

(1.1) Subsection (I) does not apply to an energy supply contract for the sale of natural gas unless the sale is to 
a public utility. 

(2) The commission may make an order under subsection (3) if the commission, after a hearing, determines 
that an energy supply contract to which subsection (1) applies is not in the public interest. 

(2.1) In determining under subsection (2) whether an energy supply contract is in the public interest, the 
commission must consider 

(a) the govermnent's energy objectives, 

(b) the most recent long-term resource plan filed by the public utility under section 44.1, if any, 

(c) whether the energy supply contract is consistent with requirements imposed under section 64.01 or 
64.02, if applicable, 

(d) the interests of persons in British Columbia who receive or may receive service from the public 
utility, 
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(e) the quantity ofthe energy to be supplied under the contract, 

(f) the availability of supplies ofthe energy referred to in paragraph (e), 
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(g) the price and availability of any other form of energy that could be nsed instead of the energy referred 
to in paragraph (e), and 

(h) in the case only of an energy supply contract that is entered into by a public utility, the price of the 
energy referred to in paragraph (e). 

(2.2) Subsection (2.1) (a) to (c) does not apply if the commission considers that the matters addressed in the 
energy supply contract filed under subsection (1) were determined to be in the public interest in the course of 
considering a long-term resource plan under section 44.1. 

(2.3) A public utility may submit to the commission a proposed energy supply contract setting out the terms 
and conditions of the contract and a process the public utility intends to use to acquire power from other 
persons in accordance with those terms and conditions. 

(2.4) If satisfied that it is in the public interest to do so, the commission, by order, may approve a proposed 
contract submitted under subsection (2.3) and a process referred to in that subsection. 

(2.5) In considering the public interest under subsection (2.4), the commission must consider 

(a) the goverrnnent's energy objectives, 

(b) the most recent long-term resource plan filed by the public utility under section 44.1, 

(c) whether the application for the proposed contract is consistent with the requirements imposed on the 
public utility under sections 64.01 and 64.02, if applicable, and 

(d) the interests of persons in British Columbia who receive or may receive service from the public 
utility. 

(2.6) If the commission issues an order under subsection (2.4), the commission may not issue an order under 
subsection (3) with respect to a contract 

(a) entered into exclusively on the terms and conditions, and 

(b) as a result of the process 

referred to in subsection (2.3). 

(3) If subsection (2) applies, the commission may 

(a) by order, declare the contract unenforceable, either wholly or to the extent the commission considers 
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proper, and the contract is then unenforceable to the extent specified, or 

(b) make any other order it considers advisable in the circumstances. 
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(4) If an energy supply contract is, under subsection (3) (a), declared unenforceable either wholly or in part, 
the commission may order that rights accrued before the date ofthe order under that subsection be preserved, 
and those rights may then be enforced as fully as if no proceedings had been taken under this section. 

(5) An energy supply contract or other information filed with the commission under this section must be 
made available to the public nnless the commission considers that disclosure is not in the public interest. 

25 Provisions of that Act bearing on the relationship between the British Columbia Goverument and the Commis
sion include: 

3(1) Subject to subsection (3), the Lieutenant Governor in Council, by regulation, may issue a direction to the 
commission with respect to the exercise of the powers and the performance of the duties of the commission, 
including, without limitation, a direction requiring the commission to exercise a power or perfonn a duty, or 
to refrain from doing either, as specified in the regulation. 

(2) The commission must comply with a direction issued under subsection (I), despite 

(a) any other provision of 

(i) this Act, except subsection (3) of this section, or 

(ii) the regulations, or 

(b) any previous decision of the commission. 

(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may not under subsection (I) specifically and expressly 

(a) declare an order or decision of the commission to be of no force or effect, or 

(b) require the commission to rescind an order or a decision. 

5 (0.1) In this section, "minister" means the minister responsible for the administration of the Hydro and 
POlVer Authority Act. 

(1) On the request of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, it is the duty of the commission to advise the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council on any matter, whether or not it is a matter in respect of which the com
mission otherwise has jurisdiction. 

(2) If, under subsection (1), the Lieutenant Governor in Council refers a matter to the commission, the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council may specify terms of reference requiring and empowering the commission to 
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inquire into the matter. 
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(3) The commission may carry out a function or perform a duty delegated to it under an enactment of British 
Columbia or Canada. 

(4) The commission, in accordance with subsection (5), must conduct an inquiry to make determinations with 
respect to British Columbia's infrastructure and capacity needs for electricity transmission for the period 
ending 20 years after the day the inquiry begins or, if the terms of reference given under subsection (6) 
specify a different period, for that period. 

(5) An inquiry under subsection (4) must begin 

(a) by March 31, 2009, and 

(b) at least once every 6 years after the conclusion of the previous inquiry, 

unless otherwise ordered by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. 

(6) For an inquiry under subsection (4), the minister may specify, by order, terms of reference requiring and 
empowering the commission to inquire into the matter referred to in that subsection, including terms of ref
erence regarding the manner in which and the time by which the commission must issue its determinations 
under subsection (4). 

(7) The minister may declare, by regulation, that the commission may not, during the period specified in the 
regulation, reconsider, vary or rescind a determination made under subsection (4). 

(8) Despite section 75, if a regulation is made for the purposes of subsection (7) of this section with respect to 
a detennination, the commission is bound by that determination in any hearing or proceeding held during the 
period specified in the regulation. 

(9) The commission may order a public utility to submit an application under section 46, by the time specified 
in the order, in relation to a determination made under subsection (4). 

71 ... 

(2.1) In detennining under subsection (2) whether an energy supply contract is in the public interest, the 
commission must consider 

(a) the government's energy objectives, ... 

26 The provisions of the Utilities Commission Act dealing with the Commission's jurisdiction and appeals are: 

79 The determination of the commission on a question of fact in its jurisdiction, or whether a person is or is 
not a party interested within the meaning of this Act, is binding and conclusive on all persons and all courts. 
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99 The commission may reconsider, vary or rescind a decision, order, rule or regulation made by it, and may 
rehear an application before deciding it. 

10 1 (l) An appeal lies from a decision or order of the commission to the Court of Appeal with leave of a 
justice of that court. 

(2) The party appealing must give notice of the application for leave to appeal, stating the grounds of appeal, 
to the commission, to the Attorney General and to any party adverse in interest, at least 2 clear days before the 
hearing ofthe application. 

(3) If leave is granted, within 15 days from the granting, the appellant must give notice of appeal to the 
commission, to the Attorney General, and to any party adverse in interest. 

(4) The commission and the Attorney General may be heard by counsel on the appeal. 

(5) On the determination of the questions involved in the appeal, the Court of Appeal must certify its opinion 
to the commission, and an order of the commission must confonn to that opinion. 

105 (1) The commission has exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and for all matters in which jurisdiction is 
conferred on it by this or any other Act. 

(2) Unless othenvise provided in this Act, an order, decision or proceeding of the commission must not be 
questioned, reviewed or restrained by or on an application for judicial review or other process or proceeding 
in any court. 

27 B.C. Hydro's relationship with government is defined in the Hydro and Power Authority Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 
212, as follows: 

3(1) The authority is for all its purposes an agent ofthe government and its powers may be exercised only as 
an agent ofthe government. 

(2) The Minister of Finance is the fiscal agent of the authority. 

(3) The authority, on behalf ofthe government, may contract in its corporate name without specific reference 
to the government. 

4(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council appoints the directors of the authority who hold office during 
pleasure. 
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(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council must appoint one or more of the directors to chair the authority. 

(3) A chair or other director must be paid by the authority the salary, directors' fee and other remuneration the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council deterntines. 

5 The directors must manage the affairs of the authority or supervise the management of those affairs, and 
may 

(a) exercise the powers conferred on them under this Act, 

(b) exercise the powers of the authority on behalf of the authority, and 

(c) delegate the exercise or performance of a power or duty conferred or imposed on them to anyone 
employed by the authority. 

28 The authority to purchase power is found in s. 12(1)(m) of the Hydro and POlVer Authority Act: 

12 (1) Subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, which may be given by order of the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council, the authority has the power to do the following: 

(m) purchase power from or sell power to a fIrm or person; 

29 Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 reads: 

Issues 

35.(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and 
affirmed. 

(2) In tIus Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples of Canada. 

(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" includes rights that now exist by way ofland claims 
agreements or may be so acquired. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in subsection 
(I) are guaranteed equally to male and female persons. 

30 The appellant frames the grounds for appeal in its factum as follows: 

22. The appellant submits that the Commission committed errors oflaw and jurisdiction in detemtining: 

a) That the failure of the Crown to consult and, if necessary, accommodate the member tribes of the 
CSTC was not relevant to the proceeding; 
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b) to refuse to allow evidence or cross-examination on the on-going existing impacts of the operations of 
the Nechako reservoir and the Kemano Project on the aboriginal rights and title of the member tribes of 
the CSTC; and 

c) that the acceptance ofthe EPA between BC Hydro and Alcan does not trigger a duty to consult and, if 
necessary accommodate the member tribes of the CSTC. 

31 The Attorney General's factum identifies the question of law in the appeal as follows: 

23. The Attorney General says that the question of law in this appeal is whether the Commission correctly 
refused to amend the Scoping Order to consider the adequacy of Crown consultation with First Nations re
garding the impact of the Kemano System upon their asserted Aboriginal rights. In particular: 

Is the duty to consult triggered by the Crown contemplating conduct which does not adversely impact 
claimed Aboriginal rights, but is nonetheless related to historical Crown conduct which does impact 
claimed Aboriginal rights? 

32 Alcan poses a threshold question about the Commission's jurisdiction and a further question on the merits: 

35. This proposition [the appellant's contention that the Commission had a duty to ensure consultation took 
place] raises a threshold question about the jurisdiction of the Commission: 

In a s. 71 review of an energy supply contract, does the Commission have the jurisdiction to decide 
whether the Crown's duty to consult under s. 35 ofthe Constitution Act, 1982 arises and has been met in 
relation to that contract? 

36. If the answer is "no", the appeal must be dismissed, because the CSTC's complaint about consultation will 
have been taken to the wrong forum. If the answer is "yes", then tlils Court must address a second question: 

Did the 2007 EPA or the Commission's review of the 2007 EPA give rise to a duty to consult under s. 35 
of the Constitution Act, 1982? 

33 B.C. Hydro's breakdown of the issues is this: 

BC Hydro submits that the primary issue on appeal is as follows: 

I. Did the review conducted by the BCUC in respect of the 2007 EPA pursuant to s. 71 of the UCA 
amount to the Crown contemplating conduct that might adversely affect the CSTC's aboriginal interests 
so as to give rise to the duty to consult with the CSTC? 

2. If and only ifthe primary question is answered in the affInnative, then BC Hydro submits that there is 
a secondary issue on appeal as follows: 

If the answer to question I is yes, does the UCA empower and require the Commission to adjudicate 
a dispute between the Crown and the CSTC regarding the sufficiency of consultation to discharge 
the Crown's obligation in respect of the original authorization, construction and operation of the 
Nechako Reservoir before the BCUC can exercise its jurisdiction under s. 71? 
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3. If and only if the secondary question is answered in the affirmative, then BC Hydro submits that there 
is a third issue on appeal as follows: 

If the answer to both questions 1 and 2 is yes, what remedy is appropriate? 

34 I will analyze the issues according to this framework: 

Discussion 

A. Was the Commission, in reviewing the enforceability of the EPA under s. 71 of the Utilities Com
mission Act, obliged to decide whether the Crown had a duty to consult and whether it fulfilled the duty? 

B. Did the Commission commit a reviewable error in disposing ofthe consultation issue on a preliminary 
or threshold question defmed too strictly and in terms which did not include all of the interests asserted 
by the appellant? 

C. What is the appropriate remedy if the appellant establishes a reviewable error? 

A. Tlte Power and Duty to Decide 

1. The POlVer 

35 Under the heading of power to decide, I will discuss three propositions: 

(a) As a quasi-judicial tribunal with authority to decide questions oflaw, the Commission is competent 
to decide relevant constitutional questions, including whether the Crown has discharged a duty to 
consult. 

(b) Section 71 ofthe Utilities Commission Act mandates review of the enforceability of an energy pur
chase agreement according to factors which include the public interest. This agreement engages the 
honour of the Crown in its dealings with Aboriginal peoples. 

(c) The Commission has the capacity to address the adequacy of consultation. 

(a) Competency 

36 The Commission has not explicitly declared that it has no jurisdiction to decide a consultation issue. But since 
the Commission has shown a disinclination to grapple with the issue, and the proponents of the EPA have questioned 
whether it lies within the Commission's statutory mandate, I think the court should settle the point. 

37 In Paul v. British Columbia (Forest Appeals Commission), the Supreme Court of Canada decided, at para. 38, 
"there is no principled basis for distinguishing s. 35 rights from other constitutional questions." 

38 Moving on to whether administrative tribunals have the power to decide constitutional law questions, the Court 
in Paul stated, at para. 39: 
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The essential question is whether the empowering legislation implicitly or explicitly grants to the tribunal the 
jurisdiction to interpret or decide any question oflaw. If it does, the tribunal will be presumed to have the 
concomitant jurisdiction to interpret or decide that question in light of s. 35 or any other relevant constitu
tional provision. 

39 I take those statements to be of broad application and not limited to the facts particular to Paul. In my opinion, 
they apply to the instant case, notwithstanding that the determination for the Forest Appeals Commission would have 
had a more direct effect on Mr. Paul's use ofthe forest resource than would the effects of B.C. Hydro's involvement in 
the EPA on the appellant's interests in the water resource. 

40 It can be inferred from the Utilities Commission Act that the Commission has the authority to decide relevant 
questions oflaw. Section 79, "findings of fact conclusive", implies that the right to appeal under s. 101 is restricted to 
questions of law or jurisdiction. Further, consideration of the exclusive jurisdiction clause in s. 105 indicates that the 
Legislature must have empowered the Commission to decide questions oflaw, otherwise the appellate review would 
be meaningless. 

41 The Commission is therefore presumed to have the jurisdiction to decide relevant constitutional questions, 
including whether the Crown has a duty to consult and whether it has fulfilled the duty. These are issues oflawarising 
from Part II ofthe Constitution Act, 1982, ss. 35 and 35.1 that the Commission is competent to decide. 

(b) Construction of Section 71 

42 Section 71 of the Utilities Commission Act focuses on whether the EPA is in the public interest. I think the 
respondents advance too narrow a construction of public interest when they define it solely in economic terms. How 
can a contract formed by a Crown agent in breach of a constitutional duty be in the public interest? The existence of 
such a duty and the allegation of the breach must form part and parcel of the public interest inquiry. In saying that, I do 
not lose sight ofthe fact that the regulatory scheme revolves around the economics of energy: ATCO Gas & Pipelines 
Ltd. v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board), 2006 SCC 4, [2006]1 S.C.R. 140 (S.C.C.), and that Aboriginal law is not in 
the steady diet of the Commission. But there is no other forum more appropriate to decide consultation issues in a 
timely and effective manner. As I will develop later, the rationale for the duty to consult, explained in Haida Nation v. 
British Columbia (Minister of Forests), discourages resort to the ordinary courts for injunctive relief and encourages 
less contentious measures while reconciliation is pursued. It would seem to follow that the appropriate forum for 
enforcement of the duty to consult is in the first instance the tribunal with jurisdiction over the subject-matter -- here 
the Commission in relation to the EPA. 

43 B.C. Hydro cites this Court's decision in British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority v. British Columbia 
(Utilities Commission) 11996). 20 B.C.L.R. (3d) 106 (B.C. C.A.), as support for the argument that s. 71 should not be 
interpreted to include the power to assess adequacy of consultation. It was held in that case that the governing statute, 
then the Utilities Commission Act, S.B.C. 1980, c. 60, did not confer jurisdiction on the Commission to enforce as 
mandatory the guidelines it developed on resource planning. One of the guidelines required public consultation, the 
inadequacy of which, as perceived by the Commission, led it to issue directions to B.C. Hydro in connection with an 
application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity. The Court examined the contested power to enforce 
guidelines against the language of the Act, its purpose and object, and found that no explicit provision enabled the 
Commission to promulgate mandatory guidelines which intruded on the management of the utility and none should be 
implied. 

44 On the strength of that case, B.C. Hydro turns to New Brunswick (Board of Management) v. Dunsmuir, 2008 
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SCC 9, 291 D.L.R. (4th) 577 (S.C.C.), for the following general proposition that it says applies to the present matter: 

[28] By virtue oHhe rule oflaw principle, all exercises of public authority must find their source in law. All 
decision-making powers have legal limits. derived from the enabling statute itself. the common or civil law or 
the Constitution. Judicial review is the means by which the courts supervise those who exercise statutory 
powers, to ensure that they do not overstep their legal authority. The function of judicial review is therefore to 
ensure the legality, the reasonableness and the fairness of the administrative process and its outcomes. 

[29] Administrative powers are exercised by decision makers according to statutory regimes that are them
selves confined. A decision maker may not exercise authority not specifically assigned to him or her. By 
acting in the absence oflegal authority, the decision maker transgresses the principle of the rule oflaw. Thus, 
when a reviewing court considers the scope of a decision-making power or the jurisdiction conferred by a 
statute, the standard of review analysis strives to determine what authority was intended to be given to the 
body in relation to the subject matter. This is done within the context of the courts' constitutional duty to 
ensure that public authorities do not overreach their lawful powers: Crevier v. Attorney General ofOuebec. 
[1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, at p. 234, 127 D.L.R. (3d) I: also Dr. Q v. College of Physicians and Surgeons of British 
Columbia, [2003]1 S.C.R. 226, 2003 SCC 19,223 D.L.R. (4th) 599, at para. 21. 

[Emphasis added.] 

45 I do not accept B.C. Hydro's argument. The rule in question sought to be enforced through proceedings before 
the Commission arises not as an interual prescription, as in the British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority v. British 
Columbia (Utilities Commission) decision just discussed, but from the Constitution itself. Haida, at paras. 60-63, 
contemplates review of consultation by administrative tribunals. It is not necessary to find an explicit grant of power in 
the statute to consider constitutional questions; so long as the Legislature intended that the tribunal decide questions of 
law, that is sufficient. ' 

46 It is necessary to address a case cited by all the respondents as standing for the proposition that a tribunal's power 
to decide the adequacy of consultation requires an explicit provision in the constituent statute. In Dene Tha' First 
Nation v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board), 2005 ABCA 68, 363 A.R. 234 (AIta. C.A.), the Alberta Court of Appeal 
held that the Board's refusal to accept an intervention in the matter of licences for well drilling and access roads was 
not reviewable as it was based on a factual finding that the First Nation seeking to intervene had not demonstrated an 
adverse impact. The court said it had no jurisdiction to review findings offact. Therein lies the ratio decidendi of the 
judgment. The court noted at para. 24 that it was common ground that neither the Utility nor the Board had a duty to 
consult. As to the duty on the Crown, the court said, obiter dicta: 

[28] A suggestion made to us in argument, but not made to the Board, was that the Board had some super
visory role over the Crown and its duty to consult on aboriginal or treaty rights. No specific section of any 
legislation was pointed out, and we cannot see where the Board would get such a duty. We will now elaborate 
on that. 

47 The court went on to record that consultation was not addressed at the Board level. I regard the above quoted 
remarks as having been made en passant in an oral judgment rather than a definitive judicial opinion made with the 
benefit of full argument. With respect, I do not find it persuasive authority for the proposition advanced by the re
spondents in the present case. 

(e) Capacity to decide 
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48 I tum to consider the Commission's capacity to decide. As I understand A1can's submission, the issues sur
rounding the consultation duty are so remote from the Commission's usual terms of reference that the Commission 
should not be expected to decide them. A1can argues that the appellant should go to court for redress. I quote from 
paras. 88 and 89 of A1can's factum: 

88 .... to accept the CSTC's invitation [to entertain the consultation issue] would mire the Commission in 
complex questions of fact and law to which its mandate, statutory powers and remedies are ill-suited. 

89. In the end, the argument comes full circle: the CSTC are seeking redress for their grievances in the wrong 
forum. 

49 Paul rejected the argument that Aboriginal law issues may be too complex and burdensome for an administra-
tive tribunal, at para. 36: 

To the extent that aboriginal rights are unwritten, communal or subject to extinguishment, and thus a factual 
inquiry is required, it is worth noting that administrative tribunals, like courts, have fact-finding functions. 
Boards are not necessarily in an inferior position to undertake such tasks. Indeed, the more relaxed eviden
tiary rules of administrative tribunals may in fact be more conducive than a superior court to the airing of an 
aboriginal rights claim. 

50 I heard nothing in the appeal which causes me to doubt the capacity of the Commission to hear and decide the 
consultation issue. Expressed in more positive terms, I am confident that the Commission has the skill, expertise and 
resources to carry out the task. 

2. The Duty to Decide 

51 Not only has the Commission the ability to decide the consultation issue, it is the only appropriate forum to 
decide the issue in a timely way. Furthermore, the honour ofthe Crown obliges it to do so. As a body to which powers 
have been delegated by the Crown, it must not deny the appellant timely access to a decision-maker with authority 
over the subject matter. 

52 The process of consultation envisaged in Haida requires discussion at an early stage of a govermnent plan that 
may impact Aboriginal interests, before matters crystallize, so that First Nations do not have to deal with a plan that 
has become an accomplished fact. Haida said this on the question of timing, at para. 35: 

But, when precisely does a duty to consult arise? The foundation of the duty in the Crown's honour and the 
goal of reconciliation suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, ofthe 
potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it: see 
Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minisfly of Forests). [1997]4 C.N.L.R. 45 (B.C.S.C.), at p. 
71, per Dorgan J. 

As to timing, see also Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69. [2005] 3 
S.C.R 388 (S.C. C.) at para. 3: 

... the principle of consultation in advance of interference with existing treaty rights is a matter of broad 
general importance to the relations between aboriginal and non-aboriginal peoples. 
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53 If First Nations are entitled to early consultation, it logically follows that the tribunal with the power to approve 
the plan must accept the responsibility to assess the adequacy of consultation. Otherwise, the First Nations are driven 
to seek an interlocutory injunction, which, according to Haida at para. 14, is often an unsatisfactory route: 

Interlocutory injunctions may offer only partial imperfect relief. First, as mentioned, they may not capture the 
full obligation on the govermnent alleged by the Haida. Second, they typically represent an all-or-nothing 
solution. Either the project goes ahead or it halts. By contrast, the alleged duty to consult and accommodate 
by its very nature entails balancing of Aboriginal and other interests and thus lies closer to the aim of rec
onciliation at the heart of Crown-Aboriginal relations, as set out inR. v. Van del' Peet, [1996]2 S.C.R. 507, at 
para. 31, and Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R 1010, at para. 186. Third, the balance of 
convenience test tips the scales in favour of protecting jobs and govermnent revenues, with the result that 
Aboriginal interests tend to "lose" outright pending a final detennination of the issue, instead of being bal
anced appropriately against conflicting concerns: J. J. L. Hunter, "Advancing Aboriginal Title Claims after 
Delgamuukw: The Role of the Injunction" (June 2000). Fourth, interlocutory injunctions are designed as a 
stop-gap remedy pending litigation ofthe underlying issue. Aboriginal claims litigation can be very complex 
and require years and even decades to resolve in the courts. An interlocutory injunction over such a long 
period of time might work unnecessary prejudice and may diminish incentives on the part of the successful 
party to compromise. While Aboriginal claims can be and are pursued through litigation, negotiation is a 
preferable way of reconciling state and Aboriginal interests. For all these reasons, interlocutory injunctions 
may fail to adequately take account of Aboriginal interests prior to their fmal detennination. 

54 While the Commission is a quasi-judicial tribunal bound to observe the duty of fairness and to act impartially, it 
is a creature of govermnent, subject to govermnent direction on energy policy. The honour of the Crown requires not 
only that the Crown actor consult, but also that the regulatory tribunal decide any consultation dispute which arises 
within the scheme of its regulation. It is useful to remember the relationship between govermnent and administrative 
tribunals generally. 

55 In Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. v. British Columbia (General Manage,; Liquor Control & Licensing Branch), 2001 
SCC 52, [2001] 2 S.C.R 781 (S.C.C.), the issue was the independence of members ofthe Liquor Appeal Board given 
their terms of appointment. The Court contrasted the ordinary courts with administrative tribunals in the following 
analysis at para. 24: 

Administrative tribunals, by contrast, lack this constitutional distinction from the executive. They are, in fact, 
created precisely for the purpose of implementing govermnent policy. Implementation of that policy may 
require them to make quasi-judicial decisions. They thus may be seen as spanning the constitutional divide 
between the executive and judicial branches of govermnent. However, given their primary policy-making 
function, it is properly the role and responsibility of Parliament and the legislatures to determine the com
position and structure required by a tribunal to discharge the responsibilities bestowed upon it. While tri
bunals may sometimes attract Charter requirements of independence, as a general rnle they do not. Thus, the 
degree of independence required of a particular tribunal is a matter of discerning the intention of Parliament 
or the legislature and, absent constitutional constraints, this choice must be respected. 

56 No one suggests the Comntlssion has a duty itself to consult: Quebec (Attorney General) v. Canada (National 
Energy Board), [19941 1 S.C.R. 159 (S.C.C.), at 183. The obligation arising from its status as a Crown entity is to 
grasp the nettle and decide the consultation dispute, 

57 The honour of the Crown as a basis for the duty to decide is compelling on the facts here: one Crown entity, the 
responsible Ministry, granted the water licence, allegedly infringing Aboriginal interests without prior consultation; 
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another Crown entity, B.C. Hydro, purchases electricity generated by the alleged infringement on a long-term con
tract; and a third, the tribunal, dismisses the appellant's claim for consultation on a preliminary point. 

B. Did tlte Commission commit a reviewable en'or in disposing of the consultation issue on a preliminary or 
threshold question? 

58 In this part, I identify the appropriate standard of review and apply the standard to the decision under appeal. I 
conclude that (1) the standard is reasonableness; (2) the Commission set an unreasonably high threshold for the ap
pellant to meet; and (3) it took too narrow a view of the Aboriginal interests asserted. 

1. Standard of Review 

59 The appellant argues that the Commission has to be correct in disposing of constitutional issues such as those 
that arise here. The respondents submit the standard is reasonableness. 

60 I accept the respondents' position. The Commission's decision involves matters off act, some assumed and others 
actually found, some questions of mixed fact and law and procedure. While I think the Commission took the wrong 
approach to the dispute, I cannot isolate a pure question oflaw for review on a correctness standard. Guidance on the 
standard is provided by Haida, at para. 61: 

On questions of law, a decision-maker must generally be correct: for example, Paul v. British Columbia 
(Forest Appeals Commission), [2003] 2 S.C.R. 585, 2003 SCC 55. On questions of fact or mixed fact and 
law, on the other hand, a reviewing body may owe a degree of deference to the decision-maker. The existence 
or extent of the duty to consult or accommodate is a legal question in the sense that it defmes a legal duty. 
However, it is typically premised on an assessment of the facts. It follows that a degree of deference to the 
findings of fact of the initial adjudicator may be appropriate. The need for deference and its degree will 
depend on the nature of the question the tribunal was addressing and the extent to which the facts were within 
the expertise of the tribunal: Law Society of New Brunswick v. Ryall, [2003] 1 S.C.R 247, 2003 SCC 20; 
Paul, supra. Absent error on legal issues, the tribunal may be in a better position to evaluate the issue than the 
reviewing court, and some degree of deference may be required. In such a case, the standard of review is 
likely to be reasonableness. To the extent that the issue is one of pure law, and can be isolated from the issues 
of fact, the standard is correctness. However, where the two are inextricably entwined, the standard will 
likely be reasonableness: Canada (Director of Investigation and Research) v. Southam Inc. , [1997]1 S.C.R. 
748. 

2. Reasoning Errol' 

61 In my respectful judgment, the Commission wrongly decided something as a preliminary matter which properly 
belonged in a hearing of the merits. The logic flaw was in predicting that consultation could have produced no useful 
outcome. Put another way, the Commission required a demonstration that the appellant would win the point as a 
precondition for a hearing into the very same point. 

62 I do not say that the Commission would be bound to find a duty to consult here. The fault in the Commission's 
decision is in not entertaining the issue of consultation within the scope of a full hearing when the circumstances 
demanded an inquiry. I refer to the assumed facts, namely, that there is an infringement without consultation and on 
the unquestioned fact that B.C. Hydro, a Crown agent, takes advantage of the power produced by the infringement by 
signing the EPA. In my opinion, this is enough to clear any reasonable hurdle. As stated in Mi!dsew, at para. 55: 
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The duty to consult is, as stated in Haida Nation, triggered at a low threshold, but adverse impact is a matter 
of degree, as is the extent of the Crown's duty. 

[Emphasis added.] 

Whether the EPA triggered a duty is for a hearing on the merits. 

63 Deciding whether a trigger occurred at the threshold becomes all the more problematic when the range of issues 
presented by the appellant went beyond the "new physical impacts" test formulated by the Commission. The process 
deprived the appellant the opportunity to develop a case for the non-physical impacts listed in their written application 
for reconsideration and reproduced earlier at para. 22 of these reasons. For instance, the decision in question does not 
deal in any substantive way with the appellant's allegations that the EPA tends to perpetuate an historical infringement 
and to make less likely a satisfactory resolution of the appellant's claimed right to manage the water resource in the 
future. They say the power sale has cemented the current regime for many years in the future. Arguably, the surface 
facts would seem to indicate that B. C. Hydro will at least participate in the infringement. 

64 Again, these points may not carry the day for the appellant, but the appellant should have had the opportunity to 
develop them. 

65 Finally, the consultation duty is not a concept that lends i!selfto hard-edged tests. The trigger formula in Haida is 
to be applied within the proceeding, not on a threshold inquiry. The duty is to discuss, not necessarily to agree or to 
make compromises. It is to be open to accommodation, if necessary. The discussion itself has intrinsic value as a tool 
of reconciliation. It is not always possible to say in advance that consultation would be either productive or futile -- the 
Crown may be influenced by the Aboriginal perspective in the way it carries out a project. At the very least, the First 
Nation will have had a chance to put its views forward. 

66 In reviewing the history of the duty to consult, the Court in Haida said, at para. 24: 

The Court's seminal decision in Delgamuukw, supra, at para. 168, in the context of a claim for title to land 
and resources, confirmed and expanded on the duty to consult, suggesting the content of the duty varied with 
the circumstances: from a minimum IIduty to discuss important decisions" where the 1tbreach is less serious or 
relatively minor"; through the "significantly deeper than mere consultation" that is required in IImost cases"; 
to "full consent of [the] aboriginal nation" on very serious issues. These words apply as much to unresolved 
claims as to intrusions on settled claims. 

67 According to Haida, at para. 38, the consultation may advance the goal of reconciliation by improving the re
lationship between the Crown and First Nations: 

I conclude that consultation and accommodation before final claims resolution, while challenging, is not 
impossible, and indeed is an essential corollary to the honourable process of reconciliation that s. 35 de
mands. It preserves the Aboriginal interest pending claims resolution and fosters a relationship between the 
parties that makes possible negotiations. the preferred process for achieving ultimate reconciliation: see S. 
Lawrence and P. Macklem, "From Consultation to Reconciliation: Aboriginal Rights and the Crown's Duty 
to Consult" (2000), 79 Can. Bar Rev. 252, at p. 262. Precisely what is required of the goverrnnent may vary 
with the strength of the claim and the circumstances. But at a minimum, it must be consistent with the honour 
ofthe Crown. 

[Emphasis added.] 
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68 In summary, I would allow the appeal on the ground that the Commission unreasonably refused to include the 
consultation issue in the scope of the proceeding and oral hearing. 

Remedy 

69 As I have indicated, the merits of the consultation issue are for the Commission to decide in the fIrst instance. 
The issue should be remitted to it for consideration. The order I would make is in terms similar to those suggested by 
B.C. Hydro in the event the appeal is allowed: 

THAT the proceeding identifIed as nRe: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority Project No. 
369847510rder No. G-l 00-07 Filing of2007 Electricity Purchase Agreement with RTA as an Energy Supply 
Contract Pursuant to section 71 n be re-opened for the sole purpose of hearing evidence and argument on 
whether a duty to consult and, if necessary, accommodate the appellant exists and, if so, whether the duty has 
been met in respect of the fIling of the 2007 EPA. 

Hllddarl J.A.: 

I agree. 

Ballman J.A.: 

I agree. 

Appeal allowed. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Public law --- Public utilities -- Regulatory boards -- Practice and procedure -- Statutory appeals -- Grounds for appeal 
-- Miscellaneous 

Duty to consult -- First Nations intervenor made application for certificate of public convenience and necessity 
("CPCN") for transmission line project proposed by respondent, British Columbia Transmission Corporation 
("BCTC") -- First Nations intervenor appealed decision of British Columbia Utilities Commission ("Commission") 
-- Appeal allowed -- Order was made that Commission reconsider scoping decision -- Duty to consult with regard to 
CPCN process was acknowledged -- Commission had obligation to inquire into adequacy of consultation before 
granting CPCN -- If consultation was to be meaningful, it must take place when project was being defined and con
tinue until project was completed -- Pre-application stage of Environmental Assessment Certificate ("EAC") process 
in case appeared to have synchronized well with BCTC's practice of frrst seeking CPCN and not making formal ap
plication for EAC until CPCN was granted -- Question Commission must decide was whether consultation efforts up 
to point of decision were adequate. 

Aboriginal law --- Reserves and real property -- Fiduciary duty 

Duty to consult -- First Nations intervenor made application for certificate of public convenience and necessity 
("CPCN") for transmission line project proposed by respondent, British Columbia Transmission Corporation 
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granting CPCN -- If consultation was to be meaningful, it must take place when project was being defined and con
tinue until project was completed -- Pre-application stage of Environmental Assessment Certificate ("EAC") process 
in case appeared to have synchronized well with BCTC's practice of first seeking CPCN and not making formal ap
plication for EAC until CPCN was granted -- Question Commission must decide was whether consultation efforts up 
to point of decision were adequate. 

Cases considered by Huddart J.A.: 

British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) (1996), 36 Admin. 
L.R. (2d) 249, 20 B.C.L.R. (3d) 106,71 B.C.A.C. 271, 117 W.A.C. 271, 1996 CarswellBC 352 (B.C. C.A.)-
referred to 

British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (2006), 2006 CarswellBC 3694 (B.C. Utilities Comm.) -- con
sidered 

British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (March 5,2008). Doc. L-6-08 (B.C. Utilities Comm.) -- considered 

Carrier Sekani Tribal Council v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) (2009), 2009 CarswellBC 340. 
2009 BCCA 67, 76 R.P.R. (4th) 159 (B.C. C.A.) -- followed 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 195,327 N.R. 53, 
[2004]3 S.C.R. 511, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 282, 206 B.C.A.C. 52, 338 W.A.C. 52, 11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 1, [2005]1 
C.N.L.R 72. 26 RP.R (4th) 1, 2004 CarswellBC 2656, 2004 CarswellBC 2657, 2004 SCC 73, 245 D.L.R. 
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Kwikwetlem First Nation v. British Columbia Transmission Corp. (2008), 2008 CarswellBC 958, 2008 
BCCA 208 (B.C. C.A. [In Chambers]) -- considered 

Osoyoos Indian Band v. Oliver (Town) (2001), 95 B.C.L.R (3d) 22, [2002] I W.W.R. 23, 2001 SCC 85, 
2001 CarswellBC 2703, 2001 CarswellBC 2704, 45 R.P.R. (3d) I, 278 N.R. 201, 75 L.C.R. I, [2002] I 
C.N.L.R. 271, 206 D.L.R (4th) 385, [200n 3 S.C.R 746,160 B.C.A.C. 171, 261 W.A.C. 171 (S.C.C.)-
referred to 

Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (project Assessment Director) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R 
(4th) 165, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulseguah Chief Mine Project (Project Assessment 
Director)) 327 N.R. 133,36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 370, 206 B.C.A.C. 132, 338 W.A.C. 132, 11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 49, 
[2005]1 C.N.L.R. 366, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 50, 2004 CarswellBC 2654. 2004 CarswellBC 2655. 2004 SCC 74, 
245 D.L.R. (4th) 193, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulseguah Chief Mine Project (Project 
Assessment Director) [2004]3 S.C.R. 550, [2005]3 W.W.R. 403 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Statutes considered: 

Business Corporations Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 57 

Generally -- referred to 

Enviromnental Assessment Act, RS.B.C. 1996, c. 119 

Generally -- referred to 

Enviromnental Assessment Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 43 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 8(1)(a) -- considered 

s. 8(1)(c) -- considered 

s. 9 -- referred to 

s. 9(1)(a) -- considered 

s. 9(1)(c) -- considered 

s. 9(2) -- considered 

s. 10(1)(c) -- considered 

s. II -- referred to 
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s. 11 (2)(g) -- considered 
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s. 16 -- considered 

s. 17 -- referred to 

s. 17(1) -- considered 

s. 17(2)(a) -- considered 

s. 17(2)(b) -- considered 

s. 17(2)(c) -- considered 

s. 17(3) -- considered 

s. 17(4) -- considered 

s. 30 -- considered 

s. 50(2)(e) -- considered 

Hydro and Power Authority Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 212 

Generally -- referred to 

Transmission Corporation Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 44 

Generally -- referred to 

Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 473 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 45 -- referred to 
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s. 45(3) -- considered 
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s. 45(6) -- considered 

s. 45(7) -- considered 

s. 45(8) -- considered 

s. 45(9) -- considered 

s. 46(1) -- considered 

s. 46(3) -- considered 

s. 46(3.1) [en. 2008, c. 13, s. 9(b)]-- considered 

s. 46(3.2) [en. 2008, c. 13, s. 9(b)]-- considered 

s. 71 -- referred to 

s. 99 -- considered 

s. 101 -- pursuant to 

s. 101(1) -- considered 

s. 101 (5) -- considered 

Regulations considered: 

Environmental Assessment Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 43 

Concurrent Approval Regulation, B.C. Reg. 37112002 

s. 3(2)(a) -- referred to 

APPEAL by First Nations intervenor from decision of British Columbia Utilities Commission. 

Huddal't J.A.: 
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This appeal under s. 101 of the Utilities Commission Act, RS.B.C. 1996, c. 473, questions the approach of the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission ("the Commission") to the application ofthe principles of the Crown's duty to 
consult about and, if necessary, accommodate asserted Aboriginal interests on an application under s. 45 ofthatAct, 
for a certificate of public convenience and necessity ("CPCN") for a transmission line project proposed by the re
spondent, British Columbia Transmission Corporation ("BCTC"). 
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2 The line is said by its proponents to be necessary because the lower mainland's current energy supply will soon be 
insufficient to meet the needs of its growing population: the bulk ofthe province's electrical energy is generated in the 
interior of the province while the bulk of the electrical load is located at the coast. BCTC's preferred plan to remedy 
this problem is to build a new 500 kilovolt alternating current transmission line from the Nicola substation near Merritt 
to the Meridian substation in Coquitlam, a distance of about 246 kilometres (the "ILM Project"). It requires trans
mission work at both the Nicola and Meridian substations and the construction of a series capacitor station at the 
midpoint of the line. 

3 The proposed line originates, tenninates, or passes through the traditional territory of each of the four appellants. 
Most of the line will follow an existing right of way, although parts will need widening. About 40 kilometres of new 
right of way will be required in the Fraser Canyon and Fraser Valley. The respondents agree the ILM Project has the 
potential to affect Aboriginal interests, including title, requires a CPCN, and has been designated a reviewable project 
under the Environmental Assessment Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 43. 

4 The Nlaka'pamux Nation Tribal Council represents the collective interests of the Nlaka'pamux Nation of which 
there are seven member bands. Their territory is generally situated in the lower portion ofthe Fraser River watershed 
and across portions of the Thompson River watershed. Their neighbour, the Okanagan Nation, consists of seven 
member bands whose collective interests are represented by the Okanagan Nation Alliance. The Upper Nicola Indian 
Band, one of the member bands ofthe Okanagan Nation, is uniquely affected by the ILM Project as it asserts particular 
stewardship rights in the area around Merritt where the Nicola substation is located. The Kwikwetlem First Nation is a 
relatively small band whose territory encompasses the Coquitlam River watershed and adjacent lands and waterways. 
Its territory, largely taken up by the development of a hydro dam and the urban centres, Port Coquitlam and Coquit
lam, contains the Meridian substation, the terminus of the proposed transmission line. 

5 The appellants all registered with the Commission as intervenors on BCTC's s. 45 application and asked to lead 
evidence at an oral hearing about whether the Crown had fulfilled its duty to consult before seeking a CPCN for the 
ILM Project. Their essential complaint is that the Commission's refusal to permit them to lead evidence about the 
consuItation process in that proceeding effectively precludes consideration of alternatives to the ILM Project as a 
solution to the lower mainland's anticipated energy shortage. 

6 The question arises in an appeal from a decision by which the Commission determined it need not consider the 
adequacy of the Crown's consultation and accommodation efforts with First Nations when determining whether public 
convenience and necessity require the proposed extension of the province's transmission system: British Columbia 
Transmission CO/p., Re (March 5, 2008), Doc. L-6-08 (B.C. Utilities Comm.), First Nations Scoping Issue (the 
"scoping decision"). In the Commission's view, it could and should defer any assessment of whether the Crown's duty 
of consultation and accommodation with regard to the ILM Project had been fulfilled to the ministers with power to 
decide whether to issue an environmental assessment certificate under s. 17(3) of the Environmental Assessment Act 
(an "EAC"). 

7 The Commission based its scoping decision on two earlier decisions concerning CPCN applications: British 
Columbia Transmission Corp., Re [2006 CarswellBC 3694 (B.C. Utilities Comm.)], B.C.U.C. Decision, 7 July 2006, 
Commission Order No. C-4-06 ("VITR") and British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority, Re (July 12, 2007), Doc. 
C-8-07, (B.C. Utilities Comm.) ("Reve/stoke"). It is the reasoning in VITR, amplified in Revelstoke and the scoping 
decision, this Court is asked to review. 

8 As a quasi-judicial tribunal with authority to decide questions of law on applications under its governing statute, 
the Commission has the jurisdiction and capacity to decide the constitutional question of whether the duty to consult 
exists and if so, whether that duty has been met with regard to the subject matter before it: Carrier Sekani Tribal 
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Council v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission), 2009 BCCA 67 (B.C. C.A.) at paras. 35 to 50. The question on 
this appeal is whether the Commission also has the obligation to consider and decide whether that duty has been 
discharged on an application for a CPCN under s. 45 of the Utilities Commission Act as it did on the application under 
s. 71 in Carrier Sekani. 

9 The Commission is a regulatory agency of the provincial government which operates under and administers that 
Act. Its primary responsibility is the supervision of British Columbia's natural gas and electricity utilities "to achieve a 
balance in the public interest between monopoly, where monopoly is accepted as necessary, and protection to the 
consumer provided by competition", subject to the government's direction on energy policy. At the heart of its regu
latory function is the grant of monopoly through certification of public convenience and necessity. (See British Co
lumbia Hydro & Power Authority v. British Columbia (Utilities Commission) (1996), 20 B.C.L.R. C3d) 106, 36 
Admin. L.R. C2d) 249 (B.C. c.A.), at paras. 46 and 48.) 

10 BCTC is a Crown corporation, incorporated under the Business Corporations Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 57. In un
dertaking the ILM Project, it is supported by another Crown corporation, the British Columbia Hydro and Power 
Authority ("BC Hydro"), incorporated under the Hydro and Power Authority Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 212. Under power 
granted to BCTC by the Transmission Corporation Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 44, and a series of agreements withBC Hydro, 
BCTC is responsible for operating and managing BC Hydro's transmission lines, which form the majority of British 
Columbia's electrical transmission system. Planning for and building enhancements or extensions to the transmission 
system, and obtaining the regulatory approvals they require, are included in BCTC's responsibilities; BC Hydro retains 
responsibility for consultation with First Nations regarding them. Like the appellants, BC Hydro registered as an 
intervenor on BCTC's application for a CPCN for the ILM Project. 

The Issues 

11 It is common ground that the ILM Project has the potential to affect adversely the asserted rights and title of the 
appellants, that its proposal invoked the Crown's consultation and accommodation duty, and that the Crown's duty 
with regard to the ILM Project has not yet been fully discharged. The broad issue raised by the scoping decision under 
appeal is the role of the Cornmission in assessing the adequacy of the Crown's consultation efforts before granting a 
CPCN for a project that may adversely affect Aboriginal title. The narrower issue is whether the Commission's deci
sion to defer that assessment to the ministers is reasonable. 

12 In granting leave, Levine J.A. defined the issue as "whether [the Commission] may issue a CPCN without 
considering whether the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate First Nations, to that stage ofthe approval process 
has been met": Kwikwetlem First Nation v. British Columbia Transmission COIp. , 2008 BCCA 208 (B.C. C.A. [In 
Chambers]). It may be thought tlus issue was settled when this Court stated at para. 51 in Canier Sekan!: 

Not only has the Commission the ability to decide the consultation issue, it is the only appropriate forum to 
decide the issue in a timely way. Furthermore, the honour ofthe Crown obliges it to do so. As a body to which 
powers have been delegated by the Crown, it must not deny the appellant timely access to a decision-maker 
with authority over the subject matter. 

13 The Conunission's constitutional duty was to consider whether the Crown's constitutional duty of consultation 
had been fulfilled with respect to the subject matter of the application. Thus, before it certified the ILM Project as 
necessary and convenient in the public interest, it was required to determine when the Crown's duty to consult with 
regard to that project arose, the scope ofthat duty, and whether it was fulfilled. The Commission did not look at its task 
that way or undertake that analysis. It decided that the government had put in place a process for consultation and 
accommodation with First Nations that required a ministerial decision as to whether the Crown had fulfilled these 
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14 As I will explain, I am persuaded the reasons expressed at paras. 52 to 57 for the conclusion reached at para. 51 
in Carrier Sekani apply with equal force to an application for a CPCN and the Commission erred in law when it 
refused to consider the appellant's challenge to the consultation process developed by BC Hydro. However, in an
ticipation of that potential conclusion, the respondents asked this Court to step back from a narrow view having regard 
only to the Commission's mandate, and to find that, in this case, the Commission both acknowledged and fulfilled its 
constitutional duty when it deferred consideration of the adequacy of BC Hydro's consultation and accommodation 
efforts to the ministers' review on the EAC application. In my view, the nature and effect of the CPCN decision 
obliged the Commission to assess the adequacy of the consultation and accommodation efforts of BC Hydro on the 
issues relevant to the s. 45 proceeding. The Commission's refusal to consider whether the honour of the Crown was 
maintained to the point ofits decision was based on a misunderstanding of the import of the relevant jurisprudence and 
was unreasonable. 

15 I would remit the scoping decision to the Commission for reconsideration in accordance with this Court's 
opinion, once certified, and direct that the effect of the CPCN be suspended for the purpose of determining whether the 
Crown's duty to consult and accommodate the appellants had been met up to that decision point. (See Utilities 
Commission Act, ss. 99 and 101(5).) 

The Relevant Statutory Regimes 

The CPCN Process 

Utilities Commission Act 

45.(1) Except as otherwise provided, after September 11, 1980, a person must not begin the construction or 
operation of a public utility plant or system, or an extension of either, without first obtaining from the 
commission a certificate that public convenience and necessity require Of will require the construction or 
operation. 

(3) Nothing in subsection (2) [deemed CPCN for pre-1980 projects 1 authorizes the construction or operation 
of an extension that is a reviewable project under the Environmental Assessment Act. 

(6) A public utility must file with the commission at least once each year a statement in a form prescribed by 
the commission of the extensions to its fucilities that it plans to construct. 

(7) Except as otherwise provided, a privilege, concession or franchise granted to a public utility by a mu
nicipality or other public authority after September 11, 1980 is not valid unless approved by the commission. 

(8) The commission must not give its approval unless it determines that the privilege, concession or franchise 
proposed is necessary for the public convenience and properly conserves the public interest. 

(9) In giving its approval, the commission 
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(a) must grant a certificate of public convenience and necessity, and 

(b) may impose conditions about 

(i) the duration and termination of the privilege, concession or franchise, or 

(ii) construction, equipment, maintenance, rates or service, 

as the public convenience and interest reasonably require. 
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46.(1) An applicant for a certificate of public convenience and necessity must file with the commission in
fonnation, material, evidence and documents that the commission prescribes. 

(3) Subject to subsections (3.1) and (3.2), the commission may issue or refuse to issue the certificate, or may 
issue a certificate of public convenience and necessity for the construction or operation of a part only of the 
proposed facility, line, plan~ system or extension, or for the partial exercise only of a right or privilege, and 
may attach to the exercise of the right or privilege granted by the certificate, terms, including conditions 
about the duration of the right or privilege under this Act as, in its judgment, the public convenience or ne
cessity may require. 

(3.1) In deciding whether to issue a certificate under subsection (3), the commission must consider 

(a) the government's energy objectives, 

(b) the most recent long-term resource plan filed by the public utility under section 44.1, if any, and 

(e) whether the application for the certificate is consistent with the requirements imposed on the public 
utility under sections 64.01 [achieving electricity self-sufficiency by 20 16] and 64.02 [achieving the goal 
that 90% of electricity be generated from clean or renewable resources], if applicable. 

(3.2) Section (3.1) does not apply if the commission considers that the matters addressed in the application 
for the certificate were determined to be in the public interest in the course of considering a long-term re
source plan under section 44.1. 

99. The commission may reconsider, vary or rescind a decision, order, rule or regulation made by it, and may 
rehear an application before deciding it. 

101.(1) An appeal lies from a decision or order of the commission to the Court of Appeal with leave of a 
justice of that court. 
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(5) On the detennination of the questions involved in the appeal, the Court of Appeal must certify its opinion 
to the commission, and an order of the commission must conform to that opinion. 

16 The Commission issues CPCN Application Guidelines to assist public utilities and others in the preparation of 
CPCN applications. The preface to the guidelines issued March 2004 includes this advice: 

The scope of the infonnation requirement for a specific application will depend on the nature of the project 
and the issues that it raises. Project proponents are encouraged to initiate discussions with appropriate gov
ermnent agencies and the public very early in the project planning stage in order to obtain an appreciation of 
the issues to be addressed prior to the filing of the application. 

CPCN Applications may be supported by resource plans and/or action plans prepared pursuant to the Re
source Planning Guidelines issued in December 2003. The resource plan and/or action plans may deal with 
significant aspects of project justification, particularly the need for the project and the assessment ofthe costs 
and benefits of the project and alternatives. 

According to the Guidelines, the application should include the following: 

2. Project Description 

(iv) identification and preliminary assessment of any impacts by the project on the physical, biological 
and social enviromnents or on the public, including First Nations; proposals for reducing negative im
pacts and obtaining the maximum benefits from positive impacts; and the cost to the project of imple
menting the proposals; 

3. Project Justification 

(ii) a study comparing the costs, benefits and associated risks of the project and alternatives, which es
timates the value of all of the costs and benefits of each option or, where not quantifiable, identifies the 
cost or benefit and states that it cannot be quantified; 

(iii) a statement identifying any significant risks to successful completion of the project; 

4. Public Consultation 
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(i) a description ofthe Applicant's public infonnation and consultation program, including the names of 
groups, agencies or individuals consulted, as well as a summary of the issues and concerns discussed, 
mitigation proposals explored, decisions taken, and items to be resolved. 

6. Other Applications and Approvals 

(i) a list of all approvals, permits, licences or authorizations required under federal, provincial and mu
nicipallaw; and 

(ii) a summary of the material conditions that are anticipated in the approvals and confirmation that the 
costs of complying with these conditions are included in the cost estimate of the Application. 

The EAC Process 

Environmental Assessment Act 

8.(1) Despite any other enactment, a person must not 

(a) undertake or carry on any activity that is a reviewable project, 

unless 

(c) the person first obtains an enviromnental assessment certificate for the project, or 

9.(1) Despite any other enactment, a minister who administers another enactment or an employee or agent of 
the govermnent or of a municipality or regional district, must not issue an approval under another enactment 
for a person to 

(a) undertake or carry on an activity that is a reviewable project, 

unless satisfied that 

(c) the person has a valid enviromnental assessment certificate for the reviewable project, or 

(2) Despite any other enactment, an approval under another enactment is without effect if it is issued contrary 
to subsection (I). 
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(c) if the executive director considers that a reviewable project may have a significant adverse envi
ronmental, economic, social, heritage or health effect, taking into account practical means of preventing 
or reducing to an acceptable level any potential adverse effects of the project, may determine that 

(i) an environmental assessment certificate is required for the project, and 

(ii) the proponent may not proceed with the project without an assessment. 

11.(1) If the executive director makes a determination set out in section 10 (1) (c) for a reviewable project, the 
executive director must also detennine by order 

(a) the scope ofthe required assessment of the reviewable project, and 

(b) the procedures and methods for conducting the assessment, including for conducting a review of the 
proponent's application under section 16, as part of the assessment. 

(2) The executive director's discretion under subsection (1) includes but is not limited to the discretion to 
specify by order one or more of the following: 

(t) the persons and organizations, including but not limited to the public, first nations, government 
agencies and, if warranted in the executive director's opinion, neighbouring jurisdictions, to be consulted 
by the proponent or the Environmental Assessment Office during the assessment, and the means by 
which the persons and organizations are to be provided with notice of the assessment, access to infor
mation during the assessment and opportunities to be consulted; 

(g) the opportunities for the persons and organizations specified under paragraph (t), and for the pro
ponent, to provide comments during the assessment of the reviewable project; 

(3) The assessment of the potential effects of a reviewable project must take into account and reflect gov
ernment policy identified for the executive director, during the course ofthe assessment, by a government 
agency or organization responsible for the identified policy area. 

16.(1) The proponent of a reviewable project for which an environmental assessment certificate is required 
under section 10 (1) (c) may apply for an environmental assessment certificate by applying in writing to the 
executive director and paying the prescribed fee, if any, in the prescribed manner. 
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(2) An application for an environmental assessment certificate must contain the information that the execu
tive director requires. 

(3) The executive director must not accept the application for review unless he or she has determined that it 
contains the required infonnation. 

17.(1) On completion of an assessment of a reviewable project ... the executive director ... must refer the 
proponent's application for an environmental assessment certificate to the ministers for a decision under 
subsection (3). 

(2) A referral under subsection (1) must be accompanied by 

(a) an assessment report prepared by the executive director ... , 

(b) the recommendations, if any, of the executive director, ... , and 

(c) reasons for the recommendations, if any, of the executive director, .... 

(3) On receipt of a referral under subsection (1), the ministers 

(a) must consider the assessment report and any recommendations accompanying the assessment report, 

(b) may consider any other matters that they consider relevant to the public interest in making their de
cision on the application, and 

(c) must 

(i) issue an environmental assessment certificate to the proponent, and attach any conditions to the 
certificate that the ministers consider necessary, 

(ii) refuse to issue the certificate to the proponent, or 

(iii) order that further assessment be carried out, in accordance with the scope, procedures and 
methods specified by the ministers. 

(4) The executive director must deliver to the proponent the decision and the environmental assessment 
certificate, if granted. 

30.(1) At any time during the assessment of a reviewable project under this Act, and before a decision under 
section 17(3) about the proponent's application for an environmental assessment certificate ... , the minister by 
order may suspend the assessment until the outcome of any investigation, inquiry, hearing or other process 
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that 

(a) is being or will be conducted by any of the following or any combination of the following: 

(i) the government of British Columbia, including any agency, board or commission of British 
Columbia; 

(ii) the government of Canada; 

(iii) a municipality or regional district in British Columbia; 

(iv) a jurisdiction bordering on British Columbia; 

(v) another organization, and 

(b) is material, in the opinion ofthe minister, to the assessment, under this Act, ofthe reviewable project. 

(2) If a time limit is in effect under this Act at the time that an assessment is suspended under subsection (I), 
the minister may suspend the time limit until the assessment resumes. 

17 The Guide to the Environmental Assessment Process published by the Enviromnental Assessment Office 
("EAO") outlines the general framework for a typical enviromnental assessment. Key to that process are an order 
issued under s. II of the Act determining the scope of the assessment and the procedures and methods to be used for 
that particular project, and the terms of reference, which define the information the proponent must provide in its 
application. Once the executive director (or a delegate) accepts the application for review (s. 16), he has 180 days to 
complete the review, prepare an assessment report and refer the application to the designated ministers. As noted in the 
Guide at page 18, "Government agency, First Nation and public review of the application, any formal public comment 
period, and opportunities for the proponent to respond to issues raised, are normally scheduled within the 180 days." 

18 The assessment report documents the findings ofthe assessment, including the issues raised and how they have 
been or could be addressed. It may be accompanied by recommendations, with reasons, of the executive director. 
Currently, the responsible ministers are the Minister of the Enviromnent and the minister designated as responsible for 
the category ofthe reviewable project, in this case, the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources. After the 
application is referred to them, they have 45 days to decide whether to issue an EAC or require further assessment (s. 
17). At that stage, the Guide notes at page 20, the ministers must consider whether the province has fulfilled its legal 
obligations to First Nations. 

19 The parties' disagreement about the nature and effect of these processes and their interplay is at the root ofthis 
appeal. However, they agree that both a CPCN and EAC are required before the ILM Project can proceed. They do not 
suggest that either s. 9 of the Environmental Assessment Act or s. 45(3) of the Utilities Commission Act requires the 
EAC to be issued before the CPCN can be considered and issued. The wording of those statutes suggests otherwise. 
While s. 30 of the Environmental Assessment Act permits the ministers to suspend the EAC assessment until a CPCN 
is issued, there is no comparable provision in the Utilities Commission Act. 

20 The Commission, like the respondents, takes the view the CPCN process should be completed before an ap
plication for an EAC is made. In the appellants' view, this practical approach is possible only if the Commission is 
required to ensure the Crown has fulfilled its duty to consnlt about and, if necessary, accommodate their interests 
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21 Tbis brief summary of events (taken from the CPCN application) is intended only to help in understanding the 
procedural issue before this Court. The appellants do not accept the respondents' descriptions of their consultation 
efforts as "statements offacts". Tbis evidence could not be tested because of the scoping decision. 

22 BC Hydro began its consultation efforts when it contacted First Nations in August 2006; in Kwikwetlem's case, 
by telephone on 16 August 2006. At that time BCTC was considering four options: upgrade the existing infrastructure, 
build a new transmission line, non-wire options such as local energy generation and conservation, and doing nothing. 
Both the upgrade and the new line would require a CPCN; only the new line required an EAC. From August to Oc
tober 2006, BC Hydro met with 46 First Nations and Tribal Councils to provide an overview of these options (in
cluding four potential routes for a new line) and the required regulatory processes. 

23 Recognizing a new transmission line would require an EAC, and that consultation with First Nations would be 
required for both that option and the alternative upgrade, BCTC began the pre-application stage ofthe EAC process by 
filing a project description with the EAO on 4 December 2006. Two weeks later, the executive director of the EAO 
issued an order under s. 10(1 )( c) of the Environmental Assessment Act stating that the proposed new transmission line 
was a reviewable project, required an EAC, and could not proceed without an assessment. Meanwhile, BC Hydro 
continued its efforts to consult with Aboriginal groups through the spring of2007 by holding three more "Rounds of 
Consultation" and the frrst round of nCommunity Open Houseslt

• 

24 In February 2007, the EAO held an initial Technical Working Group meeting attended by 26 Aboriginal Groups 
where an overview of the ILM Project and the environmental assessment process was provided together with draft 
Terms of Reference on which comment was invited. In March, the EAO provided a draft of its procedural order issued 
pursuant to s. 11 of the Environmental Assessment Act and draft technical discipline Work Plans to 60 First Nations 
and 7 Tribal Councils for comment. 

25 In May 2007, BCTC made its decision to pursue the ILM Project as its preferred option to increase the province's 
transmission capacity. On 31 May 2007, the executive director issued a s. 11 procedural order, establisbing a formal 
consultation process for the ILM Project. At para. 4.1 of that order, it set out the scope of the assessment it required: 

4.1 The scope of assessment for the Project will include consideration of the potential for: 

4.1.1 potential adverse environmental, social, economic, health and heritage effects and practical means 
to prevent or reduce to an acceptable level any such potential adverse effects; and, 

4.1.2 potential adverse effects on First Nation's Aboriginal interests, and to the extent appropriate, ways 
to avoid, mitigate or otherwise accommodate such potential adverse effects. 

26 In Schedule B, the order identified 60 First Nations and 7 Tribal Councils with whom consultation was required. 
At recital F, it stated that the project area lay in their "asserted traditional territories", and at recital G, that BCTC had 
"held discussions or attempted to hold discussions" with them "with respect to their interests in the Project, including 
potential effects ll on their Itpotential Aboriginal interests". 

27 The order also affirmed that the Project Assessment Director had established a Working Group wbich was to 
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contain representation from First Nations as well as federal, provincial and local govermnent agencies (paras. 7.1, 
7.2). The order contained directives that the proponent meet with the Working Group (para. 7.2), consult with First 
Nations (para. 9.1), and seek advice from First Nations on the means of that consultation (para. 9.2). 

28 The order specified BCTC was to include a summary of its consultation efforts to date and a proposal for future 
consultation with First Nations and the comments of First Nations on both in its EAC application (paras. 13.1 and 
13.2). In para. 15.5 the order required BCTC to provide a written report on the potential adverse effects ofthe project, 
including those on First Nations' Aboriginal interests, and its intentions as to how it would address those issues. The 
order also stated that, based on these submissions, the Project Assessment Director might require BCTC (or the EAO) 
to undertake further measures to ensure adequate consultation occurred during the review of the EAC application 
(paras. 13.3, 13.4, 15.6). Finally, the order stated that the Project Assessment Director would consult with BCTC, First 
Nations and other members of the Working Group in his preparation of the draft assessment report, "as a basis for a 
decision by Ministers" under s. 17(3) of the Act. 

29 On 6 June 2007, BC Hydro sent a letter to the 67 First Nations and Tribal Councils identified by the EAO, 
notifying them ofBCTC's decision to seek approvals for a new transmission line. That letter included this explanation: 

In deciding to pursue the new transmission line alternative, BCTC believes that it has selected the alternative 
that is the most effective and energy efficient solution to increase the province's transmission capacity. BCTC 
will be required to present its assessment of the alternatives in its application for the approval for the Interior 
to Lower Mainland Transmission Project (ILM Project) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission 
(BCUC). The BCUC has the final decision-making authority on whether to approve BCTC's recommended 
solution and may choose an alternative solution, or combination of solutions. 

30 In June, BC Hydro held a second round of Community Open Houses. In August, it began discussions with 
Aboriginal Groups about the collection oftraditionalland use infonnation. On 17 September, BCTC filed draft Terms 
of Reference and a Screening Level Enviromnental Report for the ILM Project with the EAO. (The Terms of Refer
ence were approved by the EAO on 23 May 2008 after the Commission released the scoping deCision.) 

31 On 5 November 2007, BCTC filed its application for a CPCN for the ILM Project with the Commission and 
provided a copy to each of the appellants and other identified First Nations and Tribal Councils. The appellants and 
two others (Sto:lo Nation Chiefs Council and Boston Bar First Nation) registered as intervenors. In its application, 
BCTC identified the alternative solutions it had considered and rejected. It also included three routing options other 
than that of the ILM Project. 

32 At a procedural conference held 20 December 2007, the Commission established a process for deciding whether 
it should consider the adequacy of consultation and accommodation efforts as part of its determination whether to 
grant a CPCN (the "scoping issue"). That process was to include written submissions from the applicant (BCTC) and 
intervenors (including BC Hydro). 

33 Five First Nations and Tribal Councils responded to BCTC's invitation to express their interest in making 
submissions regarding the scoping issue. In early 2008, the Commission received written submissions from BCTC, 
BC Hydro, the four appellants, and two other intervenors. 

34 On 21 February 2008, four days before the scheduled Oral Phase of Argument on the scoping issue, the Com
mission Secretary advised BCTC and the intervenors that the oral hearing would not be held, and that the Commission 
agreed with BC Hydro and BCTC that it "should not consider the adequacy of consultation and accommodation efforts 
on the ILM Project as part of its determinations in deciding whether to grant a CPCN for the ILM Project" for reasons 
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it expected to issue by 7 March 2008. Its reasons for the scoping decision under appeal followed on 5 March 2008. 

The Scoping Decision 

35 The COIlIlIlission's focus in this decision was on its role in assessing the adequacy of the Crown's consultation 
with regard to the ILM Project it was asked to certify as necessary and convenient in the public interest. The Com
mission found it could and should rely on the environmental assessment process to ensure the Crown fulfilled its 
duties to First Nations at all stages of the ILM Project, as it had in VITR and Revelstoke. 

36 The COIlIlIlission Secretary explained (at p. 2-3): 

In both the VITR Decision and the Revelstoke Decision, the Commission relied on the Environmental As
sessment Office ("EAO") process and as concluded in the VITR Decision: 

The government has legislated regulatory approvals that must be obtained before VITR proceeds. Pur
suant to Section 8 of the EAA, BCTC requires an EAC for VITR. Given the Section 11 Procedural Order 
and the Terms of Reference for VITR, the COIlIlIlission Panel is satisfied that a process is in place for 
consultation and, if necessary, accoIlIlIlodation. In the circumstances of VITR, the EAO approval, if 
granted, will follow some time after this decision. Through this legislation, the government has ensured 
that the project will not proceed until consultation and, if necessary, accoIlIlIlodation has also concluded. 
The Commission Panel concludes that it should not look beyond, and can rely on, this regulatory scheme 
established by the government (p. 48). 

In the Revelstoke Unit 5 Decision, the Commission Panel said: 

The Provincial and Federal Governments have created legislation, the Environmental Assessment Act 
and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, which ensure that regulatory approvals must be ob
tained before Revelstoke Unit 5 can proceed and that the project will not proceed until consultation and, 
if necessary, accoIlIlIlodation has been completed (p.34). 

In the instant case, BCTC, pursuant to the Environmental Assessment Act, requires an Environmental As
sessment Certificate ("EAC") for the ILM Project. BCTC has said that it anticipates submitting its EAC ap
plication in the fall of 2008, assuming a CPCN is issued in the sUIlIlIler of2008. Given the Section 11 Pro
cedural Order ... and the draft Terms of Reference ... the Commission Panel is also satisfied that a process is 
in place for consultation and, if necessary, accommodation. 

Prior to issuing an EAC, Provincial Ministers must consider whether the Crown has fulfilled legal obligations 
to First Nations (Guide to Environmental Assessment Process, Step 8 and Environmental Assessment Act, 
Section 17.) Given the statutory requirement for an EAC and the process established by the Section 11 
Procedural Order, the Commission Panel concludes that it should not look beyond, and can rely on, this 
regulatory scheme established by the government. Accordingly, the Commission Panel does not intend to 
conduct a separate inquiry into the adequacy of consultation and accommodation in this proceeding. 

37 In support of its position, the Commission relied on the following passage from Haida Nation v. British Co
lumbia (Minister afForests), 2004 SCC 73, [2004]3 S.C.R. 511 (S.C.C.), at para. 51 (also quoted at p. 47 of the VITR 
decision): 
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It is open to governments to set up regulatory schemes to address the procedural requirements appropriate to 
different problems at different stages, thereby strengthening the reconciliation process and reducing recourse 
to the courts. 

38 To the appellants' submissions that consultation and accommodation were continuing obligations that might 
arise throughout a series of decisions, and therefore, should start at the earliest possible stage and not be anticipated or 
deferred, the Commission responded (at p. 4): 

The Commission Panel believes that a distinction needs to be drawn between circnmstances such as those in 
the Gitxsan HOllses v. British Columbia (Minister afForests) (2002), \0 E.C.L.R. (4th) 126 (S.C.) and the 
Haida cases where a decision or a series of decisions are made each having their own impacts, and the cir
cumstances in the instant case where a single project requires at least two different regulatory approvals 
before there are impacts on Aboriginal rights and title .... [T]he EAC requirement ensures that if the duty to 
consult has not been met and, where necessary, adequate accommodation has not been provided, then the 
project will not proceed, and there will be no impacts on Aboriginal rights and title. In this manner, mean
ingful consultation is ensured, and the honour of the Crown will be upheld. In other words, the honour of the 
Crown does not require consultation on every step of a regulatory scheme, provided, as in the instant case, 
that meaningful consultation is ensured before there are impacts on Aboriginal rights and title. 

39 The Commission summarized its analysis (at p. 5): 

... The CPCN can be thought of as the regulatory step that selects the most cost-effective project amongst 
alternatives, and also approves the scope, design, and cost estimates of the most cost-effective project. The 
first opportunity to consider the adequacy of consultation and accommodation is after the project is selected 
and is sufficiently defined so as to make accommodation discussions meaningful, that is, impacts need to be 
identified. And it is only after impacts can be identified, that consultation and accommodation can be con
cluded. This does not mean that BCTC and BC Hydro should begin consulting with First Nations after a 
CPCN has been granted and the ILM Project has been further defined; it only means that the Commission 
can and should rely on the EAO to now or in the future make determinations with respect to the duty to 
consult and, if necessary, accommodate. 

40 The Commission then turned briefly to the evidence it would receive and consider in assessing potential costs 
and risks to the ILM Project. It noted that the potential costs of accommodation were relevant to the cost-effectiveness 
analysis and that First Nations were entitled to full and fair participation in the proceeding on that and other relevant 
issues. It refused to adjourn the proceeding until the process of consultation and accommodation was completed, 
anticipating (at p. 5 of the scoping decision) that an adequate record could be developed from which it could "assess 
cost estimates and potential risks to the project arising from the duty to consult, and where necessary, accommodate." 
It acknowledged that one ofthe risks was the possibility that the environmental process might not result in an EAC or 
might require changes in the ILM Project requiring BCTC to seek a new or amended CPCN. 

41 After this Court granted leave to appeal the scoping decision, the Commission issued the CPCN, providing its 
reasons for decision on 5 August 2008: British Columbia Transmission Corp., Re (August 5, 2008), Doc. C-4-08, 
(E.C. Utilities Comm.) (the "CPCN decision"). At page 96 ofthose reasons, it concluded: 

The Commission Panel concludes that building a new transmission line, specifically 5L83, is the preferred 
alternative for reinforcement of the ILM grid from the NIC [Nicola substation] side, and concludes that DEC 
[the upgrade option] is uneconomic when compared to building a fifth line, 5L83, that provides higher 
transfer capability and lower losses. 
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42 The CPCN decision has not been appealed. In its reasons, the Commission affinned the scoping decision, noting 
atp.32: 

... although the issue of whether BCTC had met its duty to consult and accommodate First Nations was ruled 
out of scope, the impacts on First Nations and risks to project costs were still well within scope. The First 
Nations were encouraged to be active participants in the ILM proceeding, but chose not to lead or elicit 
evidence. 

43 From comments later in its reasons, it appears the Commission may have expected that the appellants would lead 
evidence about the potential adverse effects of the different options on their rights despite its refusal to consider their 
dissatisfaction with the consultation process. That is not a conclusion that would have been readily apparent from the 
scoping decision. 

44 On 1 October 2008, BCTC filed its application for an EAC for the ILM Project. The environmental assessment 
process is ongoing, although Kwikwetlem has refused to participate in it "without substantial changes to the process". 
In their view, the EAO has no proper statutory mandate for consultation, no appropriate budget, and no sufficient 
ability to alter the project to meet the Crown's accommodation duties. 

Discussion 

45 The respondents accept that the duty to consult is engaged by the ministerial decision to grant an EAC that would 
allow the ILM Project to proceed. This is the reason BC Hydro has consulted with First Nations since August 2006. 
BCTC submits it is fully committed to ensuring that consultation and, if necessary, accommodation, with First Nations 
is carried out in a manner that upholds the honour of the Crown. They also acknowledge the ministers have a con
stitutional duty to assess the adequacy of the Crown's consultation and accommodation efforts in their review of the 
ILM Project under the Environmental Assessment Act, and have the authority to deny the EAC and thereby tenninate 
the project if they determine the honour ofthe Crown was not maintained in the process leading to the application and 
the grant of the EAC. Their point is that the Commission had no comparable duty to consider and decide whether the 
Crown's duty to consult was fulfilled at the CPCN stage ofthe regulatory approval process for the ILM Project. 

46 The respondents limit their submission to the factual circumstances ofthis case, where neither the proponent nor 
an intervenor suggested an alternative solution to the public need identified by BCTC. They acknowledge that the 
Commission may receive infonnation about alternatives as part of its cost-effectiveness analysis and in some cases, 
may consider alternative proposed projects (see, for example, BC Gas Utility Ltd., Re, (May 21, 1999), Doc. G-51-99, 
(B.C. Utilities Comm.)). Nevertheless, in BC Hydro's view, in this case, the CPCN represents only the Commission's 
opinion that the ILM Project is "suitable for inclusion in the plant or system of the public utility with the result that 
costs of the proposed facilities may be recovered in rates." Thus, it argues, by itself, the Commission's grant of a 
CPCN can have no effect on Aboriginal interests. 

47 At the core of this dispute are different understandings of the regulatory processes and their interplay. In par
ticular, the parties disagree on whether the CPCN "fixes" the essential structure ofthe project such that, practically 
speaking, BCTC's preferred option cannot be revisited, whatever consultation may occur in the EAC process. In 
support oftheir argument that the CPCN has this effect, the appellants point first, to the Commission's own words that 
the CPCN process is "the regulatory step that selects the most cost-effective project amongst alternatives, and also 
approves the scope, design, and cost estimates of the most cost-effective project" (scoping decision at p. 5, affinned in 
the CPCN decision); second, to the advice given to First Nations by BC Hydro in its letter of6 June 2007; and third, to 
the Concurrent Approval Regulation B.C. Reg. 37112002, s. 3(2)(a), which makes a CPCN ineligible for concurrent 
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48 BCTC responded that the Commission's statement was "a poor choice oflanguage", on an application presenting 
only one project for approval, albeit one with huge flexibility, but one the Commission had no power to modify 
without being asked to do so by its proponent. It also acknowledged that BC Hydro's letter could have expressed the 
intention and effect of its application more clearly. In BCTC's view, its application was for certification of a new 
transmission line from Merritt to Coquitlam with a range of potential routing options for the Commission to consider 
in deciding cost-effect issues, but not a specific configuration because those details might be influenced by the on
going EAC consultation process. 

49 On this issue, I agree with the appellants and accept the Commission's stated understanding of its role as ap
plicable not only generally on CPCN applications but on this particular application. In tlus case, the Commission 
reviewed the alternatives BCTC had considered and affIrmed its choice as preferable. The gist of the scoping decision 
was that, in this case, the certified project could have no effect on Aboriginal interests until it received an EAC. Thus, 
the EAC process could test the adequacy of the Crown's consultation efforts on the ILM Project. Because the EAC 
process required the ministers to assess those efforts, the Commission was under no such obligation before issuing a 
CPCN for that project. 

50 The appellants dispute this reasoning. In their view, the current EAC process was not designed to meet the 
requirements of the duty to consult and accommodate Aboriginal interests and cannot be so adapted. 

51 Functionally, the enviromnental assessment process is not the same process considered in Taku River Tlingit 
First Nation v. British Columbia (project Assessment DirectOl), 2004 SCC 74, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 (S.C.C.). The 
legislation analyzed in Taku River was repealed in 2002 and replaced with the current statutory regime. According to 
Kwikwetlem, the repeal resulted in a "systenlic stripping out" of First Nations participation in the EAC process. The 
only explicit mentions of "first nations" in the current Environmental Assessment Act are found in s. 11(2)(f) and s. 
50(2)(e); the latter authorizes a regulation listing those required to be consulted under the former. To date no regula
tion has been established. 

52 BCTC responds that the EAC process can be, and in this case has been, adapted to include the nature of the 
project itself and alternatives to it in the ministerial review. 

53 The most significant differences between the former and the current Act are the omission of a purposes section, 
changes to the criteria for the grant of an EAC, and the absence of provisions mandating participation of First Nations. 
The notion that the interests of First Nations are entitled to special protection does not arise in the current Act. As well, 
the word "cultural" has been omitted from the list of effects to be considered in the assessment process. Perhaps most 
importantly, the EAO is no longer required to establish a project committee. Under the former Act, both the formation 
of such a committee and First Nations participation in it were mandated. ChiefJustice McLachlin wrote in Taku River, 
at para. 8, that "[t]he project committee becomes the primary engine driving the assessment process." 

54 It may be that First Nations' interests are left to be dealt with under the government's Provincial Policy for 
Consultation with First Nations, which directs the terms of the operational guidelines of government actors. 
McLachlin C.LC. referred to this policy in Haida, noting at para. 51, it "may guard against unstructured discretion and 
provide a guide for decision-makers." Those directions are not before this Court and were not mentioned by any 
counsel. I do not know to what extent the EAC process complies with them. If they are relevant to an environmental 
assessment process, they are also relevant to the CPCN process. The Commission did not mention them in the scoping 
decision. 
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55 As I read the two governing statutes, they mandate discrete processes whereby two decision-makers make two 
different decisions at two different stages of one important provincially-controlled project. Neither is subsidiary or 
duplicative of the other. They are better seen the way the respondents treat them and the Commission understands 
them, as sequential processes that can be coordinated. The CPCN defmes the activity that becomes the project to be 
reviewed by ministers before they grant an EAC. Each decision-maker makes a decision in the public interest, taking 
into account factors relevant to the question on which they are required to form an opinion. 

56 Information developed for the purpose of the CPCN application and the opinion expressed by the Commission 
are likely to be relevant to the EAC application, just as information gathered at the pre-application stage of the EAC 
process may be relevant to the CPCN hearing. That interplay does not mean the effect of their decision on Aboriginal 
interests is the same. Nor does it make a ministerial review of the Crown's duty to consult with regard to the defmition 
of the project a necessarily satisfactory alternative to an assessment of that duty at an earlier stage by the Commission 
charged with opining as to whether a public utility system enhancement is necessary in the public interest. 

57 The current Environmental Assessment Act provides a process designed to obtain sufficient information from the 
proponent of a reviewable project about any "adverse effects" of that project to pennit an intelligent decision by the 
responsible ministers as to whether to grant an EAC for that project. I see the ministerial review as a wrap-up decision, 
where two ministers have unconstrained discretion to prevent a proposed activity, public or private, for profit or 
not-for-profit, that has potential "adverse effects" from going forward. The Act does not specify effects on whom or 
what. It can be inferred from the provisions ofs. 10(l)(c) that the ministers are to consider any "significant adverse 
environmental, economic, social, heritage or health effectll revealed by the assessment. In this case, potential adverse 
effects on the appellants' asserted Aboriginal rights and title are undoubtedly included, although not identified in the 
current Act. 

58 Where the activity being considered is a Crown project with the potential to affect Aboriginal interests, as it is in 
this case, because the responsible ministers are constitutionally required to consider whether the proponent has 
maintained the Crown's honour, all counsel assert they may refuse the EAC, not only by reason of any listed adverse 
effect, but also for failure ofthe Crown to meet its consultation and accommodation duty. The procedural order issued 
under s. 11 of the Act acknowledges this aspect of the ministerial responsibility with respect to the ILM Project. 

59 By contrast, certification under s. 45 of the Utilities Commission Act is the vital first step toward the building of 
the transmission line across territory to which First Nations assert title and stewardship rights, one that, for practical 
reasons, BCrC, BC Hydro and the Commission consider necessarily precedes acceptance of an application for the 
required ministers' EAC. The legislature has delegated the discretion to opine as to the need and desirability for the 
construction of additional power transmission capacity to the Connnission. Only the Commission can grant permis
sion to enhance a power transmission line. 

60 In these circumstances, in my view, the appellants were not only entitled to be consulted and accommodated 
with regard to the choice of the ILM Project by BCrC, they were also entitled to have their challenge to the adequacy 
of that consultation and acconnnodation assessed by the Connnission before it certified Bcrc's proposal for ex
tending the power transmission system as being in the public interest. It was not enough for the Connnission to say to 
First Nations: we will hear evidence about the rights you assert and how the ILM Project might affect them. 

61 This is not to say the Connnission, in formulating its opinion as to whether to grant a CPCN, will decide BC 
Hydro's efforts did not maintain the honour of the Crown. It is to say that the Commission is required to assess those 
efforts to determine whether the Crown's honour was maintained in its dealings with First Nations regarding the 
potential effects of the proposed project. 
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62 The Crown's obligation to First Nations requires interactive consultation and, where necessary, accommodation, 
at every stage of a Crown activity that has the potential to affect their Aboriginal interests. In my view, once the 
Commission accepted that BCTC had a duty to consult First Nations regarding the project it was being asked to 
certify, it was incumbent on the Commission to hear the appellants' complaints about the Crowo's consultation efforts 
during the process leading to BCTC's selection ofits preferred option, and to assess the adequacy of those efforts. 
Their failure to determine whether the Crowo's honour had been maintained up to that stage of the Crowo's activity 
was an error in law. 

63 The certification decision is the first important decision in the process of constructing a power transmission line. 
H is the formulation of the opinion as to whether a line should be built to satisfy an anticipated need, rather than to 
upgrade an existing facility, find or develop alternative local power sources, or reduce demand by price increases or 
other means of rationing scarce resources. 

64 If, as BCTC submits, the Commission's decision is to be read as having acknowledged its constitutional obli
gation by determining the existence of a duty to consult, the scope of that duty, and its fulfillment up to that stage of 
the ILM Project, it was unreasonable. 

65 Where a decision-maker is called upon to approve a Crown activity that gives rise to the duty to consult, the first 
task of the decision-maker in assessing the adequacy of that duty, is to determine its scope and content in that par
ticular case. Only when the scope ofthe duty to consult has been determined, can a decision-maker decide whether that 
duty has been fulfilled. In Haida, the Supreme Court of Canada clearly stated there is no one model of consultation; 
the Crown's obligations will vary with the individual circumstances of the case. Neither explicitly nor implicitly did 
the Commission attempt to defme its obligations in this case. As it had in the two earlier cases, VITR and Revelstoke, it 
simply deferred to the ministers with nltimate responsibility for deciding whether to grant the project an EAC. 

Summary 

66 BC Hydro's duty to consult and, where necessary, accommodate First Nations' interests arose when BCTC 
became aware that the means it was considering to maintain an adequate supply of power to consumers in the lower 
mainland had the potential to affect Aboriginal rights and title. BC Hydro acknowledged that duty by initiating contact 
with First Nations in August 2006. The duty continued while several alternative solutions were considered. The 
process was given substance by the holding of information meetings over the following months and some structure by 
the s. II procedural order issued by the EAO in May 2007. 

67 When BCTC settled on the ILM Project in May 2007 and applied for a CPCN for that project in November of 
that year, it effectively gave the Commission two choices -- accept or reject its application. As BCTC argued, sup
ported by BC Hydro as an intervenor, it effectively ended its own consideration of alternatives and foreclosed any 
consideration by the Commission of alternative solutions to the anticipated energy supply problem. The decision to 
certify a new line as necessary in the public interest has the potential to profoundly affect the appellants' Aboriginal 
interests. Like the existing line (installed without consent or consultation), the new line will pass over land to which 
the appellants claim stewardship rights and Aboriginal title. (For an understanding of that concept see Osoyoos Indian 
Band v. Oliver (Town), 2001 SCC 85, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 746 (S.C.C.), at paras. 41 to 46.) To suggest, as the respondents 
now do, that the appellants were free to put forward evidence during the s. 45 proceeding as to the adverse impacts of 
the ILM Project on their interests, and to have BC Hydro's consultation efforts with regard to those impacts evaluated 
by the ministers a year or two later, is to miss the point of the duty to consult. 

68 Consultation requires an interactive process with efforts by both the Crown actor and the potentially affected 
First Nations to reconcile what may be competing interests. It is not just a process of gathering and exchanging in-
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fonnation. It may require the Crown to make changes to its proposed action based on information obtained through 
consultations. It may require accommodation: Haida, at paras. 46-47. 

69 The cmcial question is whether conduct that may result in adverse effects on Aboriginal rights or title will be 
considered during the CPCN process and not during the EAC process. That is the case here; the duty to consult with 
regard to the CPCN process is ackoowledged. It follows that the Commission has the obligation to inquire into the 
adequacy of consultation before granting a CPCN. Even if the EAC process could theoretically be adapted to ensure 
the ministerial review includes a consideration of the adequacy of the consultation at the CPCN application stage, 
practically-speaking, the advantage would be to the proponent who has obtained a certification of its project as nec
essary and in the public interest. Moreover, the Commission cauuot determine whether such an adapted process meets 
the duty whose scope it is in the best, if not only, position to detennine unless it determines the scope of that duty. A 
costlbenefit analysis of one or more projects does not appear in the ministers' mandate. 

70 If consultation is to be meaningful, it must take place when the project is being defmed and continue until the 
project is completed. The pre-application stage of the EAC process in this case appears to have synchronized well with 
BCTC's practice of first seeking a CPCN and not making formal application for an EAC until a CPCN is granted. The 
question the Commission must decide is whether the consultation efforts up to the point of its decision were adequate. 

71 For these reasons, I would order that the Commission reconsider the scoping decision in the tenns I set out above 
at para. 15. 

Donald J.A.: 

I agree. 

Ballman J.A.: 

I agree. 

Appeal allowed. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Native law -- Constitutional issues -- National Energy Board considering applicationspotentially affecting aboriginal 
rights -- Function of board being quasi-judicial -- No fiduciary duty on board to change hearing procedures or make 
decisions in best interest of aboriginal peoples. 

Approvals, licences and orders -- Licences to export electricity -- National Energy Board being subject to Environ
mental Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order -- Environmental effects of new generating facilities un
known -- Board required to ensure further study and re-screening or public review of proposal -- Appropriate for board 
to impose conditions requiring further environmental assessment documentation -- No duplication or improper 
delegation -- Environmental Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order, SOR/84-467. 

Public utilities -- Regulatory boards -- Licensing -- National Energy Board granting export licences to Hydro-Quebec 
-- Board imposing conditions requiring application of federal environmental assessment procedures for new genera
tion facilities -- Proper for board to consider overall environmental impacts of new facilities related to export -
Conditions upheld. 

In 1989, Hydro-Quebec entered into two agreements to supply 1,450 megawatts of electricity to New York and 
Vermont over contract periods from 5 to 25 years for $25 billion. The power would be supplied by Hydro's grid 
network, but required Hydro-Quebec to advance construction of the James Bay II project to cover all customers over 
the life of the agreements. Hydro-Quebec applied to the National Energy Board for licences to export the electricity. 

In its decision, the board applied 1990 amendments to the National Energy Board Act and granted the licences, but 
imposed conditions respecting the federal Environmental Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order. The 
conditions required Hydro-Quebec to ensure that the new production facilities required to supply exports had been 
subjected to appropriate federal environmental assessment procedures and federal environmental standards and 
guidelines. Hydro-Quebec was also required to file the environmental assessment documents and recommendations, 
government authorizations, and a statement of measures that Hydro-Quebec would take to minimize negative envi
ronmental effects. An additional condition stipulated that the generation of exported thermal energy shall not con
travene federal environmental standards or guidelines. 

Hydro-Quebec and the Attorney General of Quebec appealed the board's conditions, while the Grand Council of the 
Crees of Quebec and the Cree Regional Authority appealed the board's granting of the licences. The Federal Court of 
Appeal granted the appeals of Hydro-Quebec and the Attorney General of Quebec, but dismissed the appeal of the 
Grand Council ofthe Crees and the Cree Regional Authority, who further appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Held: 

The appeal was allowed and board's order was restored. 

The board acted within its jurisdiction in granting the export licences. In considering the social costs and benefits of 
the exports, the board had evidence from Hydro-Quebec upon which it could reasonably conclude that the export price 
would recover an appropriate share of costs incurred in Canada. In considering this matter, it was not a jurisdictional 
error for the board to take into account the fact that the export contracts had received provincial approval. Because the 
appellants had access to all material before the board, the board did not breach the requirements of procedural fairness 
respecting the issue of cost recoverability. 

Because the appellants were aboriginal peoples, there was a fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the ap
pellants. However, this relationship did not impose a fiduciary duty on the board to make its decision in the best 
interests of the appellants, or to change the hearing process so as to impose superadded disclosure requirements. The 
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board exercised quasi-judicial decision-making authority, and it would be inconsistent to impose a relationship of 
utmost good faith between the board and a party appearing before the board. 

The board must exercise its decision-making authority in accordance with the Constitution, including s. 35(1) of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. However, it was not possible to determine the impact of the board's decision on the appellants' 
aboriginal rights without referring to the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, on which the appellants dis
avowed reliance. In any event, assuming that the board's decision had prima facie effects on the appellants' aboriginal 
rights, and assuming that the board must conduct a rigorous cost-benefit review to justify interference with aboriginal 
rights, the review carried out by the board was not wanting in this respect. 

The board did not exceed its jurisdiction in considering the enviromnental effects of the construction of future gen
erating facilities which are related to the proposed export. Under the application review process of the National Energy 
Board Act, the board has the power to consider all factors which appear to be relevant, including the enviromnental 
effects of generating the power for export. The Court of Appeal erred in limiting the scope of the board's inquiry to the 
enviromnental effects of transmitting the power by wire across the border. To limit the inquiry to the effects resulting 
from the physical act of transmission is an unduly narrow interpretation of the board's role under the elaborate regu
latory review process. 

It is proper for the board to consider the overall enviromnental costs of granting the proposed licences, even where 
licence approval means accelerating the construction of facilities which would have been built in any event to meet 
domestic needs. If the new facilities are required to serve, among other needs, the demands of an export contract, then 
the enviromnental effects of the construction of such facilities are related to the export. In these circumstances, it is 
appropriate for the board to consider the source of the electrical power to be exported, and the enviromnental costs that 
are associated with the generation of that power. While the board's authority should be limited to matters of federal 
concern, the scope of the board's inquiry should not be narrowed to such a degree as to render the board's function 
meaningless or ineffective. 

The Enviromnental Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order applied to the board's decision whether to grant 
the export licences. Because Hydro-Quebec declined to provide information on the overall impact ofthe construction 
and operation of the planned facilities, the board concluded that the enviromnental effects of such facilities were 
unknown. Accordingly, the board was required by s. 12(d) of the Guidelines Order to ensure that the project was 
subject to further study and subsequent re-screening, or that it was submitted to a public review. The conditions im
posed by the board satisfied this obligation, and did not amount to an improper delegation of the board's responsibility 
under the Guidelines Order. Rather, the conditions attempted to avoid duplication while continuing the jurisdiction of 
the board over the matter. 

Cases considered: 

Bell Canada v. Canada (Canadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission), [1989]1 S.C.R. 
1722,38 Admin. L.R. 1, 60 D.L.R. (4th) 682, 97 N.R. 15 -- referred to 

Canada (Canadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission) v. London Cable TV Ltd., [1976] 
2 F.C. 621, (sub nom. Re Canada (Canadian Radio-Television Commission)) 13 N.R. 292, (sub nom London 
Cable TV Ltd. v. Canada (Canadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission)) 29 C.P.R. (2d) 
268,67 D.L.R. (3d) 267 (Ont. C.A.) [leave to appeal refused (sub nom. Canada Cablesystems (Ont.) Ltd. v. 
Consumers' Assn. (Canada)) [1977]2 S.C.R. 740, 77 D.L.R. Od) 641, 15 N.R. 111, 30 C.P.R. (2d) 76]-
referred to 
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dro-Quebec, the fact that the export contracts had received the approval of the Province. Evidence of such approval is 
expressly referred to in s. 6(2)(y) of the Part VI Regulations as a factor which the Board may wish to consider. The 
appellants contend, however, that this approval is irrelevant to the s. 6(2)(z)(i) cost-benefit analysis, as the or
ders-in-council pursuant to the Hydro-Quebec Act, R.S.Q., c. H-5, under which provincial approval was given, require 
only that the contracts be consistent with sound financial management, not that they be in the public interest. Section 
24 of the Hydro-Quebec Act requires Hydro-Quebec to maintain the rates charged for power at a sufficient level to 
defray operating expenditures and interest on its debt. In my view, sound fmancial management of a public utility is 
part of the public interest. While such a factor is obviously only one of the many relevant considerations in such a 
determination, it cannot be said that evidence of govermnental approval is wholly irrelevant in the context of cost 
recovery, such that the Board committed a jurisdictional error in considering it. 

31 I also reject the appellants' argument that the mere fact that all contracts in Quebec require such approval renders 
consideration of this factor by the Board an improper delegation of its decision-making power. The Board must, of 
course, make its own decision as to whether the cost-benefit requirement is satisfied. It cannot delegate that respon
sibility to the Govermnent of Quebec or to any other body. In this case, for such a delegation to have occurred, the 
Board would have had to treat the mere existence of govermnent approval as sufficient in and of itself to satisfy the 
cost-benefit requirement, without any independent consideration of the issue. But that was not the case here. There
fore, it cannot be said that there was any jurisdictional error committed by the Board in this aspect of its decision. 

B. Opportunity for Fail' Participation in the Review P"ocess 

32 Given my conclusions on the nature and scope of the cost-benefit review undertaken by the Board, the appel
lants' arguments relating to procedural fairness can be dispensed with rather simply. The appellants argue that the 
Board breached the requirements of procedural fairness in failing to require disclosure to the appellants by Hy
dro-Quebec of all information pertinent to the issue of cost recovery. In particular, they point to the failure of the 
Board to require Hydro-Quebec to reveal in full the assumptions and methodologies on which its cost-benefit analysis 
was based. 

33 In general, included in the requirements of procedural fairness is the right to disclosure by the administrative 
decision-maker of sufficient information to permit meaningful participation in the hearing process: In Canada (Ca
nadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission) v. London Cable TV Ltd., [1976] 2 F.C. 621 (C.A.), at 
pp. 624-625. The extent of the disclosure required to meet the dictates of natural justice will vary with the facts of the 
case, and in particular with the type of decision to be made, and the nature of the hearing to which the affected parties 
are entitled. 

34 The issue in this case, then, is not the sufficiency of the disclosure made by Hydro-Quebec. That relates to the 
question, discussed above, of whether there was evidence before the decision-maker on which it could reasonably 
have reached the decision which it did: Parke, Davis & Co. v. Fine Chemicals of Canada Ltd., [1959) S.C.R. 219, at p. 
233, per Rand J. Rather, the issue is whether the Board provided to the appellants disclosure sufficient for their 
meaningful participation in the hearing, such that they were treated fairly in all the circumstances: Martineau v. 
Matsqui Institution (1979), [1980]1 S.C.R. 602, at pp. 630-631; Cardinal v. Kent Institution, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 643, at 
p. 654; Lakeside Colony of Hutter ian Brethren v. Hofer, [1992)3 S.C.R. 165, at p. 226, per McLachlin J. (dissenting 
on another ground). 

35 In carrying out its decision-making function, the Board has the discretion to detennine what evidence is relevant 
to its decision. It has not been shown that, in this case, the discretion was improperly exercised so as to result in in
adequate disclosure to the appellants. As noted above, the Board had sufficient evidence before it to make a valid 
finding that all costs would be recovered. The appellants were given access to all the material that was before the 
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Board. The Board specifically found that the appellants themselves presented no evidence of added social costs, and 
did not call into question the veracity of Hydro-Quebec's report. Therefore, it cannot be said that, on the basis, the 
Board erred in its decision to grant the licences. 

C. Fiduciary Duty 

36 The appellants claim that, by virtue of their status as aboriginal peoples, the Board owes them a fiduciary duty 
extending to the decision-making process used in considering applications for export licences. The appellants' ar
gument is that the fiduciary duty owed to aboriginal peoples by the Crown, as recognized by this Court in R. v. 
Sparrow, supra, extends to the Board, as an agent of government and creation of Parliament, in the exercise of its 
delegated powers. The duty applies whenever the decision made pursuant to a federal regulatory process is likely to 
affect aboriginal rights. 

37 The appellants characterize the scope of this duty as twofold. They argue that it includes the duty to ensure the 
full and fair participation of the appellants in the hearing process, as well as the duty to take into account their best 
interests when making decisions. The appellants argue that such an obligation imports with it rights that go beyond 
those created by the dictates of natural justice, and that in this case, at a minimum, the Board should have required 
disclosure to the appellants of all information necessary to the making of their case against the applications. The 
respondents to this appeal, on the other hand, dispute both the existence of a duty, and, if it does exist, that the Board 
failed to meet it. 

38 It is now well settled that there is a fiduciary relationship between the federal Crown and the aboriginal peoples 
of Canada: Guerin v. R., [19841 2 S.C.R. 335. Nonetheless, it must be remembered that not every aspect of the rela
tionship between fiduciary and beneficiary takes the form of a fiduciary obligation: International Corona Resources 
Ltd. v. LAC Minerals Ltd" [198912 S.C.R. 574. The nature ofthe relationship between the parties defines the scope, 
and the limits, of the duties that will be imposed. The courts must be careful not to compromise the independence of 
quasi-judicial tribunals and decision-making agencies by imposing upon them fiduciary obligations which require that 
their decisions be made in accordance with a fiduciary duty. 

39 Counsel for the appellants conceded in oral argument that it could not be said that such a duty should apply to the 
courts, as a creation of government, in the exercise of their judicial function. In my view, the considerations which 
apply in evaluating whether such an obligation is impressed on the process by which the Board decides whether to 
grant a licence for export differ little from those applying to the courts. The function of the Board in this regard is 
quasi-judicial: Committee/or Justice & Liberty v. Canada (National Energy Board), [1978]1 S.C.R. 369, at p. 385. 
While this characterization may not carry with it all the procedural and other requirements identical to those applicable 
to a court, it is inherently inconsistent with the imposition of a relationship of utmost good faith between the Board and 
a party appearing before it. 

40 It is for this reason that I do not fmd helpful the authorities cited to me by the appellants as indicative of this 
evolving trend: Gitll/dahl v. British Columbia (Minister 0/ Forests) (August 13, 1992), Doc. Vancouver A922935, 
Newbury J. (B.C. S.C.), unreported, and R. v. Dick (June 3, 1992), Doc. Ottawa T-951-89, (Fed. T.D.), unreported 
[reported [1993]1 C.N.L.R. 50], Those cases were concerned, respectively, with the decision-making of the Minister 
of Forests, and the conduct of the Crown when adverse in interest to aboriginal peoples in litigation. The considera
tions which may animate the application of a fiduciary duty in these contexts are fur diffurent from those raised in the 
context of a licence application before an independent decision-making body operating at arm's length from gov
enunent. 

41 Therefore, I conclude that the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the appellants does not impose a 
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duty on the Board to make its decisions in the best interests ofthe appellants, or to change its hearing process so as to 
impose superadded requirements of disclosure. When the duty is defined in this manner, such tribunals no more owe 
this sort of fiduciary duty than do the courts. Consequently, no such duty existed in relation to the decision-making 
function of the Board. 

42 Moreover, even if this Court were to assume that the Board, in conducting its review, should have taken into 
account the existence of the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the appellants, I am satisfied that, for the 
reasons set out above relating to the procedure followed by the Board, its actions in this case would have met the 
requirements of such a duty. There is no indication that the appellants were given anything less than the fullest op
portunity to be heard. They had access to all the evidence that was before the Board, were able to make submissions 
and argument in reply, and were entitled to cross-examine the witnesses called by the respondent Hydro-Quebec. This 
argument must therefore fail for the same reasons as the arguments relating to the nature of the review conducted by 
the Board. 

D. Aboriginal Rights 

43 This Court, in R. v. Sparrow, supra, recognized the interrelationship between the recognition and affirmation of 
aboriginal rights constitutionally enshrined in s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, and the fiduciary relationship 
which has historically existed between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. It is this relationship that indicates that the 
exercise of sovereign power may be limited or restrained when it amounts to an unjustifiable interference with abo
riginal rights. In this appeal, the appellants argue that the decision of the Board to grant the licences will have a 
negative impact on their aboriginal rights, and that the Board was therefore required to meet the test of justification as 
set out in Sparrow. 

44 It is obvious that the Board must exercise its decision-making function, including the interpretation and appli
cation of its governing legislation, in accordance with the dictates of the Constitution, including s. 35(1) of the Con
stitution Act, 1982. Therefore, it must first be detennined whether this particular decision of the Board, made pursuant 
to s. 119.08(1) of the National Energy Board Act, could have the effect of interfering with the existing aboriginal 
rights of the appellants so as to amount to a prima facie infringement ofs. 35(1). 

45 The respondents in this appeal argue that it cannot. They assert that, with the signing by the appellants of the 
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, incorporated in the James Bay and Northern Quebec Native Claims 
Settlement Act, S.C. 1976-77, c. 32 ("the James Bay Act"), the appellants ceded and renounced all aboriginal rights 
except as set out in the Agreement. Since the act of granting a licence neither requires nor pennits the construction of 
the new production facilities which the appellants claim will interfere with their rights, and since the Agreement itself 
provides for a participatory review process to authorize the construction of such facilities, Hydro-Quebec and the 
Attorney General of Quebec argue that no prima facie infringement results from the decision of the Board. 

46 The evaluation of these competing arguments requires an examination and interpretation of the Agreement as 
embodied in the James Bay Act. The appellants, however, requested that this question be determined without reference 
to the Agreement or to the Act, since its interpretation and application form the subject of other legal proceedings 
involving the parties to this appea\. The appellants accordingly placed no reliance on this document in their assertion 
of a breach of aboriginal rights. 

47 In my view, it is not possible to evaluate realistically the impact of the decision of the Board on the rights ofthe 
appellants without reference to the James Bay Act. The respondents assert that the rights of the appellants are limited 
to those set out in this document. The validity of this assertion cannot be tested without construing the provisions of 
the Agreement. 
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Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Rights under constitutional statutes generally -- Constitution Act, 
1982 

Applicant was First Nations band residing in Alberta -- Federal government began planning massive natural gas 
pipeline ('IMPGIr) running from gathering facilities in northern Northwest Territories to southern distribution ter
minus in Alberta -- Parts of pipeline were to run through applicant's territory as defined by treaty and through 
further areas over which it had rights to hunt, fish and trap -- Federal government set up various regulatory 
mechanisms to deal with planning for pipeline, notably a co-operation plan to reduce duplication of environ
mental and regulatory processes and joint review panel agreement CIJRPIr) which was agreement for environ-
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mental impact review ofMPG -- Applicant brought proceedings for judicial review seeking declaration that Fed
eral government breached constitutionally entrenched duty to consult and accommodate First Nations people ad
versely affected by its conduct -- Specifically, applicant claimed breach occurred when it was excluded from 
discussions and decisions regarding design of regulatory and environmental review process -- Application gran
ted -- Crown's duty to consult had been breached -- Canadian jurisprudence has identified the honour of the 
Crown as source of Crown's duty to consult in good faith with First Nations, and where reasonable and neces
sary, make required accommodation -- Honour of Crown ensures that Crown fulfils goal of reconciliation of pre
existence of aboriginal societies with sovereignty of Crown, as provided in s, 35 of Constitution Act, 1982 -
Specific infringement of aboriginal right is not required for government's duty to consult to be engaged -- Evid
ence indicated that Federal government made no effort to consult applicant when formulating cooperation plan 
or JRP -- Public forum process was not substitute for formal consultation -- Duty of Federal government to con
sult arose at earliest sometime during contemplation of cooperation plan, since that plan set up means by which 
whole process would be managed -- None of entities set up by government possessed either separately or togeth
er the jurisdiction to engage in consultation -- First time government reached out to applicant was when it gave 
applicant just 24 hours to respond to process for JRP, which was too little, too late -- By depriving applicant of 
opportunity to participate from outset, applicant's specific concerns were not incorporated into environmental 
and regulatory process -- To preserve situation until final remedy order issued, JPR was enjoined from consider
ing any aspect of MGB affecting applicant and from issuing any report. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Fiduciary duty 

Applicant was First Nations band residing in Alberta -- Federal government began planning massive natural gas 
pipeline ("MPG") running from gathering facilities in northern Northwest Territories to southern distribution ter
minus in Alberta -- Parts of pipeline were to run through applicant's territory as defined by treaty and through 
further areas over which it had rights to hunt, fish and trap -- Federal government set up various regulatory 
mechanisms to deal with planning for pipeline, notably a co-operation plan to reduce duplication of environ
mental and regulatory processes and joint review panel agreement (,'JRP") which was agreement for environ
mental impact review of MPG -- Applicant brought proceedings for judicial review seeking declaration that Fed
eral government breached constitutionally entrenched duty to consult and accommodate First Nations people ad
versely affected by its conduct -- Specifically, applicant claimed breach occurred when it was excluded from 
discussions and decisions regarding design of regulatory and environmental review process -- Application gran
ted -- Crown's duty to consult had been breached -- Canadian jurisprudence has identified the honour of the 
Crown as source of Crown's duty to consult in good faith with First Nations, and where reasonable and neces
sary, make required accommodation -- Honour of Crown ensures that Crown fulfils goal of reconciliation of pre
existence of aboriginal societies with sovereignty of Crown, as provided in s. 35 of Constitution Act, 1982 -
Specific infringement of aboriginal right is not required for government's duty to consult to be engaged -- Evid
ence indicated that Federal government made no effort to consult applicant when formulating cooperation plan 
or JRP -- Public forum process was not substitute for formal consultation -- Duty of Federal government to con
sult arose at earliest sometime during contemplation of cooperation plan, since that plan set up means by which 
whole process would be managed -- None of entities set up by government possessed either separately or togeth
er the jurisdiction to engage in consultation -- First time government reached out to applicant was when it gave 
applicant just 24 hours to respond to process for JRP, which was too little, too late -- By depriving applicant of 
opportunity to participate from outset, applicant's specific concerns were not incorporated into environmental 
and regulatory process -- To preserve situation until final remedy order issued, JPR was enjoined from consider-
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ing any aspect ofMGB affecting applicant and from issuing any report. 

Environmental law --- Statutory protection of environment -- Environmental assessment -- Aboriginal interests 

Applicant was First Nations band residing in Alberta -- Federal government began planning massive natural gas 
pipeline C'MPG II

) running from gathering facilities in northern Northwest Territories to southern distribution ter
minus in Alberta -- Parts of pipeline were to run through applicant's territory as defined by treaty and through 
further areas over which it had rights to hunt, fish and trap -- Federal government set up various regulatory 
mechanisms to deal with planning for pipeline, notably a co-operation plan to reduce duplication of environ
mental and regulatory processes and joint review panel agreement ("JRP") which was agreement for environ
mental impact review ofMPG -- Applicant brought proceedings for judicial review seeking declaration that Fed
eral government breached constitutionally entrenched duty to consult and accommodate First Nations people ad
versely affected by its conduct -- Specifically, applicant claimed breach occurred when it was excluded from 
discussions and decisions regarding design of regulatory and environmental review process -- Application was 
granted -- Crown's duty to consult had been breached -- Canadian jurisprudence has identified the honour of the 
Crown as source of Crown's duty to consult in good faith with First Nations, and where reasonable and neces
sary, make required accommodation -- Honour of Crown ensures that Crown fulfils goal of reconciliation of pre
existence of aboriginal societies with sovereignty of Crown, as provided in s. 35 of Constitution Act, 1982 -
Specific infringement of aboriginal right is not required for government's duty to consult to be engaged -- Evid
ence indicated that Federal government made no effort to consult applicant when formulating cooperation plan 
or JRP -- Public forum process was not substitute for formal consultation -- Duty of Federal government to con
sult arose at earliest sometime during contemplation of cooperation plan, since that plan set up means by which 
whole process would be managed -- None of entities set up by government possessed either separately or togeth
er the jurisdiction to engage in consultation -- First time government reached out to applicant was when it gave 
applicant just 24 hours to respond to process for JRP, which was too little, too late -- By depriving applicant of 
opportunity to participate from outset, applicant's specific concerns were not incorporated into environmental 
and regulatory process -- To preserve situation until final remedy order issued, JPR was enjoined from consider
ing any aspect of MGB affecting applicant and from issuing any report. 

Natural resources --- Oil and gas -- Constitutional issues -- Pipelines 

Applicant was First Nations band residing in Alberta -- Federal government began planning massive natural gas 
pipeline ("MPa") running from gathering facilities in northern Northwest Territories to southern distribution ter
minus in Alberta -- Parts of pipeline were to run through applicant's territory as defined by treaty and through 
further areas over which it had rights to hunt, fish and trap -- Federal government set up various regulatory 
mechanisms to deal with planning for pipeline, notably a co-operation plan to reduce duplication of environ
mental and regulatory processes and joint review panel agreement ("JRpll) which was agreement for environ
mental impact review ofMPG -- Applicant brought proceedings for judicial review seeking declaration that Fed
eral government breached constitutionally entrenched duty to consult and accommodate First Nations people ad
versely affected by its conduct -- Specifically, applicant claimed breach occurred when it was excluded from 
discussions and decisions regarding design of regulatory and environmental review process -- Application was 
granted -- Crown's duty to consult had been breached -- Canadian jurisprudence has identified the honour of the 
Crown as source of Crown's duty to consult in good faith with First Nations, and where reasonable and neces
sary, make required accommodation -- Honour of Crown ensures that Crown fulfils goal of reconciliation of pre-
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existence of aboriginal societies with sovereignty of Crown, as provided in s. 35 of Constitution Act, 1982 -
Specific infringement of aboriginal right is not required for government's duty to consult to be engaged -- Evid
ence indicated that Federal government made no effort to consult applicant when formulating cooperation plan 
or JRP -- Public forum process was not substitute for fonnal consultation -- Duty of Federal government to con
sult arose at earliest sometime during contemplation of cooperation plan, since that plan set up means by which 
whole process would be managed -- None of entities set up by government possessed either separately or togeth
er the jurisdiction to engage in consultation -- First time government reached out to applicant was when it gave 
applicant just 24 hours to respond to process for JRP, which was too little, too late -- By depriving applicant of 
opportunity to participate from outset, applicant's specific concerns were not incorporated into environmental 
and regulatory process -- To preserve situation until final remedy order issued, JPR was enjoined from consider
ing any aspect ofMGB affecting applicant and from issuing any report. 

Cases considered by M.L. Phelan J.: 

Forsyth v. Canada (Attorney General) (2002), 2002 FCT 643, 2002 CarswellNat 1408,2002 CFPI 643, 
2002 CarswellNat 1929, [2003]1 F.e. 96, 222 F.T.R. 12 (Fed. T.D.) -- referred to 

Guerin v. R. (1984), 59 B.C.L.R. 301, 1984 CarswellNat 693, 1984 CarswellNat 813, [1984] 6 W.W.R. 
481, [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335, 13 D.L.R. (4th) 321, (sub nom. Guerin v. Canada) 55 N.R. 161, [1985] I 
C.N.L.R. 120,20 E.T.R. 6, 36 R.P.R. I (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 195,327 N.R. 53, 
[2004] 3 S.C.R. 511, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 282, 206 B.C.A.C. 52, 338 W.A.C. 52, II C.E.L.R. (3d) I, 
[2005] I C.N.L.R. 72,26 R.P.R. (4th) I, 2004 CarswellBC 2656, 2004 CarswellBC 2657, 2004 SCC 
73,245 D.L.R. (4th) 33, [2005]3 W.W.R. 419 (S.C.C.) -- followed 

Industrial Gas Users Assn. v. Canada (National Energy Board) (1990), 1990 CarswellNat 598, 33 
F.T.R. 217, 43 Admin. L.R. 102 (Fed. T.D.) -- referred to 

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) (2005), 2005 SCC 69, 2005 
CarswellNat 3756, 2005 CarswellNat 3757, [2006]1 C.N.L.R. 78, 342 N.R. 82, [2005]3 S.C.R. 388, 21 
C.P.C. (6th) 205, 259 D.L.R. (4th) 610, 37 Admin. L.R. (4th) 223 (S.C. C.) -- followed 

Q. v. College of Physicians & Surgeons (British Columbia) (2003), 2003 SCC 19, 2003 CarswellBC 
713,2003 CarswellBC 743, II B.C.L.R. (4th) I, 223 D.L.R. (4th) 599, 48 Admin. L.R. (3d) I, (sub 
nom. Dr. Q., Re) 302 N.R. 34, [2003] 5 W.W.R. I, (sub nom. Dr. Q. v. College of Physicians & Sur
geons of British Columbia) [2003]1 S.C.R. 226, (sub nom. Dr. Q., Re) 179 B.C.A.C. 170, (sub nom. 
Dr. Q., Re) 295 W.A.C. 170 (S.C. C.) -- not followed 

R. v. Sparrow (1990), 1990 CarswellBC 105, 1990 CarswellBC 756, 70 D.L.R. (4th) 385, III N.R. 
241, [1990] I S.C.R. 1075, [1990] 3 C.N.L.R. 160,46 B.C.L.R. (2d) I, 56 C.C.C. (3d) 263, [1990] 4 
W.W.R. 410 (S.C. C.) -- considered 

Roberts v. R. (2002), 2002 CarswellNat 3438, 2002 CarswellNat 3439, (sub nom. Wewaykum Indian 
Band v. Canada) 2002 SCC 79, (sub nom. Wewaykum Indian Band v. Canada) [2003]1 C.N.L.R. 341, 
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(sub nom. Wewaykum Indian Band v. Canada) 220 D.L.R. (4th) 1, (sub nom. Wewayakum Indian Band 
v. Canada) 297 N.R. 1, (sub nom. Wewaykum Indian Band v. Canada) [2002] 4 S.C.R 245, (sub nom. 
Wewayakum Indian Band v. Canada) 236 F.T.R. 147 (note) (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (project Assessment Director) (2004), 19 Admin. 
L.R. (4th) 165, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (Project As
sessment Director» 327 N.R. 133, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 370, 206 B.C.A.C. 132, 338 W.A.C. 132, 11 
C.E.L.R. (3d) 49, [2005]1 C.N.L.R. 366, 26 R.P.R (4th) 50, 2004 CarswellBC 2654, 2004 CarswellBC 
2655,2004 SCC 74, 245 D.L.R. (4th) 193, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550, [2005] 3 W.W.R 403 (S.C.C.) -- re
ferred to 

Statutes considered: 

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982 (U.K.), c. II, s. I, reprinted R.S.C. 1985, 
App. II, No. 44 

s. 35 -- considered 

Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7 

s. 18.5 [en. 1990, c. 8, s. 5]-- considered 

s. 28(1)(1) -- referred to 

Indian Act, RS.C. 1985, c. 1-5 

Generally -- referred to 

Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act, S.C. 1998, c. 25 

Generally -- referred to 

National Energy Board Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-7 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 22(1) -- referred to 

Treaties considered: 

Treaty No.8, 1899 

Generally -- considered 

APPLICATION by Indian band for judicial review, seeking declaration that Crown had breached its constitu
tionally entrenched duty to consult and accornodate First Nations people adversely affected by its conduct. 

M.L. Phelall J.: 
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1. Introduction 

1 A massive industrial project like the Mackenzie Gas Pipeline (MGP), one that anticipates the creation of a 
corridor of pipeline originating in Inuvik in the far north of the Northwest Territories and tenninating 15 metres 
south of the Northwest Territories and Alberta border. where a proposed connecting pipeline will link: it up with 
existing provincial pipelines for southern distribution (the "Connecting Facilitiesll

), attracts a myriad of govern
ment obligations. The issues of environmental review go beyond the physical pipeline from the north to this con
nection point. Government must deal with the proponents of the project, detractors of the project, regulatory re
view boards, environmental review boards, and affected First Nations. The alleged failure of the Government of 
Canada to fulfill its obligations toward this last group, specifically the Dene Tha' First Nation (Dene Tha'), 
forms the subject matter of this judicial review. 

2 The Dene Tha' alleges that the Government of Canada through the Minister of Environment, the Minister of 
Fisheries and Oceans, the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and the Minister of Transport (the 
Ministers) breached its constitutionally entrenched duty to consult and accommodate the First Nations people 
adversely affected by its conduct. Specifically, the Dene Thai identifies as the moment of this breach as its ex
clusion from discussions and decisions regarding the design of the regulatory and environmental review pro
cesses related to the MGP. The Ministers deny that any duty arose at this point and, in any event or in the altern
ative, asserts that its behavior with respect to the Dene Thai was sufficiently reasonable to discharge its duty to 
consult and thus withstands judicial scrutiny. The so-called discharge of the duty to consult and accommodate 
consisted of (1) including the Dene Thai in a single media release of June 3, 2004 inviting public consultation on 
a draft Environment Impact Terms of Reference and Joint Review Panel Agreement and (2) a 24-hour deadline 
on July 14, 2004 to comment on these documents. That is not sufficient to meet the duty to consult and accom
modate. 

3 This Court's conclusion is that the Ministers breached their duty to consult the Dene Thai in its conduct sur
rounding the creation of the regulatory and environmental review processes related to the MGP from as early as 
the first steps to deal with the MGP in late 2000 through to early 2002 and continued to breach that duty to the 
present time. The Dene Tha' had a constitutional right to be, at the very least, informed of the decisions being 
made and provided with the opportunity to have its opinions heard and seriously considered by those with de
cision-making authority. The Dene ThaI were never given this opportunity, the Ministers having taken the posi
tion that no such duty to consult had arisen yet. 

4 Quite remarkably, when the Ministers did decide to lIconsult" with the Dene Thai, upon the establishment of 
the process for the Joint Review Panel, the Dene Tha' were given 24 hours to respond to a process which had 
taken many months and years to establish and had involved substantial consultation with everyone potentially 
affected but for the Dene Thai. This last gasp effort at "consultation" was a case of too little, too late. 

5 To arrive at this conclusion, this Court has considered the following matters: (I) the factual background re
lating to the regulatory and environmental processes underlying the MGP. (2) the particular facts relating to the 
Dene Tha'. (3) the current state of the law relating to aboriginal consultation. and (4) how the law applies to the 
situation of the Dene Thai. 

6 At the outset, it should be noted that the issue of remedy in this case is not straightforward. Hence, it wiII 
receive special attention in the final section of these Reasons. At the very least, any of the current procedures 
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which may affect the Dene Tha' must be stayed until other remedial provisions can be completed. 

II. Facts 

A. Delle Tha' 

(1) Dene Tho' People and Territory 

7 The Dene Tha' is an Aboriginal group within the meaning of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and an 
Indian Band under the Indian Act. Currently, there are approximately 2500 members of the Dene Tha', the ma
jority of which resides on the Dene Tha's seven Reserves. All Dene Tha' Reserves are located in Alberta. The 
three most populous Reserve communities are ehateh, Bushe River, and Meander. 

8 The Dene Tha' defines its lITraditional TerritoriI as lying primarily in Alberta, but also extending into 
northeastern British Columbia and the southern Northwest Territories (NWT). In the NWT, the Dene Tha' 
claims that its territory overlaps with that of the Deh Cho First Nation, with whom the Dene Tha' shares signific
ant familial and cultural relationships. The Crown asserts that the phrase l1Traditional Territory!! imports no legal 
significance with respect to the Aboriginal rights claimed by the Dene Tha' north of the 60 parallel -- the divi
sion between the NWT and the Province of Alberta. 

(2) Dene Tha' -- Treaty 8 Rights in Alberta 

9 In 1899 the Dene Tha' signed Treaty 8. Treaty 8 is a classic surrender treaty whereby the Government prom
ised payment and various rights, including the rights to hunt, trap, and fish in exchange for the surrender of land. 
The territory defined by Treaty 8 does not extend into the traditional territory claimed by the Dene Tha' in the 
N\VT. The Dene ThaI asserts that this means its rights in the NWT remain unextinguished as they are outside the 
bounds contemplated by Treaty 8. Conversely, if the Ministers are correct and the Dene Tha's rights in the NWT 
are extinguished by Treaty 8, the Dene ThaI submits that this is an admission by the Ministers that the Dene Tha' 
has Treaty 8 rights in the NWT. Dene Tha's allegation of unextinguished aboriginal rights in the NWT is dis
cussed more fully later in these Reasons. 

10 The proposed course of the MGP travels through the NWT, ending just south of the NWT and Alberta bor
der. The portion of the pipeline stemming from the Alberta border to its southern terminus runs through territory 
of the Dene Tha' defined by Treaty 8. The proposed Connecting Facilities pass through Bitscho Lake which runs 
through Trap Line 99, a trap line owned by a Dene Tha' member. None of that pipeline runs directly through 
Dene ThaI Reserves. 

II The NGTL pipeline which connects the southern terminus of the MGP with the existing Nova Gas Trans
mission Line also runs through territory over which the Dene Tha' has Treaty 8 rights to hunt, trap, fish, and 
gather plants for food. 

12 That the pipeline does not run through a reserve, contrary to the Ministers' implied submission, is insigni
ficant. A reserve does not have to be affected to engage a Treaty 8 right as held in Mikisew Cree First Nation v. 
Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388 (S.C.C.). What is important is that the pipeline 
and the regulatory process, including most particularly environmental issues, arc said to affect the Dene Tha'. 
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(3) Dene Tho' -- Aboriginal Rights in NWT 

13 The Dene Tha' posits unrecognized Aboriginal rights to hunt, trap, fish, and gather plants for food in the 
southern portion of the NWT. As proof of Government recognition of said rights, the Deue ThaI points to gov
ernment archives from the 1930's regarding the proposal for a creation of an Indian Hunting Preserve for the 
Dene Tha' in this area. 

14 The Court was not asked to determine the legitimacy of the Dene Tha's claim to Aboriginal rights in the 
NWT. Moreover, as the Dene Tha's Treaty 8 rights in Alberta are sufficient to trigger a duty to consult, there is 
no need to make such a determination in order to resolve this judicial review. 

B. Mackellzie Gas Pipeline -- Regulatory and Environmental Matrices 

15 The MOP is an enonnous and complex industrial undertaking. Its proposed routing envisions a starting 
point in the gas fields and central processing facilities near Inuvik in the northwest corner of the Northwest Ter
ritories. From these collecting facilities, the envisioned pipeline will transport the extracted natural gas through 
the NWT to just south of the Alberta border. At this point, Nova Gas Transmission Limited (NGTL) in Alberta 
will build the Connecting Facilities up from its existing facilities to connect with the MGP. In this manner, nat
ural gas can be transported from the northern gathering facilities to a southern distribution terminus. 

16 Initially the participants in the project envisaged the MGP extending 65 kilometres to the connecting point 
with NGTL's distribution system. It appears that in the hopes of keeping the gas which flows into Alberta within 
Alberta jurisdiction, it was decided to have the connection point with NGTL be located just 15 metres inside the 
NWT-Alberta border. 

17 The Dene ThaIs initial judicial review application had sought to raise the constitutional issue of the origin-
al proposal as a single federal work or undertaking. This aspect of judicial review has been discontinued. 

18 Given the enormity of this project and its inherent cross-jurisdictional character, its conception triggered 
the involvement of a multitude of regulatory mechanisms. As the Dene ThaIs case rests on its exclusion from the 
discussions and processes surrounding this regulatory machinery, it is necessary to describe in some detail the 
respective geneses of the regulatory arrangements and mandates of each of these regulatory bodies. Hence, the 
purpose of this section is to outline the geographical, regulatory, and environmental matrices that overlay the 
MGP. 

19 The backdrop of the MGP consists of seven major regulatory and environmental layers: (1) the Coopera
tion Plan, (2) the Regulators' Agreement, (3) the Joint Review Panel Agreement, (4) the Environmental Impact 
Terms of Reference, (5) the Joint Review Panel Proceedings, (6) the National Energy Board Proceedings, and 
(7) the Crown Consultation Unit. Each is discussed below in what is roughly chronological order -- from oldest 
to most recent. 

(1) The "Cooperation Plan" 

(a) The Genesis 

20 Four years prior to the filing of an application for the MGP with the National Energy Board (NEB), repres-
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entatives from various regulatory agencies began to consult with one another about how to coordinate the regu
latory and environmental impact review process for such an application. The regulators and authorities involved 
included: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (!NAC), the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
(CEAA), the NEB, the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB), the Mackenzie Val
ley Land and Water Board (MVLWB), the Gwich'in Land and Water Board, the Sahtu Land and Water Board, 
the Inuvialuit Land Administration, and the Inuvialuit Game Council. 

21 In addition to these core regulatory bodies, other parties were included in the development of the Coopera
tion Plan. Representatives from the Government of the Yukon and the Government of the NWT were included 
as observers in the negotiations. The Deh Cho First Nation (Deh Cho) also, through its MVEIRB delegate, ob
tained observer status. As it is a helpful counterpoint to the exclusion of the Dene ThaI from this stage of the 
process, a fuller discussion of the participatory role played by the Deh Cho will be developed later in these 
Reasons. 

22 The parties involved with developing the Cooperation Plan also heard presentations from gas producers 
and potential proponents of the MGP. In particular, the parties met with the Mackenzie Delta Gas Producers 
Group in December 2000, with the Alaska Gas Producers Group in May of 2001, and with Imperial Oil Re
sources Ventures Limited (IORVL). 

23 As a result of these meetings and information-gathering sessions, in June 2002, the Cooperation Plan for 
Environmental Impact Assessment and Regulatory Review of a Northern Gas Project through the Northwest 
Territories C'Cooperation Plann) was finalized. Suffice it to say that the Dene ThaI are noticeably absent from 
the list of persons, organizations and first nations people who were involved in the development of the regulat
ory framework. 

(b) The Mandate 

24 The Cooperation Plan had a laudable objective, namely, to reduce duplication of the environmental and 
regulatory processes. To this end, the Cooperation Plan set up a framework fot; the environmental and regulatory 
processes to follow. This framework focused on how these processes would be integrated, how joint hearings 
would be conducted, and how the terms of reference for any future enviroruuental assessment process would be 
developed. 

(2) The Agreement for Coordination of the RegulatOlY Review of the MGP ("Regulators' Agreement'~ 

(a) The Genesis 

25 The Cooperation Plan recommended the filing of a Preliminary Information Package (PIP) by the pro
ponents of the pipeline. On June 18, 2003, JORVL filed a PIP for the MGP. Subsequent to this filing, the parties 
to the Cooperation Plan resumed discussions on the review process for the MOP and on April 24, 2004, a num
ber of government ministries and agencies entered into an Agreement for Coordination of the Regulatmy Review 
oftheMGP. 

(b) The Mandate 
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26 In addition to implementing the provisions of the Cooperation Plan and ensuring compliance with applic
able legislation, like the Cooperation Plan, the Regulators' Agreement contained as its mandate the avoidance of 
unnecessary duplication. In particular, the parties to the Regulators' Agreement agreed to incorporate the final 
Joint Review Panel Report and other relevant materials from this process into the record of their respective regu
latory processes. 

(3) The Agreement for an Environmental Impact Review of the MGP (Joint Review Panel Agreement -- JRP 
Agreement) 

(a) The Genesis 

27 On August 3, 2004, the federal Minister of the Environment, the MVElRB, and the Inuvialuit Game Coun
cil concluded an Agreement for an Environmental Impact Review of the Mackenzie Gas Project. The JRP Agree
ment specified the mandate of the Joint Review Panel and the scope of the environmental impact assessment it 
would conduct. A further Memorandum of Understanding, executed between the Minister of the Environment 
and the Inuvialuit, bestowed upon the JRP the responsibility to address certain provisions of the Inuvialuit Final 

Agreement (IF A). 

(h) The Mandate 

28 The JRP Agreement sets out what bodies are responsible for selecting the members of the JRP. The 
MVEIRB (composed of delegates from the Gwich'in, Sahtu, and the Deh Cho) would appoint three members. 
the Minister of the Environment, four members (two of whom would be nominated by the Inuvialuit Game 
Council). The selection ofa Chairperson would be approved by the Minister of the Environment, the MVElRB, 
and the Inuvialuit Game CounciL These panelists were appointed on August 22, 2004 and were: Robert Hornal 
(Chair), Gina Dolphus, Barry Greenland, Percy Hardistry, Rowland Harrison, Tyson Pertschy, and Peter Usher
- all named Respondents in this judicial review. 

(4) Environmental Impact Terms o/Reference 

(a) The Genesis 

29 The scope of the JRP's environmental assessment and the informational requirements that the proponent 
(applicant, IORVL) needed to provide for its Environmental Impact Statement (E1S) were defined on August 22, 
2004 in the Environmental Impact Review Terms of Reference for Review of the Mackenzie Gas Project 
("Environmental Impact (EI) Terms of Reference"). The EI Terms of Reference were issued by the Minister of 
the Environment, the Chair of the MVElRB, and the Chair of the Inuvialuit Game CounciL 

(b) The Mandate 

30 The EI Terms of Reference describe the MGP as including the Connecting Facilities for the purposes of 
the JRP process -- that is, for the purposes of the environmental assessment. The Terms of Reference also re
quired IORVL to file an Environmental Impact Statement with the IRP. This it did in August 2004. As it was 
deficient for failing to include the Connecting Facilities, the IRP requested IORVL resubmit. This it did in 
December 2004 by way of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. 
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(5) The Joint Review Panel Proceedings 

(a) The Genesis 

31 The Joint Review Panel was contemplated initially by the Cooperation Plan, agreed to be incorporated by 
the Regulators' Agreement, and implemented through the JRP Agreement. On July 18,2005, the JRP concluded 
it had received sufficient information from the proponent (IORVL) to commence the public hearing process. 
These hearings began on February 14,2006, are currently in process, and are scheduled to continue throughout 
the current calendar year and into the next. 

(b) The Mandate 

32 The JRP is assigned the task of conducting the environmental assessment for the project. The project for 
the purposes of the JRP encompasses both the environmental impact of the MGP and the NGTL Connecting Fa
cilities. 

33 It is important to realize that while the NEB would consider the pipeline regulatory process from the north 
through to the connection point 15 metres inside the Alberta border, the environmental review process takes into 
consideration the MGP and the Connecting Facilities to the existing NGTL facilities 65 kilometres long partially 
through territory in which the Dene Tha' had asserted treaty rights as well as Aboriginal rights. 

34 The term l1 environment" comports a broad meaning. It includes the "cumulative effect" of the MGP and the 
NGTL Connecting Facilities and any other facilities to be developed in the future. The JRP is specifically man
dated to consider effects on lIhealth and socioeconomic conditions, on physical and cultural heritage, on the cur
rent use of lands and resources for traditional purposes by aboriginal persons, or on any structure, site or thing 
that is of historical, archeological, paleontological or architectural significance!!. 

35 The JRP has no mandate to conduct aboriginal consultation. It can only consider Aboriginal rights in the 
context of factual, not legal, determinations. Since the JRP cannot evaluate the legal legitimacy of an Aboriginal 
rights claim, it can only make determinations in respect of adverse impact to current Aboriginal usage ofterrit
ory. It cannot make a determination regarding the potential further use ofland since this would not be based on a 
claim of current usage but on a claim of future use grounded in a claim of an Aboriginal right. 

36 The JRP Report will inform the NEB decision with respect to whether or not to recommend the issuance of 
a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. When the JRP issues its Report, the NEB will stay its public 
hearings. These hearings will then continue after the NEB has reviewed the Report and will thus provide the 
public with an opportunity to respond to its contents. 

(6) The National Energy Board Proceedings 

(a) The Genesis 

37 IORVL made its application before the NEB in October of2004. The NEB review arose as part of the de
velopment of a coordinated process for environmental assessment and regulatory review of the MGP defined in 
the Cooperation Plan. 
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(b) The Mandate 

38 The NEB is responsible for the decision of whether to recommend the issuance of a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) to the proponent of the pipeline project, IORVL. To determine this, the 
NEB has scheduled public hearings where this issue will be addressed. These hearings also began in early 2006 
and are scheduled in a coordinated fashion with those of the JRP. The NEB's hearings will be continued after the 
JRP process has concluded. The ultimate decision of the NEB will be informed by the Report from the JRP. If 
the NEB decides that the granting of a CPCN is warranted, then the federal Cabinet still must approve the actual 
issuance of this Certificate. 

(7) The Crown Consultation Unit 

(a) The Genesis 

39 The Crown Consultation Unit (CCU) is not the product of a statutory, regulatory, or prerogative exercise. 
It is essentially an administrative body within the federal government created unilaterally by the Government of 
Canada. Despite its name, one thing it had no authority to do was consult -- at least not with any native group as 
to its rights, interests or other issues in respect of the very matters of concern to the Dene Thai, 

(b) The Mandate 

40 The mandate of the ceu is to coordinate and conduct "consultationll with First Nations groups who be
lieve that their proven or asserted rights under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 may be affected by the 
MGP. It was intended to serve as a medium through which the concerns of First Nations regarding the MGP 
could be brought to the specific relevant government Ministers. Pursuant to this overall purpose, the CCU was 
mandated to set up meetings, prepare a formal record of meetings, and present a record of consultation to the 
NEB, to Ministers, and to other Government of Canada entities with regulatory decision-making authority. 

41 The CCU has no jurisdiction to deal with matters relating to the Cooperation Plan, the Regulators' Agree
ment, or the JRP Agreement. The mandate of the CCU, moreover, does not extend to the authority to determine 
the existence of an aboriginal right. rather, it only can address the impact on an established right. It was for all 
intents and purposes a "traffic cop" directing issues to other persons and bodies who had the authority, expertise 
or responsibility to deal with the specific matters. 

C. Dene Tha's Involvemellt ilJ these Processes 

(1) Cooperation Plan 

42 The Government of Canada made no effort to consult the Dene Tha' in respect of the formulation of the 
Cooperation Plan. The Dene Tha' asserts and the evidence demonstrates that all the various proposed routings of 
the pipeline passed through territory in Alberta over which the Dene Tha' has recognized Treaty 8 rights. The 
federal government attempts to justify this exclusion on the basis that the Dene Tha' was not an agency with any 
regulatory or environmental assessment jurisdiction in relation to the pipeline projects -- no jurisdiction was 
provided by Treaty 8, by legislation, or by a Comprehensive Land Claim agreement. As such, the Crown argues 
that it was reasonable for the Dene Tha' to be excluded at this stage. 
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43 The federal government further argues that the Dene Tha' had the opportunity to comment on the draft of 
the Cooperation Plan as the Government of Canada released a draft to the public on January 7, 2002. Details of 
the public release of the Cooperation Plan and other evidence the federal government adduces to support the ar
gument that it has fully discharged its duty to consult will be discussed in a more in-depth fashion in a consider
ation of whether the Crown has fulfilled its duty to consult. 

(2) Regulators' Agreement, JRP Agreement, and Terms a/Reference 

44 The Dene Tha' was not consulted in respect of the Regulators' Agreement, the JRP Agreement, Of the En
viroruuental Impact Tenus of Reference. On July 14, 2004, the federal government, through its instrument, the 
CCU, provided the Dene Tha' with copies of the draft EI Terms of Reference and draft JRP Agreement, instruct
ing that the deadline for input on both was the following day. The Dene Tha' asserts that this was the first time it 
obtained official knowledge of the contents of these drafts. The federal government further submits that on June 
3,2004 through select media releases and over the internet, it invited public consultation on drafts of the Envir
onmental Impact Terms of Reference and JRP Agreement. This fact was also relied upon by the federal govern
ment to support its argument that, to the extent it had a duty to consult, it had carried out that duty. 

(3) NEB Proceedings and JRP Proceedings 

45 The Dene Tha' has intervener status for both the NEB and JRP hearings. As interveners, the Dene Thai can 
provide oral and written submissions and can submit questions to other interveners and the proponents. The 
Dene Tha' has filed a plan for participation in the public hearings of the JRP and has actively engaged in the pre
paration and delivery ofInformation Requests pursuant to tlie JRP Rules of Procedure. 

(4) CCU 

46 In April of 2004, the Dene Tha' learned that the federal government intended to consult with the Dene Tha' 
about the MGP through the CCU. On July 14,2004, the Dene Tha' met with representatives of the CCU. The 
Dene Tha' provided the CCU with information regarding its Aboriginal and Treaty Rights and made known its 
need of financial assistance to facilitate meaningful consultation efforts. 

47 The Dene Thai alleges that this July meeting marks the first time it was made aware of the imminent estab
lishment of the JRP by receipt of the draft Environmental Impact Terms of Reference and draft JRP Agreement. 
The Dene Tha' claims the CCU representative informed it that it had until the following day (July 15,2004) to 
provide comments on these documents. Not surprisingly, the Dene ThaI did not meet this deadline for public 
comment. 

48 The Dene Tha' was also informed at this meeting that the CCU was not yet fully staffed or operational and 
had yet to develop its terms of reference. Moreover, up to and including October 2004, the Dene Thai was in
formed that the CCU could only begin consulting with respect to the MGP once the proponent had filed an ap
plication for the project with the NEB. 

49 The Dene Thai consistently and continuously pestered the CCU regarding its claim for recognition of 
rights north of 60. This is a subject matter distinct from its treaty rights under Treaty 8 south of 60. On January 
4,2006, the Dene Tha' learned definitively that Canada's position was and always had been that these rights had 
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been extinguished via Treaty 8. This position turned out to be intractable and was reiterated by cev representat
ives in its further meetings with the Dene Tha' in 2006. The ceD stated Canada's position was that it would con
sider Dene Tha' lIactivities" in the NWT, but not rights. 

50 There were no other impediments to consultation with the Dene Tha' other than the failure or refusal of the 
federal government to engage in consultation. The Dene Tha' put up no barriers to such consultation, despite the 
suggestion by the Ministers that the Dene ThaI had imposed some form of preconditions. 

D. Jurisdiction over Consultation 

51 It is necessary to consider the jurisdictions of the above institutional entities -- the JRP, the NEB, and the 
CCU -- over consultation with native groups and specifically the Dene ThaI. 

52 As this is a factual inquiry, several legally salient issues need not be considered for the moment. In particu
lar, neither the necessity of express government delegation of its duty to consult nor the necessity of an intention 
to consult will be addressed. There is a significant gap in the mandates of JRP, NEB, and CCU -- a gap consist
ing of the jurisdiction to engage in Aboriginal consultation with the Dene ThaI. 

53 The JRP has jurisdiction over the entire pipeline project, including both the MGP portion stemming from 
Inuvik to just south of the Alberta border and the Connecting Facilities that connect the southern terminus of the 
MGP with the existing NGTL pipeline facilities. The JRP has a broad mandate to consider a wide range of en
vironmental effects, including adverse impact on First Nations activities and can make factual, but not legal de
terminations, regarding Aboriginal rights. The JRP has no mandate to engage in consultation. Furthermore, it 
cannot determine the existence of contested Aboriginal rights. 

54 The NEB only has jurisdiction over what has been applied for pursuant to the National Energy Board Act. 
IORVL submitted an application for the MGP in October of 2004. NGTL has yet to submit an application for the 
Connecting Facilities and, when it does, this will not go before the NEB, but before the Alberta equivalent, the 
Alberta Energy and Utility Board (AEUB). As such, the NEB does not have jurisdiction to consider Aboriginal 
concerns south of the southern terminus of the MGP. In other words, it cannot consult meaningfully with the 
Dene ThaI regarding the area from the connecting point to the southern end of the Connecting Facilities. Further
more, there is doubt that it can address concerns the Dene ThaI raises on this judicial review -- with the creation 
of the process itself -- as the NEB can be argued to have no jurisdiction pre-application date, that is, pre-October 
2004. It is also questionable as to whether the NEB can or should deal with the creation of the process in which 
it was intimately involved. 

55 It was submitted that the NEB, as part of its mandate, is charged with the ability and responsibility to con
sider the adequacy of consultation in its determination of whether to recommend the issuance of a CPCN. It 
seems that inadequate Aboriginal consultation would be a factor that would militate against the public benefit of 
the MGP. Aside from the problems of allowing a private right to trump the benefits that the MGP might provide 
to the general public (given the l1pllblic interest" mandate of the NEB), the NEB, as discussed above, does not 
have temporal jurisdiction over consultation efforts (or lack thereof) pre-application, that is, pre-October 2004. 
As this is precisely the time frame that the Dene ThaI has issues with federal government behaviour, the NEB's 
inability to include such behaviour in its evaluation of the adequacy of consultation is extremely problematic. 
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56 The federal government raised an argument regarding the exclusion of jurisdiction of the Federal Court by 
virtue of the jurisdiction of the NEB over aboriginal consultation. The government's argument is that the NEB 
has a mandate to assess the adequacy of aboriginal consultation as an issue it will consider in its ultimate de

cision of whether to issue a CPCN. 

57 The submission is that either the NEB's jurisdiction over issues relating to aboriginal consultation ousts the 

Federal Court's jurisdiction with respect to this judicial review or that it is more appropriate for this Court to de
fer to the NEB process given that board's expertise. However, that expertise is in the field of energy resources 
and undertakings, not native consultation or, more importantly, whether there is a duty to consult, when the duty 

arose and whether it had been met. 

58 It was further agreed that, pursuant to subsection 28(1)(f) of the Federal Courts Act, the Federal Court of 
Appeal has jurisdiction to hear and determine applications for judicial review made in respect of the NEB. Sub

section 22.(1) of the National Energy Board Act provides a right of appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal on 
questions of law andlor jurisdiction. Section 18.5 of the Federal Courts Act is thus engaged since if the Federal 
Court of Appeal has jurisdiction over the NEB, then the Federal Court, it was argued, should be deprived of its 
jurisdiction in reviewing whether the consultation procedure, in part orchestrated by the NEB, is in compliance 
with section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and/or the honor of the Crown. 

59 In sum, 18.5 does not apply to the case at hand. There has been no "decision or order of a federal board, 
commission, or other tribunal!! as required for the exclusion envisioned by s. 18.5 to operate (Forsyth v. Canada 
(Attol'lley General) (2002), [2003] I F.C. 96 (Fed. T.D.). Industrial Gas Users Assn. v. Canada (National En
ergy Board) (1990),43 Admin. L.R. 102 (Fed. T.D.». 

60 Moreover, this argument is essentially a red herring as the scope of the project from the NEB perspective 
(that is, excluding the Connecting Facilities and pre-application behavior of the Crown) does not cover what the 

JRP does and what is of fundamental concern to the Dene Tha'. While the NEB can deal with recognized abori
ginal rights north of 60, it cannot address Dene Tha's Treaty 8 rights south of 60. 

61 Hence, neither the JRP nor the NEB is competent to conduct Aboriginal consultation with the Dene Tha' in 
respect of its territory in Alberta. Consequently, one might suppose that the CCU, the Crown Consultation Unit, 

the only entity left to consider, would naturally fulfill this role. However, the CCU expressly states it is not do
ing consultation. Its mandate does not include the ability to recognize claims to unproven aboriginal rights and, 
moreover, affidavit evidence reveals that the CCU has made up its mind on this point. The CCU had no jurisdic

tion to consult on matters relating to the Cooperation Plan, the Regulators' Agreement, the JRP Agreement, or 
the EI Terms of Reference. 

62 To summarize, the only unit out of the CCU, the NEB, and the JRP that could wholly address the territorial 
and temporal areas of concern of the Dene Tha' is the JRP. However, the JRP is engaged in environmental as

sessment, not aboriginal consultation. Although it will assess the effects the MGP and NGTL pipelines will have 
on aboriginal communities, it does so through the lens of environmental assessment, focusing on activities, not 
rights. Further, an aspect of the subject matter of which the Dene Tha' say their rights to consultation and ac

commodation were ignored is the process by which the JRP itself was created. 

E. Comparison olDene Tha' to other First Natiolls 
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63 Against the background of the environmental and regulatory processes, it is necessary to consider the com
parative treatment of the Dene ThaI by the federal government with that of other First Nations groups: the Inuvi
aluit, the Sahtu, the Gwich'in, and, in particular, the Deh Cho. If the Crown is correct that differences between 
First Nations groups can justify differential treatment in accordance with those differences, then logic and fair
ness demands that substantial similarities between these groups would require similar treatment. 

(I) The fnuviall/i/, Gwich'in, and Salltu 

64 In 1977, the Report of the Berger Commission was delivered. The Royal Commission, headed by Justice 
Thomas Berger, was appointed to assess proposed natural gas development in the Northwest and Yukon Territ
ories. That Commission found that development in the North would likely lead to disruption of the traditional 
way of life of Aboriginal inhabitants of the area. As such, the Commission recommended any development of 
the area be preceded by land claims settlements with the local Aboriginal people. 

65 As a consequence of Justice Berger's recommendation, the Inuvialuit, the Gwich'in, and the Sahtu each ne
gotiated and entered into respective final land claims settlements with the Government of Canada: (I) The fnl/vi
all/it Final Agreement, entered into in 1984. (2) the Gwich'in Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement. and (3) the 
Sahtu Dene and Metis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement. These agreements recognized the rights and re

sponsibilities of the Inuvialuit, Gwich'in, and Sahtu respectively. 

66 In addition to recognizing rights, the agreements established means by which Aboriginal peoples could 
have an ongoing say in what was done to and on the lands stipulated by the agreements. In particular, various 
new regulatory agencies were created by the agreements. The regulatory agencies of particular relevance in this 

matter are the Inuvialuit Game Council, the Gwich'in Land and Water Board, the Sahtu Land and \Vater Board, 
and the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB). 

67 Of these relevant agencies, the MVEIRB plays a crucial role in the establishment of the JRP. The 
MVEIRB, through its enabling statute the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act, anticipates the creation 
of joint panels to conduct environmental assessments. Pursuant to its enabling legislation, at least half of the 

MVEIRB's members must be nominated by the Sahtu, the Gwich'in, and the THcho First Nation Governments. 

(2) The Dell Cha 

68 The Deh Cho First Nation (Deh Cho) is the First Nation group whose territory lies directly north of the 
Dene Tha' in the N\VT. The Deh Cho does not have a final land claim settlement with Canada. however, Canada 

and the Deh Cho are currently in negotiations to this end. Thus far, the Deh Cho has filed a comprehensive land 
claim agreement with Canada that Canada has accepted. Canada and the Deh Cho have entered into an Interim 

Measures Agreement and an Interim Resource Development Agreement that give the Deh Cha rights in respect 
of its claimed territory. Included in these rights is the right of the Deh Cho to nominate one member to the 
MVEIRB. As stated earlier, as result of its delegate to the MVEIRB, the Deh Cho was able to have observer 
status during the development of the Cooperation Plan. 

69 As a result of litigation initiated by the Deh Cho alleging that Canada had failed to consult with it ad
equately regarding the MGP, the Deh eho received a generous settlement agreement. Pursuant to this agree
ment, the Deh Cho obtained $5 million in settlement funds, $2 million for each fiscal year until 2008 to prepare 
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for the environmental assessment and regulatory review of the MOP, S15 million in economic development 
funding for this same time period to facilitate the identification and implementation of economic development 
opportunities relating the MGP, and $3 million each fiscal year until 2008 for Deh Cho process funding. 

F. SU1IImary of First Nations Comparison 

70 Unlike the Inuvialuit, the Sahtu, and the Gwich'in, the Dene ThaI has no settled land claim agreement with 
Canada. A salient consequence of a settled land claim agreement was the creation of new regulatory agencies: 
the Inuvialuit Game Council, the Gwich'in Land and Water Board, the Sahtu Land and Water Board, and the 
MVEIRB. These Boards were assigned the task of managing the use of the land and resources within the re
spectively defined territories. In this case these boards play an even more significant role in that in part through 
them the members of the JRP were selected. Thus, through these Boards and their representatives, the First Na
tions of the Inuvialuit, Sahtu, and Owich'in were able to consult meaningfully with Canada about the anticipated 
effects of the MGP. The Dene ThaI has no settled land claim agreement, no regulatory board, and no representa
tion on any Board. 

71 The Deh Cho, like the Dene Tha', also has no settled land claim agreement. Unlike the Dene Tha', 
however, the Crown is in the process of negotiating such a final agreement. In the spirit of negotiation, Canada 
included the Deh Cho in the process for setting up the environmental and regulatory review process for the MGP 
by permitting them to nominate one member to the MVEIRB. Thus, through its representation on the MVEIRB, 
the Deh Cho may be in a position to be able to consult meaningfully with Canada. 

72 The Dene Tha' has no such representation. Its status is purely that of intervener. Through its lack of rep res
entation on any boards or panels engaged in conducting the environmental and regulatory review processes 
themselves, it will always be an outsider to the process. 

73 The Crown justifies this differential treatment on the basis that different First Nations will have different 
rights and thus it is reasonable to treat each differently in accordance with their differences. The primary differ
ences between the Dene Tha' and the other First Nations here are: (1) the Dene Tha' has no settled land claim 
agreement and are not in the process of negotiating one, and (2) the Dene ThaIs uncontested territory lies south 
of the NWT -- Alberta border. 

74 Neither difference is legally relevant as to the existence of the duty to consult the Dene Tha' or the time at 
which the duty arose. It may be relevant to how the consultations are carried out. That the Dene Tha' has no 
settled land claim agreement is not sufficient to exclude the duty to consult as it has, as a minimum, a constitu
tionally equivalent agreement with Canada about its rights as manifest in Treaty 8. The location of the Dene 
Tha's affected territory (south of 60) also is irrelevant to justification for exclusion because the scope of the JRP 
includes the Connecting Facilities as part of its consideration of the whole MOP. 

75 The conduct of the federal government in involving and consulting every aboriginal group affected by the 
MOP but the Dene Thai undermines the Ministers' argument that it was premature to consult with the Dene Tha' 
when the regulatory/environmental processes were being created. 

III. Duty to Consult -- timing and Content 
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A. Introduction 

76 The concept and recognition of the fiduciary duty owed by the Crown toward Aboriginal peoples was first 
recognized in Guerin v. R., [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335, 13 D.L.R. (4th) 321 (S.C.C.). The duty to consult, originally, 
was held by the Courts to arise from this fiduciary duty (see R. v. Sparrow, [1990]1 S.C.R. 1075 (S.C.C.)). 

77 The Supreme Court of Canada in three recent cases -- Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of 
Forests), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511, 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.), Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia 
(Project Assessment Director), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550, 2004 SCC 74 (S.C.C.); and Mikisew Cree First Nation v. 
Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), [2005] S.C.I. No. 71, 2005 SCC 69 (S.C. C.) -- has described a more 
general duty arising out of the honor of the Crown. This duty includes the duty to consult. 

78 In Guerin, the Supreme Court of Canada held that a fiduciary obligation on behalf of the Crown arose 
when the Crown exercises its discretion in dealing with land on a First Nation's behalf. In R. v. Sparrow, [1990] 
I S.C.R. 1075,70 D.L.R. (4th) 385 (S.C.C.), the Court expanded this duty to encompass protection of Aborigin
al and treaty rights. Even with this expansion, however, the fiduciary duty did not fit many circumstances. For 
example, the duty did not make sense in the context of negotiations between the Crown and First Nations with 
respect to land claim agreements, as the Crown cannot be seen as acting as a fiduciary and the band a benefi
ciary in a relationship that is essentially contractual. The duty also encountered problems in conjunction with the 
Crown's obligations to the public as a whole. It is hard to justify the Crown acting only in the best interests of 
one group especially when this might conflict with its overarching duty to the public at large. 

79 In Roberts v. R., [2002] 4 S.C.R. 245, 220 D.L.R. (4th) I, 2002 SCC 79 (S.C.C.) [hereinafter 
"Wewaykum ll

], Justice Binnie of the SCC noted that the fiduciary duty does not exist in every case but rather is 
limited to situations where a specific First Nation's interest arises. As Binnie explained at paragraph 81 of that 
judgment: 

But there are limits [to the fiduciary duty of the Crown]. The appellants seemed at times to invoke the 
"fiduciary dutylt as a source of plenary Crown liability covering all aspects of the Crown-Indian band 
relationship. This overshoots the mark. The fiduciary duty imposed on the Crown does not exist at large 
but in relation to specific Indian interests. 

80 In light of the decision in Wewaykum, in order for the purpose of reconciliation which underpins s. 35 of 
the Constitution Act, 1982 to have meaning, there must be a broader duty on the Crown with respect to Abori
ginal relations than that imposed by a fiduciary relationship. Hence. in Haida Nation, the Court first identified 
the honor of the Crown as the source of the Crown's duty to consult in good faith with First Nations, and where 
reasonable and necessary, make the required accommodation. As such, the Crown must consult where its honor 
is engaged and its honor does not require a specific Aboriginal interest to trigger a fiduciary relationship for it to 
be so engaged. Another way of formulating this difference is that a specific infringement of an Aboriginal right 
is no longer necessary for the Government's duty to consult to be engaged. 

81 The major difference between the fiduciary duty and the honor of the Crown is that the latter can be 
triggered even where the Aboriginal interest is insufficiently specific to require that the Crown act in the Abori
ginal group's best interest (that is, as a fiduciary). In sum, where an Aboriginal group has no fiduciary protec
tion, the honor of the Crown fills in to insure the Crown fulfills the section 35 goal of reconciliation of lithe pre-
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existence of aboriginal societies with the sovereignty of the Crown. lI 

82 In assessing whether the Crown has fulfilled its duty of consultation, the goal of consultation -- which is 
reconciliation -- must be firmly kept in mind. The goal of consultation is not to be narrowly interpreted as the 
mitigation of adverse effects on Aboriginal rights and/or title. Rather, it is to receive a broad interpretation in 
light of the context of Aboriginal-Crown relationships: the facilitation of reconciliation of the preexistence of 
Aboriginal peoples with the present and future sovereignty of the Crown. The goal of consultation does not also 
indicate any specific result in any particular case, It does not mean that the Crown must accept any particular po~ 
silion put forward by a First Nations people. 

B. The Trigger for Consultation 

83 The trigger for the Crown's duty to consult is articulated clearly by Chief Justice McLachlin in Haida Na-
tion at paragraph 35: 

But, when precisely does a duty to consult arise? The foundation of the duty in the Crown's honour and 
the goal of reconciliation suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or construct~ 
ive, of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might ad
versely affect it: see Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), [1997] 4 
C.N.L.R. 45 (B.C.S.C), at p. 71,per Dorgan J. 

84 There are two key aspects to this triggering test. First, there must be either an existing or potentially exist~ 
ing Aboriginal right or title that might be affected adversely by Crown's contemplated conduct. Second, the 
Crown must have knowledge (either subjective or objective) of this potentially existing right or title and contem
plate conduct might adversely affect it. There is nothing in the Supreme Court decisions which suggest that the 
triggers for the duty are different in British Columbia than in other areas of Canada where treaty rights may be 
engaged. 

85 Thus, the question at issue here is when did the Crown have or can be imputed as having knowledge that 
its conduct might adversely affect the potential existence of the Dene Tha' aboriginal right or title? In other 
words. did the setting up of the regulatory and environmental processes for the MOP constitute contemplation of 
conduct that could adversely affect a potential aboriginal right of the Dene Tha'? Given the scope of the MGP 
and its impact throughout the area in which it will function, it is hardly surprising that the parties are in agree~ 
ment that the constmction of the MGP itself triggers the Crown's duty to consult. Indeed the Crown engaged in 
that duty with every other aboriginal group. 

C. COlltellt o/the Duty to COIlSUlt alld Accommodate 

86 Whenever the duty of consultation is found to have begun, whether the duty was breached depends on the 
scope and content of this duty. Again Chief Justice McLachlin's comments in Haida Nation are applicable: 

39 The content of the duty to consult and accommodate varies with the circumstances. Precisely what 
duties arise in different situations will be defined as the case law in this emerging area develops. In gen~ 
eral terms, however. it may be asserted that the scope of the duty is proportionate to a preliminary as~ 
sessment of the strength of the case supporting the existence of the right or title, and to the seriousness 
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of the potentially adverse effect upon the right or title claimed. 

Hence, unlike the question of whether there is or is not a duty to consult, which attracts a yes or no answer, the 
question of what this duty consists is inherently variable. Both the strength of the right asserted and the serious
ness of the potential impact on this right are the factors used to determine the content of the duty to consult. 

87 Four paragraphs later, at 43-45, McLachlin C,J.C. invokes the image ofa spectrum to illustrate the variable 
content of the duty to consult: 

Against this background, I turn to the kind of duties that may arise in different situations. In this re
spect, the concept of a spectrum may be helpful, not to suggest watertight legal compartments but rather 
to indicate what the honour of the Crown may require in particular circumstances. At one end of the 
spectrum lie cases where the claim to title is weak, the Aboriginal right limited, or the potential for in
fringement minor. In such cases, the only duty on the Crown may be to give notice, disclose informa
tion, and discuss any issues raised in response to the notice. UI[C]onsultation' in its least technical defin
ition is talking together for mutual understanding": T. Isaac and A. Knox, liThe Crown's Duty to Con
sult Aboriginal People" (2003), 41 Alta. L. Rev. 49, at p. 61. 

At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strong prima facie case for the claim is established, 
the right and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of 
non compensable damage is high. In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory inter
im solution, may be required. While precise requirements will vary with the circumstances, the con
sultation required at this stage may entail the opporhmity to make submissions for consideration, formal 
participation in the decision making process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal 
concerns were considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision. This list is neither exhaust
ive, nor mandatory for every case. The government may wish to adopt dispute resolution procedures 
like mediation or administrative regimes with impartial decision-makers in complex or difficult cases. 

Between these two extremes of the spectrum just described, will lie other situations. Every case must be 
approached individually. Each must also be approached flexibly, since the level of consultation required 
may change as the process goes on and new information comes to light. The controlling question in all 
situations is what is required to maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation between 
the Crown and the Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake. Pending settlement, the 
Crown is bound by its honour to balance societal and Aboriginal interests in making decisions that may 
affect Aboriginal claims. The Crown may be required to make decisions in the face of disagreement as 
to the adequacy of its response to Aboriginal concerns. Balance and compromise will then be necessary. 

88 To summarize, at the lowest end of the spectrum, the duty to consult requires the Crown to give notice, 
disclose information, and discuss any issues raised in response to said notice. On the highest end of the spec
trum, the duty to consult requires the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation in 
the decision-making process, and the provision of written reasons that reveal that Aboriginal concerns were con
sidered and affected the decision. 

D. Standard of Review 
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89 The Ministers identified as the theme of its submissions the overall reasonableness of the Crown's behavi-
or, asserting that this was the appropriate standard of review for the Court to adopt on this judicial review. 

90 The Ministers further used the language of deference, imposing the pragmatic and functional approach 
from Q. v. College of Physicians & Surgeons (British Columbia), [2003) I S.C.R. 226 (S.C. C.) that dominates 
administrative law onto the case at hand. This approach is not particularly helpful in this case where the core is
sue is whether there was a duty to consult and when did it arise. 

91 The pragmatic and functional approach and the language of deference are tools most often used by courts 
to establish jurisdictional respect visavis statutorily created boards and tribunals. The law of aboriginal consulta
tion thus far has no statutory source other than the constitutional one of s. 35. Therefore, to talk of deference 
and/or impose a test, the goal of which is to determine the level of deference, is inappropriate in this context. 

92 In respect of the Ministers' "theme!! of reasonableness, comments by the Chief Justice in Haida are illu
minating. At paragraph 6063 of her judgment in Haida Nation, McLachlin C.J.C. concisely addresses the issue 
of administrative review of government decisions vis-a-vis first nations: 

Where the government's conduct is challenged on the basis of allegations that it failed to discharge its 
duty to consult and accommodate pending claims resolution, the matter may go to the courts for review. 
To date, the Province has established no process for this purpose. The question of what standard of re
view the court should apply in judging the adequacy of the government's efforts cannot be answered in 
the absence of such a process. General principles of administrative law, however, suggest the following. 

On questions of law, a decision-maker must generally be correct: for example, Paul v. British Columbia 
(Forest Appeals Commission), [2003) 2 S.C.R. 585, 2003 SCC 55. On questions of fact or mixed fact 
and law, on the other hand, a reviewing body may owe a degree of deference to the decision-maker. The 
existence or extent of the duty to consult or accommodate is a legal question in the sense that it defines 
a legal duty. However, it is typically premised on an assessment of the facts. It follows that a degree of 
deference to the findings of fact of the initial adjudicator may be appropriate. The need for deference 
and its degree will depend on the nature of the question the tribunal was addressing and the extent to 
which the facts were within the expertise of the tribunal: Law Society of New Brunswick v. Ryan, [2003) 
I S.C.R. 247, 2003 SCC 20. Paul, supra. Absent error on legal issues, the tribunal may be in a better 
position to evaluate the issue than the reviewing court, and some degree of deference may be required. 
In such a case, the standard of review is likely to be reasonableness. To the extent that the issue is one 
of pure law, and can be isolated from the issues of fact, the standard is correctness. However, where the 
two are inextricably entwined, the standard will likely be reasonableness: Canada (Director of Investig
alian and Research) v. Southam Inc. ,[1997)1 S.C.R. 748. 

The process itself would likely fall to be examined on a standard of reasonableness. Perfect satisfaction 
is not required. the question is whether the regulatory scheme or government action IIviewed as a whole, 
accommodates the collective aboriginal right in question": Gladstone, supra, at para. 170. What is re
quired is not perfection, but reasonableness. As stated in Nikal, supra, at para. 110, "in ... information 
and consultation the concept of reasonableness must come into play ... So long as every reasonable ef
fort is made to inform and to consult, such efforts would suffice!!. The government is required to make 
reasonable efforts to inform and consult. This suffices to discharge the duty. 
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Should the government misconceive the seriousness of the claim or impact of the infringement, this 
question of law would likely be judged by correctness. Where the government is correct on these mat
ters and acts on the appropriate standard, the decision will be set aside only if the government's process 
is unreasonable. The focus, as discussed above, is not on the outcome, but on the process of consulta
tion and accommodation. 

93 It thus follows that as the question as to the existence of a duty to consult and or accommodate is one of 
law, then the appropriate standard of review is correctness. Often, however, the duty to consult or accommodate 
is premised on factual findings. When these factual findings can not be extricated from the legal question of con
sultation, more deference is warranted and the standard should be reasonableness. 

94 These two standards of review dovetail onto the questions of whether there is a duty to consult and if so, 
what is its scope. The further question of whether the duty to consult has been met attracts a different analysis. 
From McLachlin C.I.C.ls reasons, it is clear that the standard of review for this latter question is reasonableness. 
To put that matter in slightly different terms, the government's burden is to demonstrate that the process it adop
ted concerning consultation with First Nations was reasonable. In other words, the process does not have to be 
perfect. 

95 In this case, all parties agree that there is a duty to consult and accommodate the Dene Tha'. The disagree
ment centers on when this duty arose and whether the government's failure to consult the Dene Tha' on issues of 
design of the consultation process constituted a breach. The federal government's efforts made after the determ
ination as to the scope and existence of the duty to consult may be reviewed on the reasonableness standard. The 
issue of when the duty to consult arose is, however, one that goes to the definition of the scope of this duty, as 
such, as it is considered a question of law, it would attract the correctness standard of review. 

96 In my view, the question posed by the Dene Thai is whether the duty to consult arose at the stage of pro
cess design -- that is, from late 2000 to early 2002. The questions of fact involved in this issue -- what the pre
cise Aboriginal interests of the Dene Tha' are and what are the adverse effects of this failure to consult -- are 
better contemplated in determining the content of the duty to consult, not its bare existence. As the question 
posed by Dene Thai is a question of law focused on whether the duty to consult extends to a time period prior to 
any decision-making as to land use, the appropriate standard of review for this inquiry is correctness. 

97 Whether or not the government's actionsfefforts after the duty to consult arose complied with this duty, 
however, would be judged on a reasonableness standard, assuming that it actually engaged in consultation. The 
issue would be whether it had engaged in reasonable consultation or made reasonable efforts to do so. 

E. Application of the Law to the Dene Tha' 

(1) When did the Duty Clystallize? 

98 The issue is: at what time did the Crown possess actual or constructive knowledge of an aboriginal or 
treaty right that might be adversely affected by its contemplated conduct? (No claim to Aboriginal title has been 
brought before this Court). 

99 There are three components to this question: (1) did the Crown have actual or constructive knowledge of 
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an aboriginal or treaty right? (2) did it have actual or constructive knowledge that that right might be affected 
adversely by its contemplated conduct? and (3) what is the conduct contemplated? 

100 Dealing with the third question first, the conduct contemplated here is the construction of the MGP. It is 
not, as the Crown attempted to argue, simply activities following the Cooperation Plan and the creation of the 

regulatory and environmental review processes. These processes, from the Cooperation Plan onwards, were set 
up with the intention of facilitating the construction or the MOP. It is a distortion to understand these processes 

as hermetically cut off from one another. The Cooperation Plan was not merely conceptual in nature. It was not, 
for example, some glimmer of an idea gestating in the head of a government employee that had to be further re

fined before it could be exposed to the public. Rather, it was a complex agreement for a specified course of ac
tion, a road map, which intended to do something. It intended to set up the blue print from which all ensuing 

regulatory and environmental review processes would flow. It is an essential feature of the construction ofMGP. 

101 Turning now to the first question, the right in question is the Dene Tha' Treaty 8 right. As it is a signatory 
to the treaty agreements, the federal government has imputed knowledge of the existence of treaty rights 
(Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister a/Canadian Heritage), [2005]3 S.C.R. 388 (S.C.C.». There is 
no dispute that the Dene Tha' has Treaty 8 rights in the territory in which the MGP and Connecting Facilities 
will run, and the federal government has knowledge of these rights. At the time of the Cooperation Plan, all ver
sions of the proposed routing of the pipeline envisioned it going through Dene Tha' Treaty 8 territory in Alberta. 

102 The Mikisew decision referred to above is particularly applicable and is virtually on lIall fours ll with this 
judicial review. The decision involved affected rights under Treaty 8 in respect of the Mikisew Cree First Na

tion. The subject matter was a new road to be built through the Mikisew's territory (but not through a reserve) 
and the failure of the government to consult despite a public comment process. 

103 The Court held that any consultation must be undertaken with the genuine intention to address First Na
tion concerns. In the present case there was no intention to address the concerns before the environment and reg

ulatory processes were in place. 

104 The Court also held that a public forum process is not a substitute for formal consultation. That right to 
consultation takes priority over the rights of other users. Therefore the public comment process in January 2002 
in respect of the Cooperation Plan and that of July 2004 in respect of the Regulators' Agreement, JRP Agree
ment and Tenus of Reference is not a substitute for consultation. 

lOS Furthermore, there is no dispute that the federal government contemplated that the construction of the 
MGP had the potential of adversely affecting Aboriginal rights. It admitted on numerous occasions that it recog
nized it owed a duty of consultation to the Dene Thai upon construction of the MGP. 

106 The precise moment when the duty to consult was triggered is not always clear. In Haida, the Court 
found that the decision to issue a Tree Farm License (T.F.L) gave rise to a duty to consult. A T.F.L. is a license 
that does not itself authorize timber harvesting, but requires an additional cutting permit. The Court held that the 
"T.F.L. decision reflects the strategic planning for utilization of the resource" and that U[d]ecisions made during 

strategic planning may have potentially serious impacts on Aboriginal right and title". [Emphasis added. See 
H aida paragraph 76] 
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107 From the facts, it is clear that the Cooperation Plan, although not written in mandatory language, func

tioned as a blueprint for the entire project. In particular, it called for the creation of a JRP to conduct environ
mental assessment. The composition of the JRP was dictated by the JRP Agreement, an agreement contemplated 
by the Cooperation Plan. The composition of this review panel and the terms of reference adopted by the panel 
are of particular concern to the Dene Tha'. In particular, the Dene Tha had unique concerns arising from its 
unique position. Such concerns included: the question of the enforceability of the JRP's recommendations in Al
berta and funding difficulties encountered by the Dene ThaI as result of its not qualifying for the "north of 60 

funding programs" (a funding program apparently available only to those First Nations bands north of the 60' 
parallel). The Dene Tha' also had other issues to discuss including effects on employment, skill levels training 

and requirements and other matters directly affecting the lives of its people. 

108 The Cooperation Plan in my view is a form of "strategic planning". By itself it confers no rights, but it 
sets up the means by which a whole process will be managed. It is a process in which the rights of the Dene Tha' 
will be affected. 

109 There can be no question that the Crown had, at the very least, constructive knowledge of the fact that the 
setting up of a Cooperation Plan to coordinate the environmental and regulatory processes was an integral step 
in the MGP, a project that the Crown admits has the potential to affect adversely the rights of the Dene Tha'. 

110 The duty to consult arose at the earliest some time during the contemplation of the Cooperation Plan -
that is, before its finalization in 2002. At the latest before the JRP Agreement was executed. For purposes of this 
case, nothing turns on the fixing of a more precise date as no consultation occurred during the creation of the 
Cooperation Plan or indeed the other regulatory processes through to July 15,2004. 

(2) What is the Content of the Dilly? 

111 The Ministers submitted that the content of the duty in this case fen at the high end of the spectrum. The 
question here is whether the Crown in its behavior toward the Dene Tha' fulfilled the duty. 

112 The Crown also asserted that the combination of the JRP, NEB, and CCU worked to discharge it of its 
duty to consult. As canvassed earlier, none of these entities possessed either separately or together the jurisdic

tion to engage in consultation. 

113 The first time the Crown admits that what it was doing was consultation was the July 14, 2004 meeting 
between CCU and the Dene Tha', 24 hours before the JRP Agreement draft was finalized. Although there is 
evidence that the Dene Tha' had knowledge ofthe contents of the JRP draft Agreement prior to this meeting, this 
is not particularly significant. The first time that the Crown reached out to the Dene Tha' was at this meeting. 
Consultation is not consultation absent the intent to consult. Consultation cannot be meaningful if it is inadvert

ent or de facto. Consultation must represent the good faith effort of the Crown (reciprocated by the First Nation) 
to attempt to reconcile its sovereignty with preexisting claims of rights or title by the First Nation. Thus it is rel
evant that at the time of this meeting the CCU asserted it was not engaged in aboriginal consultation as no ap
plication for the MGP had been filed. The Ministers cannot now argue that the CCU was engaged in consulta
tion. 

114 By depriving the Dene Tha' of the opportunity to be a participant at the outset, concerns specific to the 
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Dene ThaI were not incorporated into the environmental and regulatory process. Among the concerns cited by 
the Dene ThaI, two stand out: its concern over the enforceability of the federal review process' conclusions vis
a-vis the Alberta portion of the pipeline (the "Connecting Facilities" to be operated and owned by Nova Gas 
Transmission Limited) and the absence of funding to be able to engage in meaningful consultation. 

115 At the hearing, the Ministers and IORVL agreed that the construction of the MGP would demand the 
highest level of consultation from government. It is clear that during the period when the duty to consult first 
arose -- at the stage of the Cooperation Plan -- not even the most minimal threshold of consultation was met. To 
take one patent example, the Dene ThaI was not specifically notified of the creation of the Cooperation Plan. 
Public consultation processes cannot be sufficient proxies for Aboriginal Consultation responsibilities. As such, 
the Crown has clearly not fulfilled the content of its duty to consult. 

116 Even if one were to take the view that the duty to consult arose when the JRP process was being created 
and finalized, the duty was not met. The duty to consult cannot be fulfilled by giving the Dene Tha' 24 hours to 
respond to a process created over a period of months (indeed years) which involved input from virtually every 
affected group except the Dene Tha'. It certainly cannot be met by giving a general internet notice to the public 
inviting comments. 

117 This conduct would not even meet the obligation to give notice and opportunity to be heard which under
lies the administrative law principle of fairness much less the more onerous constitutional and Crown duty to 
consult First Nations. 

118 The Court's conclusion is that there was a duty to consult with respect to the MGP. that the duty arose 
between late 2000 and early 2002; that the duty was not met at this time because there was no consultation what
soever. that the meetings in July 2004 cannot be considered reasonable consultation. 

119 In the face of the Court's conclusion that the duty to consult had been breached, it is necessary to consider 
the remedy which should flow. The remedies must address the rights of the offended party, and be practical and 
effective and fair to all concerned including those who played no role in the Crown's breach of its duty. 

IV. Remedy 

120 The first remedy is a declaration that the Respondents Minister of Environrnent, Minister of Fisheries and 
Oceans, Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, and the Minister of Transport are under a duty to con
sult with the Dene Tha' in respect of the MOP, including the Connecting Facilities. The Court further declares 
that the Ministers have breached their duty to consult. 

121 The Dene Tha' requested that there be a lIstick", an incentive, to goad the Crown into meaningful con
sultation. Specifically, the Applicant requested that the JRP hearing process be stayed pending further order of 
this Court, except insofar as the JRP may deliberate on matters unrelated to the Connecting Facilities or the ter
ritory within which the Dene ThaI have asserted Aboriginal or treaty rights. Moreover, the Applicant proposed 
that 120 days lapse following this order before a Party could apply to the Court without the consent of the other 
party for a lifting of this stay. 

122 The Applicant further requested that the Court provide detailed direction to the Ministers about what con-
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stitules consultation. Specifically, the Applicant requested that the Court order the Ministers consult with the 
Dene TIm' about the MGP, including the design of the environmental assessment process, the Terms of Refer
ence for the environmental assessment, the treatment of the Connecting Facilities, and the provision of financial 
and/or technical support to assist the Dene Thai in participating in the process. 

123 In addition, the Applicant suggested the Court play an ongoing supervisory role in the consultation pro
cess to follow as evidenced by its suggestion that a party be able to apply to the Court on ten days notice to re
quest further directions. 

124 The remedy requested by the Dene Thai is somewhat novel. As such, it is beneficial to search for some 
first principles regarding remedy in the context of Aboriginal law. 

125 In Haida in the context of whether the Haida Nation were limited in respect of remedy to an interlocutory 

injunction of the government, McLachlin c.r.c. provided a glimpse at some general principles that might under
lie the determination of an appropriate remedy in the event of a governmental breach of its duty to consult. 

126 The Court tied the issue of remedy into the ultimate goal of Aboriginal-Crown relations, namely, recon
ciliation, finding that lithe alleged duty to consult and accommodate by its very nature entails balancing of Ab
original and other interests and thus lies closer to the aim of reconciliation at the heart of Crown-Aboriginal re

lations. 1I (paragraph 14). The Court also noted that negotiation was preferable to litigation in respect ofachiev

ing this reconciliatory goal. 

127 A striking feature of this present case is that while many government departments, agencies, entities and 

boards were involved, no one seemed to be in charge or at least responsible for consultation with First Nations. 
Clearly that was the case with Dene Tha'. 

128 As a part of any remedy, it is necessary to fix some Minister or person with responsibility, whose actions 

are subject to accountability in meeting the duty to consult which has been breached. 

129 The parties were at some disadvantage in making their arguments on remedies in that they did not know 
if and on what basis any liability or breach would be found. To that end, their submissions on remedy should be 
considered preliminary in nature. 

130 The difficulty posed by this case is that to some extent "the ship has left the dock". How does one consult 
with respect to a process which is already operating? The prospect of starting afresh is daunting and could be 

ordered if necessary. The necessity of doing so in order to fashion a just remedy is not immediately obvious. 
However, it is also not immediately obvious how consultation could lead to a meaningful result. 

131 The first priority has been to identify the problem (if any); the next priority is to fix the problem to the 
extent possible in a real, practical, effective and fair way. The parties should be given an opportunity to address 
some of the ways in which this can be achieved in a final order. 

132 Therefore the Court will issue final orders of declaration and an order to consult upon terms and condi-

tions to be stipulated following a remedies hearing. 

133 To preserve the current situation until a final remedy order is issued, the members of the JRP shall be en-
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joined from considering any aspect of the MGP which affects either the treaty lands of the Dene Tha' or the ab
original rights claimed by the Dene Tha'. They shall be further enjoined from issuing any report of its proceed
ings to the National Energy Board. 

134 The Court will hold a remedies hearing, after hearing from the parties as to the issues which should be 
addressed at that hearing. Those issues shall include but not be limited to: 

• whether the Crown should be required to appoint a Chief Consulting Officer (similar to a ChiefNego
tiator in land claims) to consult with the Dene Tha'. 

• the mandate for any such consultation. 

• the provision of technical assistance and funding to the Dene Tha' to carry out the consultation. 

• the role, if any, that the Court should play in the supervision of the consultation. and 

• the role that any entities including the JRP and NEB should have in any such consultation process. 

135 Therefore, the application for judicial review will be granted with costs. A formal order will issue. 

Application granted. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Subject: Public; Civil Practice and Procedure; Constitutional; Property 

Civil practice and procedure --- Judgments and orders -- For relief other than relief claimed 

Plaintiff was member ofTsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief ofband -- Plaintiffbrought action on behalf of all members 
of band and First Nation for declaration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region ofBC -- In reply 
arguments, plaintiff took position that court had jurisdiction to fmd that portions of claim area qualified for declaration 
of Aboriginal title -- Action allowed in part -- Declaration of Aboriginal title to smaller areas included within whole 
claim area could not be made because they were not separately pleaded -- Plain reading of pleadings showed plaintiff 
claimed Aboriginal title over all oflands -- In prayer for relief, plaintiff did not seek declaration that Tsilhqot'in people 
had existing Aboriginal title to claim area "or any portions thereof' -- Plaintiff had to set out in his pleadings exactly 
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what declaration he sought -- To allow plaintiff to seek declarations over portions of claim area would be prejudicial to 
defendants -- While much of claim area was not occupied to extent required to ground declaration of Aboriginal title, 
there were areas inside and outside claim area that qualified for fmding of Aboriginal title -- This view of Aboriginal 
title was not binding on parties but was expressed to assist parties to achieve fair and lasting resolution of issues -
Declaration of Aboriginal rights and title could not be made in relation to private lands in claim area since only in
fringements pleaded were those infringements raised by forestry legislation, which does not regulate activities on 
private land. 

Aboriginal law --- Practice and procedure -- Pleadings -- General principles 

Plaintiff was member ofTsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members 
of band and First Nation for declaration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region ofBC -- In reply 
arguments, plaintiff took position that court had jurisdiction to fmd that portions of claim area qualified for declaration 
of Aboriginal title -- Action allowed in part -- Declaration of Aboriginal title to smaller areas included within whole 
claim area could not be made because they were not separately pleaded -- Plain reading of pleadings showed plaintiff 
claimed Aboriginal title over all oflands -- In prayer for relief, plaintiff did not seek declaration that Tsilhqot'in people 
had existing Aboriginal title to claim area "or any portions thereof' -- Plaintiff had to set out in his pleadings exactly 
what declaration he sought -- To allow plaintiff to seek declarations over portions of claim area would be prejudicial to 
defendants -- While much of claim area was not occupied to extent required to ground declaration of Aboriginal title, 
there were areas inside and outside claim area that qualified for finding of Aboriginal title -- This view of Aboriginal 
title was not binding on parties but was expressed to assist parties to achieve fair and lasting resolution of issues -
Declaration of Aboriginal rights and title could not be made in relation to private lands in claim area since only in
fringements pleaded were those infringements raised by forestry legislation, which does not regulate activities on 
private land. 

Aboriginal law --- Practice and procedure -- Evidence -- General principles 

Oral tradition evidence consists of verbal messages from past beyond present generation -- Rejecting oral tradition 
evidence because of absence of corroboration from outside sources offends directions of Supreme Court of Canada -
Oral tradition evidence, where appropriate, can be given independent weight. 

Aboriginal law --- Practice and procedure -- Parties -- General principles 

Plaintiff was member ofTsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members 
of band and First Nation for declaration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region ofBC -- Action 
allowed in part -- Proper rights holder of Aboriginal title and rights was community of Tsilhqot'in people, not band-
Aboriginal rights of individuals or subgroups within First Nation were derived from collective actions, shared lan
guage, traditions and shared historical experiences of members of First Nation -- Individual community members 
identified as Tsilhqot'in people first, rather than as band members -- Members of band were viewed amongst 
Tsilhqot'in people as caretakers ofland in and about reserve, but any Tsilhqot'in person could hunt or fish anywhere 
inside Tsilhqot'in territory -- Creation of bands did not alter true identity of people. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Reserves and real property -- Rights and title -- Miscellaneous issues 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized logging activities in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members of band and First Nation for dec
laration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region ofBC -- Action allowed in part -- There were 
areas inside and outside claim area where use and occupation by Tsilhqot'in people at time of sovereignty assertion 
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was sufficient to warrant finding of Aboriginal title -- Much of claim area was not occupied to extent required to 
grouud declaration of Aboriginal title -- Declaration of Aboriginal title to smaller areas included within whole claim 
area could not be made because they were not separately pleaded -- While view of Aboriginal title was not binding on 
parties, it was expressed to assist parties to achieve fair and lasting resolution of issues -- Tsilhqot'in people were 
present in claim area at time of sovereignty assertion, in 1846, date of Oregon Boundary Treaty -- As semi-nomadic 
people, Tsilhqot'in people derived snbsistence from every quarter of claim area -- Village, hunting, fishing and 
gathering sites and their interconnecting links set out definite tracts of land in regular use by Tsilhqot'in to extent 
sufficient to warrant finding of Aboriginal title -- At time of sovereignty assertion, Tsilhqot'in people had exclusive 
control over those lands which they used regularly and continuously occupied -- Province's forest development ac
tivities utUustifiably infringed Aboriginal title -- Provincial Forest Act did not apply to those areas that met test for 
Aboriginal title -- If provincial forestry scheme applied to Aboriginal title land, then such application constituted 
prima facie infringement or denial of Aboriginal title triggering need for justification -- There was potential for sub
stantial interference with Aboriginal title at every stage of government land use planning with respect to Aboriginal 
title lands -- Province failed to establish that it had compelling and substantial legislative objective for forestry ac
tivities in claim area because there was no evidence that logging in area was viable, or that it was necessary to deter 
spread of mountain pine beetle infestation -- Province did not consider how its proposed forestry activities might result 
in infringement of Aboriginal title and rights -- Although considerable effort was made to engage Tsilllqot'in people in 
forestry proposals and land use planning in claim area, province failed in its obligation to consult by failing to rec
ognize and accommodate claims for Aboriginal title and rights. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Reserves and real property -- Application of provincial or territorial statutes 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized timber harvesting in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory under authority of Forest Act -- Plaintiff brought action for declaration ofTsilhqot'in 
Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region ofBC -- Issues arose as to whether or not provincial Forest 
Act and Limitation Act applied -- Action allowed in part -- Forest Act did not apply to those areas that met test for 
Aboriginal title because, under Forest Act, granting of rights to harvest timber was limited to Crown timber on Crown 
land -- Where Aboriginal title lands have been clearly defined, those lands are not "Crown lands" as defined by Forest 
Act -- Even if definition of "Crown timber" includes timber situated on Aboriginal title lands, provisions of Forest Act 
do not apply to Aboriginal title land under doctrine of inter jurisdictional immunity -- Aboriginal rights are part of core 
of federal jurisdiction under s. 91 ~ 24 of Constitution Act, 1867, such that provincial legislation cannot extinguish 
them -- While exercise of provisions of Forest Act do not extinguish Aboriginal title, their exercise goes to core of 
Aboriginal title -- Legislation that authorizes granting of rights to harvest timber to third parties strikes at very core of 
Aboriginal title -- Section 88 ofIndian Act does not invigorate provincial legislation in its application to Aboriginal 
title lands because it is directed only to "Indians" -- Provisions of Forest Act did not go to core of Tsilhqot'in Abo
riginal rights other than Aboriginal title, but any infringement of these rights had to be justified by province -- Pursuant 
to s. 88 of Indian Act, Limitation Act applied to claims of unjustified infringement of Aboriginal rights other than 
Aboriginal title -- To conclude that Limitation Act applied to claim for Aboriginal title would mean that with passage 
of time and application of provisions of Act, province could effectively extinguish Aboriginal title. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Aboriginal rights to natural resources -- General principles 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized logging activities in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members of band and First Nation for dec
laration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region of BC -- Defendants admitted existence of 
Aboriginal right to hunt and trap birds and animals throughout claim area, but not right to capture horses or right to 
trade in skins and pelts -- Action allowed in part -- Proper rights holder for purposes of Aboriginal rights was 
Tsilhqot'in Nation, not band, since all Tsilhqot'in were entitled to utilize entire Tsilhqot'in territory -- Date of contact 
with Europeans in New Caledonia was 1793, when Alexander Mackenzie and Captain George Vancouver completed 
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journeys through mainland BC -- Aboriginal right included use of wild horses, since Tsilhqot'in people used wild 
horses in pre-contact times -- Even if wild horses were not in claim area in pre-contact times, their capture and use was 
contemporary extension of pre-contact right to use plants and hunt and trap animals for subsistence and livelihood -
Aboriginal right existed to trade skins and pelts as means to secure moderate livelihood -- Traditional Tsilhqot'in 
pattern of survival included trading skins and pelts with Aboriginal neighbours for salmon resources, particularly 
during years when salmon fishery failed -- Trading practice at time of first contact and continuing into twentieth 
century was more than sufficient to meet tests of cultural integrality -- Province's forestry legislation was constitu
tionally applicable to land over which Tsilhqot'in people had Aboriginal rights to hunt, trap and trade, but application 
of that legislation infringed those rights -- Forest harvesting activities reduced diversity and abundance of wildlife 
species through direct mortality, imposition of roads and destruction of habitat -- In absence of information to allow 
proper assessment of impact on wildlife in area, forestry activities were unjustified infringement of Tsilhqot'in Abo
riginal rights in claim area -- Consultation did not justify infringement of those rights because province did not ac
knowledge Aboriginal rights during consultation. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Fiduciary duty 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized logging activities in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members of band and First Nation for dec
laration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to land in central region of BC -- Appeal allowed in part -- Issue of 
breach of fiduciary duty not considered -- It was sufficient to go no further than consideration of duty to consult, 
grounded in honour of Crown -- In pre-proof stage, where Aboriginal rights and title were not yet proven, Aboriginal 
interest in question was insufficiently specific for honour of Crown to mandate that Crown act in Aboriginal group's 
best interest as fiduciary. 

Aboriginal law --- Practice and procedure -- Miscellaneous issues 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized logging activities in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members of band and First Nation for dec
laration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to two areas of land in central region ofBC -- Action allowed in part -
Provincial Limitation Act applied to claims of unjustified infringement of Aboriginal rights other than Aboriginal title 
-- Provincial laws that affect Aboriginal title lands go to core ofIndianness and do not apply to those lands -- To 
conclude that Limitation Act applied to claim for Aboriginal title would mean that with passage of time and applica
tion of provisions of Act, province could effectively extinguish Aboriginal title -- Pursuant to s. 88 of Indian Act, 
Limitation Act applied to claims of unjustified infringement of Aboriginal rights other than Aboriginal title -- Limi
tation period of six years began to run from date of Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R. v. Sparrow, May 31, 
1990, when party would have become aware of cause of action -- Claims advanced in relation to one area ofland were 
not statute barred because action was brought before expiration of limitation period -- Since action regarding second 
area ofland was commenced on December 18, 1998, any claim for unjustified infringement of Aboriginal rights in 
that area that arose prior to December 17, 1992 were statute barred -- Province's plea oflaches could not succeed -
Plaintiff did not engage in prolonged, inordinate or inexcusable delay, acquiesce in abandonment of Aboriginal title, 
or give any grounds for belief that Aboriginal title was abandoned -- There was no evidence of prejudice to province 
occasioned by anything said or done by plaintiff in relation to Aboriginal title. 

Civil practice and procedure --- Limitation of actions -- Actions involving Crown -- Miscellaneous actions 

Plaintiff was member of Tsilhqot'in First Nation and Chief of band -- Province authorized logging activities in 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory -- Plaintiff brought action on behalf of all members of band and First Nation for dec
laration of Aboriginal rights and title relating to two areas ofland in central region ofBC -- Action allowed in part --
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To determine whether the fishing rights have been interfered with such as to constitute a prima facie in
fringement ofs. 3S(I), certain questions must be asked. First, is the limitation unreasonable? Second, does 
the regulation impose undue hardship? Third, does the regulation deny to the holders of the right their pre
ferred means of exercising that right? The onus of proving a prima facie infringement lies on the individual or 
group challenging the legislation. 

1060 The Sparrow test also requires the Court to consider the factual context in which the issue arises. This involves 
asking whether the purpose or effect of the legislation or regulation infringes the interests protected by the right. 

1061 InR. v. Gladstone, [1996)2 S.C.R. 723 (S.C.C.), the Supreme Court revisited the criteria for infringement of 
an Aboriginal right and further clarified the concepts raised in the Sparrow case. In Gladstone, Lamer C.J.C., for the 
majority, stated, at para. 43: 

The Sparrow test for infringement might seem, at first glance, to be internally contradictory. On the one hand, 
the test states that the appellants need simply show that there has been a prima facie interference with their 
rights in order to demonstrate that those rights have been infringed, suggesting thereby that any meaningful 
diminution of the appellants' rights will constitute an infringement for the purpose of this analysis. On the 
other hand, the questions the test directs courts to answer in determining whether an infringement has taken 
place incorporate ideas such as unreasonableness and "undue" hardship, ideas which suggest that something 
more than meaningful diminution is required to demonstrate infringement. This internal contradiction is, 
however, more apparent than real. The questions asked by the Court in Sparrow do not define the concept of 
prima facie infringement; they only point to factors which will indicate that such an infringement has taken 
place. Simply because one of those questions is answered in the negative will not prohibit a finding by a court 
that a prima facie infringement has taken place; it will just be one factor for a court to consider in its deter
mination of whether there has been a prima facie infringement. 

1062 The onus of establishing a primafacie infringement is not high. While the interference must be shown to have 
more than a de minimis effect on Aboriginal rights, the claimant is only required to demonstrate that the claim of 
infringement is, on its face, meritorious. InR. v. Sampson (]99S), [1996)2 C.N.L.R. 184, 131 D.L.R. (4th) 192 (B.C. 
c.A.), at paras. 42-43, the B.C. Court of Appeal said: 

The fact that s. 3S(I) of the Act does not faU within the ambit of s. I ofthe Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms - as acknowledged in Sparrow at p. 287 C.C.C., p. 408 D.L.R. -- suggests that caution should be 
exercised in determining what factors are relevant to the issues involved in the first stage of the test -- in
fringement. Consideration offactors which go to the issue of justification would minimize the importance of 
aboriginal rights established by s. 3S(I). 

The purpose of the three questions posed in the first stage of the test (is the limitation unreasonable; does the 
regulation impose undue hardship; and does the regulation deny to the holders of the right their preferred 
means of exercising that right) is, in our view, to ensure that only meritorious claims are considered. The onus 
on the applicant is not heavy. The establislnnent of an infringement on a prima facie basis is sufficient. To 
include consideration of such factors as priority and consultation -- factors which are relevant to the second 
stage of the test -- would adversely affect the onus of proof resting upon the applicant. It would diminish the 
safeguard for aboriginal rights established by s. 35(1) as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Span·O\v. 

1063 The foregoing cases all dealt with an Aboriginal right, not Aboriginal title. A decision relating to infringement 
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of Aboriginal title by government legislation or regulation has yet to be decided. 
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1064 In Delgamuukw at para. 166, Lamer C.J. C. explained that Aboriginal title encompasses three features: the 
right to exclusive use and occupation of land; the right to choose to what uses land can be put; and that lands held 
pursuant to Aboriginal title have an inescapable economic component. 

1065 There is potential for substantial interference with Aboriginal title at every stage of government land-use 
planning with respect to Aboriginal title lands. For example, the granting of conditional harvesting rights to third 
parties in an area encompassing land held subject to Aboriginal title stands in conflict with the right to exclusive use 
and occupation of the land, and the right to choose to what uses land can be put. Similarly, the economic impact of 
such grants may arise long before cutting occurs on the ground. Once it is known that the timber on Aboriginal title 
land is subject to conditional harvesting rights granted by the Crown, the economic value of that timber to the title 
holder is undermined. 

1066 To have any significance for Aboriginal people, Aboriginal title must bring with it the collective right to plan 
for the use and enjoyment of that land for generations to come. Prior to European colonization, the lands and forests of 
Tsilhqot'in traditional territory supplied Tsilhqot'in people with sustenance and protection from the elements, as well 
as a moderate livelihood. Tsilhqot'in people were able to make all land use decisions with respect to that territory. The 
imposition ofthe provincial forestry management scheme removes the ability of Tsilhqot'in people to control the uses 
to which the land is put. Such a scheme also creates uncertainty concerning the protection of the land and forests for 
future generations of Aboriginal rights holders. In addition, it deprives Tsilhqot'in people of the ability to realize 
certain economic gains associated with harvesting rights. In my view, this constitutes an unreasonable limitation on 
Aboriginal title, denying Tsilhqot'in people their preferred means of enjoying the benefits of such title. The cumulative 
effects of these government decisions with respect to timber harvesting on Aboriginal title lands constitute a prima 
facie infringement and requires justification. 

1067 The application of the provincial forestry scheme to Aboriginal title lands amounts to a clear denial of Abo
riginal title. Planning to use the land and resources of an Aboriginal group without acknowledging the constitutionally 
entrenched interests of the Aboriginal group requires justification. Infringement or denial of title can occur at each 
stage of any land use process and so, at each stage, the Crown must justify its proposed actions with respect to Abo
riginal title land. 

1068 In the context of an Aboriginal right to fish, the directions in Spmrow are clear. The court must determine the 
following: is the limitation unreasonable; does the regulation impose uudue hardship; and does the regulation deny to 
the holders of the right their preferred means of exercising that right? An application ofthis test to Aboriginal title land 
is possible. By failing to acknowledge Aboriginal title, the Crown's plans for Aboriginal title land are unreasonable 
and impose undue hardship on the title holders. Land use planning that contemplates the removal of an asset attached 
to the land, without recognition of the true owner of that asset, denies to the holders of Aboriginal title the means of 
exercising and enjoying the benefits of such title. 

1069 In Haida Nation (B.C.C.A.), at para. 81, Lambert J.A. stated: 

I consider that the only real question at this stage is whether the aboriginal people have been constrained in 
the use of the land subject to the aboriginal title, or, in the case of an aboriginal right, whether the holders of 
the right have been prevented from exercising it by their preferred means. 

1070 British Columbia argues there is no evidence to suggest that Tsilhqot'in use of the land has been affected by 
provincial land use planning, by the inclusion of the land in the Williams Lake Timber Supply Area (TSA), or by the 
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granting of timber licences. It seems to me that this argument misses an important point: Aboriginal title land does not 
vest in the Province such that they have the authority to engage in such activities. By so doing, the Province constrains 
the Aboriginal title holder's use of the land and deprives the Aboriginal group of the right to make decisions with 
regard to land use and resource extraction. 

1071 In addition, the argument advanced by British Columbia fails to acknowledge the denial of Aboriginal title 
implicit at every stage of the planning process. That denial also constitutes an infringement. 

1072 In Haida Nation, at para. 84, Lambert J.A. stated: 

In the case of the provincial Crown, the infringing actions may be expected to lie in passing the Forest Act, 
issuing the Tree Farm Licence, approving the Management Plans, granting the Cutting Permits, and over
seeing Weyerhaeuser's compliance with the scheme embodied in those legislative and exclusive licence 
provisions. I am only giving an outline of potential infringements. 

1073 The foregoing comments were obiter dicta. Although Finch C.J.B.C. agreed with Lambert J.A., in the result, 
he did not endorse his reasons for judgment. Thus, the comments of Lambert J.A. stand alone. His remarks did not 
attract comment in the Supreme Court of Canada on appeal. As the Supreme Court of Canada did not look at the issue 
of infringement, their silence on the foregoing passage cannot be viewed as an endorsement of those comments. 

h. Application 

1074 I am not prepared to say that the mere passing oflegislation by a provincial Legislative Assembly, even if it 
has the potential to infringe Aboriginal title land, is a prima facie infringement. For that reason, I do not consider the 
passing of any forestry legislation to be a prima facie infringement on Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title land. It is not leg
islation directed at Aboriginal title land but general legislation concerning a Crown asset. It is only when public of
ficials seek to engage the provisions of such legislation in relation to Aboriginal title land that a prima facie in
fringement occurs. 

1075 For example, when timber on Aboriginal title land is included in a TSA pursuant to the relevant legislation, 
there is aprima facie infringement of Aboriginal title. Thus, the inclusion of timber on Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title land 
in the Williams Lake TSA is an infringement on Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title. Each administrative step taken thereafter 
that might ultimately result in timber removal and sale by third parties is also an infringement ofTsilhqot'in Aboriginal 
title. 

1076 It follows that the approval of cut blocks in forest development plans and the allocation of cutting permits are 
equally an infringement on Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title. 

1077 It bears repeating that the right to use resources, the right to choose land use, and the right to direct and benefit 
from the economic potential of the land are all aspects of Aboriginal title. Ifthe Crown is engaged in land use planning 
for its own economic benefit and the economic benefit ofthird parties, then such activities are a direct infringement on 
any Aboriginal title. The rights holders do not have to wait for a decision to harvest timber before there has been an 
infringement. The infringement takes place the moment Crown officials engage in the planning process fur the re
moval of timber from land over which the Crown does not have a present proprietary interest. 

1078 As the Supreme Court observed atp. 1110 of Sparrow: 
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booklet entitled, "Chronologies, including consultation chronologies, dating from February 10, 1982 up to December 
5,2005". The consultation chronology consists of 193 pages. There is no doubt that considerable effort has been made 
to engage Tsilhqot'in people in the forestry proposals and the land use planning in the Claim Area. The central ques
tion is whether all of this effort amounts to genuine consultation. 

1124 British Columbia argues that it has met its consultation duties respecting the CCLUP and other land use 
planning processes, but that the plaintiff has not responded in good faith. The plaintiff disagrees and argues that in the 
CCLUP and other land use planning processes, British Columbia has failed to reconcile its sovereignty with the 
Tsilhqot'in people's claims of Aboriginal title and rights. 

1125 It is informative to consider the setting of the AAC under the provisions of the Forest Act. This task is as
signed to the Chief Forester. The legislation is silent with respect to Aboriginal title and rights. The Chief Forester 
interpreted this silence as a direction to him to ignore any actual or claimed Aboriginal title or rights when determining 
the AAC. The AAC is based on the assumption that all areas contribute to the timber supply within the TSA until the 
issue of Aboriginal title is finally resolved. 

1126 In 1992 the Premier of British Columbia, Premier Michael Harcourt, gave his nndertaking to the Tsilhqot'in 
chiefs that no harvesting would occur in the Brittany Triangle without the consent of the Xeni Gwet'in. 

1127 The Chief Forester was aware ofthis commitment when he made the 1996 AAC determination. Despite this 
knowledge, the Chief Forester considered it to be his statutory duty to fully incorporate the Claim Area into the timber 
harvesting land base and to ignore the potential for Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title. The 1996 AAC was dependant on 
timber from that area. Notwithstanding that this decision clearly and specifically related to the future use and ex
ploitation oflands in the Claim Area, Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title is not mentioned as a relevant factor in the 1996 AAC 
rationale. 

1128 The former Chief Forester testified that he did not (and believed he could not) adjust his AAC determination 
on the basis of a claim to Aboriginal rights and title. But the claims of the Tsilhqot'in people to Aboriginal rights and 
title imposed upon him a duty to consult. Ris failure to consult is not an infringement ofTsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights, 
including title. But what it means is that the Province is unable to justify their actual infringements of Aboriginal title 
and rights that might flow from the decision. This failure to consult might result in a later claim for damages dependant 
on the consequences of the decision that was made. 

1129 British Columbia says that while strategic planning decisions may have serious impacts on Aboriginal title, all 
that such decisions trigger is a duty to consult. There can be no infringement until there is an authorization by the 
Crown for the removal of timber. Until that occurs, there is no direct infringement, only the potential for infringement. 

1130 In Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests), [2004)3 S.C.R. 511, 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.), when 
discussing the duty to consult, the Court said at paras. 75-76: 

The next question is when does the duty to consult arise? Does it arise at the stage of granting a Tree Farm 
Licence, or only at the stage of granting cutting permits? The T.F.L. replacement does not itself authorize 
timber harvesting, which occurs only pursuant to cutting permits. T.F.L. replacements occur periodically, 
and a particular T.F.L. replacement decision may not result in the substance of the asserted right being de
stroyed. The Province argues that, although it did not consult the Haida prior to replacing the T.F.L., it "has 
consulted, and continues to consult with the Raida prior to authorizing any cutting permits or other opera
tional plans" (Crown's factum, at para. 64). 
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I conclude that the Province has a duty to consult and perhaps accommodate on T.F.L. decisions. The T.F.L. 
decision reflects the strategic planning for utilization of the resource. Decisions made during strategic 
planning may have potentially serious impacts on Aboriginal right and title. The holder ofT.F.L. 39 must 
submit a management plan to the Chief Forester every five years, to include inventories of the licence area's 
resources, a timber supply analysis, and a "20-Year Plan" setting out a hypothetical sequence of cutblocks. 
The inventories and the timber supply analysis form the basis ofthe determination of the allowable annual cut 
("A.A.C.") for the licence. The licensee thus develops the technical information based upon which the A.A.C. 
is calculated. ConsuItation at the operational level thus has little effect on the quantity ofthe annual allowable 
cut, which in turn determines cutting permit terms. If consultation is to be meaningful, it must take place at 
the stage of granting or renewing Tree Farm Licences. 

[Emphasis added.] 

1131 In my view, all of the events that lead up to the granting of a cutting permit signal the Province's intention to 
manage and dispose of an Aboriginal asset. These events demand consultation and, where necessary, appropriate 
accommodations where Aboriginal rights are claimed. The nature of accommodations, if any, would be entirely case 
specific. 

1132 The 1992 Tsuniah Lake Local Resource Use Plan and the 1993 draft Brittany Lake Forest Management Plan 
demonstrate the Province's determination to open up the Claim Area for logging. This objective was confirmed by the 
terms of the Cariboo-Chilcotin Land Use Plan established in 1994, and the related planning processes. The CCLUP is 
an expression of the highest level of provincial land use planning. The portions enacted by Cabinet as a higher level 
plan have the force of law and establish a process for all lower level decisions. These include timber targets for har
vesting that direct a substantial level of commercial harvesting in the Claim Area in order to meet the targets mandated 
by the Plan. 

1133 I do not propose to review these land use plans in detail. It is sufficient to note that none ofthe three plans took 
into account any Aboriginal title or Aboriginal rights that might exist in the Claim Area. 

1134 The Province's express purpose in establishing the CCLUP was "resolving uncertainty" and dedicating "re
source lands for industry and jobs". In its October 1994 explanation of the CCLUP, the Province said, in part: 

The provincial govermnent recognizes the need to ensure that all Cariboo residents and business interests 
have certainty of access to the natural resources they depend on to make a living, while ensuring recognition 
of special values. Secure access to these resources will provide economic and social stability, plus increase 
opportunities for sustainable growth and investment throughout the region. 

1135 Pursuant to the CCLUP, the Province determined how the Claim Area lands were to be used. Despite the 
statement that the Province's decision was being made "without prejudice" to Aboriginal rights, the CCLUP makes 
many detailed commitments to third party interests, and does indeed prejudice and infringe upon Tsithqot'in Abo
riginal title. Title encompasses the right to determine how land will be used and how forests will be managed in the 
Claim Area. In effect, the Province has taken unto itself the right to decide the range of uses to which lands in the 
Claim Area will be put, and has imposed this decision on the Tsithqot'in people without any attempt to acknowledge or 
address Aboriginal title or rights in the Claim Area. 

1136 Over the years, British Columbia has either denied the existence of Aboriginal title and rights or established 
policy that Aboriginal title and rights could only be addressed or considered at treaty negotiations. At all material 
times, British Columbia has refused to acknowledge title and rights during the process of consuItation. Consequently, 
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the pleas of the Tsilhqot'in people have been ignored. 
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1137 Consultation involves conununication. It has often been said that communication is the art of sending and 
receiving. Provincial policies either deny Tsilhqot'in title and rights or steer the resolution of such title into a treaty 
process that is unacceptable to the plaintiff. This has meant that at every stage of land use planning, there were no 
attempts made to address or accommodate Aboriginal title claims of the Tsilhqot'in people, even though some of the 
provincial officials considered those claims to be well founded. A statement to the effect that a decision is made 
"without prejudice" to Aboriginal title and rights does not demonstrate that title and rights have been taken into ac
count, acknowledged or accommodated. 

1138 Tsilhqot'in people also appeared from time to time to have a fIxed agenda, namely the promotion of an ac
knowledgment of their rights and title. It must be borne in mind that it is a signifIcant challenge for Aboriginal groups 
called upon in the consultation process to provide their perspectives to government representatives. There is a constant 
need for adequate resources to complete the research required to respond to requests for consultation. Even with 
adequate resources, there are times when the number and frequency of requests simply cannot be answered in a timely 
or adequate fashion. 

1139 Consultations with offIcials from the Ministry of Forests ultimately failed to reach any compromise. This was 
due largely to the fact that there was no accommodation for the forest management proposals made by Xeni Gwet'in 
people on behalf ofTsilhqot'in people. Forestry proposals that concerned timber assets in the Claim Area were usually 
addressed by representatives ofXeni Gwet'in people. But, from the perspective offorestry officials, there was simply 
no room to take into account the claims ofTsilhqot'in title and rights. 

1140 Conversely, there was good communication between Tsilhqot'in people with offIcials in the Ministry of 
Lands, Parks and Honsing. Here the two groups were able to reach a consensus on the establishment and management 
ofTs'il?os Provincial Park, without prejudice to the rights and title claims ofXeni Gwet'in and Tsilhqot'in people in 
the park area. The joint management model of this Provincial Park has been such a success that it has been extended to 
the management ofNuntzi Provincial Park in the northeastern portion ofTachelach'ed. 

1141 Utilizing the concept of a spectrum proposed inHaida Nation (S.C. C.), I place the rights and title claimed here 
at the high end of the scale, requiring deep consultation and accommodation. I have already noted there are areas of 
title inside and outside of the Claim Area. Aboriginal rights in the Claim Area have been acknowledged by the de
fendants in these proceedings. I have found the plaintiff is entitled to a fmding of specifIc Aboriginal rights on behalf 
of all Tsilhqot'in people. On the whole of the evidence, and in particular with respect to forestry and land use planning 
throughout the Claim Area, the failure of the Province to recognize and accommodate the claims being advanced for 
Aboriginal title and rights leads me to conclude that the Province has failed in its obligation to consult with the 
Tsilhqot'in people. For these reasons, and for the reasons earlier expressed, the Province has failed to justify its in
fringement ofTsilhqot'in Aboriginal title. 

22. Aboriginal Rights (Excluding Title) 

(I. Introduction 

1142 Earlier in these reasons I discussed the development ofthe modem concept of Aboriginal rights, focusing on 
one ofthose rights, Aboriginal title. It is helpful at this point to review and expand on that discussion as it relates to the 
additional Aboriginal rights that are claimed in this litigation: the right to hunt and trap and the right to trade skins and 
pelts obtained by hunting and trapping. 
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(a) encourage maximum productivity of the forest and range resources in British Columbia; 
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(b) manage, protect and conserve the forest and range resources of the govermnent, having regard to the 
innnediate and long term economic and social benefits they may confer on British Columbia; 

(c) plan the nse of the forest and range resources of the govermnent, so that the production of timber and 
forage, the harvesting oftimber, the grazing of livestock and the realization of fisheries, wildlife, water, 
outdoor recreation and other natural resource values are coordinated and integrated, in consultation and 
cooperation with other ministries and agencies of the govermnent and with the private sector; 

(d) encourage a vigorous, efficient and world competitive 

i) timber processing industry, and 

ii) ranging sector 

in British Columbia; 

(e) assert the fmancial interest of the govermnent in its forest and range resources in a systematic and 
equitable manner. 

1286 Despite the presence of s. 4 (c), there is no doubt that the Ministry seeks to maximize the economic return 
from provincial forests. On the evidence I heard during this trial, the protection and preservation of wildlife for the 
continued well-being of Aboriginal people is very Iowan the scale of priorities. 

1287 There is wide diversity in the wildlife found in the Claim Area. This diversity creates a demand for differing 
habitat. Wildlife in the Claim Area includes horses, marten, fisher, wolverine, river otter, mink, long tailed weasel, 
short tailed weasel (ermine), lynx, bobcat, mountain lion, mule deer, moose, California big sheep, mountain goat, 
snowshoe hare, red squirrel, northern flying squirrel, beaver, muskrat, grizzly bear, black bear, grey wolf, and voles. 
All of these species are dependant on forest cover. They are also dependant on each other. For example, marten will 
feed on voles, mountain lion on ungulates, in particular the mule deer, and lynx will feed on snowshoe hares. The 
maintenance and well being of this delicate interdependency rests on sufficient forest habitat. 

1288 Forest harvesting activities would injuriously affect the Tsilhqot'in right to hunt and trap in the Claim Area. 
The repercussions with respect to wildlife diversity and destruction of habitat are an unreasonable limitation on that 
right. For these reasons, I conclude that forest harvesting activities are a prima facie infringement on Tsilhqot'in 
hunting and trapping rights and thus demand justification. 

25. Justification of Infringements of Aboriginal Rights 

1289 British Columbia's forestry legislation is constitutionally applicable to land over which the Tsilhqot'in people 
have Aboriginal rights to hunt, trap and trade. The application of that legislation infringes those rights. I now tum to a 
consideration of whether that infringement is justified. 

1290 I have already noted that a legislative scheme that manages solely for timber with all other values as a con
straint on that objective can be expected to raise severe challenges when called upon to strike a halance between 
Aboriginal rights and the economic interests of the larger society. 
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1291 Recognizing Aboriginal rights to hunt and trap over an area means wildlife and habitat must be managed to 
ensure a continuation ofthose rights. Section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 demands that the protection ofthose 
rights is a paramount objective. The declaration of Aboriginal rights is not intended to be hollow or short lived. 
Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights grew out ofthe pre-contact society ofTsilhqot'in people. This historical right is intended 
to survive for the benefit of futnre generations of Tsilhqot'in people. 

1292 In Gladstone the Court offered the following guidance on assessing the reasonableness of govermnent actions 
at para. 63: 

The content of this priority -- something less than exclusivity but which nonetheless gives priority to the 
aboriginal right -- must remain somewhat vague pending consideration of the govermnent's actions in spe
cific cases .... priority under Spa/TOW'S justification test cannot be assessed against a precise standard but 
must rather be assessed in each case to determine whether the govermnent has acted in a fashion which re
flects that it has truly taken into account the existence of aboriginal rights. Under the minimal impairment 
branch of the Oakes test (R. v. Oakes. [1986]1 S.C.R. 103), where the govermnent is balancing the interests 
of competing groups, the court does not scrutinize the govermnent's actions so as to determine whether the 
govermnent took the least rights-impahing action possible; instead the court considers the reasonableness of 
the govermnent's actions, taking into account the need to assess "conflicting scientific evidence and differing 
justified demands on scarce resources" (Il1vin Toy, supra, at p. 993). Similarly, under Sparrow's priority 
doctrine, where the aboriginal right to be given priority is one without internal limitation, courts should assess 
the govermnent's actions not to see whether the govermnent has given exclusivity to that right (the least 
drastic means) but rather to determine whether the govermnent has taken into account the existence and 
importance of such rights. 

1293 At present, British Columbia does not have a database that provides information on the individual species of 
wildlife or their numbers in the Claim Area. The Province has not conducted a needs analysis which would inform 
decision makers on the needs of the Tsilhqot'in people related to their hunting, trapping and trading rights. Such an 
analysis would ensure those needs are addressed when planning and conducting forestry activities. The absence of a 
database or a needs analysis indicates that Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights in the Claim Area are not a priority with 
respect to timber harvesting and other forestry activities. 

1294 Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights to hunt and trap in the Claim Area must have some meaning. A management 
scheme that manages solely for maxhnizing timber values is no longer viable where it has the potential to severely and 
unnecessarily impact Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights. To justify harvesting activities in the Claim Area, including 
siviculture activities, British Columbia must have sufficient credible information to allow a proper assessment of the 
impact on the wildlife in the area. In the absence of such information, forestry activities are an unjustified infringement 
ofTsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights in the Claim Area. As I mentioned earlier, the Province did engage in consultation with 
the Tsilhqot'in people. However, this consultation did not acknowledge Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal rights. Therefore, it 
could not and did not justify the infringements of those rights. 

26. Forestry Regime -- Sustainability 

1295 While the relief sought relates to Aboriginal rights, including Aboriginal title, this case had its genesis in the 
forests of the Claim Area. The initial flash point was clear-cut logging in the Western Trapline territory. This was 
followed by a blockade at Henry's Crossing where a forest company was preparing to log areas of Tachelach'ed 
(Brittany Triangle). The claims made here were initially launched to stop the logging for essentially three reasons. 
First, the proposed logging was to take place on land which Tsilhqot'in people believe they hold title and rights. 
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Second, Tsilhqot'in people felt that any logging would be a taking oftheir property. Third, any logging would have a 
severe impact on the wildlife and accordingly, on Tsilhqot'in hunting and trapping activities. Eventually, a claim was 
added to seek compensation for the timber removed over the past decades. 

1296 Dr. Kimmins provided the court with a helpful report entitled "Sustainability in the Xeni Gwet'in Claim Area" 
(15 March 2006). Dr. Kimmins stated at p. 17: 

It is an article of faith for most foresters that they are practicing sustainable management. For most of the 
history offorestry this has mainly meant timber management, although the historical origins offorestry were 
as much concerned with sustaining wildlife species (mainly game species) or water supplies .... 

1297 The forests of the Claim Area are largely comprised of pine, spruce and Douglas fIr species. The most 
prevalent species is pine. The report noted at p. 36 that "[f1ire has historically been the major disturbance factor over 
much of the Chilcotin plateau". In the result, there emerged large areas of "relatively pure, even aged lodgepole pine". 
Dr. Kimmins pointed out at p. 36: 

Fire exclusion or reduction over the past 50 years, coupled with a relaxation of one of the major controls of 
the mountain pine beetle (MPB) -- low winter temperatures -- has altered this situation. The largest epidemic 
ofMPB in recorded history or memory has affected many millions of hectares of pine forest in the interior of 
B.C. This epidemic has grown to the point at which the traditional prime target of the beetle -- large old 
lodgepole pine trees -- has been modifIed to include younger trees, which means that younger forest and 
regenerating trees are also being attacked. 

1298 It is clear the pine forests will be lost unless there is a return to colder winters, a prospect that seems unlikely in 
this age of global warming. Thus, the forest cover will be in transition for generations, posing new challenges for those 
who seek sustainable management of this resource. Dr. Kirmnins pointed out at p. 9 that "[i]n common with many 
aspects of forest ecosystems -- such as ecosystem integrity, health, and biodiversity -- there are many dimensions to 
the concept of sustainability". He elaborated on some of the features of sustainability at pp. 15-17, as follows: 

• sustainability does not refer to a lack of change, as humans and the environment are in a constant state 
afflux; 

• the concept of sustainability includes the biological components of ecosystems (i.e. plants, animals, 
microbes) as well as the physical components of ecosystems (Le. soil, geology, topography, climate, 
physical disturbance factors). In addition, the meaning of sustainability encompasses and is affected by 
ever-changing human social values (Le. health, standards of living, spirituality, happiness, culture); 

• sustainability must reflect the fact that the types of species that live within ecosystems, as well as 
ecosystem structures, are constantly changing for a variety of reasons; 

• sustainability should be assessed at the larger "landscape-level", rather than at the "stand-level" in order 
to "encompass the spatial scale ofthe major disturbances that characterize that ecological region"; 

• sustainability must be assessed on a long-term basis; 

• sustainability will be impossible to achieve if the human population continues to grow, and/or there is 
an ongoing increase in the per capita impact of humans on the environment; 
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Crown plarmed to build winter road through First Nation land reserve -- Crown held open house sessions inviting 
public comment, in which First Nation did not participate -- First Nation Chief notified Crown that Nation did not 
support road -- Crown wrote to First Nation Chief apologizing for how consultation process unfolded, but approved 
200-metre wide, 23 square kilometre road corridor prohibiting use of firearms for road that tracked reserve boundary 
-- First Nation brought application before Federal Court to set aside Crown's road approval on ground that it violated 
its hunting, fishing, and trapping rights assigned by land treaty -- Application was granted -- Crown appealed -- Ap
peal was allowed -- First Nation appealed to Supreme Court -- Appeal allowed -- Land treaty contemplated that land 
portions would periodically be "taken up" by Crown, but historical context and tensions underlying treaty imple
mentation demanded process by which lands could be transferred -- Content of process arose out of Crown's obligation 
to act honourably -- Content of duty was variable, but turned on degree to which conduct contemplated by the Crown 
would adversely affect rights in question -- Proposed road would reduce territory over which First Nation was entitled 
to exercise treaty rights, abolish hunting rights within corridor, and injuriously affect exercise of rights in surrounding 
bush -- Crown therefore had duty to consult First Nation -- Meaningful right to hunt was not ascertained on treaty-wide 
basis but in relation to territories over which First Nation traditionally and currently hunted, fished, and trapped -
Unilateral Crown action ignored treaty promise to sustain hunting, fishing, and trapping rights, and was antithesis of 
reconciliation and mutual respect -- Crown did not have to consult with all signatory First Nations each time it "took 
up" land no matter how remote its impact, but impacts of proposed road on First Nation were clear, established, and 
demonstrably adverse to continued exercise of rights -- Crown did not discharge duty to engage directly with First 
Nation or to minimize adverse impacts on First Nation rights -- While First Nation had some reciprocal onus to make 
their concerns known and reach some mutually satisfactory solution, consultation never got off ground to pennit 
reaching that stage -- Consultation would not have given First Nation veto over road, but may have pennitted road 
changes that substantially satisfied First Nation concerns. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Reserves and real property -- Land surrendered to Crown 

Crown planned to build winter road through First Nation land reserve -- Crown held open house sessions inviting 
public comment, in which First Nation did not participate -- First Nation Chief notified Crown that Nation did not 
support road -- Crown wrote to First Nation Chief apologizing for how consultation process unfolded, but approved 
200-metre wide, 23 square kilometre road corridor prohibiting use of firearms for road that tracked reserve boundary 
-- First Nation brought application before Federal Court to set aside Crown's road approval on ground that it violated 
its hunting, fishing, and trapping rights assigned by land treaty -- Application was granted -- Crown appealed -- Ap
peal was allowed -- First Nation appealed to Supreme Court -- Appeal allowed -- Land treaty contemplated that land 
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portions would periodically be "taken up" by Crown, but historical context and tensions underlying treaty imple
mentation demanded process by which lands could be transferred -- Content of process arose out of Crown's obligation 
to act honourably -- Content of duty was variable, but turned on degree to which conduct contemplated by the Crown 
would adversely affect rights in question -- Proposed road would reduce territory over which First Nation was entitled 
to exercise treaty rights, abolish hunting rights within corridor, and injuriously affect exercise of rights in surrounding 
bush -- Crown therefore had duty to consult First Nation -- Meaningful right to hunt was not ascertained on treaty-wide 
basis but in relation to territories over which First Nation traditionally and currently hunted, fished, and trapped -
Unilateral Crown action ignored treaty promise to sustain hunting, fishing, and trapping rights, and was antithesis of 
reconciliation and mutual respect -- Crown did not have to consult with all signatory First Nations each time it "took 
up" land no matter how remote its impact, but impacts of proposed road on First Nation were clear, established, and 
demonstrably adverse to continued exercise of rights -- Crown did not discharge duty to engage directly with First 
Nation or to minimize adverse impacts on First Nation rights -- While First Nation had some reciprocal onus to make 
their concerns known and reach some mutually satisfactory solution, consultation never got off ground to pennit 
reaching that stage -- Consultation would not have given First Nation veto over road, but may have pennitted road 
changes that substantially satisfied First Nation concerns. 

Civil practice and procedure --- Practice on appeal -- Appeal to Supreme Court of Canada -- Parties -- Intervenors on 
appeal 

Crown planned to build winter road through First Nation land reserve -- Crown held open house sessions inviting 
public comment, in which First Nation did not participate -- First Nation Chief notified Crown Minister that Nation did 
not support road -- Crown Minister wrote to First Nation Chief apologizing for how consultation process unfolded, but 
approved 200-metre wide road corridor prohibiting use of flfeanns for road that tracked reserve boundary -- First 
Nation brought application before Federal Court to set aside road approval on ground that it violated its hunting, 
fishing, and trapping rights assigned by land treaty -- Application was granted -- Crown appealed -- Attorney General 
of Alberta acted as intervenor and raised fresh argument on central issue -- Appeal was allowed on ground raised by 
intervenor -- First Nation appealed to Supreme Court -- Issue arose as to right of intervenor to widen or add to points in 
issue on appeal, and of Federal Court of Appeal or Supreme Court to decide case on that basis -- Intervenor pennitted 
to raise issue; appeal allowed on other grounds -- Intervenors were always pennitted to put forward legal arguments in 
support ofiegal conclusions on issues before court, provided that arguments did not require additional facts, or raise 
arguments unfair to either party -- First Nation suffered no prejudice as no further light could be thrown on intervenor's 
argument by additional evidence -- Issue was one of treaty interpretation rules, not evidence -- Issue raised was central 
to case, and was not one that should have taken First Nation by surprise -- For court to refrain from giving effect to 
correct legal analysis just because it came later rather than sooner, and from intervenor rather than party, would be 
intolerable and risked injustice. 

Droit autochtone --- Droits ancestraux it l'egard des ressources naturelles -- Droits ancestraux -- Chasse 

Couronne planifiait de construire une route d'hiver passant it travers les terres de la reserve de la premiere nation -
Couronne a tenu des seances de portes ouvertes pour obtenir l'opinion du public, mais la premiere nation n'y a pas 
participe -- Chef de la premiere nation a avise la Couronne que la premiere nation n'etait pas en faveur de la route -
Couronne a envoye une lettre d'excuses au chef de la premiere nation pour la fa90n dont s'etait deroulee Ie processus de 
consultation, mais a quand meme approuve un corridor de 200 metres de large longeant la limite de la reserve, d'une 
superficie total de 23 kilometres carres, it l'interieur duquel il serait interdit d'utiliser des armes it feu -- Premiere nation 
a presente une demande en Cour federale afin que soit cassee l'approbation par la Couronne de la route, au motif que 
cette approbation contrevenait it ses droits de chasser, pecher et pieger que lui avait cede Ie traite sur les terres -
Demande a ete accueillie -- Couronne a interjete appel-- Pourvoi a ete accueilli -- Premiere nation a interjete appel a la 
Cour supreme -- Pourvoi accueilli -- Traite envisageait que des portions des terres pourraient periodiquement etre 
prises par 1a Couronne, mais Ie contexte historique et les tensions sous-jacentes it la mise en oeuvre du traite com-
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mandaient un processus de transfert des terres -- Contenu du processus decoulait de I'obligation qu'a la Couronne 
d'agir honorablement -- Contenu de I'obligation variait, mais dependait de la mesure dans laquelle les dispositions 
envisagees par la Couronne auraient un effet prejudiciable sur les droits en question -- Route proposee reduirait Ie 
territoire sur lequella premiere nation avait des droits, abolirait les droits de chasse it I'interieur du corridor et aurait un 
effet pnljudiciable sur I'exercice des droits dans Ie terrain boise environnant -- Couronne avait donc I'obligation de 
consulter la premiere nation -- Droit reel de chasse n'est pas etabli en fonction de toutes les terres visees par Ie traite, 
mais plutilt par rapport aux territoires sur lesquels les premieres nations avaient I'habitude de chasser, de pecher et de 
pieger -- Action unilaterale de la Couronne ignorait la promesse comprise dans Ie traite d'assurer les droits de chasser, 
de pecher et de pieger et constituait I'antithese de la reconciliation et du respect mutuel -- Couronne n'avait pas it 
consulter les premieres nations it chaque fois qu'elle prenait des terres peu importe I'importance de I'effet, sauf que, en 
I'espece, I'impact de la route proposee etait clair, etabli et manifestement prejudiciable it I'exercice continu des droits -
Couronne n'a pas rempli son obligation de discuter directement avec la premiere nation ou de minimiser I'impact 
prejudiciable sur les droits de celle-ci -- Meme si la premiere nation avait aussi I'obligation reciproque d'exprimer ses 
preoccupations et de trouver une solution mutuellement satisfaisante, la consultation pouvant permettre d'atteindre 
cette etape nla jamais pris son envoI -- Consultation n'aurait jamais donne a la premiere nation un droit de veto, mais 
elle aurait neamnoins pu permettre d'apporter des modifications au trace qui auraient repondu aux preoccupations de la 
premiere nation. 

Droit autochtone --- Questions constitutionnelles -- Reserves et biens-fonds -- Terres remises Ii la Couronne 

Couronne planifiait de construire une route d'hiver passant Ii travers les terres de la reserve de la premiere nation -
Couronne a tenu des ",ances de portes ouvertes pour obtenir I'opinion du public, mais la premiere nation n'y a pas 
participe -- Chef de la premiere nation a avise la Couronne que la premiere nation n'etait pas en faveur de la route -
Couronne a envoye une lettre d'excuses au chef de la premiere nation pour la fayon dont s'etait derouJee Ie processus de 
consultation, mais a quand meme approuve un corridor de 200 metres de large longeant la limite de la reserve, d'une 
superficie total de 23 kilometres carres, it I'interieur duquel il serait interdit d'utiliser des armes it feu -- Premiere nation 
a presente une demande en Cour federale afm que soit cassee I'approbation par la Couronne de la route, au motif que 
cette approbation contrevenait Ii ses droits de chasser, pecher et pieger que lui avait cede Ie traite sur les terres -
Demande a ete accueillie -- Couronne a interjete appel-- Pourvoi a ete accueilli -- Premiere nation a inter jete appel Ii la 
Cour supreme -- Pourvoi accueilli -- Traite envisageait que des portions des terres pourraient periodiquement etre 
prises par la Couronne, mais Ie contexte historique et les tensions sous-jacentes Ii la mise en oeuvre du traite com
mandaient un processus de transfert des terres -- Contenu du processus decoulait de I'obligation qu'a la Couronne 
d'agir honorablement -- Contenu de I'obligation variait, mais dependait de la mesure dans laquelle les dispositions 
envisagees par la Couronne auraient un effet prejudiciable sur les droits en question -- Route proposee reduirait Ie 
territoire sur lequella premiere nation avait des droits, abolirait les droits de chasse Ii I'interieur du corridor et aurait un 
effet prejudiciable sur I'exercice des droits dans Ie terrain boise environnant -- Couronne avait donc I'obligation de 
consulter la premiere nation -- Droit reel de chasse n'est pas etabli en fonction de toutes les terres visees par Ie traite, 
mais plutilt par rapport aux territoires sur lesquels les premieres nations avaient I'habitude de chasser, de pecher et de 
pieger -- Action unilaterale de la Couronne ignorait la promesse comprise dans Ie traite d'assurer les droits de chasser, 
de pecher et de pieger et constituait I'antithese de la reconciliation et du respect mutuel -- Couronne n'avait pas Ii 
consulter les premieres nations Ii chaque fois qu'elle prenait des terres peu importe I'importance de I'effet, sauf que, en 
I'espece, I'impact de la route proposee etait clair, etabli et manifestement prejudiciable Ii I'exercice continu des droits -
Couronne nla pas rempli son obligation de discuter directement avec la premiere nation ou de minimiser l'impact 
prejudiciable sur les droits de celle-ci -- Meme si la premiere nation avait aussi I'obligation reciproque d'exprimer ses 
preoccupations et de trouver une solution mutuellement satisfaisante, la consultation pouvant permettre d'atteindre 
cette etape n'a jamais pris son envoI -- Consultation n'aurait jamais donne a la premiere nation un droit de veto, mais 
elle aurait neamnoins pu permettre d'apporter des modifications au trace qui auraient repondu aux preoccupations de la 
premiere nation. 
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Procedure civile --- Procedure en appel -- Appel it Ia Cour supreme du Canada -- Parties -- Intervenants en appel 

Couronne planifiait de construire une route d'hiver passant it travers Ies terres de Ia reserve de Ia premiere nation -
Couronne a tenu des seances de portes ouvertes pour obtenir I'opinion du public, mais Ia premiere nation n'y a pas 
participe -- Chef de Ia premiere nation a avise Ia Couronne que Ia premiere nation n'etait pas en faveur de Ia route -
Couronne a envoye une Iettre d'excuses au chef de la premiere nation pour la fa,on dont s'etait deroule Ie processus de 
consultation, mais a quand meme approuve un corridor de 200 metres de large longeant la limite de la reserve, dune 
superficie totale de 23 kilometres carres, it I'interieur duquel il serait interdit d'utiliser des armes it feu -- Premiere 
nation a presente une demande en Cour federale afin que soit cassee I'approbation par la Couronne de la route, au motif 
que cette approbation contrevenait it ses droits de chasser, pocher et pieger que lui avait cede Ie traite sur les terres -
Demande a ete accueillie -- Courorme a inter jete appel -- Procureur general de I'A1berta a agi comme intervenant et a 
souleve un nouvel argument it I'egard de la question principale -- Pourvoi a ete accueilli au motif souleve par I'inter
venant -- Premiere nation a inter jete appel it la Cour supreme -- Question a ete soulevee quant au droit de I'intervenant 
d'elargir la portee des questions en appel ou d'en ajouter et au droit de la Cour d'appel federale ou de la Cour supreme 
de trancher I'affaire en se fondant sur cet argument -- Intervenant a ete autorise it soulever la question; Ie pourvoi a ete 
accueilli pour d'autres motifs -- Intervenants sont toujours autorises a soumettre aux tribunaux des arguments ju
ridiques it I'appui de leurs conclusions juridiques, pour autant que les arguments ne necessitent pas la preuve de faits 
additionnels ou ne soulevent pas des arguments injustes pour les parties -- Premiere nation n'a subi aucun prejudice 
etant donne qu'aucune preuve additionnelle n'etait necessaire pour eclaircir I'argument de I'intervenant -- Question 
etait relative aux regles d'interpretation des traites et non it la preuve -- Question soulevee se situait au coeur de I'affaire 
et n'etait pas de nature it prendre par surprise la premiere nation -- II serait intolerable et certainement injuste que Ie 
tribunal s'empeche de donner effet It une analyse juridique correcte simplement parce qu'elle a ete presentee tardi
vement. 

The applicant was a First Nation signatory to an 1899 land treaty surrendering 840,000 square kilometres ofland to the 
Crown, in exchange for reserve land and the right to hunt, trap, and fish therein. The treaty was subject to the limitation 
that the Crown could occasionally "take up" land for settlement, trading, resource, or similar purposes. In 2000, the 
respondent Crown approved the construction of a winter road through the First Nation reserve. It did not consult the 
applicant directly, and instead held open house sessions inviting public comment. The applicant did not participate in 
the public forum, but wrote to the Crown protesting the road proposal. The Crown wrote to the First Nation Chief 
apologizing for how the consultation process unfolded, but ultimately approved a 200-metre wide, 23 square kilometre 
road corridor that tracked the reserve boundary and prohibited the use of firearms. 

The applicant successfully applied to the Federal Court to set aside the Crown's decision on the ground that it violated 
the hunting, fishing, and trapping rights accorded to it by treaty. The trial judge held that the lands in question, which 
were within a national park, were not "taken up" by the Crown within the meaning of the treaty because the use of the 
lands as a park did not constitute a visible use incompatible with the existing rights to hunt and trap. The trial judge 
found that the proposed road corridor would adversely impact the applicant's treaty rights, and that the standard public 
notices and open houses proposed by the Crown were not sufficient as the applicant was entitled to a direct consul
tation process. Accordingly, the trial judge quashed the Crown's approval order for the road. 

The Crown successfully appealed the reversal, and approval for the road was restored. The Court of Appeal based its 
grounds for the reversal on a fresh argument pertaining to the central issue that was brought forth by the Attorney 
General of Alberta as an intervenor on the appeal. The argument was that the treaty expressly contemplated the taking 
up of surrendered lands for various purposes, including roads. The winter road was more a "taking up" pursuant to the 
treaty, rather than an infringement. The court also held that there was no Crown obligation to consult with the appli
cant about the road, although to do so would be good practice. The applicant appealed to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. In addition to arguing the points on appeal, the applicant also objected that the Attorney General of Alberta 
had overstepped its proper role as an intervenor in widening or adding to the points at issue on appeal, and that neither 
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Held: The appeal was allowed. The Attorney General of Alberta did not overstep its role as intervenor. The Crown's 
approval order for winter road was quashed on other grounds. 

Per Binnie J. (McLachlin C.J., Major, Bastarache, LeBel, Deschamps, Fish, Abella, and Charron n. concurring): The 
Attorney General of Alberta did not overstep its role as intervenor. Intervenors were always pennitted to put forward 
legal arguments in support oflegal conclusions on issues before the court, provided that the arguments did not require 
additional facts, or raise arguments that were unfair to either party. Additionally, the applicant did not identify 
prejudice caused by the fresh argument. Had the argument been similarly formulated at trial, no further light could 
have been thrown on it by additional evidence. The historical record of the treaty was fully explored at trial. The issue 
was one conceming rules of treaty interpretation, not of evidence. It had also always been central to the case, and was 
not one that should have taken the applicant by surprise. It would be intolerable if the courts were precluded from 
giving effect to a correct legal analysis just because it came later rather than sooner, and from an intervenor rather than 
a party. For the court to close its eyes to the argument would be to risk an injustice. 

However, the Crown did not discharge its duty to engage directly with the applicant in consultation, or to minimize the 
adverse impacts or the winter road on its hunting, fishing, and trapping rights. The fundamental objective of the 
modem law of aboriginal and treaty rights was the reconciliation of aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal peoples and 
their respective claims, interests, and ambitions. The treaty in question was one of the most important 
post-Confederation treaties. The principle of consultation in advance of interference with existing treaty rights was a 
matter of broad general importance, and failure on the Crown's part to engage in advance consultation undermined the 
process of reconciliation. The approval order was to be quashed, and the matter returned to the Crown for further 
consultation and consideration. 

The land treaty contemplated that land portions would periodically be "taken up" by the Crown, but the historical 
context and tensions underlying the treaty implementation demanded a process by which lands could be transferred 
from a land category pennitting the applicant to hunt, fish, and trap, to another in which the applicant could not. The 
content ofthis process was dictated by the Crown's duty to act honourably. Once triggered, the content of this duty was 
variable, but turned on the degree to which the conduct contemplated by the Crown would adversely affect the rights 
in question. 

The proposed winter road would reduce territory over which the applicant was entitled to exercise treaty rights, re
move hunting within the road corridor, and injuriously affect the applicant's exercise of rights in the surrounding bush. 
The Crown's suggestion that the test ought to be whether it was reasonably practicable for the applicant to hunt, fish, 
and trap within the province "as a whole" after the taking up of the land was incorrect, as it would imply acceptable 
prohibitions on hunting so long as it was still available 800 kilometres across the province. Nor was the position by the 
Attorney General that the 23 square kilometre area was de minimis tenable; a meaningful right to hunt was not as
certained on a treaty-wide basis, but in relation to territories over which the applicant traditionally and currently 
hunted, fished, and trapped. 

The unilateral action by the Crown ignored its oral and written promise to sustain hunting and fishing rights after the 
treaty in the fashion they existed before it, and was the antithesis of reconciliation and mutual respect. The Crown did 
not have to consult with all signatory First Nations each time it "took up" land however remote its impact, but the 
impact on the applicant of the proposed winter road in this case was clear, established, and demonstrably adverse to its 
continued exercise of hunting and fishing rights. In the context of the treaty framework for managing continuing 
changes in land use already foreseen in 1899, consultation was key to achieving the overall objective of the modem 
law of treaty and aboriginal rights. Hence, while the winter road was a pennissible purpose for "taking up" lands, the 
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Crown was required to provide notice to the applicant and engage directly with them, not merely through public 
consultation. While the applicant had some reciprocal onus to make its concerns known and to try reaching some 
mutually satisfactory solution, consultation did not get off the ground and so did not reach that stage. Consultation 
would not have given the applicant a veto power over the road, but it might have permitted changes that substantially 
satisfied its concerns. 

La demanderesse etait une premiere nation signataire d'un traite de 1899 cedant 840 000 kilometres carres de terres It 
la Couronne, en echange de terres de reserve et du droit d'y chasser, pecher et pieger. Le traite etait assujetti a la 
restriction que la Couronne pourrait occasionnellement prendre des terres It des fins de peuplement, de commerce, 
d'exploitation de ressources ou d'autres raisons similaires. En l'an 2000, la Couronne intimee a approuve la construc
tion d'une route d'hiver passant a travers la reserve de 1a demanderesse. Elle n'a pas consulte cette derniere directe
ment, mais a plutot tenu des seances partes ouvertes afin d'obtenir les commentaires du public. La demanderesse nla 
pas participe au forum public, mais a ecrit It la Couronne pour protester contre la route proposee. Meme si la Couronne 
s'est excusee par ecrit aupn's du chef de la demanderesse pour la fa,on dont s'etait deroule Ie processus de consulta
tion, elle a ultimement approuve un corridor de 200 metres de large et d'une superficie de 23 kilometres carres qui 
longeait les limites de la reserve, et a l'interieur duquell'usage des armes a feu Mait interdit. 

La demanderesse s'est adressee avec succes a la Cour federale, afin d'obtenir l'annulation de la decision de la 
Couronne, au motif qu'elle violait les droits de chasser, pecher et pieger qui lui avaient ete accordes par traite. Le 
premier juge a statue que les terres en question, qui faisaient partie d'un parc national, n'avaient pas ete prises par la 
Couronne au sens du traite, etant donne que I'utilisation des terres comme parc ne constituait pas un usage visiblement 
incompatible avec les droits existants de chasser et pieger. Le juge a conclu que Ie corridor propose aurait un effet 
prejudiciable sur les droits de traite de la demanderesse, et que les avis publics et portes ouvertes standards proposes 
par la Couronne ne suffisaient pas, car la demanderesse avait droit a un processus de consultation direct. Par con
sequent, Ie premier juge a casse la decision de la Couronne approuvant la route. 

La Couronne a intetjete appel avec succos et l'approbation de la route a ete retablie. La Cour d'appel a fonde ses motifs 
sur un nouvel argument relatif a la question principale, lequel a ete presente par Ie Procureur general de l'A1berta a titre 
d'intervenant en appe!. Cet argument etait que Ie traite envisageait expressement la prise des terres cedees pour divers 
usages, y compris des routes. La route d'hiver constituait une prise faite en confonnite avec Ie traite plutot qu'une 
violation. Le tribunal a aussi statue qu'il n'existait aucune obligation pour la Couronne de consulter la demanderesse 
relativement a la route, meme si Ie faire aurail constitue une bonne pratique. La demanderesse a inter jete appela la 
Cour supreme du Canada. En plus de faire des observations quant aux questions en appel, la demanderesse a aussi 
allegue que Ie Procureur general de l'Alberta avait excede son role a titre d'intervenant en elargissant les questions en 
litige en appel ou en ajoutant des questions, et que ni la Cour d'appel federale ni la Cour supreme ne pouvait trancher 
l'affaire en se fondant sur ces arguments. 

Arret: Le pourvoi a ete accueilli. Le Procureur general de l'A1berta n'a pas excede son rOle it titre d'intervenant. La 
decision approuvant la route d'hiver a ete cassee pour d'autres motifs. 

Binnie J. (McLachlin, J.C.C., Major, Bastarache, LeBel, Deschamps, Fish, Abella et Charron, JJ., souscrivant a son 
opinion): Le Procureur general de l'A1berta n'a pas excede son role it titre d'intervenant. Les intervenants sont toujours 
autorises a soumettre des arguments juridiques pour appuyer des conclusions juridiques a l'egard des questions dont 
est saisi Ie tribunal, pour autant que ces arguments ne necessitent pas la preuve de faits additionnels ou qu'ils ne soient 
pas injustes pour les parties. De plus, la demanderesse n'a pas indique quel etait Ie prejudice cause par Ie nouvel ar
gument. Meme si l'argument avait Me soumis au proces, aucune preuve additionnelle n'aurait pu lui apporter plus 
d'eclairage. L'historique du traite a ete pleinement examine au proces. La question portait sur les regles d'interpretation 
des traites, et non sur la preuve. Elle a toujours ete au coeur de l'affaire et n'etait pas de nature a pouvoir prendre la 
demanderesse par surprise. II serait intolerable d'empecher les tribunaux de donner effet it une analyse juridique cor-
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recte pour la simple raison qu'elle a ete invoquee tardivement et par un intervenant plutot que par une partie. Si Ie 
tribunal ignorait l'argument, il pourrait en resulter une injustice. 

Cependant, la Couronne n'a pas rempli son obligation de consulter directement la demanderesse ou de minimiser les 
elfets prejudiciables de la route d'hiver sur les droits de chasser, de pocher et de pieger de la demanderesse. Vobjectif 
fondamental du droit moderne en matiere de droits ancestraux et droits de traite etait de reconcilier les peuples 
autochtones et non autochtones ainsi que les reclamations, interets et ambitions de ces deux peuples. Le traite en 
question etait lun des plus importants de ceux datant de l'apres-Confederation. Le principe de la consultation prealable 
it la modification de droits de traite existants etait une matiere d'importance generale, et Ie defaut de la Couronne 
d'avoir procede it des consultations prealables minait Ie processus de reconciliation. La decision approuvant la route 
devait etre cassee et l'affaire renvoyee it la Couronne pour qu'elle procede it une nouvelle consultation et un nouvel 
examen. 

Le traite prevoyait que des portions de terres seraient periodiquement prises par la Couronne, mais Ie contexte his
torique et les tensions sous-jacentes it la mise en oeuvre du traite exigeaient un processus par lequelles terres pour
raient etre transferees d'une categorie perrnettant it la demanderesse d'y chasser, pocher et pieger, it une autre categorie 
ne Ie perrnettant pas. Le contenu de ce processus etait dicte par l'obligation de la Couronne d'agir honorablement. Une 
fois I'obligation decJenchee, son contenu variait en fonction du degre de l'effet prejudiciable qu'aurait sur les droits en 
question la conduite envisagee par la Couronne. 

La route d'hiver proposee recluirait Ie territoire it l'egard duquella demanderesse pouvait exercer ses droits de traite, 
empecherait la chasse it l'interieur du corridor et aurait un effet prejudiciable sur l'exercice par la demanderesse de ses 
droits dans Ie boise environnant. La Couronne avait tort de suggerer que Ie test devrait etre celui de savoir si, apres la 
prise des terres, il etait raisonnablement possible pour la demanderesse de chasser, pocher et pieger « dans l'ensemble 
de la province ». Cela impliquerait que l'interdiction de chasser serait acceptable tant que la chasse serait possible dans 
800 kilometres it travers la province. Btait egalement inacceptable la position du procureur general que Ie territoire de 
23 kilometres carres etait insignifiant; un droit reel de chasser n'est pas etabli en fonction de toutes les terres visees par 
Ie traite, mais en function des territoires sur lesquels la demanderesse chassait, pechait et piegeait traditionnellement et 
actuellement. 

Vaction unilaterale par la Couronne faisait abstraction de sa promesse orale et ecrite de maintenir tels quels les droits 
de chasser et de pecher apres Ie traite, et etait ainsi l'antithese de la reconciliation et du respect mutuel. La Couronne 
n'avait pas it consulter toutes les premieres nations signataires chaque fois qu'elle prenait des terres peu importe 
l'importance de l'effet, sauf que, en l'espece, l'effet de la route d'hiver proposee sur la demanderesse etait clair, etabli et 
manifestement prejudiciable it l'exercice continu des droits de chasse et de peche. Selon Ie cadre etabli par Ie traite 
pour gerer les changements continus it l'usage des terres entrevus en 1899, la consultation etait la cle pour atteindre 
l'objectif general du droit moderne en matiere de traites et de droits ancestraux. Par consequent, meme si la route 
d'hiver constituait un objectif autorise aux fins de la prise de terres, la Couronne avait cependant l'obligation d'avertir 
la demanderesse et de s'adresser it elle directement, et non pas seulement it travers une seule consultation publique. 
Meme si la demanderesse avait l'obligation reciproque de faire connaltre ses preoccupations et de tenter de trouver une 
solution mutuellement satisfaisante, la consultation dans ce cas-ci u'ajamais pris son envoI et n'a done jamais atteint ce 
stade. La consultation n'aurait pas donne un droit de veto it la demanderesse quant a la route, mais elle aurait 
probablement perrnis d'apporter des changements qui auraient repondu it l'essentiel de ses preoccupations. 

Cases considered by Binnie J.: 

Athey v. Leanati (1996), [1997]1 W.W.R. 97, 140 D.L.R. (4th) 235, 81 B.C.A.C. 243, 132 W.A.C. 243, 31 
C.C.L.T. (2d) 113, 203 N.R. 36, [1996) 3 S.C.R. 458, 1996 CarswelIBC 2295, 1996 CarswelIBC 2296 
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Canada (Attorney Generalj v. Ontario (Attorney Generalj (1895), 25 S.C.R. 434, 1895 CarswelINat 46 
(S.C.C.) -- considered 

Delgamuukwv. British Columbia (1997),153 D.L.R. (4th) 193,220 N.R. 161, 99 B.C.A.C. 161, 162 W.A.C. 
161, [1997]3 S.C.R. 1010, 1997 CarswelIBC 2358,1997 CarswelIBC 2359, [1998J I C.N.L.R. 14, [1999J 10 
W.W.R. 34, 66 E.C.L.R. (3d) 285 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests) (2004), 245 D.L.R. (4th) 33,19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 
195,11 C.E.L.R. (3d) I, [2005]1 C.N.L.R. 72, 26 R.P.R. (4th) I, [2005J 3 W.W.R. 419, [2004]3 S.c.R. 511, 
36 E.C.L.R. (4th) 282, 327 N.R. 53, 206 B.C.A.C. 52, 338 W.A.C. 52, 2004 CarswelIBC 2656, 2004 
CarswelIBC 2657, 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Halfivay River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minisl1y of Forests) (1999), 1999 CarslVelIBC 1821, 64 
E.C.L.R. C3d) 206. [1999]9 W.W.R. 645, 1999 BCCA470, [1999]4 C.N.L.R. I, 178 D.L.R. (4th) 666, {sub 
nom. Hal6vay River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests)) 129 E.C.A.C. 32, {sub nom. 
HalfivayRiver First Nation v. British Columbia {Minister afForests)) 210 W.A.C. 32 (B.C. C.A.) -- followed 

Lamb v. Kincaid (1907), 38 S.C.R. 516, 1907 CarswellYukon 51, 27 C.L.T. 489 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Marshall v. Canada (1999), {sub nom. R. v. Marshall! [1999J 3 S.C.R. 456, 1999 CarswellNS 262, 1999 
CarswelINS 282, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall) 177 D.L.R. (4th) 513, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall! 246 N.R. 83, 
{sub nom. R. v. Marshall! 138 C.C.C. (3d) 97, !Sub nom. R. v. Marshall! [1999J 4 C.N.L.R. 161, (sub nom. R. 
v. Marshall! 178 N.S.R. (2d) 201, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall! 549 A.P.R. 201 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

R. v. Badger (1996), [1996]4 W.W.R. 457, 37 Alta. L.R. (3d) 153, 195 N.R. I, 105 C.C.C. C3d) 289, 133 
D.L.R. (4th) 324, [1996J 2 C.N.L.R. 77, [1996] 1 S.C.R. 771, 181 A.R. 321, 116 W.A.C. 321, 1996 
CarswellAlta 365F, 1996 CarswellAlta 587 (S.C.C.) -- followed 

R. v. Bernard (2005),15 C,E.L.R. (3d) 163, [2005]3 C.N.L.R. 214,198 C,C.c. C3d) 29, 255 D.L.R. (4th) I, 
2005 SCC 43,2005 CarswellNS 317, 2005 CarswelINS 318, 336 N.R. 22 (S.C.C.) -- referred to 

R. v. Morgentaler (1993), [19931 1 S.C.R. 462, 1993 CarswellNS 429, 1993 CarswelINS 429F (S.C.C.) -
referred to 

R. v. Smith (1935), [1935]2 W.W.R. 433, 64 C.C.C.131, [1935]3 D.L.R. 703,1935 CarswellSask34 (Sask. 
C.A.) -- considered 

R. v. Sparrow (1990), 70 D.L.R. (4th) 385, III N.R. 241, [1990]1 S.C.R. 1075, [1990J 3 C,N.L.R. 160,46 
E.C.L.R. (2d) I, 56 C,C.C. C3d) 263, [199014 W.W.R. 410, 1990 CarswellBC 105, 1990 CarswellBC 756 
(S.C.C.) -- distinguished 

Sioui v. Quebec (Attorney General) (1990), (sub nom. R. v. Sioui) [1990]1 S.C.R. 1025,70 D.L.R. (4th) 427, 
109 N,R. 22, {sub nom. R. c. Siouil 30 O.A.c. 280, 56 C.C.C. (3d) 225, [1990] 3 C.N.L.R. 127, 1990 
CarswellOue 103,1990 CarswellOue 103F (S.C.C.) -- considered 
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Sylvan Lake Golf & Tennis Club Ltd. v. Pelformance Industries Ltd. (2002), 2002 SCC 19. 2002 Carswel
IAlta 186, 2002 CarswellAlta 187,20 B.L.R. Od) 1, 209 D.L.R. (4th) 318. [2002]5 W.W.R. 193,98 Alta. 
L.R. Od) 1, 283 N.R. 233, 299 AR. 201, 266 W.A.C. 201, 50 R.P.R. (3d) 212, (sub nom. Performance In
dustries Ltd. v. Sylvan Lake Golf& Tennis Club Ltd.) [2002]1 S.C.R. 678 (S.c'C.) -- considered 

Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment DirectOl~ (2004),245 D.L.R. (4th) 
193,19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 165, 11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 49, [2005]1 C.N.L.R. 366, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 50, [2005] 3 
W.W.R. 403, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550. 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 370, {sub nom. Taku River l1ingit First Nation v. 
Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (Project Assessment Director)) 327 N.R. 133,206 B.C.A.C. 132,338 W.A.c' 
132,2004 CarswellBC 2654, 2004 Carswelll3C 2655, 2004 SCC 74 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Statutes considered by Binnie J.: 

Constitution Act, 1930, (U,K.), 20 & 21 Geo. 5, c. 26, reprinted R.S.C, 1985, App. II, No. 26 

Sched. 2 -- referred to 

Sched. 2, s. 10 -- referred to 

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11, reprinted R.S.C. 1985, App. II, 
No. 44 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 35 -- referred to 

s. 35(1) -- considered 

1986 Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement, S.C. 1988, c. 39 

Generally -- referred to 

Royal Proclamation, 1763 (U.K.), reprinted R.S.C. 1985, App, II, No.1 

Generally -- referred to 

Treaties considered by Binnie J.: 

Treaty No.8, 1899 

Generally -- referred to 

Regulations considered by Binnie J.: 

Canada National Parks Act, S.C. 2000, c. 32 
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APPEAL by First Nation from judgment reported at Mikfsew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian 
Heritage) (2004).2004 CarswellNat 762, 2004 CAF 66, 2004 CarswelINat 418.2004 FCA 66, [2004]2 C.N.L.R. 74, 
317 N.R. 258,236 D.L.R. (4th) 648, 247 F.T.R. 317 (note), [2004J F.C.J. No. 277, [2004J 3 F.C.R. 436 (F.C.A.), 
regarding Court of Appeal reversal of Federal Court decision to set aside Crown decision to build road on First Nation 
reserve. 

POURVOI de la premiere nation a I'encontre de l'arret de la Cour d'appel federale publie a Mikfsew Cree First Nation 
v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) (2004), 2004 CarswelINat 762, 2004 CAF 66,2004 CarswelINat 418, 
2004 FCA 66, [2004J 2 C.N.L.R. 74, 317 N.R. 258, 236 D.L.R. (4th) 648, 247 F.T.R. 317 (note), [2004J F.C.J. No. 
277, [2004J 3 F.C.R. 436 (C.A.F.), qui a inf'rrme la decision de la Cour federale, Ire instance qui avait annule la de
cision de la Couronue de construire une route passant a travers la reserve de la premiere nation. 

Binnie J.: 

1 The fundamental objective of the modem law of aboriginal and treaty rights is the reconciliation of aboriginal 
peoples and non-aboriginal peoples and their respective claims, interests and ambitions. The management of these 
relationships takes place in the shadow of a long history of grievances and misunderstanding. The multitude of smaller 
grievances created by the indifference of some government officials to aboriginal people's concerns, and the lack of 
respect inherent in that indifference has been as destructive of the process of reconciliation as some of the larger and 
more explosive controversies. And so it is in this case. 

2 Treaty 8 is one of the most important ofthe post-Confederation treaties. Made in 1899, the First Nations who lived 
in the area surrendered to the Crown 840,000 square kilometres of what is now northern Alberta, northeastern British 
Columbia, northwestern Saskatchewan and the southern portion of the Northwest Territories. Some idea of the size of 
this surrender is given by the fact that it dwarfs France (543,998 square kilometres), exceeds the size of Manitoba 
(650,087 square kilometres), Saskatchewan (651,900 square kilometres) and Alberta (661,185 square kilometres) and 
approaches the size of British Columbia (948,596 square kilometres). In exchange for this surrender, the First Nations 
were promised reserves and some other benefits inclnding, most importantly to them, the following rights of hunting, 
trapping, and fishing: 

And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that they shall have right to pursue 
their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and fishing throughout the tract surrendered as before described, 
subject to such regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of the country, acting under 
the authority of Her Majesty, and saving and excepting such tracts as may be required or taken up from time 
to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes. [Emphasis added.] 

(Report of Commissioners for Treaty No.8 (1899), at p. 12) 

3 In fact, for various reasons (including lack of interest on the part of First Nations), sufficient land was not set aside 
for reserves for the Mikisew Cree First Nation (the "Mildsew") until the 1986 Treaty Lands Entitlement Agreement, 87 
years after Treaty 8 was made. Less than 15 years later, the federal government approved a 118-kilometre winter road 
that, as originally conceived, ran through the new Mikisew First Nation Reserve at Peace Point. The government did 
not think it necessary to engage in consultation directly with the Mikisew before making this decision. After the 
Mildsew protested, the winter road alignment was changed to track the boundary of the Peace Point reserve instead of 
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running through it, again without consultation with the Mikisew. The modified road alignment traversed the traplines 
of approximately 14 Mikisew families who reside in the area near the proposed road, and others who may trap in that 
area although they do not live there, and the hunting grounds of as many as 100 Mikisew people whose hunt (mainly of 
moose), the Mikisew say, would be adversely affected. The fact the proposed winter road directly affects only about 
14 Mikisew trappers and perhaps 100 hunters may not seem very dramatic (unless you happen to be one of the trappers 
or hunters in question) but, in the context of a remote northern community of relatively few families, it is significant. 
Beyond that, however, the principle of consultation in advance of interference with existing treaty rights is a matter of 
broad general importance to the relations between aboriginal and non-aboriginal peoples. It goes to the heart of the 
relationship and concerns not only the Mikisew but other First Nations and non-aboriginal governments as well. 

4 In this case, the relationship was not properly managed. Adequate consultation in advance of the Minister's ap
proval did not take place. The government's approach did not advance the process of reconciliation but undermined it. 
The duty of consultation which flows from the honour of the Crown, and its obligation to respect the existing treaty 
rights of aboriginal peoples (now entrenched in s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982), was breached. The Mikisew 
appeal should be allowed, the Minister's approval quashed, and the matter returned to the Minister for further con
sultation and consideration. 

I. Facts 

5 About 5 percent of the territory surrendered under Treaty 8 was set aside in 1922 as Wood Buffalo National Park. 
The Park was created principally to protect the last remaining herds of wood bison ( or buffalo) in northern Canada and 
covers 44,807 square kilometres of land straddling the boundary between northern Alberta and southerly parts of the 
Northwest Territories. It is designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Park itself is larger than Switzerland. 

6 At present, it contains the largest free-roaming, self-regulating bison herd in the world, the last remaining natural 
nesting area for the endangered whooping crane, and vast undisturbed natural boreal forests. More to the point, it was 
been inhabited by First Nation peoples for more than over 8,000 years, some of whom still earn a subsistence living 
hunting, fishing and commercial trapping within the Park boundaries. The Park includes the traditional lands of the 
Mikisew. As a result ofthe Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement, the Peace Point Reserve was formally excluded from 
the Park in 1988 but of course is surrounded by it. 

7 The members of the Mikisew Cree First Nation are descendants of the Crees of Fort Chipewyan who signed 
Treaty 8 on June 21, 1899. It is common ground that its members are entitled to the benefits of Treaty 8. 

A. The Winter Road Project 

8 The proponent ofthe winter road is the respondent Thebacha Road Society, whose members include the Town of 
Fort Smith (located in the Northwest Territories on the northeastern boundary of Wood Buffalo National Park, where 
the Park headquarters is located), the Fort Smith Metis Council, the Salt River First Nation, and Little Red River Cree 
First Nation. The advantage of the winter road for these people is that it would provide direct winter access among a 
number of isolated northern communities and to the Alberta highway system to the south. The trial judge accepted that 
the government's objective was to meet "regional transportation needs": (200!), 214 F.T.R. 48, 2001 FCT 1426 (Fed. 
T.D.), at para. 115. 

B. The Consultation Process 

9 According to the trial judge, most of the communications relied on by the Minister to demonstrate appropriate 
consultation were instances of the Mikisew's being provided with standard information about the proposed road in the 
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same form and substance as the communications being distributed to the general public of interested stakeholders. 
Thus Parks Canada acting for the Minister, provided the Mildsew with the Terms of Reference for the environmental 
assessment on January 19, 2000. The Mildsew were advised that open house sessions would take place over the 
summer of2000. The Minister says that the flrst formal response from the Mildsew did not come until October 10, 
2000, some two months after the deadline she had imposed for "public" comment. Chief Poitras stated that the 
Mildsew did not formally participate in the open houses, because" ... an open house is not a forum for us to be con
sulted adequately". 

I 0 Apparently, Parks Canada left the proponent Thebacha Road Society out of the information loop as well. At the 
end ofJanuary 2001, it advised Chief Poitras that it had just been informed that the Mikisew did not support the road. 
Up to that point, Thebacha had been led to believe that the Mikisew had no objection to the road's going through the 
reserve. Chief Poitras wrote a furtherletter to the Minister on January 29,2001 and received a standard-form response 
letter from the Minister's office stating that the correspondence "will be given every consideration". 

II Eventually, after several more miscommunications, Parks Canada wrote Chief Poitras on April 30, 2001, stating 
in part: "I apologize to you and your people for the way in which the consultation process unfolded concerning the 
proposed winter road and any resulting negative public perception of the [Mildsew Cree First Nation]". At that point, 
in fact, the decision to approve the road with a modifled alignment had already been taken. 

12 On May 25,2001, the Minister announced on the Parks Canada website that the Thebacha Road Society was 
authorised to build a winter road 10 metres wide with posted speed limits ranging from 10 to 40 kilometres per hour. 
The approval was said to be in accordance with "Parks Canada plans and policy" and "other federal laws and regula
tions". No reference was made to any obligations to the Mildsew. 

13 The Minister now says the Mikisew ought not to be heard to complain, ahout the process of consultation because 
they declined to participate in the public process that took place. Consultation is a two-way street, she says. It was up 
to the Mikisew to take advantage of what was on offer. They failed to do so. In the Minister's view, she did her duty. 

14 The proposed winter road is wide enough to allow two vehicles to pass. Pursuant to s. 36(5) of the Wood Buffalo 
National Park Game Regulations, SORl78-830, creation of the road would trigger a 200-metre wide corridor within 
which the use of fIrearms would be prohibited. The total area of this corridor would be approximately 23 square 
kilometres. 

IS The Mikisew objection goes beyond the direct impact of closure of the area covered by the winter road to 
hunting and trapping. The surrounding area would be, the trial judge found, injuriously affected. Maintaining a tra
ditionallifestyle, which the Mildsew say is central to their culture, depends on keeping the land around the Peace Point 
reserve in its natural condition and this, they contend, is essential to allow them to pass their culture and skills onto the 
next generation ofMikisew. The detrimental impact ofthe road on hunting and trapping, they argue, may simply prove 
to be one more incentive for their young people to abandon a traditional lifestyle and tum to other modes of living in 
the south. 

16 The Mildsew applied to the Federal Court to set aside the Minister's approval based on their view of the Crown's 
fiduciary duty, claiming that the Minister owes "a flduciary and constitutional duty to adequately consult with 
Mikisew Cree First Nation with regard to the construction of the road" (trial judge, para. 26). 

17 An interlocutory injunction against construction of the winter road was issued by the Federal Court, Trial Di
vision on August 27, 2001. 
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35. (I) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recog
nized and affirmed. 

III. Judicial History 

A. Federal Com·t, Trial Division ((20011.214 F.T.R. 48.2001 FCT 1426 (Fed. T.D.)) 

19 Hansen J. held that the lands included in Wood Buffalo National Park were not "taken up" by the Crown within 
the meaning of Treaty 8 because the use of the lands as a national park did not constitute a "visible use" incompatible 
with the existing rights to hunt and trap (R. v. Badger. [1996] I S.C.R. 771 (S.C.C.); Sioui v. Quebec (Attorney 
GeneraV, [1990]1 S.C.R. 1025 (S.C.C.)). The proposed winter road and its 200-metre "[no] firearm" corridor would 
adversely impact the Mildsew's treaty rights. These rights received constitutional protection in 1982, and any in
fringements must be justified in accordance with the test in R. v. Span'ow, [1990] I S.C.R. 1075 (S,C.C.), In Hansen 
J.'s view, the Minister's decision to approve the road infringed the Mildsew's Treaty 8 rights and could not be justified 
under the R. v. Sparrow test. 

20 In particular, the trial judge held that the standard public notices and open houses which were given were not 
sufficient. The Mildsew were entitled to a distinct consultation process. She stated at paras. 170-71: 

The applicant complains that the mitigation measures attached to the Minister's decision were not developed 
in consultation with Mildsew and were not designed to minimize impacts on Mildsew's rights, I agree, Even 
the realigmnent, apparently adopted in response to Mildsew's objections, was not developed in consultation 
with Mildsew. The evidence does not establish that any consideration was given to whether the new route 
would minimize impacts on Mildsew's treaty rights. The evidence of Chief George Poitras highlighted an air 
of secrecy surrounding the realigmnent, a process that should have included a transparent consideration of 
Mildsew's concerns. 

Parks Canada admitted it did not consult with Mildsew about the route for the realigmnent, nor did it consider 
the impacts of the realigmnent on Mildsew trappers' rights, 

21 Accordingly, the trial judge allowed the application for judicial review and quashed the Minister's approval. 

B. Federal COIll'tO! Appeal ([2004J 3 F.C.R. 436,2004 FCA 66 (F.C.A.)) 

22 Rothstein J.A., with whom Sexton J.A. agreed, allowed the appeal and restored the Minister's approval. He did 
so on the basis of an argument brought forward by the Attorney General of Alberta as an intervener on the appeal. The 
argument was that Treaty 8 expressly contemplated the "taking up" of surrendered lands for various purposes, in
cluding roads, The winter road was more properly seen as a "taking up" pursuant to the Treaty rather than an in
fringement of it. As Rothstein J.A, held: 

Where a limitation expressly provided for by a treaty applies, there is no infringement of the treaty and thus 
no infringement of section 35, This is to be contrasted with the case where the limitations provided by the 
treaty do not apply but the govermnent nevertheless seeks to limit the treaty right. In such a case, the Sparrow 
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Rothstein J.A. also held that there was no obligation on the Minister to consult with the Mildsew about the road, 
although to do so would be "good practice" (para. 24). (This opinion was delivered before the release of this Court's 
decisions in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister oJForests) • [2004]3 S.C.R. 511. 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.), and 
Taku River TiingitFirst Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Director), [2004]3 S.C.R. 550, 2004 SCC 74 
(S.C.C.).) 

23 Sharlow J.A., in dissenting reasons, agreed with the trial judge that the winter road approval was itself a prima 
Jacie infringement of the Treaty 8 rights and that the infringement had not been justified nnder the Sparrow test. The 
Crown's obligation as a fiduciary must be considered. The failure of the Minister's staff at Parks Canada to engage in 
meaningful consultation was fatal to the Crown's attempt at justification. She wrote: 

In this case, there is no evidence of any good faith effort on the part of the Minister to understand or address 
the concerns ofMikisew Cree First Nation about the possible effect of the road on the exercise of their Treaty 
8 hunting and trapping rights. It is significant, in my view, that Mildsew Cree First Nation was not even told 
about the realignment of the road corridor to avoid the Peace Point Reserve until after it had been determined 
that the realignment was possible and reasonable, in terms of enviromnental impact, and after the road was 
approved. That invites the inference that the responsible Crown officials believed that as long as the winter 
road did not cross the Peace Point Reserve, any further objections of the Mikisew Cree First Nation could be 
disregarded. Far from meaningful consultation, that indicates a complete disregard for the concerns of 
Mildsew Cree First Nation about the breach of their Treaty 8 rights. [para. 152] 

Sharlow J.A. would have dismissed the appeal. 

IV. Analysis 

24 The post-Confederation numbered treaties were designed to open up the Canadian west and northwest to set
tlement and development. Treaty 8 itself recites that "the said Indians have been notified and informed by Her Maj
esty's said Commission that it is Her desire to open for settlement, immigration, trade, travel, mining, lumbering and 
such other purposes as to Her Majesty may seem meet". This stated purpose is reflected in a corresponding limitation 
on the Treaty 8 hunting, fishing and trapping rights to exclude such "tracts as may be required or taken up from time to 
time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes". The "other purposes" would be at least as broad as 
the purposes listed in the recital, mentioned above, including "travel". 

25 There was thus from the outset an uneasy tension between the First Nations' essential demand that they continue 
to be as free to live off the land after the treaty as before and the Crown's expectation of increasing numbers of 
non-aboriginal people moving into the surrendered territory. It was seen from the beginning as an ongoing relationship 
that would be difficult to manage, as the Commissioners acknowledged at an early Treaty 8 negotiation at Lesser Slave 
Lake in June 1899: 

The white man is bound to come in and open up the country, and we come before him to explain the relations 
that must exist between you, and thus prevent any trouble. 

(C. Mair, Through the Mackenzie Basin: A Narrative oj the Athabasca and Peace River Treaty Expedition oj 
1899, atp. 61). 

As Cory J. explained in Badger, at para. 57, "[t]he Indians understood that land would be taken up for homesteads, 
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farming, prospecting and mining and that they would not be able to hunt in these areas or to shoot at the settlers' farm 
animals or buildingsll. 

26 The hunting, fishing and trapping rights were not solely for the benefit of First Nations people. It was in the 
Crown's interest to keep the aboriginal people living off the land, as the Commissioners themselves acknowledged in 
their Report on Treaty 8 dated September 22, 1899 (at p. 5): 

We pointed out that the Govermnent could not undertake to maintain Indians in idleness; that the same means 
of earning a livelihood would continue after the treaty as existed before it, and that the Indians would be 
expected to make use of them. 

27 Thus none of the parties in 1899 expected that Treaty 8 constituted a finished land use blueprint. Treaty 8 sig
nalled the advancing dawn of a period oftransition. The key, as the Commissioners pointed out, was to "explain the 
relations" that would govern future interaction "and thus to prevent any trouble" (Mair, at p. 61). 

A. Inte,pretation of the Treaty 

28 The interpretation of the treaty "must be realistic and reflect the intentions of both parties, not just that of the 
[First Nation]" (Sioui, at p. 1069). As a majority of the Court stated in Marshall v. Canada, [19991 3 S.C.R. 456 
(S.C.C.), at para. 14: 

The Indian parties did not, for all practical purposes, have the opportunity to create their own written record 
of the negotiations. Certain assumptions are therefore made about the Crown's approach to treaty making 
(honourable) which the Court acts upon in its approach to treaty interpretation ( flexible) as to the existence of 
a treaty ... the completeness of any written record ... and the interpretation of treaty terms once found to exist. 
The bottom line is the Court's obligation is to "choose from among the various possible interpretations of the 
common intention [at the time the treaty was made] the one which best reconciles" the [First Nation] interests 
and those of the Crown. [Citations omitted.] 

See also R. v. Bernard. 2005 SCC 43 (S.C.C.), per McLachlin C.J. at paras. 22-24, and per LeBel J. at para. 115. 

29 The Minister is therefore correct to insist that the clause governing hunting, fishing and trapping cannot be 
isolated from the treaty as a whole, but must be read in the context of its underlying purpose, as intended by both the 
Crown and the First Nations peoples. Within that framework, as Cory J. pointed out in Badger 

... the words in the treaty must not be interpreted in their strict technical sense nor subjected to rigid modem 
rules of construction. Rather, they must be interpreted in the sense that they would naturally have been un
derstood by the Indians at the time of the signing. [po 799] 

30 In the case of Treaty 8, it was contemplated by all parties that "from time to time" portions of the surrendered 
land would be "taken up" and transferred from the inventory oflands over which the First Nations had treaty rights to 
hunt, fish and trap, and placed in the inventory oflands where they did not. Treaty 8 lands lie to the north of Canada 
and are largely unsuitable for agriculture. The Commissioners who negotiated Treaty 8 could therefore express con
fidence to the First Nations that, as previously mentioned, "the same means of earuing a livelihood would continue 
after the treaty as existed before it" (p. 5). 

31 I agree with Rothstein J.A. that not every subsequent "taking up" by the Crown constituted an infringement of 
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Treaty 8 that must be justified according to the test set out in Sparrow. In Sparrow, it will be remembered, the federal 
government's fisheries regulations infringed the aboriginal fishing right, and had to be strictly justified. This is not the 
same situation as we have here, where the aboriginal rights have been surrendered and extinguished, and the Treaty 8 
rights are expressly limited to lands not "required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, 
trading or other purposes". (Emphasis added.) The language of the treaty could not be clearer in foreshadowing 
change. Nevertheless the Crown was and is expected to manage the change honourably. 

32 It follows that I do not accept the Sparrow -oriented approach adopted in this case by the trial judge, who relied 
in this respect on Halfivay River First Nation v. British Columbia (Ministry oj Forests) (1999), 178 D.L.R. (4th) 666. 
1999 BCCA 470 (B.C. C.A.). In that case, a majority of the British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the govern
ment's right to take up land was "by its very nature limited" (para. 138) and "that any interference with the rightto hunt 
is aprimajacie infringement ofthe Indians' treaty right as protected by s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982" (para. 144 
(emphasis in original)) which must be justified under the Sparrow test. The Mikisew strongly support the Halfivay 
River First Nation test but, with respect, to the extent the Mikisew interpret Hal6vay River First Nation as fixing in 
1899 the geographic boundaries ofthe Treaty 8 hunting right, and holding that any post-1899 encroachment on these 
geographic limits requires a Sparrow - type justification, I cannot agree. The Mikisew argument presupposes that 
Treaty 8 promised continuity of nineteenth century patterns of land use. It did not, as is made clear both by the his
torical context in which Treaty 8 was conduded and the period of transition it foreshadowed. 

B. The Process oj Treaty Implementation 

33 Both the historical context and the inevitable tensions underlying implementation of Treaty 8 demand a process 
by which lands may be transferred from the one category (where the First Nations retain rights to hunt, fish and trap) to 
the other category (where they do not). The content of the process is dictated by the duty of the Crown to act hon
ourably. Although Haida Nation was not a treaty case, McLachlin C.J. pointed out, at paras. 19 and 35: 

The honour ofthe Crown also infuses the processes of treaty making and treaty interpretation. In making and 
applying treaties, the Crown must act with honour and integrity, avoiding even the appearance of "sharp 
dealing" (Badger, at para. 41). Thus in Marshall, supra, at para. 4, the majority of this Court supported its 
interpretation of a treaty by stating that "nothing less would uphold the honour and integrity of the Crown in 
its dealings with the Mi'kmaq people to secure their peace and friendship". 

But, when precisely does a duty to consult arise? The foundation of the duty in the Crown's honour and the 
goal of reconciliation suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, of the 
potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it. 

34 In the case of a treaty the Crown, as a party, will always have notice of its contents. The question in each case 
will therefore be to determine the degree to which conduct contemplated by the Crown would adversely affect those 
rights so as to trigger the duty to consult. Haida Nation and Taku River Tlingit First Nation set a low threshold. The 
flexibility lies not in the trigger ("might adversely affect it") but in the variable content of the duty once triggered. At 
the low end, "the only duty on the Crown may be to give notice, disclose information, and discuss any issues raised in 
response to the notice" (Haida Nation, at para. 43). The Mikisew say that even the low end content was not satisfied in 
this case. 

C. The Mikisew Legal Submission 
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35 The appellant, the Mildsew, essentially reminded the Court of what was said in Haida Nation and Taku River 
ningit First Nation. This case, the Mikisew say, is stronger. In those cases, unlike here, the aboriginal interest to the 
lands was asserted but not yet proven. In this case, the aboriginal interests are protected by Treaty 8. They are estab
lished legal facts. As in Haida Nation, the trial judge fouud the aboriginal interest was threatened by the proposed 
developmeut. If a duty to consult was found to exist in Haida Nation and Takll River Tlingit First Nation then afor
tiori, the Mikisew argue, it must arise here and the majority judgment ofthe Federal Court of Appeal was quite wrong 
to characterise consultation between govermnents and aboriginal peoples as nothing more than a "good practice" 
(para. 24). 

D. The Minister's Response 

36 The respondent Minister seeks to distinguish Haida Nation and Takll River Tlingit First Nation. Her counsel 
advances three broad propositions in support of the Minister's approval of the proposed winter road. 

1. In "taking up" the 23 square kilometres for the winter road the Crown was doing no more than Treaty 
8 entitled it to do. The Crown as well as First Nations have rights under Treaty 8. The exercise by the 
Crown ofits Treaty right to "take up" land is not an infringement of the Treaty but the performance of it. . 

2. The Crown went through extensive consultations with First Nations in 1899 at the time Treaty 8 was 
negotiated. Whatever duty of accommodation was owed to First Nations was discharged at that time. 
The telIDs of the Treaty do not contemplate further consultations whenever a "taking up" occurs. 

3. In the event further consultation was required, the process followed by the Minister through Parks 
Canada in this case was sufficient. 

37 For the reasons that follow, I believe that each of these propositions must be rejected. 

(1) In "taking up" Landfor the Winter Road the Crown Was Doing No More Than It Was Entitled To Do Under the 
Treaty 

38 The majority judgment in the Federal Court of Appeal held that "[ w]ith the exceptions of cases where the Crown 
has taken up land in bad faith or has taken up so much land that no meaningful right to hunt remains, taking up land for 
a purpose express or necessarily implied in the treaty itself cannot be considered an infringement of the treaty right to 
hunt" (para. 19). 

39 The "Crown rights" argument was initially put fonvard in the Federal Court of Appeal by the Attorney General 
of Alberta as an intervener. The respondent Minister advised the Federal Court of Appeal that, while she did not 
dispute the argument, "[ she] was simply not relying on it" (para. 3). As a preliminary objection, the Mikisew say that 
an intervener is not permitted "to widen or add to the points in issue": R. v. Morgentaler, [1993]1 S.C.R. 462 (S.C.C.), 
at p. 463. Therefore it was not open to the Federal Court of Appeal (or this Court) to decide the case on this basis. 

(a) Preliminmy Objection: Did the Attorney General of Alberta Overstep the Propel' Role of an Intervener? 

40 This branch of the Mikisew argument is, with respect, misconceived. In their application for judicial review the 
Mikisew argued that the Minister's approval of the winter road infringed Treaty 8. The infringement issue has been 
central to the proceedings. It is always open to an intervener to put fonvard any legal argument in support of what it 
submits is the correct legal conclusion on an issue properly before the Court, provided that in doing so its legal ar-
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gument does not require additional facts, not proven in evidence at trial or raise an argument that is otherwise unfair to 
one of the parties. An intervener is in no worse a position than a party who belatedly discovers some legal argument 
that it ought to have raised earlier in the proceedings but did not, as in Lamb v. Kincaid (1907). 38 S.C.R. 516 (S.C.C.), 
where Duff J. stated, at p. 539: 

A court of appeal, I think, should not give effect to such a point taken for the first time in appeal, unless it be 
clear that, had the question been raised at the proper time, no further light could have been thrown upon it. 

See also Athey v. Leonati. [1996]3 S.C.R. 458 (S.C.C.), at paras. 51-52. 

41 Even granting that the Mikisew can fairly say the Attorney General of Alberta frames the non-infringement 
argument differently than was done by the federal Minister at trial, the Mikisew have still not identifted any prejudice. 
Had the argument been similarly formulated at trial, how could "further light" have been thrown on it by additional 
evidence? The historical record was fully explored at trial. At this point the issue is one of the rules of treaty inter
pretation, not evidence. It thus comes within the rule stated in Sylvan Lake Golf & Tennis Club Ltd. v. Pelformance 
Industries Ltd., [2002]1 S.C.R. 678. 2002 SCC 19 (S.C.C.), that "the Court is free to consider a new issue oflaw on 
·the appeal where it is able to do so without procedural prejudice to the opposing party and where the refusal to do so 
would risk an injustice" (para. 33). Here the Attorney General of Alberta took the factual record as he found it. The 
issue of treaty infringement has always been central to the case. Alberta's legal argument is not one that should have 
taken the Mikisew by surprise. In these circumstances it would be intolerable ifthe courts were precluded from giving 
effect to a correct legal analysis just because it came later rather than sooner and from an intervener rather than a party. 
To close our eyes to the argument would be to "risk an injusticell

• 

(b) The Content of Treaty 8 

42 The "hunting, trapping and fishing clause" of Treaty 8 was extensively reviewed by this Court in Badger. In that 
case Cory J. pointed out that "even by the terms of Treaty No.8 the Indians' right to hunt for food was circumscribed 
by both geographical limitations and by specific forms of government regulation" (para. 37). The members ofthe First 
Nations, he continued, "would have understood that land had been 'required or taken up' when it was being put to a 
[visible] use which was incompatible with the exercise of the right to hunt" (para. 53). 

[T]he oral promises made by the Crown's representatives and the Indians' own oral history indicate that it was 
understood that land would be taken up and occupied in a way which precluded hunting when it was put to a 
visible use that was incompatible with hunting. Turning to the case law, it is clear that the courts have also 
accepted this interpretation and have concluded that whether or not land has been taken up or occupied is a 
question of fact that must be resolved on a case-by-case basis. (para. 58) 

43 While Badger noted the "geographic limitation" to hunting, fishing and trapping rights, it did not (as it did not 
need to) discuss the process by which "from time to time" land would be "taken up" and thereby excluded from the 
exercise of those rights. The actual holding in Badger was that the Alberta licensing regime sought to be imposed on 
all aboriginal hunters within the Alberta portion of Treaty 8 lands infringed Treaty 8, even though the treaty right was 
expressly made subject to "regulations as may from time to time be made by the government". The Alberta licensing 
scheme denied to "holders of treaty rights as modified by the [Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, 1930] the very 
means of exercising those rights" (para. 94). It was thus an attempted exercise of regulatory power that went beyond 
what was reasonably within the contemplation of the parties to the treaty in 1899. (I note parenthetically that the 
Natural Resources Transfer Agreement (NRTA) is not at issue in this case as the Mikisew reserve is vested in Her 
Majesty in Right of Canada. Section 10 of the NRTA provides that after-created reserves "shall thereafter be admin
istered by Canada in the same way in all respects as if they had never passed to the Province under the provisions 
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44 The Federal Court of Appeal purported to fonow Badger in holding that the hunting, fishing and trapping rights 
would be infringed only "where the Crown has taken up land in bad faith or has taken up so much land that no 
meaningful right to hunt remains" (para. 18). With respect, I cannot agree with this implied rejection of the Mikisew 
procedural rights. At this stage the winter road is no more than a contemplated change of use. The proposed use would, 
if carried into execution, reduce the territory over which the Mikisew would be entitled to exercise their Treaty 8 
rights. Apart from everything else, there would be no hunting at all within the 200-metre road corridor. More broadly, 
as found by the trial judge, the road would injuriously affect the exercise of these rights in the surrounding bush. As the 
Parks Canada witness, Josie Weninger, acknowledged in cross-examination: 

Q: But roads, in effect, change the pattern of moose and other wildlife within the Park and that's been what 
Parks Canada observed in the past with regards to other roads, correct? 

A: It is documented that roads do impact. I would be foolish if! said they didn't. 

The Draft Environmental Assessment Report llcknowledged the road could potentially result in a diminution in 
quantity of the Mikisew harvest of wildlife, as fewer furbearers (including fisher, muskrat, marten, wolverine and 
lynx) will be caught in their traps. Second, in qualitative terms, the more lucrative or rare species offurbearers may 
decline in population. Other potential impacts include fragmentation of wildlife habita~ disruption of migration pat
terns, loss of vegetation, increased poaching because of easier motor vehicle access to the area and increased wildlife 
mortality due to motor vehicle collisions. While H(dda Nation was decided after the release of the Federal Court of 
Appeal reasons in this case, it is apparent that the proposed road will adversely affect the existing Mikisew hunting and 
trapping rights, and therefore that the "trigger" to the duty to consult identified in Haida Nation is satisfied. 

45 The Minister seeks to extend the dictum of Rothstein J.A. by asserting, at para. 96 of her factum, that the test 
ought to be "whether, after the taking up, it still remains reasonably practicable, within the Province as a whole, for the 
Indians to hunt, fish and trap for food [to] the extent that they choose to do so" (emphasis added). This cannot be 
correct. It suggests that a prohibition on hunting at Peace Point would be acceptable so long as decent hunting was still 
available in the Treaty 8 area north of Jasper, about 800 kilometres distant across the province, equivalent to a 
commute between Toronto and Quebec City (809 kilometres) or Edmonton and Regina (785 kilometres). One might 
as plausibly invite the truffle diggers of southern France to try their luck in the Austrian Alps, about the same distance 
as the journey across Alberta deemed by the Minister to be an acceptable fulfihnent of the promises of Treaty 8. 

46 The Attorney General of Alberta tries a slightly different argument, at para. 49 of his factum, adding a de 
mininllts element to the treaty-wide approach: 

In this case the amount ofland to be taken up to construct the winter road is 23 square kilometres out of 
44,807 square kilometres of Wood Buffalo National Park and out of840,000 square kilometres encompassed 
by Treaty No.8. As Rothstein J.A. found, this is not a case where a meaningful right to hunt no longer re
mains. 

47 The arguments of the federal and Alberta Crowns simply ignore the significance and practicalities of a First 
Nation's traditional territory. Alberta's 23 square kilometre argument flies in the face of the injurious affection of 
surrounding lands as found by the trial judge. More significantly for aboriginal people, as for non-aboriginal people, 
location is important. Twenty-three square kilometres alone is serious if it includes the claimants' hunting ground or 
trap line. While the Mikisew may have rights under Treaty 8 to hunt, fish and trap throughout the Treaty 8 area, it 
makes no sense from a practical point of view to tell the Mikisew hunters and trappers that, while their own hunting 
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territory and trap1ines would now be compromised, they are entitled to invade the traditional territories of other First 
Nations distant from their home turf (a suggestion that would have been all the more irupractical in 1899). The 
Chipewyan negotiators in 1899 were intensely practical people, as the Treaty 8 Commissioners noted in their report (at 
p.5): 

The Chipewyans confmed themselves to asking questions and making brief arguments. They appeared to be 
more adept at cross-examination than at speech-making, and the Chief at Fort Chipewyan displayed con
siderable keenness of intellect and much practical sense in pressing the claims of his band. 

Badger recorded that a large element of the Treaty 8 negotiations were the assurances of continuity in traditional 
patterns of economic activity. Continuity respects traditional patterns of activity and occupation. The Crown promised 
that the Indians' rights to hunt, fish and trap would contiuue "after the treaty as existed before it" (p. 5). This promise is 
not honoured by dispatching the Mikisew to territories far from their traditional hunting grounds and traplines. 

48 What Rothstein J.A. actually said at para. 18 is as follows: 

With the exceptions of cases where the Crown has taken up land in bad faith or has taken up so much land that 
no meaningful right to hunt remains, taking up land for a purpose express or necessarily implied in the treaty 
itself cannot be considered an infringement of the treaty right to hunt. [Emphasis added.] 

The "meaningful right to hunt" is not ascertained on a treaty-wide basis (all 840,000 square kilometres of it) but in 
relation to the territories over which a First Nation traditionally hunted, fished and trapped, and continues to do so 
today. If the tirue comes that in the case of a particular Treaty 8 First Nation "no meaningful right to hunt" remains 
over its traditional territories, the significance of the oral promise that "the same means of earning a livelihood would 
continue after the treaty as existed before it" would clearly be in question, and a potential action for treaty infringe
ment, including the demand for a Sparrow justification, would be a legitimate First Nation response. 

(c) Unilateral Crown Action 

49 There is in the Minister's argument a strong advocacy of unilateral Crown action (a sort of "this is surrendered 
land and we can do with it what we like" approach) which not only ignores the mutual promises of the treaty, both 
written and oral, but also is the antithesis of reconciliation and mutual respect. It is all the more extraordinary given the 
Minister's acknowledgment at para. 41 of her factum that "[i]n many if not all cases the government will not be able to 
appreciate the effect a proposed taking up will have on the Indians' exercise of hunting, fishing and trapping rights 
without consultation" . 

50 The Attorney General of Alberta denies that a duty of consultation can be an implied term of Treaty 8. He argues: 

Given that a consultation obligation would mean that the Crown would be required to engage in meaningful 
consultations with any and all affected Indians, being nomadic individuals scattered across a vast expanse of 
land, every tirue it wished to utilize an individual plot ofland or change the use of the plot, such a requirement 
would not be within the range of possibilities of the common intention of the parties. [para. 27] 

The parties did in fact contemplate a difficult period of transition and sought to soften its irupact as much as possible, 
and any administrative inconvenience incidental to managing the process was rejected as a defence in Haida Nation 
and Taku River Tlingit First Nation. There is no need to repeat here what was said in those cases about the overarching 
objective of reconciliation rather than confrontation. 
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51 The duty to consult is grounded in the honour of the Crown, and it is not necessary for present purposes to invoke 
fiduciary duties. The honour of the Crown is itself a fundamental concept governing treaty interpretation and appli
cation that was referred to by Gwynne J. of this Court as a treaty obligation as far back as 1895, four years before 
Treaty 8 was concluded: Canada (Attorney General) v. Ontario (Attorney General) (1895), 25 S.C.R. 434 (S.C. C.), at 
pp. 511-12 per Gwynne J. (dissenting). While he was in the minority in his view thatthe treaty obligation to pay Indian 
annuities imposed a trust on provincial lands, nothing was said by the majority in that case to doubt that the honour of 
the Crown was pledged to the fulfilment of its obligations to the Indians. This had been the Crown's policy as far back 
as the Royal Proclamation of 1763, and is manifest in the promises recorded in the report of the Commissioners. The 
honour of the Crown exists as a source of obligation independently of treaties as well, of course. In Sparrow, De/
gamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997)3 S.C.R. 1010 (S.C.C.), Haida Nation and Taku River Tlingit First Nation, the 
"honour of the Crown" was invoked as a central principle in resolving aboriginal claims to consultation despite the 
absence of any treaty. 

52 ·It is not as though the Treaty 8 First Nations did not paydearly for their entitlement to honourable conduct on the 
part of the Crown; surrender of the aboriginal interest in an area larger than France is a hefty purchase price. 

(2) Did the Extensive Consultations with First Nations Undertaken in 1899 at the Time Treaty 8 Was Negotiated 
Discharge the Crown's Duty of Consultation and Accommodation? 

53 The Crown's second broad answer to the Mikisew claim is that whatever had to be done was done in 1899. The 
Minister contends: 

While the government should consider the impact on the treaty right, there is no duty to accommodate in this 
context. The treaty itself constitutes the accommodation ofthe aboriginal interest; taking up lands, as defined 
above, leaves intact the essential ability of the Indians to continue to hunt, fish and trap. As long as that 
promise is honoured, the treaty is not breached and no separate duty to accommodate arises. [Emphasis 
added.] 

54 This is not correct. Consultation that excludes from the outset any form of accommodation would be meaning
less. The contemplated process is not simply one of giving the Mikisew an opportunity to blow off steam before the 
Minister proceeds to do what she intended to do all along. Treaty making is an important stage in the long process of 
reconciliation, but it is only a stage. What occurred at Fort Chipewyan in 1899 was not the complete discharge of the 
duty arising from the honour of the Crown, but a rededication of it. 

55 The Crown has a treaty right to "take up" surrendered lands for regional transportation purposes, but the Crown 
is nevertheless under an obligation to inform itself of the impact its project will have on the exercise by the Mikisew of 
their hunting and trapping rights, and to communicate its findings to the Mikisew. The Crown must then attempt to 
deal with the Mikisew "in good faith, and with the intention of substantially addressing" Mikisew concerns 
(DelgamuuklV, at para. 168). This does not mean that whenever a government proposes to do anything in the Treaty 8 
surrendered lands it must consult with all signatory First Nations, no matter how remote or unsubstantial the impact. 
The duty to consult is, as stated in Haida Nation, triggered at a low threshold, but adverse impact is a matter of degree, 
as is the extent of the Crown's duty. Here the impacts were clear, established and demonstrably adverse to the con
tinued exercise ofthe Mikisew hunting and trapping rights over the lands in question. 

56 In summary, the 1899 negotiations were the first step in a long journey that is unlikely to end any time soon. 
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Viewed in light of the facts of this case, we should qualify Badger's identification of two inherent limitations on 
Indian hunting, fishing and trapping rights under Treaty 8 (geographical limits and specific forms of government 
regulation) by a third, namely the Crown's right to take up lands under the treaty, which itself is subject to its duty to 
consult and, if appropriate, accommodate First Nations' interests before reducing the area over which their members 
may continue to pursue their hunting, trapping and fishing rights. Such a third qualification (not at issue in Badger) is 
fully justified by the history of the negotiations leading to Treaty 8, as well as by the honour of the Crown as previ
ously discussed. 

57 As stated at the outset, the honour of the Crown infuses every treaty and the performance of every treaty obli
gation. Treaty 8 therefore gives rise to Mikisew procedural rights (e.g. consultation) as well as substantive rights (e.g. 
hunting, fishing and trapping rights). Were the Crown to have barrelled ahead with implementation ofthe winter road 
without adequate consultation, it would have been in violation of its procedural obligations, quite apart from whether 
or not the Mildsew could have established that the winter road breached the Crown's sllbstantive treaty obligations as 
well. 

58 Sparrow holds not only that rights protected by s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 are not absolute, but also that 
their breach may be justified by the Crown in certain defined circumstances. The Mildsew rights under Treaty 8 are 
protected by s. 35. The Crown does not seek to justify in Sparrow -terms shortcomings in its consultation in this case. 
The question that remains, therefore, is whether what the Crown did here complied with its obligation to consult 
honourably with the Mildsew First Nation. 

(3) Was the Process Followed by the Minister Through Parks Canada in this Case Sufficient? 

59 Where, as here, the Court is dealing with a proposed "taking up" it is not correct (eveu if it is concluded that the 
proposed measure if implemented would infringe the treaty huuting and trapping rights) to move directly to a Sparrow 
analysis. The Court must first consider the process by which the "taking up" is planned to go ahead, and whether that 
process is compatible with the honour of the Crown. If not, the First Nation may be entitled to succeed in setting aside 
the Minister's order on the process ground whether or not the facts of the case would otherwise support a fmding of 
infringement ofthe hunting, fishing and trapping rights. 

60 I should state at the outset that the winter road proposed by the Minister was a permissible purpose for "taking 
up" lands under Treaty 8. It is obvious that the listed purposes of "settlement, mining, lumbering" and "trading" all 
require suitable transportation. The treaty does not spell out permissible "other purposes" but the term should not be 
read restrictively: R. v. Smith, [1935]2 W.W.R. 433 (Sask. C.A.), at pp. 440-41. In any event, as noted earlier, the 
opening recital of Treaty 8 refers to "travel". 

61 The question is whether the Minister and her staff pursued the permitted purpose of regional transportation needs 
in accordance with the Crown's duty to consult. The answer turns on the particulars of that duty shaped by the cir
cumstances here. In DelgamulIkw, the Court considered the duty to consult and accommodate in the context of an 
infringement of aboriginal title (at para. 168): 

In occasional cases, when the breach is less serious or relatively minor, it will be no more than a duty to 
discuss important decisions that will be taken with respect to lands held pursuant to aboriginal title. Of 
course, even in these rare cases when the minimum acceptable standard is consultation, this consultation 
must be in good faith, and with the intention of substantially addressing the concerns of the aboriginal peo
ples whose lands are at issue. In most cases, it will be significantly deeper than mere consultation. Some cases 
may eveu require the full consent of an aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact hunting and 
fishing regulations in relation to aboriginal lands. [Emphasis added.] 
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62 In Haida Nation, the Court pursued the kinds of duties that may arise in pre-proof claim situations, and 
McLachlin C.J. used the concept ofa spectrum to frame her analysis (at paras. 43-45): 

At one end of the spectrum lie cases where the claim to title is weak, the Aboriginal right limited, or the 
potential for infringement minor. In such cases, the only duty on the Crown may be to give notice, disclose 
information. and discuss any issues raised in response to the notice .... 

At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strong prima facie case for the claim is established, the 
right and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of 
non-compensable damage is high. In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim 
solution, may be required. While precise requirements will vary with the circumstances, the consultation 
required at this stage may entail the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation 
in the decision-making process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were 
considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision. This list is neither exhaustive, nor mandatory 
for every case .... 

Between these two extremes of the spectrum just described, wil1lie other situations. Every case must be 
approached individually. Each must also be approached flexibly, since the level of consultation required may 
change as the process goes on and new information comes to light. The controlling question in all situations is 
what is required to maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation between the Crown and the 
Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake .... [Emphasis added.] 

63 The determination of the content of the duty to consult will, as Haida suggests, be governed by the context. One 
variable will be the specificity of the promises made. Where, for example, a treaty calls for certain supplies, or Crown 
payment of treaty monies, or a modem land claims settlement imposes specific obligations on aboriginal peoples with 
respect to identified resources, the role of consultation may be quite limited. If the respective obligations are clear the 
parties should get on with performance. Another contextual factor will be the seriousness of the impact on the abo
riginal people of the Crown's proposed course of action. The more serious the impact the more important will be the 
role of consultation. Another factor in a non-treaty case, as Haida points out, will be the strength of the aboriginal 
claim. The history of dealings between the Crown and a particular First Nation may also be significant. Here, the most 
important contextual factor is that Treaty 8 provides a framework within which to manage the continuing changes in 
land use already foreseen in 1899 and expected, even now, to continue well into the future. In that context, consulta
tion is key to achievement of the overall objective of the modem law of treaty and aboriginal rights, namely recon
ciliation. 

64 The duty here has both informational and response components. In this case, given that the Crown is proposing 
to build a fairly minor winter road on surrendered lands where the Mikisew hunting, fishing and trapping rights are 
expressly subject to the "taking up" limitation, I believe the Crown's duty lies at the lower end of the spectrum. The 
Crown was required to provide notice to the Mikisew and to engage directly with them (and not, as seems to have been 
the case here, as an afterthought to a general public consultation with Park users). This engagement ought to have 
included the provision of information about the project addressing what the Crown knew to be Mikisew interests and 
what the Crown anticipated might be the potential adverse impact on those interests. The Crown was required to solicit 
and to listen carefully to the Mikisew concerns, and to attempt to minimize adverse impacts on the Mikisew hunting, 
fishing and trapping rights. The Crown did not discharge this obligation when it unilaterally declared the road re
aligmnent would be shifted from the reserve itself to a track along its boundary. I agree on this point with what Finch 
J.A. (now C.J.B.C.) said in Halfway River First Nation at paras. 159-160. 
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The fact that adequate notice of an intended decision may have been given does not mean that the require
ment for adequate consultation has also been met. 

The Crown's duty to consult imposes on it a positive obligation to reasonably ensure that aboriginal peoples 
are provided with all necessary information in a timely way so that they have an opportunity to express their 
interests and concerns, and to ensure that their representations are seriously considered and. wherever pos
sible, demonstrably integrated into the proposed plan of action. [Emphasis added.] 

65 It is true, as the Minister argues, that there is some reciprocal onus on the Mikisew to carry their end of the 
consultation, to make their concerns known, to respond to the government's attempt to meet their concerns and sug
gestions, and to try to reach some mutually satisfactory solution. In this case, however, consultation never reached that 
stage. It never got off the ground. 

66 Had the consultation process gone ahead, it wonld not have given the Mikisew a veto over the alignment of the 
road. As emphasized in Haida Nation, consultation will not always lead to accommodation, and accommodation may 
or may not result in an agreement. There could, however, be changes in the road alignment or construction that would 
go a long -way towards satisfying the Mikisew objections. We do not know, and the Minister cannot know in the 
absence of consultation, what such changes might be. 

67 The trial judge's findings offact make it clear that the Crown failed to demonstrate an "'intention of substantially 
addressing [Aboriginal] concerns' ... through a meaningful process of consultation" (Haida Nation, para 42). On the 
contrary, the trial judge held that 

[i]n the present case, at the very least, this [duty to consult] would have entailed a response to Mikisew's 
October 10, 2000 letter, and a meeting with them to ensure that their concerns were addressed early in the 
planning stages of the project. At the meetings that were finally held between Parks Canada and Mikisew, a 
decision had essentially been made, therefore, the meeting could not have been conducted with the genuine 
intention of allowing Mikisew's concerns to be integrated with the proposal. [para. 154] 

The trial judge also wrote (at para. 157): 

it is not consistent with the honour of the Crown, in its capacity as fiduciary, for it to fail to consult with a 
First Nation prior to making a decision that infringes on constitutionally protected treaty rights. 

68 I agree, as did Sharlow J.A., dissenting in the Federal Court of Appeal. She declared that the mitigation measures 
were adopted through a process that was "fundamentally flawed" (para. 153). 

69 In the result I would allow the appeal, quash the Minister's approval order, and remit the winter road project to 
the Minister to be dealt with in accordance with these reasons. 

V. Conclusion 

70 Costs are sought by the Mikisew ou a solicitor and client basis but there are no exceptional circumstances to 
justify such an award. The appeal is therefore allowed and the decision of the Court of Appeal is set aside, all with 
costs against the respondent Minister in this Court and in the Federal Court of Appeal on a party and party basis. The 
costs in the Trial Division remain as ordered by the trial judge. 
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Appeal allowed. 

Pourvoi accueilli. 
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Crown has duty to consult and, where appropriate, accommodate Indian bands on relevant matters where possibility of 
aboriginal title has been asserted. 

Aboriginal law --- Reserves and real property -- Transfer or disposition -- General principles 

Crown has duty to consult and, where appropriate, accommodate Indian bands on relevant matters where possibility of 
aboriginal title has been asserted. 

Injunctions --- Injunctions involving Crown -- Miscellaneous injunctions 

Crown has duty to consult and, where appropriate, accommodate Indian bands on relevant matters where possibility of 
aboriginal title has been asserted -- Band not required to seek injunction in order to exercise remedy. 

Bois d'oeuvre --- Pennis de coupe de bois -- Controle judiciaire 

Lorsqu'une bande indienne revendique l'existence d'un titre ancestral, l'Etat a l'obligation de la consulter et, si cela est 
possible, de lui trouver un accommodement a l'egard des questions pertinentes a la revendication. 

Couronne --- Propriete de la Couronne -- Concession des terres de la Couronne -- En general 

Lorsqu'une bande indienne revendique l'existence d'un titre ancestral, l'Etat a l'obligation de la consulter et, si cela est 
possible, de lui trouver un accommodement a l'egard des questions pertinentes a la revendication. 

Droit autochtone --- Reserves et biens-fonds -- Transfert ou disposition -- Principes generaux 

Lorsqu'une hande indienne revendique l'existence d'un titre ancestral, l'Etat a l'obligation de la consulter et, si cela est 
possible, de lui trouver un accommodement a l'egard des questions pertinentes a la revendication. 

Injonctions --- Injonctions impliquant la Couronne -- Injonctions diverses 

Lorsqu'une bande indienne revendique l'existence d'un titre ancestral, l'Etat a l'obligation de la consulter et, si cela est 
possible, de lui trouverun accommodement a l'egard des questions pertinentes a la revendication -- Bandes ne sont pas 
obligees de demander une injonction pour exercer leur recours. 

An aboriginal band lived on an island in British Columbia, where it had harvested cedar timber for many generations. 
The band claimed title to the island, but the claim had not been recognized at the time of the proceedings. The Province 
issued a tree farm licence and replaced the licence on three occasions. 

The band's application to set aside the licence and replacements was dismissed. The trial judge found that no legal duty 
existed to negotiate with the band, although a moral duty existed. 

The band's appeal was allowed. The appellate court found that the Government and the logging company had a legal 
duty to negotiate with the band regarding the timber licence. 
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The honour of the Crown requires that the Government consult on relevant issues with Indian bands when their as
sertion of aboriginal rights is sufficiently strong. In appropriate circumstances, a duty to accommodate may also arise. 
The fact that the rights claimed had not yet been proven did not negate the duty to consult. Knowledge of a credible but 
unproven claim is sufficient to trigger the duty to consult and possibly accommodate. The scope of the duty is pro
portionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the band's case, and the potentially adverse effects of the 
impugned activity on the aboriginal title. The duty does not rest exclusively with the federal Government but extends 
to the provincial Government as well. 

In the case at bar, the Province failed in its duty to consult the native band. The Province had knowledge of potential 
aboriginal title. Red cedar was integral to the Indian band's culture, and the logging licence covered a large amount of 
the island. 

The logging company did not have a duty to consult or accommodate. The honour of the Crown cannot be delegated to 
a third party. The doctrine of "knowing receipt" was not applicable. The fact that a third party is not required to consult 
or accommodate native interests does not preclude findings ofliability. 

The band was not required to seek an interlocutory injunction rather than bring the current proceedings. The current 
proceedings did not prevent an application for an injunction. 

Une bande indienne vivait sur une 11e de la Colombie-Britannique et elle coupait depuis plusieurs generations Ie cedre 
qui y poussait. La bande a revendique Ie titre de rile, mais sa revendication n'avait toujours pas eM reconnue au 
moment des procedures. La province a delivre un perrnis, appele concession de ferme forestiere, et 1'a remplace it trois 
reprises. 

La demande de la bande en annulation du permis et des remplacements a ete rejetee. Le premier juge a conclu que 
seule une obligation morale, et non legale, existait de negocier avec la bande. 

Le pourvoi de la bande a Me accueilli. La Cour d'appel a conclu que Ie gouvemement et la compagnie d'exploitation du 
bois avaient une obligation legale de negocier avec la bande indienne relativement au perrnis d'exploitation du bois. 

Le gouvemement et la compagnie ont inter jete appel. 

Arret: Le pourvoi du gouvemement a ete rejete et Ie pourvoi de la compagnie a ete accueilli. 

L'honneur de 1'Etat exige que Ie gouvemement consulte les bandes indiennes au sujet des questions pertinentes lorsque 
leurs revendications de titres ancestraux sont assez solides. Une obligation d'accommodement peut egalement naitre 
dans des circonstances appropriees. Le fait que les droits revendiques n'avaient pas encore ete prouves n'enlevait pas 
l'obligation de consulter. La connaissance d'une revendication credible mais non prouvee suffit pour dOMer naissance 
it 1'obligation de consulter et aussi, possiblement, it celle de trouver un accommodement. L'etendue de 1'obligation est 
proportionnelle it 1'evaluation pnlliminaire de la force de la preuve de la bande et de 1'impact potentiellement negatif de 
1'activite contestee sur Ie titre ancestral. L'obligation n'appartient pas exclusivement au gouvemement federal; elle 
s'applique egalement au gouvemement provincial. 
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En l'espece, la province a manque It son obligation de consulter la bande indienue. La province connaissait l'existence 
possible d'un titre ancestral. Le cedre rouge faisait partie integrante de la culture de la bande indienne, et Ie pennis de 
couper du bois couvrait une large partie de l'ile. 

La compagnie n'avait aucune obligation de consulter ou de trouver un accommodement. L'honueur de PEtat ne peut 
6tre deJegue a un tiers. La doctrine de la « reception en connaissance de cause » ne trouvait pas application ici. Le fait 
qu'un tiers n'"tait pas oblige de consulter les autochtones vis-a-vis leurs inter6ts ou de trouver un accommodement 
pour ceux-ci n'emp6chait cependant pas de tirer une conclusion de responsabilite. 

La bande n'etait pas obligee de demander une injonction au lieu des procedures actuelles. Celles-ci n'emp6chaient par 
ailleurs pas une demande d'injonction. 

Cases considered by McLachlill c.J. c.: 

Baker v. Canada (Minister o/Citizenship & Immigration) (]999), 174 D.L.R. (4th) 193, 1999 CarswellNat 
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817 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Canada (Director o/Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc. (]997), 144 D.L.R. (4th) I, 71 C.P.R. (3d) 
417, [1997]1 S.C.R. 748,209 N.R. 20, 50 Admin. L.R. (2d) 199, 1997 CarswellNat 368, 1997 CarswellNat 
369 (S.C.C.) -- considered 
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Heiltsuk Tribal Council v. British Columbia (Minister 0/ Sustainable Resource Management) (2003), 19 
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APPEAL by Government and logging company from judgment reported at Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Min
ister of Forests) (2002), 2002 BCCA 147, 2002 CarswellBC 329, 99 B.C.L.R. (3d) 209, [2002] 2 C.N.L.R. 121, 
[2002]6 W.W.R. 243, 44 C.E.L.R. IN.S.) 1, 164 B.C.A.C. 217, 268 W.A.C. 217 (B.C. C.A.), allowing Indian band's 
appeal from dismissal of application to set aside timber licence. 

POURVOI du gouvernement et de la compagnie d'exploitation du bois it l'encontre de l'arret publie it Haida Nation v. 
British Columbia (Minister afForests) (2002), 2002 BCCA 147,2002 CarswellBC 329, 99 B.C.L.R. Od) 209, [2002] 
2 C.N.L.R. 121, [2002]6 W.W.R. 243, 44 C.E.L.R. IN.S.) 1, 164 B.C.A.C. 217. 268 W.A.C. 217 (B.C. C.A.), qui a 
accueilli Ie pourvoi de la bande indienne a l'encontre du rejet de sa demande d'annulation du perrnis de coupe de bois. 

McLachli1l CJ.C: 

I. Introduction 

1 To the west of the mainland of British Columbia lie the Queen Charlotte Islands, the traditional homeland of the 
Raida people. Raida Gwaii, as the inhabitants call it, consists of two large islands and a number of smaller islands. For 
more than 100 years, the Raida people have clahned title to all the lands of the Raida Gwaii and the waters sur
rounding it. That title is still in the clahns process and has not yet been legally recognized. 

2 The islands of Raid a Gwaii are heavily forested. Spruce, hemlock and cedar abound. The most important ofthese 
is the cedar which, since time immemorial, has played a central role in the economy and culture of the Raida people. It 
is from cedar that they made their ocean-going canoes, their clothing, their utensils and the totem poles that guarded 
their lodges. The cedar forest remains central to their life and their conception of themselves. 

3 The forests of Raid a Gwaii have been logged since before the First World War. Portions of the island have been 
logged off. Other portions bear second-growth forest. In some areas, old-growth forests can still be found. 

4 The Province of British Columbia continues to issue licences to cut trees on Raida Gwaii to forestry companies. 
The modem name for these licenses are Tree Farm Licences, or T.F.L.S. Such a licence is at the heart of this litigation. 
A large forestry firm, MacMillan Bloedel Limited acquired T.F.L. 39 in 1961, permitting it to harvest trees in an area 
designated as Block 6. In 1981, 1995 and 2000, the Minister replaced T.F.L. 39 pursuant to procedures set out in the 
Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 157. In 1999, the Minister approved a transfer ofT.F.L. 39 to Weyerhaeuser Company 
Limited ("Weyerhaeuser"). The Raida people challenged these replacements and the transfer, which were made 
without their consent and, since at least 1994, over their objections. Nevertheless, T.F.L. 39 continued. 

5 In January of 2000, the Raida people launched a lawsuit objecting to the three replacement decisions and the 
transfer ofT.F.L. 39 to Weyerhaeuser and asking that they be set aside. They argued legal encumbrance, equitable 
encumbrance and breach of fiduciary duty, all grounded in their assertion of Aboriginal title. 

6 This brings us to the issue before this Court. The government holds legal title to the land. Exercising that legal 
title, it has granted Weyerhaeuser the right to harvest the forests in Block 6 ofthe land. But the Raida people also clahn 
title to the land -- title which they are in the process of trying to prove -- and object to the harvesting of the forests on 
Block 6 as proposed in T.F.L. 39. In this situation, what duty if any does the government owe the Raida people? More 
concretely, is the government required to consult with them about decisions to harvest the forests and to accommodate 
their concerns about what if any forest in Block 6 should be harvested before they have proven their title to land and 
their Aboriginal rights? 
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7 The stakes are huge. The Haida argue that absent consultation and acconnnodation, they will win their title but 
find themselves deprived of forests that are vital to their economy and their culture. Forests take generations to mature, 
they point out, and old-growth forests can never be replaced. The Haida's claim to title to Haida Gwaii is strong, as 
found by the chambers judge. But it is also complex and will take many years to prove. In the meantime, the Haida 
argue, their heritage will be irretrievably despoiled. 

8 The govermnent, in turn, argues that it has the right and responsibility to manage the forest resource for the good 
of all British Columbians, and that until the Haida people formally prove their claim, they have no legal right to be 
consulted or have their needs and interests acconnnodated. 

9 The chambers judge found that the govermnent has a moral, but not a legal, duty to negotiate with the Haida 
people: (2000), [2001] 2 C.N.L.R. 83.2000 BCSC 1280 (B.C. S.C.). The British Columbia Court of Appeal reversed 
this decision, holding that both the govermnent and Weyerhaeuser have a duty to consult with and acconnnodate the 
Haida people with respect to harvesting timber from Block 6: (2002),99 B.C.L.R. (3d) 209, 2002 BCCA 147 (B.C. 
C.A.), with supplementary reasons (2002), 5 B.C.L.R. (4th) 33, 2002 BCCA 462 (B.C. C.A.). 

10 I conclude that the govermnent has a legal duty to consult with the Haida people about the harvest of timber from 
Block 6, including decisions to transfer or replace Tree Farm Licences. Good faith consultation may in turn lead to an 
obligation to accommodate Haida concerns in the harvesting of timber, although what acconnnodation if any may be 
required cannot at this time be ascertained. Consultation must be meaningful. There is no duty to reach agreement. The 
duty to consult and, if appropriate, acconnnodate cannot be discharged by delegation to Weyerhaeuser. Nor does 
Weyerhaeuser owe any independent duty to consult with or accommodate the Haida people's concerns, although the 
possibility remains that it could become liable for assumed obligations. It follows that I would dismiss the Crown's 
appeal and allow the appeal of Weyerhaeuser. 

11 This case is the first of its kind to reach this Court. Our task is the modest one of establishing a general frame
work for the duty to consult and acconnnodate, where indicated, before Aboriginal title or rights claims have been 
decided. As this framework is applied, courts, in the age-old tradition of the common law, will be called on to fill in the 
details of the duty to consult and accommodate. 

II. Analysis 

A. Does the Law of Injunctions Govem this Situation? 

12 It is argued that the Haida's proper remedy is to apply for an interlocutory injunction against the govermnent and 
Weyerhaeuser, and that therefore it is unnecessary to consider a duty to consult or accommodate. In RJR-MacDonald 
Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [19941 1 S.C.R. 311 (S.C.C.), the requirements for obtaining an interlocutory 
injunction were reviewed. The plaintiff must establish: (1) a serious issue to be tried; (2) that irreparable harm will be 
suffered if the injunction is not granted; and (3) that the balance of convenience favours the itUunction. 

13 It is open to plaintiffs like the Haida to seek an interlocutory injunction. However, it does not follow that they are 
confined to that remedy. If plaintiffs can prove a special obligation giving rise to a duty to consult or acconnnodate, 
they are free to pursue these remedies. Here the Haida rely on the obligation flowing from the honour of the Crown 
toward Aboriginal peoples. 

14 Interlocutory injunctions may offer only partial imperfect relief. First, as mentioned, they may not capture the 
full obligation on the govermnent alleged by the Haida. Second, they typically represent an all-or-nothing solution. 
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Either the project goes ahead or it halts. By contrast, the alleged duty to consult and accommodate by its very nature 
entails balancing of Aboriginal and other interests and thus lies closer to the aim of reconciliation at the heart of 
Crown-Aboriginal relations, as set out inR. v. Vanderpeet, [1996]2 S.C.R. 507 (S.C.C.), at para. 31, and Delgamuukw 
v. British Columbia, [1997]3 S.C.R. 1010 (S.C,C.), at para. 186. Third, the balance of convenience test tips the scales 
in favour of protecting jobs and govermnent revenues, with the result that Aboriginal interests tend to "lose" outright 
pending a fmal determination of the issue, instead of being balanced appropriately against conflicting concerns: J.J.L. 
Hunter, "Advancing Aboriginal Title Claims after Delgamuukw: The Role of the Injunction" (June 2000). Fourth, 
interlocutory injunctions are designed as a stop-gap remedy pending litigation of the underlying issue. Aboriginal 
claims litigation can be very complex and require years and even decades to resolve in the courts. An interlocutory 
injunction over such a long period of time might work unnecessary prejudice and may diminish incentives on the part 
of the successful party to compromise. While Aboriginal claims can be and are pursued through litigation, negotiation 
is a preferable way of reconciling state and Aboriginal interests. For all these reasons, interlocutory injunctions may 
fail to adequately take account of Aboriginal interests prior to their final determination. 

15 I conclude that the remedy of interlocutory injunction does not preclude the Haida's claim. We must go further 
and see whether the special relationship with the Crown upon which the Haida rely gives rise to a duty to consult and, 
if appropriate, accommodate. In what follows, I discuss the source of the duty, when the duty arises, the scope and 
content of the duty, whether the duty extends to third parties, and whether it applies to the provincial govermnent and 
not exclusively the federal govermnent. I then apply the conclusions flowing from this discussion to the facts of this 
case, 

E, The SOllrce of a Dllty to Consult and Accommodate 

16 The govermnent's duty to consult with Aboriginal peoples and accommodate their interests is grounded in the 
honour of the Crown. The honour of the Crown is always at stake in its dealings with Aboriginal peoples: see for 
exampleR. v. Badger, [1996]1 S.C.R. 771 (S.C.C.), at para. 41; Marshall v. Canada, [1999]3 S.C.R. 456 (S.C.C.). It 
is not a mere incantation, but rather a core precept that fmds its application in concrete practices. 

17 The historical roots of the principle of the honour of the Crown suggest that it must be understood generously in 
order to reflect the underlying realities from which it stems. In all its dealings with Aboriginal peoples, from the 
assertion of sovereignty to the resolution of claims and the implementation of treaties, the Crown must act honourably, 
Nothing less is required if we are to achieve "the reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal societies with the 
sovereignty of the Crown": Delgamuukw, supra, at para. 186, quoting Valldereeet, supra, at para. 31. 

18 The honour of the Crown gives rise to different duties in different circumstances. Where the Crown has assumed 
discretionary control over specific Aboriginal interests, the honour ofthe Crown gives rise to a fiduciary dnty: Roberts 
v. R., [200214 S.C.R. 245, 2002 SCC 79 (S.C.C.), at para. 79, The content of the fiduciary duty may vary to take into 
account the Crown's other, broader obligations. However, the duty'S fulfilment requires that the Crown act with ref
erence to the Aboriginal group's best interest in exercising discretionary control over the specific Aboriginal interest at 
stake. As explained in Roberts, at para. 81, the term "fiduciary duty" does not connote a universal trust relationship 
encompassing all aspects of the relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples: 

... "fiduciary duty" as a source of plenary Crown liability covering all aspects of the Crown-Indian band re
lationship .... overshoots the mark. The fiduciary duty imposed on the Crown does not exist at large but in 
relation to specific Indian interests. 

Here, Aboriginal rights and title have been asserted but have not been defined or proven. The Aboriginal interest in 
question is insufficiently specific for the honour of the Crown to mandate that the Crown act in the Aboriginal group's 
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19 The honour of the Crown also infuses the processes of treaty making and treaty interpretation. In making and 
applying treaties, the Crown must act with honour and integrity, avoiding even the appearance of "sharp dealing" 
(Badger, at para. 41). Thus in Marshall, supra, at para. 4, the majority of this Court supported its interpretation of a 
treaty by stating that "nothing less would uphold the honour and integrity of the Crown in its dealings with the 
Mi'kmaq people to secure their peace and friendship ... ". 

20 Where treaties remain to be concluded, the honour ofthe Crown requires negotiations leading to ajust settlement 
of Aboriginal claims: R. v. Sparrow • [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075 (S.C.C.), at pp. 1105-6. Treaties serve to reconcile 
pre-existing Aboriginal sovereignty with assumed Crown sovereignty, and to define Aboriginal rights guaranteed by s. 
35 ofthe Constitution Act, 1982. Section 35 represents a promise of rights recognition, and "[i]t is always assumed that 
the Crown intends to fulfil its promises" (Badger, supra, at para. 41). This promise is realized and sovereignty claims 
reconciled through the process of honourable negotiation. It is a corollary of s. 35 that the Crown act honourably in 
defining the rights it guarantees and in reconciling them with other rights and interests. This, in tum, implies a duty to 
consult and, if appropriate, accommodate. 

21 This duty to consult is recognized and discussed in the jurisprudence. In Sparrow, supra, at p. 1119, this Court 
affmned a duty to consult with west-coast Salish asserting an unresolved right to fish. Dickson C.J. and La Forest J. 
wrote that one ofthe factors in determining whether limits on the right were justified is "whether the aboriginal group 
in question has been consulted with respect to the conservation measures being implemented". 

22 The Court affmned the duty to consult regarding resources to which Aboriginal peoples make claim a few years 
later inR. v. Nikal, [1996]1 S.C.R. 1013 (S.C.C.), where Cory J. wrote: "So long as every reasonable effort is made to 
inform and to consult, such efforts would suffice to meet the justification requirement" (para. 110). 

23 Iu the companion case of R. v. Gladstone, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 723 (S.C.C.), Lamer C.J. referred to the need for 
11 consultation and compensation", and to consider !thaw the government has accommodated different aboriginal rights 
in a particular fishery ... how important the fishery is to the economic and material well-being of the band in question, 
and the criteria taken into account by the goverrnnent in, for example, anocating commercial licences amongst dif
ferent users" (para. 64). 

24 The Court's seminal decision in Delgamuukw, supra, at para. 168, in the context of a claim for title to land and 
resources, confirmed and expanded on the duty to consult, suggesting the content of the duty varied with the cir
cumstances: from a minimum lIduty to discuss important decisions1l where the "breach is less serious or relatively 
minor"; through the "significantly deeper than mere consultation" that is required in Umost casesll; to "full consent of 
[the] aboriginal nation ... " on very serious issues. These words apply as much to unresolved claims as to intrusions on 
settled claims. 

25 Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came, and were never conquered. Many 
bands reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown through negotiated treaties. Others, notably in British 
Columbia, have yet to do so. The potential rights embedded in these claims are protected by s. 35 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982. The honour of the Crown requires that these rights be determined, recognized and respected. This, in turn, 
requires the Crown, acting honourably, to participate in processes of negotiation. While this process continues, the 
honour of the Crown may require it to consult and, where indicated, accommodate Aboriginal interests. 

C. When the Dilly to Consult and Accommodate Arises 
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26 Honourable negotiation implies a duty to consult with Aboriginal claimants and conclude an honourable 
agreement reflecting lbe claimants' inherent rights. But proving rights may take time, sometimes a very long time. In 
the meantime, how are the interests under discussion to be treated? Underlying this question is the need to reconcile 
prior Aboriginal occupation of the land with the reality of Crown sovereignty. Is the Crown, nnder the aegis of its 
asserted sovereignty, entitled to use the resources at issue as it chooses, pending proof and resolution ofthe Aboriginal 
claim? Or must it adjust its conduct to reflect the as yet unresolved rights claimed by the Aboriginal claimants? 

27 The answer, once again, lies in the honour of the Crown. The Crown, acting honourably, cannot cavalierly run 
roughshod over Aboriginal interests where claims affecting these interests are being seriously pursued in the process 
of treaty negotiation and proof. It must respect these potential, but yet unproven, interests. The Crown is not rendered 
impotent. It may continue to manage lbe resource in question pending claims resolution. But, depending on the cir
cumstances, discussed more fully below, the honour of lbe Crown may require it to consult with and reasonably ac
commodate Aboriginal interests pending resolution of the claim. To unilaterally exploit a claimed resource during the 
process of proving and resolving lbe Aboriginal claim to that resource, may be to deprive the Aboriginal claimants of 
some or all of the benefit of the resource. That is not honourable. 

28 The govermnent argues that it is under no duty to consult and accommodate prior to fmal determination of the 
scope and content of the right. Prior to proof of the right, it is argued, lbere exists only a broad, common law "duty of 
fairness", based on the general rule that an administrative decision that affects the "rights, privileges or interests of an 
individual" triggers application ofthe duty offairness: Cardinal v. Kentlnstitution ,[1985]2 S.C.R. 643 (S.C.C.), atp. 
653; Baker v. Canada (Minister o/Citizenship & immigration), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817 (S.C.C.), at para. 20. The gov
ermnent asserts that, beyond general administrative law obligations, a duty to consult and accommodate arises only 
where the govermnent has taken on lbe obligation of protecting a specific Aboriginal interest or is seeking to limit an 
established Aboriginal interest. In the result, the govermnent submits that there is no legal duty to consult and ac
commodate Haida interests at this stage, although it concedes there may be "sound practical and policy reasons" to do 
so. 

29 The govermnent cites both authority and policy in support of its position. It relies on Sparrow, supra, at pp. 
1110-13 and 1119, where the scope and content of the right were determined and infringement established, prior to 
consideration of whether infringement was justified. The govermnent argues that its position also finds support in the 
perspective of the Ontario Court of Appeal in TransCanada Pipelines Ltd. v. Beardmore (Township) (2000), 186 
D.L.R. (4th) 403 (Ont. C.A.), which held that "what triggers a consideration of the Crown's duty to consult is a 
showing by the First Nation of a violation of an existing Aboriginal or treaty right recognized and afftrmed by s. 
35(1) ... " (para. 120). 

30 As for policy, the govermnent points to practical difftculties in the enforcement of a duty to consult or ac
commodate unproven claims. If the duty to consult varies with the circumstances from a "mere" duty to notify and 
listen at one end of the spectrum to a requirement of Aboriginal consent at the olber end, how, the govermnent asks, 
are the parties to agree which level is appropriate in the face of contested claims and rights? And if they cannot agree, 
how are courts or tribunals to determine this? The govermnent also suggests that it is impractical and unfair to require 
consultation before fmal claims determination because this amounts to giving a remedy before issues of infringement 
and justification are decided. 

31 The govermnent's arguments do not withstand scrntiny. Neither the authorities nor practical considerations 
support the view that a duty to consult and, if appropriate, accommodate arises only upon final determination of the 
scope and content of the right. 

32 The jurisprudence of this Court supports the view that the duty to consult and accommodate is part of a process 
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of fair dealing and reconciliation that begins with the assertion of sovereignty and continues beyond fonnal claims 
resolution. Reconciliation is not a final legal remedy in the usual sense. Rather, it is a process flowing from rights 
guaranteed by s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982. This process of reconciliation flows from the Crown's duty of 
honourable dealing toward Aboriginal peoples, which arises in turn from the Crown's assertion of sovereignty over an 
Aboriginal people and de facto control ofland and resources that were fonnedy in the control of that people. As stated 
in Mitchell v. Minister of National Revenue, [2001] I S.C.R. 911, 2001 SCC 33 (S.C.C.), at para. 9, "[w]ith this as
sertion [sovereigntY] arose an obligation to treat aboriginal peoples fairly and honourably, and to protect them from 
exploitation ... " (emphasis added). 

33 To limit reconciliation to the post-proof sphere risks treating reconciliation as a distant legalistic goal, devoid of 
the "meaningful content" mandated by the "solemn commitment" made by the Crown in recognizing and affinning 
Aboriginal rights and title: Sparrow, supra, at p. 1108. It also risks unfortunate consequences. When the distant goal of 
proof is fmally reached, the Aboriginal peoples may find their land and resources changed and denuded. This is not 
reconciliation. Nor is it honourable. 

34 The existence of a legal duty to consult prior to proof of claims is necessary to understand the language of cases 
like Sparrow, Nikal, and Gladstone, supra, where confinnation ofthe right and justification of an alleged infringement 
were litigated at the same time. For example, the reference in Sparrow to Crown behaviour in detennining if any 
infringements were justified, is to behaviour before determination of the right. This negates the contention that a 
proven right is the trigger for a legal duty to consult and if appropriate accommodate even in the context ofjustifica
tion. 

35 But, when precisely does a duty to consult arise? The foundation of the duty in the Crown's honour and the goal 
of reconciliation, suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential 
existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it. See Halfway River 
First Nation v. British Columbia (Minislly afForests), [1997]4 C.N.L.R. 45 (B.C. S.C.), at p. n,per Dorgan r. 

36 This leaves the practical argument. It is said that before claims are resolved, the Crown cannot know that the 
rights exist, and hence can have no duty to consult or accommodate. This difficulty should not be denied or minimized. 
As I stated (dissenting) in Marshall, supra, at para. 112, one cannot "meaningfully discuss accommodation or justi
fication of a right unless one has some idea ofthe core ofthat right and its modern scope". However, it will frequently 
be possible to reach an idea of the asserted rights and of their strength sufficient to trigger an obligation to consult and 
accommodate, short of final judicial detennination or settlement. To facilitate this detennination, claimants should 
outline their claims with clarity, focussing on the scope and nature of the Aboriginal rights they assert and on the 
alleged infringements. TIlls is what happened here, where the chambers judge made a preliminary evidence-based 
assessment ofthe strength of the Haida claims to the lands and resources ofHaida Gwaii, particularly Block 6. 

37 There is a distinction between knowledge sufficient to trigger a duty to consult and, if appropriate, accommo
date, and the content or scope of the duty in a particular case. Knowledge of a credible but unproven claim suffices to 
trigger a duty to consult and accommodate. The content of the duty, however, varies with the circumstances, as dis
cussed more fully below. A dubious or peripheral claim may attract a mere duty of notice, while a stronger claim may 
attract more stringent duties. The law is capable of differentiating between tenuous claims, claims possessing a strong 
prima facie case, and established claims. Parties can assess these matters, and if they cannot agree, tribunals and courts 
can assist. Difficulties associated with the absence of proof and defmition of claims are addressed by assigning ap
propriate content to the duty, not by denying the existence of a duty. 

38 I conclude that consultation and accommodation before final claims resolution, while challenging, is not im
possible, and indeed is an essential corollary to the honourable process of reconciliation that s. 35 demands. It pre-
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serves the Aboriginal interest pending claims resolution and fosters a relationship between the parties that makes 
possible negotiations, the preferred process for achieving ultimate reconciliation: see S. Lawrence aud P. Macklem, 
"From Consultation to Reconciliation: Aboriginal Rights and the Crown's Duty to Consult" (2000), 79 Can. Bar Rev. 
252, at p. 262. Precisely what is required of the government may vary with the strength of the claim and the circum
stauces. But at a minimum, it must be consistent with the honour ofthe Crown. 

D. The Scope and Content of the Duty to Consult and Accommodate 

39 The content of the duty to consult and accommodate varies with the circumstances. Precisely what duties arise in 
different situations will be defmed as the case law in this emerging area develops. In general terms, however, it may be 
asserted that the scope of the duty is proportionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the case supporting 
the existence ofthe right or title, and to the seriousness ofthe potentially adverse effect upon the right or title claimed. 

40 InDelgamuukw, supra, at para. 168, the Court considered the duty to consult and accommodate in the context of 
established claims. Lamer C.J. wrote: 

The nature and scope of the duty of consultation will vary with the circumstances. In occasional cases, when 
the breach is less serious or relatively minor, it will be no more than a duty to discuss important decisions that 
will be taken with respect to lands held pursuant to aboriginal title. Of course, even in these rare cases when 
the minimum acceptable standard is consultation, this consultation must be in good fuith, and with the in
tention of substantially addressing the concerns of the aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue. In most 
cases, it will be significantly deeper than mere consultation. Some cases may even require the full consent of 
au aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact hunting and fishing regulations in relation to abo
riginallands. 

41 Transposing this passage to pre-proof claims, one may venture the following. While it is not useful to classify 
situations into watertight compartments, different situations requiring different responses can be identified. In all 
cases, the honour of the Crown requires that the Crown act with good faith to provide meaningful consultation ap
propriate to the circumstances. In discharging this duty, regard may be had to the procedural safeguards of natural 
justice mandated by administrative law. 

42 At all stages, good faith on both sides is required. The common thread on the Crown's part must be "the intention 
of substantially addressing [Aboriginal] concerns" as they are raised (Delgamuukll', supra, at para. 168), through a 
meaningful process of consultation. Sharp dealing is not permitted. However, there is no duty to agree; rather, the 
commitment is to a meaningful process of consultation. As for Aboriginal claimauts, they must not frustrate the 
Crown's reasonable good faith attempts, nor should they take unreasonable positions to thwart government from 
making decisions or acting in cases where, despite meaningful consultation, agreement is not reached: see Halfivay 
River First Nation v. British Columbia (Ministry afForests). []999] 4 C.N.L.R. I (B.C. C.A.), atp. 44; Heiltsuk Tribal 
Council v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management) (2003). 19 B.C.L.R. (4th) 107 (B.C. 
S.C.). Mere hard bargaining, however, will not offend an Aboriginal people's right to be consulted. 

43 Against this background, I tum to the kind of duties that may arise in different situations. In this respect, the 
concept of a spectrum may be helpful, not to suggest watertight legal compartments but rather to indicate what the 
honour of the Crown may require in particular circumstauces. At one end of the spectrum lie cases where the claim to 
title is weak, the Aboriginal right limited, or the potential for infringement minor. In such cases, the only duty on the 
Crown may be to give notice, disclose information, and discuss any issues raised in response to the notice. 
"'[C]onsultation' in its least technical definition is talking together for mutual understanding": T. Isaac and A. Knox, 
"The Crown's Duty to Consult Aboriginal People" (2003),41 Alta. L. Rev. 49, at p. 61. 
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44 At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strongprimafacie case for the claim is established, the right 
and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of non-compensable damage 
is high. In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution, may be required. While 
precise requirements will vary with the circumstauces, the consultation required at this stage may entail the opportu
nity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation in the decision-making process, and provision of 
written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision. 
This list is neither exhaustive, nor mandatory for every case. The government may wish to adopt dispute resolution 
procedures like mediation or administrative regimes with impartial decision-makers in complex or difficult cases. 

45 Between these two extremes of the spectrum just described, will lie other situations. Every case must be ap
proached individually. Each must also be approached flexibly, since the level of consultation required may change as 
the process goes on and new information comes to light. The controlling question in all situations is what is required to 
maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation between the Crown and the Aboriginal peoples with 
respect to the interests at stake. Pending settlement, the Crown is bound by its honour to balance societal and Abo
riginal interests in making decisions that may affect Aboriginal claims. The Crown may be required to make decisions 
in the face of disagreement as to the adequacy of its response to Aboriginal concerns. Balance and compromise will 
then be necessary. 

46 Meaningful consultation may oblige the Crown to make changes to its proposed action based on information 
obtained through consultations. The New Zealand Ministry of Justice's Guide for Consultation with Miiori (1998) 
provides insight: 

Consultation is not just a process of exchanging information. It also entails testing and being prepared to 
amend policy proposals in the light of information received, and providing feedback. Consultation therefore 
becomes a process which should ensure both parties are better informed ... (at s. 2.0 of Executive Summary) 

... genuine consultation means a process that involves ... : 

• gathering information to test policy proposals 

• putting fonvard proposals that are not yet finalized 

• seeking Maori opinion on those proposals 

• infonning Maori of all relevant information upon which those proposals are based 

• not promoting but listening with an open mind to what Maori have to say 

• being prepared to alter the original proposal 

• providing feedback both during the consultation process and after the decision-process. (at s. 2.2 of 
Deciding) 

47 When the consultation process suggests amendment of Crown policy, we arrive at the stage of accommodation. 
Thus the effect of good faith consultation may be to reveal a duty to accommodate. Where a strong prima facie case 
exists for the claim, and the consequences of the govermuent's proposed decision may adversely affect it in a sig-
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nificant way, addressing the Aboriginal concerns may require taking steps to avoid irreparable harm or to minimize 
the effects of infringement, pending final resolution of the underlying claim. Accommodation is achieved through 
consultation, as this Court recognized in Marshall v. Canada, [1999]3 S.C.R. 533 (S.C.C.), at para. 22: " ... the process 
of accommodation of the treaty right may best be resolved by consultation and negotiation". 

48 This process does not give Aboriginal groups a veto over what can be done with land pending final proof of the 
claim. The Aboriginal "consent" spoken ofinDe/gamuukw is appropriate only in cases of established rights, and then 
by no means in every case. Rather, what is required is a process of balancing interests, of give and take. 

49 This flows from the meaning of "accommodate". The tenns "accommodate" and "accommodationll have been 
defined as to "adapt, hannonize, reconcile" ... Han adjustment or adaptation to suit a special or different purpose ... a 
convenient arrangement; a settlement or compromise": The Concise Oxford DictionGlY of Current English 9th ed. 
1995) at p. 9. The accommodation that may result from pre-proof consultation is just this -- seeking compromise in an 
attempt to harmonize conflicting interests and move further down the path of reconciliation. A commitment to the 
process does not require a duty to agree. But it does require good faith efforts to nnderstand each other's concerns and 
move to address them. 

50 The Court's decisions confirm this vision of accommodation. The Court in Sparrow raised the concept of ac
commodation, stressing the need to balance competing societal interests with Aboriginal and treaty rights. In Sioui v. 
Quebec (Attorney Genera/), [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1025 (S.C. C.), at p. 1072, the Court stated that the Crown bears the 
burden of proving that its occupancy oflands "cannot be accommodated to reasonable exercise ofthe Hurons' rights". 
And R. c. Cote. [1996]3 S.C.R. 139 (S.C.C.), at para. 81, the Court spoke of whether restrictions on Aboriginal rights 
"can be accommodated with the Crown's special fiduciary relationship with First Nations". Balance and compromise 
are inherent in the notion of reconciliation. Where accommodation is required in making decisions that may adversely 
affect as yet unproven Aboriginal rights and title claims, the Crown must balance Aboriginal concerns reasonably with 
the potential impact ofthe decision on the asserted right or title and with other societal interests. 

51 It is open to governments to set up regulatory schemes to address the procedural requirements appropriate to 
different problems at different stages, thereby strengthening the reconciliation process and reducing recourse to the 
courts. As noted inR. c. Adams, [1996]3 S.C.R. 101 (S.C.C.), at para. 54, the government "may not simply adopt an 
unstructured discretionary administrative regime which risks infringing aboriginal rights in a substantial number of 
applications in the absence of some explicit guidance". It should be observed that, since October 2002, British Co
lumbia has had a Provincial Policy for Consultation with First Nations to direct the terms of provincial ministries' and 
agencies' operational guidelines. Such a policy, while falling short of a regulatory scheme, may guard against un
structured discretion and provide a guide for decision makers. 

E. Do Third Parties Owe a Dilly to Conslllt and Accommodate? 

52 The Court of Appeal found that Weyerhaeuser, the forestry contractor holding T.F.L. 39, owed the Haida people 
a duty to consult and accommodate. With respect, I cannot agree. 

53 It is suggested (per Lambert I.A) that a third party's obligation to consult Aboriginal peoples may arise from the 
ability of the third party to rely on justification as a defence against infringement. However, the duty to consult and 
accommodate, as discussed above, flows from the Crown's assumption of sovereignty over lands and resources for
merly held by the Aboriginal group. This theory provides no support for an obligation on third parties to consult or 
accommodate. The Crown alone remains legally responsible for the consequences of its actions and interactions with 
third parties, that affect Aboriginal interests. The Crown may delegate procedural aspects of consultation to industry 
proponents seeking a particular development; this is not infrequently done in enviromnental assessments. Similarly, 
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the tenns ofT.F.L. 39 mandated Weyerhaeuser to specify measures that it would take to identify and consult with 
"aboriginal people claiming an aboriginal interest in or to the area" (Tree Fann Licence No. 39, Haida Tree Fann 
Licence, para. 2.09(g)(ii). However, the ultimate legal responsibility for consultation and accommodation rests with 
the Crown. The honour of the Crown cannot be delegated. 

54 It is also suggested (per Lambert J.A) that third parties might have a duty to consult and accommodate on the 
basis of the trust law doctrine of "knowing receipt". However, as discussed above, while the Crown's fiduciary obli
gations and its duty to consult and accommodate share roots in the principle that the Crown's honour is engaged in its 
relationship with Aboriginal peoples, the duty to consult is distinct from the fiduciary duty that is owed in relation to 
particular cognizable Aboriginal interests. As noted earlier, the Court cautioned in Roberts against assuming that a 
general trust or fiduciary obligation governs all aspects of relations between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples. 
Furthennore, !his Court in Guerin v. R. , [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335 (S.C. C.), made it clear that the "trust-like" relationship 
between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples is not a true "trust", noting that "[t]he law of trusts is a highly developed, 
specialized branch of the law" (p. 386). There is no reason to graft the doctrine of knowing receipt onto the special 
relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples. It is also qnestionable whether businesses acting on licence 
from the Crown can be analogized to persons who knowingly tum trust funds to their own ends. 

55 Finally, it is suggested (per Finch C.J.B.C.) that third parties should be held to the duty in order to provide an 
effective remedy. The first difficulty with this suggestion is that remedies do not dictate liability. Once liability is 
fonnd, the question of remedy arises. But the remedy tail cannot wag the liability dog. We cannot sue a rich person, 
simply because the person has deep pockets or can provide a desired result. The second problem is that it is not clear 
that the government lacks sufficient remedies to achieve meaningful consultation and accommodation. In tlus case, 
Part 10 ofT.F.L. 39 provided that the Ministry of Forests could vary any pemllt granted to Weyerhaeuser to be con
sistent with a court's detennination of Aboriginal rights or title. The government may also require Weyerhaeuser to 
amend its management plan if the Chief Forester considers that interference with an Aboriginal right has rendered the 
management plan inadequate (para. 2.38( d). Finally, the government can control by legislation, as it did when it in
troduced the Foreslly Revitalization Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 17, which claws back 20 percent of all licensees' harvesting 
rights, in part to make land available for Aboriginal peoples. The government's legislative authority over provincial 
natural resources gives it a powerful tool with which to respond to its legal obligations. This, with respect, renders 
questionable the statement by Finch C.J.B.C. that the government "has no capacity to allocate any part of that timber to 
the Haida without Weyerhaeuser's consent or co-operation" (2002), 5 B.C.L.R. (4th) 33 (B.C. C.A.), at para. 119). 
Failure to hold Weyerhaeuser to a duty to consult and accommodate does not make the remedy "hollow or illusory". 

56 The fact that third parties are under no duty to consult or accommodate Aboriginal concerns does not mean that 
they can never be liable to Aboriginal peoples. If they act negligently in circumstances where they owe Aboriginal 
peoples a duty of care, orifthey breach contracts with Aboriginal peoples or deal with them dishonestly, they may be 
held legally liable. But they cannot be held liable for failing to discharge the Crown's duty to consult and accommo
date. 

F. The Province's Dilly 

57 The Province of British Columbia argues that any duty to consult or accommodate rests solely with the federal 
government. I cannot accept this argument. 

58 The Province's argument rests on s. 109 of the Constitution Act, 1867, which provides that "[a]ll Lands, Mines, 
Minerals, and Royalties belonging to the several Provinces of Canada '" at the Union .. , shall belong to the several 
Provinces ... ". The Province argues that this gives it exclusive right to the land at issue. This right, it argues, cannot be 
linllted by the protection for Aboriginal rights found in s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. To do so, it argues, would 
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59 The answer to this argument is that the Provinces took their interest in land subject to "any Interest other than that 
of the Province in the same". The duty to consult and accommodate here at issue is grounded in the assertion of Crown 
sovereignty which pre-dated the Union. It follows that the Province took the lands subject to this duty. It cannot 
therefore claim that s. 35 deprives it of powers it would otherwise have enjoyed. As stated in St. Catharines Milling & 
Lumber Co. v. R. (1888), (1889) L.R. 14 Apo. Cas. 46 (Canada P.C.), lands in the Province are "available to [the 
Province] as a source of revenue whenever the estate of the Crown is disencumbered of the Indian title" (p.59). The 
Crown's argument on this point has been canvassed by this Court in Delgamuukw, supra, at para. 175, where Lamer 
c.r. reiterated the conclusions in St. Catharines Milling & Lumber Co., supra. There is therefore no foundation to the 
Province's argument on this point. 

G. Administrative Review 

60 Where the govermnent's conduct is challenged on the basis of allegations that it failed to discharge its duty to 
consult and accommodate pending claims resolution, the matter may go to the courts for review. To date, the Province 
has established no process for this purpose. The question of what standard of review the court should apply in judging 
the adequacy of the govermnent's efforts cannot be answered in the absence of such a process. General principles of 
administrative law, however, suggest the following. 

61 On questions oflaw, a decision-maker must generally be correct: for example, Paull'. British Columbia (Forest 
Appeals Commission), [2003]2 S.C.R. 585, 2003 SCC 55 (S.C.C.). On questions off act or mixed fact and law, on the 
other hand, a reviewing body may owe a degree of deference to the decision-maker. The existence or extent of the duty 
to consult or accommodate is a legal question in the sense that it dermes a legal duty. However, it is typically premised 
on an assessment of the facts. It follows that a degree of deference to the rmdings off act of the initial adjudicator may 
be appropriate. The need for deference and its degree will depend on the nature of the question the tribunal was ad
dressing and the extent to which the facts were within the expertise of the tribunal: Ryan v. Law Society (New 
Brunswick) , [20031 1 S.C.R. 247, 2003 SCC 20 (S.C.C.); Paul, supra. Absent error on legal issues, the tribunal may 
be in a better position to evaluate the issue than the reviewing court, and some degree of deference may be required. In 
such a case, the standard of review is likely to be reasonableness. To the extent that the issue is one of pure law, and 
can be isolated from the issues of fact, the standard is correctness. However, where the two are inextricably entwined, 
the standard will likely be reasonableness: Canada (Director o/Investigation & Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997]1 
S.C.R. 748 (S.C.C.). 

62 The process itself would likely fall to be examined on a standard of reasonableness. Perfect satisfaction is not 
required; the question is whether the regulatory scheme or govermnent action "viewed as a whole, accommodates the 
collective aboriginal right in question": Gladstone, supra, at para. 170. What is required is not perfection, but rea
sonableness. As stated in Nikal, supra, at para. 110, "in ... infonnation and consultation the concept of reasonableness 
must come into play .... So long as every reasonable effort is made to inform and to consult, such efforts would suf
fice ... ". The govermnent is required to make reasonable efforts to inform and consult. This suffices to discharge the 
duty. 

63 Should the govermnent misconceive the seriousness of the claim or impact ofthe infringement, this question of 
law would likely be judged by correctness. Where the govermnent is correct on these matters and acts on the appro
priate standard, the decision will be set aside only if the govermnent's process is unreasonable. The focus, as discussed 
above, is not on the outcome, but on the process of consultation and accommodation. 

H. Applicatioll to the Facts 
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64 The question is whether the Province had knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of Abo
riginal right or title and contemplated conduct that might adversely affect them. On the evidence before the Court in 
this matter, the answer must unequivocally be "yes". 

65 The Haida have claimed title to all ofHaida Gwaii for at least 100 years. The chambers judge found that they had 
expressed objections to the Province for a number of years regarding the rate of logging of old-growth forests, 
methods oflogging, and the environmental effects oflogging. Further, the Province was aware since at least 1994 that 
the Haida objected to replacement ofT.F.L. 39 without their consent and without accommodation with respect to their 
title claims. As found by the chambers judge, the Province has had available evidence of the Haida's exclusive use and 
occupation of some areas of Block 6 "[s]ince 1994, and probably much earlier". The Province has had available to it 
evidence of the importance of red cedar to the Haida culture since before 1846 (the assertion of British sovereignty). 

66 The Province raises concerns over the breadth of the Haida's claims, observing that "[i]n a separate action the 
Haida claim aboriginal title to all of the Queen Charlotte Islands, the surrounding waters, and the air space .... The 
Haida claim includes the right to the exclusive use, occupation and benefit of the land, inland waters, seabed, archi
pelagic waters and air space" (Crown's factum, at para. 35). However, consideration ofthe duty to consult and ac
commodate prior to proof of a right does not amount to a prior determination of the case on its merits. Indeed, it should 
be noted that, prior to the chambers judge's decision in this case, the Province had successfully moved to sever the 
question of the existence and infringement of Haida title and rights from issues involving the duty to consult and 
accommodate. The issues were clearly separate in the proceedings, at the Province's instigation. 

67 The chambers judge ascertained that the Province knew that the potential Aboriginal right and title applied to 
Block 6, and could be affected by the decision to replace T.F.L. 39. On this basis, the honour of the Crown mandated 
consultation prior to making a decision that might adversely affect the claimed Aboriginal title and rights. 

(2) Scope of the Duty 

68 As discussed above, the scope of the consultation required will be proportionate to a preliminary assessment of 
the strength of the case supporting the existence of the right or title, and to the seriousness of the potentially adverse 
effect upon the right or title claimed. 

(i) Strength of the case 

69 On the basis of evidence described as "voluminous," the chambers judge found, at para. 25, a number of con
clusions to be "inescapable" regarding the Haida's claims. He found that the Haida had inhabited Haida Gwaii con
tinuously since at least 1774, that they had never been conquered, never surrendered their rights by treaty, and that 
their rights had not been extinguished by federal legislation. Their culture has utilized red cedar from old-gro\v!h 
forests on both coastal and inland areas of what is now Block 6 ofT.F.L. 39 since at least 1846. 

70 The chambers judge's thorough assessment of the evidence distinguishes between the various Haida claims 
relevant to Block 6. On the basis of a thorough survey ofthe evidence, he found, at para. 47: 

(I) a "reasonable probability" that the Haida may establish title to "at least some parts" ofthe coastal and 
inland areas ofHaida Gwaii, including coastal areas of Block 6. There appears to be a "reasonable pos-
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(2) a "substantial probability" that the Haida will be able to establish an aboriginal right to harvest 
old-growth red cedar trees from both coastal and inland areas of Block 6. 

The chambers judge acknowledged that a final resolution would require a great deal of further evidence, but said he 
thought it "fair to say that the Haida claim goes far beyond the mere 'assertion' of Aboriginal title" (para. 50). 

71 The chambers judge's findings grounded the Court of Appeal's conclusion that the Haida claims to title and 
Aboriginal rights were "supported by a good prima facie case" (para. 49 (c)). The strength of the case goes to the 
extent of the duty that the Province was required to fulfill. In this case the evidence clearly supports a conclusion that, 
pending a fmal resolution, there was a prima facie case in support of Aboriginal title, and a strongprimafacie case for 
the Aboriginal right to harvest red cedar. 

(ii) Seriousness of the potential impact 

72 The evidence before the chambers judge indicated that red cedar has long been integral to Haida culture. The 
chambers judge considered that there was a "reasonable probability" that the Haida would be able to establish in
fringement of an Aboriginal right to harvest red cedar "by proof that old-growth cedar has been and will continue to be 
logged on Block 6, and that it is of limited supply" (para. 48). The prospect of continued logging of a resource in 
limited supply points to the potential impact on an Aboriginal right of the decision to replace T.F.L. 39. 

73 Tree Farm Licences are exclusive, long-term licences. T.F.L. 39 grants exclusive rights to Weyerhaeuser to 
harvest timber within an area constituting almost one quarter of the total land of Raid a Gwaii. The chambers judge 
observed that "it [is] apparent that large areas of Block 6 have been logged off' (para. 59(b)). This points to the po
tential impact on Aboriginal rights of the decision to replace T.F.L. 39. 

74 To the Province's credit, the terms ofT.F.L. 39 impose requirements on Weyerhaeuser with respect to Aboriginal 
peoples. However, more was required. Where the govermnent has knowledge of an asserted Aboriginal right or title, it 
must consult the Aboriginal peoples on how exploitation of the land should proceed. 

75 The next question is when does the duty to consult arise? Does it arise at the stage of granting a Tree Farm 
Licence (T.F.L.), or only at the stage of granting cutting pennits? The T.F.L. replacement does not itself authorize 
timber harvesting, which occurs only pursuant to cutting permits. T.F.L. replacements occur periodically, and a par
ticular T.F.L. replacement decision may not result in the substance of the asserted right being destroyed. The Province 
argues that, although it did not consult the Haida prior to replacing the T.F.L., it "has consulted, and continues to 
consult with the Haida prior to authorizing any cutting permits or other operational plans" (Crown's factum, at para. 
64). 

76 I conclude that the Province has a duty to consult and perhaps accommodate on T.F.L. decisions. The T.F.L. 
decision reflects the strategic plauning for utilization of the resource. Decisions made during strategic plauning may 
have potentially serious impacts on Aboriginal right and title. The holder ofT.F.L. 39 must submit a management plan 
to the Chief Forester every five years, to include inventories of the licence area's resources, a timber supply analysis, 
and a "20-Year Plan" setting out a hypothetical sequence of cutblocks. The inventories and the timber supply analysis 
form the basis of the determination of the allowable annual cut (AA.C.) for the licence. The licensee thus develops the 
technical information based upon which the AAC. is calculated. Consultation at the operational level thus has little 
effect on the quantity of the annual allowable cut, which in tum determines cutting pennit terms. If consultation is to 
be meaningful, it must take place at the stage of granting or renewing Tree Farm Licences. 
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77 The last issue is whether the Crown's duty went beyond consultation on T.F.L. decisions, to accommodation. We 
cannot know, on the facts here, whether consultation would have led to a need for accommodation. However, the 
strength of the case for both the Haida title and the Haida right to harvest red cedar, coupled with the serious impact of 
incremental strategic decisions on those interests, suggest that the honour of the Crown may well require significant 
accommodation to preserve the Haida interest pending resolution oftheir claims. 

(3) Did the Crown Fulfill its Duty? 

78 The Province did not consult with the Haida on the replacement ofT.P.L. 39. The chambers judge found, at para. 
42: 

[O]n the evidence presented, it is apparent that the Minister refused to consult with the Haida about replacing 
T.F.L. 39 in 1995 and 2000, on the grounds that he was not required by law to consult, and that such can· 
sultation could not affect his statutory duty to replace T.F.L. 39. 

In both this Court and the courts below, the Province points to various measures and policies taken to address Abo· 
riginal interests. At this Court, the Province argued that U[t]he Haida were and are consulted with respect to forest 
development plans and cutting permits .... Through past consultations with the Haida, the Province has taken various 
steps to mitigate the effects of harvesting ... U (Crown's factum, at para. 75). However, these measures and policies do 
not amountto and cannot substitute for consultation with respect to the decision to replace T.F.L. 39 and the setting of 
the licence's terms and conditions. 

79 It follows, therefore, that the Province failed to meet its duty to engage in something significantly deeper than 
mere consultation. It failed to engage in any meaningful consultation at all. 

III. Conclusion 

80 The Crown's appeal is dismissed and Weyerhaeuser's appeal is allowed. The British Columbia Court of Appeal's 
order is varied so that the Crown's obligation to consult does not extend to Weyerhaeuser. The Crowo has agreed to 
pay the costs of the respondents regarding the application for leave to appeal and the appeal. Weyerhaeuser shall be 
relieved of any obligation to pay the costs of the Haida in the courts below. It is not necessary to answer the consti· 
tution.l question stated in this appeal. 

Order accordingly. 

Ordonnance en consequence. 
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Native law -- Aboriginal rights -- Hunting, trapping and fishing -- Accused treaty Indian killing bear in self-defence 
while not licensed -- Accused later obtaining licence and selling bear hide to buy family food -- Supreme Court of 
Canada upholding trafficking conviction under s. 42 of Wildlife Act -- Natural Resources Transfer Agreement altering 
hunting rights originally guaranteed by treaty -- Sale of bear hide constituting commercial act unprotected by treaty as 
amended by transfer agreement -- Section 42 of Wildlife Act being valid legislation of general application not in
fringing accused's treaty hunting rights. 

Fish and game -- Offences -- Accused treaty Indian killing bear in self-defence while not licensed -- Accused later 
obtaining licence and selling bear hide to buy family food -- Supreme Court of Canada upholding trafficking con
viction under s. 42 of Wildlife Act -- Natural Resources Transfer Agreement altering hunting rights originally guar-
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anteed by treaty -- Sale of bear hide constituting connnercial act unprotected by treaty as amended by transfer 
agreement -- Section 42 of Wildlife Act being valid legislation of general application not infringing accused's treaty 
hunting rights. 

Constitutional law -- Treaties -- Interpretation -- Accused treaty Indian killing bear in self-defence while not licensed 
-- Accused later obtaining licence and selling bear hide to buy family food -- Supreme Court of Canada upholding 
trafficking conviction under s. 42 of Wildlife Act -- Natural Resources Transfer Agreement altering hunting rights 
originally guaranteed by treaty -- Sale of bear hide constituting connnercial act unprotected by treaty as amended by 
transfer agreement -- Section 42 of Wildlife Act being valid legislation of general application not infringing accused's 
treaty hunting rights. 

The accused was a native Indian who was a member of a band covered by Treaty 8. While hunting on land covered by 
the treaty, he shot and killed a grizzly bear which had charged at him. At the time, he had no licence authorizing him to 
hunt grizzly bear. The accused sold the grizzly bear hide and was charged with trafficking in wildlife contrary to s. 42 
of the Wildlife Act. The trial judge held that the accused's activities were protected by Treaty 8 and preserved under 
the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, and acquitted the accused. The Crown's appeal was allowed and a con
viction entered. The accused's appeal to the Court of Appeal was dismissed. The accused appealed. 

Held: 

Appeal dismissed. 

Per Cory J. (Lamer, La Forest and Gonthier n. concurring): 

Treaty 8, 1899, clearly included the right to hunt for connnercial purposes. However, the hunting rights granted by 
Treaty 8 were not unlimited. They were subject to govermnent regulation. The Natural Resources Transfer Agreement 
restricted the right to hunt for connnercial purposes but also widened the hunting territory and the means by which the 
Indians could hunt for food. Thus the Transfer Agreement provided a real quid pro quo for the reduction in the right to 
hunt for purposes of connnerce granted by Treaty 8. The right of the federal govermnent to act unilaterally without 
consultation with and concurrence of the native peoples involved was not questioned. Thus the Transfer Agreement 
did alter the hunting rights originally guaranteed by Treaty 8. 

The Wildlife Act is a provincial law of general application affecting Indians not qua Indians but rather as inhabitants of 
the province. It follows that the Wildlife Act can be applicable to Indians pursuant to the provisions of s. 88 of the 
Indian Act so long as it does not conflict with a treaty right. 

The sale of the bear hide constituted a hunting activity that had ceased to be hunting "for food" but rather was an act of 
connnerce. Consequently it was no longer a right protected by Treaty 8, as amended by the Transfer Agreement. Thus 
the application of s. 42 of the Wildlife Act to Indians hunting for connnercial purposes was not precluded by s. 88 of 
the Indian Act. 

The fact that the accused killed the grizzly bear in self-defence was not relevant to considerations of whether s. 42 of 
the Wildlife Act was breached. The prohibition against trafficking in bear hides without a licence cannot admit of any 
exceptions. It was also irrelevant to the breach of s. 42 that the accused obtained a grizzly bear hunting permIt after he 
was in possession of a bear hide. The management scheme essential to the grizzly bear's survival would be under
mined if a licence were granted to an applicant who had completed a successful hunt. 

Section 42 of the Wildlife Act is consistent with the spirit of Treaty 8 which specified that the right to hunt would be 
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subject to government regulations. The grizzly bear as a species is in a precarious position. Its survival is threatened by 
trafficking in bear hides other than pursuant to the provisions of the Wildlife Act. 

Section 42 of the Wildlife Act is valid legislation enacted by the government with jurisdiction in the field. It reflects a 
bona fide concern for the preservation of a species. It is a law of general application which does not infringe upon the 
Treaty 8 hunting rights ofIndians as limited by the 1930 Transfer Agreement. 

Per Wilson J. (dissenting) (Dickson C.J.C. and L'Heureux-DuM J. concurring): 

Indian treaties must be given the effect intended by their signatories at the time they were entered into even ifthey do 
not comply with today's formal requirements. They should not be undennined by the application of interpretive rules 
applied today to contracts entered into by parties of equal bargaining power. 

The historical context of Treaty 8 made it clear that the government connnitted itself to regulate hunting in a manner 
that would respect the Indians lifestyle and traditional way of pursuing their livelihood. Because of undertakings to the 
Indians by the commissioners who negotiated Treaty 8 on the government's behalf, such regulations had to be de
signed to preserve an environment in which the Indians could hunt, trap and fish as they had always done. 

The term hunting "for food" in the Transfer Agreement was designed to distinguish between traditional hunting 
practices that the Indians were free to pursue and sport hunting or purely commercial hunting. In accordance with the 
applicable interpretive principles, any ambiguity in the Transfer Agreement must be resolved in the Indians favour. 
Any uncertainties regarding the boundary between purely commercial or sport hunting and the Indians traditional 
hunting practices must be resolved by favouring an interpretation of para. 12 that gives the province the power to 
regulate commercial and sport hunting but leaves traditional hunting practices untouched. Regarding Treaty 8 Indians, 
the Alberta government is limited to the regulation of purely commercial and sport hunting. 

In killing a bear in self-defence the accused was not hunting for commerce or sport, if indeed he was "hunting" at all. 
He sold the hide not for commercial profit but to buy food for his family. The province did not have the power to 
regulate an isolated sale resulting from an act of self-defence. 

Cases considered: 

Cases considered by majority: 

Calder v. A.G.B.C., [1973] S.C.R. 313. [1973]4 W.W.R. 1. 34 D.L.R. Od) 145 [B.C.]referred to 

Cardinal v. A.G. Alta., [1974] S.C.R. 695, [1973]6 W.W.R. 205, 13 C.C.C. (2d) 1. 40 D.L.R. Od) 553 [Alta.] 
-- considered 

Frank v. R., [1978]1 S.C.R. 95, [1977]4 W.W.R. 294, 34 C.C.C. (2d) 209, 75 D.L.R. Od) 481, 4 A.R. 271, 
15 N.R. 487 -- applied 

Moosehunterv. R., [1981] 1 S.C.R. 282, 59 C.C.C. (2d) 193, 123 D.L.R. (3d) 95, 9 Sask. R. 149, 36N.R. 437 
-- applied 

Myran v. R., [1976]2 S.C.R. 137, [1976]1 W.W.R. 196,23 C.C.C. (2d) 73, 58 D.L.R. (3d) I, 5 N.R. 551 -
considered 
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Daniel, "The Spirit and Tenns of Treaty Eight", in Price (ed.), The Spirit of the Alberta Indian treaties (1979), pp. 
47-100. 

Fumoleau, As Long as this Land Shall Last: A History of Treaty 8 and Treay 11, 1870-1939 (1973), pp. 65, 74, 75. 

Hickey et al. "T.A.R.R. Interview with Elders Program" in Price (ed.), The Spirit of the Alberta Indian Treaties (1979), 
ppp. 103-12. 

La Forest, Natural Resources and Public Property under the Canadian Constitution (1969), p. 180. 

Laird et aI., "Report of Commissioners for Treaty No.8", in Treaty No.8 made June 21, 1899 and Adhesions Rep
ports, etc. (1966), p. 6. 

O'Chiese et aI., "Interviews with Elders", in Price (ed.), The Spirit ofthe Alberta Indian Treaties (1979), pp. 113-60. 

Ray Commentary on Economic History of Treaty 8 Area (Dept. of History, Dniv. ofRC., 1985) (unpublished), pp. 4, 
8,9. 

Treaty No.8 (1899). 

Appeal from decision of Alberta Court of Appeal, [1987]5 W.W.R. 454, 53 Alta. L.R. (2d) 146, [1987]4 C.N.L.R. 99. 
78 A.R. 351, dismissing appeal from decision of Stratton J., [1986]2 C.N.L.R. 94. 69 AR. 13, allowing appeal from 
acquittal by Wong Provo J., [1986]1 C.N.L.R. 79. acquitting accused on charge of trafficking in wildlife contrary to s. 
42 of Alberta Wildlife Act. 

Wilsoll J. (dissenting) (Dicksoll c.J.c. and L'Heu1'eux-DuM J. concurring): 

I have had the advantage of reading the reasons of my colleague Justice Cory and must respectfully disagree with 
his conclusion that the appellant's conduct is caught by s. 42 of the Wildlife Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. W-9. 

2 While my colleague has reviewed the facts of this appeal [from [1987]5 W.W.R. 454, 53 Alta. L.R. (2d) 146. 
[1987]4 C.N.L.R. 99. 78 A.R. 351, affirming [1986]2 C.N.L.R. 94, 69 A.R. 13. which reversed [1986]1 C.N.L.R. 79] 
and the decisions of the lower courts, I believe it is important to emphasize that all parties were agreed and the trial 
judge so found that Mr. Horseman was legitimately engaged in hunting moose for his own use in the Treaty 8 area 
when he killed the bear in self-defence. Mr. Horseman did not kill the bear with a view to selling its hide although he 
was eventually driven to do so a year later in order to feed himself and his family. The sale of the bear hide was an 
isolated act and not part of any planned commercial activity. None of this is in dispute. 

3 The narrow question before us in this appeal then is whether the isolated sale for food of a bear hide obtained by 
the appellant fortuitously as the result of an act of self-defence is something that the government of Alberta is entitled 
to penalize under the Wildlife Act. In my view, the answer to this question requires a careful examination ofthe tenns 
of Treaty 8 and the wording of para. 12 of the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, 1930 (Alberta) (the "Transfer 
Agreement"). 

Interpreting Indian Treaties 

4 This court has already established a number of important guidelines for the interpretation of Indian treaties. In 
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Nowegi;ickv. R., [198311 S.C.R. 29 at 36, [1983]2 C.N.L.R. 89, [1983] C.T.C. 20, 83 D.T.C. 5041, 144 D.L.R. (3d) 
193,46 N.R. 41 [Fed.], Dickson J, (as he then was) stated: 

... treaties and statntes relating to Indians should be liberally construed and doubtful expressions resolved in 
favour of the Indians , .. In Jones v. Meehan , 175 U.S. 1 (1899), it was held that Indian treaties "must ... be 
construed, not according to the technical meaning of [their] words ... but in the sense in which they would 
naturally be understood by the Indians" . [emphasis added] 

InSimoll v. R., [1985]2 S.C.R. 387 8t402, [198611 C.N.L.R. 153,23 C.C.C. (3d) 238, 24D.L.R. (4th) 390, 71 N.S.R. 
(2d) 15, 171 AP.R. 15, 62 N.R. 366, Dickson C.J.C. pointed to his observation in Nowegijick and reiterated that 
"Indian treaties should be given a fair, large and liberal construction in favour of the Indians", 

5 The interpretive principles developed in Nowegijick and Simon recognize that Indian treaties are sui generis (per 
Dickson C.J.C. at p. 404 of Simon). These treaties were the product of negotiation between very different cultures and 
the language used in them probably does not reflect, and should not be expected to reflect, with total accuracy each 
party's understanding of their effect at the time they were entered into. This is why the courts must be especially 
sensitive to the broader historical context in which such treaties were negotiated. They must be prepared to look at that 
historical context in order to ensure that they reach a proper understanding of the meaning that particular treaties held 
for their signatories at the time. 

6 But the interpretive principles set out in Nowegijick and Simon were developed not only to deal with the unique 
natnre of Indian treaties but also to address a problem identified by Norris J.A. in R. v. White, 52 W.W,R. 193, 50 
D,L.R. (2d) 613 at 649, affirmed [1965] S.C.R. vi, 52 D,L.R. (2d) 481n [Fed.]: 

In view of the argument before us, it is necessary to point out that on numerous occasions in modem days, 
rights under what were entered into with Indians as solemn engagements, although completed with what 
would now be considered informality, have been whittled away on the excuse that they do not comply with 
present day formal requirements and with rules of interpretation applicable to transactions between people 
who must be taken in the light of advanced civilization to be of equal statns. 

In other words, to put it simply, Indian treaties must be given the effect the signatories obviously intended them to 
have at the time they were entered into even if they do not comply with today's formal requirements, Nor should they 
be undermined by the application of the interpretive rules we apply today to contracts entered into by parties of equal 
bargaining power. 

7 In my view, the interpretive principles set out in NOlVegijick and Simon are fundamentally sound and have con
siderable significance for this appeal. Any assessment of the impact of the Transfer Agreement on the rights that 
Treaty 8 Indians were assured in the treaty would continue to be protected cannot ignore the fact that Treaty 8 em
bodied a "solemn engagement". Accordingly, when interpreting the Transfer Agreement between the federal and 
provincial governments we must keep in mind the solemn commitment made to the Treaty 8 Indians by the federal 
government in 1899. We should not readily assume thatthe federal government intended to renege on the cOlmnitment 
it had made, Rather we should give it an interpretation, if this is possible on the language, which will implement and be 
fully consistent with that commitment. It is appropriate, therefore, to begin the analysis ofthe issues in this appeal with 
a review of the nature of the "solemn engagement" embodied in Treaty 8. 

Treaty 8 and Indian Hunting Rights 

8 In his Commentary on Economic History of Treaty 8 Area (unpublished), 13th June 1985, at p. 8, Professor Ray 
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warns ofthe dangers involved in trying to understand the hunting practices ofIndians in the Treaty 8 area by drawing 
neat distinctions between hunting for domestic use and hunting for commercial purposes. He notes that Indians in the 
Treaty 8 area had developed a way of life that centered on wildlife resources. They hunted beaver, moose, caribou and 
wood buffalo with a view to consuming some portions of their catch and exchanging other portions. "For these rea
sons, differentiating domestic hunting from commercial hunting is unrealistic and does not enable one to fully ap
preciate the complex nature of the native economy following contact" (p. 9). 

9 Others have confrrmed Professor Ray's understanding of the world in which Treaty 8 Indians lived prior to 1899: 
see, for example, Richard Daniel's observations in "The Spirit and Terms of Treaty Eight", in Richard Price (ed.), The 
Spirit of the Alberta Indian Treaties (Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1979), at pp. 47-100. In my view, it is 
important to bear in mind this picture of the Treaty 8 Indians' way of life prior to 1899 when considering the context in 
which they consented to Treaty 8. 

lOIn one of the most detailed studies of the history of the negotiations leading up to Treaty 8, As Long as this Land 
Shall Last: A History of Treaty 8 and Treaty 11, 1870-1939 (1973), Mr. R. Fumoleau explains why the Canadian 
government sought an agreement with the Treaty 8 Indians. The Klondike gold rush gave rise to serious problems 
throughout 1897 and 1898, with miners travelling through territory occupied by the Indians and paying little respect to 
their traditional way of life. Inevitably conflict broke out as the Indians retaliated. The goverrunent of Canada quickly 
realized that it was necessary to reach an understanding with the Indians about future relations. Commissioners Laird, 
Ross and McKenna were therefore sent out to negotiate a treaty with the Indians. 

11 Mr. Daniel's study of these negotiations reveals that the Indians were especially concerned that the most im
portant aspect of their way of life, their ability to hunt and fish, not be interfered with. He points out that the com
missioners repeatedly sought to assure the Indians that they would continue to be free to pursue these activities as they 
always had. In the course oftreaty negotiations at Lesser Slave Lake in June 1899 (negotiations that set the pattern for 
subsequent agreements with other Indian groups near Fort St. John, Fort Chipewyan, Fond du Lac, Fort Resolution 
and Wabasca), Commissioner Laird told the assembled Indians that "Indians have been told that if they make a treaty 
they will not be allowed to hunt and fish as they do now. This is not true. Indians who take treaty will be just as free to 
hunt and fish all over as they now are" (see Daniel, ante, at p. 76). Similarly, Mr. Fumoleau has observed that "[o]nly 
when the Treaty Commissioners promised them that they would be free to hunt and trap and fish for a living, and that 
their rights would be protected against the abuses of white hunters and trappers, did the Indians at each trading post of 
the Treaty 8 area consent to sign the treaty" (Fumoleau, ante, at p. 65). 

12 The official report of the commissioners who negotiated Treaty 8 (presented to the Minister of the Interior on 
22nd September 1899) conflrms both that hunting and fishing rights were of particular concern to the Indians and that 
the commissioners were at pains to make clear that the goverrunent of Canada did not wish to interfere with their 
traditional way of life. The commissioners reported (at p. 6): 

Our chief difficulty was the apprehension that the hunting and fishing privileges were to be curtailed. The 
provision in the treaty under which ammunition and twine is to be furnished went far in the direction of 
quieting the fears of the Indians, fur they admitted that it would be unreasonable to furnish the means of 
hunting and fishing if laws were to be enacted which would make hunting and fishing so restricted as to 
render it impossible to make a livelihood by such pursuits. But over and above the provision, we had to 
solemnly assure them that only such laws as to hunting as were in the interest of the Indians and were found 
necessary in order to protect the fish andfur-bearing animals would be made, and that they would be free to 
hunt and fish after the treaty as they would be if they never entered into it. [emphasis added] 

13 Interviews with Indian elders of the Lesser Slave Lake area conflrm the archival evidence with respect to the 
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(2d) 193, 123 D.L.R. (3d) 95, 9 Sask. R. 149,36 N,R. 437. We must, however, be satisfied that the federal government 
did make an "unambiguous decision" to renege on its Treaty 8 obligations when it signed the 1930 Transfer Agree
ment. 

22 The respondent in this appeal has not pointed to any historical evidence in support of its claim that para. 12 of the 
Transfer Agreement was intended to limit the Indians' traditional right to hunt and fish (which included a right of 
exchange) to one confmed to hunting and fishing for personal consumption only. Absent such evidence, and in view of 
the implications of bad faith on the part of the federal government which would arise from it, I am not prepared to 
accept that this was the legislature's intent. Indeed, it seems to me that inR. v. Sutherland, [1980)2 S.C.R. 451, [1980] 
5 W,W.R. 456, 53 C.C.C. (2d) 289, 113 D.L.R. (3d) 374, 7 Man. R. (2d) 359, 35 N.R. 361, which dealt with an 
analogous provision in the Transfer Agreement with Manitoba, Dickson J. was concerned to make clear that the 
restrictive approach favoured by the respondent is entirely inappropriate. He stated at p. 461: 

Paragraph 13 of the Memorandum of Agreement, it is true, makes provincial game laws applicable to the 
Indians within the boundaries of the Province, but with the large and important proviso that assures them, 
inter alia, the "right" to hunt game at all seasons of the year for food on lands to which the Indians may have 
a right of access. This proviso should be given a broad and liberal construction. History supports such an 
interpretation as do the plain words of the proviso. The right assured is, in my view, the right to hunt game 
(any and all game), for food, at all seasons of the year (not just "open seasons") on land to which they have a 
right of access (for hunting, trapping and fishing). [emphasis added) 

23 Nevertheless, the respondent argues that the use of the words "for food" in para. 12 of the Transfer Agreement 
have this effect. They demonstrate, he submits, an intention on the part of the legislature to place substantial limits on 
the range of hunting-related activities that Treaty 8 Indians can pursue free from provincial regulation. The respondent 
submits that Treaty 8 Indians can only derive protection from para. 12 if the purpose for which they are hunting is to 
feed themselves or their families and that because Mr. Horseman did not kill the bear with this purpose in mind his act 
falls outside the ambit of para. 12. 

24 While the respondent suggests that this court's jurisprudence on para. 12 and analogous provisions in other 
transfer agreements supports its restrictive reading of the proviso, I am of the view that this court's previous decisions 
with respect to the language of para. 12 (and its equivalent in other transfer agreements) do not require the court to 
construe the term "for food" in such a narrow and restricted manner. Given that Treaty 8 embodied a solemn en
gagement on the part of the government of Canada to respect a way of life that was built around hunting, fishing and 
trapping, given that our courts have on a number of occasions emphasized that we should seek to give meaning to the 
language used in para. 12 by looking to Treaty 8, and given that this court's decision in Sutherland urged that para. 12 
be given a "broad and liberal" construction, it seems to me that we should be very reluctant to accept any reading of the 
term "for food" that would constitute a profound inroad into the ability of Treaty 8 Indians to engage in the traditional 
way oflife which they believed had been secured to them by the treaty. 

25 I note that in Frank v. R., supra, a case that involved a treaty Indian who had killed a moose, Dickson J. suggested 
(at pp. 100-101) that, whereas under Treaty 6 hunting rights had been at large, under para. 12 they were now limited to 
hunting "for food" and that, as a result of para. 12, rights to hunt and fish otherwise than "for food" were subject to 
provincial game laws. But Dickson J. was quick to stress that in the case before him "these differences are unimportant 
because the appellant was hunting for food and upon land touched by both Treaty and Agreement" (p. 100). In other 
words, while the presence ofthe term "for food" clearly meant that after 1930 the province of Alberta had the power to 
regulate hunting that was not "for food", Dickson J, saw no need in that case to explore in detail the nature of the 
distinction between hlmting "for food" and hunting for other purposes. 
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26 InMoosehunter v. R., supra, a case that involved a treaty Indian who had killed deer in Manitoba, Dickson J. did 
have occasion to consider the nature of the dividing line created by the term "for food" in somewhat more detail. He 
observed at p. 285: 

The reason or purpose underlying paragraph 12 was to secure to the Indians a supply of game and fishJor 
their support and subsistence and clearly to permit hunting, trapping and fishing for food at all seasons of the 
year on all unoccupied Crown lands and lands to which the Indians had access. The Agreement had the effect 
of merging and consolidating the treaty rights of the Indians in the area and restricting the power of the 
province to regulate the Indians' right to hunt for food. The right oJIndians to huntJor sport 01' commercially 
could be regulated by provincial game laws but the right to hunt JorJood could not. [emphasis added] 

27 In my view, the distinction that Dickson J. drew in Moosehunter between hunting for "support and subsistence", 
and hunting for "sport or commercially" is far more consistent with the spirit of Treaty 8 and with the proposition that 
one should not assume that the legislature intended to abrogate or derogate from Treaty 8 hunting rights than the 
respondent's submission that in using the term "for food" the legislature intended to restrict Treaty 8 hunting rights to 
hunting for direct consumption of the product of the hunt. And if we are to give para. 12 the "broad and liberal" con
struction called for in Sutherland, a construction that reflects the principle enunciated in Nowegijick and Simon that 
statutes relating to Indians must be given a "fair, large and liberal construction", then we should be prepared to accept 
that the range of activity encompassed by the term "for food" extends to hunting for "support and subsistence", i.e., 
hunting not only for direct consumption but also hunting in order to exchange the product of the hunt for other items as 
was their wont, as opposed to purely commercial or sport hunting. 

28 And, indeed, when one thinks of it this makes excellent sense. The whole emphasis of Treaty 8 was on the 
preservation of the Indian's traditional way of life. But this surely did not mean that the Indians were to be forever 
consigned to a diet of meat and fish and were to have no opportunity to share in the advances of modem civilization 
over the next 100 years. Of course, the Indians' hunting and fishing rights were to be preserved and protected; the 
Indians could not have survived otherwise. But this cannot mean that in 1990 they are to be precluded from selling 
their meat and fish to buy other items necessary for their sustenance and the sustenance oftheir children. Provided the 
purpose of their hunting is either to consume the meat or to exchange or sell it in order to support themselves and their 
families, I fail to see why this is precluded by any common sense interpretation of the words "for food". It will, of 
course, be a question of fact in each case whether a sale is made for purposes of sustenance or for purely commercial 
profit. 

29 If we are to be sensitive to Professor Ray's observation that the distinction between hunting for commerce and 
domestic hunting is not one that can readily be imposed on the Indian hunting practices protected by Treaty 8, and if 
we are to approach para. 12 as a proviso that was intended to respect the guarantees enshrined in Treaty 8 (which I 
think we must do if at all possible), then para. 12 must be construed as a provision conferring on the province of 
Alberta the power to regulate sport hunting and hunting for purely commercial purposes rather than as a provision that 
was to enable the province to place serious and invidious restrictions on the Indians' right to hunt for "support and 
subsistencen in the broader sense. 

30 When the phrase "for food" is read in this way para. 12 of the Transfer Agreement remains faithful to the Treaty 
8 commissioners' solemn engagement that the government of Canada would only enact "such laws as to hunting as 
were in the interest of the Indians and were found necessary in order to protect the fish and fur-bearing animals ... " and 
that Treaty 8 Indians "would be free to hunt and fish after the treaty as they would be if they never entered into it". 
While Treaty 8 Indians and the government of Canada may not have foreseen in 1899 that limits would one day have 
to be placed on the extent to which people could engage in commercial and sport hunting, such restrictions are ob
viously necessary today in order to preserve particular species. Provided such restrictions on commercial and sport 
hunting are imposed in order to preserve species that might otherwise be endangered, the government would appear to 
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be acting in the interests of the Indians in maintaining the wellbeing of the environment that is the pre-condition to 
their ability to pursue their traditional way oflife. Such restrictions are entirely consistent with the spirit and language 
of Treaty 8. What is not consistent with the spirit and language of Treaty 8 is to restrict the ability of the Indians to hunt 
for "support and subsistence" unless this restriction also is required for the preservation of species threatened with 
extinction. 

31 In sununary, it seems to me that the term hunting "for food" was designed to draw a distinction between tradi
tional hunting practices that the Indians were to be free to pursue and sport hunting or hunting for purely commercial 
purposes. And if we are to avoid paying mere lip service to the interpretive principles set out in Nowegifick and Simon, 
principles that require us to resolve ambiguities with respect to the language of statutes like the Transfer Agreement in 
favour ofthe Indians, then any uncertainties regarding the nature of the boundary between purely commercial or sport 
hunting and the Indians' traditional hunting practices must be resolved by favouring an interpretation of para. 12 of the 
Transfer Agreement that gives the province of Alberta the power to regulate commercial and sport hunting but that 
leaves traditional Indian hunting practices untouched. 

32 My colleague, Cory J., takes a different view. He concludes that para. 12 of the Transfer Agreement was de
signed to "cut down the scope of Indian hunting rights" and that there was a "quid pro quo" granted to the Indians by 
the Crown for the reduction in hunting rights. Describing this "quid pro quo", Cory J. suggests that the "area of hunting 
and the way in which the hunting could be conducted was extended and removed from the jurisdiction of provincial 
governments". But in my view the historical evidence suggests both that the Indians had been guaranteed the right to 
hunt for their support and subsistence in the manner that they wished some four decades before the Transfer Agree
ment was ratified and that it is doubtful whether the provinces were ever in a legitimate constitutional position to 
regulate that form of hunting prior to the Transfer Agreement. As a result, I have difficulty in accepting my colleague's 
conclusion thatthe Transfer Agreement involved some sort of expansion of these hunting rights. Moreover, it seems to 
me somewhat disingenuous to attempt to justify any unilateral "cutting down of hunting rights" by the use of termi
nology connoting a reciprocal process in which contracting parties engage in a mulnal exchange of promises. Be that 
as it may, I see no evidence at all that the federal government intended to renege in any way from the solemn en
gagement embodied in Treaty 8. 

The Case at Bar 

33 The learned trial judge found as a fact that the appellant killed the bear in self-defence and not with a view to 
selling, exchanging or bartering its hide. It is difficult therefore to describe Mr. Horseman's act as hunting for com
merce or sport. Indeed, it is difficult to describe Mr. Horseman's act as "hunting" at all. It would be passing strange if 
the government of Canada in enacting the Transfer Agreement of 1930 intended to put Treaty 8 Indians in the absurd 
position of being penalized for defending themselves against attack by wild animals. Nor, with respect, can I accept 
my colleague's suggestion that Parliament believed that if Treaty 8 Indians were exempted from provincial regulations 
if they killed an animal in self-defence, they would try to circumvent such regulations by making duplicitous claims to 
this effect. 

34 Section 42 of the Wildlife Act states that "no person shall traffic in any wildlife except as is expressly permitted 
by this Act or by the regulations." I have already suggested that while the federal government may have the power to 
regulate trafficking in wildlife provided that such regulation is in the interest ofthe Indians, the provincial government 
has no power to regulate Indian practices that fall within the Indians' traditional way of life and that are linked to their 
support and subsistence. Insofar as Treaty 8 Indians are concerned, the government of Alberta is limited to regulation 
of purely commercial and sport hunting. 

35 The trial judge stated [po 85]: 
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46 The judge of the Court of Queen's Bench set aside the acquittal and convicted the appellant and imposed the 
minimum fine provided by the Act of$100: [198612 C.N.L.R. 94, 69 A.R. 13. The judge was ofthe view that Treaty 
8 rights had been specifically restricted as a result of the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement of 1930 which in his 
view limited the rights of the Indians to trapping, fishing and hunting only for food. In his opinion ifthe product of the 
hunt was involved in a multi-stage process whereby it was sold to obtain funds, even though those funds might be used 
for the purchase of food, then the activity had proceeded beyond hunting "for food" and had entered the domain of 
commerce. Further, he expressed the view that s. 42 of the Wildlife Act was of general application and that Horseman 
was bound by it. 

Tlte COllrt of Appeal 

47 The Court of Appeal upheld the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench: [1987]5 W.W.R. 454, 53 Alta. L.R. 
(2dl 146, [1987] 4 C.N.L.R. 99,78 A.R. 351. It too was of the view that the effect of para. 12 of the Transfer 
Agreement was to restrict the Indian rights to hunting, trapping and fishing for food only. The Court of Appeal was 
also of the view that s. 42 of the Wildlife Act was of general application and that Horseman was bound by it. 

Applicable Legislation 

48 Treaty 8, 1899: 

And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that they shall have right to pursue 
their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore de
scribed, subject to such regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of the country, 
acting under the authority ofRer Majesty, and saving and excepting such tracts as may be required or taken 
up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes. 

49 Constitution Act, 1930: 

I. The agreements set out in the Schedule to this Act are hereby confirmed and shall have the force oflaw 
notwithstanding anything in the Constitution Act, 1867, or any Act amending the same, or any Act of the 
Parliament of Canada, or in any Order in Council or terms or conditions of union made or approved under any 
such Act as aforesaid. 

50 Natural Resources Transfer Agreement, 1930 (Alberta): 

12. In order to secure to the Indians of the Province the continuance of the supply of game and fish for their 
support and subsistence, Canada agrees that the laws respecting game in force in the Province from time to 
time shall apply to the Indians within the boundaries thereof, provided, however, that the said Indians shall 
have the right, which the Province hereby assures to them, of hunting, trapping, and fishing game and fish for 
food at all seasons of the year on all unoccupied Crown lands and on any other lands to which the said Indians 
may have a right of access. 

51 Wildlife Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. W-9: 
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42 No person shall traffic in any wildlife except as is expressly permitted by this Act or by the regulations. 

I (s) "traffic" means any single act of selling, offering for sale, buying, bartering, soliciting or trading. 

Treaty and Hunting Rights 

52 An examination of the historical background leading to the negotiations for Treaty 8 and the other numbered 
treaties leads inevitably to the conclusion that the hunting rights reserved by the treaty included hunting for com
mercial purposes. The Indians wished to protect the hunting rights which they possessed before the treaty came into 
effect and the federal govermuent wished to protect the native economy which was based upon those hunting rights. It 
can be seen that the Indians ceded title to the Treaty 8 lands on the condition that they could reserve exclusively to 
themselves "their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and fishing throughout the tracts surrendered ... " 

53 The economy ofthe Indian population at the time of the treaty had clearly evolved to such a degree that hunting 
and fishing for commercial purposes was an integral part of their way of life. In his Commentary on Economic History 
of Treaty 8 Area, 13th June 1985 (unpublished), Professor Ray notes at p. 4: 

The Indians indicated to the Treaty 8 commissioners that they wanted assurances that the govermuent would 
look after their needs in times of hardships before they would sign the treaty. The Commissioners responded 
by stressing that the govermnent did not want Indians to abandon their traditional economic activities and 
become wards of the state. Indeed, one of the reasons that the Northwest Game Act of 1894 had been enacted 
was to preserve the resource base of the native economies outside of organized territories. The govermnent 
feared that the collapse of these economies would throw a great burden onto the state such as had occurred 
when the bison economy ofthe prairies failed. 

Professor Ray, in conclusion on this point, states at pp. 8-9: 

Commercial provision hunting was an important aspect of the commercial hunting economy of the region 
from the onset of the fur trade in the late 18th century. However, no data exists that makes it possible to 
determine what proportion of the native hunt was intended to obtain provisions for domestic use as opposed 
to exchange. 

Furthermore, in terms of economic history, I am not sure any attempts to make such distinctions would be 
very meaningful in that Indians often killed animals, such as beaver, primarily to obtain pelts for trade. 
However, the Indians consumed beaver meat and in many areas it was an important component of the diet. 
Conversely, moose, caribou and wood buffalo were killed in order to obtain meat for consumption and for 
trade. Similarly, the hides of these animals were used by Indians and they were traded. For these reasons, 
differentiating domestic hunting from commercial hunting is unrealistic and does not enable one to fully 
appreciate the complex nature of the native economy following contact. 

The report of the commissioners who negotiated Treaty 8 on behalf of the govermnent of Canada lends further support 
to this conclusion where they wrote (at p. 6): 

Our chief difficulty was the apprehension that the hunting and fishing privileges were to be curtailed. The 
provision in the treaty under which ammunition and twine is to be furnished went far in the direction of 
quieting the fears of the Indians, for they admitted that it would be unreasonable to furnish the means of 
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hunting and fishing if laws were to be enacted which would make hunting and fishing so restricted as to 
render it impossible to make a livelihood by such pursuits. But over and above the provision, we had to 
solemnly assure them that only such laws as to hunting and fishing as were in the interest of the Indians and 
were found necessary in order to protect the fish and fur-bearing animals would be made, and that they would 
be as free to hunt andftsh after the treaty as they would be if they never entered into it. [emphasis added] 

54 I am in complete agreement with the finding of the trial judge that the original treaty right clearly included 
hunting for purposes of COmmerce. The next question that must be resolved is whether or not that right was in anyway 
limited or affected by the Transfer Agreement of 1930. 

The Effect of the 1930 Transfer Agreement 

55 At the outset two established principles must be borne in mind. First, the onus of proving either express or im
plicit extinguishment lies upon the Crown: see Simon v. R., [1985] 2 S.C.R. 387, [1986]1 C.N.L.R. 153,23 e.C.C. 
(3d) 238, 24 D.L.R. (4th) 390, 71 N.S.R. (2d) 15, 171 A.P.R. 15,62 N.R. 366; Calderv. A.G. B.C., [1973] S.C.R. 313, 
[1973]4 W.W,R. I, 34 D.L.R. (3d) 145 [B.C.]. Secondly, any ambiguities in the wording of the treaty or document 
must be resolved in favour of the native people. This was expressed by Dickson J. (as he then was), speaking for the 
court inNolVegijickv. R .. [1983]1 S.C.R. 29 at 36, [1983]2 C.N.L.R. 89, [1983] C.T.C. 20, 83 D.T.C. 5041, 144 
D.L.R. (3d) 193,46 N.R. 41 [Fed.], in these words: 

... treaties and statutes relating to Indians should be liberally construed and doubtful expressions resolved in 
favour of the Indians. 

56 The appellant argues that the Transfer Agreement of 1930 was not signed by the Indians. Since they were not a 
party to it, they could not have agreed to any restriction of their hunting and fishing rights and that these rights could 
not have been lost as a result of the operation of what has been called the "merger and consolidation" theory. 

57 The Crown on the other hand states that it is clear from the wording of para. 12 itself that the hunting rights were 
limited by the agreement. The wording again is as follows: 

12. In order to secure to the Indians of the Province the continuance of the supply of game and fish for their 
support and subsistence, Canada agrees that the laws respecting game in force in the Province from time to 
time shall apply to the Indians within the boundaries thereof, provided, however, that the said Indians shall 
have the right, which the Province hereby assures to them, of hunting, trapping, and fishing game and fish for 
food at all seasons of the year on all unoccupied Crown lands and on any other lands to which the said Indians 
may have a right of access. [emphasis added] 

58 The Crown argues that the rights granted to the Indians by the treaty of 1899 were "merged and consolidated" in 
the 1930 Transfer Agreement. The Crown further submits that the limiting meaning of these words has been noted and 
upheld by this court in Cardinal v. A.G. Alta .. [1974] S.C.R. 695, [1973] 6 W.W.R, 205, 13 C.C.C. (2d) 1, 40 D,L.R. 
(3d) 553 [Alta.]; Frank v. R. , [1978]1 S.C.R. 95, [1977]4 W.W.R. 294, 34 C.C.C. (2d) 209, 75 D.L.R. C3d) 481, 4 
A.R. 271, 15 N,R. 487; R. v. Sutherland, [1980]2 S.C.R. 451 at 460, [1980]5 W.W.R. 456, 53 e.C.C. (2d) 289, 113 
D.L.R. (3d) 374, 7 Man. R. (2d) 359, 35 N.R. 361; and Moosehunter v. R., [1981] I S.C.R. 282, 59 C.C.C. (2d) 193, 
123 D.L.R. C3d) 95, 9 Sask. R. 149,36 N.R. 437, 

59 The merger and consolidation theory was first put forward by McNiven J.A. in R. v. Strongquill, 8 W.W.R. 
(N.S.) 247,16 C.R. 194, 105 C.C.C. 262, [1953]2 D.L.R. 264 (Sask. C.A.). He stated atpp. 267-68 [W.W.R.]: 
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The plaintiffs had trapped fur-bearers in the territory where they had a registered trap line for many years. The plaintiffs 
claimed a declaration of an aboriginal right to trap fur-bearers in a trap line area in a territory over which their First Nation 
claimed aboriginal rights. Logging had been conducted on the trap line for some years and logging was planned for the up
coming season. The plaintiffs claimed that the planned logging would endanger the habitat of the pine marten, which preferred 
old growth forest, thereby endangering an aboriginal right to trap a harvestable surplus ofthat species. The plaintiffs applied for 
an interim injunction to restrain the defendant forest companies from logging or doing preparatory work within the trap line. 

Held: 
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Application dismissed. The plaintiffs established there was a fair question to be tried as to whether or not their aboriginal right 
to trap would be infringed by the proposed logging. However, the balance of convenience did not favour an injunction on the 
basis ofthe cutting planned for the upcoming season only. The materials filed did not indicate that the logging, particularly that 
planned for the next year, would have a significant or long term impact on the pine marten habitat. It was very uniikely that 
logging another 4 per cent of the territory would irreparably harm the plaintiffs' right to trap marten. On the other hand, it was 
likely that the defendants and their employees would suffer substantial losses if the injunction were granted, which would be 
difficult if not impossible to calculate. If the plaintiffs obtained an injunction but did not succeed at trial, the trees would remain 
available for the defendants to cut, but losses occasioned by the disruption of work would be substantial. 

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

The Honourable Mr. Justice Curtis: 

1 Harold Derickson and the Westbank First Nation have commenced this action seeking a declaration of an aboriginal right 
to trap fur-bearers in the territory designated by Trap Line TL 812T017 registered under the Wildlife Act S.B.C. 1982, c.57 
which falls within the territory over which the Westbank First Nation claims aboriginal rights. The writ also claims an abo
riginal right to trap specific species, including marten, and seeks declarations that any acts of the Crown in derogation of the 
aboriginal right to trap are ultra vires, that it is ultra vires the Crown to issue cutting pennits or other licences to allow logging 
within the trap line territory, and that Forest Licence A188667 held by Riverside Forest Products Limited and Forest Licence 
A18674 held by Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. and any cutting pennits issued thereunder are subject to the aboriginal trapping 
rights of the plaintiffs. 

2 This action was started by a writ filed January 10, 1996. In the context of this action the plaintiffs have applied for an 
interim injunction to restrain the defendants Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. and Riverside Forest Products Limited from logging or 
doing preparatory work within trap line TL 812TO 17 pending trial or other disposition of the action. It is agreed that the action 
will not come to trial in any less than two years and could well take considerably longer than that. 

3 A party applying for an interim injunction of this nature must establish: 

1. The claim presents a fair question to be tried as to the existence of the right alleged and a breach thereof, actual or 
reasonably apprehended. 

2. The balance of convenience lies in favour of granting the injunction claimed. 

British Columbia (Attorney General) v. Wale, [1987]2 WWR. 331 (B.C.C.A.) affirmed [1991] 1 S.C.R. 62. 

4 Counsel for the defendants for the purposes of this application have conceded that there is a fair question to be tried as to 
whether the plaintiffs have an aboriginal right to trap as alleged, but do not concede that there is a fair question to be tried that 
there has been a breach of the right. 

5 The WestbankFirst Nation is one of the bands which comprises the Okanagan Nation whose traditional territory is situate 
in southern British Columbia and Washington. The trap line in question is within the area claimed as traditional territory by the 
Westbank First Nation in a claim presented under the British Columbia Treaty Commission. 

6 The trap line was first registered in 1926 on the application of the local Indian agent and has been used by the Derickson 
family and other members of the Westbank First Nation from before that time to the present. It is currently registered in the 
name of Harold Derickson and fourteen others. The land in question in situate in the West Kettle River Valley about 40 
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kilometres east ofKelowna and is approximately 16,000 hectares in area. 

7 There is evidence that members of the Westbank First Nation have trapped fur-bearers in this territory for many years, 
although recently trapping appears to have been limited. Counsel for the plaintiffs declined to provide specific infonnation 
conceming how many of what species have been trapped in the last several years. The most recent use of the trap line suggested 
by the materials is trapping by Harold Derickson and his father Richard Derickson in 1989. The plaintiffs concede that recent 
trapping is of minimal economic value, but allege that the right to trap specific species of their choice has important cultural 
value. At one time the trap line did have significant economic value, for example when II marten skins were sold for $3,000 in 
1946, and it is possible that it could again have significant economic value. The present application for an injunction is made on 
the basis that the planned logging would endanger the habitat of the pine marten, which prefers old growth forest, thereby 
endangering an aboriginal right to trap a harvestable surplus of that species. 

8 Logging has in fact been conducted on the trap line for some years. Ofthe total area of 15,595.87 hectares (approximately 
160 square kilometres,) 3,131.16 or 20.08% was logged as of 1995 (according to digital mapping calculations). 

9 The cutting permits in issue are: 

Weyerhaeuser CP 97 103.3 ha 
CP 132 160.1 ha 

Riverside CP 24 86.96 ha 
CP 68 301.34 ha 

10 The balance of the companies' current 5-year plans in the trap line would involve a further 444.61 hectares, resulting in 
72.89% of the area being left unlogged. It is important to distinguish however between area that is unlogged and area that is 
unaffected by logging - if, for example, 50% of the total area were clear cut in a checkerboard pattern of 20 hectare blocks, 
while 50% would remain uncut, arguably 100% would be affected by logging. 

II The 1996 logging plan is: 

Weyerhaeuser: 

CP 97 blocks 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ranging from 14.4 to 27.4 ha in size 103.3 ha total approximately 36,155m3 of timber, 
4.5k of road. 

CP 132 blocks 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9 ranging from 13.1 - 25.8 ha in size 160.1 ha total approximately 44,000m3 of timber, 
5.3k of road. 

Riverside: 

CP 24 2 blocks between 15.3-30.4 ha, total 52.2 ha 14,436m3 of timber. 

CP 6812 blocks 8.5-29.0 ha in size 167.0 ha 52,264m3 oftimber. 

The actual distribution of these blocks is best understood from the maps in evidence. 

12 Whether the right asserted is being oris about to be infringed by the logging contemplated depends upon the nature of the 
right claimed and an analysis of the factual allegation concerning the effect of the planned logging on the pine marten habitat. 
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13 The plaintiffs have chosen to base their application upon the claim of a specific right to trap pine marten. Pine marten is a 
species which lives primarily in mature forests - the type of forests that loggers seek to harvest. It is quite possible that while 
logging mature forests may threaten pine marten habitat it may improve the habitat for other fur-bearers included in the 
plaintiffs' claim. That, however, does not prevent the plaintiffs from seeking to enforce their right to trap marten in preference to 
other species. If the right exists, the plaintiffs may seek to protect it. 

14 The aboriginal right to trap marten is alleged as a right to trap a harvestable surplus. The number is not quantified. There 
is no suggestion that the currently proposed use ofthe right alleged involves sustenance or significant economic gain rather, it is 
put on the basis that the ability to trap marten has particular cultural significance. 

15 The plaintiffs do not claim the right to exclusive ownership, possession or use ofthe land contained within the trap line. 
The claim made is consistent with the result in the case of Delgamllllkw v. British Columbia (1993), 5 W: W.R. 97 (B.C.C.A.) in 
which the court held that the plaintiffs there had not established a factual basis for a claim of exclusive possession of the land 
except in locations already in reserves. The result in the Delgamullkw case was a declaration that the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
people had unextinguished, non-exclusive aboriginal rights other than ownership, integral to the distinctive culture of an abo
riginal society in evidence at the date of assertion of sovereignty by the Crown. 

16 While the plaintiffs in this action claim a declaration that the cutting permits are ultra vires the Crown, the materials and 
argument on this application have not satisfied me that there is a fair question to be tried on that aspect of the claim. What the 
materials do establish and what has been conceded is that there is a fair question to be tried on the issue of a claim for the 
existence of an aboriginal right to trap the species alleged. For the purposes of this application, I consider that right to be one to 
trap a harvestable surplus of marten (that is, an ability to trap marten in the territory without risk of removing the species from 
the territory) which is consistent with the aboriginal, traditional use of that species before sovereignty. 

17 Such a right to trap does not include a right to exclude other uses of the land provided the other uses are compatible with 
the right claimed. The Crown, as owner of the land, has an obligation to allow and provide for existing aboriginal rights when 
permitting other uses. As discussed inSparrolV v. R., [1990]4 W. W.R. 410 (S.C.R.) andDeigamllllklV, that duty includes a duty 
to consult the holders of aboriginal rights concerning proposed actions which might affect their rights. The materials in this case 
demonstrate such consultation and the plaintiffs do not take issue with the defendants on that point. 

18 The next issue, therefore, is the interpretation of the evidence concerning the effect of logging upon the marten habitat. 
The plaintiffs contend that further logging will put the existence of a harvestable surplus of pine marten at risk. The defendants 
assert that as 72% of the territory will be left as mature forest after planned logging, there will be plenty of habitat for the 
exercise of the right to trap marten and no risk of extinguishing a harvestable surplus is made out. 

19 In addition to the affidavit of Richard Derickson and others, the plaintiffs place particular reliance on the affidavit ofLes 
Gyug a wildlife biologist whose research work is done primarily in the Okanagan. 

20 In paragraph 3 of his affidavit Mr. Gyug deposes "marten are a species which prefer to live in forests which tend to be 
associated with old growth conditions." He goes on to quote the following with approval: 

Loforth and Steventon (1990) recommended that no less than 50% of an area remain as suitable winter habitat for 
marten to maintain minimum viable populations. If highly productive marten populations that can sustain maximum 
harvest are desired then more conservative forest management regimes may be required. Ensuring that no more than 
one-third of an area is rendered unsuitable as winter habitat for marten will help achieve this goal. 

21 In paragraph 6 of his affidavit, Mr. Gyug adopts the following conclusion from the article "Effects of Logging on 
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American Martens and Models for Habitat Management" by Thompson and Harestad: 

Once logging reaches a particular threshold which we predict at 20-30% removal, the forest takes on the coarse 
grained pattern of islands of trees in a predominantly logged area and carrying capacity for American Martens declines 
precipitously. 

22 Mr. Gyug does not depose that the logging planned will put the presence of harvest able surplus on marten in the trap line 
area at risk. 

23 The evidence is that the trap line has been logged since atIeast 1978. Some ofthe logged areas are now covered with 10 to 
15 year old growth. Russell Ferguson, a forest technician for Riverside, visited the trap line in January of this year and saw 12 
sets of marten tracks, some indicating the marten were using the re-growth areas to hunt. This is consistent with the observation 
ofLoforth and Steventon at p.66 of their study: 

Although traditionally viewed as an old forest dependent species we feel that marten should be able to successfully use 
second growth stands provided "they are suitably managed" and that marten "can make effective use of immature 
forests provided suitable habitat features are present. 

24 The logging proposed under CP 97, 132,24 and 68 for 1996 is about 4% of the territory, which would result in a total area 
logged of about 24%, although a substantial portion of that 24% would be in the re-growth phase. The logging planned cannot 
fairly be described as creating islands of trees in a predominantly logged area as referred to in the Thompson and Harestad 
article; in fact the map indicates it would look more like islands of clear cut in a predominantly forested area. 

25 An examination of the satellite photo of the territory and the other maps reveals that the majority of logging to date has 
been in the southwestern portion of the territory and to a lesser extent on the northeast perimeter. The dark green area on the 
satellite photo representing the mature forest is relatively untouched by logging to the extent of about 60% to 70%. The figures 
referred to by Mr. Wenger in his affidavit taken from digital mapping include narrow leave strips and isolated patches of mature 
timber left by some of the old logging which may not be that suitable for marten habitat. 

26 There are a number of difficulties in applying the opinions based on the studies referred to in the present case. One is that 
the studies relate to other areas with different conditions. Scientists from the Department of Wildlife and Ecology at the Uni
versity of Maine in an article from an international symposium on Integrating Marten in Forest Management conclude "several 
generally accepted paradigms used to describe marten habitat requirements may be misleading and area based". Another dif
ficulty is the issue of what size of area is under discussion when the studies refer to logging, intuitively smaller areas would be 
much more vulnerable than larger ones. 

27 On the materials before me, and indeed it appears on the state of scientific knowledge to date, there is considerable un
certainty concerning the point at which logging will harm marten habitat, and how specific patterns of logging will affect the 
species. Logging practices have changed considerably in recent years, and studies based on old practices may not be helpful for 
assessing newer ones. 

28 It is clear however that the proposed logging will begin to transform a relatively large area of mature forest on the trap line 
from one which shows little sign oflogging into one liberally scattered with clear cut patches, albeit much more widely spaced 
and smaller than the previous areas logged. 

29 I fmd that the plaintiffs have established there is a fair question to be tried as to whether or not their aboriginal right to trap 
will be infringed by the logging proposed, because the logging proposed will significantly reduce the area that could be said to 
be unaffected by logging. The Province may in law be able to permit licensees to infringe aboriginal right provided such in-
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fringement is justified, however this is a matter appropriately dealt with at trial if it canoot be resolved otherwise. 

30 Having found there is a fair question to be tried on the existence of an aboriginal right to trap marten and an apprehended 
breach of that right it is necessary to determine whether the balance of convenience lies in favour of granting the injunction 
sought. 

31 I frud the balance of convenience does not favour granting the injunction. 

32 While I have found there is a fair question to be tried on the issue of infringement, the materials filed do not, in my 
opinion, indicate that the logging, particularly that planned for 1996, will have a significant or long-term impact on the marten 
habitat. Some ofthe materials suggest that marten density might optimally be about 2 per square kilometre. In theory therefore, 
there might optimally be 200 to 300 marten on the trap line. It is very unlikely that logging another 4% of the territory would 
irreparably harm the plaintiffs' right to trap marten in the numbers recorded use would indicate. The evidence does not show 
that the trap line is a special place that would be rendered unsuitable for traditional uses by the logging. 

33 On the other hand, it is likely that the defendants Riverside and Weyerhaeuser, their contractors and employees, would 
suffer substantial losses should the il\iunction be granted, which would be difficult although not impossible to calculate. If the 
plaintiffs in this action obtained an injunction but did not succeed at trial, the trees of course would remain available for the 
defendants to cut, however losses occasioned by the disruption of work would be substantial. 

34 An argument has been made that on the current state of the law, the plaintiffs' right being non-exclusive and the Crown 
remaining the owner of the land, cutting permits issued by the Crown are valid until set aside and the proper remedy is to apply 
to set aside the cutting permits rather than an application for an injunction. No such application is before me. As I find the case 
for an injunction is not made out, I make no determination of this issue. It is preferable to deal with the case on its merits rather 
than on the basis oflegal procedure where possible. 

35 While I find in favour of the defendants on the present application, I do so only on the basis of the cutting planned for 
1996. Counsel for the defendant logging companies stressed the degree to which their clients would incur loss because work 
was underway and the companies were dependent upon the particular timber, not having time to make alternate plans. This 
factor is significant in weighing the balance of convenience at the present time. That may not be the case after the 1996 season. 

36 I note from Exhibit "A" to Mr. Raybould's second affidavit, that blocks in CP 107 and 68 scheduled to be harvested in 
1997 and 1998 represent a substantial incursion oflogging activity into the heart of that portion of mature timber on the trap line 
not presently logged. Whether the balance of convenience would lie in favour of an injunction restraining that logging is a 
matter more appropriately decided on material dealing with those proposed plans, and the companies' reliance on them spe
cifically. 

37 My decision therefore is to dismiss the application to enjoin the logging proposed for the 1996 season but to leave it open 
to the plaintiffs, if circumstances warrant, to make such application as they see fit with respect to logging beyond the 1996 
season. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Counsel: Paul J. Pearhuan, Q.C., Kathryn L. Kickbush for Appellants 
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Arthur C. Pape, Jean Teillet, Richard B. Salter for Respondents, Taku River Tlingit First Nation and Melvin Jack, on 
behalf of himself and all other members of the Taku River Tlingit First Nation 

Randy J. Kaardal, Lisa Hynes for Respondents, Redfern Resources Ltd. and Redcorp Ventnres Ltd. formerly kuown as 
Redfern Resources Ltd. 

Mitchell Taylor, Brian McLaughlin for Intervener, Attorney General of Canada 

Pierre-Christian Labeau for Intervener, Attorney General of Quebec 

Kurt J.W. Sandstrom, Stan Rutwind for Intervener, Attorney General of Alberta 

Charles F. Willms, Kevin G. O'Callaghan for Interveners, Business Council of British Columbia, British Columbia 
and Yukon Chamber of Mines, British Columbia Chamber of Commerce, British Columbia Wildlife Federation, 
Court of Forest Industries, Mining Association of British Columbia and Aggregate Producers Association of British 
Columbia 

Jeffrey R.W. Rath, Allisun Rana for Intervener, Doig River First Nation 

Hugh M.G. Braker, Q.C., Anja Brown, Arthur C. Pape, Jean Teillet for Intervener, First Nations Summit 

Robert J.M. Janes, Dominique Nouvet for Intervener, Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs 

Subject: Enviromnental; Public; Property; Constitntional 

Enviromnentallaw --- Statntory protection of enviromnent -- Environmental assessment -- Aboriginal interests 

Provincial Crown fulfilled its obligation to consult with Indian band with respect to review of request to reopen mine 
under Enviromnental Assessment Act. 

Aboriginal law --- Reserves and real property -- Rights and title -- General principles 

Provincial Crown fulfilled its obligation to consult with Indian band with respect to review of request to reopen mine 
under Enviromnental Assessment Act. 

Crown --- Crown property -- Miscellaneous issues 

Provincial Crown fulfilled its obligation to consult with Indian band with respect to review of request to reopen mine 
under Enviromnental Assessment Act. 

Droit de l'environnement --- Protection accordee par la loi it l'environnement -- Evaluation environnementale -
Interets autochtones 

Couronne provinciale s'est acquittee de son obligation de consulter la bande indienne relativement a une demande 
pour rouvrir une mine qui avait ete presentee en vertu de I'Enviromnental Assessment Act. 
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Couronne provinciale s'est acquittee de son obligation de consulter Ia bande indienne relativement 11 une demande 
pour rouvrir une lnine qui avait etc presentee en vertu de l'Environmental Assessment Act. 

Couronne --- Biens de Ia Couronne -- Questions diverses 

Couronne provinciale s'est acquiltee de son obligation de consulter la bande indienne relativement 11 une demande 
pour rouvrir une mine qui avait ete presentee en vertu de I'Environmental Assessment Act. 

R Ltd. sought pennission from the British Columbia government to reopen an old mine. R Ltd.'s proposal was ac
cepted for review under the fonner Mine Development Assessment Act, and a project committee was established in 
November 1994. Invited to participate was an Indian band, which objected to R Ltd.'s plan to build a 160-km road 
from the mine to a town through a portion of the band's traditional territory. When the Environmental Assessment Act 
was instituted in 1995, the project committee was formally constituted under s. 9 with the band as one of its members. 
After a three-and-one-half-year assessment process, project approval was granted on March 19, 1998, by the Minister 
of Environment, Lands and Parks and the Minister of Energy and Mines. The Indian band successfully brought a 
petition in February 1999 under the Judicial Review Procedure Act to quash the Ministers' decision. The Crown's 
appeal was dismissed. The Crown appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Held: The appeal was allowed. 

The process engaged in by the Crown under the Environmental Assessment Act fulfilled the requirements of its duty. 
The band was part of the project committee, participating fully in the environmental review process. It was disap
pointed when, after three and a half years, the review was concluded at the direction of the Environmental Assessment 
Office. However, its views were put before the Ministers, and the final project approval contained measures designed 
to address both its immediate and long-term concerns. The Crown was under a duty to consult. It did so, and proceeded 
to make accommodations. The Crown was not under a duty to reach agreement with the band, and its failure to do so 
did not breach the obligations of good faith that it owed the band. 

R Ltd. a demande au gouvernement de Ia Colombie-Britannique I'autorisation de rouvrir une ancienne mine. On a 
accepte d'examiner sa proposition presentee en vertu de Ia Mine Development Assessment Act, et un comite re
sponsable du projet a ete mis sur pied en novembre 1994. Une bande indienne, qui avait ete invitee it participer au 
processus, s'est objectee au projet de R Ltd. consistant en la construction, sur une partie de son territoire traditionnel, 
dune route de 160 km entre la mine et une ville. Lorsque I'Environmental Assessment Act a ete promulguee en 1995, 
Ie comite responsable du projet a ete formellement constitue en vertu de I'art. 9, la bande etant un de ses membres. Le 
processus d'evaluation a dure trois ans et demie, au terme duquelle projet a ete approuve Ie 19 mars 1998 par Ie 
ministre de I'Environnement, des Terres et des Parcs et par Ie ministre de I'Energie et des Mines. En fevrier 1999, la 
bande indienne a prtlsente avec succes une demande en vertu de la Judicial Review Procedure Act afin d'obtenir 
I'annulation de Ia decision des ministres. Le pourvoi de Ia Couronne a ete rejete. Celle-ci a inteIjete appel devant Ia 
Cour supreme du Canada. 

Arret: Le pourvoi a ete accueilli. 

La Couronne s'est acquitt€e de son obligation en engageant Ie processus prevu 11 I'Environmentai Assessment Act. La 
bande a fait partie du comite responsable du projet, ce qui lui a permis de participer pleinement au processus 
d'evaluation environnementale. Elle a ete deyue Iorsque, apres trois ans et demie, Ie processus a pris fm sur ordre du 
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Bureau des evaluations environnementales. Elle a cependant eu I'opportunite de faire valoir son point de vue devant 
les ministres, et Ie certificat d'approbation du projet fmal contenait des mesures visant a repondre a ses preoccupations, 
a court comme a long terme. La Couronne avait I'obligation de consulter. Elle I'a fait et elle a pris des mesures d'ac
commodement. Elle n'avait pas I'obligation de s'entendre avec la bande; Ie fait qu'elle n'y soit pas parvenue ne con
stituait pas un manquement a son obligation d'agir de bonne foi avec la bande. 

Cases considered by McLachlin c.J. c.: 

Delgamuukw v. British Columbia (1997). 153 D.L.R. (4th) 193,220 N.R. 161, 99 B.C.A.C. 161, 162 W.A.C. 
161, [1997]3 S.C.R. 1010. 1997 CarswelIBC 2358, 1997 CarswellBC 2359, [1998]1 C.N.L.R. 14. [1999]10 
W.W.R. 34, 66 B.C.L.R. Od) 285 (S.C.C.) n referred to 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004). 245 D.L.R. (4th) 33,19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 
195. II C.E.L.R. Od) 1, [2005]1 C.N.L.R. 72. 26 R.P.R. (4th) 1, 2004 CarswelIBC 2656, 2004 CarswellBC 
2657. [2005]3 W.W.R. 419, 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.) 

R. v. Gladstone (1996). [1996]9 W.W.R. 149,23 B.C.L.R. (3d) 155.50 C.R. (4th) Ill, 200 N.R. 189, 137 
D.L.R. (4th) 648, 109 C.C.C. (3d) 193,79 B.CA.C. 161, 129 W.A.C. 161, [1996]2 S.C.R. 723, [1996]4 
C.N.L.R. 65, 1996 CarswelIBC 2305, 1996 CarswellBC 2306 (S.C.C.) n referred to 

R. v. Nikal (1996), [1996]5 W.W.R. 305, 19 B.C.L.R (3d) 201. 105 C.C.C. (3d) 481, 196N.R. 1, 133 D.L.R. 
(4th) 658, 74 B.C.A.C. 161, 121 W.A.C. 161. [1996]1 S.C.R. 1013, (sub nom. Canada v. Nikal) 35 C.R.R. 
(2d) 189, [1996]3 C.N.L.R. 178, 1996 CarswellBC 950, 1996 CarswelIBC 950F (S.C.C.) -- referred to 

R. v. Sparrow (1990). 70 D.L.R. (4th) 385, III N.R. 241, [1990]1 S.C.R. 1075, [1990]3 C.N.L.R. 160,46 
B.C.L.R. (2d) 1, 56 C.C.C. (3d) 263, [1990] 4 W.W.R. 410. 1990 CarswelIBC 105, 1990 CarswelIBC 756 
(S.C.C.) -- referred to 

Statutes considered: 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 
1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 

s. 35(1) -- considered 

Environmental Assessment Act, RS.B.C. 1996, c. 119 

Generally -- considered 

s. 2(a) -- considered 

s. 2(b) -- considered 

s. 2( c) -- considered 

s. 2( d)(i) -- considered 
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s. 2(e) -- considered 

s. 7 -- referred to 

s. 9 -- considered 

s. 9(1) -- considered 

s. 9(2)(d) -- considered 

s. 9(6) -- considered 

s. 10 -- considered 

ss. 14-18 -- considered 

s. 19(1) -- considered 

s. 21(a) -- considered 

s. 21(b) -- considered 

s. 22 -- considered 

s. 23 -- considered 

s. 29 -- considered 

s. 29(1) -- considered 

s. 29(4) -- considered 

s. 30(1)(a) -- considered 

s. 30(1)(b) -- considered 

s. 30(1)(c) -- considered 

Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241 

Generally -- referred to 

Mine Development Assessment Act, S.B.C. 1990, c. 55 
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APPEAL by provincial Crown from judgment reported at Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project 
Assessment Director) (2002), 2002 BCCA 59, 2002 CarswellBC 95. 98 B.C.L.R. (3d) 16. [2002] 4 W.W.R. 19,42 
C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 169, [20021 2 C.N.L.R. 312, {sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine 
Project (project Assessment Director)) 211 D.L.R. (4th) 89, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah 
Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director)) 163 B.C.A.C. 164, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. 
Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director» 267 WAC. 164. 91 C.R.R. (2d) 260 (B.C. C.A.), 
varying Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Directo/) (2000), 2000 BCSC 1001, 
2000 CarswellBC l346, 77 B.C.L.R. (3d) 310,34 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 209 (B.C. S.C. [In Chambers]), which allowed 
Indian band's application for judicial review with respect to Crown approval of project under Environmental As
sessment Act. 

POURVOI de la Couronne provinciale Ii l'encontre de l'arret publie Ii Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Co
lumbia (Project Assessment Directo/) (2002), 2002 BCCA 59, 2002 CarswellBC 95, 98 B.C.L.R. (3d) 16, [20021 4 
W.W.R. 19.42 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 169, [2002]2 C.N.L.R. 312, limb nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah 
Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director)) 211 D.L.R. (4th) 89, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. 
Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director» 163 B.C.A.C. 164, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First 
Nation v. Tlllsequah Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director)) 267 W.A.C. 164,91 C.R.R. (2d) 260 (B.C. 
C.A.), qui a modifie Ie jugement publici a Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment 
Directo/) (2000), 2000 BCSC 1001, 2000 CarswellBC l346. 77 B.C.L.R. (3d) 310, 34 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 209 (B.C. S.C. 
[In Chambers]), qui avait accueilli la demande de la bande indienne visant it obtenir Ie contrille judiciaire de la deci
sion de la Couronne approuvant un projet en vertu de l'Environmental Assessment Act. 

McLachlin c.J. c.: 

I. Introduction 

1 This case raises the issue ofthe limits of the Crown's duty to consult with and accommodate Aboriginal peoples 
when making decisions that may adversely affect as yet unproven Aboriginal rights and title claims. The Taku River 
Tlingit First Nation ("TRTFN") participated in a three and a half year environmental assessment process related to the 
efforts of Redfern Resources Ltd. ("Redfern") to reopen an old mine. Ultimately, the TRTFN found itself disappointed 
in the process and in the result. 

2 I conclude that the Province was required to consult meaningfully with the TRTFN in the decision-making 
process surrounding Redfern's project approval application. The TRTFN's role in the environmental assessment was, 
however, sufficient to uphold the Province's honour and meet the requirements of its duty. Where consultation is 
meaningful, there is no ultimate duty to reach agreement. Rather, accommodation requires that Aboriginal concerns be 
balanced reasonably with the potential impact of the particular decision on those concerns and with competing societal 
concerns. Compromise is inherent to the reconciliation process. In this case, the Province accommodated TRTFN 
concerns by adapting the environmental assessment process and the requirements made of Redfern in order to gain 
project approval. I fmd, therefore, that the Province met the requirements of its duty toward the TRTFN. 

II. Facts and Decisions Below 

3 The Tulsequah Chief Mine, operated in the 1950s by Cominco Ltd., lies in a remote and pristine area of north
western British Columbia, at the confluence of the Taku and Tulsequah Rivers. Since 1994, Redfern has sought 
permission from the British Columbia government to reopen the mine, first under the Mine Development Assessment 
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Act, S.B.C. 1990, c. 55, and then, following its enactment in 1995, under the Environmental Assessment Act, R.S.B.C. 
1996, c. 119. During the environmental assessment process, access to the mine emerged as a point of contention. The 
members of the TRTFN, who participated in the assessment as Project Committee members, objected to Redfern's 
plan to build a 160-km road from the mine to the town of Atlin through a portion of their traditional territory. How
ever, after a lengthy process, project approval was granted on March 19, 1998 by the Minister of Environment, Lands 
and Parks and the Minister of Energy and Mines ("Ministers"). 

4 The Redfern proposal was assessed in accordance with British Columbia's Environmental Assessment Act. The 
environmental assessment process is distinct from both the land use planning process and the treaty negotiation 
process, although these latter processes may necessarily have an impact on the assessment of individual proposals. 
The following provisions are relevant to this matter. 

5 Section 2 sets out the purposes of the Act, which are: 

(a) to promote sustainability by protecting the environment and fostering a sound economy and social 
well-being, 

(b) to provide for the thorough, timely and integrated assessment of the environmental, economic, social, 
cultural, heritage and health effects of reviewable projects, 

(c) to prevent or mitigate adverse effects of reviewable projects, 

(d) to provide an open, accountable and neutrally administered process for the assessment 

(i) of reviewable projects, and 

(e) to provide for participation, in an assessment under this Act, by the public, proponents, first nations, 
municipalities and regional districts, the government and its agencies, the government of Canada and its 
agencies and British Columbia's neighbouring jurisdictions. 

6 "The proponent of a reviewable project may apply for a project approval certificate" under s. 7 of the Act, pro
viding a "preliminary overview of the reviewable project, including" potential effects and proposed mitigation 
measures. If the project is accepted for review, "the executive director must establish a project committee" for the 
project (s. 9(1)). The executive director must invite a number of groups to nominate members to the committee, in
cluding "any fITst nation whose traditional territory includes the site of the project or is in the vicinity ofthe project" (s. 
9(2)(d)). Under s. 9(6), the committee "may determine its own procedure, and provide for the conduct of its meetings". 

7 Redfern's proposal was accepted for review under the former Mine Development Assessment Act, and a project 
committee was established in November 1994. Invited to participate were the TRTFN, the British Columbia, federal, 
Yukon, United States, and Alaskan governments, as well as the Allin Advisory Planning Commission. When the 
Environmental Assessment Act was instituted, the Project Committee was formally constituted under s. 9. Working 
groups and technical sub-committees were formed, including a group to deal with Aboriginal concerns and a group to 
deal with issues around transportation options. The TRTFN participated in both of these groups. A number of studies 
were commissioned and provided to the Project Committee during the assessment process. 
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8 The project committee becomes the primary engine driving the assessment process. It must act in accordance with 
the purposes of a project committee, set out in s. 10 as: 

(a) to provide to the executive director, the minister and the responsible minister expertise, advice, 
analysis and recommendations, and 

(b) to analyze and advise the executive director, the minister and the responsible minister as to, 

(i) the comments received in response to an invitation for comments under this Act, 

(ii) the advice and recommendations of the public advisory committee, if any, established for that 
reviewable project, 

(iii) the potential effects, and 

(iv) the prevention or mitigation of adverse effects. 

9 The proponent of the project is required to engage in public consultation and distribution of information about the 
proposal (ss. 14-18). After the period for receipt of comments has expired, the executive director must either "refer the 
application to the [Ministers] ... for a decision ... or order that a project report be prepared ... and that the project 
undergo further review" (s. 19(1». If a project report is to be prepared, the executive director must prepare draft 
project report specifications indicating what information, analysis, plans or other records are relevant to an effective 
assessment, on the recommendation of the project committee (s. 21(a». Sections 22 and 23 set out a non-exhaustive 
list of what matters may be included in a project report. These specifications are provided to the proponent (s. 21(b». 

I 0 In this case, Redfern was required to produce a project report, and draft project report specifications were pro
vided to it. Additional time was granted to allow the executive director and Project Committee to prepare specifica
tions. 

II When the proponent submits a project report, the project committee makes a recommendation to the executive 
director, whether to accept the report for review or to withhold acceptance if the report does not meet the specifica
tions. Redfern submitted a multiple volume project report in November 1996. A time limit extension was granted to 
allow extra time to complete the review of the report. In January 1997, the Project Committee concluded that the report 
was deficient in certain areas, and Redfern was required to address the deficiencies. 

12 Through the enviromnental assessment process, the TRTFN's concerns with the road proposal became apparent. 
Its concerns crystallized around the potential effect on wildlife and traditional land use, as well as the lack of adequate 
baseline information by which to measure subsequent effects. It was the TRTFN's position that the road ought not to 
be approved in the absence of a land use planning strategy and away from the treaty negotiation table. The environ
mental assessment process was unable to address these broader concerns directly, but the project assessment director 
facilitated the TRTFN's access to other provincial agencies and decision makers. For example, the Province approved 
funding for wildlife monitoring programs as desired by the TRTFN (the Grizzly Bear Long-term Cumulative Effects 
Assessment and Ungulate Monitoring Program). The TRTFN also expressed interest in TRTFN jurisdiction to ap
prove permits for the project, revenue sharing, and TRTFN control of the use of the access road by third parties. It was 
informed that these issues were outside the ambit of the certification process and could only be the subject of later 
negotiation with the government. 
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13 While Redfern undertook to address other deficiencies, the Environmental Assessment Office's project as
sessment director engaged a consultant acceptable to the TRTFN, Mr. Lindsay Staples, to perform traditional land use 
studies and address issues raised by the TRTFN. Redfern submitted its upgraded report in July 1997, but was re
quested to await receipt of the Staples Report. The Staples Report, prepared by August 1997, was provided for in
clusion in the Project Report. The Project Report was distributed for review in September 1997, with public comments 
received for a 60-day period thereafter. However, the TRTFN, upon reviewing the Staples Report, voiced additional 
concerns. In response, the Environmental Assessment Office engaged Staples to prepare an addendum to his report, 
which was completed in December 1997 and also included in the Project Report from that time forward. 

14 Under the Act, the executive director, upon accepting a project report, may refer the application for a project 
approval certificate to the Ministers for a decision (s. 29). "In making a referral ... the executive director must take into 
account the application, the project report and any comments received about them" (s. 29(1)). "A referral ... may be 
accompanied by recommendations of the project committee" (s. 29(4)). There is no requirement under the Act that a 
project committee prepare a written recommendations report. 

IS In this case, the staff of the Environmental Assessment Office prepared a written Project Committee Recom
mendations Report, the major part of which was provided to committee members for review in early January 1998. 
The fmal 18 pages were provided as part of a complete draft on March 3, 1998. The majority of the committee 
members agreed to refer the application to the Ministers and to recommend approval for the project subject to certain 
recommendations and conditions. The TRTFN did not agree with the Recommendations Report, and instead prepared 
a minority report stating their concerns with the process and the proposal. 

16 After a referral under s. 29 is made, "the ministers must consider the application and any recommendations of the 
project committee" (s. 30(1)(a)), in order to either "issue a project approval certificate", "refuse to issue the ... cer
tificate", or "refer the application to the Environmental Assessment Board for [a] public hearing" (s. 30(1)(b)). Written 
reasons are required (s. 30(1)(c)). 

17 The executive director referred Redfern's application to the Ministers on March 12, 1998. The referral included 
the Project Committee Recommendations Report, the Project Approval Certificate in the form that it was ultimately 
signed, and the TRTFN Report (A.R., Vol. V, p. 858). In addition, the Recommendations Report explicitly identified 
TRTFN concerns and points of disagreement throughout, as well as suggested mitigation measures. The Ministers 
issued the Project Approval Certificate on March 19, 1998, approving the proposal subject to detailed terms and 
conditions. 

18 Issuance of project approval certification does not constitute a comprehensive "go-ahead" for all aspects of a 
project. An extensive "permitting" process precedes each aspect of construction, which may involve more detailed 
substantive and information requirements being placed on the developer. Part 6 of the Project Committee's Recom
mendations Report summarized the requirements for licences, permits and approvals that would follow project ap
proval in this case. In addition, the Recommendations Report made prospective recommendations about what ought to 
happen at the permit stage, as a condition of certification. The Report stated that Redfern would develop more detailed 
baseline information and analysis at the permit stage, with continued TRTFN participation, and that adjustments might 
be required to the road route in response. The majority also recommended creation of a resource management zone 
along the access corridor, to be in place until completion of a future land use plan; the use of regulations to control 
access to the road; and creation of a Joint Management Committee for the road with the TRTFN. It recommended that 
Redfern's future Special Use Permit application for the road be referred to the proposed Joint Management Committee. 

19 The TRTFN brought a petition in February 1999 under the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 
241, to quash the Ministers' decision to issue the Project Approval Certificate on administrative law grounds and on 
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grounds based on its Aboriginal rights and title. Detennination of its rights and title was severed from the judicial 
review proceedings and referred to the trial list, on the Province's application. The chambers judge on the judicial 
review proceedings, Kirkpatrick J., concluded that the Ministers should have been mindful of the possibility that their 
decision might infringe Aboriginal rights, and that they had not been sufficiently careful during the final months of the 
assessment process to ensure that they had effectively addressed the substance of the TRTFN's concerns «2000), 77 
B.C.L.R. (3d) 310, 2000 BCSC 1001 (B.C. S.C. [In Chambers])). She also found in the TRTFN's favour on admin
istrative law grounds. She set aside the decision to issue the Project Approval Certificate and directed a reconsidera
tion, for which she later issued directions. 

20 The majority ofthe British Columbia Court of Appeal dismissed the Province's appeal, finding (per Rowles J.A.) 
that the Province had failed to meet its duty to consult with and accommodate the TRTFN ((2002), 98 B.C.L.R. (3d) 
16,2002 BCCA 59 (B.C. C.A.)). Southin LA., dissenting, would have found that the consultation undertaken was 
adequate on the facts. Both the majority and the dissent appear to conclude that the decision complied with adminis
trative law principles. The Province has appealed to this Court, arguing that no duty to consult exists outside common 
law administrative principles, prior to proof of an Aboriginal claim. If such a duty does exist, the Province argues, it 
was met on the facts ofthis case. 

III. Analysis 

21 In Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests), 2004 SCC 73 (S.C. C.), heard concurrently with this 
case, this Court has cOrU1IDled the existence of the Crown's duty to consult and, where indicated, to accommodate 
Aboriginal peoples prior to proof of rights or title claims. The Crown's obligation to consult the TRTFN was engaged 
in this case. The Province was aware of the TRTFN's claims through its involvement in the treaty negotiation process, 
and knew that the decision to reopen the Tulsequah Mine had the potential to adversely affect the substance of the 
TRTFN's claims. 

22 On the principles discussed in Haida, these facts mean that the honour ofthe Crown placed the Province under a 
duty to consult with the TRTFN in making the decision to reopen the Tulsequah Mine. In this case, the process en
gaged in by the Province under the Environmental Assessment Act fulfilled the requirements of its duty. The TRTFN 
was part of the Project Committee, participating fully in the environmental review process. It was disappointed when, 
after three and a half years, the review was concluded at the direction of the Environmental Assessment Office. 
However, its views were put before the Ministers, and the fmal project approval contained measures designed to 
address both its immediate and long-tenn concerns. The Province was under a duty to consult. It did so, and proceeded 
to make accommodations. The Province was not under a duty to reach agreement with the TRTFN, and its failure to do 
so did not breach the obligations of good faith that it owed the TRTFN. 

A. Did the Province Have a Dllty to Conslllt and if Indicated Accommodate the TRTFN? 

23 The Province argues that, before the detennination of rights through litigation or conclusion of a treaty, it owes 
only a common law "duty of fair dealing" to Aboriginal peoples whose claims may be affected by government deci
sions. It argues that a duty to consult could arise after rights have been detennined, through what it tenns a "justifi
catory fiduciary duty". Alternatively, it submits, a fiduciary duty may arise where the Crown has undertaken to act 
only in the best interests of an Aboriginal people. The Province submits that it owes the TRTFN no duty outside of 
these specific situations. 

24 The Province's submissions present an impoverished vision of the honour of the Crown and all that it implies. As 
discussed in the companion case of Haida, supra, the principle of the honour of the Crown grounds the Crown's duty 
to consult and if indicated accommodate Aboriginal peoples, even prior to proof of asserted Aboriginal rights and title. 
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The duty of honour derives from the Crown's assertion of sovereignty in the face of prior Aboriginal occupation. It has 
been enshrined in s. 35(1) ofthe Constitution Act, 1982, which recognizes and affirms existing Aboriginal rights and 
titles. Section 35(1) has, as one of its purposes, negotiation of just settlement of Aboriginal claims. In all its dealings 
with Aboriginal peoples, the Crown must act honourably, in accordance with its historical and future relationship with 
the Aboriginal peoples in question. The Crown's honour cannot be interpreted narrowly or technically, but must be 
given full effect in order to promote the process of reconciliation mandated by s. 35(1). 

25 As discussed in Haida, what the honour of the Crown requires varies with the circumstances. It may require the 
Crown to consult with and accommodate Aboriginal peoples prior to taking decisions: R. v. Sparrow, (1990)1 S.C.R. 
1075 (S.C.C.), at p. 1119, R, v. Nikal, [1996)1 S.C.R. 1013 (S.C.C.); R. v. Gladstone, [1996)2 S.C.R. 723 (S.C.C.); 
Delgamuukwv. British Columbia, (1997)3 S.C.R. 1010 (S.C,C,), at para. 168, The obligation to consult does not arise 
only upon proof of an Aboriginal claim, in order to justify infringement. That understanding of consultation would 
deny the significance of the historical roots of the honour of the Crown, and deprive it of its role in the reconciliation 
process. Although determining the required extent of consultation and accommodation before a fmal settlement is 
challenging, it is essential to the process mandated by s. 35(1). The duty to consult arises when a Crown actor has 
knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of Aboriginal rights or title and contemplates conduct that 
might adversely affect them. This in tum may lead to a duty to change government plans or policy to accommodate 
Aboriginal concerns. Responsiveness is a key requirement of both consultation and accommodation. 

26 The federal government announced a comprehensive land claims policy in 1981, under which Aboriginal land 
claims were to be negotiated. The TRTFN submitted its land claim to the Minister ofIndianAffairs in 1983. The claim 
was accepted for negotiation in 1984, based on the TRTFN's traditional use and occupancy of the land. No negotiation 
ever took place under the federal policy; however, the TRTFN later began negotiation ofits land claim under the treaty 
process established by the B.C. Treaty Commission in 1993, As of 1999, the TRTFN had signed a Protocol Agreement 
and a Framework Agreement, and was working towards an Agreement in Principle. The Province clearly had 
knowledge ofthe TRTFN's title and rights claims. 

27 When Redfern applied for project approval, in its efforts to reopen the Tulsequah Mine, it was apparent that the 
decision could adversely affect the TRTFN's asserted rights and title. The TRTFN claim Aboriginal title over a large 
portion of northwestern British Columbia, including the territory covered by the access road considered during the 
approval process. It also claims Aboriginal hunting, fishing, gathering, and other traditional land use activity rights 
which stood to be affected by a road through an area in which these rights are exercised. The contemplated decision 
thus had the potential to impact adversely the rights and title asserted by the TRTFN. 

28 The Province was aware of the claims, and contemplated a decision with the potential to affect the TRTFN's 
asserted rights and title negatively. It follows that the honour of the Crown required it to consult and if indicated 
accommodate the TRTFN in making the decision whether to grant project approval to Redfern, and on what terms. 

B, What lVas the Scope and Extent of the Province's Duty to COllsUlt and Accommodate the TRTFN? 

29 The scope of the duty to consult is "proportionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the case sup
porting the existence of the right or title, and to the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon the right or title 
claimed" (Haida, supra, at para. 39). It will vary with the circumstances, but always requires meaningful, good faith 
consultation and willingness on the part of the Crown to make changes based on information that emerges during the 
process. 

30 There is sufficient evidence to conclude that the TR TFN have prima facie Aboriginal rights and title over at least 
some of the area that they claim. Their land claim underwent an extensive validation process in order to be accepted 
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into the federa11and claims policy in 1984. The Department of Indian Affairs hired a researcher to report on the claim, 
and her report was reviewed at several stages before the Minister validated the claim based on the TRTFN's traditional 
use and occupancy of the land and resources in question. In order to participate in treaty negotiations under the B.C. 
Treaty Commission, the TRTFN were required to file a statement of intent setting out their asserted territory and the 
basis for their claim. An Aboriginal group need not be accepted into the treaty process for the Crown's duty to consult 
to apply to them. Nonetheless, the TRTFN's claim was accepted for negotiation on the basis of a preliminary decision 
as to its validity. In contrast to the Haida case, the courts below did not engage in a detailed preliminary assessment of 
the various aspects of the TRTFN's claims, which are broad in scope. However, acceptance of its title claim for ne
gotiation establishes a prima facie case in support of its Aboriginal rights and title. 

31 The potentially adverse effect of the Ministers' decision on the TRTFN's claims appears to be relatively serious. 
The chambers judge found that all of the experts who prepared reports for the review recognized the TRTFN's reliance 
on its system of land use to support its domestic economy and its social and cultural life (at para. 70). The proposed 
access road was only 160 km long, a geographically small intrusion on the 32,000-km2 area claimed by the TRTFN. 
However, experts reported that the proposed road wonld pass through an area critical to the TRTFN's domestic 
economy: see, for example, Dewhirst Report, RR., Vol. I, at pp. 175, 187, 190 and 200; Staples Addendum Report, 
A.R., Vol. IV, atpp. 595-600, 604-5 and 629. The TRTFN was also concerned that the road could act as a magnet for 
future development. The proposed road could therefore have an impact on the TRTFN's continued ability to exercise 
its Aboriginal rights and alter the landscape to which it laid claim. 

32 In summary, the TRTFN's claim is relatively strong, supported by a prima facie case, as attested to by its ac
ceptance into the treaty negotiation process. The proposed road is to occupy only a small portion of the territory over 
which the TRTFN asserts title; however, the potential for negative derivative impacts on the TRTFN's claims is high. 
On the spectrum of consultation required by the honour of the Crown, the TRTFN was entitled to more than the 
minimum receipt of notice, disclosure of information, and ensuing discussion. While it is impossible to provide a 
prospective checklist of the level of consultation required, it is apparent that the TR TFN was entitled to something 
significantly deeper than minimum consultation under the circumstances, and to a level of responsiveness to its 
concerns that can be characterized as accommodation. 

C. Did tTte Crown Fulfill its Duly to Consult and Accommodate the TRTFN? 

33 The process of granting project approval to Redfern took three and a half years, and was conducted largely under 
the Environmental Assessment Act. As discussed above, the Act sets out a process of information gathering and 
consultation. The Act requires that Aboriginal peoples whose traditional territory includes the site of a reviewable 
project be invited to participate on a project committee. 

34 The question is whether this duty was fulfilled in this case. A useful framework of events up to August 1st, 2000 
is provided by Southin I.A. at para. 28 of her dissent in this case at the Court of Appeal. Members of the TRTFN were 
invited to participate in the Project Committee to coordinate review of the project proposal in November 1994 and 
were given the original two-volume submission for review and comment: Soutbin I.A., at para. 39. They participated 
fully as Project Committee members, with the exception of a period of time from February to August of 1995, when 
they opted out of the process, wishing instead to address the issue through treaty talks and development of a land use 
policy. 

35 The Final Project Report Specifications (the "Specifications") detail a number of meetings between the TRTFN, 
review agency staff and company representatives in TRTFN communities prior to February 1996: Southin I.A., at 
para. 41. Redfern and TRTFN met directly several times between Iune 1993 and February 1995 to discuss Redfern's 
exploration activities and TRTFN's concerns and information requirements. Redfern also contracted an independent 
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consultant to conduct archaeological and ethnographic studies with input from the TRTFN to identify possible effects 
ofthe proposed project on the TRTFN's traditional way of life: Southin J.A., at para. 41. The Specifications document 
TRTFN's written and oral requirements for information from Redfern concerning effects on wildlife, fisheries, terrain 
sensitivity, and the impact of the proposed access road, of barging and of mine development activities: Southin J.A., at 
para. 41. 

36 The TRTFN declined to participate in the Road Access Subcommittee until January 26, 1998. The Environ
mental Assessment Office appreciated the dilemma faced by the TRTFN, which wished to have its concerns addressed 
on a broader scale than that which is provided for under the Act. The TR TFN was informed that not all of its concerns 
could be dealt with at the certification stage or through the environmental assessment process, and assistance was 
provided to it in liaising with relevant decision makers and politicians. 

37 With financial assistance the TRTFN participated in many Project Committee meetings. Its concerns with the 
level of information provided by Redfern about impacts on Aboriginal land use led the Enviromnental Assessment 
Office to commission a study on traditional land use by an expert approved by the TRTFN, under the auspices of an 
Aboriginal study steering group. When the first Staples Report failed to allay the TRTFN's concerns, the Environ
mental Assessment Office commissioned an addendum. The TRTFN notes that the Staples Addendum Report was not 
specifically referred to in the Recommendations Report eventually submitted to the Ministers. However, it did form 
part of Redfern's Project Report. 

38 While acknowledging its participation in the consultation process, the TRTFN argues that the rapid conclusion 
to the assessment deprived it of meaningful consultation. After more than three years, numerous studies and meetings, 
and extensions of statutory time periods, the assessment process was brought to a close in early 1998. The Environ
mental Assessment Office stated on February 26 that consultation must end by March 4, citing its work load. The 
Project Committee was directed to review and sign off on the Recommendations Report on March 3, the same day that 
it received the last 18 pages of the report. Appendix C to the Recommendations Report notes that the TRTFN dis
agreed with the Recommendations Report because of certain "information deficiencies": Southin J.A., at para. 46. 
Thus, the TRTFN prepared a minority report that was submitted with the majority report to the Ministers on March 12. 
Shortly thereafter, the project approval certification was issued. 

39 It is clear that the process of project approval ended more hastily than it began. But was the consultation provided 
by the Province nonetheless adequate? On the findings ofthe courts below, I conclude that it was. 

40 The chambers judge was satisfied that any duty to consult was satisfied until December 1997, because the 
members of the TRTFN were full participants in the assessment process (at para. 132). I would agree. The Province 
was not required to develop special consultation measures to address TRTFN's concerns, outside of the process pro
vided for by the Environmental Assessment Act, which specifically set out a scheme that required consultation with 
affected Aboriginal peoples. 

41 The Act permitted the Committee to set its own procedure, which in this case involved the formation of working 
groups and subcommittees, the commissioning of studies, and the preparation of a written recommendations report. 
The TRTFN was at the heart of decisions to set up a steering group to deal with Aboriginal issues and a subcommittee 
on the road access proposal. The information and analysis required of Redfern were clearly shaped by TRTFN's 
concerns. By the time that the assessment was concluded, more than one extension of statutory time limits had been 
granted, and in the opinion ofthe project assessment director, "the positions of all of the Project Committee members, 
including the TRTFN had crystallized" (Affidavit of Norman Ringstad, at para. 82 (quoted at para. 57 of the Court of 
Appeal's judgment». The concerns of the TRTFN were well understood as reflected in the Recommendations Report 
and Project Report, and had been meaningfully discussed. The Province had thoroughly fulfilled its duty to consult. 
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42 As discussed in Haida, the process of consultation may lead to a duty to accommodate Aboriginal concerns by 
adapting decisions or policies in response. The purpose of s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, is to facilitate the 
ultimate reconciliation of prior Aboriginal occupation with de Jacto Crown sovereignty. Pending settlement, the 
Crown is bound by its honour to balance societal and Aboriginal interests in making decisions that may affect Abo
riginal claims. The Crown may be required to make decisions in the face of disagreement as to the adequacy of its 
response to Aboriginal concerns. Balance and compromise will then be necessary. 

43 The TRTFN in this case disputes the adequacy of the accommodation ultimately provided by the terms of the 
Project Approval Certificate. It argues that the Certificate should not have been issued until its concerns were ad
dressed to its satisfaction, particularly with regard to the establishment of baseline information. 

44 With respect, I disagree. Within the terms ofthe process provided for project approval certification under the 
Act, TRTFN concerns were adequately accommodated. In addition to the discussion in the minority report, the ma
jority report thoroughly identified the TRTFN's concerns and recommended mitigation strategies, which were adopted 
into the terms and conditions of certification. These mitigation strategies included further directions to Redfern to 
develop baseline information, and recommendations regarding future management and closure of the road. 

45 Project approval certification is simply one stage in the process by which a development moves forward. In 
Haida, the Province argued that although no consultation occurred at all at the disputed, "strategic" stage, opportuni
ties existed for Raida input at a future "operational" level. That can be distinguished from the situation in this case, in 
which the TRTFN was consulted throughout the certification process and its concerns accommodated. 

46 The Project Committee concluded that some outstanding TRTFN concerns could be more effectively considered 
at the permit stage or at the broader stage of treaty negotiations or land use strategy planning. The majority report and 
terms and conditions of the Certificate make it clear that the subsequent permitting process will require further in
formation and analysis of Redfern, and that consultation and negotiation with the TRTFN may continue to yield 
accommodation in response. For example, more detailed baseline information will be required of Redfern at the 
permit stage, which may lead to adjustments in the road's course. Further socio-economic studies will be undertaken. It 
was recommended that a joint management authority be established. It was also recommended that the TRTFN's 
concerns be further addressed through negotiation with the Province and through the use of the Province's regulatory 
powers. The Project Committee, and by extension the Ministers, therefore clearly addressed the issue of what ac
commodation ofthe TRTFN's concerns was warranted at this stage ofthe project, and what other venues would also be 
appropriate for the TRTFN's continued input. It is expected that, throughout the permitting, approval and licensing 
process, as well as in the development of a land use strategy, the Crown will continue to fulfill its honourable duty to 
consult and, if indicated, accommodate the TRTFN. 

IV. Conclusion 

47 In summary, I conclude that the consultation and accommodation engaged in by the Province prior to issuing the 
Project Approval Certificate for the Tulsequah Chief Mine were adequate to satisfy the honour of the Crown. The 
appeal is allowed. Leave to appeal was granted on terms that the appellants pay the party and party costs of the re
spondents TRTFN and Melvin Jack for the application for leave to appeal and for the appeal in any event ofthe cause. 
There will be no order as to costs with respect to the respondents Redfern Resources Ltd. and Redcorp Ventures Ltd. 

Appeal allowed. 

Pourvoi accuei/li. 
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Aboriginal law --- Aboriginal rights to natural resources -- Aboriginal rights -- Timber rights -- Miscellaneous 

Petitioners, who were Hereditary Chiefs of First Nation, sought judicial review of decision of Regional Director of Min
ister of Forests -- Decision approved six forest licence (FL) replacements pursuant to s. 15 of Forest Act, which covered 
portions of First Nation's traditional territory -- Petitioners alleged that Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to 
consult First Nation and accommodate its Aboriginal interests -- Petitioners sought relief in nature of certiorari, manda
mus and prohibition, as well as extensive declaratory relief -- It was determined that overall offer of accommodation was 
not reasonable; relief sought could not be granted without further submissions -- Scope of duty to consult and reach ap
propriate interim accommodation was broad, given strong claim to Aboriginal rights and title, and decision presented ser
ious potential adverse effects on First Nation's interests -- Crown failed to make proper preliminary assessment of scope 
and extent of its duty to accommodate -- Crown chose to rely on inappropriate measures as accommodation -- In particu
lar, it misapprehended import of forestry accommodation agreement, erroneously viewing it as encompassing accom
modation for decision to replace FLs -- Crown failed to recognized that honour of Crown and s. 35 of Constitution Act, 
1982 imposed constitutional duty to meaningfully consult and reach accommodation with respect to recognition ofmatri
lineal units and their boundaries in strategic decision to replace FLs -- Dismissing such recognition without discussion or 
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explanation fell well below Crown's obligation to recognize and acknowledge distinctive features of First Nation's Abori
ginal society, and reconcile those with Crown sovereignty. 

Natural resources --- Timber -- Timber licences -- Judicial review 

Petitioners, who were Hereditary Chiefs of First Nation, sought judicial review of decision of Regional Director of Min
ister afForests -- Decision approved six forest licence (FL) replacements pursuant to s. 15 afForest Act, which covered 
portions of First Nation's traditional territory -- Petitioners alleged that Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to 
consult First Nation and accommodate its Aboriginal interests -- Petitioners sought relief in nature of certiorari, manda
mus and prohibition, as well as extensive declaratory relief -- It was determined that overall offer of accommodation was 
not reasonable; relief sought could not be granted without further submissions -- Scope of duty to consult and reach ap
propriate interim accommodation was broad, given strong claim to Aboriginal rights and title, and decision presented ser
ious potential adverse effects on First Nation's interests -- Crown failed to make proper preliminary assessment of scope 
and extent of its duty to accommodate -- Crown chose to rely on inappropriate measures as accommodation -- In particu
lar, it misapprehended import of forestry accommodation agreement, erroneously viewing it as encompassing accom
modation for decision to replace FLs -- Crown failed to recognized that honour of Crown and s. 35 of Constitution Act, 
1982 imposed constitutional duty to meaningfully consult and reach accommodation with respect to recognition ofmatri
lineal units and their boundaries in strategic decision to replace FLs -- Dismissing such recognition without discussion or 
explanation fell well below Crown's obligation to recognize and acknowledge distinctive features of First Nation's Abori
ginal society, and reconcile those with Crown sovereignty. 

Administrative law --- Standard of review -- Reasonableness -- Reasonableness simpliciter 

Petitioners, who were Hereditary Chiefs of First Nation, sought judicial review of decision of Regional Director of Min
ister of Forests -- Decision approved six forest licence replacements pursuant to s. 15 of Forest Act, which covered por
tions of First Nation's traditional territory -- Petitioners alleged that Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to con
sult First Nation and accommodate its Aboriginal interests -- Petitioners sought relief in nature of certiorari, mandamus 
and prohibition, as well as extensive declaratory relief -- It was detennined that overall offer of accommodation was not 
reasonable; relief sought could not be granted without further submissions -- Question of whether Crown properly as
sessed scope of its duty to consult and accommodate involved issues of both law and fact -- Standard of review was reas
onableness -- Assessment of whether process of consultation was reasonable involved two aspects, first of which was 
procedural adequacy -- Second aspect involved examination of whether consultation was meaningful -- This was judged 
by standard of review of reasonableness. 

Administrative law --- Practice and procedure -- Miscellaneous 

Petitioners, who were Hereditary Chiefs of First Nation, sought judicial review of decision of Regional Director of Min
ister afForests -- Decision approved six forest licence (FL) replacements pursuant to s. 15 afForest Act, which covered 
portions of First Nation's traditional territory -- Petitioners alleged that Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to 
consult First Nation and accommodate its Aboriginal interests -- Petitioners sought relief in nature of certiorari, manda
mus and prohibition, as well as extensive declaratory relief -- It was determined that overall offer of accommodation was 
not reasonable; relief sought could not be granted without further submissions -- It was not clear that orders sought for 
certiorari and prohibition could be granted without infringing agreement reached between First Nation and licensees, and 
affecting rights of third parties not involved in proceeding -- If First Nation intended to pursuant its claims for certiorari 
and prohibition, further submissions were wanted, to clarify impact of such orders on replacement FLs in view of agree-
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ment made by First Nation with licensees -- As to claim for mandamus, submissions were wanted regarding what such 
relief would add to Crown's constitutional duty to consult and accommodate -- It would be helpful to have submissions 
that were directed to declaratory relief sought, in context of findings made in this proceeding. 

Aboriginal law --- Constitutional issues -- Constitution Act, 1982. 

The petitioners were the Hereditary Chiefs of a First Nation in British Columbia. The petitioners sought judicial review 
ofa decision of the Regional Director of the Minister afForests. The decision approved six forest licence (FL) replace
ments pursuant to s. 15 of the Forest Act, which covered portions of the First Nation's traditional territory. An FL was a 
contract between a licensee and the Crown giving the licensee the right to harvest timber from and build roads in public 
forests over a specified term, in exchange for meeting the Crown's forest management objectives and paying stumpage 
fees. The petitioners alleged that the Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to consult the First Nation and accom
modate its Aboriginal interests. The petitioners sought relief in the nature of certiorari, mandamus and prohibition, as 
well as extensive declaratory relief. 

Held: The overall offer of accommodation with respect to replacement of the FLs was not reasonable. The relief sought 
could not be granted without further submissions from the parties. 

The question of whether the Crown properly assessed the scope of its duty to consult and accommodate involved issues 
of both law and fact. The standard of review was reasonableness. The assessment of whether the process of consultation 
was reasonable involved two aspects, the first of which was procedural adequacy. The second aspect involved an exam
ination of whether the consultation was meaningful. This was judged by a standard of review of reasonableness. 

The scope of the Crown's duty to consult and reach appropriate interim accommodation was broad, given the First Na
tion's strong claim to Aboriginal rights and title. The decision to replace the FLs presented serious potential adverse ef
fects on the First Nation's interests. Apart from concessions made with respect to the First Nation's rights under a recent 
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada, there was essentially no change in the Crown's position between the Regional 
Director's proposal of August 2006 and his decision in March 2007. 

The Crown failed to make a proper preliminary assessment of the scope and extent of its duty to accommodate. Nothing 
indicated that it attempted to make that assessment at the outset of the consultation. The Regional Director's assessment 
at the end of the process unreasonably minimized the strength of the First Nation's claim and the potential adverse impact 
of the FL replacement decision on its interests. This led the Crown to underestimate its obligation to understand and ad
dress the First Nation's concerns in the course of the consultation. 

The Crown chose to rely on inappropriate measures as accommodation. In particular, it misapprehended the import of a 
forestry accommodation agreement, erroneously viewing it as encompassing accommodation for the decision to replace 
the FLs. The Crown conducted the consultation process under the mistaken impression that adequate accommodation for 
the decision to replace the FLs was already in place. There was premature foreclosure of meaningful discussion of the 
First Nation's concerns. 

The Crown failed to recognized that the honour of the Crown and s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 imposed a constitu
tional duty to meaningfully consult and reach accommodation with respect to the recognition of matrilineal units and 
their boundaries in the strategic decision to replace the FLs. Dismissing such recognition without discussion or explana
tion fell well below the Crown's obligation to recognize and acknowledge the distinctive features of the First Nation's 
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Aboriginal society, and reconcile those with Crown sovereignty. The Crown's treatment of the First Nation's silviculture 
demonstrated a similar failure to understand the scope of what was required by the honour of the Crown. 

It was not clear that the orders sought for certiorari and prohibition could be granted without infringing an agreement 
reached between the First Nation and the licensees, and affecting the rights of third parties not involved in this proceed
ing. If the First Nation intended to pursuant its claims for certiorari and prohibition, further submissions were wanted, to 
clarify the impact of such orders on the replacement FLs in view of the agreement made by the First Nation with the li
censees. As to the claim for mandamus, submissions were wanted regarding what such relief would add to Crown's con
stitutional duty to consult and accommodate. It would be helpful to have submissions that were directed to the declarat
ory relief sought, in the context of the findings made in this proceeding. 

Cases considered by K. Neilson J.: 

Delgamuukw v. British Columbia (1997), 220 N.R. 161, 153 D.L.R. (4th) 193, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010, 99 
B.C.A.C. 161, 162 WAC. 161, 1997 CarswellBC 2358,1997 CarswellBC 2359, [1998]1 C.N.L.R. 14, [1999] 
10 W.W.R. 34, 66 B.C.L.R. (3d) 285 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Gitanyow First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 2004 BCSC 1734,38 B.C.L.R. (4th) 57, 
2004 CarswellBC 3064 (B.C. S.C.) -- considered 

Gitxsan Houses v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2002), 2002 BCSC 1701, 10 B.C.L.R. (4th) 126, 
2002 CarswellBC 2928, 48 Admin. L.R. (3d) 225, (sub nom. Gitxsan First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister 
of Forests)) [2003]2 C.N.L.R. 142 (B.C. S.C.) -- considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 195,327 N.R. 53, [2004]3 
S.C.R. 511, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 282, 206 B.C.A.C. 52, 338 WAC. 52, 11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 1, [2005]1 C.N.L.R. 72, 
26 R.P.R. (4th) 1,2004 CarswellBC 2656, 2004 CarswellBC 2657, 2004 SCC 73, 245 D.L.R. (4th) 33, [2005]3 
W.W.R. 419 (S.C.C.) -- followed 

Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2005), 2005 BCSC 697, 2005 CarswellBC 
1121, [2005]3 C.N.L.R. 74, 33 Admin. L.R. (4th) 123 (B.C. S.C.) -- considered 

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) (2005), 2005 SCC 69, 2005 CarswellNat 
3756,2005 CarswellNat 3757, [2006] 1 C.N.L.R. 78, 342 N.R. 82, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388, 21 C.P.C. (6th) 205, 
259 D.L.R. (4th) 610, 37 Admin. L.R. (4th) 223 (S.C.C.) -- referred to 

Mitchell v. Minister of National Revenue (2001), 2001 SCC 33, 2001 CarswellNat 873, 2001 CarswellNat 874, 
(sub nom. Mitchell v. M.N.R.) 83 C.R.R. (2d) 1,269 N.R. 207, (sub nom. Mitchell v. M.N.R.) 199 D.L.R. (4th) 
385, (sub nom. Mitchell v. M.N.R.) [2001] 3 C.N.L.R. 122, 206 F.T.R. 160 (note), (sub nom. Mitchell v. 
M.N.R.) [2001]1 S.C.R. 911, [2002]3 C.T.C. 359 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Musqueam Indian Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management) (2005), 28 R.P.R. 
(4th) 165, 37 B.C.L.R. (4th) 309, 209 B.C.A.C. 219, 345 WAC. 219, 2005 BCCA 128,2005 CarswellBC 472, 
[2005]6 W.W.R. 429, [2005]2 C.N.L.R. 212, 251 D.L.R. (4th) 717 (B.C. C.A.) -- considered 

R. v. Bernard (2005), 15 C.E.L.R. (3d) 163, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall) 235 N.S.R. (2d) 151, (sub nom. R. v. 
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Marshall) 747 A.P.R. 151, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall) [2005]2 S.C.R. 220, 255 D.L.R. (4th) 1, [2005]3 C.N.L.R. 
214, 198 C.C.C. (3d) 29, (sub nom. R. v. Marshall) 287 N.B.R. (2d) 206, (sub nOIn. R. v. Marshall) 750 A.P.R. 
206,2005 CarswellNS 317, 2005 CarswellNS 318, 2005 SCC 43, 336 N.R. 22 (S.C. C.) -- considered 

R. v. Sappier (2006),355 N.R. 1,274 D.L.R. (4th) 75, 2006 SCC 54, 2006 CarswellNB 676, 2006 CarswellNB 
677, [2006]2 S.C.R. 686, 50 R.P.R. (4th) I, [2007]1 C.N.L.R. 359, 799 A.P.R. 199,214 C.C.C. (3d) 161,309 
N.B.R. (2d) 199 (S.C. C.) -- followed 

R. v. Vanderpeet (1996), [1996]9 W.W.R. 1,23 B.C.L.R. (3d) 1,50 C.R. (4th) I, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) 
137 D.L.R. (4th) 289, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) 109 C.C.C. (3d) I, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) 200 N.R. 
I, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) 80 B.C.A.C. 81, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) [1996]2 S.C.R. 507, (sub nom. 
R. v. Van def Peet) [1996]4 C.N.L.R. 177, (sub nom. R. v. Van der Peet) 130 W.A.C. 81, 1996 CarswellBC 
2309, 1996 CarswellBC 2310 (S.C. C.) -- considered 

Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Director) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 
165, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (project Assessment Director)) 
327 N.R. 133, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 370, 206 B.C.A.C. 132, 338 W.A.C. 132, II C.E.L.R. (3d) 49, [2005] I 
C.N.L.R. 366, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 50, 2004 CarswellBC 2654, 2004 CarswellBC 2655, 2004 SCC 74, 245 D.L.R. 
(4th) 193, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (Project Assessment Dir
ector) [2004]3 S.C.R. 550, [2005]3 W.W.R. 403 (S.C.C.) -- considered 

Statutes considered: 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 
1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 

Generally -- referred to 

Constitution Act, 1867, (U.K.), 30 & 31 Vict., c. 3, reprinted R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No.5 

s. 91(24) -- referred to 

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), c. 11, reprinted R.S.C. 1985, App. II, No. 44 

s. 35 -- considered 

Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 157 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 7 -- referred to 

s. 8 -- referred to 

s. 14 -- referred to 

s. 15 -- referred to 
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s. 15(1.2) [en. 2003, c. 31, s. 6(a)]-- considered 

s. 15(2) -- referred to 

s. 15(2)(c) -- considered 

s. 15(2)(d) -- considered 

s. 15(6) -- referred to 

s. 35 -- referred to 

Forest and Range Practices Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 69 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 3 -- referred to 

Land Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 245 

Generally -- referred to 

Regulations considered: 

Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 157 

Forest Regions and Districts Regulation, B.C. Reg. 123/2003 

Generally -- referred to 

Forest and Range Practices Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 69 

Forest Planning and Practices Regulation, B.C. Reg. 14/2004 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 4 -- referred to 

s. 10 -- referred to 

Government Actions Regulation, B.C. Reg. 582/2004 

Generally -- referred to 

Land Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 245 

Land Use Objectives Regulation, B.C. Reg. 35712005 
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PETITION by Hereditary Chiefs of First Nation for judicial review of decision approving forest licence replacements. 

K. Neilson J.: 

Introduction 

The petitioners are the Hereditary Chiefs of the Gitanyow Nation ("Gitanyow"). They bring this petition on behalf of 
Gitanyow for judicial review of the decision of the respondent Mr. W.l. (BiIJ) Warner, Regional Director of the respond
ent Minister of Forests (I1MoF"), approving six forest licence ("FLit) replacements pursuant to s. 15 of the Forest Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 157, which cover portions of Gitanyow traditional territory. The petitioners allege that, in the course of 
making that decision, the respondent Crown failed to adequately perform its duty to consult with Gitanyow and accom
modate its aboriginal interests, as mandated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation v. British Columbia 
(Minister of Forests), 2004 SCC 73, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511 (S.C.C.) [Haida], and Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British 
Columbia (Project Assessment Director), 2004 SCC 74, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 (S.C.C.) [Taku]. They accordingly seek re
Hefin the nature of certiorari, mandamus, and prohibition, as well as related declaratory relief. 

2 The Crown acknowledges that it had a constitutional duty to meaningfully consult with Gitanyow in good faith, and 
to seek to accommodate its asserted aboriginal rights and title, in the course of the decision to replace the FLs. The 
Crown says that Mr. Warner and the MoF, on its behalf, engaged in a reasonable process of consultation, and provided 
interim accommodations appropriate to Gitanyow's interests. They argue that the petition should accordingly be dis
missed. 

3 There is no dispute between the parties as to the applicable law, and little disagreement about the facts. The sole is
sue is the adequacy of the consultation and the accommodations reached in the course of the Crown's decision to replace 
the FLs. 

The Applicable Law and the Issues in This Case 

4 The law governing the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate, and the standard for judicial review of that duty, 
define the issues in this case. 

The Dllty to Consult and Accommodate 

5 In Haida, at para. 25, Chief Justice McLachlin summarized the historical foundation for this duty: 

25 Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came, and were never conquered. Many 
bands reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown through negotiated treaties. Others, notably in 
British Columbia, have yet to do so. The potential rights embedded in these claims are protected by s. 35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. The honour of the Crown requires that these rights be determined, recognized and re
spected. This, in turn, requires the Crown, acting honourably, to participate in processes of negotiation. While 
this process continues, the honour of the Crown may require it to consult and, where indicated, accommodate 
Aboriginal interests. 

6 Section 35 of the Constitution Act recognizes and affirms the constitutional character of aboriginal rights. In R. v. 
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Vander peel, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 507 (S.C.C.) at para. 31, (1996), 23 B.C.L.R. (3d) I (S.C.C.) [Vandelpeel], Chief Justice 
Lamer described the import of s. 35: 

31 More specifically, what s. 35(1) does is provide the constitutional framework through which the fact that ab
originals lived on the land in distinctive societies, with their own practices, traditions and cultures, is acknow
ledged and reconciled with the sovereignty of the Crown. The substantive rights which fall within the provision 
must be defined in light of this purpose; the aboriginal rights recognized and affirmed by s. 35(1) must be direc
ted towards the reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal societies with the sovereignty of the Crown. 

7 Thus, the court's approach to the Crown's s. 35 obligations is informed by the unique nature of the constitutional 
rights that this provision is designed to protect. As Lamer C.le. explained in Vande/peel, s. 35 rights are different from 
CharIer rights as they are held solely by aboriginal members of Canadian society. They arise from the existence of dis
tinctive aboriginal communities that occupied the land for centuries before the arrival of Europeans (paras. 19 and 33). 
Aboriginal rights arise not only from the prior occupation of land, but also from the prior social organization and dis
tinctive cultures of aboriginal peoples who occupied that land (para. 74). The process of consultation and accommodation 
is directed toward the ultimate goal of reconciliation of those aboriginal rights with Crown sovereignty. In that process, 
the honour of the Crown requires it to recognize and acknowledge the distinctive features of aboriginal societies, since it 
is those features that must be reconciled with Crown sovereignty (para. 57). The Court expressed similar views in 
Mitchellv. Minislera/National Revenue, 2001 SCC 33 (S.C.C.) at para. 12, [2001]1 S.C.R. 911 (S.C.C.): 

Since s. 35(1) is aimed at reconciling the prior occupation of North America by aboriginal societies with the 
Crown's assertion of sovereignty, the test for establishing an aboriginal right focuses on identifying the integral, 
defining features of those societies. 

8 The duty to engage in meaningful consultation arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, of the po
tential existence of aboriginal rights or aboriginal title, and contemplates conduct that may adversely affect them. The 
scope of the duty to consult and accommodate is proportionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the case for 
the existence of the rights or title, and the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon those rights or title. Exactly 
what the honour of the Crown may require falls within a spectrum defined by that assessment. Where the potential claims 
to aboriginal rights and title have not yet been proven, the honour of the Crown nevertheless requires it to respect these 
interests and, depending on the circumstances, to consult and reasonably accommodate them pending resolution of the 
claim. Each case must be approached individually and flexibly, with the focal question being what is required to maintain 
the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation with respect to the interests at stake (Haida, at paras. 35, 38-39, 
43-45). 

9 Good faith on both sides is required. There is no duty to agree. The process does not give aboriginal groups a veto 
over what can be done with the land pending final proof of their claim. The Crown may continue to manage the resource 
in question pending claims resolution, but within the bounds of maintaining the honour of the Crown. The commitment is 
to a meaningful and reasonable process of consultation (Haida, at paras. 27, 42, and 48). 

10 Meaningful consultation may reveal a duty to accommodate aboriginal interests through an amendment to Crown 
policy or practice, in an attempt to resolve conflicting interests and move toward the ultimate goal of reconciliation. 
Where the aboriginal claim is strong and the potential adverse consequences of government action are significant to the 
claimed right or title, the honour of the Crown may require accommodation to avoid irreparable harm or to minimize the 
infringement, pending final resolution of the claims. Inherent in this process is a need to reasonably balance aboriginal 
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concerns over the potential impact of the decision with other societal interests (Haida, at paras. 47, 49-50). Responsive
ness is a key requirement of both consultation and accommodation (Taku, at para. 25). 

The Standard of Review 

11 In Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) , 2005 BCSC 697 (B.C. S.C.) at para. 94, 
(2005),33 Admin. L.R. (4th) 123 (B.C. S.C.) [Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation), Madam Justice Dillon described the court's role 
in a judicial review of the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate: 

94 Haida ... and Taku River ... established that the principle of the honour of the Crown requires the Crown to 
consult and, if necessary, accommodate Aboriginal peoples prior to proof of asserted Aboriginal rights and title. 
This is a corollary afs. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, in which reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown sover
eignty implies a continuing process of negotiation which is different from the administrative duty of fairness that 
is triggered by an administrative decision that affects rights, privileges, or interests (Haida at paras. 28-32). The 
obligation is a free standing enforceable legal and equitable duty (Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of 
Forests) (2002), 99 B.C.L.R. (3d) 209 at para. 55,2002 BCCA 147 [Haida Nation (2002)); Squamish Indian 
Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management) (2004), 34 B.C.L.R. (4th) 280, 2004 
BCSC 1320 at para. 73 [SquamishJl. The courts may review government conduct to determine whether the 
Crown has discharged its duty to consult and accommodate pending claims resolution (Haida at para. 60). In its 
review, the court should not give narrow or technical construction to the duty, but must give full effect to the 
Crown's honour to promote the reconciliation process (Taku at para. 24). It is not a question, therefore, of review 
of a decision but whether a constitutional duty has been fulfilled (Gitxsan [iJifi'a, at para. 65) ... ). 

12 In Musqueam Indian Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management), 2005 BCCA 128 
(B.C. C.A.) at paras. 17-19, (2005), 37 B.C.L.R. (4th) 309 (B.C. C.A.), Southin J.A. expressed a similar view, observing 
that claims alleging that the Crown has failed to consult and accommodate aboriginal interests are l1upstreaml1 of the stat
utes under which ministerial powers are exercised, and address not the lawful exercise of powers conferred by statute, 
but an overarching constitutional imperative. 

13 Thus, in this case, it is not Mr. Warner's decision to replace the FLs that is the subject of judicial review. It is the 
Crown's conduct with respect to fulfillment of its duty to consult Gitanyow and to accommodate its interests in the 
course of making that decision. 

14 In Haida, at paras. 60-63, the Court discussed the applicable standard of review where the challenge to government 
conduct is based on allegations that it failed to discharge its duty to consult and accommodate pending claims resolution, 
and provided the following guidelines. 

15 The existence or extent of the duty to consult or accommodate is a question oflaw, in the sense that it defines a leg
al duty. As set out above, it is based on the Crown's assessments of the strength of the claim, and the potential serious
ness of the impact of the infringement. Those assessments are questions of law to be judged on the standard of correct
ness. However, in that they are typically premised on an assessment of the facts, a degree of deference to the findings of 
fact of the decision maker may be appropriate. Thus, to the extent that this issue is one of pure law and can be isolated 
from issues of fact, the standard of review is correctness. However, where the two are inextricably entwined, the standard 
of review will likely be reasonableness. 
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16 The adequacy of the consultation process is governed by a standard of reasonableness. There is some inconsistency 
in the authorities, however, as to the proper focus of that analysis. In Haida, at para. 63, the Court indicated that the fo
cus should not be on the outcome, but on the process of consultation and accommodation. However, in Gitanyow First 
Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests), 2004 BCSC 1734 (B.C. S.C.) at para. 63, (2004), 38 B.C.L.R. (4th) 57 
(B.C. S.C.) [Gitxsan No.2] Tysoe J., in applying the principles from Haida and Taku, took what appears to be an oppos

ing view, holding that the focus must be on the overall result: 

63 In assessing the adequacy of the Crown's efforts to fulfil its duty to consult and accommodate, the court will 
usually look at the overall offer of accommodation made by the Crown and weigh it against the potential impact 
of the infringement on the asserted Aboriginal interests having regard to the strength of those asserted interests. 
The court will not normally focus on one aspect of the negotiations because the process of give and take requires 
giving in some areas and taking in other areas. It is the overall result which must be assessed. 

17 In my view, this apparent conflict is reconciled by the approach set out at paras. 39-44 of Taku. There, the Court 
followed a two stage analysis, each stage being governed by a standard of reasonableness. First, it addressed the ad
equacy of the process of consultation. Second, having found it to be reasonable, it examined the end result by considering 
whether that consultation had identified a duty to accommodate aboriginal concerns, and the adequacy of any resulting 
accommodations. 

The issues in this case 

18 Based on the legal principles set out above, the following issues must be determined here: 

a) did the Crown correctly or reasonably assess the extent of its duty to consult and accommodate Gitanyow 
interests in the course of the FL replacements by: 

i) correctly or reasonably assessing the strength of Gitanyow1s claim to aboriginal title and rights; and 

ii) correctly or reasonably assessing the potential seriousness of the impact of the FL replacements on 
Gitanyow1s aboriginal title and rights? 

b) was the consultation process reasonable? 

c) did the Crown reasonably accommodate Gitanyow's aboriginal interests? 

19 I will set out the background of the parties and the chronology of their dealings in the course of the FL replacement 
decisions before returning to these issues. 

The Parties -- Background, Statutory Context, and Earlier Litigation 

GitallYoJV 

20 The Gitanyow people are l1Indiansl1 within the meaning of s. 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, and are aborigin
al people of Canada within the meaning of s. 35 of the Constitution Act. Gitanyow asserts aboriginal rights, title, and 
governance to approximately 6,500 square miles of territory in north-western British Columbia on the basis that it has 
traditionally owned, occupied, and used that territory. 
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21 Gitanyow provided this historical background, which was not challenged by the Crown. Gitanyow is organized into 
eight matrilineal units, collectively called the Huwilp, and individually called Wilps, or Houses. Each Wilp has its own 
territory, and these collectively form Gitanyow traditional territory. The Huwilp are the social, political, and governing 
units of Gitanyow. They hold and exercise rights and title to the Gitanyow traditional territory on behalf of the Gitanyow 
people. Every Gitanyow person belongs to a Wilp. By virtue of this membership, each person has rights to the territory 
and resources owned by his or her Wilp, under the direction of the Hereditary Chiefs of each Wilp. 

22 Each Wilp is identified in part by a unique Ayuuk, or crest, and Getirngan, or totem poles. These crests and totem 
poles demonstrate each Wilp's relationship to its territories. Each Wilp has a Hereditary Chief, who holds daxgyet, or 
power and authority of the Wilp, over its territories. The Hereditary Chiefs traditionally exercised their daxgyet through 
the management of their Wilp's lands and resources, and demonstrated their power and authority in feasting, gift-giving, 
and maintenance of their crests through the raising of totem poles. 

23 There is evidence of Gitanyow occupation and use of resources on Gitanyow traditional territory since well before 
the arrival of the Europeans. This has been documented by the Gitanyow Adaawk, or oral histories, as well as anthropo
logical papers based on information from Gitanyow Chiefs and Elders, and other authoritative research. Gitanyow's tradi
tional uses of its territory have included fishing, hunting, habitation, trapping. worship and gathering resources for food, 
medicinal, cultural and ceremonial purposes. Each Wilp traditionally built cabins throughout its territory to facilitate ac
cess to its lands and resources. 

24 Gitanyow was accepted into the Federal Treaty Negotiation Process in 1980. It has participated in the British 
Columbia Treaty Process since 1994, but since 1996 the process has been stalled at stage four, which is the negotiation of 
an agreement in principle. 

25 The Crown, through the MoF and its predecessors, has permitted logging on Gitanyow traditional territory for 
many years under varying regimes. Gitanyow's rights to the timber resources on its traditional territory has been a long
standing source of contention between the parties. The precise amount of timber that has been removed from the areas 
covered by Gitanyow traditional territory is disputed. Nevertheless, there is no question that substantial logging and road 
building have occurred on those lands, and that these activities have had a significant impact on the sustainability of tim
ber resources, and on other aspects of Gitanyow tradition and culture. A Landscape Unit Plan developed for Gitanyow 
traditional territory in 2005 described this: 

In the past several decades, clearcut timber harvesting operations have impacted much of Gitanyow lands, res
ulting in a loss of numerous traditional use sites, damaging or altering many areas where traditional uses were 
conducted, and converting structurally diverse mature and old growth forests to structurally simple young 
forests. As a result of the conversion from mature and old growth forests to young growth forest, large areas of 
habitats required to support plants, birds, fish, animals that Gitanyow Huwilp members traditionally used for 
sustenance and cultural purposes have been lost to Gitanyow use for many decades into the future. Therefore, on 
those lands, the traditional use can no longer be conducted. 

Gitanyow Huwilp members are concerned that timber harvesting will continue to alter the forest and stream hab
itats, thereby changing forest conditions required to produce the plants, animals, birds, and fish that are neces
sary for Gitanyow traditional uses. 

26 Logging activity has impacted other aspects of Gitanyow culture as well. It has destroyed the Wilp cabins. Removal 
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of resources has prevented the Hereditary Chiefs from carrying out their duties under Gitanyow Ayookxw, or law, to 

manage their Wilp territories and resources to ensure future sustainability. As well, they have been unable to draw on 
these resources to maintain their Wilp culture and traditional activities, and instead must use personal funds for these 
purposes. Gitanyow say that this has caused not only financial hardship, but pain and shame among its people. 

The Legislative Framework and the Crown 

27 When the present dispute between the parties arose, the forest industry in British Columbia was governed by the 

Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 31 and the Forest and Range Practices Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 53 ("FRPA"). The former dealt 
with forest use and administration, including licence issue and replacement. The latter dealt with operational aspects of 
the industry, including logging practices, planning and protection. Both were initially administered by the MoF and, 

since March 30, 2006, by the Ministry afForests and Range. Since the named respondent in this proceeding is the Minis
ter afForests, I have referred to both Ministries collectively as the MoF throughout these reasons. 

28 The Forest Regions and Districts Regulation, B.C. Reg. 123/2003, enacted under the Forest Act, divides the 
province geographically into three forest regions. Gitanyow traditional territory is located in the Northern Interior Forest 

Region, which is managed by the respondent, Mr. Warner, as the Regional Director. Each region is in turn divided into a 
number of forest districts. Gitanyow traditional territory lies in the Skeena Stikine District, which is managed by a Dis
trict Manager. 

29 The forest resources in each district are in turn divided into timber supply areas ("TSAs") under s. 7 of the Forest 
Act, and tree farm licence areas ("TFLAs") under s. 35 of that Act. Gitanyow traditional territory, and the FLs that are the 
focus of this case, are situated within the Cranberry/Kispiox and Nass TSAs. 

30 The difference between a TSA and a TFLA is exclusivity of harvest. A holder of a tree farm licence ("TFL") has 
the exclusive right to harvest timber from the associated TFLA in accordance with the annual allowable cut C'AAC') at
tached to the licence. Holders of other AAC-based licences, including FLs, must share the total AAC for the TSA identi
fied in their licences. The AAC is set by the Chief Forester at least every five years through a process called the timber 
supply review ("TSR"), pursuant to s. 8 of the Forest Act. In the case of FLs, the District Manager apportions the AAC 
for the TSA among the licensees. 

31 An FL is a contract between a licensee and the Crown that gives the licensee the right to harvest timber from and 

build roads in public forests over a specified term, in exchange for meeting the Crown's forest management objectives 
and paying stumpage fees. Its terms are largely dictated by s. 14 of the Forest Act. An FL is issued for a specific TSA or 
TFLA for up to 20 years, and must specify an AAC. 

32 Section 15 of the Forest Act provides a procedure for offering replacement FLs to licensees for a term of 15 years. 

Sections 15(1.1) and (1.2) impose a time frame for the replacement process. In years four through eight of a licence, a re
placement offer may be made during the first six months of each licence year after first giving at least six months' notice 
of intent. If no replacement offer has been made during the first eight years of an FL, it must be made in the first half of 
the ninth licence year. 

33 Mr. Warner was the MoF employee in charge ofFL replacements in the Northern Interior Forest Region. The focus 

of this case is the process of consultation and accommodation that preceded his decision of February 28,2007 to replace 
six FLs that overlapped Gitanyow traditional territory. The licensees, licence numbers, TSA location, and deadlines for 
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replacement under s. 15(1.1) of the Forest Act were: 

Licence Forest Licensee Timber Deadline 

date Licence Supply Offer 

Number Area under 

for 

s. 

15(1.1) 

Sept. A16831 Gitxsan Forest Kispiox February 28, 

1,1998 Enterprises 2007 

Inc, 

Sept. 1, A16832 Bell Pole Canada Kispiox February 28, 

1998 Inc. 2007 

Nov. 30, A16833 Kitwanga Mills Kispiox May 31, 2007 

1999 Ltd. 

Nov. 15, A16882 West Fraser Mills Nass May 141 2007 

2000 Ltd. 

Nov. 15, A16884 Canada Resurgence Nass May 14, 2007 

2000 Developments 

Ltd. 

Oct. 1, A16886 Siro Gam Forest Nass March 31, 

1998 Corporation 2007 

Page 13 

Effective Date 

of the 

Replaced FL 

September 1, 

2007 

September 1, 

2007 

December 1, 

2007 

November 15, 

2007 

November 15, 

2007 

October 1, 

2007 

34 FL A16831, held by Gitxsan Forest Enterprises Inc., became the subject of another proceeding and will not be con-
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sidered further here. A seventh FL that overlapped Gitanyow traditional territory was surrendered and not offered for a 
replacement. 

35 \Vhile an FL gives the licensee a right to harvest an annual volume of timber in accordance with its allocated por
tion of the AAC for its TSA, the licensee cannot log until it has complied with two operational requirements overseen by 
the District Manager. First, the licensee must prepare and receive approval for a forest stewardship plan C'FSPll) under s, 

3 of the FRPA. The FSP specifies how the licensee will meet various objectives established by the government under the 
FRPA and the Forest Planning and Practices Regulations, H.C. 1412004 ("FPPR"). Sections 4 and 10 of the FPPR in
clude guidelines to he used in evaluating objectives related to aboriginal rights. I will return to those later in these Reas
ons. Second, once the FSP has been approved, the licensee must apply to the District Manager to be issued cutting per
mits. These specify the exact area and volume of permitted harvest. 

36 A licensee must also meet silviculture obligations in accord with the requirements of the FRPA, applicable regula
tions, and its approved FSP. Failure to do so may result in a variety of sanctions, including substantial fines, criminal 
penalties, and/or a suspension of harvesting rights. Moreover, under s. 15(2) of the Forest Act, if a licensee fails to per
form these obligations, the MoF may decline to offer a replacement FL until the obligations are performed, or may offer 
an FL replacement with special conditions. 

Litigatloll Ht'story between the Partt'es 

37 In the years preceding these FL replacements, logging on Gitanyow traditional territory had a troubled history. 
There were numerous changes and difficulties among the companies that held the FLs. In the last 15 years, five compan
ies had held the principal FLs, and each had encountered financial difficulties, resulting in receivership or dependency on 
government assistance. As a result, some licensees overharvested timber and failed to fulfill their silviculture obligations. 
These events led to litigation between the parties on two previous occasions, in 2002 and 2004. 

38 In 2002, Gitanyow and two other First Nations with traditional territories in the northwest of this province brought 
a judicial review application challenging the decision of the MoF to consent to the change of control of Skeena Cellulose 
Inc. (l1Skeenal1), a forest company that held TFLs and FLs covering lands over which the petitioners asserted aboriginal 
title and aboriginal rights. The change of control was brought about by Skeena's financial difficulties. The petitioners al
leged that the Crown had failed to conduct meaningful consultation, or attempt to accommodate their concerns. The peti
tion was heard by Tysoe J. whose reasons are found at Gitxsan Houses v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2002 
HCSC 1701, 10 H.C.L.R. (4th) 126 (H.C. S.C.), ["Gitxsan No.1"]. 

39 At paras. 49-53, Tysoe J. assessed the evidence put forward by Gitanyow in support of its claim of aboriginal title 
and rights, which appears to have been essentially the same material as that before me. At paras. 69-75, he provided what 
he described as a IIpreliminary general assessmenttr of the strength of the petitioners' claims on the affidavits before him, 
but made it clear that a final determination of their claims for aboriginal title and rights should be left for trial. In that 
context, he found that Gitanyow had a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title, which he equated with reasonable prob
ability, and a strongprimajacie claim of aboriginal rights, which he equated with substantial probability, with respect to 
at least part of the areas claimed by it that fell within the land covered by Skeena's TFLs and FLs. His limitation to "at 
least part of the areas claimedtl was based solely on the fact that there were overlapping claims among the petitioners to 
parts of the same territories. 

40 Gitxsan No.1 preceded the decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida and Takll. Relying primarily on the 
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decisions of the B.C. Court of Appeal in those cases, Tysoe J. found at paras. 86 and 87 that each of the petitioning First 
Nations had established a prima facie infringement of aboriginal title or rights giving rise to a duty on the MoF to consult 
them before agreeing to the change of control of Skeena, and that the MoF had failed to engage in meaningful consulta
tion, or attempt to accommodate the First Nations' concerns, While he declined to set aside the MoF's decision, he gran
ted declaratory relief with respect to the failure to consult, to allow the parties to undertake a proper process of consulta
tion and accommodation, with liberty to bring the matter back before the court for further directions or declarations. 

41 The Crown says that since Gitxsan No. 1 it has recognized its duty to consult with Gitanyow and reach appropriate 
accommodation with respect to forest operations conducted in Gitanyow traditional territory. Gitanyow, however, was 
not satisfied with the level of consultation and accommodation from the Crown and, in 2004, brought a second applica
tion before Mr. Justice Tysoe, again seeking to quash the decision that permitted a change in control of Skeena Cellulose 
Inc.: Gitxsan No.2. 

42 Tysoe J. reviewed the course of dealings between the parties since his first decision, including their negotiations, 
related legislative initiatives, and an unsuccessful attempt to negotiate a five-year Forest and Range Agreement under the 
FRPA. Such agreements are typically intended to provide interim economic and other accommodation while treaty nego
tiations are ongoing, in exchange for the First Nation's agreement that the Crown had fulfilled its duty to consult and seek 
interim accommodation for the term of the agreement. He outlined four major areas of disagreement between the parties: 
revenue sharing, consultation in advance, forest tenure, and joint planning. 

43 With respect to revenue sharing, Mr. Justice Tysoe observed that under the proposed Forest and Range Agreement, 
the Crown was offering an economic benefit based on $500 a year for each Gitanyow person registered with the Depart
ment of Indian and Northern Affairs. This would provide an annual payment of $340,000 to Gitanyow. Gitanyow took 
the position that economic accommodation should instead be based on volume of timber harvested from the Gitanyow 
traditional territory, or Wilp membership, as in treaty negotiations. 

44 \Vith respect to joint planning, Mr. Justice Tysoe noted that Gitanyow wanted to be involved in joint planning of 
strategic higher level decisions. \Vhile the Crown expressed interest in this, and there was a draft Memorandum of Un
derstanding that gave some suggestion that joint preparation of a sustainable resource management plan (IISRMPIl) might 
be undertaken, the Crown said it presently had no funds to support a planning initiative in Gitanyow traditional territory. 
It did, however, invite Gitanyow to participate in a less formal joint planning exercise in the CranberrylKispiox TSA. 
Gitanyow rejected this as not meaningful. 

45 Tysoe J. also noted particular problems with respect to the failure of Buffalo Head Resources Ltd., originally a sub
sidiary of Skeena, to honour its silviculture obligations. Buffalo Head and its successors hold FL A16884, one of the FLs 
replaced by Mr. Warner and at issue in this case. 

46 Tysoe J. examined these circumstances in the context of the recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
Haida and Taku. At para. 57, he offered several non-binding observations to assist the parties if they chose to continue 
negotiation of a Forest and Range Agreement. At para. 65, he concluded that although significant progress had been 
made since his earlier decision, the Crown had not yet fulfilled its duty of consultation and accommodation. He again de
clined to quash or set aside the MoF's consent to the change of control of Skeena, however, as the Crown had demon
strated a willingness to consult with Gitanyow and accommodate their interests. He granted further declaratory relief that 
confirmed that the Crown had not yet provided meaningful and adequate consultation and accommodation, with liberty to 
apply to the court with respect to further questions or relief. 
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47 After the decision in Gitxsan No.2, negotiations continued between Gitanyow and MoF representatives in an at
tempt to reach some form of a forestry accommodation agreement. Gitanyow'S chief negotiator in these discussions was 
the petitioner Malii, who is the Hereditary Chief ofMalii Wilp, and is also known as Glen Williams. 

48 These discussions centred on four main concerns put forward by Gitanyow: recognition of Gitanyow aboriginal 
rights and title; sustainability of forest resources within Gitanyow traditional territory, including reforestation and silvi
culture; implementation of joint land use planning; and economic accommodation through revenue sharing or other 
means. While negotiations continued, the Crown undertook several new initiatives in an effort to respond to these con
cerns. 

49 First, the joint land use planning initiative progressed. In late 2004, the MoF invited Gitanyow to participate in a 
joint landscape level planning exercise in the CranberryfKispiox TSA as a means of accommodating its interests through 
joint resource planning for its traditional territory. The stated goal was to integrate Gitanyow cultural heritage values and 
traditional uses with other values on the lands, and use that information in planning for future timber harvesting. 

50 Representatives of the MoF and Gitanyow participated in the plans to develop a landscape unit plan ("LUP") for the 
CranberryIKispiox TSA. The MoF retained a consultant to prepare a draft LUP, which was completed in the summer of 
2005. This draft described the intent of the LUP as follows: 

• To provide long-term sustainability of ecological resources. 

• To accommodate Gitanyow cultural and heritage values and Gitanyow interests and plans for their future 
use of their territories. 

• To provide for continued resource use and extraction in locations and at a rate that will sustain all forest 
resources at the landscape level. 

51 This draft LUP considered the individual Wilp territories to be planning subunits. It documented and mapped the 
interests, knowledge, cultural and heritage sites, and practices for each individual Wilp. It envisaged developing manage
ment objectives for Gitanyow cultural heritage resources and uses of the land, and for forestry resources, and ultimately 
designing a forest eco-system network that could compliment Gitanyow cultural values and achieve integrated manage
ment objectives. 

52 The draft LUP also promoted the creation of a joint resources council, comprising representatives from Gitanyow 
and the provincial ministries, to administer and implement the plan once it was completed. The MoF and Gitanyow 
agreed to the creation of such a council and commenced negotiations over its mandate and terms in mid 2005. 

53 As the development of the LUP progressed, Gitanyow indicated that it wished to expand the joint planning initiat
ive to cover all of its traditional territories. As a result, the MoF encouraged the Integrated Land Management Bureau 
("ILMB") of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands ("MoAL") to undertake development of an SRMP for the Nass TSA. 

54 In late 2005, the draft LUP was reviewed with licensees in the CranberryIKispiox TSA. Since then, the licensees 
and the District Manager of the Skeena Stikine Forest District have been using the LUP on a voluntary basis in their 
planning processes, and in the development ofFSPs. 
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55 As the planning process has evolved, the MoF and Gitanyow have endorsed a long-term plan to use the LUP as a 
foundation for the development of an SRMP for the CranberrylKispiox TSA by integrating values and interests beyond 
the MoF's mandate, and undertaking broader consultation and review under the guidance of the ILMB. The intention is 
that ultimately, the SRMPs for both the CranberrylKispiox and the Nass TSAs will be given legislative force. The pro
cess for that is obscure, as neither party provided material that adequately explained the legislative underpinning for 
these land use planning processes. Nevertheless, the implementation of this plan, and the enforcement of the LUP object
ives in the meantime, has been a continuing theme in the consultations between Gitanyow and the MoF. 

56 In the spring of 2005, the MoF established the Northwest Forest Restoration and Enhancement Program 
(IINWFREpn) to respond to both Gitanyow and Gitxsan reforestation and silviculture concerns in their traditional territor
ies. Its aim was to identify and address areas harvested prior to 1987 that were not free-growing, to deal with forest res
toration and forest enhancement priorities, and to provide aboriginal employment opportunities in the forest industry. 
The MoF made an initial commitment to Gitanyow under the NWFREP for $1 million over four years. 

57 There were also broader initiatives that had the potential to advance Gitanyow's aboriginal interests. In March 
2005, the governments of British Columbia and Canada began discussions with First Nations leaders that culminated in a 
document entitled "The New Relationship". Among other things, this document affirmed a "new government
to-government relationship based on respect, recognition and accommodation of aboriginal title and rights, and a com
mitment to reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown titles and jurisdictions. II The New Relationship was affirmed by the 
Transformative Change Accord reached by the governments of British Columbia and Canada and the Leadership Council 
representing the First Nations of British Columbia at the Kelowna Accord on November 25,2005. 

58 On September 29, 2005, Mr. Warner raised the pending replacement of the FLs on Gitanyow traditional territory 
with Gitanyow for the first time. He wrote to Mr. Williams advising that while negotiations toward an interim Gitanyow 
forestry agreement continued, the MoF wished to complete the consultation process for the pending FL replacements by 
November 30,2005, in a manner consistent with Haida and Taku. Mr. \Varner's letter listed the FLs in Gitanyow's "asser
ted traditional territory", and explained the process and effect of replacing them. It indicated that the replacement term 
for each licence would be 15 years, and advised Gitanyow that once an FL was replaced, their next opportunity for con
sultation would be at the operational level when the licensee's FSPs were considered for approval or amendment. The let
ter invited input with respect to aboriginal interests and concerns in writing or through meetings. 

59 On November 25, 2005, Mr. Williams responded to Mr. Warner's letter. He acknowledged the MoF's intention to 
conduct consultation, and reiterated the findings ofMr. Justice Tysoe with respect to the strength ofGitanyow's claims to 
aboriginal rights and title. He identified the licences that overlapped Gitanyow \Vilp territories, and Gitanyow's cultural, 
heritage and economic interests. He described the impact of the FL replacements on Gitanyow's aboriginal interests, in
cluding heavy logging, remediation that had not kept pace with timber extraction, and lack of Gitanyow control over how 
much of each licensee's AAC was extracted from its traditional territories. Mr. Williams expressed the view that the 
strength of Gitanyow's claim and the seriousness of the potential impact mandated that Gitanyow be included in the FL 
replacement decision, and in setting the conditions of the replacement FLs. He indicated concern about the extended re
placement period, and the need to protect Gitanyow's aboriginal rights and title in the Gitanyow \Vilp territories when 
making the FL replacement decision. Mr. Williams then set out a number of ongoing but unfinished initiatives, including 
the LUP and the establishment of a joint resources council, which he said represented Gitanyow's attempt to build a prop
er framework for consultation and accommodation. He complained that despite these initiatives, the MoF continued to 
"run rough-shod" over Gitanyow rights and title. He stated that while Gitanyow was prepared to meet and discuss the 
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matter further, it wanted the replacement decision to be postponed until the LUP process was complete and a joint re
source committee was in place. 

60 In response, the MoF extended the deadline for consultation with respect to the replacements of the FLs. On Janu
ary 9, 2006, Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. Williams, affirming that Gitanyow had significant interests with respect to the FL 
replacements and that these needed to be addressed through further discussion. He agreed to convene a special meeting 
of what he referred to as the "joint forestry council", to share information with respect to forest tenures within Gitanyow 
territory, and to gain a clear understanding of its concerns and proposals. He also indicated that further discussion should 
take place to determine how the LUP mayor may not relate to the FL replacements. While he acknowledged that there 
was some flexibility in the timing of the replacements, it was clear that he wished to get on with the process. 

61 On February 21, 2006, the Gitanyow Joint Resources Council (tlJRCt!) met for the first time. Representatives of 
Gitanyow and the MoF attended and discussed the FL replacements. Gitanyow identified four interests that needed to be 
addressed in that process: 

(1) acknowledgement ofWilp territories affected and recognition of aboriginal rights and title; 

(2) outstanding silviculture obligations; 

(3) acknowledgement of the LUP that was being developed; and 

(4) an economic component. 

62 Discussion covered suggestions to address these issues by adding clauses to the licence document, particularly in 
the "WHEREAS" preamble, or to a cover letter issued with the replacement FL offer. Inclusion of a silviculture deposit 
as a condition of the FL was also raised as a possibility. It was agreed that Linda Robertson, the Regional Aboriginal Af
fairs Manager for the Northern Interior Forest Region, would draft clauses to be included in the FL for discussion, and 
that Mr. Williams would provide a summary of issues that Gitanyow wished to have addressed. 

63 On February 24,2006, Mr. Warner issued the Notices oflntent to offer replacements of the FLs required under s. 
IS(1.1) of the Forest Act. These were not copied to Gitanyow. This meant that the FL replacement offers could be made 
to the licensees after August 24, 2006 pursuant to s. IS(1.1) of the Forest Act. The final deadline for replacements under 
s. IS(1.2) was 9.5 years after the date the FL was issued, which ranged from February 28, 2008 to April IS, 2010. 

64 On March 10, 2006, the JRC met again. They discussed a replacement schedule that suggested consultation should 
be complete by September. Ms. Robertson produced a proposed recognition clause for inclusion in the FLs that refer
enced Gitanyow's aboriginal rights and title in a manner consistent with Me. Justice Tysoe's judgment in Gitxsan No.1. 
Mr. Williams indicated that this would be a significant start. Ms. Robertson advised that the MoF was unable to put Wilp 
recognition in the FLs. She offered no explanation for this, but suggested that recognition could be achieved if the MoF 
committed to send the licensees a letter during the preparation of their FSPs that advised them of the Wilp territories that 
overlapped their licence areas. The MoF representatives also cautioned that the FL replacement process may not have 
sufficient flexibility to address all of Gitanyow's concerns, such as silviculture obligations and economic benefits. Mr. 
Williams expressed Gitanyow's concern over the uncertainty of who would be responsible for the outstanding silviculture 
obligations, and Ms. Robertson suggested that this issue be flagged for the FL replacement consultation process. Further 
discussion took place with respect to the ongoing LUP/SRMP process, and using it to incorporate Gitanyow's interests in 
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FSPs. 

65 On March 14,2006, Gilanyow received funds of$145,000 through the ILMB to finance its ongoing participation in 
the development of the Nass SRMP. 

66 In mid-2006, the NWFREP committed a further $1 million over the next four years for reforestation and silvicul-
ture projects in the Nass TSA in response to Gitanyow'g concerns about reforestation in that area. 

67 In August 2006, the MoF and Gitanyow successfully concluded negotiation of the Gitanyow Forestry Agreement 
(the "GFA"), a forestry accommodation agreement with a five year term. Its preamble reads: 

Whereas: 

A. British Columbia and Gitanyow have interests in forestry and economic development with the Tradition
al Territory. 

B. British Columbia acknowledges that Justice Tysoe of British Columbia Supreme Court has held that Brit
ish Columbia has a duty to consult with Gitanyow and to seek to accommodate their interests within the 
Traditional Territory. 

C. The Parties wish to address the outstanding obligations of British Columbia to consult and accommodate 
Gitanyow interests as required by Justice Tysoe in Yal et af v. Minister of Forests, Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
and NWBC Timber and Pulp Ltd. 2002 BCSC 1701 [Gitxsall No.1] and Gitanyow First Nation v. British 
Columbia (Minister of Forests) 2004 BCSC 1734 [Gitxsall No.1] and Gitanyow acknowledges that British 
Columbia has done so. 

D. Gitanyow has a relationship to the land that is important to its culture and the maintenance of its com
munity, governance and economy. 

E. Gitanyow has Aboriginal Interests within the Traditional Territory. 

F. British Columbia and the First Nations Leadership Council, representing the Assembly of First Nations -
Be Region, First Nations Summit and the Union of Be Indian Chiefs (the lILeadership CounciP') have 
entered into' a New Relationship in which they are committed to reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown 
titles and jurisdiction and have agreed to implement a government-to-government relationship based on re
spect, recognition and accommodation of Aboriginal title and rights. 

G. This Agreement is in the spirit and vision of the New Relationship. 

H. Work is undenvay regarding the implementation of the New Relationship and this Agreement may need 
to be amended in the future to reflect the outcomes of that work. 

I. References in this Agreement to Crown lands are without prejudice to Gitanyow's Aboriginal title andlor 
rights claims over those lands. 

J. British Columbia intends to consult and to seek an Interim Accommodation with Gitanyow on forest andl 
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or range resource development activities proposed within the Traditional Territory that may lead to the in
fringement of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests. 

K. Gitanyow intend to participate in any consultation with British Columbia or a Licensee in relation to 
forest andlor range resource development activities proposed within the Traditional Territory that may lead 
to an infringement of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests. 

L. British Columbia and Gitanyow wish to resolve issues relating to forest resource development where pos
sible through negotiation as opposed to litigation. 

68 Section 1 of the GFA deals with recognition of Gitanyow's interests and rights and states in part: 

1.1 British Columbia acknowledges that Justice Tysoe of British Columbia Supreme Court has found that Git
anyow have a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title and a strong prima facie claim of aboriginal rights to at 
least part of the Traditional Territory. 

1.2 British Columbia recognizes that Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests are linked to Gitanyow's good prima facie 
claim of aboriginal title and strong prima facie claim of aboriginal rights. 

1.3 British Columbia recognizes that the historic and contemporary use and stewardship of land and resources 
by Gitanyow are integral to the maintenance of Gitanyow society, governance and economy within the Tradi
tional Territory. 

1.4 British Columbia recognizes that in the absence of a treaty that defines the responsibilities and rights of the 
Parties, its duty to consult and to seek workable accommodation of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests within the 
Traditional Territory is an ongoing duty. 

1.5 British Columbia acknowledges that the Gitanyow Simgigyet represent the Huwilp. 

69 Section 2 sets out definitions. The following have relevance here: 

2.1.5 "Gitanyow " means the eight Gitanyow Houses collectively referred to as the Huwilp being Gitanyow 
houses of Gwass Hlaam, Gamlaxyeltxw, Malii, Gwinuu, Luux Hon, Haitsimsxw, Wataxhyetsxw and Wii Lit
sxw. 

2.1.6 "Interim Accommodation" means an accommodation, including an Interim Economic Accommodation, 
provided in this Agreement intended to further the reconciliation of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests with those 
of British Columbia in the interim prior to the reconciliation of these respective interests in a treaty. Any monet
ary payments made under this Agreement, including the accommodations provided in sections 4 through 8 re
flect the present budget limitations of the Minister of the Forests and Range. It is acknowledged that other ac
commodations, including economic accommodations, may be jointly developed by the Parties during the term of 
this Agreement. 

2.1.7 "Interim Economic Accommodation ll means an Interim Accommodation of the economic component only 
of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests. 
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2.1.9 "Operational Decision If means a decision that is made by a person with respect to the statutory approval of 
an Operational Plan that has a potential effect in the Traditional Territory. 

2.1.10 nOperation Plan" means a Forest Development Plan, Woodlot Licence Plan, Forest Stewardship Plan, 
Range Use Plan or a Range Stewardship Plan that has a potential effect in the Traditional Territory. 

2.1.13 "Traditional Territory" means Gitanyow Traditional Territory as shown on the map attached to this 
Agreement as Appendix A. 

70 The purposes of the GFA are set out in Section 3.1: 

(a) implement the order of the British Columbia Supreme Court as set out in the judgement ofTysoe, J. in 
Yal et al v. Minister afForests Skeena Cellulose Inc. and NWBC Timber and Pulp Ltd., 2002 BCSC 1701; 

(b) set out measures to address Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests in the context of forestry decisions that are 
made during the term of this Agreement and the forest development that occurs as a result of those decisions 
within the Traditional Territory during the term of this Agreement; 

(c) create viable economic opportunities and to assist in the improvement of social conditions of Gitanyow 
through economic diversification; 

(d) address consultation and provide Interim Accommodations related to forest resources development; and 

(e) provide a period of stability to forest and range resource development on Crown lands within the Tradi
tional Territory during the term of this Agreement, while longer term interests are addressed through other 
agreements or processes. 

71 Section 4 deals with "Forest Planning", and sets out a commitment by the parties to collaborate in implementing the 
LUP in the CranberrylKispiox TSA as a basis for developing integrated management objectives for the area, and to then 
work with the ILMB to merge those objectives with the Nass SRMP, with the ultimate aim of enabling the SRMP object
ives through legislation once the parties have reached a consensus on them. It states that, as an interim step, the Crown 
and Gitanyow agree to encourage licensees to develop operational plans consistent with the "joint landscape level plans", 
which encompass the LUP and SRMP. Finally, it confirms that the Crown has provided funding of $237,500 to date for 

these endeavours. 

72 Section 5 deals with "Forest Restoration l
" and includes an acknowledgement by the Crown that it is important for 

Gitanyow to participate in reforestation and enhancement within its traditional territory. It affirms the two $1 million 
commitments made earlier by the NWFREP for these purposes, as well as provision of $50,000 for 2005 -- 2007, and 
$25,000 for 2008, to support Gitanyow's participation in planning and implementation of the NWFREP activities. It also 

requires the Crown to provide Gitanyow, through the JRC, with updates and reports on the progress of Timber Baron in 
meeting its backlog of silviculture obligations. Timber Baron was the successor to Buffalo Head, the holder of FL No. 
A16884, whose silviculture delinquency was the subject of comment by Tysoe J. in Gltxsan No.2. 
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73 Section 6 establishes the JRC, and acknowledges that the Crown has provided $10,000 to support its establishment 
in 2006-2007. Section 6.1 sets out its purposes: 

British Columbia and Gitanyow agree to establish and operate a Joint Resources Council for the purpose of fa
cilitating: 

(a) cooperative planning to address Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests at the appropriate level of Crown land 
use planning; 

(b) consultative processes and provision of a forum for identifying and resolving issues of strategic import
ance to Gitanyow and British Columbia early in the forest planning cycle; and 

(c) completion and administration of the Gitanyow Kispiox-Cranberry Landscape Unit Plan and the Git
anyow Nass Strategic Resource Management Plan, 

as per the Joint Resources Council terms of reference attached to this Agreement as Appendix C. 

74 Appendix C stipulates that Gitanyow and the Crown will each appoint two members to the JRC, and that staff 
members from both parties may serve in an ex officio capacity to provide support or serve on sub-committees as required. 
Appendix C includes this further statement of purpose: 

To implement a joint process that ensures the meaningful, effective and efficient consultation and accommoda
tion of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests that are impacted, or have the potential to be impacted, by forest andlor 
range resource development activities within the Traditional Territory. 

The Gitanyow Joint Resources Council (GJRC) will achieve this by: 

(a) facilitating cooperative planning to address Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests at the appropriate level of 
Crown land use planning; and 

(b) facilitating consultation processes and providing a forum for identifying issues of strategic importance to 
Gitanyow early in the forest planning cycle. 

75 Among the JRC's responsibilities listed in Appendix C is to "Coordinate the communication, information sharing 
and consultation processes with respect to [MoF] proposed Administrative Decisions and activities that have potential to 
impact Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests". The FL replacements are defined as "Administrative Decisions" under the GF A. 

76 Section 7 deals with economic opportunities. Section 7.1 grants Gitanyow the right to apply for a five year non
replaceable forest licence in the Traditional Territories for up to 430,000 cubic meters over five years, and grants 
$35,000 for capacity development in connection with this licence. 

77 Section 7.2 provides for an interim annual payment to Gitanyow of $357,000 throughout the term of the Agree
ment. It also sets out a commitment by the Crown, through the MoP and the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Recon
ciliation ("MARR"), to establish a working group in which Gitanyow and other First Nations may participate, to examine 
alternative benefit and revenue sharing options. 
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78 Section 8 provides for capacity funding of $275,000 upon execution of the GFA to support Gitanyow's ongoing 
participation in the JRC and the LUP and SRMP initiatives for 2006/07, as well as a process to establish a budget for 
similar expenses during each year of the GF A. 

79 Section 9 deals with "Consultation and Accommodation Respecting Administrative and Operational Decisions and 
Plans". It sets out a specific commitment to consult and seek workable accommodations of Gitanyow'g aboriginal in

terests with respect to these decisions and plans through participation in "strategic level planning and policy development 
processes ll

, Section 9.3 states: 

Subject to section 9.4, Gitanyow is entitled to full consultation with respect to all potential infringements of 
their Aboriginal Interests arising from any Operational Decision, Administrative Decision or Operational Plan 

affecting Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests, regardless of benefits provided under this Agreement. 

80 In Section 9.4, Gitanyow affirms that in consideration of the accommodation outlined in Section 7 of the GFA, it 
agrees that the Crown has fulfilled its duties to consult and seek workable interim accommodation with Gitanyow with 

respect to five specific MoF decisions. Importantly, these do not include the FL replacement decisions. 

81 Other parts of Section 9 relevant to this proceeding are these: 

9.5 During the term of this Agreement, and subject to the terms and intent of this Agreement being met and ad
herence by British Columbia, Gitanyow agrees that British Columbia has provided an Interim Economic Accom

modation of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests and other Interim Accommodations serving to further the reconcili
ation of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests with respect to forest activity within the Traditional Territory with 

those of British Columbia. 

9.6 British Columbia acknowledges that any timber opportunities and funding provided through this Agreement 
are an Interim Accommodation and that broader processes are underway that will assist in determining the ap
propriate accommodation in respect of impacts of Gitanyow's Aboriginal Interests as a result of forestry activit

ies occurring within the Traditional Territory. 

9.7 Nothing in this Agreement restricts the ability of Gitanyow to seek additional accommodation for impacts on 

its Aboriginal Interests within the Traditional Territory from forest resource development during the term of this 
Agreement. 

9.8 The Parties agree to consult in accordance with the Consultation Protocol attached to this Agreement as Ap
pendix B. 

82 The Consultation Protocol states that Mr. Justice Tysoe's findings of a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title 
and a strong prima facie claim of aboriginal rights to at least part of the areas of the traditional territory will be used as a 
starting point in determining the level of consultation required. It states that consultation is to take place through the JRC 

and that is will involve a four-step process: 

Step 1: Information Sharing -- the Crown is to advise Gitanyow in writing of the decision required and the re

sponse period, provide Gitanyow with all relevant and reasonably available information necessary to enable as
sessment of the impact of the proposed activity on Gitanyow interests, offer meetings with appropriate personnel 
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to explain this information, and provide all relevant information requested by Gitanyow which is reasonably re
quired for adequate consultation and accommodation; 

Step 2: Identification of Gitanyow Interests -- Gitanyow are to provide all reasonably available information that 
identifies the potential impact of the proposed plan or decision on Gitanyow aboriginal interests within 60 days; 

Step 3: Further Consultation -- Either party may request further consultations to address Gitanyow aboriginal in
terests and measures for accommodating those; 

Step 4: Decision -- The statutory decision maker is required to do the following: identify Gitanyow aboriginal 
Interests in relation to the contemplated decision; make a determination of whether the contemplated action po
tentially adversely affects Gitanyow's aboriginal interests as those have been expressed by the B.C. Supreme 
Court; if there are potential adverse affects, determine how serious they are and what accommodation, if any, is 
appropriate; set out any recommendations provided by the JRe or Gitanyow for mitigation of the potentially ad
verse impacts, and the reasons why any such recommendations have been rejected; and inform Gitanyow in 
writing of the decision, setting out how aboriginal interests were addressed, any accommodation or mitigation 
measures taken, or reasons for not fully accommodating Gitanyow aboriginal interests. 

83 Section 10 provides a process for resolution of disputes between the Crown and Gitanyow over interpretation of the 
GFA. 

84 Sections 16.3 and 16.4 acknowledge that the specific nature, scope or extent of Gitanyow's aboriginal interests have 
not yet been determined: 

16.3 This Agreement will not limit the positions that a Party may take in future negotiations or court actions. 

16.4 British Columbia acknowledges and enters into this Agreement on the basis that Gitanyow has Aboriginal 
Interests within their Traditional Territory and further that the specific nature, scope or geographic extent of Git
anyow's Aboriginal Interests have not yet been determined. Broader processes engaged in to bring about recon
ciliation will result in a common understanding of the nature, scope and geographic extent of Gitanyow's Abori
ginal Interests. 

85 Section 17 endorses the New Relationship and the ability of the parties, at the request of Gitanyow, to negotiate ad
ditional interim agreements in relation to forestry and range matters that give effect to the New Relationship. The parties 
acknowledge that there are broader processes underway with respect to the New Relationship that may assist in such ne
gotiations. 

86 On August 28. 2006, Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. Williams with respect to the ongoing consultation process regarding 
the FL replacement decision. This letter set out the four concerns consistently identified by Gitanyow, and the manner in 
which the MoF proposed to address them. 

87 With respect to recognition, Mr. Warner acknowledged that Gitanyow wanted recognition of its aboriginal rights 
and title, as well as its traditional system of governance, in particular the Wilp system and territories. He proposed to ad
dress this by including what I will refer to as the "WHEREAS clause" in the preamble to each replacement FL, which 
read: 
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The Government of British Columbia acknowledges that Justice Tysoe of the British Columbia Supreme Court 
has found that the Gitanyow and Gitxsan each have a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title and a strong 
prima facie claim of aboriginal rights to at least part of the areas included within the lands covered by the Forest 
Licence. 

Mr. Warner then stated that tlfor practical reasons" the MoP was unable to include acknowledgement of the \Vilp territor
ies in the replacement FL itself, but would commit to advising the licensees about the Wilp territory boundaries for their 
use and information during preparation of their FSPs. No explanation as to why the acknowledgment was not practical 
was provided. 

88 With respect to the LUP process, Mr. Warner acknowledged that Gitanyow sought assurances that the FLs would 
be subject to the plan that was being developed, and that this planning process had been undertaken as a key means for 
accommodating Gitanyow'g intere,sts. He affirmed that the MoF remained committed to completing the LUP to be used 
as nan information base for operational planning undertaken by licensees and to assist in the consultation process for 
those operational plans". However, he stated that the LUP objectives and strategies could not be empowered through le
gislation until consensus had been reached among government agencies, Gitanyow, and licensees. Mr. Warner stated that 
until that point, licensees may choose to voluntarily comply with the LUP, and it would be used by the MoF in the con
sultation process with the licensees regarding their operational plans. He also advised that upon issuing an FL replace
ment, he would consider including a statement in the cover letter to the licensees stating that a LUP was being developed 
in that part of the TSA that overlaps Gitanyow territory, and that this would be considered by the statutory decision 
maker in making operational decisions under the FL. 

89 With respect to outstanding silviculture obligations, Mr. Warner acknowledged Gitanyow's wish to have some 
means in the FL replacement process to address the failure of licensees to fulfill their silviculture obligations. He ex
pressed the view that compliance and enforcement procedures under the Forest Act provided the necessary means to en
sure that these obligations were met. Mr. Warner advised that Timber Baron, the holder of FL A16884, was the only li
censee presently in breach of its obligations, and that enforcement action had been taken against it. He maintained that 
while that process unfolded, he was not in a position to deal with the issue through the FL replacement process. Mr. 
Warner also pointed out that the funding provided under the NWFREP was intended to address the historic backlog silvi
culture obligations, including those related to Orenda, whose FL had been surrendered. Although this FL is not a subject 
of these proceedings, Orenda's outstanding silviculture obligations formed part of the factual matrix in the consultation 
between the parties. 

90 \Vith respect to economic accommodation, Mr. Warner took the position that the GFA provided appropriate interim 
economic accommodation of Gitanyow's interests with respect to forest activities during its five year term. 

91 Mr. Warner concluded his letter with this statement: 

In my view, these measures, in addition to the specific accommodation measures I have offered here in respect 
to the replacement of the seven Forest Licences, are sufficient for meeting the ministry's legal obligations in re
spect to the replacement of the Forest Licences within Gitanyow territories. Further consultation with Gitanyow 
with respect to actual forest operations under these Forest Licences will occur through the JRC in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement. 
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He indicated that he intended to issue the FL replacements by October IS, 2006. 
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92 On September 18,2006, Mr. Williams replied to Mr. Warner, advising that Gitanyow disputed both the MoF's as
sumption that consultation had been completed, and its view that the accommodation proposed in his letter of August 28, 
2006 represented an adequate fulfillment of the Crown's obligations. 

93 First, Mr. \Villiams requested that all relevant information on the terms and conditions of the proposed FL replace
ments, in particular the location and volume of timber to be taken under each, be provided to Gitanyow so that the impact 
on its aboriginal interests could be properly assessed. Second, he stated that the FL replacement decision was specifically 
excluded from the GF A as the process of consultation and accommodation was still ongoing when the GF A had been 
concluded. He acknowledged the consultation protocol established by the GFA, but pointed out that the JRC had not met 
since March to complete the consultation and agree on appropriate accommodation and protection of Gitanyow's abori
ginal interests in the context of the FL replacements. 

94 With respect to recognition, Mr. Williams advised that the proposed WHEREAS clause in the preamble of the FL 
replacements was not a sufficient accommodation of Gitanyow's interests. Moreover, Mr. \Varner's explanation that it 
was impractical to go further in recognizing the Wilp system was inadequate. He reiterated that Gitanyow required re
cognition of the Wilp in the body of the replacement FLs, including a map and description of the Wilp territories. 

95 With respect to the LUP, Mr. Williams advised that Gitanyow was confident that the necessary consensus would be 
reached to enable the LUP through legislation. In the interim, Gitanyow expected the licensees to comply with the LUP. 
He acknowledged that the licensees were presently using the LUP to develop their FSPs, but said that compliance was 
not a matter to be left to voluntary participation, and a statement and a cover letter delivered with each replacement FL 
were insufficient. Compliance with the LUP had to be built into the replacement FLs to ensure that Gitanyow's aboriginal 
interests would be accommodated. If that was not possible, he again requested that the FL replacements be postponed un
til the LUP had been given legislative force. 

96 With respect to outstanding silviculture obligations, Mr. \Villiams advised that the Crown's position, and its reli
ance on compliance and enforcement measures, was unacceptable. He said that Gitanyow had insufficient infoffilation on 
the current status of licensees' outstanding obligations, and the cost of those outstanding in Orenda's areas alone far ex
ceeded the funds committed under the NWFREP for reforestation. 

97 With respect to economic accommodation, Mr. Williams again pointed out that the GFA did not cover economic 
accommodation for the FL replacements, and that Gitanyow was entitled to full consultation and accommodation with re
spect to that decision. 

98 He concluded by pointing out that Step 1 and Step 2 of the Consultation Protocol established by the GF A were still 
incomplete. He stated that Gitanyow required further information, and the MoF did not yet have a clear understanding of 
Gitanyow's aboriginal interests that would be impacted by the decision to replace the FLs. He reiterated that Gitanyow 
required completion of the consultation and accommodation process before the FLs were replaced, including convening a 
meeting of the JRC to review the issues and options for accommodation, and provision of the information he had reques
ted. He advised that Gitanyow would prepare a draft accommodation agreement with respect to the FL replacements for 
the JRGs review. 

99 On October 4, 2006, the JRC met and reviewed Mr. Williams' letter of September 18, 2006, and the issues related 
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to the FL replacements. Gitanyow expressed concerns about the volume of timber being harvested in its traditional territ
ory and the long-term sustainability of the forests. The MoF representatives replied that the FL replacement process did 
not determine the AAC, and the JRC could conduct an analysis of the planned harvest volume during the TSR process. 
As well, they noted that Gitanyow land use planning concerns would be considered by the licensees and the MoF during 
the FSP approval process. There was also discussion about silviculture liabilities, identification of Gitanyow1s traditional 
use sites, and development of a cedar management strategy to determine if there was a sufficient supply for traditional 
use. 

100 At this meeting, Mr. Williams tabled a draft Forest Licence Replacement Accommodation Agreement (the "Ac_ 
commodation Agreement"). Section 1 of this stated that the intent of the Accommodation Agreement was to address 
shared decision-making regarding land and resources, and their protection, and to address lithe legal obligation of the 
economic component of Gitanyow aboriginal title on an interim basisll. It stipulated that each of the replacement FLs 
shall identify and provide a map of the Wilp territories overlapped by the FL. It required the Crown to inform Gitanyow 
of any notices of intent to dispose of the FLs covered by the Accommodation Agreement, and any amendments to the 
FLs. It contemplated that, as an accommodation of the economic component of Gitanyow rights, Gitanyow would receive 
50 percent of all stumpage fees for volume of timber harvested under the FL replacements within Gitanyow traditional 
territory, and 50 percent of the annual rent paid by the licensees based on a pro-rated portion of the AAC coming from 
Gitanyow traditional territory. It envisaged the establishment of a Gitanyow/BC Revenue Sharing Working Group to ad
dress past infringements of Gitanyow interests. It also required the Regional Manager to give notice to the licensees that 
they may only submit applications for cutting permits for areas in Gitanyow traditional territory that meet the require
ments of the draft LUP and SRMP. 

101 On November 9, 2006, the JRC met again to discuss issues related to the FL replacements. The MoF representat
ives provided accurate AAC numbers and a draft of the proposed replacement FL. Timelines were discussed, in particu
lar, the fact that two of the FLs had a replacement deadline of February 28, 2007 pursuant to ss. 15(1.1) of the Forest 
Act. Gitanyow again raised concerns regarding the volume to be logged, sustainability, and outstanding silviculture ob
ligations. With respect to economic accommodation and revenue sharing, the MoF representatives advised that there was 
lIno appetite within government to revenue share nation by nation, licence by licence", but a meeting could be scheduled 
with Gitanyow to discuss potential models on a without prejudice basis. \Vith respect to consultation at the stage of FSP 
approval, Gitanyow expressed concern that the Crown's obligation to consult should not be off-loaded onto the licensees. 

102 After this JRC meeting, on November 28, 2006, representatives of the MoF, MARR, and Gitanyow met to develop 
draft terms of reference for what became the Forest Benefit Sharing Working Group ("FBSWG"). The FBSWG fulfilled 
the Crown's commitment under Section 7.2.7 of the GFA to establish a working group to examine alternate benefit and 
revenue sharing options in which Gitanyow and other First Nations could participate. 

103 On November 16,2006, Mr. Warner responded to Mr. Williams' lelter of September 18, 2006. He provided cur
rent information with respect to the FL holders and the AAC under each of the FLs up for replacement. He described the 
process, and set out the legislated schedule for replacement, which indicated that the decision for two of the FLs had a 
deadline of February 28, 2007. Mr. Warner acknowledged Gitanyow's concern that the proposed WHEREAS clause and 
the cover letter would be insufficient to compel the licensees to acknowledge Gitanyow's aboriginal interests, but pointed 
out that the duty of consultation and accommodation rested with the Crown and not the licensees, and reiterated that the 
LUP would be considered by the MoF when the statutory decision-makers considered the approval of operational plans 
required under each FL. He suggested that his proposal would facilitate a greater level of voluntary compliance by the li-
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censees. The letter reviewed the status of outstanding silviculture obligations of the licensees, and advised that the MoF 
staff would try to provide an estimate of timber volume under each licence that may be attributed to Gitanyow traditional 
territory in response to Gitanyow's concern that a sustainable level of cut be ensured. Mr. Warner closed by stating that it 
remained his view that the accommodation measures outlined in his letter of August 28, 2006 met the Crown's legal ob
ligations toward Gitanyow, but that he was prepared to postpone his decision to offer replacement licences until early 
2007 to allow for further JRC consultation due to the concerns raised by Gitanyow. He requested that the JRC complete 
consultation with respect to the FL replacements by January 31, 2007, so that replacement offers could be made by the 
legislated deadline of February 28, 2007. 

104 The JRC met again on December 15, 2006, and Mr. Williams raised the recent decision in R. v. -Sappier, 2006 

SCC 54, [2006] 2 S.C.R. 686 (S.C.C.) [Sappier], which established an aboriginal right to harvest wood on Crown lands 
for domestic uses. There was further discussion of economic accommodation with respect to the FL replacements. The 
MoF representatives indicated that this must be coordinated with work being done by the New Relationship Leadership 
Council, and that the MoF would respond directly to these issues. Gitanyow acknowledged that the MoF had provided 
the timber harvesting land base information requested. Ian Smith, the B.C. Timber Sales Planning Officer, gave a 
presentation on the FSP planning process in Gitanyow's traditional territories, including the role of the LUP and oppor
tunities for Gitanyow involvement. The deadline of January 31, 2007 for completion of the consultation process was 
noted. 

105 On January 11, 2007, the first and only meeting of the FBSWG took place, attended by representatives of Git
anyow and other First Nations, the MoF, and the MARR. The First Nations' representatives questioned how revenue 
sharing might work at the forest district level, instead of a province-wide model, and the MARR representative agreed to 
provide some revenue and cost data analysis on this. 

106 On January 24, 2007, Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. Williams indicating that he wished to conclude consultation on the 
FL replacements. His letter listed five issues that Gitanyow had identified for consideration in the FL replacement pro
cess: 

1) Recognition of Gitanyow aboriginal rights and title and acknowledgement of\Vilp territories; 

2) Licensee compliance with LUP; 

3) Means to address outstanding silviculture obligations; 

4) Economic accommodation; and 

5) Achieving a sustainable level of cut within Gitanyow Traditional Territory. 

107 Mr. Warner referred to the proposals to address these issues that he had outlined in his letter of August 28, 2006, 
and Gitanyow's responses, and stated that he would take the latter into consideration. He said, however, that Gitanyow's 
proposal in the Accommodation Agreement for a 50 percent share of revenue was outside the scope of the FL replace
ment decision, and advised that the government was attempting to address revenue sharing more broadly through the 
New Relationship and initiatives such as the FBS\VG. He stated that he anticipated one more JRC meeting to review Git
anyow's interests and whether any further "mitigation measures" were possible, and encouraged the JRC to examine how 
to address Gitanyow's interests in subsequent forest management decisions related to the FLs. He affirmed his expecta-
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tion that he would have all relevant information by early February in order to make a decision before the deadline of Feb
ruary 28,2007. 

108 On January 29, 2007, the JRC met again to consider the FL replacements. Three Gitanyow representatives were 
present, including Mr. Williams. Each of Gitanyow's interests was identified, and the proposed accommodations re
viewed. Mr. \Villiams raised a number of concerns as to the sufficiency of the accommodations. The minutes of this 
meeting record that in the course of this discussion, however, he indicated that while Gitanyow had earlier wanted their 
house and clan system recognized in the licences, this was of less concern now as the licensees had been respecting the 
LUP. With respect to sustainability of harvesting, Ms. Robertson indicated that this could best be addressed through the 
TSR. Jane Lloyd-Smith, the Regional Staff Manager for the Northern Interior Forest Region, acknowledged that there 
was presently an over-allocation of volume in Gitanyow traditional territory, but reiterated that this could be addressed 
through the TSR. It was agreed that Ms. Robertson and Ms. Lloyd-Smith would develop a draft submission for Mr. 
Warner's consideration of the commitments that were needed to proceed with replacement of the FLs, the measures 
offered to date, and other proposed measures, and that they would meet with Mr. Williams, as the Gitanyow representat
ive, on February 8, 2007, to review this. 

109 On February 8, 2007, Mr. Williams, Ms. Robertson, and Ms. Lloyd-Smith met to develop the submission to Mr. 
Warner. That meeting produced a draft of !lJRe Recommendations" that was circulated to JRe members and discussed 
further among Mr. Williams, Ms. Robertson and Ms. Lloyd-Smith following the meeting. This led to a further draft being 
prepared, circulated, and discussed in a conference call between Mr. Williams and the MoF representatives on February 
16,2007. The MoF says that during that call they discussed a final list of JRC Recommendations. These were sent to Mr. 
Warner on February 19, 2007 for his consideration in making the FL replacement decisions. However, they included a 
note stating that they were still undergoing internal review by Gitanyow. 

110 The JRe Recommendations were organized under four headings: Recognition, SustainabilitylLand Use Planning, 
Forest Restoration, and Economic Interests. In summary, they provided the following. 

III With respect to recognition, they noted that Gitanyow sought formal recognition of its aboriginal rights and title 
and acknowledgement of the Wilp system and boundaries. They recommended the inclusion of the WHEREAS clause in 
the FLs, and an instruction to forest districts to communicate Wilp territory boundaries to licensees before operational 
plans were prepared. They also supported the JRe as an effective forum for consultation and input into the decision-mak
ing processes. 

112 Under the heading SustainabilityfLand Use Planning, the JRC Recommendations recognized the common interest 
of the MoF and Gitanyow in ensuring sustainable forest management, and stated that the joint planning processes, such 
as the LUP, were a powerful tool for addressing those common interests. They observed that the completed LUP had 
been well received and respected by the licensees and created a more efficient consultation process at the operational 
level. They viewed the next step as incorporating the LUP into the TSR for the TSAs within Gitanyow traditional territ
ory, but acknowledged that achieving an agreement on a sustainable harvest for the long term would be a multi-year pro
cess. They recommended that the MoF continue to provide staff and resources necessary to support ongoing joint plan
ning, and to work with the ILMB in this process. They supported inclusion of a statement in the FL replacement offer let
ters to licensees advising them of the LUP, and encouraging them to consider it and work with Gitanyow in preparing op
erational plans. They recommended that the MoF continue to respect and use the LUP in evaluating operational plans and 
facilitating consultation at that level. They also included a strategy for moving the joint land use planning process ahead 
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by merging the LUP and SRMP processes, and having both declared higher level plans with legislated objectives for 
forestry practices within five years. They also recommended that the planning objectives be incorporated in future TSRs. 

113 With respect to forest restoration, the JRC Recommendations advocated that Gitanyow receive a written explana
tion of how Mr. Warner considered silviculture liabilities in his FL replacement decisions, including an update on their 
current status. They also recommended that he consider seeking silviculture deposits from the licensees, and that the 
MoF continue to support and fund the NWFREP. They acknowledged the need to protect Gitanyow's right to harvest 
wood for domestic use, as defined in Sappier, and recommended that the MoF support and expand an ongoing JRC 
project to identify Gitanyow cedar needs to include the Sappier issue. 

114 With respect to economic interests, the JRC Recommendations acknowledged that Gitanyow was interested in a 

model of revenue sharing that was tied to the harvested resources rather than population, and recommended that this be 
explored through the continuing work of the FHSWG. 

115 On February 20,2007, MoF staff prepared a briefing note for Mr. Warner for his consideration in making the FL 
replacement decision. This included a copy of the JRC Recommendations. It reviewed the consultation process with Git

anyow, describing it as "protracted and intense". It offered the view that the opportunities provided to Gitanyow to 
identify its interests and any infringement of them had been sufficient, and further consultation was unnecessary. It set 

out two options. The first was to offer replacement FLs for all licences, although only two had a deadline of February 28, 
2007 under s. 15(1.1) of the Forest Act. The discussion ofthis option stated that consultation with Gitanyow had been 
exhaustive, and there were no further gains to be made by delaying the decisions on the basis of Gitanyow's interests, 

despite its continuing expression of concern. It acknowledged that Gitanyow may challenge the decision as a result. The 
second option suggested delaying the offer to replace the FLs falling within Gitanyow traditional territories for a year, 

placing them under the time frame in s. 15(1.2) of the Forest Act, but the writer did not endorse this, stating: 

We have done everything in our power to address Gitanyow's concerns around the replacement of these licences, 

but the outstanding issues are beyond the scope of this process and need to be resolved through government to 
government negotiations. Delaying a decision further will not change this situation and will potentially lead us 
down a path that is at odds with the processes and policies being developed through I1New Relationship.1I 

116 On February 21, 2007, Mr. Williams wrote to Ms. Robertson taking issue with her description of the JRC Recom
mendations as "final". He reminded her that he had advised the JRC that he must bring them to the Hereditary Chiefs for 
their review and decision, and that this meeting could not take place until February 26, 2007 at the earliest. He expressed 

concern that the rush to complete consultation was compromising Gitanyow's interests, and observed that the recom
mendations with respect to recognition of Gitanyow's rights and title had not changed since August 2006 and remained 
inadequate. He reiterated Gitanyow's concern about over-harvesting, particularly in view of its constitutional rights to do

mestic wood as confirmed in Sappier. 

117 Mr. Williams noted that Gitanyow had received no response to the draft Accommodation Agreement. He enclosed 

a revised draft of that document as indicative of Gitanyow's position, as well as a report on forest revenue historically 
generated from Gitanyow traditional territory, for consideration by Mr. Warner. He reiterated Gitanyow's view that the 
FL replacements presented a significant infringement of Gitanyow rights and title, and asked that the MoF not proceed 

with the FL replacement decision until the consultation process had been completed. 

118 The revised draft Accommodation Agreement added several new terms. Paragraph 7 stipulated a payment of over 
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$19 million to Gitanyow, representing 51 percent of stumpage fees collected between December 31, 1995 and January 1, 
2005 from timber cut in Gitanyow traditional territory. Paragraph 12 introduced a format for Gitanyow participation in 
applications for cutting permits on Gitanyow traditional territory. 

119 Ms. Robertson forwarded the material from Mr. Williams to Mr. Warner on February 21, 2007. She advised him 
that the MoF staff had made it clear to Gitanyow that the development of the JRC Recommendations represented the fi
nal stage of the consultation process, but that Gitanyow was taking the position that they were only at step two of the 
OF A Consultation Protocol. It was her view that the accommodation measures put forward by Gitanyow went well bey
ond the MoF's current mandates. She nevertheless suggested a third option to those in the Briefing Note: to delay the re
placement of the two FLs with a February 28, 2007 replacement deadline and deal with them under s. 15(1.2) instead, as 
this would provide more time for Mr. Warner to fully consider the JRC Recommendations and the late submission by 
Gitanyow. 

120 On February 26, 2007, Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. Williams reminding him that his earlier correspondence had in
dicated that any final submissions should be provided by early February, and acknowledging receipt of his memorandum 
of February 21, 2007 and the draft Accommodation Agreement. He stated that he considered that they were now at step 
four of the GF A Consultation Protocol, and that he intended to proceed with his deliberations based on all information 
received to date. 

121 On February 27, 2007, Mr. Williams wrote to Mr. Warner in reply. He stated that the JRC meetings had failed to 
resolve substantial concerns with respect to significant infringements of Gitanyow's aboriginal rights, and the accom
modation offered was inadequate. He set out five topics that had to be addressed if adequate accommodation was to be 
provided: 

1. Recognition and scope of Gitanyow Aboriginal Rights and Title, including the inescapable economic 
component of our title, and an allocation of timber that respects the rights to harvest timber for domestic use 
as per the Sappier decision; 

2. Assurances that licensees will fulfil their legal obligations with respect to reforestation on Gitanyow ter
ritories, instead of the 'cut and run' practices of the past; 

3. Sustainable and planned timber harvesting on Gitanyow territories; 

4. A commitment that the joint land use plans will be used when planning harvesting activities on our territ
ories; and 

5. Administrative issues with respect to any timber harvesting on Gitanyow territories. 

[italics in original] 

Mr. Williams then stated that it was Gitanyow's view that they had not yet completed steps two and three of the Con
sultation Protocol. He invited a further meeting to address these issues. 

122 On February 28, 2007, Mr. Warner decided to replace the FLs. On the same day, he sent an offer of replacement 
with a cover letter to each licensee. The letter included this statement: 
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It should be noted that paragraph F in the I1Where Asn section of the document was included in response to input 
received during First Nations consultation regarding forest licence replacement in the Nass and Kispiox Timber 
Supply Areas (TSA). 

123 The cover letters to the licensees holding FLs in the CranberrylKispiox TSA also included this statement: 

In addition, during consultation with Gitanyow regarding the replacement of this licence, Gitanyow expressed a 
concern that licensees needed to be made aware that a land use plan (LUP) has been developed with Gitanyow 
covering those portions of the Kispiox and Cranberry TSAs lying within the Gitanyow traditional territory. It is 
recommended that you work with Gitanyow and consider the guidance within the LUP when preparing opera
tional plans falling within Gitanyow traditional territories. 

124 Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. \Villiams on March 8, 2007 to explain the rationale for his decision, as was required by 
the GFA Consultation Protocol. He set out the material he has considered, including the JRC Recommendations, the re
cent Gitanyow submission, and the most recent draft Accommodation Agreement. He indicated that consultation had 
been conducted through the JRC in accordance with the Consultation Protocol, and stated that he was satisfied that this 
process had provided ample opportunity for Gitanyow to identity any interests impacted by the decision, and that further 
consultation was not necessary. 

125 He then set out his assessment of the nature and scope of Gitanyow's aboriginal interests in relation to the FL re
placement decision, and of the adverse impact of the replacements on Gitanyow's aboriginal interests. I set this out in 
full: 

\Vhat is the nature and scope of Gitanyow aboriginal interests in relation to FL replacement decision? 

• Justice Tysoe's finding that Gitanyow have a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title and a strong prima 
facie claim of aboriginal rights to at least part of the traditional territory. 

• Skii Km Lax Ha Preliminary Ethnohistorical Assessment indicates Gitanyow claim is likely stronger than 
that of Skii Km Lax Ha in the portion of Gitanyow traditional territory within the Nass TSA. 

• Gitanyow assert title over the whole of the traditional territory and describe which of their eight house ter
ritories overlap with each FL. 

• While it is likely that Gitanyow aboriginal title exists, it is unclear where within the traditional territory, 
particularly when considered in light of the recent judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in Bernard 
and Marshall. 

• Gitanyow's interests expressed through the consultation process apply to all of the seven Forest Licences. 
In my view, they can be grouped into four themes: recognition, land use planning/sustainability; forest res
toration; and economic interests. 

Does the replacement of seven FLs within Gltanyow's traditional territory adversely affect Gitanyow Ab
original Interests? 

• Unlikely to affect potential aboriginal rights which are site specific and can be more effectively accom-
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modated through subsequent operational decisions that will occur under each FL. [For example, under the 
Forest and Range Practices Act, a licensee is required to prepare a Forest Stewardship Plan (FSP) which in
cludes proposed results and strategies !Ito conserve, or if necessary, protect, cultural heritage resources that 

are the focus of a traditional use by an aboriginal people that are of continuing importance to that people. lI 

Examples of cultural heritage resources could include, culturally modified trees, non-timber resources such 
as medicinal plants, traditional use sites such as fishing sites. Consultation that occurs at the operational 
level could result in spatial or temporal changes or adoption of different forest practices to address specific 
cultural heritage resources or aboriginal interests. It would be useful to give an example or two here of how 
that might be done.) 

• Replacing the FLs could impact claims of aboriginal title, assuming it exists somewhere within the tradi
tional territory. 

How serious are the adverse effects? 

• Effects on Gitanyow's on-the-ground interests are minimal and will be addressed through other processes 
designed to protect Gitanyow's on-the-ground interests (ie., joint land use planning, Forest Stewardship 
Plannings and consultation on operational decisions, such as FSP approval, through the Joint Resources 
Council). [You may also wish to refer here to consultations through the Joint Resources Council pro~ 
cess.) 

• Gitanyow's interests in revenue sharing, land use planning and forest management decision making are be
ing addressed through other processes (eg., Gitanyow-Gitxsan Forest Benefit Sharing Working Group, Tim
ber Supply Review, Nass SRMP,) so the impact of the forest licence replacements is minimal in that regard. 

• A full suite of accommodations have already been agreed to under the Gitanyow Forestry Accommodation 
Agreement which serves to minimize or accommodate the impact of the FL replacements. These accom
modations include: language recognizing the nature of Gitanyow's aboriginal interests; commitments to en
gage in joint forest management planning initiatives; commitment of over $1 million for reforestation/en
hancement activities within Gitanyow traditional territory; establishment of a Joint Forestry Council to fa~ 
cilitate joint planning efforts and consultation; capacity funding to participate in Joint Forestry Council; a 
consultation protocol; S 1.78 million in revenue over 5 years; and a forest tenure offer of 430 OOOm3 over 
five years. [Refer here to the particular accommodations to which you are referring.] 

[italics and bold emphasis in the original) 

'Vhat accommodations may be appropriate? 

• Establishment of the Joint Resource Council and Consultation Protocol under the Forestry Accommoda
tion Agreement are important tools for accommodating Gitanyow's interests in having a say in decision 
making with respect to forestry. 

• The recommendations put forward by the JRC in respect to the FL replacements are addressed below. 

He then proceeded through the JRC Recommendations. 
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127 He also supported those related to sustainabilityiland use planning. He acknowledged that mentioning the LUP in 
the cover letter to licensees fell short of Gitanyow's position that compliance with the LUP should be a requirement of 
the FL itself, but stated that inclusion in the letter was sufficient as the LUP had not been enabled through legislation. He 
supported the JRC strategy to have the LUP designated as a higher level plan and included in future TSRs, but cautioned 
that he was not the decision maker responsible for the TSRs and the determination of the AAC. He did indicate that he 
would advise the Chief Forester of the JRC strategy. 

128 With respect to forest restoration and silviculture obligations, in response to the JRC Recommendation that he 
provide an explanation of how he considered silviculture liabilities in his decision, he indicated that the current state of 
silviculture liabilities on a number of the licences was in question, that the forest districts had been working with li
censees to remedy this, and that he was satisfied with their efforts to engage licensees in developing plans to remedy 
their specific situations. He said that if these remedial actions were not effective, further compliance and enforcement ac
tions would be carried out that could ultimately result in the suspension and cancellation of these FLs. He noted the JRC 
Recommendation to require silviculture deposits from licensees, but said that this could not be carried out as it would re
quire legislative amendments. He indicated that he would refer this to the MoF executive for consideration. He otherwise 
supported the JRC Recommendations. With respect to domestic use of wood, he indicated that the MoF intended to ac
commodate Gitanyow's aboriginal right to harvest wood for domestic purposes in accordance with the Sappier decision. 

129 Finally, with respect to economic interests, Mr. Warner stated that he supported the JRC Recommendation to con
tinue to work through the FBSWG to identify alternative models for sharing forest benefits, but acknowledged that this 
fell well short of Gitanyow's position. 

130 Mr. Warner then indicated that although the most recent Gitanyow submissions from Mr. Williams were received 
very late in the consultation process, he had reviewed them. He offered the view that the revenue sharing provisions in 
the draft Accommodation Agreement raised issues that were a key component of the negotiations leading to the GF A, 
and reiterated that any changes to the Crown's approach to revenue sharing would have to be addressed at a province
wide level. He said that in the meantime the FBSWG established under the GF A was a compromise to which Gitanyow 
agreed. 

131 Mr. Warner concluded by reiterating his view that the accommodation measures already provided through the 
GF A, and those agreed to in this letter, were more than sufficient to meet the MoF's legal obligations to Gitanyow with 
respect to the FL replacement decision. 

132 On March 21, 2007, Mr. Williams sent a lengthy letter to Mr. Warner expressing Gitanyow's disappointment with 
his decision to replace the FLs, and stating that the MoF had failed to address its legal obligation of consultation and ac
commodation with respect to Gitanyow. The letter took issue with Mr. Warner's assessment of both the strength of Git
anyow's claim, and the adverse impact of his decision on Gitanyow's aboriginal interests. Mr. \Villiams observed that the 
JRC decision-making was to be done by consensus, but said that Mr. \Varner had relied on JRC Recommendations that 
were not approved by Gitanyow. Mr. Williams then provided a critique of Mr. \Varner's written decision, setting out 
many of the points that have been made in argument at this hearing, and with which I deal later in these Reasons. He in
voked the dispute resolution process under Section 10 of the OF A, and proposed a meeting to address Gitanyow's in
terests that were not sufficiently addressed in making the decision to replace the FLs. 
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133 The parties disagreed as to whether the GF A dispute resolution process applied in these circumstances, but on 
April 12, 2007 Mr. Warner wrote to Mr. Williams and agreed to schedule a meeting for April 20, 2007. He stated that it 
had not been his intent to minimize Gitanyow's aboriginal rights and title in making his decision, and affirmed the find
ings of Mr. Justice Tysoe as well as the acknowledgements of aboriginal interests in the GFA. He stated that he had un
derstood that the JRC Recommendations had the support of the Gitanyow members of the JRC, although he knew that 
Gitanyow was unable to commit to the JRe Recommendations until Mr. Williams had had an opportunity to review them 
with the Hereditary Chiefs. He further stated: 

Many of the recommendations of the JRC were proposed earlier in the consultation process in response to pro· 
posals initially put forward by Gitanyow. They have been the subject of discussions through the JRC throughout 
the fall and correspondence with myself. My understanding was and is that the JRC recommendations dated 
February 19th were developed collaboratively among all JRC members, and that they had the support of the Git
anyow members, although you were unable to commit to those recommendations until you had an opportunity to 
review them with the Gitanyow hereditary chiefs. 

As I have explained previously, I was under no misconception as to what the JRe recommendations represented 
when I accepted them as part of my rationale. The fact was that they, along with the previous submissions I had 
received directly from Gitanyow, were the best information I had and was required to consider under the terms 
of the Gitanyow Forestry Agreement. I was fully aware and acknowledged that the recommendations fell short 
of Gitanyow's requests for accommodations in some regards. However, I had hoped that the good faith discus
sions that had occurred through the JRC process had resulted in the finding at least some middle ground. 

134 On April 20, 2007, Mr. Robert Friesen, the Assistant Deputy Minister of the MoF, Mr. Warner, and other MoF 
representatives met with Mr. Williams and other Gitanyow representatives in Victoria. Gitanyow reiterated their con
cerns related to the replacement of the FLs. Mr. Friesen indicated that the MoF was not in a position to reverse Mr. 
Warner's decision on the licence replacements, but told Gitanyow that the MoF required some time to address each of the 
issues they had raised. 

135 On May 7, 2007, Mr. Williams wrote to Mr. Robb of the MARR, seeking data that had been promised to Git
anyow at the only meeting of the FBSWG on January 24, 2007. Mr. Robb responded on May 29, 2007 by sending in
formation, but indicated that this work was still in progress. He also advised that there had been no further meetings of 
the FBSWG, and its work had been overtaken by a new committee, the Aboriginal Forest Strategy Working Group 
C'AFS\VGII

), formed in cooperation with the First Nations Forest Council. The material filed in this proceeding indicates 
that the AFS\VG has focused on ways and means of improving the viability of forest tenures issued to First Nations, and 
on addressing the implementation of the Sappier decision as priorities. A sub-working group on tenure viability has iden
tified revenue sharing as an issue that will require work and consideration by the AFS\VG. 

136 The parties continued to discuss areas of contention. As the formal FL documents were prepared, Gitanyow reiter
ated its request that they include a reference to Mr. Justice Tysoe's findings in the body of the licence as well as in the 
preamble. Gitanyow also noted that only the licensees in the CranberrylKispiox TSA had received a cover letter advising 
them of the LUP and its role in the preparation of operational plans. They asked that a similar letter be sent to licensees 
in the Nass TSA. The MoF replied that they would have considered and addressed these requests if they had been timely, 
but they had come too late and they had a statutory obligation to proceed. 
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137 Ultimately, the licensees received replacement FLs for IS-year terms, commencing September 1, 2007. The pre
amble in each FL document included the WHEREAS clause. The total AAC allocated under the six replacement licences 
was 1,031,059 cubic metres. Paragraph 5.00 of the FL document dealt with applications for cutting permits. Paragraph 
5.01 indicated that an approved FSP was a precondition to obtaining a cutting permit. Other parts of Paragraph 5 dealt 
with the role of aboriginal interests in the process: 

5.06 The District Manager may consult aboriginal group(s} who may be exercising or claiming to hold an abori

ginal interest(s) or proven aboriginal right(s), including aboriginal title, or treaty right(s) ifin the opinion of the 
District Manager, issuance of the cutting permit or an amendment to a cutting permit as submitted and/or opera
tions under the cutting permit may result in: 

(a) an impact to an aboriginal interest(s) that may require consideration of accommodation, or 

(b) an infringement of a proven aboriginal right(s), including aboriginal title, or treaty right(s) that may 
require justification. 

5.07 The District Manager may impose conditions in a cutting permit to address an aboriginal interest(s), or 

proven aboriginal right, including aboriginal title, or a treaty right(s) if in the opinion of the District Manager, 
issuance of the cutting permit as submitted would result in: 

(a) an impact to an aboriginal interest(s) that would require consideration of accommodation, or 

(b) an infringement of a proven aboriginal right(s), including aboriginal title, or treaty right(s) that 
would require justification. 

5.08 The District Manager may refuse to issue a cutting permit or to amend a cutting permit if in the opinion of 

the District Manager issuance of the cutting permit or an amendment to a cutting permit would result in: 

(a) an impact to an aboriginal interest(s) or treaty right(s) that could not be reasonably accommodated, 
or 

(b) an impact to a proven aboriginal right(s), including aboriginal title, or a treaty right(s) that could not 
be justified. 

5.09 If the District Manager: 

(a) determines that a cutting permit may not be issued because the requirements of paragraph 5.05 have 
not been met; 

(b) is carrying out consultations under paragraph 5.06; or 

(c) refuses to issue a cutting permit under paragraph 5.08; 

the District Manager will notify the Licensee within 45 days of the date on which the application for the cut
ting permit, or an amendment to the cutting permit, was received. 

138 There was further correspondence between the parties, and a meeting on July 20,2007. Their positions did not 
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change substantially. The parties did, however, negotiate a Contribution Agreement under which the MoF made a fund
ing commitment of $200,000 to Gitanyow to facilitate planning initiatives and further consultation through the JRC, and 
to implement the Sappier decision through a pilot project. The JRC efforts were to specifically address Gitanyow's sus
tainability interests and participation in the FSP process. 

139 Gitanyow and the MoF continue to participate in several ongoing initiatives. The JRC continues as a forum to de
velop additional means for Gitanyow input into issues of concern. The NWFREP remains active with respect to silvicul
ture issues. The MoF continues to support the SRMPILUP planning exercises. The Crown continues to provide capacity 
funding to assist Gitanyow's participation in these initiatives. 

140 Gitanyow has also been invited to give input to operational decisions. For example, on September 10, 2007, Mr. 
Williams met with the Chief Forester to provide information on Gitanyow's values and interests for consideration in de
termination of the AAC for the Kispiox TSA. 

Analysis 

141 The respondents concede that the FL replacement decision created a duty to meaningfully consult with Gitanyow 
in good faith, and to reasonably accommodate its concerns and interests in accord with the principles established in 
Haida and Taku. The Crown clearly had knowledge of Gitanyow's claim to aboriginal title and rights over land in the 
Cranberry/Kispiox and Nass TSAs, and it was common ground that removal of timber from that land could adversely af
fect Gitanyow's interests. Consultation did take place between the parties. The issue is whether that consultation process 
was reasonable, and whether any resulting accommodation was adequate. 

142 The Crown says that it carried out a reasonable and extensive process of consultation and accommodation that 
complied with the guidelines established in Haida. It points to the LUP and the SRMP initiatives, the GF A, the creation 
of the JRC and the Consultation Protocol, establishment of the NWFREP and FBSWG, and the significant funding that 
the Crown has provided for these initiatives, and for facilitating Gitanyow's participation in them. It says that a number 
of these are multi-year programs that will provide ongoing consultation and joint planning processes as vehicles for fu
ture accommodation. The Crown maintains that these represent a reasonable outcome of a genuine and protracted effort 
on its part to harmonize conflicting interests, find workable compromises, and advance the process of reconciliation. It 
says that when the parties were unable to reach agreement on all aspects of accommodation, having made good faith ef
forts to address Gitanyow's interests, Mr. Warner was entitled to decide to replace the FLs in accord with the Crown's 
right to manage forest resources. 

143 The steps to be followed in determining the validity of the Crown's position are set out at paras. [15] to [19] of 
these Reasons. The starting point is an examination of whether the Crown properly assessed the scope of its duty to con
sult and accommodate. This is dependent on a preliminary assessment of the strength of the claim of aboriginal rights or 
title, and the seriousness of the potential adverse effect on those interests that may arise from the contemplated govern
ment action. In this case, I find that assessment was premised on issues of both law and fact. The standard for review is 
accordingly reasonableness. 

144 The next step involves an assessment of whether the process of consultation was reasonable. In my view, this is-
sue has two aspects. The first is procedural adequacy. 

145 The second is more subtle, and involves an examination of whether the consultation was meaningful, in the sense 
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that the Crown made genuine efforts to understand Gitanyow's position, and to attempt to address it, with the ultimate 
goal of reconciliation in mind. Meaningful consultation is thus necessarily linked to an assessment of whether interim ac
commodation was required, and if so, whether it was provided. This is judged by a standard of reasonableness. 

146 My analysis will follow those steps. 

Did the Crown reasonably assess the scope of its duty to consult alld accommodate? 

147 The Crown's preliminary assessment of the strength of the claim and the potential adverse effect of government 
action on aboriginal interests must be made at the outset of the proposed consultation, if it is to inform the scope and ex

tent of that process. In this case, there is nothing to indicate that the Crown made such an assessment before embarking 
on the consultation with Gitanyow with respect to the FL replacements. 

148 In his initial letter of September 29, 2005 to Mr. Williams, Mr. Warner did invite Gitanyow to advise on the scope 
and nature of its aboriginal interests, and how the FL replacements might affect them. In his response of November 25, 

2005, Mr. Williams provided a detailed account of Gitanyow's interests and concerns surrounding the FL replacements, 
and their anticipated negative impact. In his reply of January 9, 2006, Mr. Warner acknowledged that Gitanyow had "sig

nificant interests" with respect to the FL replacements, and that there should be further consultation about this decision. 
There is no indication, however, that he addressed the nature of Gitanyow's interests and the potential adverse impact of 

the FL replacements in a manner that produced a considered determination of the scope of the Crown's duty to consult 
and accommodate at the outset of that process. 

149 Instead, the only assessment of these factors appears at the end of the process in Mr. Warner's written decision of 

March 8, 2007. That assessment is set out at para. [125] of these Reasons. Perhaps because it was expressed at the end of 
the process, Mr. Warner's assessment was intertwined with what he viewed as the accommodations that had been 

provided. As a result, it is difficult to extract what his initial assessment of these factors was, and how that informed his 
determination of the required scope of consultation and accommodation. I proceed on the basis that it is reasonable to in

fer that Mr. \Varner's views at the outset of the consultation with respect to the scope of Gitanyow's claim, and the poten
tial adverse impact of his decision on Gitanyow's interests, were the same as those he expressed on March 8, 2007. 

150 With respect to the strength of Gitanyow's claim, Mr. \Varner was clearly aware of Mr. Justice Tysoe's finding 
that Gitanyow had a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title and a strong prima facie claim of aboriginal rights to at 
least part of its traditional territory. Although he did not specifically refer to it in his decision, I find that he was also 

aware of the Crown's affirmation of that finding in the GF A, and the recognition in s. 1.3 and Appendix A of that agree
ment that Gitanyow traditional territory was identifiable and mapped, and that historic and contemporary use and stew

ardship of that land and its resources by Gitanyow were integral to the maintenance of its society, governance and eco
nomy. 

151 In his letter of March 8, 2007, however, while Mr. Warner acknowledged that it was "likely" that Gitanyow abori
ginal title exists, he stated that it was unclear where it lies "in light of the recent judgment of the Supreme Court of 

Canada in Bernard and Marshall". Later, he stated that the replacement FLs could impact Gitanyow's claim of aboriginal 
title "assuming it exists somewhere within the traditional territory". 

152 The judgment to which he refers is R. v. BemaI'd, 2005 SCC 43, [2005] 2 S.C.R. 220 (S.C.C.) [Bernard], a case in 

which the Court provided guidance on the standard of proof in establishing aboriginal title. It found that in the context of 
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alleged unlawful commercial logging by First Nations, the claimants must establish that they had enjoyed exclusive oc

cupation of the lands in question. 

153 It is unclear why Mr. Warner found it necessary to refer to that decision in his assessment. All parties understood 
that Mr. Justice Tysoe had provided only a lIpreliminary general assessment" of the strength of Gitanyow's claims, and 

that a final determination had to be left for a trial or treaty negotiations. The primary focus or the Crown's duty to consult 
is the interim accommodation of asserted rights while awaiting that final determination. In Haida, at para. 66, the Court 

was clear that the consideration of the duty to consult and accommodate prior to proof of a claim does not amount to a 
prior determination of the case on its merits. In this context, and in the absence of some explanation, I find that Mr. 

Warner's comments to the effect that Gitanyow's claim had not yet been proven were statements of an obvious but irrel
evant fact. 

154 Nor is it clear why Mr. Warner was only prepared to "assume" that Gitanyow title existed somewhere in its tradi

tional territory. Tysoe J. equated his finding of a good prima facie claim of aboriginal title with a reasonable probability 
of establishing title. The only bar to Gitanyow's claim to aboriginal title raised in Gitxsan No.1, or at this hearing, was 

an overlapping claim by Gitxsan to some part of Gitanyow traditional territory. There is nothing to suggest that this over
lapping claim played a role in the consultation between the parties here. 

155 Moreover, while overlapping claims between First Nations may have some impact on their claims to aboriginal 
title, they do not preclude a successful claim for aboriginal rights. Non-exclusive occupation may establish aboriginal 

rights short of title: Gitxsan No.1, at para. 74; Bernard, at para. 58. Mr. Warner's assessment fails to recognize this. 

156 I conclude that Mr. Warner unreasonably minimized the strength of Gitanyow's claim by placing too much weight 

on the fact that its claim of aboriginal title had not been formally proven, instead of recognizing that the context for his 
assessment was the strength of asserted, rather than established, claims. Nor did his assessment acknowledge the strength 

of Gitanyow's independent claim to aboriginal rights. 

157 Turning to the assessment of the seriousness of the potential adverse effect of the FL replacements on Gitanyow's 

interests, objectively, the replacement of the FLs was a strategic administrative decision that represented the first step in 
permitting the continuing removal of a claimed resource in limited supply from Gitanyow traditional territory for the 
next 15 years. The potential AAC assigned to the six licences under consideration was 1,031,059 cubic metres, compared 

to the 86,000 cubic metres that s. 7.1 of the GFA permitted Gitanyow to harvest annually under a non-replaceable FL. 
The proposed replacement FLs were superimposed on a long and troubled history of over-logging and unfulfilled silvi

culture obligations on Gitanyow traditional territory. These activities, and Gitanyow's inability to control them, had led 
Gitanyow to commence two earlier proceedings against the Crown in an effort to achieve some accommodation for the 

harm to Gitanyow's interests. On November 25, 2005, early in the FL replacement discussions, Mr. Williams had written 
to Mr. \Varner outlining many of these concerns. 

158 These factors, however, do not appear to have played a significant role in Mr. Warner's assessment of the potential 
adverse effects of replacing the FLs. Instead, he stated that the replacement of the FLs was unlikely to affect Gitanyow's 
site specific potential aboriginal rights, as they would be accommodated through later operational decisions. As noted 

above, he did acknowledge that the replacement FLs could affect Gitanyow's claim of aboriginal title "assuming it ex
ists". However, he viewed the effect of his decision on Gitanyow's interests as "minimal" since these interests would be 
addressed through other processes, including the LUP, consultation on the FSPs and other operational decisions, the JRC, 

the FBSWG, the NFWRP, and the "full suite of accommodations" agreed to under the GFA. 
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159 The Crown argues that this was a reasonable view, as the decision to replace the FLs did not give the licensees a 
right to cut timber. It says that operational decisions made later in the process, such as the approval of FSPs and cutting 
permits, will have a more significant impact on how much timber will be cut. 

160 I do not accept that these later operational steps significantly reduce the potential impact on Gitanyow's interests 
of the strategic decision to replace the FLs. A similar argument failed in Haida. At paras. 75-76, the Court noted that the 
TFL replacement under consideration there did not itself authorize timber harvesting, which would be controlled by fu

ture operational steps. The Court nevertheless found that the Crown had a duty to consult and perhaps accommodate with 
respect to the decision to replace the TFL, as decisions made during strategic planning may have potentially serious im
pacts on aboriginal interests. 

161 Mr. Warner does not playa role in these future operational decisions, which are left to other MoF employees. The 
measures to protect aboriginal interests at the operational level are largely discretionary, or may be supplanted by com

peting interests. For example, the process of preparing and approving an FSP engages a complex legislative interaction 
between the FRPA, FPPR, the Land Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 245, the Land Use Objectives Regulation, BC Reg. 357/2005, 
and the Govel'll",ent Actions Regulation, BC Reg. 582/2004. While ss. 4 and 10 of the FPPR require consideration of 
conserving or protecting cultural heritage resources that are the focus of a traditional use by an aboriginal people and of 

continuing importance, the balance of the legislation provides no guidance with respect to the weight to be given to these 
interests in the context of competing legislative objectives. Effectively, the process engages a balancing of societal in
terests as described in Haida, with no certainty that Gitanyow's interests will be paramount. 

162 Paragraph 5 of the FL document, which deals with consideration of aboriginal interests by the District Manager in 
applications for cutting permits, is also discretionary. 

163 Moreover, while consultation at the operational level is desirable, the troubled history of logging on Gitanyow tra
ditional territory strongly suggests that operational decisions have not been successful in minimizing the effect of log
ging on Gitanyow's interests in the past. 

164 With respect to the other initiatives relied on by Mr. Warner, while I find it was reasonable to consider these in as

sessing the impact of his decision to replace the FLs in March 2007, it is necessary to observe that a number of them, 
notably the accommodations provided by the GFA, did not exist in September 2005 when the consultation process began, 

and when Mr. \Varner should have made his preliminary assessment of the potential adverse impact of his decision to re
place the FLs on Gitanyow's interests. His reliance on them ex post facto does not assist the Crown in establishing what 
its assessment of the scope of its duty to consult was at the outset of the process. 

165 Moreover, while I do not wish to minimize the efforts made by the Crown in establishing initiatives such as the 

GFA, the mc, the LUP/SRMP process, and the NWFREP, it is not clear that these necessarily lessened the impact of the 
replacement FL decision on Gitanyow. While the GFA provided a framework for consultation, it did not directly address 
that decision. Compliance with the LUP by licensees was voluntary. The NWFREP was directed primarily at past silvi

culture delinquency, rather than at measures to ensure future compliance by the replacement licensees. 

166 I find that Mr. Warner unreasonably minimized the potential impact of the FL replacements on Gitanyow's abori-
ginal interests. 

167 In summary, to the extent that it is possible to discern the Crown's preliminary assessment of the strength of Git-
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anyow's claim and the potential adverse effect of the FL replacement decision on Gitanyow'g interests from Mr. Warner's 
ex post facto assessment in his letter of March 8, 2007, I conclude that this assessment was unreasonable. I find that the 
result was an underestimation of the extent and scope of the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate Gitanyow'g in
terests in the course of the FL replacements. 

168 I am satisfied that Mr. Justice Tysoe's assessment of the strength of Gitanyow's claim, and the Crown's affirmation 
of that finding in the GFA, gave Gitanyow a strong claim to aboriginal rights and title. As well, I find that the strategic 
decision to replace the FLs, and the associated likelihood of ongoing extraction of limited resources from Gitanyow tra
ditional territory without compensation, represented a potential significant infringement of Gitanyow's interests. 

169 Those findings lead me to conclude that the honour of the Crown required it to conduct what the Court at para. 44 
of Haida described as "deep consultation aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution" to avoid irreparable harm and 
to minimize the impact of the decision to replace the FLs on Gitanyow's interests until its claims were finally resolved. I 
proceed to consider whether the Crown met that obligation through reasonable consultation and accommodation, despite 
its failure to properly assess the scope of its duty. 

JVas the consultation process reasonable? 

170 The Crown is obliged to conduct consultation that is both procedurally and substantively adequate. The standard 
for judging both aspects of the consultation is reasonableness. This section examines procedural adequacy. 

171 In Haida, at para. 44, the Court observed that while the precise requirements of consultation will vary from case to 
case, "deep consultation" may involve the opportunity to make submissions, formally participate in the decision-making 
process, and receive written reasons from the decision-maker that demonstrates that aboriginal concerns were considered, 
and advises what impact they had on the decision. 

172 There is no question that since the decision in Gitxsan No.2, the Crown and Gitanyow have established an im
pressive format for consultation in an effort to address Gitanyow's forestry interests. From a procedural perspective, I 
find that the four-step Consultation Protocol set out in the GFA provided a satisfactory framework for reasonable con
sultation that complied with the guidelines in Haida. I am also satisfied that both parties made a good faith effort to con
duct their discussions within that framework. 

173 Step one dealt with information sharing. I am satisfied that there was an extensive exchange of information 
between the parties, both through correspondence and meetings of the JRC. The sufficiency of the information provided 
is dealt with in the next section. 

174 Step two dealt with identification of Gitanyow's interests, and required the Hereditary Chiefs to provide informa
tion that showed the potential impact of the government's decision on Gitanyow's aboriginal interests. I find that this was 
satisfactorily carried out. From the outset, the Crown and Gitanyow proceeded on the basis that Gitanyow had four 
primary concerns: recognition of Gitanyow's aboriginal rights and title, and of the WiIp as integral to those interests; in
tegration of the LUP in the replacement FLs; assurance that outstanding and future silviculture obligations would be per
formed by the Crown or the licensees; and economic accommodation through revenue sharing. Later in the process, the 
parties added Gitanyow's interest in harvesting wood for domestic use, in response to the Court's decision in Sappier in 

December 2006. 
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175 Step three involved consultation to address the interests identified in step two, and potential measures for accom
modating those. I am satisfied that the parties consulted extensively from a procedural perspective. There were many 
written exchanges, as well as meetings of the JRC, the NWFREP, the FBSWG, and in the course of the LUP/SRMP pro
cess. The substance of those communications is addressed in the next section. 

176 Step four was the decision. The Consultation Protocol provided a list of points that the statutory decision maker 
should cover in writing his decision and providing it to Gitanyow. I find that Mr. Warner wrote his letter of March 8, 
2007 with these guidelines in mind. 

177 I am satisfied that the consultation was conducted within a reasonable procedural framework. 

Did meaningflll consultatioll produce reasonable accommodation? 

178 The Crown's obligation to reasonably consult is not fulfilled simply by providing a process within which to ex
change and discuss information. The consultation must be meaningful. Meaningful consultation is characterized by good 
faith and an attempt by both parties to understand each other's concerns, and move to address them in the context of the 
ultimate goal of reconciliation of the Crown's sovereignty with the aboriginal rights enshrined in s. 35 of the Constitution 
Act. The Crown is not under a duty to reach an agreement, and must balance aboriginal interests against other societal in
terests. Nevertheless, where there is a strong aboriginal claim that may be significantly and adversely affected by the pro
posed Crown action, meaningful consultation may require the Crown to modify its proposed course to avoid or minimize 
infringement of aboriginal interests pending their final resolution. Ultimately, the adequacy of the Crown's approach will 
be judged by whether its actions, viewed as a whole, provided reasonable interim accommodation for the asserted abori
ginal interests, given the context of balance and compromise that is required: Haida, at paras. 41-42, 45-50; Gitxsan No. 
2, at para. 50; Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation, at para. 95; Taku, at para. 29; Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of 
Canadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69 (S.C.C.) at para. 54, [2005]3 S.C.R. 388 (S.C.C.). 

179 An assessment of whether consultation was meaningful inevitably leads to an examination of what accommoda
tions were reached. I therefore find it useful to begin by discussing the measures on which Mr. \Varner relied as accom
modation of Oitanyow's interests. His letter of March 8, 2007 indicated that he relied on three things as providing ad
equate accommodation to Gitanyow in relation to his decision to replace the FLs: the JRC Recommendations, considera
tion of Gitanyow's interests in subsequent operational decisions, and the "full suite of accommodations" agreed to under 
the GFA. The latter included interim economic accommodation, the JRC, the FBSWG, the NWFREP, the LUP/SRMP 
process, and the funding to support those initiatives. 

180 I am not satisfied that any of those represented reasonable accommodation of Gitanyow's interests in the decision 
to replace the FLs for the following reasons. 

181 Dealing first with the GFA, the Crown argues that s. 9.5 of that agreement is clear that it was intended to cover 
economic and other interim accommodation for Gitanyow with respect to all forest activity in its traditional territory for 
the next five years. It says that includes the decision to replace the FLs, and the OF A must therefore be interpreted as 
having provided reasonable accommodation for that decision. 

182 I am unable to agree. I find that Paragraph C of the preamble and s. 9.4 of the GF A are clear that the interim ac
commodation provided by that agreement is related to the five specific forestry decisions listed in s. 9.4 that arose from 
the proceedings in Gitxsan No.1 and Gitxsan No.2. Section 9.4 makes no mention of the decision to replace the FLs. 
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183 Moreover, the definition of "Interim Accommodation" in s. 2.1.6, as well as 55. 9.3 and 9.7 of the OFA, clearly 
give Gitanyow the right to seek additional accommodation for forest resource development that impacts its aboriginal in
terests in its traditional territories during the term of the OF A. As well, paragraphs J, K and L of the preamble, as well as 
s, 9.8 and Appendix B, all envision further consultation between the Crown and Gitanyow with respect to future forestry 
decisions during the term of the GF A. 

184 I accept that the measures provided in the OF A can be considered in assessing the impact of later forestry de
cisions, such as the replacement of the FLs, on Gitanyow's interests. I have also found that the GF A provides a useful 
framework for future consultation about such decisions. I do not agree, however, that the GF A, read as a whole, provided 
accommodation to Gitanyow for the replacement of the FLs. Consultation surrounding that decision was ongoing when 
the GFA was executed, and its terms clearly left it open to Gitanyow to seek further accommodation with respect to fu
ture forestry decisions that were not listed in s. 9.4. 

185 I conclude that it was not reasonable for the Crown to rely on the GF A as accommodation for the decision to re-
place the FLs. 

186 Mr. \Varner also relied on subsequent operational decisions to accommodate Gitanyow's interests with respect to 
logging activities on its traditional territory. I earlier dealt with the role of such decisions in assessing the potential im
pact of the replacement of the FLs, and the scope of the duty to consult. Many of the same considerations apply in the 
context of accommodation. While consultation at the operational level is desirable, I am not satisfied that reliance on fu
ture discretionary decisions, over which Mr. \Varner has no control, can be viewed as reasonable accommodation for the 
decision to replace the FLs. That decision was the first step, and the only strategic step, in the process that would ulti
mately permit logging on Gitanyow traditional territory. The Supreme Court of Canada in Haida and Taku has made it 
clear that meaningful consultation and accommodation at the strategic level has an important role to play in achieving the 
ultimate constitutional goal of reconciliation, and should not be supplanted by delegation to operationatlevets. 

187 Turning to the JRC Recommendations, Mr. Warner relied heavily on these as measures of accommodation. He re
ferred to them as " ... recommendations regarding ways and means to seek to mitigate any impact ... on Gitanyow's abori
ginal interests'" and stated that he viewed them as "appropriate responses to the interests raised by Gitanyow through the 
consultation process". 

188 Later, in his letter of April 12, 2007 to Mr. Williams, Mr. Warner expanded on his understanding of the JRC Re
commendations, saying that he believed they were developed collaboratively among the JRC members, and that they had 
the support of Gitanyow's representatives, although Gitanyow could not commit to them until they had been reviewed by 
the Hereditary Chiefs. He described them as the best information he had, although he recognized that they fell short of 
Gitanyow's requests for accommodation in some respects. He nevertheless expressed the hope that the JRC discussions 
had resulted in finding at least some middle ground, 

189 I find that this overstates the extent of Gitanyow's support for the JRC Recommendations. Mr. Williams was the 
main Gitanyow representative who participated in their development. The extent to which he endorsed them is obscure. 
His otherwise comprehensive affidavit is silent as to his role in their preparation. Ms. Lloyd-Robertson, the MoF repres
entative, says that the JRC Recommendations were "thoroughly discussed" with Gitanyow's representatives, but does not 
say that Gitanyow supported them. 

190 Whether or not Mr. Williams, or other Gitanyow representatives on the JRC, endorsed the JRC Recommendations, 
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it was clear that the draft or the Recommendations sent to Mr. Warner on February 19,2007 was still undergoing internal 
review by Gitanyow. Moreover, Mr. Williams' correspondence of February 21, 2007 and February 27, 2007, with the ac
companying revised draft of the Accommodation Agreement, left no doubt that Gitanyow did not view the JRC Recom
mendations as satisfactory accommodation. 

191 The Crown's deadline of February 28, 2007 under s. 15(1.1) of the Forest Act was imminent, and Mr. Warner had 
two options. The first was to proceed with his decision on the information available. The second was to postpone his de

cision and proceed with the FL replacements later under s. 15(l.2) of the Forest Act to permit further consultation. This 
would have allowed him to clarify Gitanyow'g position with respect to the JRC Recommendations, and to address the is

sues raised in Mr. Williamsl most recent correspondence, including the draft Accommodation Agreement. 

192 Mr. \Varner chose the first option, apparently because it was the Crown's view that positions were entrenched and 

nothing would be accomplished by further delay. He was entitled to do so. Consultation had been protracted, and he had 
given clear deadlines to Gitanyow. However, given the disagreement over the import of the JRC Recommendations, I 

find that they could not properly be viewed by the Crown as a "middle ground" endorsed by Gitanyow. At the least, it ap
pears that there was a fundamental disagreement between the parties as to process: could the JRC Recommendations be 
treated as a final product of collaborative consultation, or was ratification by Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs, and considera

tion of Gitanyow's objections to them required? I find that those outstanding issues limited Mr. \Varner's ability to rely 
on the JRC Recommendations as a basis for accommodation arising from meaningful consultation. 

193 Further, a review of the JRC Recommendations reveals that the accommodation that they purported to provide 

was essentially the same as that offered in the MoF's initial proposal of August 28, 2006, and depended heavily on the 
measures in the GFA. It is accordingly difficult to accept that Gitanyow's representatives on the JRC would endorse the 
JRC Recommendations, given that throughout the consultation Gitanyow had taken the position that the proposal of Au
gust 28, 2006 and the GFA did not represent adequate accommodation. 

194 A review of the accommodation recommended with respect to each of Gitanyow's concerns demonstrates that, 

despite the extensive consultation between the parties, the Crown had not modified its position to accommodate Git
anyow's interests. 

195 The first concern was recognition. Gitanyow sought to have recognition of not only its aboriginal rights and title, 
but also of the Wilp system and territories, to ensure balanced forest planning. 

196 In his decision of March 8, 2007, Mr. Warner dealt with recognition by adopting three JRC Recommendations. 
The first was to include the WHEREAS clause in the preamble of the licence documents. The second was to have MoF 
representatives advise licensees of the Wilp territory boundaries in the course of operational planning. These two Recom
mendations reiterated proposals made by Mr. Warner in his letter of August 28, 2006. 

197 The third was to support the JRC as a continuing forum for consultation. This endorsement of the JRC simply af-
firmed the terms of the GF A that established the JRC and the Consultation Protocol. 

198 I find that there was no change in the Crown's position with respect to accommodating Gitanyow's concern regard
ing recognition. 

199 Gitanyow's second concern was incorporation of the LUP in the FL documents. It initially took the position that 
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the FL replacement decision should be postponed until this planning process was complete. When the MoF rejected that, 
it sought assurance that the FL documents would be "subject toll the LUP. 

200 Mr. Warner's decision of March 8, 2007 adopted six JRC Recommendations with respect to sustainability/land use 
planning. Three of these essentially recommended continued support for the implementation of the joint planning process 
set out in s. 4 of the GF A. Two dealt with the use of the LUP in preparing operational plans. One of those recommended 
including a statement in the FL replacement offer letter to licensees that would advise them of the LUP for the Cran
berryIKispiox TSA and encourage them to work with Gitanyow. Mr. Warner acknowledged that this fell short of Git
anyow's expectation that the plan should be a requirement within the FL document itself, but stated that inclusion of the 
LUP in the licence was not appropriate as it had not been enabled through relevant legislation. The sixth JRC Recom
mendation affirmed the use of the JRC as a vehicle to implement the LUP process and to develop strategy for ensuring 
sustainability of forest resources within Gitanyow traditional territory. 

201 While the LUP/SRMP process had evolved since August 2006, I find that the adoption of those six JRC RecolU
mendations added nothing substantial to the Crown's pre-existing commitments in s. 4 of the OF A, and the proposals set 
out in Mr. Warner's letter of August 28, 2006. 

202 The third concern was silviculture liabilities. This concern was set against the backdrop of long-term problems 
with earlier licensees who had defaulted on reforestation obligations in Gitanyow traditional territory. It was the subject 
of comment in Gitxsan No.1 and Gitxsan No.2, and remained a problem throughout the consultation leading to the re
placement of the FLs. 

203 Mr. Warner attached reports with respect to the silviculture liabilities of each replacement licensee to his decision 
of March 8, 2007, and considered three JRC Recommendations with respect to silviculture. The first required him to 
provide a written explanation to Gitanyow as to how he had considered silviculture liabilities in his decision to replace 
the FLs. In response, Mr. \Varner acknowledged that "the current state of silviculture liabilities on a number of the li
cences is in question". However, he said that he was satisfied with the efforts of the forest districts that were working 
with the licensees to develop remedial action plans. He provided no details of those plans, but stated that if they were not 
effective, further compliance and enforcement action would be carried out, and could lead to suspension or cancellation 
of the replacement FLs. 

204 The second JRC Recommendation was to seek silviculture deposits from the licensees. Mr. Warner rejected this, 
indicating that it could not be done because it would require amendments to the current legislation. He acknowledged 
that such a practice might assist in alleviating the situation, however, and said that he would refer it to the ministry exec
utive for consideration. 

205 Mr. Warner adopted the third JRC Recommendation, which simply endorsed continued support for the NWFREP. 

206 I find that the Crown did not provide any accommodation with respect to Gitanyow's silviculture concerns beyond 
the initiatives previously established in s. 5 of the GFA with respect to the NWFREP, and described in Mr. Warner's pro
posal of August 28, 2006. 

207 Gitanyow's fourth concern was revenue sharing. This was a major and longstanding point of contention between 
the parties, and it is necessary to provide some background. Gitanyow relied on the views of the Court in Delgamuukw v. 
British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010 (S.C.C.) at para. 169, (1997), 220 N.R. 161 (S.C.C.), which acknowledged that 
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aboriginal title has 11an inescapably economic aspect", and that the honour of the Crown will ordinarily require fair com
pensation when aboriginal title is infringed. Gitanyow argued that a revenue sharing scheme was an essential component 
of interim accommodation where limited resources were being extracted from its traditional territory, particularly since 
the Crown's position in treaty negotiations was that treaty terms would be forward looking, and were unlikely to provide 
compensation for past losses. 

208 While the Crown recognized an economic component in accommodating aboriginal interests, it consistently took 
the position that this was best addressed on a broader province-wide level, through initiatives such as the New Relation
ship or the FBSWG. It was not prepared to consider revenue sharing in the forestry context on an individualized licence
by-licence basis. At the time of these events, it appears that the Crown's policy was to provide interim economic accom
modation of aboriginal interests in forestry through a population-based approach, generally by negotiating interim ac
commodation agreements with First Nations: Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation; Gitxsan No.2, at paras. 24-27, 57. 

209 In Gitxsan No.2, and subsequently, Gitanyow had taken the position that revenue sharing should more properly be 
based on the volume of timber harvested from its traditional territory. Nevertheless, Gitanyow did agree to the interim 
economic accommodation set out in s. 7.2 of the GFA, which appears to be based on aper capita formula, and resulted in 
annual payments to it of $357,000. Section 7.2.6 indicated that this would be recalculated if other mutually acceptable 
processes were adopted, and s. 7.2.7 led to the establishment ofFBSWG in late 2006 to examine alternative benefit and 
revenue sharing options. The definitions of Interim Accommodation and Interim Economic Accommodation in s. 2 of the 
GFA made it clear that the payments agreed to in that agreement reflected the present budget limitations of the MoF, al
though they acknowledged that other economic accommodations may be jointly developed by the parties. 

210 In his letter of August 28, 2006, Mr. Warner expressed the view that the interim economic accommodation 
provided by the GF A was sufficient financial accommodation for Gitanyow's interests with respect to forest activity dur
ing the term of the agreement, including the decision to replace the FLs. 

211 Gitanyow disagreed, and revenue sharing thus continued to be a topic in the consultation over the FL replace
ments. Gitanyow put forward its position in its two draft accommodation agreements. The first, presented in October 
2006, stipulated payment to Gitanyow of 50 percent of stumpage fees and annual rent received from forest activities on 
Gitanyow traditional territory under the replacement FLs. The second, presented by Mr. Williams late in the day with his 
memorandum of February 21, 2007, added a claim for $19 million, representing 51 percent of stumpage fees collected 
from timber cut in Gitanyow traditional territory between December 31, 1995 and January 1, 2005. 

212 Mr. Warner addressed revenue sharing in his decision of March 8, 2007 by adopting the JRC Recommendation 
that the parties continue to work through the FBSWG to identify alternative models for sharing forest benefits. He ac
knowledged that this fell far short of Gitanyow's expectations. It was his view that the accommodation measures set out 
in Gitanyow's draft Accommodation Agreements raised revenue sharing issues that had been a key component in negoti
ating the GFA. He reiterated the MoPs position that any fundamental changes to revenue sharing with First Nations 
needed to be addressed at a province-wide level. 

213 Consultation thus produced no economic accommodation for Gitanyow beyond the payments previously negoti-
ated in the GF A. 

214 The fifth and final Gitanyow concern was the right to harvest wood for domestic purposes. This arose late in the 
consultation, following the decision in Sappier in December 2006. 
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215 The JRe was quick to recognize the potential impact of that decision on Gitanyow's rights. There was already a 
JRC project in progress to identify Gitanyow's cedar needs for cultural purposes, and JRe discussions in December and 
January led to a consensus to expand this to include other species and domestic use of wood, in view of the Sappier de
cision. 

216 In his decision of March 8, 2007, Mr. \Varner considered two JRe Recommendations with respect to the domestic 
use afwood. The first was to support completion of the cedar project and expand it to include the Sappier considerations. 
Mr. Warner gave this qualified support, indicating that while he supported quantifying Gitanyow's domestic needs for 
wood, the cedar project should be completed and evaluated before it was expanded. The second JRC Recommendation 
asked for assurance that replacing the FLs would not "trump" Gitanyow's right to wood for domestic use. Mr. Warner de
clined to give a clear assurance, but stated that the Court's decision would be respected, and that Gitanyow's right to do
mestic wood would be addressed collaboratively through the JRC. 

217 Consultation continued on this topic after the replacement decision, and on July 30, 2007, Gitanyow agreed to the 
terms of the Contribution Agreement, which included a pilot project identifying Gitanyow's need with respect to the do
mestic use of timber as identified in Sappier. 

218 Thus the Crown did provide accommodation beyond its initial proposal on the issue of harvesting domestic wood. 

219 To summarize, apart from the measures related to the Sappier decision, at the end of the extensive consultation 
between the parties, it remained the Crown's view that the proposal set out in Mr. Warner's letter of August 28,2006 rep
resented reasonable accommodation of Gitanyow's interests in the FL replacement decision. That proposal was com
prised chiefly of the measures previously agreed to in the GF A, as well as the WHEREAS clause, and an offer to provide 
direction to the licensees about the Wilp boundaries and the LUP in the course of operational planning. 

220 Did that represent reasonable accommodation attained through meaningful consultation? The Crown correctly 
points out that the honour of the Crown did not require it to agree to the accommodations sought by Gitanyow. The test is 
reasonableness, not whether more could have been done. Nevertheless, the Crown must demonstrate that, in balancing 
the competing interests at work in the decision to replace the FLs, it listened to Gitanyow's concerns with an open mind, 
and made a good faith effort to understand and address them, with a view to minimizing the adverse effect of that de
cision on Gitanyow's interests and providing reasonable interim accommodation. 

221 In considering that question, I must look at the overall offer of accommodation, and weigh it against the potential 
impact of the infringement on the asserted aboriginal interests, having regard to the strength of the aboriginal claims: Git
xsan No.2, at para. 63. I have earlier expressed my view that Gitanyow's claims are strong, and that the potential impact 
of the decision to replace the FLs on their interests is significant. While it is necessary to assess the overall position of 
the Crown with that in mind, both parties approached the process in this case on the basis that they were dealing with 
five discrete concerns. I accordingly intend to examine the adequacy of the accommodation provided for each of those, 
before considering the whole. 

222 With respect to recognition of the Wilp system and boundaries, I find that the adoption of three JRC Recommend
ations by the Crown did not provide reasonable accommodation of this concern. I am satisfied on the material before me 
that the Wilp are an integral and defining feature of Gitanyow's society. As such, the Wilp system and the related abori
ginal rights attract the protection of s. 35 of the Constitution Act, and the honour of the Crown required that they be re
conciled with Crown sovereignty by being reasonably accommodated. 
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223 The replacement of the FLs clearly had the potential to detrimentally affect Gitanyow's aboriginal rights. In partic
ular, the harvesting of timber from Gitanyow traditional territory without reference to Wilp boundaries could result in the 
effective destruction of individual Wilps in terms of both territorial and social considerations. Gitanyow accordingly 
sought to have recognition of not only its aboriginal rights and title in the replacement FLs, but also acknowledgement of 
the Wilp territories to ensure balanced forest planning. 

224 The Crown did not dispute the significance of the Huwilp in Gitanyow history and culture. This was affirmed in 
the OF A, which defines tlGitanyowl1 by reference to the eight Wilps, and attaches a map of Gitanyow traditional territory 
comprised of the Wilp areas. As well, the LUP has mapped the territory of each Wilp, and related cultural sites. Section 
1.3 of the GF A recognizes that the historic and contemporary use of land and resources by the Huwilp is integral to the 
maintenance of Gitanyow society, governance and economy within the traditional territory. Mr. Friesen reaffirmed this 
after the FL replacement decision in his letter of July 30, 2007. 

225 However, the Crown's position with respect to recognition of Gitanyow aboriginal rights and title, and the Huwilp, 
remained unchanged throughout the consultation. Mr. Warner, in his letter of August 28, 2006, offered the WHEREAS 
clause in the licence document, and a statement about Witp boundaries, to the licensees during the preparation of their 
FSPs. He also stated that the MoF was unable to acknowledge the Wilp territories in the FL document "for practical reas
onsu

• Despite Gitanyow's request for further discussion on that point, that statement was never explained. 

226 Nor did Mr. Warner explain the impracticality of Gitanyow's position in his affidavit filed in this proceeding. Dur
ing argument, counsel for the Crown postulated several explanations. First, he said that it may have been that acknow
ledgement of the Huwilp would not fit within the largely statutory terms of the FLs, which are dictated by s. 14 of the 
Forest Act. Second, he said that the Crown may have been concerned about the precedential value of including reference 
to \Vilp boundaries in the FL documents, since other First Nations also have house-based systems of governance. Finally, 
he suggested that adding a term or a map to the licence with respect to Wilp boundaries would have no practical value, 
and it was better left to the District Managers to deal with these at the operational level on the theory that persuasion 
rather than imposition would more effectively introduce the Wilps' concerns to the licensees. 

227 There is nothing in the affidavit material to confirm that these arguments accurately represented the views of the 
Crown at the time. Even if they did, these are matters that should have been raised in the course of consultation, so they 
could be fully understood and addressed in the interests of reaching reasonable interim accommodation. 

228 I conclude that the WHEREAS clause, and advising licensees of the Wilp boundaries at the operational level, did 
not represent reasonable accommodation reached through meaningful consultation with respect to Gitanyow's concern 
that the Wilp system be recognized at a strategic level in replacing the FLs. 

229 The next issue is whether there was adequate consultation and accommodation with respect to Gitanyow's concern 
that the LUP be recognized in the replacement FLs. I acknowledge at the outset that this joint planning process has come 
a long way since it was a focus of contention in Gitxsan No.2. The Crown has given significant funding to it, and is 
clearly engaged and committed to working with Gitanyow in seeing it through to completion. 

230 The parties did not explain the framework or legislative underpinning of the LUPISRMP process in any detail. 
Nor did my own research reveal the process by which the LUP could ultimately obtain statutory force. I accordingly find 
it difficult to assess the reasonableness of the Crown's position that the LUP should not be recognized in the replacement 
FLs until it had legislative status. 
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231 As well, it is evident that this joint planning process is evolutionary and long-term, and it is not clear to me in 

what form Gitanyow proposes that the LUP could be incorporated into the FL document. The only plan before me is a 
draft LUP dated Summer 2005, which is 133 pages with many interlineations. It is evident that the joint planning process 
has progressed since 2005. I find it difficult to understand how a developing plan could usefully be incorporated into the 
replacement FLs. 

232 On the other hand, IS years is a long time to rely on voluntary compliance with the LUP by the licensees. From 
that perspective, it appears to me that, as in the case of recognition of the \Vilps, there could have been useful discussion 
about whether clearer endorsement of the LUP at the strategic level would assist in promoting its use, instead of leaving 
that to operational measures. 

233 Given the uncertainties surrounding this issue, and the Crown's commitment to the ongoing process, I am not pre-
pared to find that this is a concern that was insufficiently accommodated. 

234 Turning to Gitanyow's concerns with respect to silviculture, these concerns were longstanding, and arose primar

ily from the Crown's historical tolerance of destruction of a limited resource on Gitanyow traditional territory by earlier 
licensees. The proposed replacement decision involved offering FLs to some of those same licensees. Others were inher

iting problems caused by their predecessors. In Gitxsan No.2, Mr. Justice Tysoe found that the Crown had failed to ad
equately address the unfulfilled silviculture obligations of Buffalo Head, the predecessor to Timber Baron, on FL 
A16884, one of the replaced FLs. He concluded that the Crown had not yet fulfilled its duty of consultation and accom
modation with respect to this. The Crown ultimately fulfilled that obligation by agreeing to s. 5.7 of the GFA, which 
provided that Gitanyow would receive reports through the JRC on Timber Baron's progress in meeting its backlog of sil
viculture obligations. 

235 Despite that history, Mr. Warner's explanations of the outstanding liabilities in both his letter of August 28, 2006, 
and his decision, were sparse. He identified ongoing problems and uncertain solutions. but provided no details of these. 
In his letter of August 28, 2006, Mr. 'Varner took the view that compliance and enforcement measures in the legislation 

provided the necessary safeguards to ensure that silviculture obligations were met. He noted that the MoF had taken en
forcement action against Timber Baron, and said that this legal process precluded him from dealing with the issue 

through the FL replacement process. He provided no details of what measures were being taken. Nor did he explain how 
they precluded consultation about ongoing silviculture obligations with respect to FL AI6884 during the replacement 
process. In March, 2007, his letter and the silviculture reports attached to it suggested that the situation had deteriorated 
since August 2006, but provided few details of the proposed solutions. 

236 The Crown's position was that silviculture liabilities would be adequately dealt with by the NWFREP. I appreciate 
that significant funds were committed to that programme. However, it appears that its focus has been on silviculture 
backlog that precedes 1987, and on areas logged previously by Orenda. I am not satisfied that those initiatives, directed 
to historical defaults. adequately addressed securing performance of silviculture obligations under the replacement FLs. 

237 Given the mutual interest of the parties in ensuring that silviculture obligations were honoured in the future and 

past liabilities remediated, the Crown's historical reluctance to enforce these obligations, and the lessons learned from 
Gitxsan No.2, it is difficult to understand why the Crown was not more forthcoming in discussing the outstanding and 
future liabilities and solutions with Gitanyow. The legislation apparently provides many possible remedies, including ss, 

15(2)(c) and (d) of the Foresf Act, which permitted the Crown to decline to offer a replacement FL until a licensee's ob
ligations were performed, or to offer an FL replacement with special conditions related to outstanding obligations, but 
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these options were never discussed. Nor did Mr. Warner explain his view that licensees could not be asked for silvicul

ture deposits without legislative changes. The findings of Tysoe J. in Gitxson No.2 resulted in s. 5.7 in the GFA, which 
required the Crown to provide silviculture reports to Gitanyow with respect to Timber Baron. Section 13 of Gitanyow's 
revised draft Accommodation Agreement similarly proposed annual reporting to Gitanyow about licensees' performance 

of their obligations on Gitanyow traditional territory, including those related to silviculture. Yet the prospect of regular 
reporting by the replacement licensees was not discussed. 

238 I agree with Gitanyow that the Crown's position with respect to silviculture liabilities associated with the replace
ment FLs essentially amounted to lItrust usn. The honour of the Crown, and the importance of the sustainability of the re

source to Gitanyow, clearly required more. Meaningful consultation should have included discussion of a process by 
which Gitanyow would regularly receive information regarding the performance of silviculture obligations on its tradi
tional territory, and assurances from the Crown that silviculture obligations under the replaced FLs will be strictly en

forced. 

239 Turning to Gitanyow's interest in revenue sharing, the economic component of aboriginal interests is clearly a sig

nificant issue, with wide-ranging repercussions for all citizens of British Columbia. In my view, in the course of balan
cing Gitanyow's interests against other societal interests, the Crown may be justifiably wary of dealing with revenue 

sharing on an individualized basis. For example, I do not find it unreasonable for the Crown to decline to consider Git
anyow's claim for substantial sums as its share of past and future logging revenue until the ramifications of such an ap

proach can be considered at a broader level. I am satisfied that, in the interim, the periodic payments made by the Crown 
to support ongoing initiatives, and the development of a consultation framework to consider alternative means of accom

modating the economic aspects of aboriginal interests, suggest good faith ongoing consultation and accommodation on 
the part of the Crown to advance this process. It is regrettable that this initiative appears to be moving at such a slow 
pace, but at present it apparently has the blessing of both the Crown and the First Nations Forest Council. 

240 I conclude that the Crown's obligation to consult and attempt to reach economic accommodation with respect to 

forestry decisions generally is ongoing. I decline to find that its efforts in this area related to the decision to replace the 
FLs were inadequate. 

241 I have already found that the Crown reasonably consulted and accommodated Gitanyow's interests in the harvest 

of wood for domestic use. 

Conclusion 

242 Was the overall offer of accommodation with respect to replacement of the FLs reasonable? I have concluded that 

it was not. 

243 Gitanyow had a strong claim to aboriginal rights and title, and the decision to replace the FLs presented serious 
potential adverse effects on Gitanyow's interests. The scope of the Crown's duty to consult and reach appropriate interim 

accommodation was accordingly broad. \Vhile the Crown had no duty to agree to Gitanyow's proposed measures, the 
strength of Gitanyow's position suggested that if the Crown did not make reasonable concessions, it is open to infer that 
it did not conduct meaningful consultation: Gitxsan No.2, para. 50. 

244 Apart from the concessions made with respect to Gitanyow's rights under Sappier, there was essentially no change 
in the Crown's position between Mr. Warner's proposal of August 28, 2006 and his decision of March 8, 2007. 
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245 In my view, that was due primarily to two things. First, the Crown failed to make a proper preliminary assessment 
of the scope and extent of its duty to consult and accommodate. There is nothing to indicate that it attempted to make that 
assessment at the outset of the consultation, so that it could inform the process. Further, Mr. Warner's assessment at the 
end of the process unreasonably minimized both the strength of Gitanyow's claim and the potential adverse impact of the 
FL replacement decision on its interests. The inevitable conclusion is that this led the Crown to underestimate its obliga
tion to understand and address Gitanyow's concerns in the course of the consultation about the FL replacement decision. 

246 Second, the Crown chose to rely on inappropriate measures as accommodation. In particular, it misapprehended 
the import of the GFA, erroneously viewing it as encompassing accommodation for the decision to replace the FLs. As a 
result, the Crown conducted the consultation process under the mistaken impression that adequate accommodation for the 
decision to replace the FLs was already in place. The result was the premature foreclosure of meaningful discussion of 
Gitanyow's concerns related to that decision. 

247 The clearest example of this lies in the Crown's failure to recognize that the honour of the Crown and s. 35 of the 
Constitution Act imposed a constitutional duty to meaningfully consult and reach accommodation with respect to the re
cognition of the \Vilps and Wilp boundaries in the strategic decision to replace the FLs. Dismissing such recognition as 
impractical, without discussion or explanation, fell well below the Crown's obligation to recognize and acknowledge the 
distinctive features of Gitanyow's aboriginal society, and reconcile those with Crown sovereignty. 

248 The Crown's treatment of Gitanyow's silviculture concerns demonstrates a similar failure to understand the scope 
of what was required by the honour of the Crown. The goal of reconciliation necessarily imports recognition of aborigin
al rights to limited resources on claimed territory, and the importance of sustaining those resources while claims are 
pending. If they are destroyed, there is nothing left to reconcile. 

249 While I appreciate that the Crown's efforts to accommodate other Gitanyow concerns were adequate, on the 
whole, I find that the two fundamental errors I have described, and the failure to uphold the honour of the Crown in deal
ing with recognition and silviculture, lead to a conclusion that the Crown failed to fulfill its duty to meaningfully consult 
and adequately accommodate Gitanyow's aboriginal interests in the course of the decision to replace the FLs. 

Relief Sought 

250 Gitanyow seek the fol1owing relief: 

1. Declaratory Relief 

A. A Declaration that the Respondent, W.l. (Bill) Warner, Regional Executive Director, Northern Interior 
Forest Region, ["Director"], had a legal duty to meaningfully consult with the Gitanyow Petitioners in good 
faith and to seek to accommodate Gitanyow aboriginal rights and title with the objectives of the Crown to 
replace seven Forest Licences which would authorize third parties to log within Gitanyow Territory for a 
term of fifteen years commencing at the time of the replacement [,Forest Licence Replacements']; 

B. A Declaration that the Director, when he approved the Forest Licence Renewals, acted contrary to the 
honour of the Crown in right of British Columbia [lithe Crown"] in its dealings with the Gitanyow; 

C. A Declaration that the Director approved the Forest Licence Renewals in March, 2007 [IIDecision"] 
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D. A Declaration that the Decision potentially adversely affected the aboriginal title and aboriginal rights of 
the Gitanyow with respect to the Gitanyow Territory and resources; 

E. A Declaration that Gitanyow possess a strong prima facie case for their claim that their Wilp system is 
integral to the Gitanyow way of life. 

F. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to have their Wilp System effectively recognized through mean
ingful consultation as part of the reconciliation of Gitanyow pre-existing sovereignty with Crown sover
eignty. 

G. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to have their Wilp System effectively and meaningfully accom
modated in the interim prior to the reconciliation of Gitanyow pre-existing sovereignty with Crown sover
eignty. 

H. A Declaration that the Director has failed to effectively recognize the Gitanyow Wilp System prior to 
making the Decision and has thereby failed to meaningfully consult with the Gitanyow. 

I. A Declaration that the Director has failed to effectively and meaningfully accommodate the Gitanyow 
Wilp System prior to making the Decision. 

J. A Declaration that Gitanyow's strong prima facie case for aboriginal rights and good prima facie case for 
aboriginal title entitles it to have those rights and title effectively and meaningfully recognized and affirmed 
in the interim prior to the reconciliation of Gitanyow pre-existing sovereignty with the Crown's sovereignty. 

K. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to have the Wilp System meaningfully recognized and given 
meaningful effect in the Approval Decision. 

1. A Declaration that effective and meaningful recognition and affirmation of Gitanyow's rights and title in 
the consultation process includes the recognition of the right of the Gitanyow: 

a. to renew and carryon their relationship to the land through the Wilp System; 

b. to participate through Joint Planning with the Minister and the Crown in deciding how the lands and 
resources within their Territory will be used; and 

c. to share in the wealth generated from the resources on Gitanyow Territory. 

M. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to a fair share in the revenue generated by the exploitation of 
forest resources on Gitanyow Territory in the interim. 

N. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to share in the decision making in regard to the management 
and exploitation of forest resources within their territory, including at the strategic planning level as an in
terim step in the right of the Gitanyow to determine to which uses their Territory should be put. 

O. A Declaration that Gitanyow are entitled to have the results of their shared strategic planning given 
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P. Relief in the nature of certiorari to quash the Decision to the extent that the Decision is with respect to 
forest resources within the Gitanyow Territory. 

Q. Relief in the nature of mandamus to direct the Director to meaningfully consult and seek accommoda
tions with the Gitanyow; 

R. Relief in the nature of mandamus directing the Director to take into account through meaningful con
sultation the foHowing factors: 

i. the good prima/ade case of the Gitanyow to aboriginal title in the Gitanyow Territory, including the 
areas covered by the Forest Licence Forest Licence Replacements; 

ii. the strong prima facie case of the Gitanyow to aboriginal rights to the resources, including forest re
sources within Gitanyow Territory, including the areas covered by the Forest Licence Replacements; 
and 

iii. the Gitanyow system of the exercise of their aboriginal rights and aboriginal title through the man
agement of the lands and resources by the Wilp System. 

S. Relief in the nature of prohibition prohibiting the Director from further implementing the Approval De
cision with respect to any forest resources within Gitanyow Territory until he has fulfilled his constitutional 
obligation to effectively and meaningfully consult and accommodate Gitanyow aboriginal rights and title. 

251 I am not prepared to grant the relief sought without further submissions from the parties for the following reasons. 

252 First, it is not clear to me that the orders sought for certiorari and prohibition could be granted without infringing 
an agreement reached between Gitanyow and the licensees, and affecting the rights of third parties who played no part in 
this proceeding. The licensees were served with the petition, but did not participate in the hearing as the petitioners 
agreed they would not seek an order to quash the replacement FLs themselves, or to amend their terms, or to direct the li
censees to participate in any future consultation. 

253 Gitanyow initially argued that if I quashed the decision to replace the FLs, the licences will nevertheless remain in 
place as they represent a contract between the Crown and the licensees that would not be affected by my order. 

254 In its reply argument, however, Gitanyow described a somewhat different scenario flowing from an order for cer
tiorari: 

The parties would all be back in the position they were in as though no decision had been made. The Director 
would be required to address the consultation properly and seek proper accommodation prior to making those 
decisions. The licensees would be able to operate on their existing licences which they had in place prior to 
these forest licence replacements. In short, if the licence replacement decision had not taken place, there would 
not be forest licence replacements and the former licences would remain in force. 
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255 In my view, this flies in the face of the agreement that Gitanyow would not seek an order amending the terms of 
the licences. 

256 The Crown points out additional uncertainties arising from Gitanyow's position. Section 15(6) of the Forest Act 
states that once the offer to replace a forest licence is accepted, the forest licence formerly in force lIexpires" on the com
mencement of the replacement licence. It is therefore unclear that the licensees could revert to operating under their 
former licences. Further, four of the six licences that preceded the replacement FLs passed their ninth anniversary in the 
fall of 2007. Those licensees would therefore lose the opportunity to obtain a replacement FL by virtue of the timelines 
in s. 15 if, as Gitanyow claims, an order for certiorari would place the parties in their pre-decision positions. 

257 While the impact of the relief sought by Gitanyow on the licensees was raised at the hearing, neither party ad
dressed it to my satisfaction. If Gitanyow intends to pursue its claim for certiorari and prohibition, I wish to have further 
submissions that clarify the impact of such orders on the replacement FLs in view of the agreement made by Gitanyow 
with the licensees. 

258 With respect to Gitanyow's claim for mandamus, I wish to have submissions on what such relief would add to the 
Crown's constitutional duty to consult and accommodate. 

259 Finally, Gitanyow seeks extensive declaratory relief. I would find it helpful to have submissions that are directed 
to that relief in the context of the findings that I have made. 

260 I wish to make it clear that my request for further submissions on the relief sought is not an invitation to raise new 
issues. Counsel may schedule an appropriate time with the Registry for those submissions, 

Order accordingly, 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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able prima facie case for Aboriginal rights to areas covered by plan -- Potential adverse effect of approval on First Na
tion's Aboriginal interests was serious, as step towards exercising timber rights -- Extent of Crown's duty to consult and 
accommodate fell towards higher end of spectrum -- Neither process of consultation nor resulting accommodation were 
adequate -- Crown failed to provide meaningful information to First Nation -- Crown did not provide revised drafts of 
forest stewardship plan to First Nation -- Crown did not include First Nation in discussions with company on suggested 
accommodations -- First Nation did not attempt to frustrate consultation process -- First Nation's position insisting on in
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APPLICATION for judicial review of Crown's approval of forest stewardship plan for land claimed by First Nation. 

Graller J.: 

A. Introduction 

"A cuiture,1I said W. H. Auden, lIis no better than its woods.tt[FN1] This petition concerns the woods of the Toba 
River watershed in the traditional territory of the Klahoose First Nation. 

2 The petitioner Ken Brown is the Chief Councillor of the Klahoose First Nation (UKlahoose"). He brings this petition 
on behalf of all members of Klahoose for judicial review of the decision of the respondent Brian Hawrys, district man
ager of the Sunshine Coast Forest District (the "district manager"), approving a Forest Stewardship Plan C'FSPIl) submit
ted by the respondent Hayes Forest Services Limited (IIHayes!t). This impugned decision was made on February 15, 
2008. 

3 The FSP relates to a Forest Development Unit ("FDU") that constitutes a small portion of Tree Farm License 1 0 
(UTFL 10"). TFL 10, including the area subject to the FSP, is within Klahoose traditional territory, to which area the Kla
hoose assert aboriginal title. 

4 The petitioner takes the position that the district manager owed a constitutional and legal duty to consult with Kla
hoose in good faith, and to endeavour to seek accommodations, prior to approving the FSP for TFL 10, and further, that 
the district manager failed to comply with this duty. The petitioner seeks a declaration that the FSP approval decision 
was unlawful, and an order in the nature of certiorari quashing it and setting aside the FSP. Alternatively, the respondent 
seeks an order: 

(i) directing the district manager to consult in good faith, and to endeavour to seek accommodation, in rela
tion to the final FSP, subject to the supervision of this Court; 

(ii) in the nature of an injunction restraining the district manager from issuing any further permits, authoriz
ations or approvals to Hayes in relation to forestry operations pursuant to the final FSP, without the prior 
agreement of Klahoose or further order of this Court; and 

(iii) in the nature of an injunction restraining Hayes from carrying out any forestry operations pursuant to 
the final FSP, without a prior agreement ofKlahoose or further order of this Court. 

5 For his part, the respondent district manager (to whom I shall henceforth refer as the nCrownU
) acknowledges that 

the Crown had a duty to consult with Klahoose and to seek to accommodate its asserted aboriginal rights in a manner that 
balanced societal and aboriginal interests with any Crown decision relating to the FSP submitted by Hayes. The district 
manager submits that the Crown discharged that duty in the circumstances of this case. 
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6 The respondent Hayes, licensee of TFL 10, takes the position that the consultation conducted in relation to the ap
proval of the FSP met the required tests as set out in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) , [2004] 3 
S.C.R. 511 (S.C. C.), or if it did not, it is because Klahoose did not meet its own consultation obligations. Hayes further 
takes the position that as the relief sought is discretionary, it should be denied because the prejudice to Hayes arising 
from quashing the approval of the FSP far outweighs any prejudice to Klahoose if the FSP approval is not quashed, and 
moreover the conduct ofKlahoose disentitles them to the discretionary relief sought. 

7 The respondents, in short, take the position that they bent over backwards in attempts to consult and accommodate 
Klahoose, but received very little cooperation in return. 

8 I will begin by reviewing the statutory and administrative framework applicable to the Tree Farm Licence and Forest 
Stewardship Plan at issue here. I will then review the law concerning the duty of the Crown to consult and accommodate, 
before turning to the facts of this case in order to apply the appropriate legal principles. For ease of reference, I attach at 
the end of this judgment a glossary of the acronyms and abbreviations used throughout. 

B. The Legislative and Administrative Framework 

9 A tree farm licence is a form of tenure agreement pursuant to s. 12 of the Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 157. It 
provides the holder rights to carry out forest management on a specific area of Crown land. The right is geographically 
specific, and amounts to an exclusive right to manage and harvest timber in the TFL area. The annual allowable cut for 
each TFL is determined by the Chief Forester every five to 10 years pursuant to s. 8 of the Forest Act. 

10 TFL holders are required to fulfill certain operational planning and forest management obligations which include 
the requirement to prepare a forest stewardship plan (a type of operational plan) in accordance with sections 3 and 5 of 
the Forest and Range Practices Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 69 (the "FRPA"). These FSPs are submitted for approval to the dis
trict manager pursuant to s. 16 of the FRPA. These sections provide in part as follows: 

Forest stewardship plan required 

3(1) Before the holder of 

(a) a major licence, 

(b) a timber sale licence that requires its holder to prepare a forest stewardship plan, 

(c) a community forest agreement, 

(c.l) a community salvage licence, or 

(d) a pulpwood agreement 

harvests timber or constmcts a road on land to which the agreement or licence applies, then, subject to section 4 
(2), the holder must prepare, and obtain the minister's approval of, a forest stewardship plan that includes a 
forest development unit that entirely contains the area on which 

(e) the timber is to be harvested, and 
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Content of forest stewardship plan 

5(1) A forest stewardship plan must 

(a) include a map that 

(i) uses a scale and fennat satisfactory to the minister, and 

(ii) shows the boundaries of all forest development units, 

(b) specify intended results or strategies, each in relation to 

(i) objectives set by government, and 

Page 7 

(ii) other objectives that are established under this Act or the regulations and that pertain to all or part of 
the area subject to the plan, and 

(c) conform to prescribed requirements. 

(1.1) The results and strategies referred to in subsection (1)(b) must be consistent to the prescribed extent with 
objectives set by government and with the other objectives referred to in section 5(1 )(b). 

(2) A forest stewardship plan must be consistent with timber harvesting rights granted by the government for 
any of the following to which the plan applies: 

(a) the timber supply area; 

(b) the community forest agreement area; 

(c) the tree farm licence area; 

(d) the pulpwood area. 

(3) A forest stewardship plan or an amendment to a forest stewardship plan must be signed by the person re
quired to prepare the plan, if an individual Of, if a corporation, by an individual or the individuals authorized to 
sign on behalf of the corporation. 

Approval of forest stewardship plan, woodlot licence plan or amendment 

16(1) The minister must approve a forest stewardship plan or an amendment to a forest stewardship plan if it 
conforms to section 5. 

(1.01) A forest stewardship plan or an amendment to a forest stewardship plan conforms to section 5 if 
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(a) a person with prescribed qualifications certifies that it conforms to section 5 in relation to prescribed 
subject matter, and 

(b) the minister is satisfied that it conforms to section 5 in relation to subject matter not prescribed for the 
purpose of paragraph (a). 

11 An FSP is a landscape-level planning document which outlines the strategies and results by which the licensee 
(here Hayes) proposes to conduct its operations within a specified area in order to achieve government objectives. The 
specified area is the Forest Development Unit, or FDU. The FSP must be consistent with the objectives of local1and-use 
plans or other objectives such as those set by the Ministry of Environment for species at risk. Where land-use plans are 
not yet in place, there are legally binding objectives for high-priority biodiversity values such as old-growth, manage
ment of streamside areas, maximum cut block size, retention of coarse woody debris and wildlife trees. These objectives 
are set out in the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation, B.C. Reg. 1412004, (IJFPPR") as well as additional regula
tions such as the General Government Actions Regulation, B.C. Reg. 58212004. 

12 Where an FSP incorporates the default result or strategy stated in the FPPR for the relevant values, then approval of 
those results or strategies is not required by the district manager. Where no default result or strategy is prescribed by the 
regulations, then approval is necessary. 

13 Approval of an FSP is an initial step in the legislative process leading to timber harvesting in an FDU within a TFL, 
although it does not itself provide the licensee with authority to harvest timber. The position of the Crown is that approv
al of an FSP in and of itself has little on-the-ground impact on the exercise of aboriginal rights. 

14 Notwithstanding that position, s. 77.1(1) of tile FRPA provides as follows: 

Power of intervention: first nations 

77.1(1) If an operational plan [which includes an FSP] for an area is approved and the minister subsequently 
concludes, on the basis of information that was not known to the person who granted the approval, that carrying 
out a forest practice or range practice under the plan will continue or result in a potential unjustifiable infringe
ment of an aboriginal right or title in respect of the area, the minister 

(a) must notity the holder ofthe plan of the previously unavailable information, and 

(b) by order given to the holder of the plan, may vary or suspend to the extent the minister considers neces
sary one or more of the following: 

(i) the operational plan; 

(ii) a forest practice or range practice; 

(iii) a cutting permit; 

(iv) a road permit. 

15 Once a license holder has an approved FSP in place, it may submit applications for cutting permits or road permits 
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to the Minister afForests and Range. The authorization of these permits is regulated under the Forest Act in conjunction 
with the terms of the TFL itself. A cutting permit or road permit authorized by the district manager is required before 
commencing to harvest the timber in the FDU covered by the FSP. Hayes is in the process of seeking cutting permits to 
allow it to commence harvesting timber in the FSP by the spring of2009. 

16 It is important to understand that the right to harvest timber comes from the TFL itself. The FSP is part of the pro
cess required for the licence holder to move from having that right to exercising that right. The final step is the cutting 
permit. 

C. The Duty to Consult and Accommodate 

17 As noted, the respondents do not contest that the Crown had a duty to consult with Klahoose and to seek to accom
modate its asserted aboriginal rights in a manner that balanced societal and aboriginal interests with any Crown decision 
relating to the FSP submitted by Hayes. ·What is at issue is the scope of that duty in the particular circumstances of this 
case. 

18 I observe that, as will be discussed in lUore detail below, there is no evidence in the record before me as to what as
sessment, if any, the Crown made concerning the scope of its duty to consult in this case, other than acknowledging that 
it had such a duty. Yet, as pointed out by Neilson J., as she then was, in Wii'litswx v. British Columbia (Minister of 
Forests), 2008 BCSC 1139 (B.C. S.C.), the Crown is obliged to make such an assessment. 

19 The Crown's duty to consult with Klahoose in this case arises from two sources. The first is the Constitution. The 
second is an Interim Agreement on Forest and Range Opportunities ("FR011) between Klahoose and the province, negoti
ated through much of 2007, and signed on behalf of the Govermnent of British Columbia on January 23, 2008. Under the 
FRO, the province provides interim economic accommodation to Klahoose related to provincially authorized forestry op
erations in Klahoose traditional territory. It also contains an interim consultation protocol. 

20 I will review the constitutional duty to consult first, and then I will set out the relevant parts of the FRO. The FRO 
will have to be considered again in the context of the steps actually taken among the parties to consult in this particular 
case. 

1. The COJlstitutiollal Dllty to COllsult 

21 The applicable principles begin with s. 35 of the Constitlltion Act, 1982, which provides as follows: 

35(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and af
firmed. 

22 The historical foundation for the duty to consult and accommodate was described by McLachlin C.J.C. in the Haida 
case, supra at paras. 25-27: 

[25] Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came, and were never conquered. 
Many bands reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown through negotiated treaties. Others, not
ably in British Columbia, have yet to do so. The potential rights embedded in these claims are protected by s. 35 
of the Constitution Act, 1982. The honour of the Crown requires that these rights be determined, recognized and 
respected. This, in turn, requires the Crown, acting honourably, to participate in processes of negotiation. While 
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this process continues, the honour of the Crown may require it to consult and, where indicated, accommodate 
Aboriginal interests. 

[26] Honourable negotiation implies a duty to consult with aboriginal claimants and conclude an honourable 
agreement reflecting the claimants1 inherent rights. But proving rights may take time, sometimes a very long 
time. In the meantime, how are the interests under discussion to be treated? .... 

[27] The answer, once again, lies in the honour of the Crown. The Crown, acting honourably, cannot cavalierly 
run roughshod over Aboriginal interests where claims affecting these interests are being seriously pursued in the' 
process of treaty negotiation and proof. It must respect these potential, but yet unproven, interests. The Crown is 
not rendered impotent. It may continue to manage the resource in question pending claims resolution. But, de
pending on the circumstances, discussed more fully below, the honour of the Crown may require it to consult 
with and reasonably accommodate Aboriginal interests pending resolution of the claim. To unilaterally exploit a 
claimed resource during the process of proving and resolving the Aboriginal claim to that resource, may be to 
deprive the Aboriginal claimants of some or all of the benefit of the resource. That is not honourable. 

23 The Chief Justice next considered the scope and content of the duty to consult and accommodate, explaining that 

... the scope of the duty is proportionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the case supporting the 
existence of the right or title, and to the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon the right or title 
claimed. [para. 39] 

24 McLachlin C.J.C. then made the following observations: 

[42] At all stages, good faith on both sides is required. A common thread on the Crown's part must be "the inten
tion of substantially addressing [Aboriginal] concerns" as they are raised, through a meaningful process of con
sultation. Sharp dealing is not pennitted. However, there is no duty to agree; rather, the commitment is to a 
meaningful process of consultation. As for Aboriginal claimants, they must not frustrate the Crown's reasonable 
good-faith attempts, nor should they take unreasonable positions to thwart government from making decisions or 
acting in cases where, despite meaningful consultation, agreement is not reached. Mere hard bargaining, 
however, will not offend an Aboriginal people's right to be consulted. 

[43] Against this background, I turned to the kind of duties that may arise in different situations. In this respect, 
the concept of the spectrum may be helpful, not to suggest watertight legal compartments but rather to indicate 
what the honour of the Crown may require in personal circumstances. At one end of the spectrum lie cases 
where the claim to title is weak, the Aboriginal right limited, or the potential for infringement minor. In such 
cases, the only duty on the Crown may be to give notice, disclose information, and discuss any issues raised in 
response to the notice .... 

[44] At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strongprimajacie case for the claim is established, the 
right and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of non
compensable damage is high. In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution, 
may be required. \Vhile precise requirements will vary with the circumstances, the consultation required at this 
stage may entail the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation in the decision-mak
ing process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were considered and to reveal the 
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impact they had on the decision. This list is neither exhaustive, nor mandatory for every case, The government 
may wish to adopt dispute resolution procedures like mediation or administrative regimes with impartial de
cision-makers in complex or difficult cases. 

[45] Between these two extremes of the spectrum just described, will lie other situations. Every case must be ap
proached individually. Each must also be approached flexibly, since the level of consultation required may 
change as the process goes on and new information comes to light. The controlling question in all situations is 
what is required to maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect a reconciliation between the Crown and the 
Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake. Pending settlement, the Crown is bound by its honour to 
balance societal and Aboriginal interests in making decisions that may affect Aboriginal claims. The Crown may 
be required to make decisions in the face of disagreement as to the adequacy of its response to Aboriginal con
cerns. Balance and compromise will then be necessary. 

25 In paras. 47 -48, the Chief Justice went on to discuss the stage of accommodation: 

[47] \Vhen the consultation process suggests amendment of Crown policy, we arrive at the stage of accommoda
tion. Thus the effect of good-faith consultation may be to reveal a duty to accommodate. \Vhere a strong prima 
facie case exists for the claim, and the consequence of the government's proposed decision may adversely affect 
it in a significant way. addressing the Aboriginal concerns may require taking steps to avoid irreparable harm or 
to minimize the effects of infringement, pending a final resolution of the underlying claim. Accommodation is 
achieved through consultation, as this Court recognized in R. v. Marshall, [1999] 3 S.C.R. at para. 22: "". the 
process of accommodation of the treaty right may best be resolved by consultation and negotiationll

• 

[48] This process does not give Aboriginal groups of veto over what can be done with land pending final proof 
of the claim .... Rather, what is required is a process of balancing interests, of give and take. 

26 To determine the extent of the Crown's constitutional duty to consult, then, I must first carry out a preliminary as
sessment of the strength of the case supporting the existence of the right or title asserted by Klahoose. I must also assess 
the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect of the FSP on the right or title claimed by Klahoose. On the basis of 
these assessments, I must determine where on the spectrum of strength of case and adversity of effect this case lies, and 
corne to a conclusion concerning to what depth of consultation Klahoose was entitled in relation to the decision to ap
prove the FSP. In this regard I note that while the scope of the duty to consult will vary with the circumstances, it "al
ways requires meaningful, good-faith consultation and willingness on the part of the Crown to make changes based on 
information that emerges during the process. II: Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment 
Director), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 (S.C.C.). 

2. The Consultation Protocol 

27 The Interim Agreement on Forest Opportunities between the Klahoose First Nation and Her Majesty the Queen and 
Right of the Province of British Columbia begins with the following recitals: 

WHEREAS: 

A. British Columbia and the First Nations Leadership Council, representing the Assembly of First Nations
BC Region, First Nations Summit, and the Union ofBC Indian Chiefs ("Leadership Council") have entered 
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into a New Relationship in which they are committed to reconciliation of Aboriginal and Crown titles and 
jurisdiction, and have agreed to implement a government-ta-government relationship based on respect, re
cognition and accommodation of Aboriginal title and rights. 

B. This Agreement is in the spirit and vision of the lINew Relationship", 

C. Work is underway regarding the implementation of the New Relationship and that this Agreement may 
need to be amended in the future to reflect the outcomes of that work. 

D. The Klahoose First Nation has a relationship to the land that is important to its culture and the mainten
ance of its community, governance and economy. 

E. The Klahoose First Nation has Aboriginal Interests within its Traditional Territory. 

The Parties wish to enter into an interim measures agreement in relation to forest resource development within 
the Traditional Territory. 

F. British Columbia intends to consult and to seek an Interim Accommodation with the Klahoose First Na
tion on forest resource development activities proposed within the Klahoose First Nation Traditional Territ
ory that may lead to an infringement of the Klahoose First Nation's Aboriginal Interests. 

G. The Klahoose First Nation intends to participate in any consultation with British Columbia or a licensee, 
in relation to forest resource development activities proposed within the Klahoose First Nation's Traditional 
Territory that may lead to an infringement of the Klahoose First Nation's Aboriginal Interests. 

H. British Columbia and the Klahoose First Nation wish to resolve issues relating to forest resource devel
opment where possible through negotiation as opposed to litigation. 

28 Of interest, the agreement defines "Operational Plan" as including a Forest Stewardship Plan that has a potential ef
fect in the Klahoose First Nation's Traditional Territory, and "Operational Decisionll as meaning "a decision that is made 
by a person with respect to the statutory approval of an Operational Plan that has potential effect in the Klahoose First 
Nation's Traditional Territory" 

29 "Aboriginal Interestsll are defined to mean "aboriginal rights andlor aboriginal title", while "Traditional Territory" 
is defined to mean the traditional territory as asserted by the Klahoose First Nation, which includes the entirety of the 
Toba River watershed, and all of TFL 10. 

30 Article 4 of the agreement provides, in part, as follows: 

4.0 Consultation and Accommodation Regarding Operational and Administrative Decisions and Plans 

4.1 The Klahoose First Nation is entitled to full consultation with respect to all potential infringements of their 
Aboriginal Interests arising from any Operational or Administrative Decisions or Plans affecting the Klahoose 
First Nation's Aboriginal Interests, regardless of benefits provided under this agreement 

4.2 During the term of this Agreement, subject to the terms and the intent of this Agreement being met and ad-
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hered to by British Columbia, the Klahoose First Nation agrees that British Columbia will have provided an In
terim Accommodation with respect to the economic component of potential infringements of the Klahoose First 
Nation's Aboriginal Interests as an interim measure as a result of forest and range activities occurring within 
their Traditional Territory 

[Klahoose agrees that the government has met its duty to provide interim accommodation with respect to the 
economic component.] 

4.5 Nothing in this Agreement restricts the ability of Klahoose First Nation to seek additional accommodation 
for impact on its Aboriginal Interests from forest resources development within its Traditional Territory. 

4.6 The Parties agree to develop consultation processes to address both Operational and Administrative De
cisions and Operational Plans, which may affect the Klahoose First Nation's Aboriginal Interests within their 
Traditional Territory. Appendix B contains an interim consultation process that will apply until the parties have 
developed the consultation processes noted above, or in the event that they are unable to otherwise agree on any 
other such process(es). 

4.7 In developing such consultation processes, the Parties further agree to address consultation on Administrat
ive Decisions, Operational Decisions and Operational Plans through participation of the Klahoose First Nation 
in strategic level planning and policy development processes. 

31 By its terms, the FRO took effect on January 23, 2008, for a term of five years. The Interim Consultation Protocol 
(the "Protocol") is set out in Appendix B to the agreement, and provides as follows: 

1. Scope and Purpose 

1.1 The government of British Columbia agrees to consult with the Klahoose First Nation on those Operational 
Decisions, Operational Plans and Administrative Decisions (Decisions) which may affect the Aboriginal In
terests of the Klahoose First Nation in accordance with the process set out in this consultation protocol, except 
for the Economic component of those interests which the parties agree are addressed to the extent set out in sec
tion 3.0 of the Forest and Range Opportunities Agreement. 

1.2 This Protocol fulfills section 4.6 of the Interim Agreement on Forest and Range Opportunities (FRO) and 
will apply to all Operational and Administrative Decisions made by the Ministry of Forests and Range (MFR) 
which may affect the Klahoose First Nation's Aboriginal Interests within their Traditional Territory. 

1.3 This Protocol applies to the provincial Crown lands in the Traditional Territory as defined in the FRO, in
cluding any Administrative Decisions that would result in private lands being deleted from a Tree Farm License. 

2. Definitions 

2.1 The definitions set out in section 1 of the FRO apply where those defined terms are used in this Protocol, and 
for greater certainty, will continue to apply in this Protocol after the expiry or termination of the FRO unless the 
Parties to this Protocol otherwise agree; 
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2.2 "Response Period" means a period of up to 60 days from the initiation of the process set out in section 3.2 of 
this Protocol, where the initiation date is the date on which Klahoose First Nation receives information regarding 
the proposed Administrative Decision or Tiber Supply Review process, or a copy of the Operational Plan for re
view. \Vhere an emergency operation arises and/or expedited salvage has to occur, MFR will communicate the 
nature of the emergency to the Klahoose and, if required, a shortened initial Response Period, that is consistent 
with The Forest and Range Practices Act (FRP A) emergency public review requirements. 

2.3 A reference to the "Ministry afForests and Range" or IIMFRII in this Protocol includes, as appropriate, a ref
erence to a Minister, Deputy Minister, Regional Executive Director, Timber Sales Manager, District Manager or 
any of their designates. 

3. Consultation Process 

3.1 General 

The parties acknowledge that the scope of the duty to consult and, where appropriate, accommodate, will respect 
and meet the standards set out in the SCC Haida Decision and acknowledge that the duty exists on a spectrum 
and is proportionate to a preliminary assessment of the strength of the Aboriginal Interest(s) and to the serious
ness of the potential effect. 

3.1.1 Notification of initiation of consultation with appropriate information will be sent to: Chief Councillor Ken 
Brown. Any replies to MFR consultation by the Klahoose First Nation will be sent to Allan Shaw unless other
wise agreed by the Parties. 

3.1.2 During the term of the FRO, Klahoose First Nation agrees to fully participate in the consultation process as 
set out in this consultation protocol, and thereafter as the Parties may agree. 

3.1.3 MFR agrees that Klahoose may request further information andlor meetings with MFR, the licensee or an
other Provincial agency with relevant information or expertise, as part of the consultation process under this pro
tocol. Klahoose agrees that, in the event it does required further information or meeting, it will make best efforts 
to ensure that such request does not unreasonably delay the consultation process. 

3.1.4 MFR agrees to initiate the consultation process at the earliest practical opportunity to provide the Klahoose 
First Nation with a reasonable opportunity to engage in the consultation process before a decision is made con
cerning the forestry activity; 

3.1.5 Klahoose agrees to provide a response to a notification pursuant to clause 3.1.1 within the Response Peri
od. In that response Klahoose will indicate whether it has sufficient information to provide Klahoose's input re
gard the subject matter of the consultation, or whether additional information and/or meetings with MFR, other 
Provincial agencies andlor the licensee are required. If so the parties will agree on a further time period in which 
to conduct consultation. 

3.1.6 'Where no response is received within the Response Period, MFR may conclude that Klahoose First Nation 
does not intend to respond or participate in the consultation process and a decision by MFR will proceed. 

3.1.7 This Protocol and its processes are not intended to constrain MFR or Licensee's relationship with Klahoose 
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3.1.8 The Parties acknowledge that FDPfFSP will be consistent with approved land use plans when higher-level 
plan objectives have been established. 

3.2 Information Sharing 

The parties agree that information sharing constitutes the beginning of the consultation process. 

3.2.1 MFR or the Licensee will 

3.2.1.1 Send a notification letter advising Klahoose First Nation of the proposed Decision required and the relev
ant response period. 

3.2.1.2 Provide maps and other information relevant to the proposed Decision to Klahoose First Nation. 

3.2.1.3 Offer to meet with Klahoose First Nation to discuss information regarding the proposed decision, Abori
ginal Interests and cultural heritage resources, and how these interests may be affected by the proposed Decision 
and to discuss practical means for addressing the interest and concerns raised. 

3.2.1.4 For operational plans, provide to Klahoose First Nation a copy of the plan submitted to the District Man
ager for a Decision, a description of how the Aboriginal Interests and cultural heritage resources have been con
sidered, and wiII provide an opportunity for Klahoose First Nation to provide further comments. 

3.2.1.5 For Administrative Decisions, meeting at mutually agreed to times throughout the year to provide an op
portunity for Klahoose First Nation to make known to representatives of the government of British Columbia 
their concerns and comments relative to the effects of the Administrative Decision(s) within the Traditional Ter
ritory. 

3.2.1.6 The Klahoose First Nation may develop suggested information sharing practices that may be adopted by 
licensees when reviewing Forest Stewardship Plans with Klahoose First Nation. 

3.2.2 Klahoose First Nation or their designate will 

3.2.2.1 Agree to participate in the consultation process initiated by MFR or the Licensee; 

3.2.2.2. Be responsible for conducting their own internal review of the information provided by MFR or the Li
censee as part of the information sharing as outlined in section 3.2.1; 

3.2.2.3 Provide information to MFR or Licensee regarding the scope and nature of Aboriginal Interests or cultur
al heritage resources and how these Interests or resources may be impacted by the proposed decision through 
written submission or meeting with MFR or as mutually agreed to under section 3.1.5. 

3.3 Further Consultatioll alld Accommodatioll As Approprlate 

3.3.1 'Where appropriate, further consultation meetings may occur to discuss First Nation issues identified in 
section 3.2.2.3 and potential measures to address those concerns, as appropriate 
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3.4.1 Where Klahoose First Nation requests additional relevant information, the decision maker will make reas

onable efforts to provide available information from the Licensee or through MFR. recognizing that the decision 
make may not have access to certain licensee information. MFR will nonetheless encourage and recommend that 

the Licensee provide information that is requested by Klahoose where it is practical for the Licensee to do so. 

3.4.2 Decision maker will make the Decision considering all the relevant information provided by Klahoose 
First Nation during the consultation process 

3.4.2.1 For Aboriginal Interests raised during the review of Administrative Decisions that cannot be addressed at 
the Administrative Decision stage the decision make will provide the Aboriginal Interest information to the ap

propriate decision make for consideration in further operational decisions. 

3.4.2.2 Prior to issuing a road permit, cutting permit or proposed timber sale, the decision maker will consider 

any existing or new information regarding Aboriginal Interests and impacts on Aboriginal Interest that is 
provided by Klahoose First Nation, and will ensure that consultation process has been adequate. 

3.4.2.3 MFR will communicate the results of the decision to Klahoose First Nation in writing after the decision 

is made. 

32 It will be observed that the Consultation Protocol incorporates the standards set out in the Haida case, supra. Coun
sel for Klahoose submitted that the Protocol goes further by setting out what is, in effect, a minimum level of consulta

tion required of the Crown. I agree, but would add that the Protocol sets minimum standards for both parties. It does not 
change the analysis one must go through in assessing the scope of the constitutional duty to consult, as discussed above, 

but it does provide a useful yardstick. 

D. The Standard of Review 

33 As Madam Justice Neilson observed in WWlitswx, supra at paras. 11- 13, the subject of judicial review in a case 
such as this is not really the district manager's decision to approve the FSP. Rather, what must be reviewed is the conduct 

of the Crown with respect to the fulfillment of its duty to consult Klahoose and to accommodate Klahoose's interests in 
the course of making that decision. 

34 As mandated in the Haida case, supra, the extent of the duty to consult or accommodate is a question of law to be 
judged on the standard of correctness, although it is capable of becoming an issue of mixed law and fact to the extent that 
the appropriate standard becomes that of reasonableness. The adequacy of the consultation process is governed by a 

standard of reasonableness. With respect to this second aspect, I propose to follow the lead of Neilson J. (see JVii'litswx, 
supra at paras. 16-17) and address first the adequacy of the process of consultation, and secondly, the adequacy of any 

resulting accommodations. 

E. Strength of Claim: The Klahoose in the Toba River Watershed 

35 Where title to lands formerly occupied by a First Nation has not been surrendered, as is the Case here with the Kla
hoose traditional territory, a claim for aboriginal title to the land may be made under the common law. Aboriginal 
peoples used the land in many ways at the time of sovereignty. Some uses, like hunting and fishing, have given rise to 
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the right to continue those practices in teday's world. Aboriginal title, which is based on occupancy of the land at the 
time of British sovereignty, is one of these various aboriginal rights: see R. v. Bernard, [2005] 2 S.C.R. 220 (S.C.C.) 
("Mm~hall-Bernard"); R. v. Vanderpeet, [1996]2 S.C.R. 507 (S.C.C.). 

36 It is, of course, not for me in this proceeding to decide the validity of KIa hoose's claim to aboriginal title and rights 
over its traditional territory. I must simply do my best on the evidence to assess, on a preliminary basis, the apparent 
strength of the case supporting the existence of Kia hoose's asserted right Of title. 

37 In doing so, I bear in mind the test for the establishment oftitIe set out in De/gamllllkw v. British CO/llmbia, [1997] 

3 S.C.R. 1010 (S.C.C.), which requires claimants to prove exclusive pre-sovereignty occupation of the land by their fore
bears: Marshall-Benzard, supra at para. 55. As noted by the Chief Justice in Marshall-Bernard, supra at para. 58: 

It follows from the requirement of exclusive occupation that exploiting the land, rivers or seaside for hunting, 
fishing or other resources may translate into aboriginal title to the land if the activity was sufficiently regular 
and exclusive to comport with title at common law. However, more typically, seasonal hunting and fishing 
rights exercised in a particular area will translate to a hunting or fishing right. This is plain from this Court's de
cisions in Van del' Peet, Nikal, Adams and Cote. In those cases, aboriginal peoples asserted and proved ancestral 
utilization of particular sites for fishing and harvesting the products of the sea. Their forebears had come back to 
the same place to fish or harvest each year since time immemorial. However, the season over, they left, and the 
land could be traversed and used by anyone. These facts gave rise not to aboriginal title, but to aboriginal hunt
ing and fishing rights. [Emphasis added.] 

38 With these principles in mind, my review of the evidence discloses the following. 

39 The Klahoose are a Coast Salish people who constitute an "Indian Band" under the Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-5, 
with approximately 300 members. Their traditional territory covers lands and waters in the northern Gulf Islands area of 
the coast of British Columbia. It includes a portion of Quadra Island, Cortes Island, the Redonda Islands, and the Desola
tion Sound area. Its main village is on Klahoose Indian Reserve #7 (tlIR #7"), at Squirrel Cove on Quadra Island. 

40 This territory was outlined in a map attached to the territorial claim (Statement of Intent) submitted by Klahoose on 
August 29, 1994, to the treaty negotiation process administered by the B.C. Treaty Commission. 

41 The backbone of the territory, its central axis, is formed by the Toba Inlet and the Toba River Valley. The Toba 
River watershed constitutes and indeed defines a substantial portion ofKlahoose traditional territory. 

42 The territory's largest Indian Reserve, Klahoose IR #1, is located at the mouth of the Toba River where it enters 
Toba Inlet, and extends approximately 7 km up the Toba River Valley. It is not presently occupied. 

43 Kathy Francis is the Chief Treaty Negotiator and a Band Councillor for the Klahoose First Nation. She has previ
ously served as Chief Councillor. As Chief Treaty Negotiator, she has had to learn and understand Klahoose oral history, 
and has personally studied the oral history as passed on by Klahoose elders for that purpose. These elders include Joe 
Mitchell, Sue Pielle and Rose Barnes. 

44 According to Ms. Francis, the Toba River watershed has always been an area of central importance to the Kla
hoose. Historically, the nation's primary village site was located near the mouth of the Toba River. The village, 
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Tl'emtl'erns ("many houses ll
) forms part of the area established as Klahoose IR #1, and was last occupied in the 19508. 

45 In addition to this main village site, the Klahoose maintained smaller villages and housing sites all along the Toba 
River upstream (east) of IR #1 and along the north shore of Toba Inlet near the Tahumming River, west of IR #1. There 
have been no permanent residents in the watershed since 1979. There are a number of burial sites and pictographs in the 
area. 

46 Ms. Francis deposes that the Klahoose have always relied on the lands, waters and resources of the Toba River wa
tershed to support themselves culturally, economically and spiritually. They harvested and managed the resources of the 
watershed for domestic and trading purposes, including harvesting cedar and spruce for dwellings, canoes, weapons, 
household items, clothing, etc.; hunting and trapping deer, mountain goats, bears, squirrels, lynx, raccoons and other an
imals; fishing for salmon, groundfish, prawns, eulachons, trout and other species at various locations throughout the wa
tershed and the shoreline of Toba Inlet; gathering shellfish and other marine resources such as kelp; maintaining defens
ive positions against raiding parties; and creating food caches and places to store other harvested resources. The water
shed and Toba Inlet were also the main traveling routes for trading with neighbouring nations and for traveling to other 
places within Klahoose territory. 

47 According to Klahoose oral history, there are battle sites within the Toha River watershed where the Klahoose de
fended their territory from incursions by other nations, including the Tsilhqot'in people who attacked from the Interior 
through the mountains at the headwaters of the watershed, and the Kwakiutl and Raida people who would raid by canoe 
up Toba Inlet. 

48 Ms. Francis deposed that while the location of Klahoose villages changed over time, members continued to hunt, 
fish, trap and harvest forest resources from the watershed throughout the 20th century. During the time when Klahoose 
children were being sent to residential schools, Klahoose members would leave Squirrel Cove with their children, and go 
to the Toba River watershed to hide them away. 

49 Ms. Francis noted that there has never been a comprehensive surveyor study to locate all the Klahoose culhtral and 
archaeological sites in the Toba River watershed. Counsel for the petitioner advised me that there was 1Irock solid1l evid
ence to come, presumably in the treaty negotiation process. It was not available to me. 

50 In addition to the oral history related by Ms. Francis, there was available to me a report dated February 27, 2007, 
prepared by Tracy Bulman of the Aboriginal Research Division, Legal Services Branch, Ministry of the Attorney Gener
al, for the Ministry's Aboriginal Law Group, entitled Klahoose First Nation, and subtitled Research in support of a pre
liminmy assessment of strength of claim for the Klahoose First Nation (the 1Iresearch report"). This report corroborated 
much of what Ms. Francis related by way of oral history, although according to Ms. Francis, its author did not conduct 
any interviews with Klahoose elders or members, or otherwise seek any input from the Klahoose. 

51 \Vith respect to the traditional use of land and resources, the research report notes that fishing was an integral part 
of Klahoose culture and livelihood, with salmon by far the most important fish in this respect. Pacific herring was also 
important. There was evidence that shellfish were gathered by the Klahoose year-round, and that deer were the most fre
quently hunted land mammals. Socially, economically and ritually, the most prestigious animals hunted on the mainland 
were mountain goats, which required a highly specialized skill. The ranking family of the Klahoose were great goat 
hunters who enjoyed a special prerogative to use the mountain goat head mask during winter ceremonials. Mountain goat 
hunting, of course, took place in the upland areas of the mountainous Toba River watershed. 
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52 The research report also noted evidence that plant gathering was another important source of nourishment, and that 
specific gathering sites Itbelongedl1 to certain families with possession of these rights passing to the eldest son. 

53 Red cedar was used extensively to make everything from canoes to house planks, barbecuing sticks, salmon spread-
ers, drying racks, fish traps and bowls. 

54 There were different kinds of housing built by the Klahoose, depending on the season and on a family's wealth. 
Shed housing was built by the wealthy at their summer campgrounds, while poorer families used this sort of hOllsing 
year-round. Generally, wealthier families used cedar planks in the walls and poorer families used bark slabs. Winter 
housing was constructed in different formats, with only the framework being permanent. Family crests were carved on 
the winter houses and 40 foot high totem poles were erected in front in commemoration of the dead. Underground houses 
were made with pits approximately 10 feet deep, where protection was thought necessary. 

55 Social organization consisted of groups of extended families which came together to form winter villages. One of 
the defining features of Klahoose social, political and economic organization was the exclusive control over particular 
hunting and gathering sites within their territory. Title to hunting and gathering sites was usually retained within a given 
family, and was passed from headman to headman (usually from father to son). Permission to hunt and gather in tradi
tional family-owned sites was sought by others who wished to use those areas. Access to, and use of, particular sites 
could be gained through marriage, but ownership was inherited. Family ownership and control of summer resorts and 
hunting and gathering sites was a foundation ofKlahoose society. 

56 The research report quotes ethnographic sources as indicating that at the time of contact, the Klahoose lived primar
ily in the protected waters in and around Toba Inlet. Sources identify 17 former Klahoose village sites located in the area 
of Toba Inlet and the Toba River Valley. These include Naath'uwem, approximately 10 miles upstream from the mouth 
of the Toba River, which contained plank houses built partially underground due to fear of Tsilhqot'in raiding parties, 
Xwetheyin, on the mouth of the Little Toba River, where spring salmon spawned, and Nish7uuthin on the east side of the 
Toba River, where cranberries were gathered. The report goes on to note the following: 

Although the ethnographic sources do not reveal evidence of specific upland sites traditionally used by the Kla
hoose, it is very likely that intensive aboriginal use occurred in these areas. The variety of animals, plants and 
foods that were hunted and gathered by the Klahoose speaks to the fact that they regularly utilized upland areas. 
There arc very likely many traditional sites that were simply not recorded because white men did not travel to 
those areas to observe the Klahoose there. The material culture recorded by Barnett suffices as evidence that the 
Klahoose did indeed utilize upland locations. There is a high probability these areas fell within [Klahoose tradi
tional territory]. 

57 Interestingly, it appears that it was not until the coming of the Europeans brought an end to raids into Klahoose ter
ritory from the Tsilhqot'in and the Kwakiutl that the Klahoose expanded their territory out of the Toba River and Inlet in
to the Strait of Georgia. A permanent settlement at Squirrel Cove on Cortes Island was not established until the mid to 
late 1800s. 

58 On the basis of the evidence before me, I find that Klahoose has established on a balance of probability the follow-
ing: 

• a strongprimajacie case for aboriginal rights, and an arguable case for aboriginal title, throughout the entirety 
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• a strongprima/acie case for aboriginal title to the shores of the upper reaches ofToba Inlet, and to the floor of 
the Toba River Valley; 

• a reasonable prima facie case for aboriginal title to the upland areas immediately surrounding the Toba River 
Valley and the valleys of Toba River tributaries, including those portions that make up the FDU covered by the 
FSP. 

59 In this regard I note that it is exactly those upland areas on either side of the floor of the Toba River Valley, 
through which flow the tributaries that feed the river, and which include the mountain goats' winter range, where the 
evidence suggests that the Klahoose had exclusive use and occupation of the kind discussed in the Marshall-Bernard 
case, as opposed to seasonal use that left the land open to all corners in the off-season. 

F. Potential Adverse Effect: Klahoose Territory and TFL 10 

60 TFL 10 covers almost the entirety of the Toba River watershed. The FDU covered by the FSP in question is, of 
course, within TFL 10. It covers a much smaller area from the headwaters of Toba Inlet, south ofIR #1, and thence east 
beyond IR #1 another 12 km or so up the Toba River Valley to the junction of the Toba and Little Toba Rivers. This is 
the very heart ofKlahoose traditional territory. 

61 TFL 10 was originally issued by the provincial Crown to Timberland Development Co. in 1951. Its original bound
aries included not only the entire Toba River watershed, but also areas located on the north and south sides of Toba Inlet. 
It was subsequently partitioned so that those parts outside of the Toba River watershed were severed from the licence 
area. 

62 In 1982, TFL 10 was acquired by Weldwood of Canada. At that time, Weldwood held a permit, issued under the In
dian Act, to use a road that runs through Klahoose IR #1. Logging in the Toba River watershed was accessed through a 
series of logging roads all of which led down to this main road passing through IR #1. All logging in the watershed area 
had to pass through IR #1 in order to get to water that was deep enough to permit the offloading of logs into booms in 
Toba Inlet. Without access through IR #1, logging in the watershed was impracticable. 

63 Weldwood's road use permit expired in 1988. Klahoose advised Weldwood that they would not issue a long-term 
permit renewal for access through IR #1. Instead, Klahoose offered a permit for a one-year term subject to Weldwood as
sisting Klahoose in paying for an environmental impact assessment of \Veldwood's forestry activities in the watershed. 
\Veldwood refused that offer, and their permit was not renewed. As a result, there have been no commercial forestry op
erations in the Toba River watershed since 1988, a period of20 years. 

64 Klahoose proceeded with a study of the watershed that looked at the cumulative impact of Weld wood's logging, as 
well as other existing or proposed uses of the watershed, such as big game hunting and proposed bulk water exports. As a 
result of this study, Klahoose concluded that the forest in the watershed had been harvested at an unsustainably high rate, 
and needed time to regenerate. In the meantime, the roads and bridges that constituted the logging road network in the 
watershed began to deteriorate as they were no longer maintained by Weldwood. 

65 In 1994, Weldwood transferred its interest in TFL 10 to International Forest Products Ltd. ("Interfor"). Interfor was 
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able to carry on with logging on those parts ofTFL 10 that were outside of the Toba watershed and which were severed. 
Like Weldwood, however, Interfor was unable to carry out forestry activities within the watershed area because of the 
lack of any access through IR #1. 

66 Both Weldwood and Interfor offered substantial annual payments for the right to use the road through IR #1. Kla
hoose declined these offers in the absence of agreements that provided for co-management with Klahoose, which agree
ments were not forthcoming. 

67 In June of2006, the respondent Hayes purchased the watershed portion ofTFL 10 from Interfor for a nominal sum. 
It did so with full knowledge of the problem arising from the lack of access through IR # 1. Indeed Hayes had been in
volved in the area for some time, acting as the contractor responsible for providing forestry services to both Weldwood 
and Interfor in relation to TFL 10. The situation nevertheless has remained the same: the Toba River watershed has re
mained free of commercial forestry operations for 20 years. 

68 In these circumstances, I have no hesitation in concluding that the potential adverse effect upon the aboriginal in
terests of the Klahoose of approving a Forest Stewardship Plan for a Forest Development Unit that is set in the heartland 
of Klahoose traditional territory is serious indeed. It matters not that the FSP is but one step in the process of moving 
from obtaining the right to harvest timber granted by the TFL, to exercising it. Any step in that process carries the poten
tial of adversely affecting Klahoose aboriginal interests to a serious degree. This is clearly contemplated by the scheme 
set out in the FRO and Protocol. 

G. Conclusion on the Scope of the Duty to Consult 

69 It follows from my findings concerning the strength of Klahoose's claim and the seriousness of the potential ad
verse effect of the FSP on Klahoose's aboriginal interests that the extent of the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate 
falls towards the higher end of the spectrum described by the ChiefJustice of Canada in Haida. 

70 Bearing in mind the need for flexibility and individuality in determining what the expected level of consultation re
quired of the Crown in this particular case, I will now review in some detail the history of dealings among the parties in 
relation to this FSP. 

H. Klahoose Interaction with Hayes and the Crown 

71 As contractor responsible for providing forestry services to both Weldwood and Interfor in relation to TFL 10, 
Hayes had been involved in meetings with representatives of the Klahoose since 2001, by which time two things were 
apparent: first, the system of roads and bridges within the Toba watershed had deteriorated and would have to be re
placed before any further harvesting could take place there; and second, there was by this time a viable volume of timber 
available within the watershed that had not yet been accessed. 

72 As a leading independent forest services provider in British Columbia, Hayes values its relationship with First Na
tions, whom it regards as potential customers for its forest services, and potential joint venture partners in forest resource 
development and harvest. In 2001, Hayes had a number of meetings with representatives of Klahoose to discuss oppor
tunities in the Toba watershed to be leveraged from negotiation of a renewed access agreement. Klahoose made it clear 
that its aim was to develop a long-term vision for the future, based on a balance between social, cultural and economic 
needs based on the resources that lie within its territories. 
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73 Nothing came of these discussions, and they were not meaningfully renewed until Hayes had reached agreement in 
principle with Interfor to purchase TFL 10. According to Hayes, it formed the view that the best way to advance forestry 
operations within the Taba watershed was to include Klahoose directly in some kind of joint venture. This was raised 
with Klahoose on June 16, 2006, and was discussed at meetings between Hayes and Klahoose on October 5 (Duncan) 
and November 2, 2006 (Squirrel Cove). 

74 At that time, Klahoose was engaged in negotiations with Plutonic Power Corporation regarding the construction 
and operation of a run-of-the-river independent power project at Montrose Creek and East Taba River, further up the 
Toba River Valley to the northeast of where the FDU is now situated. Part of the Hayes proposal in 2006 noted the op
portunity to take advantage of the fact that Plutonic needed to build roads to access the proposed facilities, which could 
also be used for logging if they were built to the appropriate standards. 

75 Klahoose then concentrated on its negotiations with Plutonic. These negotiations, which included Klahoose's in
volvement in the review, design and assessment stages of the project, were concluded in early 2007. In April of 2007, the 
petitioner Ken Brown was elected Chief Councillor. 

76 On May 15, 2007, Chief Brown wrote to the Minister of Forests and Range protesting the lack of consultation and 
accommodation in relation to the transfer of TFL 10 from [nterfor to Hayes. Among the points made by Chief Brown 
were the following: 

The area ofTFL #10 is located entirely within the Klahoose traditional territory to which the Klahoose claim ab
original rights and title. 

The Klahoose First Nation has not and will not permit Hayes or any other company access to the Toba Valley 
through our reserve for the purpose of logging TFL #10. 

The TFL has been inactive for the last 20 years due to Klahoose closing access to it through our reserve. It is the 
intent of the Klahoose First Nation to secure the TFL in order to conduct a sustainable logging operation that 
will benefit our people in perpetuity. 

77 Unaware of this correspondence, Hayes met with Klahoose in Campbell River on May 17, 2007, expecting a con
tinuation of discussions regarding joint venhlring opportunities with respect to forestry operations in the Toba River wa
tershed. Chief Brown opened the meeting, however, by advising that Klahoose was not prepared to negotiate with Hayes 
regarding forestry operations in TFL 10. He expressed the view that Klahoose had their own internal capacity to operate 
TFL 10, and as it formed part of their traditional territory, it was their intention to conduct any and all future forestry op
erations within it. To that end, Klahoose was interested in acquiring TFL 10 from Hayes, but had no interest in discus
sions concerning access for Hayes, or pursuit of a business relationship with Hayes. \Vith respect to access, Klahoose 
maintained the same position as they had with Interfor and Weldwood. 

78 Thereafter, a stalemate developed. In essence, Klahoose maintained the position that nobody but the Klahoose First 
Nation would harvest timber in their traditional territory under TFL 10, that it would oppose any efforts by Hayes to har
vest timber in the Toba River Valley, that it would continue to deny access through IR #1, that TFL 10 was therefore of 
no commercial value to Hayes, and that the purchase ofTFL 10 by Klahoose was the only viable option. 

79 Hayes maintained that it was open to any reasonable offer for TFL 10, but that any such offer would have to take 
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into account both Hayes' ownership, and its contract to provide forestry services for the TFL. In the absence of a reason
able offer, Hayes intended to work diligently to develop the commercial value ofTFL 10, and to pursue other access op
tions. 

80 I sense that the parties had rather different views as to the appropriate value ofTFL 10. 

81 I pause to observe that, while Klahoose's expressed desire to have exclusive control of the harvesting of timber in 
the Taba River watershed is both understandable and commendable, Klahoose has no legal right or entitlement to such 
control (pending the conclusion of a treaty) in the absence of acquiring the rights under TFL 10 from Hayes. On the other 
hand, Klahoose is entirely within its rights to deny access to the watershed through IR #1 to Hayes or anyone else. 

82 In the meantime, beginning in May of2007, Klahoose began negotiating the terms of its FRO with the Ministry of 
Forests and Range. 

83 Then on July 3, 2007, Hayes submitted its forest stewardship plan (the "draft FSP") for TFL 10 to the ministry. By 
letter dated July 5, 2007, Hayes provided a copy of the draft FSP submission to Chief Brown, noting: 

In our June 15 letter, we advised that we intended to proceed with exploring our options and working to build 
the commercial value of the TFL. We further committed to both keeping you informed on our progress, and to 
remaining prepared to carefully review and consider any offer in respect of the TFL from Klahoose. We remain 
open to your suggestion \as to a reasonable time for you to prepare an offer to purchase the TFL. 

In the interim period, we have decided to submit a limited area forest stewardship plan (FSP) for the TFL. We 
have enclosed a copy of our submission for your convenience. The public review and comment period for this 
FSP will be July 9, 2007 to September 6, 2007 inclusive. As you are likely aware, the FSP may be changed as a 
result of written comments received during the review and comment period. 

\Ve would be pleased to meet with you to discuss the FSP and invite you to contact us at your convenience. 

For greater certainty, notwithstanding that we are submitting an FSP for approval, we remain committed to 
working with you to pursue a sale and purchase of the TFL. 

84 On July 17, 2007, the Ministry through Chuck Anderson of the Sunshine Coast Forest District ("SCFD") wrote to 
Chief Brown concerning Hayes' FSP, and it is here that we come to the start of the "record!! (the information) that was 
before the Crown when it came to make the impugned decision approving the FSP. The letter included the following ref
erence: 

Under Section 21 of the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation, FSP proponents must make reasonable efforts 
to meet with First Nations groups that may be affected by the plan to discuss the plan. 

As with Forest Development Plans, government has an obligation to consult with First Nations that may be af
fected by a FSP. It is our expectation that for First Nations that are signatory to an agreement that stipulates a 
consultation timeframe based on submission of operational plans to them [Le. an FRO], the consultation period 
will commence upon receipt of the FSP from the plan proponent. For First Nations that do not have such agree
ments, consultation will be deemed to begin with notice of a FSP provided by the plan proponent. 
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We would like to meet with you to discuss the FSP and any potential affect the FSP may have on your aboriginal 
interests. We are willing to participate in meetings between yourselves and the licensee and/or will meet with 
you separately. \Ve are also willing to meet with you to further explain the FSP process. 

85 In September and October of 2007, there were meetings between Klahoose and the Ministry concerning the negoti

ation of the FRO. The draft FSP was not discussed. Meanwhile, exchanges between Klahoose and Hayes included enter
ing into a confidentiality agreement regarding the receipt of information concerning TFL 10, and Klahoose's expression 

of dismay that Hayes would be actively working to ramp up operations in an area that Klahoose wished to protect against 
the threat of unsustainable logging, accompanied by a further warning that no access would be permitted through IR #1. 

86 On October 9, 2007, Klahoose wrote to the Ministry to the attention of Jim Gowriluk, Regional Executive Director, 

Coast Regional Office, raising concerns about, among other things, the draft FSP. Klahoose expressed the position that 
consultation was not possible as there was Uinadequate information available upon which meaningful consultation could 

occur", and further raised the concern that the planning and inventory information upon which the draft FSP was based 
was significantly out of date and not representative of current conditions within TFL 10 (there having been no logging 

for 20 years). The letter, which was copied to Hayes, went on to state: 

This problem is compounded by the fact that the FSP is proposed to apply to only a small portion of Toba Val
ley. The Toba Valley watershed is, and always has been, of central importance to Klahoose. It lies at the heart of 
Klahoose territory, and has been protected by Klahoose from development for several decades. The proposed 
initiation of industrial logging in the watershed must be addressed in a manner that permits Klahoose to evaluate 

the implications of the operations for our title, rights and interests throughout the watershed, an approach that is 
directly frustrated by the compartmentalized approach to FSP planning taken by Hayes. 

In conclusion, after decades of conflict with MOF and the various licensees ofTFL 10, Klahoose is actively try
ing to acquire this tenure and, in doing so, resolve conflicts and pursue economically and environmentally sus
tainable forestry. From our perspective this will create a real forward-looking solution that results in a win-win 

for all. In the interim, we are expecting that the Crown meet its lawful obligations to us before purporting to take 
steps to operationalize this long inactive tenure without adequate consultation. 

87 On October 15,2007, Hayes faxed a letter to Chief Brown requesting a meeting to discuss the Klahoose letter to 
the Ministry of October 9. In anticipation of the meeting, Hayes requested advice as to what additional information Kla

hoose required, the precise area to which Klahoose claimed title, and what Klahoose meant by "sustainable forest man

agement". 

88 By letter dated November 1, 2007, Chuck Anderson of the SCFD wrote to Chief Brown requesting a meeting to 
discuss the FSP and any potential effects it may have upon Klahoose's aboriginal interests. There was no reference to 

Chief Brown's letter of October 9, which Mr. Anderson presumably had not seen. 

89 The Ministry responded by letter dated November 27,2007, from Mr. Gowriluk of the Coast Forest Region, who 
indicated that the Ministry intended to consult with the Klahoose First Nation on the proposed FSP for TFL 10, and that 
the Sunshine Coast Forest District had initiated such consultation through its July 17, 2007 letter. Mr. Gowriluk advised 
that the SCFD remained open to meet with Klahoose representatives to discuss the FSP and any potential effect it may 

have on their aboriginal interests. Mr. Gowriluk also thought it would be appropriate to meet to discuss the ways in 
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which the Ministry and the licensee may be able to provide further infonnation about the proposed operations under the 
FSP over time, and asked Chief Brown to contact Al Shaw, tenures officer, SCFD, to arrange a meeting. 

90 Klahoose responded by letter of December 6, 2007, to Mr. Shaw of the SCFD, enclosing a copy of the earlier cor-
respondence to Mr. Gowriluk. Chief Brown wrote: 

As the enclosed correspondence indicates, the proposed FSP relates to an area of central importance to the Kla
hoose First Nation. We have serious reservations about sufficiency and accuracy of the information contained in, 
or relied on in preparing, the FSP. As well, we are concerned that the FSP indicates a "piecemeal" approach to 
resource planning in OUf territory. Any decision to restart industrial forestry in TFL 10 must be made on the 
basis of reliable and sufficient information, that enables us to assess and understand what is proposed, as well as 
evaluate the implications of Hayes' activities for our aboriginal title and rights. These conditions are not 
presently in place. 

\Ve are prepared to meet with you and other MOF representatives to discuss our concerns. We wish to be clear 
that this meeting will be a first step in the consultation process, and that we expect MOF to honour its obliga
tions to meaningfully consult with and accommodate Klahoose prior to making a decision on the draft FSP. 

91 In the meantime, on November 28, 2007, Hayes had submitted a revised draft of the FSP to the Ministry for ap-
proval. Neither it nor any subsequent redraft was copied to Klahoose before the final approval. 

92 On December 13, 2007, Klahoose and the Ministry reached a final agreement on the FRO, including the interim 
consultation protocol. Chief Brown signed the FRO on behalf ofKlahoose on December 14, 2007, and it became effect
ive when signed by the Minister on January 23, 2008. 

93 On December 17, 2007, a meeting took place between Klahoose and Hayes. The Ministry was not involved, and 
both sides were accompanied by legal counsel. The main subject was the desire of Klahoose to acquire TFL 10 from 
Hayes, and Klahoose proposed a 90 day "cooling off' period, during which Hayes would not carry out any activities in 
TFL 10, and Klahoose could obtain the appropriate information it needed to present an offer. Hayes declined this propos
al, but said that it would carefully consider any reasonable offer. Klahoose was upset that Hayes was continuing to opera
tionalize the area in view of Klahoose's concerns, and also took exception to a suggestion from Hayes that it would look 
into using barge access up the Toba River in lieu of road access. The meeting ended with the parties remaining at stale
mate. 

94 On December 18, 2007, Klahoose met with Al Shaw and Chuck Anderson of the SCFD. Klahoose takes the posi
tion that this meeting was, in essence, the start of the consultation process. Klahoose expressed a number of concerns 
about the draft FSP (they had not seen the latest draft). These concerns were based on three principal objections: the 
piecemeal approach (the FSP covered only a small part ofTFL 10 consisting, as noted, of the heart ofKlahoose tradition
al territory), the lack of up-to-date information, and the lack of on-the-ground specifics. In their mind, these deficiencies 
prevented them from understanding adequately how the whole TFL, across which Klahoose had obvious interests, would 
be affected, and how Hayes' plans would- impact such matters as the salmon fishery habitat in the watershed, the wildlife 
habitats and old growth, and the protection ofKlahoose cultural heritage resources. 

95 Mr. Shaw and Mr. Anderson noted in response that under the legislation and regulations, the draft FSP did not have 
to set out much of the information Klahoose sought, and was not required to cover the entire TFL. They pointed out that 
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there would be other steps before harvesting could commence where further consultation would take place. 

96 At the conclusion of the meeting, it was agreed that Klahoose would provide a written statement of its concerns, 
and information about Klahoose traditional use in the watershed, by early January, 2008. Immediately following the 
meeting, counsel for Klahoose wrote to the Ministry (Mr. Shaw) to request clarification on certain points, including the 
Minister's ability lito meaningfully consider and act on information provided by Klahoose in relation to various aspects of 
the draft FSP, [given that] the scheme requires the Minister to approve the FSP where an RPF [Registered Professional 
Forester] employed by Hayes has certified its contents,lI Information concerning the treatment of cultural resources was 
also requested. 

97 The Ministry (Chuck Anderson) e-mailed Klahoose later on December 18,2007, to provide some of the informa
tion that Klahoose had sought, and Mr. Shaw also wrote on December 21, 2007. In his letter, Mr. Shaw confirmed that 
although cultural heritage resources were one of the elements that had to be the subject of a result or strategy in the pro
posed FSP, and therefore required district manager review and approval, the FPPR excluded from this process those cul
tural heritage resources that were regulated under the Heritage Conversation Act. Mr. Shaw went on to say: 

\Vhen making a determination of whether or not the result or strategy for cultural heritage resources is consistent 
with the objective for cultural heritage resources, the decision-maker will consider any cultural heritage resource 
information provided by the First Nations. The decision could be that the result or strategy is consistent or it 
could provide further direction to the plan holder or it could be decided that it is not consistent with the object
ive and not approved as such. 

98 The written statement promised by Klahoose at the meeting of December 18, 2007, was provided in the form of an 
eight-page letter dated and faxed January 9, 2008, from Klahoose's legal counsel, Mr. Howard, to Mr. Shaw of the SCFD. 
It was not copied to Hayes. 

99 In his letter, Mr. Howard took the position that the Ministry should not approve the draft FSP, based on three argu
ments. The first was that the Ministry lacked the authority to approve the draft FSP because Klahoose has aboriginal title 
and rights to the lands, waters and resources contained within TFL 10, thus British Columbia lacked jurisdiction. This 
was based upon comments made by Vickers J. in Xeni Gwet'in First Nations v. British Columbia, 2007 BCSC 1700 (B.C. 
S.C.). Mr. Howard then described Klahoose use and occupation in the area ofthe proposed FSP. 

100 The second argument was that the FSP review and approval process breached the honour of the Crown by failing 
to meet the Crown's duty to consult, which Mr. Howard put at the high end of the Haida spectrum (as do I). This argu
ment was based upon two propositions: that the legislative scheme set out in the FRP A and the FPPR contained inherent 
barriers that precluded meaningful consultation, and that there had been insufficient information provided to Klahoose to 
enable meaningful consultation. The alleged barriers in the legislative scheme consisted of a lack of power on the part of 
the district manager to make changes to the draft FSP where the default result or strategy set out in the FPPR had been 
adopted for particular values, and the statutory objective set out in sections 5 through 9.2 of the FPPR that gave priority 
to supply of timber over non-commercial forest values and attributes that would support the continued exercise of Kla
hoose title and rights. In short, Mr. Howard maintained that the scheme did not permit sufficient flexibility to make con
sultation meaningful. 

101 With respect to the need for information, Mr. Howard stated that the province had consistently failed to answer 
Klahoose's requests for information regarding Hayes' proposed operations, in the absence of which it was not feasible for 
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Klahoose to assess whether the management strategies and results stated in the FSP would protect or minimally impair 
Klahoose's title and rights. In addition, Klahoose wanted further information regarding the reliability of the inventory 
data for the FSP area which Klahoose understood was several decades old and therefore unreliable, and further informa
tion regarding the relationship between the draft FSP and Hayes' annual allowable cut ("AAC") for TFL 10. 

102 The third argument was that the content of the draft FSP was deficient, in that it failed to meaningfully address 
and accommodate impacts to Klahoose, and failed to achieve the objectives set by government. Mr. Howard was particu
larly critical of the proposed strategies relating to Cultural Heritage Resources, Wildlife, Wildlife and Biodiversity Land
scape and Stand Level, and Access Management. 

103 Mr. Howard concluded as follows: 

The approval of the draft FSP as it presently stands cannot be reconciled with MOF's constitutional duties and 
powers. Accordingly, the draft FSP should be rejected. 

MOF should advise Hayes that it is not prepared to entertain a substantially similar FSP application, until the 
underlying problem with Hayes' approach to the management ofTFL 10 are addressed. In particular: 

• The problem of out-of-date forest inventory and habitat data must be addressed. 

• Hayes must present a plan that applies to all of TFL 10, which is the management unit that has applied 
since the TFL was first created. 

• Hayes must demonstrate that it can access the TFL and remove the timber it will harvest. 

In the event that MOF nonetheless continues its review of this draft FSP, Klahoose expects MOF to comply with 
the letter and the spirit of the Forest and Range Opportunities Agreement ("FRO") agreed to between Klahoose 
and the Ministry of forests C'MOF II

), and provide further information requested below in preparation for further 
meetings with Klahoose, as provided in Appendix B to the FRO: 

• The inventory and habitat data relied on by Hayes and MOF in preparing and reviewing the draft FSP. 

• How the AAC for TFL 10 will be harvested in light of the limited area proposed for the FSP. 

• Hayes' plan for accessing the FDU area. 

• An explanation of the stream classification system used by Hayes and information identifying the Stream 
class of each of the streams within the FDU. 

• An explanation of how Hayes calculated the identified wildlife habitat and adopted the proportional target 
for the FDU area. 

104 Mr. Shaw deposed that upon receipt ofth1s letter, he reviewed it with the district manager, the respondent Brian 
Hawrys. He then proceeded with a more detailed review of the letter and spent several weeks researching the issues, in
cluding reading the research report concerning the Klahoose First Nation strength of claim (referred to in paragraph 50, 
supra). On the basis of his research, Mr. Shaw determined the locations of former Klahoose village sites in the Toba 
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River Valley, and noted that they appeared to be within the area included in the FSP, and reported this to Mr. Hawrys. 

105 I pause to point out that the research report was prepared !lin support o/a preliminary assessment of strength of 
claim for the Klahoose First Nationll [emphasis added], and consists of a survey of such lIhistorical, ethno-historical and 
archaeological data as is readily available and potentially usefuL. ". The report does not in fact purport to make any pre
liminary assessment of the strength of claim. 

106 Further, Mr. Shaw had discussions with Chuck Anderson, as a result of which between January 14 and 16,2008, 
Mr. Anderson on behalf of the Ministry contacted Hayes to request certain changes to the "cultural heritage resources!! 
strategies of the FSP. Hayes revised the FSP again, as a result of those discussions, and submitted the further revised FSP 
for approval on January 18, 2008. That January 18 draft was subsequently approved by the district manager on, as we 
have seen, February 15, 2008. Neither the nature of the changes requested by the Ministry, nor the actual revisions, were 
discussed with Klahoose beforehand. 

107 Clause 3.6.1 of the FSP, relating to Cultural Heritage Resources had originally read in part as follows: 

The Licensee carrying out timber harvesting and road construction subject to this FSP adopts as a result or 
strategy the following: 

1. Timber harvesting and road construction will not cause a Cultural Heritage Resource that is, in the con
text of a traditional use by an aboriginal people, based on input from an aboriginal people and, in consulta
tion with the aboriginal people determined to be: 

a) important; 

b) valuable; 

c) scarce; alld 

d) of continued and/or historical importance 

to become unavailable for its continuing extent of use by an aboriginal people ... [emphasis added]. 

108 In the final draft, the conjunction uandtl in ICc) was changed to "orll, Changes were also made to the old growth 
management strategy and the wildlife strategy. 

109 On February I and 5, 2008, Mr. Shaw and other representatives of the Ministry met with legal counsel for the 
Ministry of the Attorney General to discuss the issues raised by Mr. Howard in his January 9 letter, and the strength of 
claim research report. As a result of those meetings, the Ministry concluded that it would be prudent to raise with Hayes 
the possibility of setting aside an area within the FDU encompassing the likely village sites within the Toba River Valley 
floor. On February 11, 2008, Mr. Hawrys sent an e-mail to Mr. Anderson "for the file 11 stating that: 

Over the last couple of weeks I have had a number of conversations with Donald Hayes. I have advised there is a 
strength of claim analysis that identifies one or possibly two village sites within the FDU. Donald was previ
ously unaware of such sites but quickly described such sites as uno go zones" and wants to incorporate such in
formation into future planning. As my previous e-mail indicated Hayes will meet as often as necessary with Kla-
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110 My own review of the research report suggests that four village sites had been identified within the FDU. 

111 Mr. Shaw and his colleagues met with Hayes to discuss this on February 12, 2008, as a result of which meeting, 
Hayes wrote to Mr. Hawrys on February 14,2008 (the day before Mr. Hawrys approved the FSP), stating as follows: 

We are writing to you further to our FSP application for TFL 10. Since the time we submitted the FSP, we have 
been advised of a possible Klahoose village site or sites within a part of or adjacent to the FDU. 

In accordance with section 3.6.1 on page 10 of our FSP, we have concluded that Hayes should make accommod
ation with respect to potential harvesting and road construction within the sites in the immediately adjacent area 
(the nSites ll

) until such time that the Sites can be more fully explored in the context of a traditional use of the 
Klahoose and their importance, value, scarcity or continued andlor historical importance. 

Accordingly, attached please find a map which indicates an naccommodation" area (the "Area"). The boundaries 
of the Area have been set to capture the majority of the valley floor within the FDU. The Toba River in itself is 
excluded from the Area as is any private land within the boundaries of the area. A minor portion of the North 
Valley floor has been excluded from the Area because of existing licenses of occupation and development activ
ities related to the Plutonic project. 

Hayes will not harvest timber or carry out road construction within the Area until this matter is more fully ex
plored. Operations in these areas shall be limited to incidental use including use of existing roads and infrastruc
ture or roads and infrastructure built subsequently by others (if any). 

112 The I1Temporary Accommodation Areal! thus designated covers the narrow floor of the Toba River Valley essen
tially from the eastern edge of IR #1 to a little east of the river's confluence with the Little Toba River. No attempt was 
made to review this with Klahoose either in concept or in final form prior to the approval of the FSP. 

113 In the meantime, Mr. Howard had written to Mr. Hawrys on February 12, noting that his letter of January 9 to Mr. 
Shaw remained unanswered. He emphasized the Klahoose sought a meaningful consultation regarding Hayes' proposed 
operations in the TFL as a whole, and again raised concerns about the lack of attention to the access that was available to 
Hayes. 

114 Klahoose learned of the Temporary Accommodation Area from Mr. Shaw who wrote to Mr. Howard on February 
15,2008, to respond to Mr. Howard's letter of January 9, and to advise of the approval ofthe FSP. 

115 Mr. Shaw noted that Mr. Howard had outlined a number of aboriginal rights that Klahoose practised adjacent to 
and within the proposed FSP area, and announced that in light of that information, the FSP holder had agreed to the Tem
porary Accommodation Area, a map of which was attached. Mr. Shaw pointed out that the FSP included an information 
sharing process whereby Klahoose would have an opportunity to review site-specific information regarding proposed 
harvesting and road building activities, in response to which it could provide detailed infonnation with respect to poten
tial impacts on asserted aboriginal rights. 

116 Mr. Shaw disagreed with Mr. Howard's point that the legislation contained barriers to consultation, stating: 
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The Forest Planning and Practices Regulation (FPPR) does obligate a plan proponent to make efforts to meet 
with First Nations to discuss the plan. MoFR still has the duty to consult and in fact has undertaken a process to 
consult with Klahoose regarding this plan, and as a result of consultation and consideration of the possible 
strength of claims of Klahoose in the FDU area has worked with the licensee to effect a commitment to forgo 
harvesting in the valley bottom area as an accommodation while the nature of that claim is more fully considered 
over time. 

117 This, of course, was news to Klahoose. After responding to a number of other matters raised by Mr. Howard, Mr. 
Shaw concluded as follows: 

In conclusion, although there are elements of the plan that are defaults and therefore would be deemed to meet 
the approval test, this does not preclude the requirement for First Nation consultation and determining if there 
needs to be any mitigated action taken on a site-specific basis to avoid or minimize potential infringement of an 
aboriginal interest. Given the nature of required FSP content and your concern that there isn't enough detailed 
information, this will be best accomplished at the operational level when more detailed information will be 
available and prior to the issuance of cutting permits. 

118 On February IS, 2008, Hayes wrote to Chief Brown to advise that the FSP had been approved, stating: 

We want to take this opportunity to assure you that we will comply with the terms oftheFSP which we believe 
addresses the concerns you have expressed to us. We'll continue to consult you in respect of the TFL and are 
available to meet with you to discuss our operations at any reasonable time you may request. 

We take this opportunity to once again reach out to you and ask you if you might reconsider our proposal to 
work cooperatively in the TFL and create a business venture together. We continue to be open to considering 
any reasonable proposal in this respect. 

119 Nowhere in the materials is there any indication of to what conclusion Mr. Shaw, Mr. Hawrys or anyone else 
within the Ministry came concerning the strength of the case supporting the existence of Klahoose's right or title, or the 
seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon it. As noted in Haida, supra at para. 39, such an analysis would be ne
cessary to establish the scope of the Crown's duty to consult. There is no evidence of the analysis having been undertaken 
here, although I infer that the Ministry paid at least some attention to the concept when it concluded that it would be 
prudent for some alterations to be made to the FSP, and for the Temporary Accommodation Area to be put in place. 

120 Since then, Klahoose gave notice to the Ministry and Hayes of its intention to bring these proceedings, while 
Hayes gave notice of its intention to apply for a cutting permit, and of its application to the Integrated Land Management 
Bureau for authority to build and operate a "barge grid" (a barge docking and loading facility) on the Toba River. Kla
hoose takes the position that this was the type information it sought in vain from Hayes and the Ministry in order to be 
able to assess the implications of Hayes' operations for its aboriginal title and rights. Klahoose further takes the position 
that such a development would pose a risk of serious harm to the river and the fisheries upon which Klahoose relies. 
Hayes then advised Klahoose that it would be submitting an FSP amendment, essentially expanding the boundaries of the 
FSP from the original FDU to the entire area ofTFL 10. As far as I am aware, all of these matters remain pending. 

I. Adequacy of Consultation 
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121 For the reasons articulated above, I have concluded that the scope of the Crown's duty to consult with and accom
modate Klahoose in this case lay at the high end of the spectrum described by the Chief Justice of Canada in the Haida 
case. Whether the representatives of the Ministry afForests and Range who dealt with this matter came to the same con
clusion is unknown to me. If they did not, they were in my respectful view incorrect. 

122 Regardless, the issue now becomes whether the consultation process that in fact took place, as outlined in the pre
vious section, was adequate in view of the scope of the duty. This involves considering, first, the adequacy of the process 
of consultation, and secondly, the adequacy of any resulting accommodations. I reiterate the words of McLachIin CJC in 
Haida, supra at para. 44, where the Chief Justice noted that at the high end of the spectrum, lIdeep consultation, aimed at 
finding a satisfactory interim solution, may be requiredll . Such consultation could include such matters as formal parti
cipation in the decision-making process. 

123 I have come to the conclusion that neither the process of consultation, nor the resulting accommodation, was ad-
equate in this case. 

124 \Vith respect to the process, I find it difficult even to describe it as lIconsultationll. While some information was in
deed supplied by the Ministry in response to requests from Klahoose, much meaningful information was not. Indeed, Mr. 
Howard's letter of January 9 received no response at all until the approval had in fact taken place. In the meantime, Kla
hoose was not provided with revised drafts of the FSP as they were submitted to the Ministry, was not shown any opera
tional information despite repeated requests, was given no information concerning access plans and plans for the re
mainder of the tree farm licence, and was not permitted to participate in any of the discussions between the Ministry and 
Hayes concerning suggested accommodations. 

125 Hayes has criticized what it describes as the lIminimal information provided by the Klahoose in this case" to sup
port its claim for aboriginal rights, and has argued that Klahoose cannot now assert that the consultation was based on an 
incorrect assessment of the strength of its claim, and was therefore inadequate, when it did not provide information that 
would allow such an assessment during the time that the FSP was under consideration. 

126 I reject that submission. It is true that the evidence provided by Klahoose was not as extensive as that which ap
pears to have been provided in cases such as Haida and Metlakatla Indian Band v. Canada (Minister o/Transport), 2006 
FC 1129 (F.C.). No doubt the information will continue to be developed. But the information concerning the basis for 
Klahoose's assertion of aboriginal rights and title that was summarized in Mr. Howard's letter to the Ministry of January 
9, 2008, was surely not intended to be the final word. It will be recalled that the Ministry's reaction to that letter was to 
carry out research, none of which was shared with Klahoose, including a review of the research report. It is as though the 
Ministry had not given any thought to the issue of strength of claim before this. But instead of consulting with Klahoose 
about the results of that research, the Ministry dealt hastily with Hayes to make revisions to the FSP of which Klahoose 
was unaware, and then swiftly approved it. The Ministry never did articulate an assessment of Ktahoose's strength of 
claim. It certainly never discussed it with Klahoose. 

127 In these circumstances, I find that Klahoose is entitled to rely on the evidence introduced at this hearing (which is 
essentially an expansion of what was summarized by Mr. Howard in his letter of January 9), together with the province's 
research report, in asserting that the consultation was inadequate in view of the strength of its claim. 

128 In many other instances, the Ministry's response to Klahoose's requests for information consisted of advice that 
the licensee was not required to provide such information when submitting an FSP for approval, or that the more appro-
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priate time for deal with such requests would be in the context of operational decisions such as applications for cutting 
permits, when opportunities for further consultation would arise. 

129 I do not consider that to be an adequate response. The relationship of an FSP to the harvesting of timber or con
struction of a road (the two acts which have the potential for negative impact on the landscape) is made clear by s. 3(1) 
of the FRPA. Where the duty to consult is deep, it is not an answer to say that there will be further opportunities for con
sultation when the process that may lead to harm is further advanced, or that the information sought, while important, is 
not part of the process at this stage. 

130 This is implicit in both s. 77.1(1) of the FRPA, which provides wide powers of intervention by the Ministry after 
an FSP is approved, and the consultation protocol in the FRO. Moreover, it is consistent with the approach taken by the 
Supreme Court of Canada in the Haida case where the failure of the province to consult in relation to the replacement of 
a TFL was considered a breach of the Crown's duty, notwithstanding that the Crown had consulted and continued to con
sult before authorizing any cutting permits or other operational plans. The Court noted that, IIDecisions made during stra
tegic planning may have potentially serious impacts on Aboriginal right and title" (supra at para. 76). 

131 Finally, it is consistent with the observations of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia that the constitutional 
duty to consult and accommodate is lIupstreamll of the statutes under which the ministerial power has been exercised, so 
that the district manager is not able to follow a statute, regulation or policy in such a way as to offend the Constitution: 
see HalflVay River First Nation v. British Columbia (Ministry of Forests), 1999 BCCA 470, 178 D.L.R. (4th) 666 (B.C. 
C.A.) at para. 177, and Musqueam Indian Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management), 
2005 BCCA 128 (B.C. C.A.) at para. 19. 

132 As I noted earlier in these reasons, the respondents have taken the position that the actions of Klahoose over the 
course of the FSP approval process indicated a failure on the First Nation's part to fulfill its reciprocal obligation to carry 
out its end of the consultation. Both the Haida case and the FRO Interim Consultation Protocol make it clear that the ob
ligation is indeed reciprocal. Hayes points to requests made of Klahoose to clarify what information it required, and 
Hayes' expressions of an ongoing willingness to respond. 

133 I am unable to agree with this characterization of Klahoose's behaviour. Klahoose and Hayes were involved not 
only in the process of approving the FSP, but also in negotiations for the purchase of the TFL. Those negotiations were 
hard-nosed. Each side attempted to build a position of strength: Klahoose through its continued denial of access to the 
watershed through IR #1, and Hayes through its avowed intent to build the value of the TFL by bringing it into commer
cial operation. They were both entitled to those positions. 

134 I find no evidence in the record, however, that Klahoose attempted to frustrate the consultation process by refus
ing to meet or participate in meetings, or by imposing unreasonable conditions; see Halfivay River First Nation, supra at 
para. 161. While making it clear it did not want Hayes or anyone else to log the area, Klahoose never took the position 
that it would not participate in any consultation process which would have that result. What Klahoose insisted on was in
formation that related to the whole of the TFL, as opposed to a piecemeal approach, and operational information that 
would permit it adequately to assess the impact. I do not consider that to be unreasonable; see Tzeachten First Nation v. 
Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 928 (F.C.) at para. 64-69. 

135 That is not to say that Hayes was in any way unreasonable. Indeed, some of the information requested by Kla
hoose in Mr. Howard's letter to the Ministry of January 9 was provided by Hayes in a letter to Mr. Shaw of the SCFD 
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dated January 18, 2008. The record does not indicate, however, any transmission of that information from Mr. Shaw to 
Klahoose before the approval occurred. It must be remembered, of course, that the duty to consult and accommodate be
longs to the Crown. It is not Hayes' duty. 

136 Turning to the Temporary Accommodation Area that was agreed to between the Ministry and Hayes, setting aside 
a temporary no-go zone on the Toba River valley floor, I am satisfied that it was a genuine attempt by both the Ministry 
and Hayes to respond to concerns raised by Klahoose, and to accommodate them. It demonstrates the sort of step that can 
be taken in this process of attempting to find a satisfactory interim solution. The problem is that Klahoose was not in
volved in the process. Nobody asked Klahoose whether it was satisfactory. Klahoose had no input into it at all. 

137 In these circumstances, I am unable to accept the respondents' submission that the accommodations made in this 
case were adequate 

138 It follows that I find that the Crown, through the Ministry of Forests and Range, failed to fulfill its duty to engage 
in appropriately deep consultation with Klahoose, and to accommodate Klahoose's interests adequately, in the course of 
reviewing and approving Hayes' FSP. 

J. Remedy 

139 I described the remedies sought by the petitioner in paragraph 4 of these reasons. In essence, Klahoose seeks an 
order quashing the FSP approval in order to ensure that a meaningful process of consultation and accommodation takes 
place, beginning anew from a proper starting point. 

140 The Crown submits that if! should find, as I have, that the Ministry, through the district manager, did not meet its 
duty of consultation and accommodation concerning the FSP decision, then the appropriate remedy would be a declara
tion to that effect, with liberty to the parties to apply with respect to any question relating to the duty. In the Crown's sub
mission, an order quashing the FSP would, at the very least, create substantial uncertainty regarding the rights of tenure 
holders under the Forest Act and would, potentially, prejudice their abilities to initiate and/or continue timber harvesting 
operations. The Crown argues that setting aside the FSP at this stage would do little to advance the goal of effecting re
conciliation of the interests of the Crown and Klahoose. Hayes supports that position, noting that it has already invested 
considerable resources in moving the TFL towards commercial operation, as it is entitled to do. 

141 Those concerns were considered by MacKenzie J., as he then was, in Klahoose First Nation v. British Columbia 
(Minister of Forests) (1995),13 B.C.L.R. (3d) 59 (B.C. S.C.), but that case concerned a very different situation, and was 
decided almost a decade before Haida. 

142 In the circumstances before me, it is difficult to see how the district manager's decision approving the FSP can 
stand given that it was taken without meeting what I have found to have been the Crown's constitutional duties. Because 
of that failure, there was inadequate accommodation, and the decision therefore did not appropriately balance societal 
and aboriginal interests. 

143 Nevertheless, I am cognizant of my obligation to be flexible and to approach this case individually: Haida, supra 
at para. 45. In that context, I note the following relevant factors. 

144 First, Hayes is the lawful holder of TFL 10 until such time as it comes up for renewal, or Hayes transfers the li-
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cence to another party. This tree farm license gives it the right to harvest timber in the Toba River watershed, which right 
is not in issue in this proceeding. It does not give Hayes any right to access through IR # 1. 

145 Second, Klahoose is not entitled to a veto in relation to the granting of an FSP to Hayes. 

146 Third, one of the objections ofKlahoose to the FSP was the piecemeal approach taken by Hayes by focusing on an 
FDU that covered only a small part of TFL 10, whereas Klahoose's interests run throughout the entire watershed that 
TFL covers. On February 29, 2008, Hayes submitted an application to amend its FSP by expanding the proposed FDU 
over the entirety of TFL 10. This would, among other things, enable the AAC to be harvested over a larger area, and 
would go some distance to meeting Klahoose's piecemeal approach objection. 

147 Fourth, since the FSP was approved on February 15,2008 (if not before as maintained by Klahoose), Hayes has 
developed a good deal of the operational information that Klahoose had sought, including access plans and maps show

ing detailed cutblock layouts. 

148 Fifth, I anticipate that both Klahoose and Hayes may have developed further archaeological and ethno-historical 

data in recent months. 

149 Sixth, the world has changed significantly since the hearing of this petition in June of2008. 

150 In these circumstances, I conclude that rather than setting aside the impugned FSP, the appropriate remedy would 
be to order a stay of all further activity and operations occurring under it, with the exception of the amendment applica
tion to extend the FDU to the entirety ofTFL 10. That application, in my mind, should now be considered by the district 
manager as a new FSP (which is how I understand the application for such an amendment is approached in any event), in 
accordance with what I have found to be the Crown's duty of deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim 

solution. 

151 Such a solution would, one hopes, permit appropriate harvesting of timber resources while adequately protecting 
the economic, cultural, spiritual and social interests of Klahoose in the Toba River watershed. Klahoose's interest, after 
all, has not been to eliminate forestry operations in the watershed, but rather to ensure that they are sustainable, environ
mentally sound and consistent with a long-term vision for the future. Klahoose's desire to have complete control of 
forestry operations in TFL 10 is not an outcome that can be forced through this process. Although it is an attractive solu
tion, it must be achieved, if at all, through other means. 

152 The consideration of the application to amend the FSP would, I expect, involve an appropriate sharing of inform a
tion, including information that may not be statutorily required in relation to an FSP, such as operational and access in
formation. It would also involve Klahoose directly in the decision-making process concerning any accommodation of 

Klahoose's rights. 

153 I invite the parties to prepare a form of Order setting out the appropriate declaratory and injunctive relief in ac
cordance with these reasons. If the parties believe that further submissions are necessary, they may arrange a date with 
the registry. 

154 I am inclined to award costs to the petitioner and to the respondent Hayes against the respondent Crown, on scale 
C, but the parties are at liberty to speak to costs if there are factors presently unknown to me that ought to be taken into 
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account. 

Application granted. 

Appendix -- Glossal'Y 

AAC Allowable Annual Cut 

FDU Forestry Development Unit 

FPPR Forest Planning and Practices Regulation 

FRO Forest and Range Opportunities Agreement 

FRPA Forest and Range Practices Act 

FSP Forest Stewardship Plan 

Hayes Hayes Forest Services Limited 

IR (Klahoose) Indian Reserve 

Klahoose Klahoose First Nation 

Ministry--

MOF- - ) Ministry of Forests and Range 

MoFR-- ) 

Research Klahoose First Nation: Research in support of a preliminary 

report assessment of strength of claim for the Klahoose First Nation 

(February 27, 2007) 

RPF Registered Professional Forester 

SCFD Sunshine Coast Forest District 

TFL Tree Farm Licence 
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FN 1. As quoted in Ronald Wright: A Short Histmy of Progress (Toronto, 2004) 
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C2008 CarswellBC 2330 

Hupacasath First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) 

Ke-Kin-Is-Uqs, also known as Judith Sayers, Chief Councillor suing on her own 
behalf and on behalf of all members of the Hupacasath First Nation, the 

Hupacasath First Nation Council, and the Hupacasath First Nation (Petitioners) 
And Minister of Forests ofthe Province of British Columbia, The Chief 

Forester, and Island Timberlands LP (Respondents) 

British Columbia Supreme Court 

L. SmithJ. 

Heard: May 28-July 3, 2008 
Judgment: November 4, 2008 
Docket: Vancouver L043095 

Copyright © Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its Licensors. 

All rights reserved. 

Counsel: P .R.A. Grant, M.L. Ross, J. Huberman for Petitioners 

Page I 

K.J. Phillips, J.J. Oliphant for Respondent, Minister of Forests of the Province of British Columbia, Chief Forester (by 
teleconference) 

T.F. Isaac, L. Martz for Respondent, Island Timberlands LP, successor to Respondent, Brascan Corporation 

Subject: Public; Property; Civil Practice and Procedure; Corporate and Commercial; Natural Resources; Contracts 

Aboriginal law --- Reserves and real property -- Rights and title -- Non-reserve land 

Privately owned lands were voluntarily brought into tree farm licence with adjacent Crown lands -- Hupacasath First 
Nation ("HFN") claimed most of private and Crown lands as traditional territory -- Crown decided to remove private 
lands from licence, which were sold to third party -- HFN applied for judicial review of Crown's decision -- Court 
found Crown in breach of duty to consult but let removal stand, with conditions imposed on third party for two years 
during consultation -- After three years, HFN filed petition seeking appointment of independent mediator to oversee 
further consultation -- Petition granted -- Mediator to be appointed for six months with power to set timelines, direct 
exchange of information and to report to court -- Mediation ordered to specifically consider how to assist HFN with 
third party on enviromnental protection and access issues -- Crown did not correctly understand duty to consult and 
accommodate -- Crown did not accept necessity of accommodation and inclusion of impacts on private lands -- While 
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giving notice and listening to concerns might have been sufficient before making decision, only purpose of consulta
tion afterwards was to accommodate -- Crown did not take reasonable steps in consultation, as efforts became en
meshed in other complex processes of consultation and treaty negotiation -- Crown did not meet duty to focus on 
issues relevant to accommodating impacts of specific decision -- Crown's efforts did not fall within range of rea
sonably defensible approaches. 

Aboriginal law --- Reserves and real property -- Transfer or disposition -- Miscellaneous 

Privately owned lands were voluntarily bronght into tree farm licence with adjacent Crown lands -- Hupacasath First 
Nation ("HFN") claimed most of private and Crown lands as traditional territory -- Crown removed private lands from 
licence, which were sold to third party -- HFN applied for judicial review of Crown's decision -- Court fonnd Crown in 
breach of duty to consnlt but let removal stand, with conditions imposed on third party for two years during consul
tation -- After three years, HFN filed petition seeking appointment of mediator to oversee further consultation and 
accommodation -- Petition granted -- Independent mediator was appointed for six months -- Crown did not correctly 
understand duty to consult and accommodate -- Crown did not accept necessity of accommodation and inclusion of 
impacts on private lands -- Content of consultation duty determined by strength of claim and severity of impact -
Strength of claim for removed lands now included ruling that transfer of fee simple could not extinguish Aboriginal 
rights and title, although private interests might affect exercise of rights -- Removed lands had more complicated and 
possibly distinguishable chain oftitle, but law was not clear that Aboriginal rights and title could not apply to private 
lands -- Claim required moderate level of Crown consultation for both removed and Crown lands -- Crown did not take 
reasonable steps in consultation process and did not focus on accommodation for specific decision -- Crown's efforts 
did not fall within range of reasonably defensible approaches. 

Aboriginal law --- Aboriginal rights to natural resources -- Miscellaneous 

Privately owned lands were voluntarily brought into tree farm licence with adjacent Crown lands -- Hupacasath First 
Nation ("HFN") claimed most of private and Crown lands as traditional territory -- Crown decided to remove private 
lands from licence, which were sold to third party -- HFN applied for judicial review of Crown's decision -- Court 
found Crown in breach of duty to consult but let removal stand, with conditions imposed on third party for two years 
during consultation -- After three years, HFN filed petition seeking appointment of independent mediator to oversee 
further consultation -- Petition granted -- Mediator was appointed for six months, with power to set timelines, direct 
exchange of information and to report to court -- Mediation ordered to specifically consider how to assist HFN with 
third party on enviromnental protection and access issues -- Crown did not correctly understand duty to consult and 
accommodate -- Crown did not accept necessity of accommodation and inclusion of impacts on private lands -- While 
giving notice and listening to concerns might have been sufficient before making decision, only purpose of consulta
tion afterwards was to accommodate -- Crown did not take reasonable steps in consultation, as efforts became en
meshed in other complex processes of consultation and treaty negotiation -- Crown had duty to focus on issues rele
vant to accommodating possible impacts of decision to remove lands from licence -- Crown's efforts did not fall within 
range of reasonably defensible approaches. 

Administrative law --- Standard of review -- Miscellaneous 

Revised standard of review - reasonableness -- Privately owned lands VOluntarily included in tree farm licence with 
adjacent Crown lands -- Hupacasath First Nation ("HFN") claimed most of private and Crown lands as traditional 
territory -- Crown decided to remove private lands from licence, and HFN applied for judicial review of decision -
Court found Crown breached duty to consult but let removal stand, with conditions imposed on third party during 
two-year consultation period -- After three years, HFN filed petition seeking appointment of independent mediator to 
assist with further consultation -- Petition granted -- Mediator to be appointed with power to set timelines, direct 
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exchange of infonnation and to report to court -- Standard of review was reasonableness except for question of 
whether Crown understood existence and nature of duty to consult -- Crown did not correctly understand existence and 
nature of duty -- Crown did not take reasonable steps to achieve accommodation -- Finding was not based on bad faith 
or inadequate substantive offers, but on conduct of process -- Consultation efforts were enmeshed in other complex 
processes of consultation and treaty negotiation -- Crown had duty to focus on relevant issues, being possible impacts 
of removal decision -- Crown did not address amelioration of impacts, despite HFN raising specific questions such as 
assisting in retaining access, protecting sacred sites and wildlife in removed lands, and improving access on Crown 
lands in compensation -- Crown's consultation efforts did not fall within range of reasonably defensible approaches. 

Administrative law --- Standard of review -- Correctness 

Privately owned lands voluntarily included in tree fann licence with adjacent Crown lands -- Hupacasath First Nation 
("HFN") claimed most of private and Crown lands as traditional territory -- Crown decided to remove private lands 
from licence, and HFN applied for judicial review of decision -- Court found Crown breached duty to consult but let 
removal stand, with conditions imposed on third party during two-year consultation period -- After three years, HFN 
filed petition seeking appointment of independent mediator to assist with further consultation -- Petition granted -
Mediator to be appointed with power to set timelines, direct exchange of information and to report to court -- Standard 
of review was reasonableness except for question of whether Crown understood existence and nature of duty to 
consult -- Crown did not correctly understand existence and nature of duty "- Crown did not accept necessity of ac
commodation and inclusion of impacts on private lands -- While consultation of giving notice and listening to con
cerns might have been sufficient before making decision, only purpose of consultation after decision was for ac
commodation -- Claim required moderate level of Crown consultation, given potential severity of impact of removal 
decision on both removed and Crown lands as set out in 2005 decision -- Consultation was required with respect to 
both private and Crown lands -- Crown did not take reasonable steps in consultation process, as efforts became en
meshed in other complex processes of consultation and treaty negotiation. 

Aboriginal law --- Miscellaneous 

Twenty-five per cent stake held by arms length provincial agent did not alter characterization of third party as ex
cluded from duties of consultation and accommodation. 

Cases considered by L. Smith J.: 

Ahousaht Indian Band v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries & Oceans) (2008), 2008 CAP 212, 2008 CarswellNat 
2961, 37 C.E.L.R. (3d) 89, 2008 FCA 212, 2008 CarswellNat 1935, [2008] 3 C.N.L.R. 67 (F.C.A.) n con
sidered 

Gitanyow First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 2004 BCSC 1734,38 B.C.L.R. (4th) 
57,2004 CarswellBC 3064 (B.C. S.C.) n considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister afForests) (2002). [2002] 2 C.N.L.R. 121, [2002] 6 W.W.R. 
243,44 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 1, 2002 BCCA 147, 2002 CarswellBC 329,164 B.C.A.C. 217, 268 W.A.C. 217, 99 
B.C.L.R. (3d) 209 (B.C. C.A.) -- considered 

Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. (4th) 195, 327 N.R. 53, 
[2004]3 S.C.R. 511, 36 B.C.L.R. (4th)282, 206 B.C.A.C. 52,338 W.A.C. 52,11 C.E.L.R. (3d) 1,[2005]1 
C.N.L.R. 72, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 1, 2004 CarswellBC 2656, 2004 CarswellBC 2657, 2004 SCC 73, 245 D.L.R. 
(4th) 33, [2005]3 W.W.R. 419 (S.C.C.) -- followed 
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Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia (Ministry of Forests) (1999), [1999] 4 C.N.L.R. 1, 178 
D.L.R. (4th) 666, (sub nom. Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests» 129 
B.C.A.C. 32, (sub nom. Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests» 210 W.A.C. 
32, 1999 CarswellBC 1821, 1999 BCCA 470, [1999] 9 W.W.R. 645, 64 B.C.L.R. (3d) 206 (B.C. C.A.) -
referred to 

Hupacasath First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2005), 12 C.E.L.R. 13d) 216, 2005 BCSC 
345,2005 CarswellBC 537, 29 R.P.R. (4th) 161, [2005]2 C.N.L.R. 138 (B.C. S.C.) -- referred to 

Hupacasath First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2005), 2005 BCSC 1712, 2005 
CarswellBC 2936, [20061 1 C.N.L.R. 22, 51 B.C.L.R. (4th) 133,41 Admin. L.R. (4th) 179 (B.C. S.C.)-
considered 

Hupacasath First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2008), 2008 BCSC 1020, 2008 
CarswellBC 1591 (B.C. S.C. [In Chambers]) -- referred to 

Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation v. Yukon (Director, Agriculture Branch, Department of Energy, Mines 
& Resources) (2008), 2008 YKCA 13, 2008 CarswellYukon 62, 296 D.L.R. (4th) 99, 71 R.P.R. (4th) 162 
(Y.T. C.A.) -- considered 

Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) (2005), 2005 SCC 69, 2005 
CarswellNat 3756, 2005 CarswellNat 3757, [2006] 1 C.N.L.R. 78, 342 N.R. 82, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388, 21 
C.P.C. (6th) 205, 259 D.L.R. (4th) 610, 37 Admin. L.R. (4th) 223 (S.C. C.) -- followed 

Musqueam Indian Band v. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management) (2005), 28 
R.P.R. (4th) 165, 37 B.C.L.R. (4th) 309, 209 B.C.A.C. 219, 345 W.A.C. 219, 2005 BCCA 128, 2005 
CarswellBC 472, [2005] 6 W.W.R. 429, [20051 2 C.N.L.R. 212, 251 D.L.R. (4th) 717 (B.C. C.A.) -- con
sidered 

New Brunswick (Board of Management) v. Dunsmuir (2008), 372 N.R. 1, 69 Admin. L.R. (4th) 1, 69 Imm. 
L.R. (3d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) [2008]1 S.C.R. 190,844 A.P.R. 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir 
v. New Brunswick) 2008 C.L.L.C. 220-020, D.T.E. 2008T-223, 329 N.B.R. (2d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. 
New Brunswick) 170 L.A.C. (4th) I, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) 291 D.L.R. (4th) 577, 2008 
CarswellNB 124, 2008 CarswellNB 125. 2008 SCC 9, 64 C.C.E.L. (3d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New 
Brunswick) 95 L.C.R. 65 (S.C.C.) n referred to 

R. v. Aleck (2008), 2008 BCSC 1096,2008 CarswellBC 1712 (B.C. S.C.) n referred to 

R. v. Douglas (2007), 400 W.A.C. 164,242 B.C.A.C. 164,2007 BCCA 265,2007 CarswellBC 930, 278 
D.L.R. (4th) 653, 219 C.C.C. (3d) 115, [2007]3 C.N.L.R. 277,155 C.R.R. (2d) 235 (B.C. C.A.) --referred to 

R. v, Tommy (2008), 2008 CarswellBC 1711, 2008 BCSC 1095 (B.C. S.C.) n referred to 

Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Director) (2004), 19 Admin. L.R. 
(4th) 165, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (Project Assessment 
Director» 327 N.R. 133,36 B.C.L.R. (4th) 370, 206 B.C,A.C. 132,338 W.A.C. 132, II C.E.L.R. (3d) 49, 
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[2005]1 C.N.L.R. 366, 26 R.P.R. (4th) 50, 2004 CarswellBC 2654, 2004 CarswellBC 2655, 2004 SCC 74, 
245 D.L.R. (4th) 193, (sub nom. Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulseguah Chief Mine Project (project 
Assessment Director) [2004]3 S.C.R. 550, [2005]3 W.W.R. 403 (S.C.C.) -- followed 

Tzeachten First Nation v. Canada (Attorney General) (200S), 2008 FC 92S, 200S CarswellNat 300 1 (F .C.) -
considered 

Wii'litswx v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2008), 2008 BCSC 1139, 200S CarswellBC 1764, 3S 
C.E.L.R. (3d) IS9 (B.C. S.C.) -- considered 

Xeni Gwet'in First Nations v. British Columbia (2007), (sub nom. Tsilhgot'in Nation v. British Columbia) 
[200S]1 C.N.L.R 112,65 RP.R (4th) 1, 2007 BCSC 1700, 2007 CarswellBC 2741 (B.C. S.C.) -- consid
ered 

Statutes considered: 

Forest Act, RS.B.C. 1996, c. 157 

Generally -- referred to 

s. 39.1 [en. 2004, c. 36, s. IS]-- referred to 

s. 54.7 [en. 2003, c. 30, s. 9]-- referred to 

Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 159 

s. 2(1) -- referred to 

Forestry Revitalization Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 17 

Generally -- referred to 

Heritage Conservation Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. IS7 

Generally -- referred to 

Private Managed Forest Land Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 80 

Generally -- referred to 

Public Sector Pension Plans Act, S.B.C. 1999, c. 44 

s. 16 -- referred to 

s. 16(5) -- referred to 
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PETITION by Hupacasath First Nation seeking appointment of independent mediator to oversee consultation with 
Crown. 

L. Smith J.: 

Nature of the Application 

I The petitioners are an Aboriginal First Nation ("Hupacasath" or "HFN") and its Chief Councillor. They obtained 
an Order of this Court in 2005 requiring the provincial Crown (Minister afForests) to consult with them regarding 
Crown decisions affecting their asserted traditional territory on Vancouver Island, and imposing certain conditions for 
a two year period on the use of some land within that asserted territory owned by Island Timberlands LP. The peti
tioners ask the Court to direct that an independent mediator be appointed to assist with further consultation and ac
commodation between the petitioners and the respondent Minister of Forests and Range ("MOFR" or "the Minister"). 
They also seek an order re-imposing conditions on the use ofthe Island Timberlands lands for a six month period. The 
lands (which I will refer to as the "Removed Lands") were formerly managed under Tree Farm Licence 44 ("TFL 44") 
but were released from TFL 44 by decision of the Minister in 2004 (the "Removal Decision"). Finally, the petitioners 
ask for costs. Both the Minister and Island Timberlands oppose the granting of any relief. 

2 The petitioners express concern that the Removed Lands, forming part of their asserted traditional territory and 
previously in TFL 44, will be developed and sold to others, or will be used for timber operations, in a way which will 
seriously affect their aboriginal rights. Island Timberlands does not deny that it may at some time in the fulnre develop 
the Removed Lands for "higher and better use" and cease to use them for forestry. Nor is it disputed that forestry 
practices on private lands are regulated in a different and considerably more forgiving way than they are regulated 
under Tree Fann Licences. Mr. Grant, counsel for the petitioners, referred on several occasions to the petitioners' fear 
that much of their traditional territory will become "cottage country", with the Hupacasath losing forever the access 
they have had to sacred places, to wildlife and fish, and to materials including cedar that they use as part of their 
traditional way of life. As well, the petitioners express concern about forest management practices that may reduce the 
wildlife habitat available on the Removed Lands, and may also affect the availability of wildlife on adjacent Crown 
lands which form part of the HFN asserted traditional territory. 

3 The Crown, on the other hand, says that it has complied with the previous Order, that it is involved with the 
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petitioners in treaty negotiations and ongoing discussions about other issues, and that there is no basis for a further 
order directing it to consult with the petitioners or requiring the appointment of a mediator. Both the Crown and Island 
Timberlands argue that, since the lands in question have long been privately owned, whatever aboriginal rights pertain 
to those lands are weak; accordingly, while there may be a duty to consult at a low level, there is no duty to accom
modate. Both respondents argue that the Court lacks jurisdiction to re-impose conditions on the use of the Removed 
Lands. Island Timberlands submits that any further order restricting it in the use of its lands would be unprecedented 
and inconsistent with the system of land tenure in this province. 

4 The petitioners also argue that the financial interest of British Columbia Investment Management Corporation (an 
entity controlled by the Crown) in Island Timberlands LP is a matter that should have been disclosed and that bears on 
the issues raised by this application. 

5 I note one procedural matter: by consent of all parties the style of cause in this matter has been amended to add 
Island Timberlands LP as a party in place of Bras can Corporation. 

Background 

6 It is necessary to review briefly the fmdings made in previous decisions in this matter on December 6, 2005 ("the 
2005 Decision"), and February 15,2008 ("the Interim Decision"). 

December 6, 2005 Decision 

7 The petitioners' original application was heard July 11,12,13,14 and 15,2005. In it, the petitioners soughtju
dicial review, alleging that the provincial Crown (Minister of Forests and the Chief Forester) had been in breach of its 
constitutional duty to consult with them regarding the Crown's decisions (a) to permit removal of lands owned by the 
respondent (then Brascan, now Island Timberlands LP) from TFL 44, and (b) to amend the allowable annual cut for 
TFL 44. The petitioners also alleged that the Crown had acted inconsistently with relevant statutes. They sought orders 
quashing or suspending those two decisions and referring the matter for reconsideration after there had been consul
tation and compliance with the statutes. 

8 The position of both respondents was that there was no duty on the Crown to consult and if there was any duty it 
had been met. Further, the respondents argued that, if there had been any failure to abide by a duty to consult, the 
petitioners should not be granted relief in all of the circumstances. They emphasized that the lands were not Crown 
lands, but were privately owned. 

9 The outcome of the application was an order declaring that the Crown had been in breach of its constitutional duty 
to consult with respect to the Removal Decision, and requiring it to do so, but allowing the Removal Decision to stand. 
In the Order (entered January 19,2006) certain conditions were imposed on the use ofthe Removed Lands for a period 
of up to two years while consultations were completed. It was unnecessary to deal with the allegations of statutory 
breach. The amendment to the allowable annual cut was allowed to stand, as the Crown had fulfilled its duty to consult 
in that regard. 

10 I will not review in detail the evidence, findings of fact or analysis of the law in the 2005 decision, reported at 
2005 HCSC 1712, 51 H.C.L.R. (4th) 133 (B.C. S.C.) ("the 2005 Decision"). I will, however, summarize the findings of 
fact with respect to the petitioners' claim. 

II None of the parties appealed the 2005 Decision. 
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12 The Removed Lands are located on Vancouver Island, arolmd Port Alberni, and comprise about 70,000 hectares. 
They are largely within the area that the HFN claims as its traditional territory. The Removed Lands have been pri
vately owned since 1887 when the Dominion of Canada transferred a tract of land to the Esquimalt and Nanaimo 
Railway Company. Canada had received the lands from the British Columbia goverrunent in 1884 under the Settle
ment Act (An Act relaling to the Island Railway, the Graving Dock and Railway Lands of the Province), S.E.C. 1884, 
c. 14. Roughly 40% of the Removed Lands are not subject to any competing claim from other First Nations. 

13 Although Tree Farm Licences ("TFL") usually relate to logging by private entities on Crown land, the Forest 
Act, R.S.E.C. 1996, c. 157, also permits a TFL to cover private land. In some instances, private land owners have 
received incentives from the Crown to bring their land under a TFL. Once private land is under a TFL the land or an 
interest in the land cannot be alienated to third parties without the prior written consent of the MOFR (s. 54.7 of the 
Forest Act) and the land cannot be used for other non-forestry purposes (s. 2.1 ofthe Forest Practices Code ofBlilish 
Columbia Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 159). The permission ofthe MOFR must be obtained before land is removed from a 
TFL (s. 39.1 of the Forest Act). 

14 The Removed Lands had been brought voluntarily into TFL 44 in about 1945 because the then owner of the 
Removed Lands held a TFL covering adjacent Crown land and agreed to have the Removed Lands brought under that 
TFL. 

15 Members of the HFN have used the land since prior to European contact for hunting wildlife (including deer and 
marmot), gathering food and medicinal plants, fishing for trout and salmon (a mainstay of their diet), and harvesting 
red and yellow cedar for numerous uses, including the building of houses and canoes. The Hupacasath traditionally 
visited sacred sites throughout their asserted traditional territory for spiritual purposes, and continue to do so. The 
petitioners' evidence is that their sacred sites are secret, specific to families, and must be secluded from, and untouched 
by, other human beings. One particularly important sacred site is Grassy Mountain, which is in the Removed Lands 
and has never been logged. 

16 The total HFN claimed traditional territory encompasses most of the Removed Lands and adjacent Crown land, 
totalling about 232,000 hectares in central Vancouver Island. There has been no surrender of aboriginal rights or title 
by treaty. About 50% of the HFN claimed traditional territory is not subject to any competing claim. With respect to 
the other 50%, the Tseshaht, Cape Mudge, Comox, Qualicum, Snuneymuxw, Te'mexw, Dchucklesaht and Dcluelet 
First Nations have advanced claims and indicated consultative boundaries that overlap with some portions ofthe HFN 
claimed territory. 

17 The HFN are in the treaty negotiation process. They were at Stage 4 as ofJuly 2005 and they are still at Stage 4. 
Their land selection, provided to the provincial Crown in 1998, includes the Removed Lands. 

18 Beginning in about 1995, there were consultations between the provincial Crown, the HFN and the then owner 
of the land, Weyerhaeuser, regarding forestry activity within TFL 44, including both Crown lands and the Removed 
Lands. It did not appear that the parties in their consultation distinguished between the Crown lands and the Removed 
Lands. The evidence was that the consultation processes dealt with: protecting and enhancing fish habitat and re
building salmon runs; protecting and enhancing water quality; protecting sacred sites; protecting and managing red 
and yellow cedar and maintaining old growth trees; protecting culturally modified trees; protecting and enhancing bird 
and wildlife habitat; protecting uncommon tree and plant species such as Yew which are used for cultural and me
dicinal purposes; and providing access to the territory for HFN members to exercise spiritual practices and aboriginal 
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hunting and fishing rights. Chief Sayers deposed that by 2001 the process developed by the HFN and Weyerhaeuser 
was such that intervention by the provincial Crown was rarely required. 

19 On November 30, 2000, Weyerhaeuser entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with theHFN. It included 
a consultation protocol regarding the Ash River lands (now part of the Removed Lands). The Ash River lands at that 
time were being transferred from the Crown to Weyerhaeuser. Although the contents of the Memorandum of Under
standing ("the Ash River MOU") were not described in the 2005 Decision, it is convenient to do so at this juncture. In 
the Ash River MOU, the company agreed to allow HFN members access to the Ash River Lands for the purpose of 
exercising their IIInterests", with the caveat that the company could, in its sole discretion, temporarily restrict access 
for reasons related to active logging and safety. The "Interests" are defmed as "the cultmal and spiritual activities that 
members of the First Nation will continue to exercise on the Ash River Lands under the tenns of this Agreement, such 
activities to include hunting, fishing, and gathering, for cultural and spiritual purposes, and for sacred/spiritual prac
tices." As well, Weyerhaeuser agreed to consult with HFN when planning logging activities within the Ash River 
lands, with some detailed parameters set out for the consultation. It agreed that if its future uses of the lands changed 
from growing and harvesting trees on an industrial basis, it would consult with HFN and give careful consideration to 
the HFN concerns, advice or recommendations before implementing a change of use, and that " [a ]ny change of use by 
the Company will not interfere with the First Nation's exercise of its Interests as defined in this agreement". 

20 The petitioners filed a writ claiming aboriginal title to their traditional territory, including the Removed Lands, 
on December 10, 2003. 

21 Weyerhaeuser wrote to the Minister on December 5, 2003 requesting removal of its private lands from TFL 44. 
The HFN was aware that the company was pursuing removal of the lands, but there was no consultation or attempted 
consultation by the Crown with the HFN regarding Weyerhaeuser's proposal to remove the lands from TFL 44. 

22 On July 9,2004, the Minister of Forests made the Removal Decision granting pennission (pursuant to s. 39.1 of 
the Forest Act) for the removal of the lands from TFL 44. The then Minister, the Honourable Michael de Jong, in
cluded a number of tenns and conditions in his letter to Weyerhaeuser. Those conditions are set out in detail in the 
2005 Decision at para. 52. 

23 The HFN gave notice on July 19, 2004, shortly after it received notice of the Removal Decision, that it consid
ered that the decision infringed its aboriginal rights and title. 

24 Brascan purchased all of Weyerhaeuser's coastal forestry assets and operations in December 2004. The fact that 
the privately owned lands had been removed from the regulatory regime applying to TFL 44 was an important factor in 
Brascan's decision to enter into the transaction. The petitioners were unsuccessful in an application for an order en
joining the completion of the sale pending consultation and accommodation (Hupacasath First Nation v. British 
Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2005 BCSC 345, [2005]2 C.N.L.R. 138 (B.C. S.C.) ). 

25 After the purchase, Brascan transferred the Removed Lands to Island Timberlands GP Limited to be held 
beneficially for Island Timberlands LP. 

Applicable Legal Principles 

26 I will not repeat what was set out in the 2005 Decision regarding the applicable legal principles (paras. 74-138), 
but will summarize them briefly. 

27 The respondents at that time argued that because the Removed Lands were privately owned, the circumstances in 
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this case were distinguishable from those in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2004 SCC 73, 
[2004] 3 S.C.R. 511 (S.C.C.) (Haida Nation), and Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project As
sessment Db'ectol), 2004 SCC 74, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 (S.C.C.) (Taku), the two leading Supreme Court of Canada 
cases on the Crown's duty to consult with aboriginal peoples, and no duty to consult existed. I concluded that the 
honour of the Crown was at stake in its decision to permit removal of the lands from the regulatory regime pertaining 
to TFL 44 in these unique circumstances, and that there could be a duty to consult with respect to decisions affecting 
privately owned lands. I concluded that there was a duty to consult and attempt accommodation both with respect to 
the Crown lands in HFN asserted traditional territory and the Removed Lands, which had previously formed part of 
TFL44. 

28 I reached no conclusion regarding the continued existence of aboriginal title with respect to land held in fee 
simple, observing that a review ofthe law indicated that that question has not yet been resolved by the Supreme Court 
of Canada. 

29 With respect to the analytical framework, a summary is set out in the 2005 Decision at paras. 137-138: 

137 To summarize the effect of the judicial authorities, they show a three-step process for considering an 
alleged failure of the Crown to consult with and accommodate aboriginal people. 

138 First, in determining whether a duty to consult arises, the court must assess whether the Crown has 
knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the aboriginal rights. Second, the court must 
determine if the Crown contemplated conduct that might adversely affect those rights. If there is such 
knowledge and contemplated conduct, then the court must take the third step and consider the scope and 
content of the duty to consult and accommodate, and whether that duty has been met. Determining the scope 
and content of the duty necessitates a preliminary assessment of the strength of the case supporting the ex
istence ofthe right, and a consideration of the seriousness of the potentially adverse effect upon the rights 
claimed. 

30 I found that, as a result of the Removal Decision, the Crown had significantly reduced its ability to control 
activities on the Removed Lands and that the consequences would be felt by the HFN both in connection with their 
exercise of aboriginal rights on the Removed Lands (including access to sacred sites, food gathering, use of cedar and 
other plants, and hunting, which had previously been available with permission of the owners), and in connection with 
their exercise of aboriginal rights on the neighbouring Crown land in TFL 44. 

Conclusions on the 2005 Application 

31 I found that the Crown had knowledge of the existence of potential aboriginal rights pertaining to the Removed 
Lands and to the surrounding Crown lands, and had contemplated conduct that could adversely affect aboriginal 
rights. Accordingly, the Crown had a duty to consult. 

32 Making a preliminary assessment ofthe strength ofthe HFN claim, and the seriousness of the potential adverse 
impact, I reached the conclusions set out in the 2005 Decision at paras. 244-275. These conclusions will be referred to 
later in more detail, but in summary they were: 

(1) With respect to the Crown land, the HFN had shown a strong prima facie case for aboriginal rights in
cluding title to the portion without overlapping claims, and a somewhat weaker case for aboriginal title where 
there were overlaps; 
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(2) With respect to the Removed Lands, the HFN had shown a prima facie case for aboriginal rights and 
possibly aboriginal title, with a weak case for aboriginal title where there were overlapping claims; 

(3) The potential effect ofthe Removal Decision on the claimed aboriginal rights was modest with respect to 
the Crown lands; 

(4) The potential effect of the Removal Decision on the claimed aboriginal rights was serious with respect to 
the Removed Lands; 

(5) The duty to consult was at a moderate level with respect to the Crown lands, and at a lower level with 
respect to the Removed Lands. 

33 Conclusions with respect to the Crown's duty were set out at paras. 274- 275: 

274 The Crown's duty with respect to alleged aboriginal rights on the Removed Land is at a low level and 
does not require tldeep consultationH

• It does require informed discussion between the Crown and the HFN in 
which the HFN have the opportunity to put forward their views and in which the Crown considers the HFN 
position in good faith and where possible integrates them into its plan of action. The Crown has not met that 
duty. 

275 The duty on the Crown with respect to the effect of the removal decision on aboriginal rights asserted on 
Crown land is higher, and requires something closer to "deep consultation". On the evidence, the Crown did 
not meet that duty. 

34 I found that the Crown had not fulfilled its duty to consult with respect to the Removal Decision. However, 
because the evidence showed potentially significant prejudice to Brascaniisiand Timberlands ifthe Removal Decision 
were set aside or suspended in its effects, it was allowed to stand. The Minister's conditions imposed in the Removal 
Decision were incorporated into the court order and were effective for the earlier oftwo years from the date of entry of 
the order or until the Crown completed consultations with the HFN. 

35 The Order was entered on January 19, 2006, after the terms were settled before a Master, as follows: 

THIS COURT DECLARES that: 

1. the Respondent Minister of Forests had, prior to the removal decision on July 9,2004 (the "Removal 
Decision"), and continues to have, a duty to consult with the Hupacasath First Nation ("Hupacasath") in 
good faith and to endeavour to seek accommodation between their aboriginal rights and the objectives of 
the Crown to manage Tree Farm License 44 ("TFL 44") in accordance with the public interest, both 
aboriginal and non-aboriginal; 

2. the removal decision on July 9, 2004 made without consultation with the Hupacasath was inconsistent 
with the honour of the Crown in Right of British Columbia in its dealings with the Hupacasath; 

3. the Chief Forester had, prior to the August 26, 2004 decision to amend the allowable annual cut for 
TFL 44, and continues to have a duty to meaningfully consult in good faith with the Hupacasath and to 
endeavour to seek accommodation between their aboriginal rights and the objectives of the Crown to 
manage TFL 44 in accordance with the public interest, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal; 
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4. making the Removal Decision without consultation with the Hupacasath was inconsistent with the 
honour ofthe Crown in right of British Columbia in its dealings with the Hupacasath; and 

5. the Chief Forester had, prior to the August 26, 2004 decision to amend the allowable annual cut for 
TFL 44 (the "AAC Decision"), and continues to have a duty to meaningfully consult in good faith with 
the Hupacasath and to endeavour to seek accommodation between their aboriginal and non-aboriginal. 

THIS COURT ORDERS that: 

6. the Crown and the Petitioners will attempt to agree on a consultation process and if they are unable to 
agree on a process, they will go to mediation. If mediation fails, the Crown and the Petitioners may seek 
further directions from the Court; 

7. the Crown and the Petitioners will provide to each other such information as is reasonably necessary 
for the consultation to be completed and the Crown and the Petitioners will attempt to agree on the 
document exchange and if they are unable to agree, the matter will go to mediation; 

8. the terms in this paragraph 8 apply to Brascan, Island Timberlands and their successors in interest and 
will be in effect for the earlier of two years from the date of entry of this Order or until the Crown has 
completed consultation with the Hupacasath: 

(a) Brascan will maintain the current status of "managed forest" on the privately owned lands re
moved from TFL 44 (the "Removed Lands") and will keep the Removed Lands under the Private 
Managed Forest Land Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 88, subject to all of its provisions and regulations gov
erning planning, soil conservation, harvesting rate and reforestation; 

(b) Brascan will maintain variable retention and stewardship zoning on old grmv!h areas in the 
Removed Lands; 

(c) Brascan will fulfill its commitments outlined in the Minister of Forest's letter dated July 9, 2004 
regarding maintenance of water quality on the Removed Lands; 

(d) Brascan will maintain all current wildlife habitat areas on the Removed Lands; 

(e) Brascan will maintain ISO or CSA certifications and will continue to subject the Removed Lands 
to the public advisory process as per CSA standards; 

(I) Brascan will maintain current access for aboriginal groups to the Removed Lands; and 

(g) Brascan will provide to the Hupacasath seven days notice of any intention to conduct activities 
on the land which may interfere with the exercise of aboriginal rights asserted by the Hupacasath; 

9. the parties will exchange positions as to what kinds of activities might interfere with the exercise of 
aboriginal rights on the Removed Lands and if there is a failure to agree on a framework, the matter will 
go to mediation; 
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10. the Crown will facilitate the operation of the order in paragraph 9, including, if requested by the 
Petitioners and Brascan, providing the services of independent mediators at Crown expense; 

11. the Petitioners' applications for orders to either quash, set aside or suspend the effect ofthe Removal 
Decision and the AAC Decision are dismissed; and 

12. the Respondents will pay the Petitioners' costs of the proceedings. 

The Interim Decision 

36 On January 21, 2008, after the two-year period had ended, the petitioners filed their Notice of Motion in this 
application, and applied for an interim order extending the terms of paragraph 8 of the December 2005 Order (im
posing conditions on the use of the Removed Lands) pending the full hearing and determination of this application. 
The Crown did not oppose that application. Island Timberlands argued that the Court lacked jurisdiction to make such 
an order. After the hearing and pending the ruling, I ordered that Island Timberlands continue to provide the notice 
described in paragraph 8(g), of activities that might interfere with the aboriginal rights asserted by the HFN. 

37 On February 15,2008 (the "Interim Decision"), I held that this Court did not have jurisdiction to extend the term 
of the Order on an interim basis, and that it would not be appropriate to impose interim restrictions on Island Tim
berlands pending the full hearing. That decision may be found at 2008 BCSC 1020 (B.C. S.C. [In Chambers]) . 

38 I concluded that the Order entered as a result of the 2005 Decision was clear in specifying that paragraph 8 
applied for two years from the date of entry or until the completion of consultation, whichever came fIrst, and that it 
was not inherent in the Order that extensions of the time specifIed in paragraph 8 could be sought. Because the Order 
had been entered, the Court was functus officio and could not vary the terms of the Order except in limited circum
stances that did not apply in this case. Further, I concluded that Rule 3(2), which provides that the court "may extend or 
shorten any period oftime provided for in these rules or in an order ofthe court, notwithstanding that the application or 
the order granting the extension is made after the period oftime has expired" does not supersede the ordinary principle 
offunc/us officio after an order has been entered -- rather, it is aimed at, for example, providing relieflo a party who 
has been ordered to post security for costs but has missed a deadline for excusable reasons. 

39 However, at the conclusion of the hearing at which the Interim Decision was delivered, because the hearing of 
tlus full application was to be held expeditiously, I directed Island Timberlands to continue to provide notice to the 
HFN of activities that might interfere with the aboriginal rights asserted by the HFN. A similar direction was made at 
the conclusion ofthe hearing ofthis application, pending delivery of these Reasons for Judgment. 

The Consultation Process 

Evidence Regarding tfte Consultation 

40 Cluef Judith Sayers and Trevor Jones, CEO ofHFN, and Steve Tatoosh, Acting Director of Natural Resources 
for HFN, swore affIdavits describing in detail the consultation process, and its overall context, from the HFN point of 
view. In addition, the petitioners provided affidavits from Adam Lewis, a registered professional biologist, and Shawn 
Flynn, a registered professional forester, regarding activities (allegedly recent and on the Removed Lands) with po
tential adverse impact on wildlife and fIsh, and from Brandy Lauder, the Hupacasath Forestry Liaison between 1994 
and March 2004 and the Natural Resource Manager after 2004, regarding interaction between the HFN and Island 
Timberlands about activities on the Removed Lands potentially affecting culturally modifIed trees, Hupacasath trails, 
or archaeological or sacred sites. 
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41 The Crown provided a record of what transpired between the parties from the 2005 Decision to the date of 
hearing, in the main through an affidavit sworn by Peter Poland, an Aboriginal Affairs Manager with MOFR in 
Nanaimo. He was appointed to assist the lead negotiators (fIrst, Cindy Stem, then Darrell Robb) in the consultation 
regarding the Removal Decision and was asked to maintain a record of the consultation process. 

42 Mr. Poland referred to numerous meetings and communications over the two years beginning in December 
2005, and attached a large number of documents to his affidavit in an exhibit of some 1,663 pages. In considering that 
"consultation record", I take into account that the Hminutesll are sometimes in fact IIdraft meeting notesH and are not 
complete records of discussions at sometimes lengthy meetings. Nor does it appear that they were minutes in the sense 
that they were formally approved by the HFN representatives although in some cases there are comments back, for 
example from Trevor Jones, as to the accuracy of the notes. 

43 Some of the meetings and exchanges clearly related to explicit discussions between HFN and MOFR repre
sentatives regarding the Removal Decision, its impacts, and the HFN desire for accommodation. Others did not have 
that focus, but are nevertheless relied upon by the Crown as showing its overall attempts to consult and provide ac
commodation. 

44 The Crown fIled a number of affidavits from other participants and officials, including: Darrell Robb, Director of 
the Aboriginal Affairs Branch of the MOFR; Mark Lofthouse, a Chief Negotiator with the Ministry of Aboriginal 
Relations and Reconciliation ("MARR"); Ron Diederichs, a Senior Ecosystem Biologist, Forestry with the Envi
romnental Stewardship Division ofthe Ministry of the Enviromnent; Bruce McKerricher, Timber Sales Manager with 
the Strait of Georgia Timber Sales Office of British Columbia Timber Sales ("BCTS") (a stand-alone organization 
within the MOFR, responsible for revenues gained through harvesting timber on public lands); and Rudolf Mayser, 
Strategic Plan Section Head with the Integrated Land Management Bureau ("ILMB") of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Lands. 

45 Island Timberlands provided evidence bearing indirectly on the consultation process, through affidavits from: 
Darshan Sihota, the President ofIsland Timberlands; Diane Medves, previously employed as Corporate Forester for 
Island Timberlands; and Bill Waugh, General Manager, Planning and Forestry for Island Timberlands. 

Backg)·OUl.d to the COllsultation 

46 As I have described, the Minister did not consult with the Hupacasath about the Removal Decision before or 
after making that decision in July 2004, until the court order flowing from the 2005 Decision. 

47 At the time of the 2005 Decision, the parties were at Stage 4 of treaty negotiations. In addition, the Ministry was 
already in consultation with HFN on a number of other matters. 

48 These included the Minister's pending decision on timber reallocation, arising from the FOl'eslly Revitalization 
Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 17, which provides for a "take-back" of 20% of provincial allowable annual cut from timber 
licencees, to be reallocated to BCTS then auctioned by a bid process. The HFN and MOFR were also discussing the 
terms of an Interim Forestry Consultation Protocol that had been under development since August 2005, and a cultural 
cedar needs assessment project to be funded by the MOFR, in order to develop an Old Growth Cedar Strategy which 
would quantify the volume of cedar required to meet the HFN's cultural needs. Two other pieces of litigation between 
the Crown and HFN were underway, relating to a land transfer at Cherry Creek and a dispute with B.C. Hydro re
garding the impact of the Elsie Dam. Discussions as to Land Use Planning had begun with the ILMB (particularly 
focused on Old Growth Management Areas) regarding the Crown lands in TFL 44. 
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49 Later, during the two-year period beginning in January 2006, other issues and occasions for consultation arose, 
including the question of ongoing funding for a Traditional Use Study, the setting of allowable annual cut on the 
remaining Crown land in TFL 44, and a "Natural Resource Management Issue Resolution Process" developed with the 
ILMB, which worked on a number of issues at separate "Technical Team" meetings, including Old Growth Man
agement Areas and cultural cedar, Great Central Lake float homes and other riparian issues. Parties involved in the 
different meetings included not only the MOFR, but also representatives ofBCTS, ILMB, MARR, the Ministry of the 
Environment, Cascadia Forest Products, Island Timberlands, and independent consultants. 

50 As will be seen in the briefreview that follows, five different Ministries and agencies of government became 
involved, in a number of different interwoven processes flowing from a wide range of legislation and regulations. 
Those involved in these processes have developed their own technical, sometimes arcane terminology. To say the 
least, the "consultation record" did not "speak for itself', as was suggested by counsel for the Crown at one point in 
oral submissions. At the request of the Court, Crown counsel condensed and explicated the "consultation record", and 
provided a list of acronyms and glossary of terms. The hearing was adjourned in order to give the Crown the oppor
tunity to comply with that request and to make further submissions, and to permit counsel for the petitioners to reply. 

51 There is not much disagreement about the basic events (meetings held, documents exchanged) during the con
sultation process, although the Crown and the HFN take very different views as to their import, and the HFN position 
is that the written notes of the meeting do not capture certain matters: for example, the number of occasions on which 
they raised questions about their lost opportunity to exercise aboriginal rights on the Removed Lands. 

52 Because a number of processes involving the Crown and HFN were already underway, or arose later, and be
cause the court-ordered consultation was carried on in parallel with, and sometimes intersecting with, those other 
processes, it is not a straightforward matter to tease out those interactions between the Hupacasath and the provincial 
Crown that were primarily in response to the court order to consult. The HFN position is that the Crown has tried to 
represent any contact about anything as being part of the consultation. The Crown position is that the issues are in
ter-related and the Hupacasath understood that connection and, at times, themselves asked for the involvement of 
other Ministries or agencies and made linkages between the Removal Decision and other issues or forms of accom
modation. 

53 I have examined the consultation record in detail, but will only briefly summarize it here. Further reference will 
be made to specific aspects of it later in these reasons. In summary, the consultation went through four key phases. 

54 The first phase (which I will call the "Initial Phase") began with the release of this Court's decision on December 
5,2005, and ended in early September 2006 after the departure of the lead representative for the MOFR, Cindy Stem. 
The second phase (the "Term Sheets Phase") extended from that point, marked by the appointment of Darrell Robb as 
the lead representative for the Minister, to the beginning of March, 2007. The third phase (the "Planning and Forestry 
Agreement Phase") extended from March 5, 2007, when a draft Planning and Forestry Agreement was delivered by 
the Crown to HFN, to early January, 2008. The fourth phase (the "Post-Two-Years Phase") began with a meeting of 
the parties on January 22, 2008, and ended with an offer from the MOFR to HFN in April, 2008, rejected by HFN on 
May 29,2008. I note that although the Order made in the 2005 Decision was effective from the date the decision was 
made (December 6, 2005), it was not entered until January 19, 2006 and the parties seemed to agree that the two-year 
period ran from that date. Given that, and because it makes no difference to my decision on this application, I will treat 
the end of the two-year period as January 19, 2008. 

55 Arguably, the key events during the process were: the August 11,2006 proposal (or list of settlement options) 
tabled by the HFN; the Minister's proposal in a letter dated October 12, 2007; the HFN response on October 29, 2007; 
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the Minister's Offer to Settle on April 25, 2008; and the HFN rejection of that offer in May 2008. Another key event 
was that, at HFN's request, a second process known as the "corporate tablell began, involving several other Ministries 
in addition to the MOFR, led by the Ministry of Aboriginal Rights and Reconciliation. 

1. The Initial Phase 

56 During the Initial Phase, between January and September 2006, meetings were held between the parties, focused 
on the consultation and accommodation required by the Removal Decision, on March 3, April 26 and 27, May 24, June 
20, August II and August 24, 2006. In addition there were contacts and discussions about other related issues, and 
some correspondence. 

57 The Ministry provided fmancial assistance ($25,000) through a contribution agreement to assist the HFN in 
carrying on the consultation process. 

58 Some themes emerged in the Initial Phase that continued throughout the process, and I will describe those 
themes at this juncture, returning to some of them later in more detail. 

Disagreement as to the requirements imposed by the 2005 Decision 

59 The two parties did not see the import of the 2005 Decision and the requirements it imposed in the same way. 
The Crown took the position that the necessity of accommodation could not be assumed, while the HFN representa
tives took the position that the 2005 Decision had settled that the government should have consulted with the HFN, 
and must now provide accommodation. Chief Sayers asserted that "deep consultation" was required (notes of De
cember 9, 2005 meeting), and that the B.C. Supreme Court had upheld HFN asserted title so that it was necessary for 
the provincial and HFN governments to agree on how the lands and resources were to be co-managed (letter of January 
24,2006 to Cindy Stem). On the other hand, the Crown representative said that it was necessary to establish ifthere is 
an infringement and that "there is no obligation to consult or a process on private land" (Cindy Stem, notes of April 27, 
2006 meeting) and that the discussion was to address "whether the government should have consulted or not", then to 
look at the "strength of claim" (Cindy Stem, notes of May 24,2006 meeting). 

Requirement to provide information 

60 The Ministry required the HFN to describe what their interests were, how they were impacted, and what the 
potential accommodation might be. The HFN, although they objected (taking the position that the 2005 Decision had 
dealt with the matter of the interests and the impact and that the parties should focus on negotiating an accommodation 
package), provided to the Ministry part of their previously prepared Traditional Use Study relating to impact on the 
Removed Lands, and their entire Traditional Use Inventory. They also urged that the Hupacasath Land Use Plan 
(previously provided to the Ministry) should be considered with respect to their traditional territory. 

61 In this context the HFN provided a document on May 24, 2006 (called "Articulation of Aboriginal Rights on the 
Removed Lands Within Hupacasath Territory") listing a number of sites where the HFN said that their activities 
traditionally occurred -- spiritual activities, hunting, fishing, harvesting, gathering (including the use of cedars) and 
transportation. Notes from the meeting where this document was tabled indicate that Chief Sayers referred to effects of 
the Removal Decision on asserted Hupacasath rights at sacred sites and with respect to traditional practices. Judith 
Sayers Affidavit #9 provides further detail about the HFN claims. Chief Sayers deposed that while the HFN have 
claimed a large number of sacred sites within the Removed Lands, the exact number is unkoown because they are kept 
secret, and the sites do not have the protection of the Heritage Conservation Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 187. She described 
elk and marmot as among the species that Hupacasath traditionally hunted, now endangered within the HFN tradi-
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tional territory, and cited the need for wildlife corridors. She deposed that the Hupacasath use the whole territory for 
gathering foods, medicines and other materials, and that scarcity of these materials may affect the Hupacasath's ability 
to engage in traditional healing, ceremonies and artwork. She also referred to Culturally Modified Trees ("CMTs") and 
to the limited protection offered by the Heritage Conservation Act since the CMTs must pre-date 1846 (and they are 
protected only if they are first identified). She stated that access for hunting and gathering and access by road to the 
HFN Cous and Chuckacook reserves is at risk because decommissioning of many roads is in progress. 

62 The Crown representatives indicated that they found the information provided by the HFN insufficiently spe
cific. The HFN position is that in some instances it is culturally prohibited to reveal locations (sacred sites), in some 
cases it was impossible to be more precise (ranges for animals can be extensive) and in any event the information was 
understood to be partial when it was provided and that further work was to be done in mapping out the interests. 

Discnssion between the parties reflected divergent views as to what was required 

63 The Ministry took the position consistently, as expressed in comments in the minutes of the first meeting at
tributed to Cindy Stern, that" ... accommodation would be oriented on the Crown land as there is likely no jurisdiction 
by MOFR on private land", and "Private land before the decision is still private land after the decision". 

64 Some of the HFN requests related to accommodation on the Crown land, but a number of requests related to the 
Removed Lands. Counsel for the petitioners, Mr. Grant, submitted that the record, because the notes of the meetings 
were only partial, understates the extent to which HFN raised issues and suggestions about ways of providing ac
commodation for HFN aboriginal interests on the Removed Lands. It does appear that possible accommodation re
lating to the Removed Lands was raised by the HFN on a number of occasions. 

65 With respect to the Removed Lands, the HFN asked whether the Minister could place conditions on Island 
Timberlands in its use of the lands, in particular with respect to access to sacred sites, old growth cedar, and the like, 
and asked for the Province's position with respect to enforcing the conditions in the Minister's letter and the court 
order. HFN representatives named areas including Grassy Mountain and Thunder Mountain as major areas needing 
protection. The Minister committed at the March 3, 2006, meeting to developing "a Matrix of options to address 
possible accommodations" in response to this request. This matrix, attached to the minutes of the August 11, 2006, 
meeting, referred to existing pieces of legislation or regulations, to the tenus of the Minister's Removal Decision, and 
to how they applied to ongoing activities on the Removed Lands. 

66 HFN also raised the question of acquisition of specific areas from Island Timberlands, such as Grassy Mountain, 
that could be provided as accommodation. 

67 The HFN sought continued protection or replacement on Crown land of Old Growth Management Areas for
merly protected when the Removed Lands were in TFL 44. HFN representatives also raised issues about access to 
watersheds and maintenance of old growth around creeks, Ungulate Winter Ranges and certain Wildlife Habitat Areas 
on the Removed Lands. They argued for 50 metre buffers around salmon bearing streams and 100 metre buffers 
around spiritual sites. 

68 From time to time Island Timberlands representatives took part in the discussions regarding fish bearing streams 
and buffers, wildlife protection, access to sacred sites and the possible sale of the private lands to another party. At a 
meeting on June 20, 2006, the HFN representatives referred to the Ash River MOU as a desirable model, while the 
Island Timberlands representatives referred to the differences between the two situations (in particular, that Ash River 
involved a transfer of Crown land). The HFN and the Ministry discussed what possible measures Island Timberlands 
was willing to take to accommodate the HFN's interests in the Removed Lands, and what solutions the HFN preferred, 
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including the purchase of Grassy Mountain and a "conservation covenant" registered on title with the Crown and HFN 
named as the monitors. So far as the record shows, the Crown did not pursue any ofthe proposals that apparently had 
been discussed by HFN and Island Timberlands. 

69 In a letter dated March 20, 2006, the HFN made a proposal: that MOFR "begin the process of identifying and 
securing an area based tenure capable of supporting a viable commercial scale annual harvest within the Great Central 
Lake/Sproat Operating Area" (defmed within the operating constraints of the Hupacasath Land Use Plan); that the 
parties negotiate a "long term consultation protocol and accommodation! compensation package over the next 6 
months which would specifically address the obligations of the Crown stemming from the court order" (referring to 
the "compendium of uses" provided by HFN); that "MOFR support the development of a relationship protocol be
tween HFN and Island Timberlands"; that MOFR support the negotiations through a contribution agreement (at
taching a budget and work plan); and that MOFR "work with the other line (MOE, ILMB, etc.) ministries to gain 
support to develop a planning protocol acknowledging the govermnent to govermnent implementation of the Hu
pacasath Land Use Plan and related standards". As may be seen, the HFN sought accommodation relating to both the 
Removed Lands and Crown lands. 

70 On August 11,2006, the HFN tabled a document, titled "Removal of Private Lands from TFL 44", that! will call 
the "August II proposal". According to the minutes of the meeting, a HFN representative described it as providing a 
"price tag for removal of private land from TFL 44". Under the heading "What do the Hupacasath lose?" are listed: 
sacred sites; lower environmental standards; reduced old growth management areas; permanent alienation ofland and 
resources; increased land values/change of use; increased treaty costs; threatened/damaged fisheries, wildlife and 
water resources; reduced ungulate ranges; incremental loss oETUS; lower environmental regulatory standards; impact 
on remaining Crown lands including issues of fire hazards, forest health; and wildlife habitat areas and corridors. At 
the foot of the list is "Compensatory Value -- Priceless -- 1.5 Billion". The second page has a list of "Settlement Op
tionsl! including some items quantified in dollar amounts, involving a number of Ministries and agencies, with a "MOF 
Subtotal" of$12 million, in a global total of$40.5 million. That list includes the two other unrelated litigation matters 
involving Cherry Creek and B.C. Hydro. 

71 On August 16,2006, a draft Forest and Range Opportunities agreement was forwarded by the Crown to the 
HFN, and reviewed at a meeting of the same date. A Forest and Range Opportunities agreement is defined in the 
Crown's glossary as "a negotiated interim measures agreement between the MOFR and a First Nation seeking to 
accommodate the economic aspect of the First Nation's potential aboriginal title interests through the provision of 
economic benefits "" (providing) revenue-sharing and forest tenure opportunities based on the per capita of a First 
Nation and a forest tenure". The draft agreement makes no specific reference to the Removed Lands or to the 2005 
Decision. 

The consultation became bouud up with other issues aud processes 

72 Both the reapportiomnent decision, flowing from the Forest Revitalization Act, and the determination of al
lowable annual cut ou Crown land, involved consultation independently of the consultation required by the 2005 
Decision. Discussions about the reapportiomnent decision became bound up in the Removed Lands consultation 
because the HFN songht a delay in the reapportiomnent decision in order to keep more options open for possible 
accommodation. In response, the Ministry did delay the reapportiomnent decision, until May 10, 2008. 

73 In addition, the parties concurred that it was necessary to incorporate more agencies of govermnent into the 
process (including MARR, the Ministry of Energy, and the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands) through the In
ter-Agency Management Committee. 
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74 As I will describe later, although involving more agencies of government seemed sensible to both parties at the 
time, it appears that the reSUlting level of complexity weighed against the achievement of a resolution. 

2. The Term Sheets Phase 

75 From about September 2006 to March 2007, the MOFR developed Term Sheets and a draft Planning and For
estry Agreement. A Planning and Forestry Agreement is said by the Crown to be "similar to an FRO [Forest and Range 
Opportunities agreement]lI but with "enhanced accommodations1

!, 

76 There were meetings involving HFN and the MOFR (sometimes with other Ministries or agencies represented) 
on September 26, 2006 (the fIrst meeting at which Darrell Robb was the lead representative for MOFR), October 30, 
November 21, December 14 and December 21,2006, and January 3 and 26, 2007. BCTS was involved in some of the 
discussions, and agreed to defer operational planning in certain parcels ofland for two to three years and to engage in 
consultation with HFN after that time, thereby ensuring that those parcels might be available for HFN treaty purposes. 
The ILMB was involved in order to ensure meaningful discussion on Old Growth Management Areas and Ungulate 
Winter Ranges. 

The Corporate Table 

77 The consultation process was supplemented during this period by another process under the guidance of the 
MARR, called the "corporate table". The corporate table arose out of a meeting held at the request ofthe Hupacasath 
with fIve Ministers or their representatives in October, 2006. Chief Sayers deposed that "[t]he need for the meeting 
with the Ministers was that the Minister of Forests' representatives had told us repeatedly that they did not have much 
in their 'tool box' for accommodation" and that the HFN therefore understood that with a corporate table, there would 
be more resources for appropriate accommodation for the Removal Decision. The Ministries represented were Forests 
and Range, Agriculture and Lands, Energy and Mines, Enviromnent, and Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation. 

78 The evidence tendered by the Hupacasath (affidavit of Judith Sayers #7) is that they understood the corporate 
table process to be part of the reconciliation process with respect to lhree outstanding litigation matters, including this 
litigation regarding the Removal Decision, and that they were not told that the effects of the Removal Decision were to 
be excluded from the corporate table process. 

79 However, the Chief Negotiator for the Crown at the corporate table, Mark Lofthouse, deposed that from the 
perspective of the MARR the primary purpose of the corporate table was to engage the HFN in accelerated treaty 
negotiations, "and through those negotiations attempt to deal with ongoing forestry and land based considerations." He 
deposed" ... MARR did not consider it would assume or take over any obligations or duties that may have been owed to 
the Hupacasath by the MOFR ... regarding such consultation and accommodation [with respect to the Removed 
Lands]". He did not consider the resolution of the outstanding court matters to be the primary purpose of the discus
sions. 

80 Mr. Lofthouse deposed that the Ministry devoted considerable resources to the negotiations and they became a 
highly intensive endeavour. 

81 Chief Sayers understood things somewhat differently, and deposed that the concept of an incremental treaty did 
not even come up until about July, 2007, after the signing of the Reconciliation Protocol, when Mr. Lofthouse told her 
that his only mandate was to do an Incremental Treaty Agreement, rather than having a specifIc mandate to settle the 
three legal cases. She stated that the Province also "maintained that any offer in the Incremental Treaty Agreement 
would come off the Treaty settlement" but that the HFN view was that the "outstanding issues, including the removal 
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82 Chief Sayers deposed (affidavit of Judith Sayers #9) that the HFN had always set the timeline of the end of 
March 2007 to wrap up negotiations on the three court cases, and when it became obvious that they could not complete 
within that timeline, they signed the Reconciliation Protocol as a sign of good faith with the promise of having a 
concrete offer within the next month or two to address the accollllllodation. She deposed that her understanding was 
that the MOFR table was not meant to address the complete accollllllodation for the Removal Decision because that 
Ministry "had little to offer and the larger corporate table was to do that", with the MOFR table to deal with more 
on-the-ground operational issues. 

83 Chief Sayers further deposed: 

15. I was told on more than one occasion by Darrell Robb, that if the corporate table was able to settle the 
accommodation for the TFL Removal Decision, he would be willing to take any reference to the court case 
out ofthe separate agreement we were working on with MOFR. He appeared to agree with me that the MOFR 
negotiations were, in effect, negotiations of an FRO Hplusu• As he knew, we were entitled to negotiate an 
FRO in any event and such an FRO was not an accollllllodation of the Removal Decision although if they 
addressed the concerns we had with respect to the Removal Decision in a document that they called an FRO, 
Hupacasath would not have objected to that. 

16. In response to paragraph 15, I was always concerned that the government was trying to roll our settlement 
of the three court cases, including this one into a treaty settlement. We repeatedly said we did not want that, 
and unless the Interim Treaty Agreement ["IT A"] specifically stated that what was being offered was not to 
be taken from the final treaty settlement, Hupacasath wonld not sign such an agreement. These were court 
cases and the settlements had to be for the court cases, not treaty. This is also consistent with the position of 
the Crown that treaty negotiations are not intended to address past wrongs. Based on the Affidavit filed by 
Mr. Lofthouse, this appears to have been the Crown's strategy. 

19. We were told many times by Mark Lofthouse that the only way he would be able to sell a settlement to 
Cabinet was ifthere was an ITA. I said we didn't care what it was called, but that we wanted a clear statement 
it would not be part of any treaty settlement with Hupacasath. 

84 Mr. Lofthouse replied, agreeing that MARR had indicated that any terms and items included in the Incremental 
Treaty Agreement would be considered part of a treaty fmal agreement, but adding that a final resolution of the issues 
arising in treaty may involve arrangements outside the treaty agreement itself. 

Island Timberlands 

85 Exchanges between HFN and Island Timberlands during this phase related to the location of logging activities 
during the period of the court order, Archaeological Impact Assessments and Culturally Modified Tree surveys on the 
Removed Lands, and a possible Memorandum of Understanding. Island Timberlands confmned HFN access to the 
private lands subject to safety restrictions and environmental concerns and confirmed its timber harvesting policies 
pursuant to the Private Managed Land Forest Act. 
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86 During 2007, discussion focused on the tenns of a possible Planning and Forestry Agreement and a draft of such 
an agreement was delivered to HFN on March 5, 2007. Following this, meetings were held between the Hupacasath 
and various parties, including the MOFR, BCTS and ILMB, on March 9, April II and 12, May 8, June I, July 12, 
October 31 and December 7,2007. HFN continued to seek government assistance in achieving long-tenn protection of 
deer and elk habitat and other wildlife issues with respect to the Removed Lands. The existence of unauthorized float 
homes and cabins at Great Central Lake (a drinking water source for HFN) was discussed, an issue which it does not 
appear has yet been resolved. 

87 During this period, as a result of the corporate table process, the Province and HFN signed a Reconciliation 
Protocol (which is not relied upon by the Crown as part of the accommodation related to the Removal Decision). Mr. 
Lofthouse deposed that the purpose of this protocol, signed on March 30, 2007, was to move matters forward and 
show good faith. It provided $1,000,000 to the HFN with no quid pro quos ($440,000 of which had already been 
committed by the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources for the HFN green energy project). As well, a 
monumental cedar inventory mapping process was developed. 

88 The ILMB worked on a number of issues with HFN during this period, some of which were not related to the 
Removal Decision and its effects, but at least one of which was: the concept of increasing the amount of area in Old 
Growth Management Areas on Crown land in HFN asserted territory by an amount of area equivalent to the amount of 
area in Ungulate Winter Ranges identified on the Removed Lands. Mr. Mayser deposed that HFN provided informa
tion regarding areas within their territory that they labelled "NOGO" areas because they were of cultural importance -
areas that in their view would be "no harvest" areas and thus prime candidate areas for placing Old Growth Man
agement Areas. ILMB was said to be continuing to conduct analysis and work on this possibility but there was no 
evidence that any agreement has been reached. The ILMB also worked with the HFN to develop a "Natural Resource 
Management Issue Resolution Process" in order to deal with issues such as the float homes on Great Central Lake, Old 
Growth Management Areas and cedar strategy, and other riparian and resource management issues. A number of 
meetings were held in pursuit of this process (March, April, May, June, and October, 2007). 

Difficulties arising from the cumulative impact of various decisions 

89 An early exchange in this period is illustrative of the ongoing difficulties in this process. On January 4,2007, 
Trevor Jones wrote to Jim Gowriluk, the Regional Executive Director of the MOFR, referring to a meeting the pre
vious day about tI,e apportiomnent of cutting rights within TFL 44, and to an exchange of correspondence in the 
preceding months between counsel and Mr. Gowriluk's predecessor. In part, Mr. Jones wrote: 

During the meeting yesterday we provided you with a detailed GIS based map which identified Hupacasath 
First Nation site specific rights associated with hunting, fishing, cedar use, spiritual use, gathering and ar
chaeological interests. As was detailed to you in the meeting, the issuance of cutting rights pending the ap
portiomnent decision will negatively impact and in some cases completely abrogate Hupacasath First Nation 
rights. The Hupacasath First Nation wish for you to avoid all industrial forest related activities that could 
result in some of these constitutionally protected rights forever being alienated. As we discussed yesterday, 
the accumulative impacts of the private land removal from TFL 44, the absence of consultation on the de
velopment of the goals associated with the Vancouver Island Land Use Plan (VILUP), the reduction of the 
TFL as a result of the Manulth Treaty settlement and the establishment ofHupacasath Protected Areas result 
in a number of additional net downs which have not been incorporated into the establishment of a new AAC. 
This leaves a fictitious accounting surplus of volume that in actuality does not exist. We strongly encourage 
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you to complete the consultation process with the Hupacasath and identify how you will meet our concerns 
and accommodate those rights which will be impacted as a result of the issuance of new forest harvesting 
rights. 

In the larger scheme, it was also discussed in the meeting how it was imperative that the Crown consider 
settling the outstanding forestry obligations with the Hupacasath First Nation resulting from court ordered 
consultation and accommodation prior to issuing new cutting rights that have already been compensated for 
by the Crown. The Hupacasath First Nation is more than prepared to negotiate proportional acquisition ofthe 
apportiomnent volume and manage it as an area based tenure in the Great Central Lake area. This volume or 
a portion thereof could be offered to the open market through a competitive bid process while ensuring that 
the tenure is managed according to Hupacasath standards. This creates a win/win for the Crown and resolves 
a long standing legal grievance. Truly moving us in the direction of the "New Relationship". 

90 In response, Mr. Gowriluk wrote, on March 5, 2007, as follows (in part): 

You have stated that the above issues have not been incorporated into the establishment of a new AAC for 
TFL 44 and therefore there is a fictitious accounting surplus of volume that does not exist. Your letter also 
states that the issuance of cutting rights pending the apportiomnent decision will negatively impact and in 
some cases completely abrogate HFN rights. As a result, the HFN wants the MOFR to avoid all industrial 
forest related activities that could, according to HFN, result in these rights forever being alienated. In re
sponse to the issues you have raised in your January 4,2007, letter, I wish to provide you with the following 
information: 

Consultation meetings on the private land deletion have now involved MARR. MARR is engaged in seeking 
a workable accommodation on a number of key areas including protecting areas of concern to the HFN. 
These discussions are related to treaty interim measures and fall within the scope of MARR's mandate. I 
understand these discussions are at an early stage, but I encourage you to work on the issue of protected areas 
with MARR directly. At the same time, ILMB and MOFR will continue to work with HFN on reviewing 
some of the other HFN LUP and forestry standards within their respective mandates. 

Although I understand you would like all activity to cease in the territory until this issue is resolved, the 
MOFR also has an obligation to consider and balance other interests as well. The aboriginal interests iden
tified in your GIS map will require considerable time for review through this process. In the interim, opera
tionallevel review prior to issuance of cutting permits could continue to be the mechanism to consider and 
address your aboriginal interests. For this reason, I believe that the apportiomnent decision can move ahead 
with an understanding that the ILMB, MOFR and HFN continue to work out these issues over the next year 
without compromising the aboriginal interests you have begun to outline in your letter and map. At the end of 
the review, I foresee that the Chief Forester will consider the information in his upcoming AAC determina
tion. Following the review, each ministry may have to adjust any plans or tenures accordingly. 

At this point, MOFR plans to move forward with completing the reassigmnent and apportiomnent of volume 
decisions on TFL 44 and the Arrowsmith TSA. MOFR staff will ensure that the Minister or his designate is 
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briefed on HFN's aboriginal interests and concerns with the pending decisions and outline these concerns. I 
will highlight HFN's desire to conclude the court ordered private land deletion consultation and acconnno
dation prior to the Minister making his determination. However, I must point out that the conclusion of the 
private land discussions may take some time to achieve, and there are other parties and issues that need to be 
considered. 

91 Counsel for the petitioners submitted that the exchange shows that this consultationiacconnnodation process was 
not a priority for the Crown despite the 2005 Decision, and that Mr. Gowriluk did not understand the point Mr. Jones 
was making. Specifically, Mr. Grant submitted that the "fictitious accounting surplus of volume" arose from the 
Removal Decision, not the matters Mr. Gowriluk referred to. Further, he argued that Mr. Gowriluk's assertion that the 
HFN "would like all activities to cease in the territory until this issue is resolved" was not based on any statement made 
by the HFN. Counsel for the Crown submitted, on the other hand, that the letter does show that the Crown understood 
the HFN concerns, but needed to consider other interests as well. 

92 There was further correspondence, in the form ofa letter from Chief Sayers to the Minister on March 23,2007. 
In it, she referred to the pending decision regarding fmal reapportiomnent of the 20% take back volume within TFL 44, 
ongoing consultations about that issue, and to the "New Relationship" process. Referring to the 2005 Decision, she 
wrote that she had given evidence through her affidavits of the serious importance of sacred sites throughout HFN 
traditional territory including on the Removed Lands. The Chief stated the opinion that the paradigm shift meant to be 
marked by the New Relationship had not been infused into the consultation process regarding the reapportiomnent 
decision. N, to Mr. Gowriluk's reference to a collaborative effort by two other Ministries (ILMB and MARR), she 
stated, "Unfortunately, these two other Ministries will not be able to impact on decisions made by the Ministry of 
Forests, particularly in advance of their 'collaborative effort' with Hupacasath." She then wrote: 

We pointed out to Mr. Gowriluk the conjunction of a number issues impacting Hupacasath Territory which 
puts Hupacasath in a unique position. These factors include: 

1. Cumulative impacts of the private land removal from TFL 44, which decision occurred without 
consultation as found by the Court; 

2. The absence of consultation on the development of the goals associated with the Vancouver Island 
Land Use Plan (VILUP); 

3. The reduction of the TFL as a result ofthe Manulth Treaty settlement; and 

4. The establishment ofHupacasath Protected Areas resulting in a number of additional net downs which 
have not been incorporated into the establishment of a new AAC. 

In view of the Court-ordered consultation, the results of which may well impact on the management of the 
forestry resources within our Territory, it is imperative that the Crown settle the outstanding forestry obli
gations with the Hupacasath First Nation resulting from court ordered consultation and accommodation prior 
to issuing cutting rights that have already been compensated for by the Crown. This has become a very se
rious matter as we have been attempting to consult in good faith with officials of the Ministry of Forests. 
Rather than addressing the issues, he has deferred those issues to other Ministries while he proceeds to make 
his decision. It is for this reason that we believe that it is time for you to step in and confirm that this is not an 
acceptable approach for one Ministry official to oilload consultation to another Ministry to bypass the duty to 
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Hupacasath is willing to be creative in finding a resolution for both the Ministry and Hupacasath, thereby 
resolving a long standing legal grievance, implementing the "New Relationship" and enabling the Ministry of 
Forests to advance the Crown agenda together with the Hupacasath. I would like to suggest that I meet with 
you, the Deputy Premier and Graham Bruce to resolve the issue in a timely way once and for all. In the 
present process the court has ordered consultation over the course of two years. It appears to the Hupacasath 
negotiators that forestry officials are now endeavoring to delay so that there will be no successful outcome to 
the consultation process. 

93 The Associate Deputy Minister, Bob Friesen, met with Chief Sayers on May II, 2007, promising that the in
formation he received would become part ofthe consultation process, and undertaking to brief the Minister as to HFN 
concerns when it came time to make the reapportionment decision. 

94 The Province's position is that it diligently pursued the consultation process, putting considerable time and 
energy into it, and that there was no strategy of delay. The petitioners' position is that the delay was systemic, that is, 
not necessarily deliberate or in bad faith, but caused by the fact that no-one at a high enough level took the consultation 
seriously enough. 

95 Trevor Jones deposed that he raised the idea of involving a facilitator or mediator on several occasions, but the 
representatives of the Crown did not consider tins to be appropriate and reassured him that progress was being made 
by the Crown in its discussions with Island Timberlands. 

96 The notes of a meeting on April 30, 2007 state that at one point Chief Sayers asked, "At what point do we bring 
in facilitator -- and when do we go back to Court for direction?" There is no note of any response to those questions. 
Neither party, however, did come back to the Conrt for directions. 

The Proposed Planning and Forestry Agreement 

97 The terms of the proposed Planning and Forestry Agreement evolved over time, but its March 2007 draft ad
dressed the following: 

(I) per annum payments of $114,000 (based on a per capita schedule); 

(2) $75,000 for a Timber Use Study 

(3) $20,000 for a Forest and Range Evaluation Program pilot; 

(4) opportunity for the HFN to apply for two non-competitive timber licences; 

(5) access to 'undercut' timber volume of38,000 cubic metres; 

(6) $30,000 fromILMB toward the resolution process; 

(7) development of a consultation protocol with BCTS that would include elements of the HFN Land Use 
Plan. 
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98 At the March 9 meeting, the HFN and MOFR expressed different views about whether the proposed Planning 
and Forestry Agreement offered anything new to the HFN. This disagreement has persisted, and I will address the 
issue later in these Reasons. 

99 On October 12, 2007, after a hiatus of about five months, Mr. Robb wrote to Chief Sayers, as follows: 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank-you again for your on-going participation with respect to the 
TFL 44 private land consultation process. 

This letter is to update you on my understanding of the current status of this process, and a plan for con
cluding the consultation process. 

You may recall from earlier conversations last spring that we agreed to not meet further to discuss the draft 
"Planning and FOl'eslly Agreement" until after the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation 
(MARR) completed internal mandate work related to an incremental treaty with the Hupacasath First Nation, 
and further direction from Cabinet was received. Besides the work being completed by MARR, it was also 
agreed that we should continue on with the technical working group meetings over the summer, to discuss the 
land use issues. Given that summer season has now ended, and that MARR is discussing an Incremental 
Treaty Agreement (ITA) with Hupacasath that dovetails with our proposed "Planning and FOl'estlY Agl'ee
ment ll

, I suggest we resume our face to face meetings once again. 

As you know, since receiving the decision of Madam Justice Smith in late December 2005, the Ministry of 
Forests and Range (MFR) and Hupacasath First Nation (HFN) have worked together on several key tasks 
during the consultation process to: 

1) understand the relative strength of the HFN aboriginal interests that may be impacted by the TFL 44 
private land withdrawal decision; 

2) review the impacts of the Minister's decision (if any) on the HFN aboriginal interests; 

3) review the existing legislation, regulation and the Minister's decision letter, and Island Timberlands 
proposed actions (if any) that could possibly mitigate the concerns identified by HFN; and 

4) review the proposed "settlement options" tabled by HFN. 

Although the consultation process has taken many months to complete, I believe that gaining a better un
derstanding of HFN historical information on the land base, and potential impacts to aboriginal interests as a 
result of the Minister's decision have been imperative to the process. Over this time period, it was important 
for the MFR to try to clearly understand the basis for conclusions about prima facie claims ofHFN by the trial 
judge and detailed historical information about those interests and the locations where those claims may be 
stronger or weaker. In addition, we have worked together to undertake a review of the current legislation, 
regulations and other important documents that influence use of the private land. 

As you know, since receiving the August 11, 2006 settlement option table from HFN, the ministry has not yet 
made a definitive proposal for accOlmnodation along the lines you have requested, since at this time we are 
unsure what, if any, accommodation is in fact required in these circumstances. Many of the mitigation 
measures you have tabled go beyond the scope of the MFR mandate and are not, in our view, warranted in 
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terms of "accommodation" for the kinds of impacts that the private land deletion may have on HFN interests. 
Nevertheless, we have engaged other ministries including MARR to advance aspects of a settlement outside 
the consultation process, and have brought in the Integrated Land Management Bureau (ILMB) to work with 
you on key land use aspects of the consultation process. 

In response to your concerns, the MFR has worked with both ILMB and HFN on a draft "Planning and 
ForestlY Agreement" which was tabled at various meetings between January and April 2007 (see attached). 
In this agreement, ILMB and the MFR proposed to offer in the "Planning and Foreslly Agreement" the 
following benefits to HFN: 

I) An 800 Ha Woodlot at Great Central Lake; 

2) At the request ofHFN, an additional 362 Ha top-up woodlot in Beaver Creek. This was substituted in 
lieu of a 37,858 m' of non-replaceable undercut volume in TFL 44 which was offered previously; 

3) Payments of $114,000 cash per year for the term of the agreement with the possibility of an upfront 
component of one year in advance; 

4) A TUS study for up to $75,000 which was initiated as a show of good faith in fiscal year 200612007; 

5) After conducting a gap analysis of available resource information, MFR would seek funding of an 
unknown amount to address gaps identified during the resource inventory analysis; 

6) ILMB has provided $30,000 in the 2006/07 fiscal year to support development and implementation of 
an issues resolution process. This process includes a further scoping of the Hupacasath Land Use Plan 
(LUP), ILMBs proposed Old Growth Management Areas (GGMAs) as well as review of the HFN 
proposed cedar strategy outlined in a report entitled "IdentifYing Hupacasatl! Cultural Cedar Needs" 
(March 31, 2006); 

7) Consultation protocol agreements with BCTS and MFR; 

8) A payment of $20,000 to assist with a Forest Resource Evaluation Program (FREP) pilot; 

9) BCTS would provide documentation ofBCTS road acquisition from licencees within the traditional 
territory and would discuss identification of future road access; 

10) BCTS would defer further operational planning within three specific areas near Beaver Creek in the 
Arrowsmith Timber Supply Area for three years. 

In addition, the draft agreement also includes "markers" ofthose items for future consideration. They include 
the possibility of: 

I) an increased revenue sharing amount (now being explored in the context of incremental treaty); and 

2) exploring HFN ownership of carbon credits when provincial policy has been developed. 

Also, related to the efforts to the private land consultation process, additional measures have been provided 
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1) A $25,000 contribution agreement signed in late March 2006 to assist with the initiation ofthe con
sultation process; 

2) An additional $50,000 to HFN in the 2006/07 fiscal year to support development and implementation 
of the issues resolution process. The process includes an assessment of the HFN LUP and OGMAs as 
well as MFR's cedar strategy; 

3) The MFR delayed seeking the minister's decision on apportionment of the TFL 44 Allowable Annual 
Cut to allow additional time to resolve the private land consultation process and to allow for ITA dis
cussions; 

4) The LUP technical working group continues to scope out a cedar strategy, deal with riparian man
agement issues and resolution of float home issues on Great Central Lake; 

5) The technical support by BCTS consultants and $12,000 of ILMB funding for pilot work to identify 
cedar from satellite imagery to refine the extent of monumental cedar in the Nahrnint; and 

6) The signing of the reconciliation protocol by Minister's de Jong and Mr Neufeld with HFN on March 
30, 2007 totalling nearly $1 million. 

I understand that our technical working group is continuing to work on the technical issues described above. 
I also understand that MARR has proposed a number of measures to address the litigation issues between 
government and the HFN as part of the incremental treaty process. MFR will continue to assist you where 
possible in your progress in reaching an incremental treaty agreement with MARR, and my view is that 
completing the "Planning and Foresfly Agreement" will assist this process and also resolve the private land 
deletion consultation process. 

To conclude, the MFR has been engaged in the consultation process since December, 2005 and since that 
time, I believe many positive discussions and meetings have occurred to resolve this issue. As far as the MFR 
is concerned, the progress to date demonstrates that adequate consultation with respect to the private land 
decision is occurring. As we conclude the Planning and ForestlY Agreement, MFR's view, is that fair and 
reasonable accommodation is occurring for whatever impacts the deletion decision has had (if any), or may 
have on HFN aboriginal interests. 

Since we have not had a face to face meeting for a while, I am looking fonvard to our October 31,2007 
meeting at 10:00 AM at the Coast Forest Region Office to discuss this letter and the Planning and Forestry 
Agreement further, with the goal to conclude the agreement and the consultation process. 

If you wish to discuss this further, please feel free to contact me at (250) ___ _ 

100 The HFN response was negative. In a letter dated October 29, 2007, to the Minister, Chief Sayers noted that the 
HFN had not intended to still be in a preliminary consultations phase two years after beginning. She stated that the 
dismissal of Cindy Stem one year into the consultation, and the Crown insistence that the HFN would have to re-prove 
each element of the aboriginal interests that would potentially be infringed, had caused a significant delay. She ob
served that the Ministry appeared to be of the view that, notwithstanding the decision of this Court, no accommodation 
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Mr. Robb's proposals being brought forward by your Ministry are, in effect, proposals that were available 
prior to us being compelled to go to court and really fit within the Ministry's one-size-fits-all Forests and 
Range Opportunities ["FRO"]. In fact the offer provided by the Ministry is of the same scope as previously 
offered to Hupacasath prior to the removal of the private lands and the subsequent Court Order for consul
tation. 

Notwithstanding the assertions of Mr. Robb, we believe that Justice Smith has made it clear in her decision 
that there is a strong prima facie case for aboriginal rights to sacred areas, old growth forests, wildlife, 
fisheries and water resources within the removed private lands. The new land owner has been unwilling to 
negotiate any long term commitments with Hupacasath to ensure our access to these resources which are 
critical for the exercise of our rights including our spiritual practices. 

The letter concluded with the statement that if the Ministry "maintains a position of intransigence and effective denial 
that any accommodation 'is in fact required in these circumstances', we shall have no alternative but to seek directions 
from the Court." 

Preservation of critical wildlife habitat areas and Ungulate Winter Ranges in the Removed Lands -- discus
sions between the Ministry of Forests and Range and Island Timberlands 

101 Ron Diederichs in his affidavit described discussions regarding certain critical wildlife habitats and Ungulate 
Winter Ranges within the Removed Lands, totalling about 2, I 00 hectares of the approximately 70,000 hectares in the 
Removed Lands. These discussions involved the MOFR and the private land owners (Weyerhaeuser, then Brascan, 
then Island Timberlands) and began prior to the Removal Decision in July 2004. He deposed that in the discussions 
leading up to the Removal Decision, the Province and the owner of the land (then Weyerhaeuser) "contemplated the 
development of a long term strategy for management and preservation of wildlife habitats and Ungulate Winter 
Ranges located within the Removed Lands". He deposed that Weyerhaeuser and the Province entered into an 
agreement on July 14, 2004, that the critical wildlife habitats would be maintained for two years while the parties 
devised that strategy, and that agreement was part of the Minister's Removal Decision. Mr. Diederichs deposed that 
studies and negotiations took place, delayed somewhat when ownership of the land changed from Weyerhaeuser to 
Island Timberlands. The time limit under the agreement was extended twice. 

102 On June 21,2007, MOFR representatives (including Darrell Robb) met with Island Timberlands (Bill Waugh) 
regarding the retention of 1800-2100 hectares of Ungulate Winter Range, and although the notes of the meeting 
suggest that the Ministry pressed the issue, they do not show a clear commitment from Island Timberlands, whose 
representatives said at the meeting that 1800-2100 hectares would stay, but not in the grandfathered areas, and that the 
location remained to be resolved with the Ministry of the Enviromnent. 

103 As of the date of Mr. Diederichs's affidavit, March 12,2008, no long-term strategy to manage and protect the 
critical wildlife habitats or Ungulate Winter Ranges in the Removed Lands had been agreed to. 

104 Counsel at the hearing in June, 2008, advised the Court that no agreement had yet been reached. 

105 After the 2005 Decision, the Hupacasath asked to be included in the discussions about ongoing protection of 
wildlife habitat, but the Crown refused. The Crown position is that it was dealing with HFN concerns by carrying on 
these discussions with Island Timblerlands. The HFN position is that the Crown's exclusion of HFN from the dis
cussions shows high-handedness, and a failure to understand the 2005 Decision and the Crown's duty. 
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106 The Hupacasath have alleged that Island Timberlands has conducted logging in critical wildlife habitat areas, 
contrary to the Court Order and the Minister's letter. However, there is conflicting evidence as to whether this has 
occurred. 

107 At the March 9, 2007 meeting, the HFN raised concerns about logging by Island Timberlands in a grandpar
ented Ungulate Winter Range area. The Ministry agreed to check into that matter. 

108 In October 2007, HFN again claimed that logging had occurred in areas that formed part of the grandparented 
Ungulate Winter Range, and the MOFR agreed to contact Island Timberlands. Island Timberlands responded that it 
had GIS mapping proving that Weyerhaeuser had logged the areas prior to the 2004 Removal Decision. Subsequently, 
in January 2008, HFN alleged that its forestry personnel had photographed Ungulate Winter Range areas logged in the 
summer of2007. Conflicting affidavits were filed by HFN and Island Timberlands as to whether this logging occurred 
before or after the Removal Decision. Without cross-examination on the affidavits or further evidence, I am unable to 
reach a conclusion as to whether Island Timberlands carried out logging in areas where the 2005 Order or the Min
ister's letter would have prohibited it. 

Termination of the corporate table process 

109 The corporate table process went on for several more months, but discussions reached an impasse by October, 
2007, and are not continuing. As well, so far as I was made aware, it appears that the treaty process is still at Stage 4. 

Attempt to develop a consultation protocol 

110 The meeting between the parties on October 31 that followed the tabling of the proposed Planning and Forestry 
Agreement and its rejection by the HFN resulted in a plan to press forward with a consultation protocol as a priority 
item, given the impending end of the two-year court-ordered consultation. A consultation protocol had been under 
discussion between the parties since at least November, 2005. The Ministry agreed to fund a consultant suggested by 
HFN to assist in the development of the consultation protocol. Drafts were circulated and meetings were held to 
discuss its tenns. 

111 On December 7,2007, the parties met again. At the meeting, the draft "Interim Forestry Consultation Protocol" 
was produced by the Crown. The HFN made reference to the recently-issued decision inXeni Gwet'in First Nations v. 
British Columbia, 2007 BCSC 1700, [2008]1 C.N.L.R. 112 (B.C. S.C.) in which the court stated that the province has 
no jurisdiction to extinguish aboriginal title. Island Timberlands took part in a portion of the meeting. 

Attempt to reach MOU with Island Timberlands 

112 The petitioners produced evidence that they had hoped to develop the same kind of working relationship with 
Island Timberlands that had existed with Weyerhaeuser. Weyerhaeuser, when it owned the lands (which were still 
within TFL 44), had signed a Memorandum of Understanding with HFN addressing economic opportunities, com
munication and consultation requirements, and the use ofHupacasath crews with technical expertise in fisheries and 
archaeology. The parties had also negotiated a Cultural Heritage Resource and Fisheries Assessment Consulting 
Contract. 
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113 After the sale of the lands to Brascan, although there were some initial discussions, Brascan did not pursue a 
MOU with the HFN. 

114 Following the 2005 Decision, there were discussions between Island Thnberlands and HFN regarding a pos
sible agreement. The HFN sought (among other matters) 30 meter buffers around fish bearing creeks, a change to 
Island Timberlands's archaeological matrix which would take into account historical upland activities by the Hu
pacasath, and participation by HFN in the discussions between Island Timberlands and the Ministry of the Environ
ment regarding the revision of the Ungulate Winter Range areas. No agreement was reached on those matters. 

115 The HFN also suggested that the Ash River MOU should be considered as a model. There were discussions 
aimed at developing a Memorandum of Understanding or a brief Letter of Understanding (that would govern the 
relationship during the term of paragraph 8 of the 2005 Order), but no agreement was reached. 

116 HFN provided a document called the "Framework for Island Thnberlands Activities that Impact Hupacasath 
Rights", dated June 10,2006. Island Timberlands sent a letter in response dated October 17, 2006, stating its "will
ingness to work with the Hupacasath beyond that which is required by the law", adding that Island Thnberlands "must 
retain its ability and rights to conduct its business operations in the manner it feels best represents its shareholder's 
interests, all within the parameters of the law". It referred to a number of matters, including: the provision of a con
fidential overview map outlining where activities may occur during the next 18 months, and a commitment to review 
this map with the HFN; a "steady dialogue" on potential business opportunities; its provision of 14 days' notice of 
activities which may affect HFN asserted interests; HFN involvement with Archaeological Impact Assessments and 
Culturally Modified Tree surveys; its willingness to share the China Creek Watershed Assessment Procedure final 
reports; its maintenance of a rlgood neighbour1

! policy of llproviding reasonable access to all First Nations, including 
Hupacasath, subject to restrictions based on safety, environmental concerns and vandalism"; and its welcoming HFN 
participation in the West Island Woodlands Advisory Group. 

117 With respect to specific issues raised by the HFN in the Framework document, the Island Thnberlands letter 
responded with statements that it abides by applicable legislation, somethnes with further elaboration. For example, 
with respect to the issue of cutting timber to the edges of streams, the response was: 

Island Timberlands abides by all applicable legislation, including the Private Managed Forest Land Act and 
regulations and the federal Fisheries Act to determine its parameters of operations along water courses. In 
addition to this, Island Timberlands does watershed assessment procedures in key watershed which utilize 
multi-stakeholder input and takes a site specific approach to managing for fish habitat, water quality and 
other values. Retention is anchored to other values such as riparian areas. Through certification, Island 
Thnberlands is developing a stream decision planning that will have buffers and assessment procedures 
documented. 

On the question of consultation, the letter states: 

Consultation is the duty of the Crown not a private company operating on private lands. However, Island 
Timberlands is committed to an ongoing relationship with the Hupacasath to share information for mutual 
benefit. 

118 That letter captures well the gist of the position taken by Island Timberlands throughout the discussions: it 
would abide by applicable legislation, and conduct itself as a good neighbour. This would include providing access to 
the Removed Lands for the Hupacasath, as would be provided to other First Nations, subject to safety and other 
concerns. 
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119 The fmal meeting was on December 6, 2007. At that meeting, Island Timberlands confirmed that it did not want 
to sign an MOU with HFN. 

120 The evidence tendered by the HFN was that they found it very difficult to deal with Island Timberlands, in 
contrast with their relationship with the previous landowner, and that although they tried to respond to notices from 
Island Timberlands regarding intention to carry on logging activities in various areas within the Removed Lands, the 
timelines were too tight (seven days) and the process was ineffective from their point of view. They also deposed that 
they had difficulty in achieving access to the Removed Lands for spiritual practices and other activities. Trevor Jones 
deposed that most of the access to the Removed Lands is gated and locked and that until December 2007, the HFN did 
not have copies of any keys. Mr. Jones deposed that meetings with Diane Medves, then the Island Timberlands rep
resentative, were postponed or cancelled on a number of occasions. He also stated that there was little feedback from 
Island Timberlands regarding HFN responses to notices. 

121 The evidence presented by Island Timberlands, however, was that it provided notices 14 days in advance, going 
beyond the requirement of the 2005 Order, and that it almost always found the HFN responses to their notices insuf
ficiently specific. (The HFN response to this was that in some cases specificity is not possible because of the nature of 
the activity, such as plant gathering, or because of the need to keep information about the specific location of sacred 
sites confidential.) As to access issues, Island Timberlands said that its position consistently was that Hupacasath 
members could come onto the Removed Lands to do site reviews, so long as they checked first to ensure against safety 
issues, and that keys would be provided to locked gates where needed. 

122 Diane Medves deposed that in an early meeting (September 2005) Island Timberlands "explained to the HFN 
that, as a private company operating on private lands, the approach to be followed by Island Timberlands in relation to 
its dealings with the HFN might be different from policies followed by Weyerhaeuser in regard to lands administered 
within TFL 44" and that in Island Timberlands's view the Ash River MOU was not an appropriate model since it arose 
from the transfer of Crown lands to Weyerhaeuser in exchange for Weyerhaeuser's transfer of some ofits private lands 
to the Crown. 

123 Island Timberlands's position was that it wished to develop an ongoing "good neighbour" relationship with the 
HFN, but that it retained ultimate decision-making authority over its private lands. Ms. Medves deposed that insofar as 
the discussions with HFN were concerned, any references made by Island Timberlands to variable retention and 
stewardship zoning of old growth were not references to Ungulate Winter Ranges, since the Removed Lands were no 
longer subject to the regulations establishing Ungulate Winter Ranges although there were discussions between Island 
Timberlands and the Ministry of the Enviromnent regarding the possible identification of new Ungulate Winter 
Ranges on the Removed Lands. 

124 Bill Wangh of Island Timberlands, in his affidavit sworn March 5, 2008, stated that discussions about the 
creation of new Ungulate Winter Ranges on the Removed Lands are ongoing, but that "in the meantime, Island 
Timberlands has maintained the Wildlife Habitat Areas applicable to the Removed Lands". As to the notices to the 
HFN, Mr. Waugh deposed that the company began including digital maps delineating boundaries of proposed cut 
blocks, and that "although the degree of specificity provided by the HFN has improved somewhat ... it has rarely 
approached the degree of detail that Island Timberlands requires if it is to consider modifying its harvest plans to avoid 
the disturbance of sacred or traditional use sites of the HFN." 

125 Mr. Waugh deposed that in the end, the company declined to conclude a Memorandum of Understanding with 
HFN because of "the expectations of the HFN for a degree of control over, and curtailment of, Island Timberlands 
activities on its privately held land that are not acceptable to Island Timberlands". 
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126 However, he stated that the company intends "to consider information about sacred sites provided by the HFN 
in planning its harvest activities on the Removed Lands, where this is provided in a useful form, notwithstanding the 
expiry ofTsland Timberlands' obligations under paragraph 8 of the Order." He deposed that Island Timberlands will 
continue to comply with the requirements of the Heritage Conservation Act and to have Archaeological Impact As
sessments conducted by third party consultants prior to harvesting. He deposed that, "In addition to participating in 
formal AIA's, it has always been open to the HFN to access the Removed Lands in order to conduct their own reviews 
of sacred sites, or to carry out their traditional practices. Island Timberlands follows the same rules regarding public 
and First Nations access to the Removed Lands as were used by Weyerhaeuser when the Removed Lands were ad
ministered within TFL 44." He stated that he has advised HFN representatives that "if their ability to access the Re
moved Lands is impeded by a locked gate, Island Timberlands will issue them a key once they sign the required form." 

127 In summary, he deposed: 

Notwithstanding the absence of a regulatory regime requiring Island Timberlands to communicate with 
neighbouring First Nations in regard to its activities, and the expiry of paragraph 8 of the Order, it has been 
and continues to be Island Timberlands' intention to work at developing a positive relationship with the HFN, 
and to provide them an opportunity to raise concerns regarding Island Timberlands' activities. 

128 No resolution of the issues was reached and the previous arrangements with Weyerhaeuser have not been 
continued. 

4. The Post-Twa-Years Phase 

129 Discussions continued even as court proceedings went forward, and the parties met on January 9,22, 30, and 
February 8, 2008. The province delivered an offer to settle on April 25, 2008, which was not accepted by the Hu
pacasath. 

130 At the January 9, 2008 meeting, a further version of the Planning and Forestry Agreement was put forward, 
along with a draft consultation protocol. However, the HFN referred to the decision in Tsilhqot'in. They stated that 
they were no longer interested in signing a consultation protocol but, instead, wished to explore an alternative ap
proach of shared decision-making through a Joint Forestry Council. 

131 The HFN also told the MOFR representatives that there had been logging on the Removed Lands on a 
grand-parented Ungulate Winter Range, and stated their position that it was up to the Ministry to take steps to enforce 
the court order. The Ministry asked for more detail as to the location of the logging but indicated that it did not believe 
it had the ability to enforce conditions on the Removed Lands. 

132 Although the MOFR representatives argued against the change in direction, they tabled another version of a 
Planning and Forestry Agreement, with a provision referring to a Planning and Forestry Working Group, at the 
meeting on January 22, 2008. HFN representatives, according to the draft minutes ofthat meeting, said thatthey were 
changing their approach consistent with a post-treaty environment, and they would meet face to face at a Joint Forest 
Council. They thanked the Ministry for its work on the consultation protocol but declined to pursue it. As well, it 
appears that HFN representatives reminded the Ministry of the proposal to move the Ungulate Winter Range to Grassy 
Mountain. 

133 The meeting of January 30, 2008, continued to discuss the draft Planning and Forestry Agreement, including 
the BCTS Forest Stewardship Plan, which rolled in a Working Group concept. As well, there was further discussion 
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about the HFN belief that Island Timberlands had been recently logging on portions of a grandparented Ungulate 
Winter Range. The Ministry representatives said again that they had no enforcement authority on private lands. 

134 A final meeting on February 8, 2008, failed to reach agreement. 

135 However, the Ministry delivered an offer to the Hupacasath on April 25, 2008, through counsel. The offer was 
not said to be "without prejudice" and there was no claim of privilege advanced. The Crown offered to settle all out
standing matters with respect to the removal of private lands from TFL 44. The letter set out a number of terms, in
cluding: the establishment of a joint Natural Resource Working Group with $50,000 funding over an initial five-year 
term; a Forest and Range Evaluation Program monitoring pilot project with $70,000 funding to cover development 
and implementation of the pilot and undertaking necessary cultural heritage and archaeological resource inventories; 
possible future sharing in carbon management on the traditional territory; continued development of a Natural Re
source Management Issues Resolution process; an up to 800 hectare Woodlot Licence within TFL 44 in the Great 
Central Lake area; a second Woodlot Licence of up to 362 hectares in the Beaver Creek area; interim payments of 
$114,000 per year for five years; BCTS to (wherever feasible) incorporate elements of the HFN Land Use Plan into 
planned operations and to work with HFN to develop a forest management plan for certification purposes in HFN 
territory; exploration of methods for incorporating the sustainable forest management plan; and HFN to be at liberty to 
apply for a salvage licence in BCTS operating areas. 

136 The letter refers to revenue sharing, to be addressed in incremental treaty talks. It also refers to past funding 
provided for the HFN Traditional Use Study ($75,000) and for the development of the Natural Resource Management 
Issues Resolution process ($80,000). 

137 The letter states: 

With respect to the private lands, they will remain bound by the protections to aboriginal cultural heritage 
objects and sites provided by the Heritage Conservation Act. We have had success in developing reporting 
protocols for violations or potential violations of the Act and would be most pleased to develop one with 
HFN. HFN, of course, would also have the protections of any agreements or arrangements it has made with 
Island Timberlands. 

138 The Ministry's offer to settle was not accepted. Chief Sayers, in an affidavit sworn May 28, 2008, reviewed the 
offer's proposed terms. She stated her opinion that: the proposed joint Natural Resource Working Group, lacking in 
shared decision making power, would likely be ineffective and would require considerably more funding; monitoring 
work was already underway in connection with Forest and Range Evaluation Program proposal and was not "aimed at 
addressing the adverse effects of the Minister's Removal Decision on our rights and title"; the offer was only to talk 
about carbon management; the offered Woodlot Licence in the Great Central Lake area was no more than what had 
been offered previously under an "FRNFRO", and it envisioned location of the Woodlot Licence at the base of 
Thunder Mountain, one of Hupacasath's most sacred sites; the other Woodlot Licence offered roughly the same 
volume already available to the HFN through an FRNFRO; and the interim annual payments of $114,000 for five 
years were the amount (per capita) that was already available to the HFN through an FRNFRO independent of the 
Removal Decision. Similarly, Chief Sayers deposed, consultations with BCTS and resulting accommodations existed 
independently of the Removal Decision as did possible incorporation of the sustainable forest management plan in the 
timber supply analyses; and HFN was already free to apply on a professional basis for a salvage licence. 

139 With respect to the development of a Natural Resource Management Issues Resolution process, the Sayers 
affidavit states that each of the 'priority issues' identified in the offer (location of float homes, cultural cedar man
agement, location of Old Growth Management Areas, and management of riparian areas) involves its own consulta-
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tion process. She deposed that the $80,000 provided by ILMB had "produced a study at their insistence, identifying 
both environmental and physical constraints to keeping illegally moored float homes on Great Central Lake", and that 
the "cedar needs study was completed in 2004/2005 and awaits implementation", and dealt with the issue of retaining 
enough cedar on Crown lands to meet HFN needs -- a matter the Province was required to deal with independent of the 
Removal Decision. In summary on this point, Chief Sayers's affidavit states that "the Minister is attempting to utilize 
his consultation obligations on other issues to address the Removal Decisionll

• 

140 The petitioners' position is that in some respects the April offer is worse than the October 12, 2007 proposal. 
They say that, for example: it does not contemplate continued technical working group meetings to discuss land use 
issues; it requires application for the two wood lots; the offer for funding for "gap analysis" is gone; $20,000 for Forest 
Resource Evaluation Program assistance is gone; a deferral of three specific areas for operational planning near 
Beaver Creek for three years is gone; and the reapportionment decision is no longer delayed but has been made. 

141 Chief Sayers also deposed that on May 27, 2008 she was called and advised by Bob Friesen, Assistant Deputy 
Minister, MOFR, that the Minister had made his decision on reallocation, including the 8,000 cubic metres offered to 
the HFN in the April 25, 2008 offer of settlement letter. 

Findings on disputed issues 

Responsibility for delay in discussions 

142 First, the parties disagree as to the impact of the Province changing its lead representative in September 2006 
(from Cindy Stem to Darrell Robb) after almost nine months of consultation had passed. The HFN position is that this 
caused considerable delay, particularly because they had invested a good deal of time in taking Ms. Stem through the 
evidence regarding their use of their claimed traditional territory. (My view is that some review of that evidence may 
have been appropriate in the context, though perhaps not in the detail required by the Crown, given the existence of the 
findings in the 2005 Decision.) The Crown's position is that the change did not cause appreciable delay, because Peter 
Poland provided continuity and was able to brief Darrell Robb as to all that had transpired. 

143 Having looked at the consultation record, I conclude that the change oflead representative by the Province did 
cause some delay. The record suggests that if Mr. Robb had been involved from the outset it is likely that the parties 
would have exchanged concrete positions sooner, achieving more clarity, and possibly more progress, within the 
two-year period set by the 2005 Decision. 

144 I also fmd that the pace of the Crown's responses was slow, with, for example, a seven month delay between the 
March 2007 draft of the Planning and Forestry Agreement and Mr. Robb's October 2007 letter. I do not see evidence of 
deliberate attempts to slow down or delay the process. 

Conji/sion as to mandates 

145 Second, the Hupacasath take the position that the number of different processes, Ministries and agencies in
volved made the court-ordered consultation confusing. The HFN representatives say that it was unclear to them for 
some time (till July, 2007) that the corporate table process was meant to be part of the treaty process, rather than 
settlement discussions about three pieces of litigation (including this one). They say that it was unclear to them prior to 
July, 2007 that the accommodation to which they believed they were entitled as a result of the Removal Decision 
would not be available in the corporate table process. On the other hand, the Crown's position is that it was at the HFN 
request, or at a minimum with their agreement, that the corporate table process was begun, and that it was made clear 
that the court-ordered consultations with the MOFR had to continue separately. 
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146 I fmd that both parties believed that involving other Ministries and agencies in the discussions would be helpful 
-- and if the corporate table process had resulted in an Incremental Treaty Agreement they would have been proved 
correct in that belief. However, that is not what happened. The exercise was indeed confusing not only for the Hu
pacasath but probably for all concerned, and when it failed to result in a resolution there was little time left to continue 
on a more straightforward route. 

147 I note that there is no record of the Province clarifying, when the corporate table venture began, that the cor
porate table process was not meant to replace the court-ordered consultation and accommodation. Since it is the 
Province that (by necessity) divides its mandate among Ministries and agencies, it is incumbent on the Province to do 
its best to ensure that the mandate of the specific Ministry or agency with which a First Nation is interacting is made 
clear, and to ensure that responsibility for consultation and accommodation is not lost in the complexity of (sometimes 
shifting) governmental structures. The Crown's duty is to carry on a process that is as transparent as possible. 

148 It is also relevant to note that, although HFN representatives raised the possibility of involving a facilitator on at 
least two occasions, the Crown did not agree to do so. It seems likely that a facilitator would have been able at least to 
improve the clarity of the process. 

Extent of the accommodation offired 

149 Third, the Crown says that it consulted in good faith and in compliance with the court order and with the dic
tates of the honour of the Crown in that it offered significant accommodation to the HFN and was always prepared to 
address their concerns. The Hupacasath position is that the fmal offer was really no better than what they could have 
accomplished without the court-ordered process, and that the consultation was not consistent with what was required, 
which was to focus on the impacts of the Removal Decision. 

150 It is not at all a straightforward matter to compare what the Crown offered HFN with what HFN could have had 
in any event as a First Nation, flowing from general provincial policies. Further, as I will discuss below, the focus is to 
be on the process, not the outcome, and (to the extent that the Crown's substantive offers are to be considered) it is not 
to be assumed that what would be available as a result of existing provincial policies is necessarily inadequate. 
However, the following appears to be the case (referring to the October 12, 2007 offer): 

(1) the per capita payment offered to the HFN ($114,000 per annum) was in the standard amount for Forest 
and Range Opportunity agreements; 

(2) other items, such as the opportunity to apply for non-competitive timber licences, the development of a 
consultation protocol and access to undercut timber volume, are part of standard FRO's; 

(3) an 800 acre woodlot and a 360 acre woodlot were consistent with the pre-consultation proposal for a 
Forest and Range Opportunity Agreement; 

(4) the offer included items not in a standard FRO: 

a. $75,000 for a Traditional Use Study; 

b. $20,000 for a Forest Resource Evaluation Program pilot project; 
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(5) the offer also promised exploration of the possibility of sharing access to carbon credit ownership and 
alternative calculation and delivery methods for revenue sharing; and 

(6) the reapportiomnent decision was delayed in order to recognize the consultation underway. 

151 Representatives of the Crown at the consultation meetings described the October 2007 offer as an "FRO ++", 
and Crown counsel submitted that it does go well beyond what would otherwise have been available to the Hu
pacasath. 

152 Counsel for the petitioners conceded that the agreement was not wholly an FRO within the policy guidelines 
and that it did have a few additional features (the commitment for the Traditional Use Study and the funding for the 
lIissues resolution processn

), 

153 However, Mr. Grant submitted that the additional features did not constitute accommodation for the Removal 
Decision since the funding for a Traditional Use Study had been under discussion prior to the Removal Decision and 
was never intended as accommodation for the Removal Decision, and the need for the lIissues resolution process1f 

arose from the Crown's failure to enforce its own legislation with respect to unauthorized float homes and cabins at 
Great Central Lake -- thus, the funding for that process, he argued, is wholly unrelated to the consultation regarding 
the Removal Decision. 

154 Counsel for the petitioners also emphasized that none of the accommodations offered by the Crown did any
thing to address the impact of the Removal Decision on the ability of the HFN to exercise their aboriginal rights on the 
Removed Lands. Counsel for the Crown responded that there were in fact some aspects that did: the assessment of 
HFN cedar needs and possible access to cedar on Crown lands to meet those needs; and the discussions between the 
Crown and Island Timberlands regarding maintenance of Ungulate Winter Ranges. 

155 I fmd that the October 12, 2007 offer did somewhat exceed what would otherwise have been available to HFN 
in a FRO, as did the subsequent offer on April 8, 2008 (which added to the previous offer in some respects, for ex
ample, increasing the funding for the FREP and the issues resolution process, but also removed some other items from 
the table). 

156 I find that there was little in the Crown's offer specifically relating to the HFN concerns regarding their possible 
future exercise of aboriginal rights over the Removed Lands, except for the expression of willingness to consider 
possible increased access to cedar on Crown lands as compensation. The discussions between the Crown and Island 
Timberlands (required by the Minister as part of the Removal Decision, and not referred to in the October 12, 2007 
offer) regarding maintenance or creation of Ungulate Winter Ranges and other critical wildlife habitat areas, also 
related to HFN concerns but unfortunately those discussions did not include the Hupacasath, did not bear fruit and 
from the evidence available do not appear likely to do so in the future. 

157 Reviewing the consultation record, one sees a number of occasions when HFN representatives suggested pos
sible accommodations relating to the Removed Lands that went beyond financial compensation -- such as legislative 
change, or purchase of Grassy Mountain to preserve it as a sacred site. The record shows that the Crown declined to 
engage with respect to those suggestions, instead agreeing only to review the ways in which current legislation applies 
to the Removed Lands. 
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158 Fourth, the Crown's position is that the HFN "had their eyes on a bigger prize" and were unrealistic in their 
expectations. There was some suggestion that, in the Crown's view, the HFN were not really as interested in the sacred 
sites and ongoing maintenance of cultural practices as they were in economic compensation. Counsel for the Crown 
referred to the August 11, 2006 letter in which the phrase "Compensatory Value -- Priceless -- 1.5 Billion" was used, 
and a $40,000,000 figure quoted. Counsel for the HFN submitted that the August 11 document, in context, expresses 
the position that the impact of the Removal Decision was enormous -- what was lost in terms of sacred sites, access to 
resources needed for maintenance ofHFN cultural and spiritual practices was "priceless" -- but that the Hupacasath 
were being realistic and addressing the kind of compensation they might have to accept in lieu of what they had lost. 
Further, Mr. Grant pointed out that the figure related to the Removal Decision was $25,000,000, not $40,000,000. 

159 I find that the consultation record shows the HFN consistently raising the issue of access to sacred sites and 
resources important to the preservation of their culture. The fact that, in the face of the Crown's consistent refusal to 
discuss ways of dealing with those issues on the Removed Lands, they considered other options that would draw on 
the remaining Crown lands or on economic compensation, in my view shows realism rather than the opposite. 

160 As to the reasonableness of the level of the accommodation measures the HFN sought, it is again difficult to 
assess and I refrain from drawing a conclusion because it is unnecessary for me to do so. The record does show that 
after December 2007 (following the release of the Tsilhqot'in Nation decision), the HFN position hardened and they 
sought shared decision-making rather than a consultation protocol. However, I do not find evidence in the record to 
support a conclusion that the HFN approached the consultation discussions in bad faith or that they were unwilling to 
IIgive and taken in the discussions. 

Issues 

161 The issues to be determined on this application are: 

1. Does the Crown's interest (through British Columbia Investment Management Corporation) in Island 
Timberlands LP affect the issues in this case? 

II. What standard applies to the assessment of the Crown's consultation and accommodation efforts? 

III. Has the Crown met its duty to consult and, if necessary, accommodate the HFN? 

A. Did the Crown correctly understand what was required? 

B. Were the steps the Crown took to consult with and accommodate the Hupacasath reasonable? 

IV. What remedy should be granted, if any? 

I. Does the Crown's Interest (Through British Columbia Investment Managemeltt Corporation) in Island Tim
berlands LP Affect the Issues in This Case? 

162 In 2005, Reid Carter, a representative of Island Timberlands, swore an affidavit referred to at the hearing 
leading to the 2005 Decision. His affidavit set out how Island Timberlands came to hold an interest in lands that 
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include the Removed Lands and described the advantages for the investors flowing from the Removal Decision. Mr. 
Carter deposed that Island Timberlands LP is a limited partnership involving "two Canadian institutional pension 
funds". He did not state the names of the pension funds. 

163 Chief Judith Sayers swore an affidavit on May 1, 2008, stating that she had instructed legal counsel to inquire 
into the ownership ofTsland Timberlands LP. She deposed that as of about June 22, 2005, the limited partners ofTsland 
Timberlands changed to include 4246276 Canada Inc. and 4246268 Canada Inc., and that on or about August 12, 
2005, 4246276 Canada Inc. and 4246268 Canada Inc. changed their names to British Columbia Investment Man
agement Corporation ("BCIMC"). According to the capital contributions shown on the Island Timberlands limited 
partnership registration filed on June 22, 2005, which Chief Sayers attached as an exhibit to her affidavit, BCIMC 
owns approximately 25% ofTsland Timberlands. 

164 BCIMC is established under s. 16 of the Public Sector Pension Plans Act, S.B.C. 1999, c. 44 ("PSPPA"). 
Subsection 16(5) states that BCIMC is an agent of the govermnent. Under s. 17, the capital ofBCIMC is one share, 
issued and registered in the name of the Minister of Finance on behalf of the government of British Columbia. BCIMC 
provides fund management services for public bodies and publicly administered trust funds, including the pension 
plan for the Members of the Legislative Assembly of this province. According to material that Chief Sayers 
downloaded from the BCIMC website, BCIMC also manages British Columbia govermnent operating funds, and as of 
March 31, 2007, about 0.7% of the funds that BCIMC managed were British Columbia govermnent operating funds. 

165 According to its 2006-2007 Annual Report, as of March 31, 2007, BCIMC had a further interest in Island 
Timberlands through ownership stakes in two other corporate litnited partners of Island Timberlands, Brookfield 
Asset Management (3,761,477 common shares) and Brookfield Property Corp. (777,938 common shares). 

166 According to a public document from the Minister of Forests, EconOlnics and Trade Branch, which Chief 
Sayers attached to her affidavit, BCIMC also has an indirect interest in the company holding the licence for TFL 44, 
that is, Western Forest Products Inc. The document shows that as of March 2007, BCIMC's interest in Western Forest 
Products Inc. is through its stake in Brookfield Asset Management, which has 100% (and thus control) ofTricap Asset 
Management Ltd., which in turn owns 70% of Western Forest Products Inc. 

167 This evidence was not disputed, except for one matter of detail set out below. 

168 Chief Sayers deposed that she did not learn that BCIMC had a significant investment in Brookfield and Island 
Timberlands LP until the middle ofJanuary 2008, and that she did not know about these investments when this matter 
was before the court in 2005. She stated that BCIMC's interest in Brookfield and Island Timberlands LP was never 
disclosed by either Brascan or the respondent Minister. 

169 Douglas Pearce, the Chief Executive Officer and ChiefTnvestment Officer ofBCIMC, deposed in an affidavit 
that since its establishment, BCIMC has operated at arms-length from the government and makes all investment 
decisions independently, without interference or input from the govermnent. 

170 Mr. Pearce stated that the arms-length nature of the relationship is reflected in the structure ofBCIMC's Board 
of Directors. Four of the seven directors are appointed by trustees of public pension plans, two Board members are 
appointed by the Minister of Finance to represent BCIMC's other clients, and the Chair of the Board is appointed by 
the Minister of Finance. Mr. Pearce also stated that the Board of BCIMC is legislatively prohibited from any in
volvement in the day-to-day investment decisions of BCIMC. He said that although the clients of BCIMC provide 
"Statements ofTnvestment Policy and Procedures", which indicate what percentages of their funds should be placed in 
certain types of investment (e.g., real property, foreign securities, etc.) and the Board ensures that BCIMC acts in 
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accordance with these Statements, BCIMC is not directed by either its clients or the Board to make particular in
vestments. Mr. Pearce deposed that investment decisions are made by the Chief Investment Officer, who is charged 
under s. 21(3) of the PSPPA with supervising the day-to-day operations of BCIMC, "including a determination of 
which assets to buy and sell". 

171 Mr. Pearce's affidavit also corrects the affidavit of Chief Sayers in its description of the changes of name of 
4246276 Canada Inc. and 4246268 Canada Inc. Mr. Pearce deposed that 4246276 Canada Inc. changed its name to 
bcIMC (REYKN) Investment Corporation and 4246268 Canada Inc. changed its name to bcIMC (WCBAF REYKN) 
Investment Corporation. The affidavit cOnImns that both of these companies are limited partners in Island Timber
lands. Mr. Pearce deposed that as limited partners, these companies do not take an active part in the business of the 
partnership or exercise any control over the operations of the partnership that holds the lands at issue in this matter. 

172 The petitioners' position is that the Crown is in conflict ofinterest since BCIMC, an agent ofthe goverrnnent, is 
a substantial investor in both Island Timberlands LP, the owner of the Removed Lands, and in Western Forest 
Products Inc., the licencee over the Crown lands covered by TFL 44. Mr. Grant submitted that these interests should 
have been disclosed and were not. Mr. Grant suggested that the conflict is evident when one considers that the Su
preme Court of Canada said in Haida Nation (at para. 55) that regulatory measures could be taken if necessary to 
protect aboriginal rights with respect to private land, but that if the provincial government were, for example, to use 
legislation to protect Grassy Mountain for the benefit ofthe petitioners in this case, such a step could lower the value 
of provincial employees' pension plans. Mr. Grant submitted that, in considering whether to grant the orders sought in 
this case, the fmancial interest of the Crown (through BCMIC) in Island Timberlands should be borne in mind, though 
he did not suggest bad motives or wilful deception on the part of the Crown. 

173 With respect to the suggested conflict of interest, Mr. Phillips submitted that BCIMC is an arm's-length entity 
and that its investment decisions are made without involvement of the goverrunent. Responding to Mr. Grant's ques
tion as to why the Crown did not reveal that it held an interest in Island Timberlands through BCIMC, Mr. Phillips 
advised the Court that he was not aware that BCIMC held an interest in Island Timberlands prior to the petitioners 
raising the issue in these proceedings. 

174 Mr. Isaac for Island Timberlands similarly advised that he had not been aware of the Crown's indirect interest in 
Island Timberlands. 

175 While there was no suggestion, and I do not find, that the Crown wilfully withheld information from the court, 
the financial interest ofthe Province and provincial employees through BCIMC in Island Timberlands, and thus in the 
Removed Lands, and in Western Forest Products Inc. through Brookfield Asset Management, are matters that should 
have been disclosed to the petitioners and to the court, along with the other information as to the structure ofBCIMC 
and its arms-length investment decision-making. The information is relevant because it may bear on the extent to 
which Island Timberlands is actually a "third party" private landowner whose interests sllOuld remain unaffected by 
the relationship between the Crown and First Nations. That position of Island Timberlands as a third party was sug
gested in the submissions of both Island Timberlands and the Crown at the hearing leading to the 2005 Decision, and 
in the hearing of the present application. The information as to the BCIMC stake in Western Forest Products Inc. is 
possibly relevant for similar reasons. 

176 Having said that, considering the evidence as a whole, I do not fmd that the existence of BCIMC stakes in 
Island Timberlands and Brookfield Asset Management has significant bearing on the issues before me. There is no 
evidence of direct involvement by the Province in BCIMC investment decisions; in fact, the structure of BCIMC is 
designed to avoid that. The existence of the province's financial stake in the private landowner may add a nuance to the 
characterization ofIsland Timberlands as a third party but does not alter that characterization. 
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177 The Crown submits that the court's 2005 Decision forecloses the risk that the government might have mis
conceived the strength of the HFN's claim or the seriousness of the impact of potential effects of the Removal Deci
sion, and the Crown relies on the authorities (to which I will refer) holding that the Crown's duty, absent such mis
conception, is to be assessed on a standard of reasonableness. 

178 The petitioners' position is that although it related to claims advanced but not yet proved, the consultation in this 
case was in some respects a remedial consultation framed by the Court's findings in the 2005 Decision. In other words, 
this was not a "from scratch" consultation. Thus, the test to be applied to the Crown's conduct, Mr. Grant argued, is not 
necessarily just reasonableness -- instead, the test must be informed by the context of the 2005 decision. 

179 As I will describe below, the petitioners' position is that the Crown misconceived its duty, did not meet what 
was required by the 2005 Decision, and did not meet the test of basic reasonableness. The Crown's position is that it 
properly understood its constitutional duty, and more than fulfilled it. 

Authorities 

180 The authorities are clear that the Crown's efforts at consultation and accommodation are to be measured against 
a standard of reasonableness, unless the Crown has misconceived the seriousness of the claim or the impact of the 
infringement. In that event, it would likely be a question oflaw assessed by the standard of correctuess. The focus is on 
the process of consultation and accommodation, not the outcome. 

181 The Supreme Court of Canada stated in Haida Nation at paras. 62-63: 

62 The process itself would likely fall to be examined on a standard of reasonableness. Perfect satisfaction is 
not required; the question is whether the regulatory scheme or government action lIviewed as a whole, ac
conunodates the collective aboriginal right in question": Gladstone, supra, at para. 170. What is required is 
110t perfection, but reasonableness. As stated in Nikal, supra, at para. 110, "in ... infonnation and consultation 
the concept of reasonableness must come into play .... So long as every reasonable effort is made to inform 
and to consult, such efforts would suffice." The government is required to make reasonable efforts to inform 
and consult. This suffices to discharge the duty. 

63 Should the government misconceive the seriousness of the claim or impact of the infringement, this 
question oflaw would likely be judged by correctness. Where the government is correct on these matters and 
acts on the appropriate standard, the decision will be set aside only if the government's process is unrea
sonable. The focus, as discussed above, is not on the outcome, but on the process of consultation and ac
commodation. 

182 GitanyolV First Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) , 2004 BCSC 1734, 38 B.C.L.R. (4th) 57 
(B.C. S.C.), dealt with an application in circumstances somewhat similar to those before me. In a previous decision 
involving the parties Tysoe J. (as he then was) had found that the Minister of Forests had not fulfilled his duty of 
consultation and accommodation when he consented to the change in control of Skeena Cellulose Inc. (one of whose 
owners was the Province) to new owners, but did not quash the Minister's decision, instead giving the Minister further 
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opportunity to fulfil his duty. The First Nation then applied for further relief because it was dissatisfied with the level 
of consultation and acconnnodation afforded. In discussing the approach to be taken, Tysoe J. stated at para. 50: 

50 The honour of the Crown requires it to conduct such negotiations in good faith and with a Willingness to 
acconnnodate Aboriginal interests where necessary. The standard by which the court will assess the efforts of 
the Crown must, of necessity, depend on the reasonableness of the Crown's position. While the Crown may 
bargain hard and has no duty to reach an agreement, it must be willing to make reasonable concessions based 
on the strength of the Aboriginal claim and the potentially adverse effect of the infringement in question. If 
the Crown does not make reasonable concessions, it is open to the court to conclude that the Crown is not 
negotiating in good faith with a Willingness to acconnnodate Aboriginal interests. 

And at para. 63 Tysoe J. wrote: 

63 In assessing the adequacy of the Crown's efforts to fulfil its duty to consult and acconnnodate, the court 
will usually look at the overall offer of acconnnodation made by the Crown and weigh it against the potential 
impact of the infringement on the asserted Aboriginal interests having regard to the strength of those asserted 
interests. The court will not normally focus on one aspect of the negotiations because the process of give and 
take requires giving in some areas and taking in other areas. It is the overall result which must be assessed .... 

183 In a recent decision of this Court (Witlitswx v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2008 BCSC 1139, 
[200S] B.C.J. No. 1159 (B.C. S.C.) , Neilson J. (as she then was) referred with approval to that decision and adopted a 
similar approach. 

184 The Court of Appeal for British Columbia has stated that, while there is a constitutional duty on the Crown, it 
does not necessarily follow that there is a constitutional right to be consulted or acconnnodated (Little 
SalmonlCannacks First Nation v. Yukon (Director, Agriculture Branch, Department of Energy, Mines & Resources), 
200S YKCA 13. 71 R.P.R. (4th) 162 (Y.T. c.A.» at para. SS. The Court also held in that case that the duty continues 
to apply in the implementation oftreaties (at para. 91), supporting the proposition that the duty is ongoing and must be 
understood in its overall context in each case. 

185 InAhousaht Indian Band v. Canada (Minister of Fisheries & Oceans) (200S). 200S FCA 212, 37 C.E.L.R. (3d) 
89 (F.C.A.), the Federal Court of Appeal sunnnarized its conclusions about the applicable standard of review, stating 
its view that the standard of review as described in Haida Nation remains unaffected by New Brunswick (Board of 
Management) v. Dunsmuir, 2008 SCC 9, 64 C.C.E.L. (3d) I (S.C. C.), at para. 34: 

34 Thus, in my view, the detennination of the existence and extent of the duty to consult or accommodate is 
a question of law and, hence, reviewable on a standard of correctness. However, when the Crown has cor
rectly determined that question, its decision will be set aside only if the process of consultation and ac
commodation is unreasonable. In my view, the Supreme Court's recent decision in Dunsmuir v. New 
Brunswick. 2008 SCC 9, does not change the standard of review applicable in this case. 

IS6 In Tzeachten First Nation v. Canada (Attorney General) (200S), 2008 FC 928 (F.C.) at para. 24, 
Tremblay-Lamer J., taking an alternative approach, described the proper standard of review as incorporating the 
holding in Dunsmuir: 

24 ... [Wlhen it falls to detennine whether the duty to consult is owed and the content of that duty, no def
erence will be afforded. However, where a detennination as to whether that duty was discharged is required, 
the analysis will be concerned with "the existence of justification, transparency and intelligibility within the 
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decision-making process [and also with] [ ... ] whether the decision falls within a range of possible, acceptable 
outcomes which are defensible in respect of the facts and law" (Dunsmuir, above, at para. 47). 

187 I conclude that the standard of review for whether the Crown understood the existence and extent of its duty is 
correctness. In my view, deference is not warranted on the question of the existence and nature of the constitutional 
duty, or, if any deference is warranted since the nature of the duty is to be determined in the context of the circum
stances as a whole, that deference should be minimal. I also conclude that the standard of review for whether the 
Crown complied with its duty is reasonableness. The Crown should be afforded deference regarding its choice of 
consultation and accommodation process, so long as it falls within a range of possible, acceptable choices. 

188 Because ofthe conclusions I have reached regarding whether the Crown understood the existence and extent of 
its duty, it is unnecessary for me to comment on the issue raised by the submissions of the parties and some of the 
recent jurisprudence, that is, on whether the courts should go beyond an examination of the process of consultation and 
accommodation and into an assessment of the substance of the accommodations offered by the Crown. 

III Has tlte Cl"OWIt Met Its Duty to Coltsllit And, If Necesswy, Accommodate lite HlIpacasatlt? 

189 Mr. Grant for the petitioners argued that the Crown misconstrued the Court's 2005 Decision, and failed to 
understand the nature and extent of its duty. He submitted that despite the lengthy process and the number of meetings, 
the significant fact is that the Crown basically conducted itselfthroughout the process as if the earlier decision had not 
been made. He submitted that the Crown has done little or nothing to alleviate the impact of the Removal Decision on 
the HFN's claimed aboriginal rights with respect to the Removed Lands themselves or with respect to HFN's claimed 
aboriginal rights over the adjacent Crown land, and that the Crown seemed to believe that it was not required to do so. 
The petitioners' position is that the Crown offered little or nothing that would not otherwise bave been available to the 
HFN as a result of general policies or the treaty process. (I have already addressed that question, and have concluded 
that the Crown's offer probably went somewhat beyond what would have been available as a result of general policies. 
I make no finding as to what would otherwise have been available through the treaty process, or as to the adequacy of 
the Crown's offer.) 

190 The petitioners say that the Crown was required to do more than talk to them or to include them in general 
programs available to all First Nations. Instead, they say, reasonable steps to accommodate their specific interests, in 
effect compensating them for the Removal Decision, were necessary. 

191 Mr. Grant argued that when the MOFR tendered proposals for the HFN's consideration, these proposals failed 
to acknowledge what the 2005 Decision bad said with respect to consultation and accommodation. He argued that it 
was particularly significant that the proposal delivered on October 12, 2007, near the end of the process, was prefaced 
with the comment, lI[a]t this time we are unsure what, if any, accommodation is in fact required in these circum
stances". The proposals related solely to Crown lands and not to the Removed Lands, and, the petitioners say, never 
addressed the effects of the decision on issues raised by the HFN both in court and in consultations, including the 
impact ofthe decision on sacred sites, the protection of village sites, the protection of wildlife habitat, the provision of 
access for gathering of foods, medicines and other materials, protection of culturally modified trees, or land-based 
access to two HFN reserves which are only accessible by water ifthe Removed Lands are closed off to the HFN. Mr. 
Grant submitted that there was no adjustment ofthe Minister's policies, even minimally, in order to attempt to preserve 
the HFN's ongoing connection to the Removed Lands pending resolution of their claims through treaty negotiations. 
This, he urged, reflects the Crown's "high-handed" and lIunilateral" approach to consultation and accommodation. 

192 The petitioners' position is that the Crown, if it had properly understood its duty and had consulted with them 
prior to the Removal Decision, could have imposed conditions on granting the Removal Decision such as those em-
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bodied in the Ash River MOU of November 30, 2000, when lands were transferred from the Crown to Weyerhaeuser 
in exchange for other lands. Counsel for the petitioners argued that because the consultation at issue was ordered by 
the court as a remedial measure following the Crown's failure to consult prior to a decision, some of the guidance 
provided by Haida Nation does not apply. For instance, he argued, because the Court's findings in 2005 provided the 
Minister with the necessary preliminary assessment of the strength of the Petitioner's rights and title claims, it was not 
necessary for the Ministry to undertake its own assessment. Similarly, the petitioners say that their evidence in support 
of their rights and title claims was accepted by the court and reflected in its fmdings, and this relieved the HFN of its 
reciprocal duty to "outline" their claims to the Minister (although the petitioners in fact did so in the event). 

193 Mr. Grant pointed out that while the B.C. Court of Appeal in Haida Nation v. Blitish Columbia (Minister of 
Forests). 2002 BCCA 147, 99 B.C.L.R. !3dl 209 (B.C. c.A.) (Haida BCCA) spoke ofthe Crown's obligation to "seek 
an accommodation", in Haida Nation and Taku the Supreme Court of Canada stated that the Crown's duty is to 
"consult and, if necessary, accommodate". 

194 He submitted that the Crown was wrong to retter its authority to consult and accommodate the HFN by giving 
priority to the rights of a fee simple title holder and accepting those rights as constraining its consideration of the 
HFN's concerns. He argued that the Crown must balance competing societal interests (including Crown and 
Crown-sanctioned third party interests), and is not justified in assuming the subordination of aboriginal interests. Mr. 
Grant suggested that the Crown could provide accommodation through legislation (as was done through the Forest 
Revitalization Act), by changing government policy, or through an agreement with Island Timberlands. 

195 Counsel for the Crown, Mr. Phillips, submitted that this Court found in the 2005 Decision that only a moderate 
to low level of consultation was required. The Crown's position is that the consultation process and the accommoda
tions offered to the HFN were more than reasonable and adequate, and that the consultation record amply supports that 
conclusion. Mr. Phillips argued that the duty to consult is just that: it is not a duty to agree. 

196 It is the Crown's position that the HFN's expectations were too high. According to the Crown, the HFN pre
sumed that accommodation was necessary when it was not; they initially and continually sought economic compen
sation out of proportion to the Court's findings; and they viewed the situation as if lands and resources had been 
transferred away from them when that was not the case, since those lands and resources had been privately held well 
before the Removal Decision. 

197 The Crown's position on the adequacy of the consultation that occurred in this case reflects its view that the 
purpose of consultation is to ensure that the Crown understands the extent of impacts of a proposed decision. The 
CrO\vn's submission stresses that accommodation is not an automatic imperative, and that, according to Haida Nation 
, the duty to accommodate arises only where accommodation is necessary. The Crown's view of the 2005 Decision is 
that it does not contain a fmding that accommodation of the HFN in respect of the Removal Decision is required. 
Counsel for the Crown submitted that, even if accommodation was necessary, the Crown did propose measures that 
were reasonable. 

198 The primary position of Island Timberlands is that the court lacks jurisdiction to make an order restricting its 
use of the Removed Lands. However, Island Timberlands also took the position that it has no role to play in the 
consultation process at this point, or in regard to any accommodation to be offered or provided to the petitioners in 
relation to the Removed Lands decision. Island Timberlands conveyed through its counsel, Mr. Isaac, that although it 
remains committed to communicating in good faith with the petitioners, facilitating their access to the Removed Lands 
and listening to their concerns, its position is that there is no basis in law for including it in any order for further 
consultation. 
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199 Island Timberlands argued that even if this Court has jurisdiction to make the order requested, it should decline 
to do so. Mr. Isaac argued that the record produced by the Crown shows a high level of consultation, that Island 
Timberlands as a private landowner has a legitimate expectation that it will have quiet enjoyment of its lands, and that 
to extend the restrictions on Island Timberlands's quiet enjoyment in paragraph 8 of the Order would set an "ex
traordinary precedent for private landowners in this province". 

200 Mr. Isaac submitted that what is at issue is private land, for a time voluntarily subject to a Tree Farm Licence, 
then removed. He argued that the voluntary inclusion of the Removed Lands under TFL 44 did not somehow 
re-invigorate the HFN's aboriginal interests in the lands and said that the petitioners attribute an effect unsupported by 
the law to the temporary inclusion of the lands in the TFL. The exercise of any aboriginal rights or interests, he argued, 
has always been subject to the rights of the private property owner. 

A. Did the Crown correctly understand what was required? 

201 The initial question, then, is whether the Crown correctly understood the existence and extent of its duty. 

202 For ease of reference, I will set out here the language from the 2005 Decision describing the Crown's duty in 
this case and the conclusions as to the appropriate declaratory relief: 

244 Because of the private ownership of the land, and the position taken by the province in treaty negotia
tions, the prospect that the HFN will in the end obtain exclusive possession of any of the Removed Lands or 
ownership of the resources on them seems remote. 

245 However, the Removed Lands are contiguous with Crown land, and the removal decision affects the 
Crown land claimed by the HFN as part of its traditional territory. The prospect exists that the HFN will 
obtain exclusive possession of some of that Crown land or its resources through treaty. 

246 Based on the evidence before me, including the uncontradicted evidence of the Hupacasath elders re
garding traditional use of the territory they describe, for the purposes of this application my preliminary 
assessment of the strength of the case is as follows. 

247 I will fust address the case regarding Crown land. I find that the HFN has shown a strong prima facie 
case for aboriginal rights including title with respect to the portion oftheir asserted traditional territory on the 
Crown land which is not subject to any overlapping claims. I reach no conclusions on the strength of the 
competing claims by other First Nations, but take those claims into account in concluding that the HFN prima 
facie case for aboriginal title to the portion of Crown land subject to overlap is weaker than for the other 
portion. Regarding the portion of their asserted traditional territory on Crown land subject to overlapping 
claims, the petitioners have shown a good prima facie case for aboriginal rights to hunt, fish, gather food, 
harvest trees and visit sacred sites. Since those rights do not require exclusivity, the existence of the over
lapping claims does not in general weaken the petitioners' case. 

248 Second, with respect to the Removed Lands, I find that the petitioners have shown a primafacie case for 
aboriginal rights to hunt, fish, gather food, harvest trees and visit sacred sites on their asserted traditional 
territory, subject to the rights of the fee simple owner of that land to prohibit their access. Again, because the 
exercise ofthese aboriginal rights does not require exclusivity, I do not fmd that the existence of overlapping 
claims in general weakens the HFN case. I find that the petitioners have also shown a prima facie case for 
aboriginal title (if such title has not been extinguished and continues to exist with respect to the Removed 
Lands), with respect to the portion of their traditional territory not subject to overlapping claims. As for the 
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portion of the traditional territory on the Removed Lands subject to overlapping claims, given the require
ment of exclusivity, I find they have shown a weak prima Jacie case. 

249 On the existing state of the law, the petitioners' aboriginal rights with respect to the Removed Lands are 
at best highly attenuated. Prior to the removal decision, the owners ofthe lands could have decided to exclude 
the Hupacasath from access to the lands at any time, subject to possible intervention by the Crown through its 
power to control activities on the land under the TFL. Their claimed aboriginal title, if it has not been ex
tinguished, seems very unlikely to result in the Hupacasath obtaining exclusive possession of the Removed 
Lands in the future. The authorities indicate that the possible availability of the land to satisfy future land 
claims or treaty settlements is an important consideration in determining the extent of the Crown's duty. 

250 The extent of the Crown's duty is also proportionate to the seriousness of the potential adverse effect on 
the claimed aboriginal rights. 

251 I have described in the preceding part of these Reasons the potential adverse effects of the removal de
cision on HFN aboriginal rights. 

252 As a consequence of changes in activities on the Removed Lands, there might be some impact on fishing 
or hunting on the HFN claimed traditional territory outside the Removed Lands (and on Crown lands). I 
would say that the potential effect of the removal decision on the claimed aboriginal rights pertaining to the 
Crown land is modest. 

253 With respect to the Removed Lands themselves, the previous level of regulation of logging, wildlife 
protection and other activities on the land has been replaced by a different and much more forgiving regime. 
As well, the use of some ofthe lands could change altogether, for example through development for housing. 
The potential effect of the removal decision on the claimed traditional territory in the Removed Lands is 
serious. 

254 Taking both the strength of the HFN claim and the seriousness of the potential adverse effects into ac
coun~ I fmd that the duty to consult was at a moderate level with respect to the Crown lands, and at a lower 
level with respect to the Removed Lands. 

273 In summary, the Crown had a duty to consult with the HFN regarding the removal of the land from TFL 
44, and regarding the consequences oftheremoval of that land on the remaining (Crown land) portion ofTFL 
44. 

274 The Crown's duty with respect to alleged aboriginal rights on the Removed Land is at a low level and 
does not require" deep consultation". It does require informed discussion between the Crown and the HFN in 
which the HFN have the opportunity to put forward their views and in which the Crown considers the HFN 
position in good faith and where possible integrates them into its plan of action. The Crown has not met that 
duty. 

275 The duty on the Crown with respect to the effect of the removal decision on aboriginal rights asserted on 
Crown land is higher, and requires something closer to "deep consultation". On the evidence, the Crown did 
not meet that duty. 
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292 There will be a declaration tbat the Minister of Forests had, prior to the removal decision on July 9, 2004, 
and continues to have, a duty to consult with the Hupacasath in good faith and to endeavonr to seek ac
commodation between their aboriginal rights and the objectives of the Crown to manage TFL 44 in accor
dance with the public interest, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal. 

293 There will be a declaration that making tbe removal decision on July 9,2004 without consultation with 
the Hupacasath was inconsistent with the honour of the Crown in right of British Columbia in its dealings 
with the Hupacasath. 

294 There will be a declaration that the Chief Forester had, prior to the August 26, 2004 decision to amend 
the allowable annual cut for TFL 44, and continues to have a duty to meaningfully consult in good faith with 
the Hupacasath and to endeavour to seek accommodation between their aboriginal rights and the objectives 
of the Crown to manage TFL 44 in accordance with the public interest, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal. 

203 In considering whether the Crown properly understood its duty in this case, it is important to keep sight of the 
reason for the existence of the duty to consult. The Crown is honour-bound to consult and attempt reconciliation with 
aboriginal peoples when it makes decisions potentially affecting their unproven rights with respect to the occupation 
and use ofland, because otherwise those rights may be devoid of content by the time they are recognized by courts or 
through treaty. The Supreme Court of Canada wrote in Haida Nation at para. 25: 

25 Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when Europeans came, and were never conquered. 
Many bands reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown through negotiated treaties. Others, 
notably in British Columbia, have yet to do so. The potential rights embedded in these claims are protected by 
s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. The honour of the Crown requires that these rights be determined, rec
ognized and respected. This, in turn, requires the Crown, acting honourably, to participate in processes of 
negotiation. While this process continues, the honour of the Crown may require it to consult aud, where in
dicated, accommodate Aboriginal interests. 

And at para. 33: 

33 To limit reconciliation to the post-proof sphere risks treating reconciliation as a distant legalistic goal, 
devoid of the "meaningful content" mandated by the "solemn commitment" made by the Crown in recog
nizing and affmning Aboriginal rights and title: Sparrow, supra, at p. 1108. It also risks unfortunate con
sequences. When the distant goal of proof is finally reached, the Aboriginal peoples may find their land and 
resources changed and denuded. This is not reconciliation. Nor is it honourable. 

204 In Haida Nation, the Supreme Court acknowledged that the level of consultation and accommodation required 
varies with the circumstances and may change as the process goes on and new information comes to light. It set out 
some principles as it described the spectrum of what the honour of the Crown may require Cat paras. 43-49): 

43 Against this background, I turn to the kind of duties tbat may arise in different situations. In this respect, 
the concept of a spectrum may be helpful, not to suggest watertight legal compartments but rather to indicate 
what the honour of the Crown may require in particular circumstances. At one end of the spectrum lie cases 
where the claim to title is weak, the Aboriginal right limited, or the potential for infringement minor. In such 
cases, the only duty on the Crown may be to give notice, disclose information, and discuss any issues raised 
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in response to the notice. "'[C]onsultation' in its least technical definition is talking together for mutual un
derstanding": T. Isaac and A. Knox, "The Crown's Duty to Consult Aboriginal People" (2003), 41 Alta. L. 
Rev. 49, at p. 61. 

44 At the other end ofthe spectrum lie cases where a strong prima facie case for the claim is established, the 
right and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of 
non-compensable damage is high. In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim 
solution, may be required. While precise requirements will vary with the circumstances, the consultation 
required at this stage may entail the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation 
in the decision-making process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were 
considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision. This list is neither exhaustive, nor mandatory 
for every case. The government may wish to adopt dispute resolution procedures like mediation or admin
istrative regimes with impartial decision-makers in complex or difficult cases. 

45 Between these two extremes of the spectrum just described, will lie other situations. Every case must be 
approached individually. Each must also be approached flexibly, since the level of consultation required may 
change as the process goes on and new information comes to light. The controlling question in all situations is 
what is required to maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation between the Crown and the 
Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake. Pending settlement, the Crown is bound by its 
honour to balance societal and Aboriginal interests in making decisions that may affect Aboriginal claims. 
The Crown may be required to make decisions in the face of disagreement as to the adequacy of its response 
to Aboriginal concerns. Balance and compromise will then be necessary. 

46 Meaningful consultation may oblige the Crown to make changes to its proposed action based on infor
mation obtained through consultations"" 

47 When the consultation process suggests amendment of Crown policy, we arrive at the stage of accom
modation. Thus the effect of good faith consultation may be to reveal a duty to accommodate. Where a strong 
prima facie case exists for the claim, and the consequences of the govemment's proposed decision may ad
versely affect it in a significant way, addressing the Aboriginal concerns may require taking steps to avoid 
irreparable harm or to minimize the effects of infringement, pending frnal resolution of the underlying claim. 
Accommodation is achieved through consultation, as this Court recognized inR. v. Marshall, [1999)3 S.C.R. 
533, at para. 22: "". the process of accommodation of the treaty right may best be resolved by consultation 
and negotiationH

• 

48 Tltis process does not give Aboriginal groups a veto over what can be done with land pending final proof 
of the claim. The Aboriginal "consent" spoken of in Deigamllllkw is appropriate only in cases of established 
rights, and then by no means in every case. Rather, what is required is a process of balancing interests, of give 
and take. 

49 This flows from the meaning of "accommodatelt
• The tenus "accommodate" and "accommodation" have 

been defined as to lIadapt, harmonize, reconcile" ... "an adjustment or adaptation to suit a special or different 
purpose ... a convenient arrangement; a settlement or compromiselt

: Concise Oxford Dictionmy of Current 
English (9th ed. 1995), at p. 9. The accommodation that may result from pre-proof consultation is just this -
seeking comprontise in an attempt to harmonize conflicting interests and move further down the path of 
reconciliation. A commitment to the process does not require a duty to agree. But it does require good faith 
efforts to ,mderstand each other's concerns and move to address them. 
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205 With respect to third parties, the Court held that parties other than the Crown are not subject to a duty, in part 
because the Crown is able to achieve meaningful consultation and accommodation through its legislative powers and 
its ability to negotiate terms. At para. 55 the Court stated: 

55 Finally, it is suggested (per Finch C.J.B.C.) that third parties should be held to the duty in order to provide 
an effective remedy. The first difficulty with this suggestion is that remedies do not dictate liability. Once 
liability is found, the question of remedy arises. But the remedy tail cannot wag the liability dog. We cannot 
sue a rich person, simply because the person has deep pockets or can provide a desired result. The second 
problem is that it is not clear that the government lacks sufficient remedies to achieve meaningful consulta
tion and accommodation. In this case, Part 10 ofT.F.L. 39 provided that the Ministry of Forests could vary 
any permit granted to Weyerhaeuser to be consistent with a court's detennination of Aboriginal rights or title. 
The government may also require Weyerhaeuser to amend its management plan if the Chief Forester con
siders that interference with an Aboriginal right has rendered the management plan inadequate (para. 
2.38(d». Finally, the government can control by legislation, as it did when it introduced the ForestlY Revi
talization Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 17, which claws back 20 percent of all licensees' harvesting rights, in part to 
make land available for Aboriginal peoples. The government's legislative authority over provincial natural 
resources gives it a powerful tool with which to respond to its legal obligations. This, with respect, renders 
questionable the statement by Finch C.J.B.C. that the government "has no capacity to allocate any part ofthat 
timber to the Raida without Weyerhaeuser's consent or co-operation" ( (2002), 5 B.C.L.R. (4th) 33, at para. 
119). Failure to hold Weyerhaeuser to a duty to consult and accommodate does not make the remedy "hollow 
or illusory" . 

206 The point was reiterated in Taku at para. 42, where the Court said that" ... the process of consultation may lead to 
a duty to accommodate Aboriginal concerns by adopting policies or decisions in response." 

207 It is important to note, however, that both Haida Nation and Taku were decided in the context of the Crown's 
policies and decision-making with respect to Crown lands, and the examples given by McLachlin C.J. in Haida Nation 
of possible measures available to the Crown were drawn from that context. The measures available to the Crown with 
respect to privately owned lands are much more restricted. 

208 In Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage) , 2005 SCC 69, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388 
(S.C.C.) , the Supreme Court of Canada applied those principles, emphasizing (at para. 63) that the determination of 
the duty must governed by the context. The contextual factors to be considered are: the specificity of promises made 
(for example under treaty); the seriousness of the impact of the proposed action; the strength of the aboriginal claim; 
the history of the dealings between the parties; and the existence of an ongoing framework within which to manage 
changes in land use. The Court stated at para. 64: 

64 The duty here has both informational and response components. In this case, given that the Crown is 
proposing to build a fairly minor winter road on surrendered lands where the Mikisew hunting, fishing and 
trapping rights are expressly subject to the "taking up" limitation, I believe the Crown's duty lies at the lower 
end of the spectrum. The Crown was required to provide notice to the Mikisew and to engage directly with 
them (and not, as seems to have been the case here, as an afterthought to a general public consultation with 
Park users). This engagement ought to have included the provision of information about the project ad
dressing what the Crown knew to be Mikisew interests and what the Crown anticipated might be the potential 
adverse impact on those interests. The Crown was required to solicit and to listen carefully to the Mikisew 
concerns, and to attempt to minimize adverse impacts on the Mikisew hunting, fishing and trapping rights. 
The Crown did not discharge this obligation when it unilaterally declared the road realigmnent would be 
shifted from the reserve itself to a track along its boundary. I agree on this point with what Finch J.A. (now 
C.J.B.C.) said in Halfivay River First Nation at paras. 159-160. 
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The fact that adequate notice of an intended decision may have been given does not mean that the re
quirement for adequate consultation has also been met. 

The Crown's duty to consult imposes on it a positive obligation to reasonably ensure that aboriginal 
peoples are provided with all necessary information in a timely way so that they have an opportunity to 
express their interests and concerns, and to ensure that their representations are seriously considered and. 
wherever possible. demonstrably integrated into the proposed plan of action. [Emphasis added.] 

209 In Mikisew, although the Court found the duty to lie at the lower end of the spectrum, it held that the Crown was 
required not only to listen to the Mikisew First Nationls concerns, but also to "attempt to minimize adverse impacts" on 
their aboriginal rights. 

210 In the instant case, the parameters of the Crown's duty were set out, at least in general terms, in the 2005 De
cision. In that decision, taking into account both the strength of the HFN claim over the Removed Lands and the 
adjacent Crown lands, and the severity of the possible impact ofthe Removal Decision on the HFN asserted aboriginal 
rights with respect to the Removed Lands and the adjacent Crown lands, I concluded that the Crown's duty to consult 
with respect to the Crown lands was at a t1moderaten level, and that the Crown's duty was at a Blower" level with 
respect to the Removed Lands. The Crown was ordered to carry on informed discussion with HFN in which HFN 
would have the opportunity to put forward their views, and to consider the HFN position in good faith, where possible 
integrating that position into the Crown's plan of action. It was ordered to carry on something close to "deep consul
tation" with respect to the Crown lands. The declaration stated that the Crown had a duty "to consult with the Hu
pacasath in good faith and to endeavour to seek accommodation between their aboriginal rights and the objectives of 
the Crown to manage TFL 44 in accordance with the public interest, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal." 

211 Haida Nation and Taku were decided by the Supreme Court of Canada in 2004. I do not believe that anyone 
would argue that, in the four years since those decisions were released, the calibration of the Crown's duty to consult 
and accommodate has become an exact science -- or a science at all. The courts continue to work out the implications 
of the Crown's duty and it is not surprising that there is disagreement between the parties in this case as to what was 
meant by "moderateH or "lowerll level consultation. 

212 In other words, the law is still very much under development, as was noted by Hall J.A. in Musqueam Indian 
Band 1'. British Columbia (Minister of Sustainable Resource Management), 2005 BCCA 128, 251 D.L.R. (4th) 717 
(B.C. C.A.), at para. 100: 

100 ... As I noted, we are dealing here with an area oflaw, aboriginal title, which Lamer C.J. referred to [in 
Delgamuukw] as not particularly developed. Courts will seek to fashion fair and appropriate remedies for 
individual cases conscious that as yet we do not have much guidance by way of precedent but, as in other 
fields, the common law will simply have to develop to meet new circumstances. 

213 However, it is clear that the calibration of the duty to consult involves two variables -- the strength of the claim 
and the severity of the impact -- with the deepest level of consultation required where the claim and the possible 
impact are both strong, and the shallowest level of consultation required where the claim and the possible impact are 
both weak (Haida Nation, at paras. 39,43-44.) 

214 The Supreme Court put it in different ways in Haida Nation. At para. 37, the Court distinguished between a 
I1dubious or peripheral claim" that may attract a mere duty of notice, and a "stronger claim" that may attract more 
stringent duties. The spectrum was said to run from "cases where the claim to title is weak, the Aboriginal right lim-
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ited, or the potential for infringement minor", where the only duty may be to give notice, disclose information and 
discuss the issues (at para. 43), to "cases where a strong prima facie case for the claim is established, the right and 
potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of non-compensable damage is 
high", where" deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution", may be required (at para. 44). The 
goal in all cases is reconciliation between the Crown and the Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake 
(para. 45), and the effect of good faith consultation may be to reveal a duty to accOlmnodate (para. 47). Acconuno
dation requires good faith efforts to understand each other's concerns and move to address them, "seeking compromise 
in an attempt to harmonize conflicting interests and move further down the path of reconciliation" (para. 49). The 
Court stated at para. 50: 

50 ... Balance and compromise are inherent in the notion of reconciliation. Where acconunodation is required 
in making decisions that may adversely affect as yet unproven Aboriginal rights and title claims, the Crown 
must balance Aboriginal concerns reasonably with the potential impact ofthe decision on the asserted right or 
title and with other societal interests. 

215 The Aboriginal peoples do not have a veto, and there is no ultimate duty to reach agreement: Ha/jivay River 
First Nation v. British Columbia (Minislly of Forests), 1999 BCCA 470, 178 D.L.R. (4th) 666 (B.C. C.A.) at para. 61. 
Rather, the Supreme Court stated in Taku at para. 2, "[A]ccommodation requires that Aboriginal Concerns be balanced 
reasonably with the potential impact of the particular decision on those concerns and with competing societal con
cerns". 

216 The Crown argued forcefully that its duty with respect to the Removed Lands did not extend to accommoda
tion, and it was supported in that position by Island Timberlands. Both respondents suggested that the private own
ership of the Removed Lands means that the claimed aboriginal rights over the Removed Lands have so little weight 
that only consultation in the sense of meeting and listening to concerns was required, and argue that what the Crown 
did between December 2005 and January 2008 greatly exceeded that minimal requirement. 

217 They point to certaiu language in the 2005 Decision at para. 249, which I repeat for convenience: 

249 On the existing state of the law, the petitioners' aboriginal rights with respect to the Removed Lands are 
at best highly attenuated. Prior to the removal decision, the owners ofthe lands could have decided to exclude 
the Hupacasath from access to the lands at any time, subject to possible intervention by the Crown through its 
power to control activities on the land under the TFL. Their claimed aboriginal title, if it has not been ex
tinguished, seems very unlikely to result in the Hupacasath obtaining exclusive possession of the Removed 
Lands in the future. The authorities indicate that the possible availability of the land to satisfy future land 
claims or treaty settlements is an important consideration in determining the extent of the Crown's duty. 

218 The reference to "the existing state of the law" in the 2005 Decision was deliberate. As described in that deci
sion (paras. 170-200), the law has not yet yielded any definitive answer to the question of what remains of aboriginal 
rights, including aboriginal title, after lands have become privately owned through conveyance of fee simple. 

219 In Tsilhqot'in Nation, at para. 997, Mr. Justice Vickers ofthis Court stated that the Province has no jurisdiction 
to extinguish aboriginal title and such title was not extinguished by a conveyance offee simple title. He added at paras. 
998-1000: 

998 Thus, regardless of the private interests in the Claim Area (whether they are fee simple title, range 
agreements, water licences, or any other interests derived from the Province), those interests have not ex
tinguished and cannot extinguish Tsilhqot'in rights, including Tsilhqot'in Aboriginal title. 
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999 What is not clear from the jurisprudence are the consequences of underlying Aboriginal rights, including 
Aboriginal title, on the various private interests that exist in the Claim Area. While they have not extin
guished the rights of the Tsilhqot'in people, their existence may have some impact on the application or ex
ercise of those Aboriginal rights. This conclusion is consistent with the view of the Ontario Court of Appeal 
in Chippewas ofSarnia Band v. Canada (Attorney General), [2001] 1 C.N.L.R. 56 (Ont. C.A.). 

1000 Reconciliation of competing interests will be dependant on a variety of factors, including the nature of 
the interests, the circumstances surrounding the transfer of the interests, the length of the tenure, and the 
existing land use. Such a task has not been assigned to this Court by the issues raised in the pleadings. 

220 Counsel at the hearing advised that all parties have appealed the Tsilhqot'in Nation decision, and it may be that 
the Supreme Court of Canada, in an appeal from that case or in some other context, will clarify the law within the 
foreseeable future. However, this decision cannot await that event and, as with the 2005 Decision, it must be made in 
a manner that takes into account the uncertainty in the law. 

221 I do not overlook the history of the Removed Lands at issue in this case. The Dominion of Canada received the 
lands from the British Columbia Government in 1884 under the Settlement Act and the lands were part ofthe "Railway 
Lands" transferred from the Dominion of Canada to the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company in 1887. Thus, the 
chain of title is not straightforwardly a matter of provincial transfer offee simple and, possibly, the circumstances in 
this case are distinguishable from those upon which Vickers J. commented. I have not been asked to reach a conclusion 
on the issue and refrain from doing so. 

222 The point remains that the law has not yet been clarified as to the interrelationship, in the absence of treaties, 
between aboriginal rights and title on the one hand and fee simple title on the other. 

223 Referring again to para. 249 in the 2005 Decision, the assessment that the Hupacasath's "claimed aboriginal 
title, if it has not been extinguished, seems very unlikely to result in the Hupacasath obtaining exclusive possession of 
the Removed Lands in the future" was based on two factors: the existing uncertain state of the law; and the Province's 
position in treaty negotiations -- that privately-held lands are not available for settlement of claims except on a willing 
seller/willing buyer basis. I have not been advised of any change in that position, which was described at para. 164 of 
the 2005 Decision: 

164 Under the terms ofthe British Columbia Treaty Process, the petitioners will not be able to obtain title to 
any private lands, except on a willing seller/willing buyer basis, and the Crown relies on that fact as further 
support for its position that there is a fundamental incompatibility between aboriginal title and fee simple 
title. The Crown's position is that it does not recognize aboriginal title to lands that are privately held and that 
it does not have jurisdiction to provide privately held land if it is claimed. 

224 Thus far in this section I have been referring to the legal aspect of the Hupacasath's claim. Indeed, the sub
missions of both respondents emphasized that side of the equation. However, in making a preliminary assessment of 
the strength of an Aboriginal people's claim, the Court must take account of both the law and the facts. Here, it is 
important to note that the factual side of the HFN claim seems strong. The Crown did not dispute that the Hupacasath 
had used the Removed Lands prior to the arrival of Europeans in the intensive and varied ways described by the HFN 
elders in their affidavits. Thus, the alleged strong connection of the HFN with the Removed Lands basically went 
unchallenged by the Crown, except for the evidence it led as to the existence of overlapping claims by other First 
Nations. In that regard, the findings offact in the 2005 Decision included the fmding that about 40% of the area ofthe 
Removed Lands is not subject to any competing claim from other First Nations. 
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225 Putting together the legal and the factual aspects of the HFN asserted claim to aboriginal rights pertaining to the 
Removed Lands, the claim is neither at the strongest nor the weakest end ofthe spectrum. It cannot fairly be described 
as "dubious or peripheral" (in the language used by the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation for claims at the 
lowest level on the spectrum). With respect to the portion of the Removed Lands where there are no overlapping 
claims, the weakness ofthe claim derives mainly from uncertainty as to the future development of the law and from the 
province's position in treaty negotiations, rather than from the evidentiary record. 

226 As for the adjacent Crown lands that form part ofthe HFN asserted traditional territory, the claim is in general 
strong on both the law and the facts, though weaker where there are overlapping claims. 

227 As I have said, the two major variables in calibrating the duty to consult are the strength of the Aboriginal 
people's claim, and the severity of the possible impact. The Court of Appeal in Little Salmoll/Carmacks referred (at 
para. 95) with approval to the statement by Lambert J.A. in Haida BCCA at para. 46, that a duty to consult logically 
arises "as a prelude to a potential infringement and should be assessed in relation to the severity of the proposed 
Crown action [emphasis in original]." 

228 The potential impact of the Removal Decision on HFN aboriginal rights (if the HFN do prove to have abo
riginal rights with respect to that privately-owned land) is very significant. With respect to the adjacent Crown lands, 
the potential impact is less significant. 

229 The conclusion in the 2005 Decision was that the consultation required with respect to the Crown lands was at 
a moderate level, closer to deep consultation than with respect to the Removed Lands, where it was at a "lower" (not 
"low") level. Island Timberlands's submissions emphasized the use of the phrase "at best highiy attenuated" to de
scribe the HFN aboriginal rights with respect to the Removed Lands. It does not follow, however, that those rights are 
non-existent -- on the contrary, I found that a credible factual claim had been advanced. 

230 Was the Crown required to seek accommodation, or just to consult (in the sense of listening to the HFN con
cerns) with respect to the Removed Lands? 

231 In the context of this case, there would have been no point in directing the Crown to consult in the sense of 
simply giving notice and listening to the HFN concerns. While those directions might have been appropriate if the 
matter had come to court prior to the making of the Removal Decision, it did not. Instead, it came when the removal 
was a fait accompli. Because third parties provided evidence that they had relied on the Minister's decision in their 
transactions and would be harmed ifit was set aside, the Removal Decision was allowed to stand. 

232 In the circumstances, the only possible purpose of after-the-fact consultation was to provide a process in which 
the Crown and the Hupacasath First Nation would attempt to agree on accommodation for the possible impacts of the 
Removal Decision, given the Minister's failure to consult with the First Nation before the fact. 

233 Since the Removal Decision, Island Timberlands has taken the position, as it is entitled to do, that it is not 
required to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the HFN or to do more than the general laws require. As 
a private landowner, it does not acknowledge any obligation to do more, but it says that as a good neighbour, it will 
permit access to the lands as its operations and safety permit. Island Timberlands does agree that it continues to be 
bound by the conditions in the Minister's letter, insofar as those conditions have not expired due to the passage of time. 
Mr. Isaac was careful, however, to state his client's position that the enforceability of those conditions by the Minister 
of Forests is not a question before this Court. 
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234 If the Crown had carried out the consultation in 2004 when it should have, before it made the Removal Deci
sion, it is likely that the HFN would have requested that the Crown impose terms on Weyerhaeuser relating to Hu
pacasath access to sacred sites, hunting, food gathering, cedar, and so on, and that the Crown provide enhanced access 
to resources on Crown lands to make up for potential loss of access to such resources on the Removed Lands. The 
Crown could have taken such steps with respect to Crown lands, and it was at that time in a position where it might 
have been able to negotiate some terms with the private landowner with respect to the Removed Lands. The Removal 
Decision means that it is no longer in such a position with respect to the Removed Lands. 

235 Having said that, the placement of the (now) Removed Lands under TFL 44 sixty years ago did not create new 
aboriginal rights or re-kindle aboriginal rights already extinguished. There may in the end be no legal basis for a claim 
to aboriginal rights with respect to the Removed Lands; that is still unknown. Further, it is of course possible that 
consultation and negotiation with the landowner prior to the Removal Decision would have resulted in no different 
outcome than the terms set out in the Minister's letter. In the end, the Crown's ability to impose conditions on private 
landowners is very limited. 

236 However, the Minister should have, before the fact (that is, before making the Removal Decision), provided 
notice to the Hupacasath and engaged directly with them, providing information about the proposed decision ad
dressing what the Crown knew to be Hupacasath interests and what the Crown anticipated might be the potential 
adverse impact on those interests. The Crown should have solicited and listened carefuIIy to the Hupacasath concerns, 
and attempted to minimize adverse impacts on the Hupacasath's aboriginal rights. This much was required even for a 
lower level of consultation in Mikisew. 

237 The Minister did not take those steps before the fact. Because the Removal Decision was aIIowed to stand, 
during the after-the-fact discussions, the Crown was required to work with the HFN in an attempt to achieve ac
commodation regarding the overaII effects of the Removal Decision, including its possible impact on HFN aboriginal 
rights pertaining to the Removed Lands, and its possible impact on the HFN aboriginal rights on the adjacent Crown 
lands. 

238 It is relevant to note that the Crown did not appeal the 2005 Decision. It was required, in its approach to the 
consultation and accommodation discussions, to accept the conclusions reached in that decision. Those conclusions 
included findings that the HFN could suffer adverse impacts on their aboriginal rights, both with respect to the Re
moved Lands and the Crown lands within their asserted traditional territory, as a result of the Removal Decision. The 
Crown's position in the consultation, however, seemed at times inconsistent with acceptance of those conclusions. 

239 I find that the position taken by the Crown is inconsistent with a balancing process aimed at eventual recon
ciliation, and is inconsistent with the context of this dispute (in particular, with the conclusions reached in the 2005 
Decision). 

240 I fmd that the Crown did not correctly nnderstand what was required, and misapprehended its duty to consult 
and accommodate in the circumstances. 

B. Were the steps the Crown took to consult with and accommodate the Hupacasath reasonable? 

241 The Crown's position is that, even if it was required not only to consult with but also to accommodate the 
Hupacasath, the steps it took were reasonable. The petitioners' position is that the Crown's efforts feII far short of being 
reasonable. 

242 I have concluded, for the reasons that foIIow, that the Crown did not take reasonable steps. This conclusion is 
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not based upon a comparison between the Crown's offers of accommodation and what might have been available to the 
HFN in any event, or what I might consider to have been appropriate or fair. Nor is it based upon a finding of bad faith 
on the part of the Crown. Instead, it is based upon the fact that the Crown's misconception about what was required in 
the circumstances led it to conduct the process in a way that was not reasonable. 

243 If the Crown's duty was only to meet with the Hupacasath and to listen to their concerns, it clearly took rea
sonable steps to do so. The MOFR allocated a considerable amount of its officials' time, devoted resources, and pro
vided some financial assistance to the HFN to enable it to carry out its end ofthe consultation. 

244 Further, the MOFR did more than meet and listen; it brought forward proposals and attempted to reach an 
agreed accommodation in the form of a Planning and Forestry Agreement. 

245 In addition, the Crown supported the corporate table process and continued with a number of other processes 
and topics of consultation involving the HFN, as it was required to do. The Crown should not be faulted for carrying 
on discussions with the Hupacasath on a number of fronts. (Unfortunately, however, the Crown did not clarify the 
mandates of the various Ministries and agencies until fairly late in the day, and the Crown did not take up the HFN 
suggestions that a mediator or facilitator be brought in to assist with the negotiations.) 

246 I have found that the Crown's duty was to work toward accOlmnodation for the Removal Decision's potential 
impact on HFN aboriginal rights. In the 2005 Decision I described what that potential impact was. However, the 
record shows that in its discussions with the HFN, the Crown continued to question whether accommodation was 
necessary regarding possible impacts of the Removal Decision, particularly with respect to the Removed Lands. 

247 It is an important indicator of the consequences of the Crown's misconception of its duty that the Crown refused 
to permit the Hupacasath to participate in discussions with Island Timberlands regarding the possible continuation or 
reinstatement of ungulate winter ranges and wildlife habitat areas within the Removed Lands. Those discussions had 
obvious implications for HFN asserted aboriginal rights on both the remaining Crown lands and the Removed Lands. 

248 In short, the Crown's duty required a process focused on the possible impacts of the Removal Decision. Be
cause the consultation process was delayed for various reasons, and because it became enmeshed in other complex 
processes, that focus was lost. 

249 The Crown's position essentially was that the Removal Decision did not significantly change the Hupacasath's 
position, and that the Crown was not required to consider steps which would accommodate for what the HFN stood 
possibly to lose as a result of the Removal Decision. As examples of what could have been considered: could the 
Crown fmd a way to assist the HFN in retaining access to at least the most important of their sacred sites? was it 
possible for the Crown to provide improved access to resources on the Crown lands in replacement of the former 
access to such resources on the Removed Lands? could wildlife corridors be protected so that the animals hunted by 
the HFN would still be available on the Crown lands? Those are not the questions upon which the parties focused, 
although the evidence shows that the Hupacasath did try to raise them. 

250 There is no duty to reach agreement, but there is a duty to focus on the relevant issues in the discussions. 

251 Consultation and accommodation with the goal of reconciliation is a two-way street; the HFN were required to 
conduct themselves reasonably in the process. If a First Nation is intransigent and unresponsive to govermnent at
tempts to consult, those govermnent efforts may be found reasonable even ifthey do not bear fruit: R. v. Douglas, 2007 
BCCA265, [2007] B.C.J. No. 891 (B.C. c.A.) ; R. v. Tommy. 2008 BCSC 1095 (B.C. S.C.), R. v. Aleck, 2008 BCSC 
1096 (B.C. S.C.) . As stated earlier in these Reasons, I find that the HFN did, overall, conduct themselves reasonably 
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in this process. They participated willingly, and showed readiness to compromise in that they were open to fomls of 
accommodation that did not involve the Removed Lands, while continuing to insist that they had lost something 
significant when the Removal Decision was made. The fact that they continued to press their claims does not mean 
that they were being umeasonable. They were by and large consistent in their position, though the delivery of the 
judgment in Tsilhqot'in Nationled to a hardening of their views, with a new insistence on co-management. 

252 Reasonableness, not perfection, is required, of the Crown in its efforts to consult with and accommodate abo
riginal peoples when it makes decisions potentially affecting their claimed aboriginal rights. Here, I fmd that the 
Crown's efforts did not fall within a range of reasonably defensible approaches in the context of the 2005 Decision and 
the history and relationship between the parties. 

253 I conclude that the Crown has not yet fulfilled its duty with respect to the Removal Decision. 

IV. What Remedy Should Be Gmnted? 

254 The petitioners initially sought an order that a Settlement Conference Judge or independent mediator be ap
pointed to guide the parties with respect to completion of the consultation and accommodation regarding the Removal 
Decision. Mr. Grant modified that position during submissions, and advised the Court that the petitioners seek the 
appointment of an independent mediator who would be empowered to set timelines, direct the exchange of informa
tion and report to the court if there are problems. The petitioners sought an order directing the parties to a number of 
issues they say have not yet been addressed [Sayers Affidavit #9] and setting a deadline of six months for completion 
of consultation, but permitting the parties to return to court if necessary to seek an extension of that time. 

255 I fmd that an order is warranted. A mediator will be appointed by agreement ofthe parties or, failing agreement, 
the parties may apply to the Court with respect to the naming ofthe mediator. The fees and expenses ofthe mediatior 
will be borne by the Crown. The mediator will be empowered to set timelines, direct the exchange of information and 
report to the court if there are difficulties. 

256 The mediation will address appropriate accommodation for the effects of the Removal Decision on HFN as
serted aboriginal rights on their claimed territory, both with respect to Crown land and the Removed Lands. The 
parties will specifically consider ways of including the Hupacasath in discussions with Island Timberlands regarding 
ongoing environmental, watershed and wildlife protection on the Removed Lands. They will address possible meas
mes to assist the HFN in obtaining the co-operation ofthe landowner to enable the HFN to exercise ongoing access to 
their sacred sites and areas where they have traditionally gathered medicinal plants on the Removed Lands, and pos
sible measures that will enable such access on the Crown lands within the asserted traditional territory. In that regard, 
they will address ways of respecting HFN cultural practices while providing information sufficiently specific for the 
landowner's and the Crown's needs. They will consider possible accommodation from resources on the Crown lands 
for the access to cedar, other plants and wildlife previously available to the HFN on the Removed Lands. They will 
consider possible measures to provide ongoing HFN access by land to their reserves. They will consider possible 
accommodation from resources on the Crown lands for the overall impact of the Removal Decision on the HFN as
serted traditional territory, including both the Removed Lands and Crown land. 

257 Ifit would be of assistance to the parties, they mayretum to court to address the defmition of the issues they are 
required to address in the mediation, or for further clarification as to the Crown's duty of consultation. If consultation 
and accommodation have not been accomplished through mediation after six months from the date of entry of this 
Order, the parties may return to Court. I will remain seized of this matter. 

258 The petitioners also sought an order that the conditions in paragraph 8 ofthe 2005 Order, that made certain 
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terms of the Minister's Removal Decision enforceable as a Court Order, should be left in place for a further six months 
(or, more accurately, reimposed for a further six month period). 

259 There is a serious question whether this Court has jurisdiction to make such an order because the nature and 
length of court-imposed restrictions on Island Timberlands was decided in 2005 between the same parties and in the 
same proceeding. The order was entered and no party appealed. Island Timberlands and the Crown argued that the 
matter is res judicata. Further, there are strong policy considerations in favour of respecting the finality of such de
tenninations. 

260 However, I have concluded that it is unnecessary to address the question of jurisdiction because, even ifI have 
jurisdiction to make an order continuing or re-imposing the conditions in paragraph 8 of the 2005 Order, I would not 
exercise my discretion to do so in these circumstances. 

261 It is true that another six months is not a lengthy period of time, and that significant changes could come to the 
Removed Lands during such a period. On the other hand, restrictions on private landowners flowing from the Crown's 
duty to seek reconciliation with aboriginal peoples have very rarely been imposed. As stated in the 2005 Decision, the 
unique circumstances of this case then warranted a time-limited order affecting the privately-owned lands. 

262 The Supreme Court of Canada has held that a duty to seek reconciliation with aboriginal peoples falls on the 
Crown, and does not fall on parties other than the Crown. To re-impose the conditions in paragraph 8 would be in
consistent with that principle. 

263 However, both Island Timberlands and the Crown take the position that the Minister's conditions in the Re
moval Decision remain in effect. Further, Island Timberlands through its counsel, Mr. Isaac, has stated to this Court 
that it will continue to pennit HFN members access to the Removed Lands so long as their operations and safety 
considerations pennit. 

264 I note as well, and rely upon, the statements made by Bill Waugh of Island Timberlands in his affidavit of 
March 10, 2008, regarding the company's intentions, including the company's connnitments : " ... to consider infor
mation about sacred sites provided by the HFN in planning its harvest activities on the Removed Lands, where this is 
provided in a useful form ... "; to continue to comply with the requirements of the Heritage Conservation Act and to 
have Archaeological Impact Assessments conducted by third party consultants prior to harvesting; to permit HFN to 
access the Removed Lands in order to conduct their own reviews of sacred sites, or to carry out their traditional 
practices; to follow "the same rules regarding public and First Nations access to the Removed Lands as were used by 
Weyerhaeuser when the Removed Lands were administered within TFL 44"; and to abide by the assurance that "if 
[HFN] ability to access the Removed Lands is impeded by a locked gate, Island Timberlands will issue them a key 
once they sign the required form." 

265 In these circumstances, I decline to re-impose the conditions set out in paragraph 8 ofthe 2005 Order. However, 
I do order that, during the period ofthe further consultation between the Crown and HFN (whether it is six months or 
longer), if there is any change in Island Timberlands's position (from the position described by counsel to the Court or 
by Mr. Waugh in his affidavit) as to the ongoing effectiveness of the conditions in the Minister's letter, as to HFN 
access to the Removed Lands or as to other matters, Island Timberlands will so advise the petitioners and the Crown, 
and the parties will be at liberty to return to court. 

266 Mr. Grant on behalf of the petitioners submitted that costs should be awarded to the petitioners at Scale 5 (I 
assume that he intended Scale C) in any event of the cause because the petitioners were required to return for two 
further days of hearing and to prepare a complete new response to the more detailed argument that the Court requested 
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267 The Crown made no submissions as to costs. Island Timberlands asked for costs in its written argument but 
counsel did not address the matter in his oral submissions. 

268 This matter, I fInd, was of more than ordinary difficulty, and the petitioners were substantially successful. I fmd 
that an appropriate order in these circumstances is that the petitioners will have their costs against the Crown at Scale 
C. 

269 IfTsland Timberlands wishes to address the matter of costs, it may do so through written submissions, and the 
other parties will have two weeks from receipt of those submissions to fIle their reply. 

Petition granted. 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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